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Introduction to the Book of Job
Job, maintaining his virtue, and justifying the utterance of the Creator
respecting him, sits upon his heap of ashes as the glory and pride of God.
God, and with Him the whole celestial host, witnesses the manner in which he
bears his misfortune. He conquers, and his conquest is a triumph beyond the
stars. Be it history, be it poetry: he who thus wrote was a divine seer.

Friedr. Heinr. Jacobi
(Werke, iii. 427).

In this Introduction but little has been transferred from the Art. Hiob, which
the Author has contributed to Herzog’s Real-Encyklopädie. It presents a new,
independent working up of the introductory matter, and contains only so much
of it as is required at the commencement of a Commentary. The Author’s
treatise on the idea of the book of Job in the Zeitschrift für Protestantismus u.
Kirche, 1851, S. 65-85, is recapitulatory rather than isagogic, and consequently
of a totally distinct character.

NOTE

[This work is enriched by critical notes contributed by Prof. Dr. Fleischer, and
illustrative notes contributed by Dr. Wetzstein, fifteen year Prussian Consul at
Damascus.

The end of the volume contains an Appendix contributed by Dr. Wetzstein on
the “Monastery of Job” in Hauran, the tradition concerning Job, and a map of
the district. — Tr.]

Introduction
§ 1. The Problem of the Book of Job
Why do afflictions upon afflictions befall the righteous man? This is the
question, the answering of which is made the theme of the book of Job.
Looking to the conclusion of the book, the answer stands: that afflictions are
for the righteous man the way to a twofold blessedness. But in itself, this
answer cannot satisfy; so much the less, as the twofold blessedness to which
Job finally attains is just as earthly and of this world as that which he has lost



by affliction. This answer is inadequate, since on the one hand such losses as
those of beloved children cannot, as the loss of sheep and camels, really be
made good by double the number of other children; on the other hand, it may
be objected that many a righteous man deprived of his former prosperity dies
in outward poverty. There are numerous deathbeds which protest against this
answer. There are many pious sufferers to whom this present material issue of
the book of Job could not yield any solace; whom, when in conflict at least, it
might the rather bring into danger of despair. With reference to this
conclusion, the book of Job is an insufficient theodicy, as in general the truth
taught in the Old Testament, that the end, TYRXJ, of the righteous, as of the
unrighteous, would reveal the hidden divine recompense, could afford no true
consolation so long as this TYRXJ flowed on with death into the night of
Hades, LWJ$, and had no prospect of eternal life.

But the issue of the history, regarded externally, is by no means the proper
answer to the great question of the book. The principal thing is not that Job is
doubly blessed, but that God acknowledges him as His servant, which He is
able to do, after Job in all his afflictions has remained true to God. Therein lies
the important truth, that there is a suffering of the righteous which is not a
decree of wrath, into which the love of God has been changed, but a
dispensation of that love itself. In fact, this truth is the heart of the book of Job.
It has therefore been said — particularly by Hirzel, and recently by Renan —
that it aims at destroying the old Mosaic doctrine of retribution. But this old
Mosaic doctrine of retribution is a modern phantom. That all suffering is a
divine retribution, the Mosaic Thora does not teach. Renan calls this doctrine
la vielle conception patriarcale. But the patriarchal history, and especially the
history of Joseph, gives decided proof against it. The distinction between the
suffering of the righteous and the retributive justice of God, brought out in the
book of Job, is nothing new. The history before the time of Israel, and the
history of Israel even, exhibit it in facts; and the words of the law, as
Deu. 8:16, expressly show that there are sufferings which are the result of
God’s love; though the book of Job certainly presents this truth, which
otherwise had but a scattered and presageful utterance, in a unique manner,
and causes it to come forth before us from a calamitous and terrible conflict, as
pure gold from a fierce furnace. It comes forth as the result of the controversy
with the false doctrine of retribution advanced by the friends; a doctrine which
is indeed not Mosaic, for the Mosaic Thora in the whole course of the history
of revelation is nowhere impugned and corrected, but ever only augmented,
and, consistently with its inherent character, rendered more complete.

But if we now combine both the truths illustrated in the book of Job, —



(1) The affliction of the righteous man leads to a so much greater
blessedness;

(2) The affliction of the righteous is a dispensation of the divine love,
which is expressed and verified in the issue of the affliction, — this
double answer is still not an adequate solution of the great question of
the book. For there ever arises the opposing consideration, wherefore
are such afflictions necessary to raise the righteous to blessedness —
afflictions which seem so entirely to bear the character of wrath, and
are in no way distinguished from judgments of retributive justice?

To this question the book furnishes, as it appears to us, two answers:

(1.) The afflictions of the righteous are a means of discipline and purification;
they certainly arise from the sins of the righteous man, but still are not the
workings of God’s wrath, but of His love, which is directed to his purifying
and advancement. Such is the view Elihu in the book of Job represents. The
writer of the introductory portion of Proverbs has expressed this briefly but
beautifully Pro. 3:11; cf. Hebrews 12). Oehler, in order that one may perceive
its distinction from the view of the three friends, rightly refers to the various
theories of punishment. Discipline designed for improvement is properly no
punishment, since punishment, according to its true idea, is only satisfaction
rendered for the violation of moral order. In how far the speeches of Elihu
succeed in conveying this view clear and distinct from the original standpoint
of the friends, especially of Eliphaz, matters not to us here; at all events, it is in
the mind of the poet as the characteristic of these speeches.

(2.) The afflictions of the righteous man are means of proving and testing,
which, like chastisements, come from the love of God. Their object is not,
however, the purging away of sin which may still cling to the righteous man,
but, on the contrary, the manifestation and testing of his righteousness. This is
the point of view from which, apart from Elihu’s speeches, the book of Job
presents Job’s afflictions. Only by this relation of things is the chagrin with
which Job takes up the words of Eliphaz, and so begins the controversy,
explained and justified or excused. And, indeed, if it should be even
impossible for the Christian, especially with regard to his own sufferings, to
draw the line between disciplinary and testing sufferings so clearly as it is
drawn in the book of Job, there is also for the deeper and more acute New
Testament perception of sin, a suffering of the righteous which exists without
any causal connection with his sin, viz., confession by suffering, or
martyrdom, which the righteous man undergoes, not for his own sake, but for
the sake of God.



If we, then, keep in mind these two further answers which the book of Job
gives us to the question, “Why through suffering to blessedness?” it is not to
be denied that practically they are perfectly sufficient. If I know that God
sends afflictions to me because, since sin and evil are come into the world,
they are the indispensable means of purifying and testing me, and by both
purifying and testing of perfecting me, — these are explanations with which I
can and must console myself. But this is still not the final answer of the book
of Job to its great question. And its unparalleled magnitude, its high
significance in the historical development of revelation, its typical character
already recognised in the Old Testament, consists just in its going beyond this
answer, and giving us an answer which, going back to the extreme roots of
evil, and being deduced from the most intimate connections of the individual
life of man with the history and plan of the world in the most comprehensive
sense, not only practically, but speculatively, satisfies.

§ 2. The Chokma-Character of the Book
But before we go so far into this final and highest answer as the province of
the Introduction permits and requires, in order to assign to the reader the
position necessary to be taken for understanding the book, we ask, How comes
it that the book of Job presents such a universal and absolute solution of the
problem, otherwise unheard of in the Old Testament Scriptures? The reason of
it is in the peculiar mental tendency (Geistesrichtung) of the Israelitish race
from which it proceeded. There was in Israel a bias of a universalistic,
humanic, philosophical kind, which, starting from the fear or worship
(religion) of Jehovah, was turned to the final causes of things, — the cosmical
connections of the earthly, the common human foundations of the Israelitish,
the invisible roots of the visible, the universal actual truth of the individual and
national historical. The common character of the few works of his Chokma
which have been preserved to us is the humanic standpoint, stripped of
everything peculiarly Israelitish. In the whole book of Proverbs, which treats
of the relations of human life in its most general aspects, the name of the
covenant people, LJRVY, does not once occur. In Ecclesiastes, which treats of
the nothingness of all earthly things, and with greater right than the book of
Job may be called the canticle of Inquiry, f1 even the covenant name of God,
HWHY, does not occur. In the Son of Songs, the groundwork of the picture
certainly, but not the picture itself, is Israelitish: it represents a common human
primary relation, the love of man and woman; and that if not with allegorical,
yet mystical meaning, similar to the Indian Gitagovinda, and also the third part
of the Tamul Kural, translated by Graul.

So the book of Job treats a fundamental question of our common humanity;
and the poet has studiously taken his hero not from Israelitish history, but from



extra-Israelitish tradition. From beginning to end he is conscious of relating an
extra-Israelitish history, — a history handed down among the Arab tribes to
the east of Palestine, which has come to his ears; for none of the proper names
contain even a trace of symbolically intended meaning, and romantic historical
poems were moreover not common among the ancients. This extra-Israelitish
history from the patriarchal period excited the purpose of his poem, because
the thought therein presented lay also in his own mind. The Thora from Sinai
and prophecy, the history and worship of Israel, are nowhere introduced; even
indirect reference to them nowhere escape him. He throws himself with
wonderful truthfulness, effect, and vividness, into the extra-Israelitish position.
His own Israelitish standpoint he certainly does not disavow, as we see from
his calling God HWHY everywhere in the prologue and epilogue; but the non-
Israelitish character of his hero and of his locality he maintains with strict
consistency. Only twice is HWHY found in the mouth of Job (Job. 1:21, 12: 9),
which is not to be wondered at, since this name of God, as the names Morija
and Jochebed show, is not absolutely post-Mosaic, and therefore may have
been known among the Hebrew people beyond Israel. But with this exception,
Job and his friends everywhere call God hAWLOJå, which is more poetic, and for
non-Israelitish speakers (vid., Pro. 30: 5) more appropriate than �YHILOJå, which
occurs only three times (Job. 20:29, 32: 2, 38: 7); or they call Him YdA�A, which
is the proper name of God in the patriarchal time, as it appears everywhere in
Genesis, where in the Elohistic portions the high and turning-points of the self-
manifestation of God occur (Gen. 17: 1, 35:11; cf. Exo. 6: 3), and when the
patriarchs, at special seasons, pronounce the promise which they have received
upon their children (Gen. 28: 3, 48: 3, 49:25; cf. 43:14). Even many of the
designations of the divine attributes which have become fixed in the Thora, as
�YIpAJA ¥REJE, �wnXA, �wXRA, which one might well expect in the book of Job, are
not found in it; nor BW�, often used of Jehovah in Psalms; nor generally the too
(so to speak) dogmatic terminology of the Israelitish religion; f2 besides which
also this characteristic, that only the oldest mode of heathen worship, star-
worship (Job. 31:26-28), is mentioned, without even the name of God (TWJBC
HWHY or TWJBC �YHLJ) occurring, which designates God as Lord of the
heavens, which the heathen deified. The writer has also intentionally avoided
this name, which is the star of the time of the Israelitish kings; for he is never
unmindful that his subject is an ante- and extra-Israelitish one.

Hengstenberg, in his Lecture on the Book of Job, 1856, goes so far as to
maintain, that a character like Job cannot possibly have existed in the heathen
world, and that revelation would have been unnecessary if heathendom could
produce such characters for itself. The poet, however, without doubt,
presupposes the opposite; and if he did not presuppose it, he should have



refrained from using all his skill to produce the appearance of the opposite.
That he has nevertheless done it, cannot mislead us: for, on the one hand, Job
belongs to the patriarchal period, therefore the period before the giving of the
law, — a period in which the early revelation was still at work, and the
revelation of God, which had not remained unknown in the side branches of
the patriarchal family. On the other hand, it is quite consistent with the
standpoint of the Chokma, that it presupposes a preparatory self-manifestation
of God even in the extra-Israelitish world; just as John’s Gospel, which aims at
proving in Christianity the absolute religion which shall satisfy every longing
of all mankind, acknowledges teÂkna touÚ QeouÚ dieskorpismeÂna also beyond the
people of God, 11:52, without on this account finding the incarnation of the
Logos, and the possibility of regeneration by it, to be superfluous.

This parallel between the book of Job and the Gospel by John is fully
authorized; for the important disclosure which the prologue of John gives to us
of the Logos, is already in being in the book of Job and the introduction to the
book of Proverbs, especially ch. 8, without requiring the intervening element
of the Alexandrine religious philosophy, which, however, after it is once there,
may not be put aside or disavowed. The Alexandrine doctrine of the Logos is
really the genuine more developed form, though with many imperfections, of
that which is taught of the Chokma in the book of Job and in Proverbs. Both
notions have a universalistic comprehensiveness, referring not only to Israel,
but to mankind. The HMKX certainly took up its abode in Israel, as it itself
proves in the book Sofia Seirax, Job 24; but there is also a share of it
attainable by and allotted to all mankind. This is the view of the writer even
beyond Israel fellowship is possible with the one living God, who has revealed
himself in Israel; that He also there continually reveals himself, ordinarily in
the conscience, and extraordinarily in dreams and visions; that there is also
found there a longing and struggling after that redemption of which Israel has
the clear words of promise. His wonderous book soars high above the Old
Testament limit; it is the Melchizedek among the Old Testament books. The
final and highest solution of the problem with which it grapples, has a quarry
extending out even beyond the patriarchal history. The Wisdom of the book of
Job originates, as we shall see, from paradise. For this turning also to the
primeval histories of Genesis, which are earlier than the rise of the nations, and
the investigation of the hieroglyphs in the prelude to the Thora, which are
otherwise almost passed over in the Old Testament, belong to the peculiarities
of the Chokma.

§ 3. Position in the Canon
As a work of the Chokma, the book of Job stands, with the three other works
belonging to this class of the Israelitish literature, among the Hagiographa,



which are called in Hebrew simply �YBWTK. Thus, by the side of HRWT and
�YJYBN, the third division of the canon is styled, in which are included all
those writings belonging neither to the province of prophetic history nor
prophetic declaration. Among the Hagiographa are writings even of a
prophetic character, as Psalms and Daniel; but their writers were not properly
�YJYBN. At present Lamentations stands among them; but this is not its
original place, as also Ruth appears to have stood originally between Judges
and Samuel. Both Lamentations and Ruth are placed among the Hagiographa,
that there the five so-called TWLGM or scrolls may stand together: Schir ha-
Schirim the feast-book of the eight passover-day, Ruth that of the second
Schabuoth-day, Kinoth that of the ninth of Ab, Koheleth that of the eight
Succoth-day, Esther that of Purim. The book of Job, which is written neither in
prophetico-historical style, nor in the style of prophetic preaching, but is a
didactic poem, could stand nowhere else but in the third division of the canon.
The position which it occupies is moreover a very shifting one. In the
Alexandrine canon, Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah, Tobit, Judith, Esther, follow
the four books of the Kings. The historical books therefore stand, from the
earliest to the latest, side by side; then begins with Job, Psalms, Proverbs, a
new row, opened with these three in stricter sense poetical books. Then Melito
of Sardis, in the second century, places Chronicles with the books of the
Kings, but arranges immediately after them the non-historical Hagiographa in
the following order: Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Canticles, Job; here the
Salomonic writings are joined to the Davidic Psalter, and the anonymous book
of Job stands last. In our editions of the Bible, the Hagiographa division begins
with Psalms, Proverbs, Job (the succession peculiar to MSS of the German
class); in the Talmud (Bathra, 14b), with Ruth, Psalms, Job, Proverbs; in the
Masora, and in MSS of the Spanish class, with Chronicles, Psalms, Job,
Proverbs. All these modes of arrangement are well considered. The Masora
connects with the �YNWRXJ �YJYBN the homogeneous book, the Chronicles;
the Talmud places the book of Ruth before the Psalter as an historical
prologue, or as a connection between the prophetico-historical books and the
Hagiographa. f3

 The practice in our editions is to put the Psalms as the first book of the
division, which agrees with Luk. 24:44, and with Philo, who places uÎÂmnouj
next to the prophetical books. Job stands only in the LXX at the head of the
three so-called poetic books, perhaps as a work by its patriarchal contents
referring back to the earliest times. Everywhere else the Psalter stands first
among the three books. These three are commonly denoted by the vox
memoralis TM�J YRPS; but this succession, Job, Proverbs, Psalms, is nowhere



found. The Masora styles them after its own, and the Talmudic order �J�T
YRPS.

§ 4. The System of Accentuation

MANNER OF WRITING IN VERSES, AND STRUCTURE
OF THE STROPHE

The so-ciphered three books have, as is known, this in common, that they are
(with the exception of the prologue and epilogue in the book of Job)
punctuated according to a special system, which has been fully discussed in
my Commentary on the Psalms, and in Baer’s edition of the Psalter. This
accent system, like the prosaic, is constructed on the fundamental law of
dichotomy; but it is determined by better organization, more expressive and
melodious utterance. Only the so-called prose accents, however, not the
metrical or poetic (with the exception of a few detached fragments), have been
preserved in transmission. Nevertheless, we are always still able to discern
from these accents how the reading in the synagogue divided the thoughts
collected into the form of Masoretic verses, into two chief divisions, and
within these again into lesser divisions, and connected or separated the single
words; while the musical rhythm accommodated itself as much as possible to
the logical, so that the accentuation is on this account an important source for
ascertaining the traditional exegesis, and contains an abundance of most
valuable hints for the interpreter. Tradition, moreover, requires for the three
books a verse-like short line stich-manner of writing; and QWSP, versus, meant
originally, not the Masoretic verse, but the separate sentence, stiÂxoj, denoted
in the accent system by a great distinctive; as e.g., Job. 3: 3:

Let the day perish wherein I was born,
And the night, which said, There is a man-child conceived,

is a Masoretic verse divided into two parts by Athnach, and therefore,
according to the old order, is to be written as two stiÂxoi. f4 This also is
important. In order to recognise the strophe-structure of Hebrew poems, one
must attend to the stiÂxoi, in which the poetic thoughts follow one another in
well-measured flow. Parallelism, which we must likewise acknowledge as the
fundamental law of the rhythm of Hebrew poetry, forms the evolutions of
thought not always of two members, but often — as e.g., Job. 3: 4, 5, 6, 9 —
also of three.

The poetic formation is not, however, confined to this, but even further
combines (as is most unmistakeably manifest in the alphabetical psalms, f5 and
as recently also Ewald inclines to acknowledge f6) such distichs and tristichs
into a greater whole, forming a complete circle of thought; in other words, into



strophes of four, eight, or some higher number of lines, in themselves
paragraphs, which, however, show themselves as strophes, inasmuch as they
recur and change symmetrically. Hupfeld has objected that these strophes, as
an aggregate formed of a symmetrical number of stichs, are opposed to the
nature of the rhythm = parallelism, which cannot stand on one leg, but needs
two; but this objection is as invalid as if one should say, Because every soldier
has two legs, therefore soldiers can only march singly, and not in a row and
company. It may be seen, e.g., from Job. 36:22-25, 26-29, 30-33, where the
poet begins three times with �H, and three times the sentences so beginning are
formed of eight lines. Shall we not say there are three eight-line strophes
beginning with �H? Nevertheless, we are far from maintaining that the book of
Job consists absolutely of speeches in the strophe and poetic form. It breaks
up, however, into paragraphs, which not unfrequently become symmetrical
strophes. That neither the symmetrical nor mixed strophe-schema is throughout
with strict unexceptional regularity carried out, arises from the artistic freedom
which the poet was obliged to maintain in order not to sacrifice the truth as
well as the beauty of the dialogue. Our translation, arranged in paragraphs, and
the schemata of the number of stichs in the paragraph placed above each
speech, will show that the arrangement of the whole is, after all, far more
strophic than its dramatic character allows, according to classic and modern
poetic art. f7

 It is similar in Canticles, with the melodramatic character of which it better
agrees. In both cases it is explained from the Hebrew poesy being in its
fundamental peculiarity lyric, and from the drama not having freed itself from
the lyric element, and attained to complete independence. The book of Job is,
moreover, not a drama grown to complete development. Prologue and epilogue
are treated as history, and the separate speeches are introduce din the narrative
style. In the latter respect (with the exception of Job. 2:10 a), Canticles is more
directly dramatic than the book of Job. f8

 The drama is here in reference to the strophic form in the garb of Canticles,
and in respect of the narrative form in the garb of history or epopee. Also the
book of Job cannot be regarded as drama, if we consider, with G. Baur, f9

dramatic and scenic to be inseparable ideas; for the Jews first became
acquainted with the theatre from the Greeks and Romans. f10 Nevertheless, it is
questionable whether the drama everywhere presupposes the existence of the
stage, as e.g., A. W. v. Schlegel, in his Lectures on Dramatic Art and
Literature, maintains. Göthe, at least, more than once asserts, that “drama and
a composition for the stage may be separate,” and admits a “dramatic plot and
execution” in Canticles. f11

§ 5. The Dramatic Art of the Plot and Execution



On the whole, we have as little hesitation as Hupfeld in calling the book of Job
a drama; and it is characteristic of the Israelitish Chokma, that by Canticles
and the book of Job, its two generic manifestations, it has enriched the national
poesy with this new form of poetic composition. The book of Job is, though
not altogether, yet substantially, a drama, and one consisting of seven
divisions:

(1) Job ch. 1-3, the opening;
(2) Job ch. 4-14, the first course of the controversy, or the beginning
entanglement;
(3) Job 15-21, the second course of the controversy, or the increasing
entanglement;
(4) Job 22-26, the third course of the controversy, or the increasing
entanglement at its highest;
(5) Job 27-31, the transition from the entanglement (deÂsij) to the
unravelling (luÂsij): Job’s monologues;
(6) Job 38-42: 6, the consciousness of the unravelling;
(7) Job. 42: 7 ff., the unravelling in outward reality.

In this we have left Elihu’a speeches (Job. 32-37) out of consideration, because
it is very questionable whether they are a part of the original form of the book,
and not, on the contrary, the introduction of another poet. If we include them,
the drama has eight divisions. The speeches of Elihu form an interlude in the
transition from the deÂsij to the luÂsij. The book of Job is an audience-chamber,
and one can readily suppose that a contemporary or later poet may have mixed
himself up with the speakers. Whether, however, this is really the case, may
remain here undecided. The prologue is narrative, but still partly in dialogue
style, and so far not altogether undramatical. In form it corresponds most to the
Euripidean, which also are a kind of epic introduction to the pieces, and it
accomplishes what Sophocles in his prologues so thoroughly understands. At
the very beginning he excites interest in the occurrences to be brought forward,
and makes us acquainted with that which remains concealed from the actors.
After the knot of the puzzle is tied in the prologue, it becomes more and more
deeply entangled in the three courses of the controversy. In the monologues of
Job it begins to be disentangled, and in the sixth part the unravelling follows,
well prepared for, and therefore not aÏpoÃ mhxanhÚj, and is perfected in the
epilogue or exodus: the servant of God, being so far as necessary cleared by
penitence, is justified in opposition to his friends; and the victor, tried in
accordance with the divine utterance, is crowned. It is therefore a continually
progressing history. The remark of Herder, f12

“Here all is stationary in long conversations,” is superficial. It is from
beginning to end a stream of the most active life, with external incident only in



the opening and in the unravelling; what Shlegel says of Göthe’s Iphigenie
holds good of the middle of the book, that the ideas are worked into incidents,
and brought, as it were, before the eye. Moreover, as in Göthe’s Tasso, the
deficiency of external action is compensated by the richness and precision with
which the characters are drawn. Satan, Job’s wife, the hero himself, the three
friends, — everywhere diversified and minute description. The poet manifests,
also, dramatic skill in other directions. He has laid out the controversy with a
masterly hand, making the heart of the reader gradually averse to the friends,
and in the same degree winning it towards Job. He makes the friends all
through give utterance to the most glorious truths, which, however, in the
application to the case before them, turn out to be untrue. And although the
whole of the representation serves one great idea, it is still not represented by
any of the persons brought forward, and is by no one expressly uttered. Every
person is, as it were, the consonant letter to the word of this idea; it is
throughout the whole book taken up with the realization of itself; at the end it
first comes forth as the resulting product of the whole. Job himself is not less a
tragic hero than the Oedipus of both Sophicles’ tragedies. f13

 What is there an inevitable fate, expressed by the oracle, is in the book of Job
the decree of Jehovah, over whom is no controlling power, decreed in the
assembly of angels. As a painful puzzle the lot of affliction comes down on
Job. At the beginning he is the victor of an easy battle, until the friends’
exhortations to repentance are added to suffering, which in itself is
incomprehensible, and make it still harder to be understood. He is thereby
involved in a hard conflict, in which at one time, full of arrogant self-
confidence, he exalts himself heavenward; at another time, sinks to the ground
in desponding sadness.

The God, however, against which he fights is but a phantom, which the
temptation has presented to his saddened eye instead of the true God; and this
phantom is in no way different from the inexorable fate of the Greek tragedy.
As in that the hero seeks to maintain his inward freedom against the secret
power which crushes him with an iron arm; so Job maintains his innocence
against this God, which has devoted him to destruction as an offender. But in
the midst of this terrific conflict with the God of the present, this creation of
the temptation, Job’s faith gropes after the God of the future, to whom he is
ever driven nearer the more mercilessly the enemies pursue him. At length
Jehovah really appears, but not at Job’s impetuous summons. He appears first
after Job has made a beginning of humble self-concession, in order to complete
the work begun, by condescendingly going forth to meet him. Jehovah appears,
and the fury vanishes. The dualism, which the Greek tragedy leaves
unabolished, is here reconciled. Human freedom does not succumb; but it



becomes evident that not an absolute arbitrary power, but divine wisdom,
whose inmost impulse is love, moulds human destiny.

§ 6. Time of Composition
That this masterpiece of religious reflection and systematic creative art — this,
to use Luther’s expression, lofty and grand book, in which, as the mountains
round an Alpine valley, all the terribly sublime that nature and human history
present is ranged one above another — belongs to no other than the Salomonic
period, we might almost assume, even if it were not confirmed on all sides.
The opinion that Moses wrote the book of Job before the giving of the law, is
found in the Talmuds (jer. Sota V. 8; b. Bathra, 15a). This view has been
recently revived by Ebrard (1858). But how improbable, all but impossible,
that the poetical literature of Israel should have taken its rise with such a non
plus ultra of reflective poetry, and that this poem should have had Moses the
lawgiver for its author? “Moses certainly is not the composer of the book of
Job,” says Herder rightly, f14 “or Solon might have written the Iliad and the
Eumenides of Aeschylus.” This opinion, which is also found in Origen,
Jerome, Polychronius, and Julian of Halicarnassus, would surely never have
suggested itself to any one, had not the studious avoidance in the book of all
reference to the law, prophecy, history, religious worship, and even of the
religious terminology of Israel, consequent on its design, produced the
appearance of a pre-Sinaitic origin. But, first, this absence of such reference is,
as we have already seen, the result of the genius and aim which belong to the
book; secondly, the writer distinctly enough betrays his acquaintance with the
Thora: for as the Chokma for the most part necessarily presupposes the
revelation of God deposited in the Thora, and is even at pains to show its
universal and eternal ideas, and its imperishable nature full of meaning for all
men, so a book like the book of Job could only have been written by an
Israelitish author, only have sprung from the spiritual knowledge and
experience rendered possible by the Thora. f15

 For as insight into the groping of the heathen world after divine truth is only
possible in the light of Christianity, so also such a spiritually bold and accurate
reproduction of an old patriarchal tradition was only possible in the light of the
revelation of Jehovah: not to mention that the middle part of the book is
written in the style of the book of Proverbs, the surrounding parts in evident
imitation of the style of the primitive histories of the Pentateuch.

But as the supposition of a pre-Salomonic composition is proved invalid, so
also are all the grounds on which it has been sought to prove a post-Salomonic.
Ewald, whom Heiligstedt and Renan follow, is of opinion that it shows very
unsettled and unfortunate times in the background, and from this and other
indications was written under Manasseh; Hirzel, that the writer who is so well



acquainted with Egypt, seems to have been carried into Egypt with King
Jehoahaz; Stickel, that the book presupposes the invasion of the Asiatic
conqueror as begun, but not yet so far advanced as the destruction of
Jerusalem; Bleek, that it must belong to the post-Salomonic period, because it
seems to refer to a previous comprehensive diversified literature. But all this
rests on invalid grounds, false observation, and deceptive conclusions. Indeed,
the assumption that a book which sets forth such a fearful conflict in the depths
of affliction must have sprung from a time of gloomy national distress, is
untenable: it is sufficient to suppose that the writer himself has experienced the
like, and experienced it at a time when all around him were living in great
luxury, which must have greatly aggravated his trial. It would be preferable to
suppose that the book of Job belongs to the time of the exile (Umbreit and
others), and that Job, though not exactly a personification of Israel, is still
LJRVYL L�M, f16 a pattern for the people of the exile (Bernstein); for this
view, interesting indeed in itself, has the similarity of several passages of the
second part of the book of Isaiah in its favour: comp. Isa. 40:14 with
Job. 21:22, Isa. 40:23 with Job. 12:24, Isa. 44:25 with Job. 12:17, 20,
Isa. 44:24 with Job. 9: 8, Isa. 49: 4 with Job. 15:35, Psa. 7:15. These, however,
only prove that the severely tried ecclesia pressa of the exiles might certainly
recognise itself again in the example of Job, and make it seem far more
probable that the book of Job is older than that period of Israel’s suffering.

The literature of the Chokma began with Solomon. First in the time of
Solomon, whose peculiar gift was worldly wisdom, a time which bears the
character of peaceful contemplation resulting from the conflicts of belief of
David’s time, f17 the external and internal preliminary conditions for it existed.
The chief part of Proverbs and Canticles is by Solomon himself; the
introductory passages (Proverbs ch. 1-9) represent a later period of the
Chokma, probably the time of Jehoshaphat; the book of Ecclesiastes, which is
rightly assigned by H. G. Bernstein in his Questiones Kohelethanae to the time
between Artaxerxes I Longimanus, and Darius Codomannus, and perhaps
belongs to the time of Artaxerxes II Mnemon, represents the latest period. The
book of Job is indicated as a work of the first of these three periods, by its
classic, grand, and noble form. It bears throughout the stamp of that creative,
beginning-period of the Chokma, — of that Salomonic age of knowledge and
art, of deeper thought respecting revealed religion, and of intelligent,
progressive culture of the traditional forms of art, — that unprecedented age,
in which the literature corresponded to the summit of glorious magnificence to
which the kingdom of the promise had then attained. The heart of Solomon
(according to 1Ki. 5: 9 f., Heb. 4:29, English version) enclosed within itself a
fulness of knowledge, “even as the sand that is on the seashore:” his wisdom
was greater than the �DQ YNB, from whom the traditional matter of the book of



Job is borrowed; greater than the wisdom of the �YRCM, with whose country
and natural marvels the author of the book of Job is intimately acquainted. The
extensive knowledge of natural history and general science displayed in the
book of Job, is the result of the wide circle of observation which Israel had
reached. It was a time when the chasm between Israel and the nations was
more than ever bridged over. The entire education of Israel at that time took a
so to speak cosmopolitan direction. It was a time introductory to the extension
of redemption, and the triumph of the religion of Israel, and the union of all
nations in belief on the God of love.

§ 7. Signs from the Doctrinal Contents
That the book of Job belongs to this period and no other, is confirmed also by
the relation of its doctrinal contents to the other canonical writings. If we
compare the doctrine respecting Wisdom — her super-eminence, applicability
to worldly matters, and co-operation in the creation of the world — in Pro. 1-9,
especially Job 8, with Job 28, it is there manifestly more advanced, and further
developed. If we compare the pointing to the judgment of God, Job. 19:29,
with the hint of a future general judgment, which shall decide and adjust all
things, in Ecc. 12:14, we see at once that what comes forward in the former
passage only at first as an expression of personal belief, is in the latter already
become a settled element of general religious consciousness.

And however we may interpret that brilliant passage of the book of Job,
Job. 19:25-27, — whether it be the beholding of God in the present bodily,
future spiritual, or future glorified state, — it is by no means an echo of an
already existing revelation of the resurrection of the dead, that
acknowledgment of revelation which we see breaking forth and expanding
throughout Isa. 26:19, comp. 25: 8, and Ezekiel 37 comp. Hos. 6: 2, until
Dan. 12: 2. The prevailing representations of the future in the book of Job are
exactly the same as those in the Psalms of the time of David and Solomon, and
in the Proverbs of Solomon. The writer speaks as one of the same age in which
Heman sighed, Psa. 88:11 f., “Wilt Thou show wonders to the dead? or shall
the shades arise and praise Thee? Shall Thy loving-kindness be declared in the
grave, Thy faithfulness in the abyss?” Besides, the greatest conceivable fulness
of allusion to the book of Job, including Elihu’s speeches, is found in Psalm 88
and 89, whose authors, Heman and Ethan, the Ezrahites, are not the same as
the chief singers of David and of the same name, but the contemporaries of
Solomon mentioned in 1Ki. 5:11. These two psalms coincide with the book of
Job, both in expressions with which remarkable representations are united, as
�Y�WDQ of the celestial spirits, �YJPR of the shades in Hades, �WDBJ of
Hades itself, and also in expressions which do not occur elsewhere in the Old
Testament, as �YMIJ� and �YTI�UbI; and the agreement is manifest, moreover, in



the agreement of whole verses either in thought or in expression: comp.
Psa. 89:38 with Job. 16:19, 89:48 with Job. 7: 7, 89:49 with Job. 14:14, 88: 5
with Job. 14:10, 88: 9 with Job. 30:10, 89: 8 with Job. 31:34. In all these
passages, however, there is no such similarity as suggests a borrowing, but an
agreement which, since it cannot possibly be accidental, may be most easily
explained by supposing that the book of Job proceeds from just the same
Chokma-fellowship to which, according to 1Ki. 5:11, the two Ezrahites, the
writers of Psalm 88 and 89, belong.

One might go further, and conjecture that the same Heman who composed
Psalm 88, the gloomiest of all the Psalms, and written under circumstances of
suffering similar to Job’s, may be the author of the book of Job — for which
many probable reasons might be advanced; by which also what G. Baur rightly
assumes would be confirmed, that the writer of the book of Job has himself
passed through the inward spiritual conflict which he describes, and
accordingly gives a page from his own religious history. But we are satisfied
with the admission, that the book of Job is the work of one of the wise men
whose rendezvous was the court of Solomon. Gregory of Nazianzen and
Luther have already admitted the origin of the book in Solomon’s time; and
among later critics, Rosenmüller, Hävernick, Vaihinger, Hahn, Schlottmann,
Keil, and Hofmann (though in his Weissagung und Erfüllung he expressed the
opinion that it belongs to the Mosaic period), are agreed in this. f18

§ 8. Echoes in the Later Sacred Writings
It may be readily supposed, that a book like this, which is occupied with a
question of such vital import to every thinking and pious man, — which treats
it in such a lively manner, riveting the attention, and bespeaking sympathy, —
which, apart from its central subject, is so many-sided, so majestically
beautiful in language, and so inexhaustible in imagery, — will have been one
of the most generally read of the national books of Israel. Such is found to be
the case; and also hereby its origin in the time of Solomon is confirmed: for at
this very period it is to Psalm 88-89 only that it stands in the mutual relation
already mentioned. But the echoes appear as early as in the �YMKX YRBD,
which are appended to the Salomonic YL�M in the book of Proverbs: comp. the
teaching from an example in the writer’s own experience, Pro. 24:30 ff. with
Job. 5: 3 ff. The book of Job, however, next to the Proverbs of Solomon, was
the favourite source of information for the author of the introductory proverbs
(Pro. 1-9). Here (apart from the doctrine of wisdom) we find whole passages
similar to the book of Job: comp. Pro. 3:11 with Job. 5:17, 8:25 with
Job. 15: 7; 3:15 with Job. 28:18.



Then, in the prophets of the flourishing period of prophetic literature, which
begins with Obadiah and Joel, we find distinct traces of familiarity with the
book of Job. Amos describes the glory of God the Creator in words taken from
it (Amo. 4:13, 5: 8, after Job. 9: 8; cf. 10:22, 38:31). Isaiah has introduced a
whole verse of the book of Job, almost verbatim, into his prophecy against
Egypt (Isa. 19: 5 = Job. 14:11): in the same prophecy, Isa. 19:13 f. refer to
Job. 12:24 f., so also Isa. 35: 3 to Job. 4: 4. These reminiscences of the book of
Job are frequent in Isaiah (Isaiah 40-66). This book of solace for the exiles
corresponds to the book of Job not only in words, which exclusively belong in
common to the two (as �ZAgE and �YJCJC), and in surprising similarity of
expression (as Isa. 53: 9, comp. Job. 16:17; Isa. 60: 6, comp. Job. 22:11), but
also in numerous passages of similar thought and form (comp. Isa. 40:23 with
Job. 12:24); and in the description of the Servant of Jehovah, one is here and
there involuntarily reminded of the book of Job (as 50: 6, comp. with
Job. 16:10). In Jeremiah, the short lyric passage, Jer.  20:14-18, in which he
curses the day of his birth, falls back on Job. ch. 3: the form in which the
despondency of the prophet breaks forth is determined by the book of Job, with
which he was familiar. It requires no proof that the same prophet follows the
book of Job in many passages of Lamentations, and especially the first part of
Job. ch. 3: he makes use of confessions, complaints, and imagery from the
affliction of Job, to represent the affliction of Israel.

By the end of the time of the kings, Job was a person generally known in
Israel, a recognised saint: for Ezekiel, in the year 593-2 B.C. (Eze. 14:14 ff.),
complains that the measure of Israel’s sin is so great, that if Noah, Daniel, and
Job were in the midst of Israel, though they might save themselves, they would
not be able to hold back the arm of divine justice. The prophet mentions first
Noah, a righteous man of the old world; then Daniel, a righteous man of
contemporary Israel; and last of all Job, a righteous man beyond the line of the
promise. f19

 He would not, however, have been able to mention him, if he had not, by
means of the written narrative, been a person well known among the people to
whom the prophetical discourse was addressed. The literature of the Old
Testament has no further reference to the question of the time of the
composition of the book of Job; for, on a comparison of Ecc. 5:14 with
Job. 1:21, it scarcely remains a question to which the priority belongs.

§ 9. The Chief Critical Questions
Whether, however, the whole book, as we now have it, comes from the time of
Solomon, as the work of one poet, or of one chief poet, f20 is a question which
can be better determined in the course of the exposition. More or less
important doubts have been entertained whether some constituent parts of the



whole belong to the original setting. By far the most important question of
criticism respects the six chapters of Elihu’s speeches (Job 32-37), respecting
which the suspicion entertained by the fathers, and first decidedly expressed by
Stuhlmann (1804), that not only in form are they inferior to the artistic
execution of the rest of the work, but also in contents are opposed to its
original plan, is not yet set aside, and perhaps never will be altogether
satisfactorily settled. Besides this, Kennicot also has suspected the speech of
Job, Job. 27:11-28:28, because there Job seems to yield to the friends’
controverted doctrine of retribution. De Wette is more inclined here to suppose
a want of connection on the part of the writer than an interpolation. We shall
have to prove whether this speech of Job really encroaches upon the province
of the unravelling, or renders the transition more complete.

The whole description of Behemoth and Leviathan, Job. 40:15-41:26, is
regarded by Ewald as a later addition: De Wette extends this judgment only to
Job. 41: 4-26: Eichhorn was satisfied at first with changing the order of
Jehovah’s speeches; but in the last edition of his Einleitung ascribed the
passage about the two monsters to a later poet. The exposition will have to
bring the form of expression of the supposed interpolation, and its relation to
the purpose of the second speech of Jehovah, in comparison with the first,
under consideration. But we need not defer our judgment of the prologue and
epilogue. All the doubts raised by Stuhlmann, Bernstein, Knobel (diss. de
carminis Iobi argumento, fine ac dispositione, and Studien u. Kritiken, 1842,
ii.), and others, respecting both these essential parts, are put an end to by the
consideration, that the middle part of the book, without them, is a torso without
head and feet.

§ 10. The Satan of the Prologue
But the Satan in the prologue is a stumbling-block to many, which, if it does
not lead them to doubt the authenticity of the prologue, still causes them to
question whether the composition of the book belongs to the time of Solomon.
For Satan is first definitely named, Zechariah 3, and 1Ch. 21: 1; consequently
in writings of the period after the exile. On the other hand, ��FVF, Num. 22:22,
appellatively describes one who comes forward hostilely, or as a hindrance;
and Psa. 109: 6 is at least open to question whether the prince of evil spirits
may not be meant, which, according to Zec. 3: 1, seems to be intended.
However, in Micaiah’s vision, 1Ki. 22:19-23, where one might expect ��VH,
XWRH is used. It is even maintained in the present day, that the idea of Satan
was first obtained by the Israelitish race from contact with the East-Asiatic
nations, which began with Israel in the time of Menahem, with Judah in the
time of Ahaz; the view of Diestel, that it is the copy of the Egyptian Set-
Typhon, stands at present alone. When we consider that the redemptive work



of Jesus Christ is regarded by Him and His apostles from one side as the
overthrow of Satan, it were a miserable thing for the divine truth of
Christianity that this Satan should be nothing more than a copy of the Persian
Ahriman, and consequently a mere phantom. However, supposing there were
some such connection, we should then have only two periods at which the
book of Job could possibly have been composed, — the time after the exile,
and the time of Solomon; for these are the only periods at which not only
collision, but also an interchange of ideas, between Israel and the profane
nations could have taken place. It is also just as possible for the conception of
Satan to have taken possession of the Israelitish mind under Solomon as during
the exile, especially as it is very questionable whether the religion of Cyrus, as
found in the Zend books, may not have been far more influenced by Israel,
than, contrariwise, have influenced Israel.

But the conception of Satan is indeed much older in its existence than the time
of Solomon: the serpent of paradise must surely have appeared to the inquiring
mind of Israel as the disguise of an evil spirit; and nothing further can be
maintained, than that this evil spirit, which in the Mosaic worship of the great
day of atonement is called LZJZ� (called later BWBZ L�B, a name borrowed
from the god of Ekron), appears first in the later literature of Israel under the
name ��VH. If now, moreover, the Chokma of the Salomonic period was
specially conversant with the pre-Israelitish histories of Genesis, whence
indeed even the chief thought of Canticles and the figure of �YYX ��, e.g.,
frequently occurring in Proverbs are drawn, it is difficulty to conceive why the
evil spirit, that in its guise of a serpent aimed its malice against man, could not
have been called ��VH so early as the Salomonic period.

The wisdom of the author of the book of Job, we have said above, springs from
paradise. Thence he obtains the highest and ultimate solution of his problem. It
is now time to give expression to this. At present we need only do so in
outline, since it is simply of use to place us from the commencement at the
right standpoint for understanding the book of Job.

§ 11. The Ultimate Solution of the Problem
The nature of sin is two-sided. It consists in the creature’s setting up himself in
opposition to God, who is the essence of the personality of the creature. It
consists also, on the other side, in the stirring up of the depth of the nature of
the creature, whose essential consistence has its harmony in God; and by this
stirring up, falls into a wild confusion. In other words, evil has a personal side
and a natural side. And just so, also, is God’s wrath which it excites, and which
operates against it. For God’s wrath is, on the one hand, the personal
displeasure or aversion into which His love is changed, since the will of the



creature and the will of God are in opposition; on the other hand, an excited
condition of the contrary forces of the divine nature, or, as Scripture expresses
it, the kindling of the fire of the divine glory, in which sense it is often said of
wrath, that God sends it forth, that He pours it forth, and that man has to drink
of it (Job. 21:20, comp. 6: 4). f21

In reference to the creature, we call evil according to its personal side eÏÂxqra,
and according to its natural side aÏtaciÂa, turba. f22 Both personal evil and
natural evil have originated in the spirit world: first of all, in a spirit nearest to
God, which as fallen is called ��VH. It has sought its own selfish ends, and
thereby deranged its nature, so that it has become in every respect the object of
the divine wrath, and the material for the burning of the divine wrath: for the
echthra and turba have the intention and the burning of the wrath of God in
themselves as divine correlata; but Satan, after that he has become entirely
possessed of these divine powers (Energien), is also their instrument. The
spirit of light and love is altogether become the spirit of fire and wrath; the
whole sphere of wrath is centred in him. After having given up his high
position in the realm of light, he is become lord of the realm of wrath.

He has, from the commencement of his fall, the hell within himself, but is first
cast into the lake of fire at the end of the present dispensation (Mat. 25:41;
Rev. 20:10: comp. Dan. 7:11). In the meantime, he is being deprived of his
power by the Son of man, who, in the midst of His own and His disciples’
victories over the demons, beholds him fall as lightning from heaven
(Luk. 10:18), and by His death gives him his deathblow, — a final judgment,
which, later on, becomes fully manifest in the continuous degradation of the
vanquished (comp. Rev. 12: 9, 20: 3, 20:10). Accordingly, when Satan, in the
book of Job, still appears among the angles of God in heaven, and indeed as
kathÂgwr, it is quite in accordance with the disclosures which the New
Testament Scriptures give us respecting the invisible angelic side of the
present dispensation.

We will now cast a glance at the relation to the wrath of God, and to Satan,
into which man has fallen through the temptation of the old serpent. Tempted
by Satan, he is himself fallen into the realm of wrath, and become a servant of
Satan. He is in his grasp. All calamity that befalls him is divine punishment,
either proceeding directly from the wrath of God, or worked by the wrath-
spirit, Satan. But in prospect of the future atonement, which was to free man
from the wrath of God, and from the power of wrath in which Satan holds him,
it was possible for man, even under the Old Testament, to realize this
deliverance, by virtue of an apprehension of the grace flowing from God’s
purpose of redemption. Whoever has been made free by this grace is changed
from an object of the divine wrath to an object of the divine love, and nothing



that befalls him in this condition proceeds from the wrath of God — all from
His love. This love cannot, however, manifest itself so brightly as it would, so
long as sin remains in the man and in the world; it is only able to manifest
itself as loving wrath, i.e., as love controlling, and making wrath serviceable to
itself.

Thus Job’s suffering is a dispensation of love, but brought about by the wrath-
spirit, and with every appearance of wrath. It is so with every trial and
chastisement of the righteous. And it cannot be otherwise; for trial is designed
to be for man a means of overcoming the evil that is external to him, and
chastisement of overcoming the evil that is within him. There is a conflict
between evil and good in the world, which can issue in victory to the good
only so, that the good proves itself in distinction from the evil, withstands the
assault of evil, and destroys the evil that exists bound up with itself: only so,
that the good as far as it is still mixed with the evil is refined as by fire, and
more and more freed from it.

This is the twofold point of view from which the suffering of Job is to be
regarded. It was designed, first of all, that Job should prove himself in
opposition to Satan, in order to overcome him; and since Job does not pass
through the trial entirely without sinning, it has the effect at the same time of
purifying and perfecting him. In both respects, the history of Job is a passage
from the history of God’s own conflict with the evil one, which is the
substance of the history of redemption, and ends in the triumph of the divine
love. And Gaupp f23 well says: In the book of Job, Satan loses a cause which is
intended only as prelude to the greatest of all causes, since judgment is gone
forth over the world, and the prince of darkness has been cast forth.
Accordingly the church has always recognised in the passion of Job a type of
the passion of Jesus Christ. James (Jam. 5:11) even compares the patience of
Job and the issue of the Lord’s sufferings. And according to this indication, it
was the custom after the second century to read the book of Job in the churches
during passion-week. f24

 The ultimate solution of the problem which this marvellous book sets forth, is
then this: the suffering of the righteous, in its deepest cause, is the conflict of
the seed of the woman with the seed of the serpent, which ends in the head of
the serpent being trampled under foot; it is the type or copy of the suffering of
Christ, the Holy God, who has himself borne our sins, and in the constancy of
His reconciling love has withstood, even to the final overthrow, the assault of
wrath and of the angel of wrath.

The real contents of the book of Job is the mystery of the Cross: the Cross on
Golgotha is the solution of the enigma of every cross; and the book of Job is a
prophecy of this ultimate solution.



§ 12. The History of the Exposition
Before proceeding to the exposition, we will take a brief review of the history
of the exposition of the book. The promise of the Spirit to lead into all truth is
continually receiving its fulfilment in the history of the church, and especially
in the interpretation of Scripture. But nowhere is the progress of the church in
accordance with this promise so manifest as in the exposition of the word, and
particularly of the Old Testament. In the patristic and middle ages, light was
thrown only on detached portions of the Old Testament; they lacked
altogether, or had but an inadequate knowledge of, the Hebrew language. They
regarded the Old Testament not as the forerunner, but allegory, of the New,
and paid less attention to it in proportion as the spiritual perception of the
church lost its apostolic purity and freshness. However, so far as inward
spiritual feeling and experience could compensate for the almost entire
absence of outward conditions, this period has produced and handed down
many valuable explanations.

But at the time of the Reformation, the light of the day which had already
dawned first spread in all its brightness over the Old Testament. The
knowledge of Hebrew, until then the private possession of a few, became the
public property of the church: all erroneous interventions which had hitherto
separated the church both from Christ and from the living source of the word
were put aside; and starting from the central truth of justification by faith and
its results, a free but still not unrestricted investigation commenced. Still there
was wanting to this period all perception of historical development, and
consequently the ability to comprehend the Old Testament as preparing the
way for the New by its gradual historical development of the plan of
redemption. The exposition of Scripture, moreover, soon fell again under the
yoke of an enslaving tradition, of a scholastic systematizing, and of an
unhistorical dogmatizing which mistook its peculiar aim; and this period of
bondage, devoid of spirituality, was followed by a period of false freedom, that
of rationalism, which cut asunder the mutual relation between the exposition of
Scripture and the confession of the church, since it reduced the covenant
contents of the church’s confession to the most shallow notion of God and the
most trivial moral rules, and regarded the Old Testament as historical indeed,
but with carnal eyes, which were blind to the work of God that was preparing
the way in the history of Israel for the New Testament redemption. The
progress of exegesis seemed at that time to have been stayed; but the Head of
the church, who reigns in the midst of His enemies, caused the exposition of
His word to come forth again from the dead in a more glorious form. The bias
towards the human side of Scripture has taught exegesis that Scripture is
neither altogether a divine, nor altogether a human, but a divine-human book.
The historical method of regarding it, and the advanced knowledge of



language, have taught that the Old Testament presents a divine-human growth
tending towards the God-man, a gradual development and declaration of the
divine purpose of salvation, — a miraculous history moving inward towards
that miracle of all miracles, Jesus Christ. Believing on Him, bearing the seal of
His Spirit in himself, and partaking of the true liberty His Spirit imparts, the
expositor of Scripture beholds in the Old Testament, with open face, now as
never before, the glory of the Lord.

The truth of this sketch is confirmed by the history of the exposition of the
book of Job. The Greek fathers, of whom twenty-two (including Ephrem) are
quoted in the Catena, f25 published by Patricius Junius, 1637, furnish little more
than could be expected. If there by any Old Testament book whose
comprehensive meaning is now first understood according to the external and
internal conditions of its gradual advance to maturity, it is the book of Job. The
Greek fathers were confined to the LXX, without being in a position to test
that translation by the original text; and it is just the Greek translation of the
book of Job which suffers most seriously from the flaws which in general
affect the LXX. Whole verses are omitted, others are removed from their
original places, and the omissions are filled up by apocryphal additions. f26

 Origen was well aware of this (Ep. ad Afric. § 3 f.), but he was not sufficiently
acquainted with Hebrew to give a reliable collation of the LXX with the
original text in his Tetrapla and Hexapla; and his additions (denoted by
daggers), and the passages restored by him from other translators, especially
Theodotion (by asterisks), deprive the Septuagint text of its original form,
without, however, giving a correct impression of the original text. And since in
the book of Job the meaning of the whole is dependent upon the meaning of
the most isolated passage, the full meaning of the book was a perfect
impossibility to the Greek fathers. They occupied themselves much with this
mysterious book, but typical and allegorical could not make up what was
wanting to the fathers, of grammatical and historical interpretation. The Italic,
the next version to the LXX, was still more defective than this: Jerome calls
the book of Job in this translation, Decurtatus et laceratus corrosusque. He
revised it by the text of the Hexapla, and according to his own plan had to
supply not less than about 700-800 versus (stiÂxoi). His own independent
translation is far before its age; but he himself acknowledges its defectiveness,
inasmuch as he relates, in his praefatio in l. Iob, how it was accomplished. He
engaged, non parvis numis, a Jewish teacher from Lydda, where there was at
that time an university, but confesses that, after he had gone through the book
of Job with him, he was no wiser than before: Cujus doctrina an aliquid
profecerim nescio; hoc unum scio, non potuisse me interpretari nisi quod
antea intellexeram. On this account he calls it, as though he would complain of
the book itself, obliquus, figuratus, lubricus, and says it is like an eel — the



more tightly one holds it, the faster it glides away. There were then three Latin
versions of the book of Job, — the Italic, the Italic improved by Jerome, and
the independent translation of Jerome, whose deviations, as Augustine
complains, produced no little embarrassment. The Syrians were better off with
their Peschito, which was made direct from the original text; f27 but the Scholia
of Ephrem (pp. 1-19, t. ii. of the three Syriac tomi of his works) contain less
that is useful than might be expected. f28 The succeeding age produced nothing
better.

Among the expositors of the book of Job we find some illustrious names:
Gregory the Great, Beda Venerabilis (whose Commentary has been
erroneously circulated as the still undiscovered Commentary of Jerome),
Thomas Aquinas, Albertus Magnus, f29 and others; but no progress was made in
the interpretation of the book, as the means were wanting. The principal work
of the middle ages was Gregory the Great’s Expositio in beatum Iob seu
Moralium, ll. xxxv., a gigantic work, which leaves scarcely a dogmatic-ethical
theme untouched, though in its own proper sphere it furnishes nothing of
importance, for Gregory explained so, ut super historiae fundamentum
moralitatis construeret aedificium et anagoges imposuerit culmen
praestantissimum f30 but the linguistic-historical foundation is insufficient, and
the exposition, which gives evidence of significant character and talent,
accordingly goes off almost constantly into digressions opposed to its object.

It was only towards the end of the middle ages, as the knowledge of the
Hebrew language began, through Jewish converts, to come into the church,
that a new era commenced. For what advance the Jewish exposition of the
book of Job had hitherto made, beyond that of the church, it owed to the
knowledge of Hebrew; although, in the absence of any conception of the task
of the expositor, and especially the expositor of Scripture, it knew not how
fittingly to turn it to account. Saadia’s (born 890) Arabic translation of the
book of Job, with explanations, f31 does not accomplish much more than that of
Jerome, if we may in general say that it surpasses it. Salomo Isaaki of Troyes
(Raschi, erroneously called Jarchi), whose Commentary on the Book of Job
(rendered incomplete by his death, 1105) was completed by his grandson,
Samuel b. Meïr (Raschbam, died about 1160), f32 contains a few attempts at
grammatical historical exposition, but is in other respects entirely dependent
on Midrash Haggada (which may be compared with the church system of
allegorical interpretation), whose barren material is treasured up in the catena-
like compilations, one of which to the collected books of the Old Testament
bears the name of Simeon ha-Darschan (YNW�M§ �WQLY); the other to the three
poetical books, the name of Machir b. Todros (YRYKM �WQLY). Abenezra the
Spaniard, who wrote his Commentary on the Book of Job in Rome, 1175,
delights in new bold ideas, and to enshroud himself in a mystifying nimbus.



David Kimchi, who keeps best to the grammatical-historical course, has not
expounded the book of Job; and a commentary on this book by his brother,
Mose Kimchi, is not yet brought to light. The most important Jewish works on
the book of Job are without doubt the Commentaries of Mose b. Nachman or
Nahmanides (Ramban), born at Gerona 1194, and Levi b. Gerson, or
Gersonides (Ralbag), born at Bagnols 1288. Both were talented thinkers; the
former more of the Platonic, the latter of the Aristotelic type. Their
Commentaries (taken up in the collective Rabbinical Commentaries),
especially that of the latter, were widely circulated in the middle ages. They
have both a philosophical bias. f33

 What is to be found in them that is serviceable on any point, may be pretty
well determined from the compilation of Lyra. Nikolaus de Lyra, author of
Postillae perpetuae in universa Biblia (completed 1330), possessed, for that
age, an excellent knowledge of the original text, the necessity of which he
acknowledged, and regarded the sensus literalis as basis of all other sensus.
But, on the one hand, he was not independent of his Jewish predecessors; on
the other, he was fettered by the servile unevangelical spirit of his age.

The bursting of this fetter was the dawn of a new day for exegesis. Luther,
Brentius, and other reformers, by the depth of their religious experience, their
aversion to the capriciousness of the system of allegorical interpretation and
freedom from tradition, were fitted to look into the very heart of the book of
Job; and they also possessed sufficient acquaintance with the Hebrew to get an
inkling of the carrying out of its chief idea, but no more than an inkling of it.
“The book of Job,” says Luther in his preface, “treats of the question whether
misfortune from God befalls even the godly. Here Job is firm, and maintains
that God afflicts even the godly without cause, for His praise alone, as Christ
(John 9) also shows from the man who was born blind.” In these words the
idea of the book is correctly indicated. But that he had only an approximate
conception of the separate parts, he openly confesses. By the help of
Melancthon and the Hebraist Aurogallus, he translated the book of Job, and
says in his epistle on the translation, that they could sometimes scarcely finish
three lines in four days. And while engaged upon the translation, he wrote to
Spalatin, in his naïve strong way, that Job seemed to bear his translation less
patiently than the consolation of his friends, and would rather remain seated on
his dunghill. Jerome Weller, a man who, from inward experience similar to
that described in this book, was qualified above many to be its expositor, felt
the same unsatisfactoriness. An expositor of Job, says he, must have lain on the
same bed of sickness as Job, and have tasted in some measure the bitter
experience of Job. Such an expositor was Weller, sorely tried in the school of
affliction. But his exposition does not extend beyond the twelfth chapter; and
he is glad when at last, by God’s grace, he has got through the twelve chapters,



as through firm and hard rock; the remaining chapters he commends to
another. The most comprehensive work of the Reformation period on the book
of Job, is the Sermons (conciones) of Calvin. The exegesis of the pre-
rationalistic period advanced beyond these performances of the reformers only
in proportion as philological learning extended, particularly Mercier and
Cocceius in the Reformed, Seb. Schmid in the Lutheran, Joannes de Pineda in
the Romish Church. The Commentary of the last named (Madrid, 1597), a
surprisingly learned compilation, was also used and admired by Protestants,
but zealously guards the immaculateness of the Vulgate. The commentaries of
the German reformers are to the present day unsurpassed for the
comprehension of the fundamental truth of the book.

With the Commentary of Albert Schultens, a Dutchman (2 vols. 1737), a new
epoch in the exposition begins. He was the first to bring the Semitic languages,
and chiefly the Arabic, to bear on the translation of the book. And rightly so, f34

for the Arabic has retained more that is ancient than any other Semitic dialect;
and Jerome, in his preface to Daniel, had before correctly remarked, Iob cum
arabica lingua plurimam habet societatem. Reiske (Conjecturae in Iobum,
1779) and Schnurrer (Animadv. ad quaedam loca Iobi, 1781) followed later in
the footsteps of Schultens; but in proportion as the Israelitish element was
considered in its connection with the Oriental, the divine distinctiveness of the
former was forgotten. Nevertheless, the book of Job had far less to suffer than
the other biblical books from rationalism, with its frivolous moral judgments
and distorted interpretations of Scripture: it reduced the idea of the book to
tameness, and Satan, here with more apparent reason than elsewhere, was
regarded as a mythical invention; but there were, however, no miracles and
prophecies to be got rid of.

And as, for the first time since the apostolic period, attention was now given to
the book as a poetical masterpiece, substantial advantage arose to the
exposition itself from the translations and explanations of an Eckermann,
Moldenhauer, Stuhlmann, and others. What a High-German rhymster of the
fourteenth century, made known by Hennig, and the Florentine national poet
Juliano Dati at the beginning of the sixteenth century, accomplished in their
poetical reproductions of the book of Job, is here incomparably surpassed.
What might not the fathers have accomplished if they had only had at their
disposal such a translation of the book of Job as e.g., that of Böckel, or of the
pious Miss Elizabeth Smith, skilled in the Oriental languages (died, in her
twenty-eighth year, 1805), f35 or of a studious Swiss layman (Notes to the
Hebrew Text of the Old Testament, together with a Translation of the Book of
Job, Basel 1841)?

The way to the true and full perception of the divine in Scripture is through the
human: hence rationalism — especially after Herder, whose human mode of



perception improved and deepened — prepared the way for a new era in the
church’s exposition of the book of Job. The Commentaries of Samuel Lee
(1837), Vaihinger (1842), Welte (1849), Hahn (1850), and Schlottmann
(1851), f36 are the first-fruits of this new period, rendered possible by the earlier
Commentaries of Umbreit (1824-32), Ewald (1836-51), and Hirzel (1839,
second edition, edited by Olshausen, 1852), of whom the first f37 is
characterized by enthusiasm for the poetical grandeur of the book, the second
by vivid perception of the tragical, and the third by sound tact and good
arrangement, — three qualifications which a young Scotch investigator, A. B.
Davidson, strives, not unsuccessfully, to unite in his Commentary (vol. i.
1862). f38

 Besides these substantially progressive works, there is the Commentary of
Heiligstedt (1847), which is only a recapitulatory clavis after the style of
Rosenmüller, but more condensed; and for what modern Jewish commentaries,
as those of Blumenfeld, Arnheim (1836), and Löwenthal (1846), contain
beyond the standpoint of the earlier �Y�WRP and �YRWJB, they are almost
entirely indebted to their Christian predecessors. Also in the more condensed
form of translations, with accompanying explanations, the understanding of the
book of Job has been in many ways advanced. We may mention here the
translations of Köster (1831), who first directed attention to the strophe-
structure of Hebrew poetry, but who also, since he regarded the Masoretic
verse as the constructive element of the strophe, has introduced an error which
has not been removed even to the present day; Stickel (1842), who has, not
untastefully, sought to imitate the form of this masterpiece, although his
division of the Masoretic verse into strophe lines, according to the accents, like
Hirzel’s and Meier’s in Canticles, is the opposite extreme to the mistake of
Köster; Ebrard (1858), who translates in iambic pentameters, as Hosse had
previously done; f39 and Renan, who solely determines his arrangement of the
stichs by the Masoretic division of verses, and moreover haughtily displays his
scornful opposition to Christianity in the prefatory Etude. f40

 Besides, apart from the general commentaries (Bibelwerke), among which that
of Von Gerlach (Bd. iii. des A. T. 1849) may be mentioned as the most noted,
and such popular practical expositions as Diedrich’s (1858), many — some in
the interest of poetry generally (as Spiess, 1852), others in the interest of
biblical theology (as Haupt, 1847; Hosse, 1849; Hayd, 1859; Birkholz, 1859;
and in Sweden, Lindgren, Upsala 1831) — have sought to render the reading
of the book of Job easier and more profitable by means of a translation, with a
short introduction and occasional explanations.

Even with all these works before us, though they are in part excellent and truly
serviceable, it cannot be affirmed that the task of the exposition has been



exhaustively performed, so that absolutely no plus ultra remains. To adjust the
ideal meaning of the book according to its language, its bearing on the history
of redemption, and its spiritual character, — and throughout to indicate the
relation of the single parts to the idea which animates the whole is, and
remains, a great task worthy of ever-new exertion. We will try to perform it,
without presuming that we are able to answer all the claims on the expositor.
The right expositor of the book of Job must before everything else bring to it a
believing apprehension of the work of Christ, in order that he may be able to
comprehend this book from its connection with the historical development of
the plan of redemption, whose unity is the work of Christ. Further, he must be
able to give himself up freely and cheerfully to the peculiar vein of this
(together with Ecclesiastes) most bold of all Old Testament books, in order
that he may gather from the very heart its deeply hidden idea. Not less must he
possess historical perception, in order that he may be able to appreciate the
relativeness with which, since the plan of salvation is actually and confessedly
progressive, the development of the idea of the book is burdened,
notwithstanding its absolute truth in itself. Then he must not only have a clear
perception of the divinely true, but also of the beautiful in human art, in order
to be able to appreciate the wonderful blending of the divine and human in the
form as in the contents. Finally, he must stand on the pinnacle of linguistic and
antiquarian knowledge, in order to be able to follow the lofty flight of its
language, and become families with the incomparably rich variety of its
matter. This idea of an expositor of the book of Job we will keep in view, and
seek, as near as possible, to attain within the limit assigned to this condensed
exegetical handbook.



Translation and Exposition of the Book of Job
EÏp� auÏtwÚn twÚn leÂcewn[touÚ bibliÂou] genoÂmenoi safhniÂswmen thÃn eÏÂnnoian, auÏtouÚ
podhgouÂntoj hÎmaÚj proÃj thÃn eÎrmhneiÂan, touÚ kaiÃ toÃn aÎÂgion IÏwÃb proÃj touÃj aÏgwÚnaj

eÏnisxuÂsantoj . — Olympiodoros.

The Opening

CH. 1-3.

Job’s Piety In The Midst Of The Greatest Prosperity.
— Job. 1: 1-5.
The book begins in prose style: as Jerome says, Prosa incipit, versu labitur,
pedestri sermone finitur. Prologue and epilogue are accordingly excepted from
the poetical accentuation, and are accented according to the usual system, as
the first word shows; for �YJI has, in correct editions, Tebir, a smaller
distinctive, which does not belong to the poetical accentuation. The writer does
not begin with YHIYiWA, as the writers of the historico-prophetical books, who are
conscious that they are relating a portion of the connection of the collective
Israelitish history, e.g., 1Sa. 1: 1, �YJI YHIYiWA, but, as the writer of the book of
Esther (Est. 2: 5) for similar reasons, with HYFHF �YJI, because he is beginning a
detached extra-Israelitish history.

1 There was a man in the land of Uz, whose name was Job; and that
man was perfect and upright, and one that feared God, and eschewed
evil.

Job. 1: 1. The LXX translates, eÏn xwÂraÙ thÚÙ AuÏsiÂtidi; and adds at the close of
the book, eÏpiÃ toiÚj oÎriÂoij thÚn IÏdoumaiÂaj kaiÃ AÏrabiÂaj, therefore north-east from
Idumea, towards the Arabian desert. There, in the Arabian desert west from
Babylon, under the Caucabenes, according to Ptolemy (v. 19, 2), the AiÏsiÚtai,
AiÏseiÚtai), i.e., the Uzzites, dwelt. This determination of the position of Uz is
the most to be relied on. It tends indirectly to confirm this, that Ouçsoj, in Jos.
Ant. i. 6, 4, is described as founder of Trachonitis and Damascus; that the Jakut
Hamawi and Moslem tradition generally (as recently Fries, Stud. u. Krit. 1854,
ii.) mention the East Haran fertile tract of country north-west of TeÑmaÑ and
BuÑzaÑn, el-Bethenije, the district of Damascus in which Job dwelt; f41 that the
Syrian tradition also transfers the dwelling-place of Job to Hauran, where, in
the district of Damascus, a monastery to his honour is called Dair Ejjub (vid.,
Volck, Calendarium Syriacum, p. 29). All these accounts agree that Uz is not
to be sought in Idumaea proper (GebaÑl). And the early historical genealogies
(Gen. 10:23, 22:21, 36:28) are not unfavourable to this, since they place Uz in



relation to Seir-Edom on the one hand, and on the other to Aram: the
perplexing double occurrence of such names as TeÑmaÑ and DuÑma, both in
Idumaea and East Hauran, perhaps just results from the mixing of the different
tribes through migration. But at all events, though Uz did not lie in GebaÑl, yet
both from Lam. 4:21, and on account of the reference in the book of Job itself
to the Horites (Job. 24:30), a geographical connection between Idumaea and
Ausitis is to be held; and from Jer. 25:20 one is warranted in supposing, that
�W�, with which the Arabic name of Esau, èys¾ ( èl-èys¾), perhaps not accidentally
accords, was the collective name of the northern part of the Arabian desert,
extending north-east from Idumaea towards Syria. Here, where the aborigines
of Seir were driven back by the Aramaic immigrants, and to where in later
times the territory of Edom extended, dwelt Job. His name is not symbolic
with reference to the following history. It has been said, BWyOJI signifies one
hostilely treated, by Satan namely. f42

 But the following reasons are against it: (1) that none of the other names
which occur in the book are symbolically connected with the history; (2) that
the form LW«OQI has never a properly passive signification, but either active, as
RWsOYI, reprover (as parallel form with L«FQA), or neuter, as DWlOYI, born, RWkO�I,
drunken, also occasionally infinitive (vid., Fürst, Concord. p. 1349 s.), so that
it may be more correct, with Ewald, after the Arabic (BwJ, cognate with Bw�,
perhaps also JWbO), to explain the “one going of himself.” Similar in sound are,
BWYO, the name of one of the sons of Issachar (Gen. 46:13); the name of the
Idumaean king, BBFWYO, Gen. 36:33 (which the LXX, Aristeas, Jul. Africanus, f43

combine with Job); and the name of the king of Mauritania, Juba, which in
Greek is written IÏoÂbaj (Didymus Chalcenter. ed. Schmidt, p. 305): perhaps all
these names belong to the root BY, to shout with joy. The LXX writes IÏwÂb with
lenis; elsewhere the J at the beginning is rendered by asper, e.g., AbraaÂm,
HÎliÂaj. Luther writes Hiob; he has preferred the latter mode, that it may not be
read Job with consonantal Jod, when it should be Iob, as e.g., it is read by the
English. It had been more correctly Ijob, but Luther wished to keep to the
customary form of the name so far as he could; so we, by writing Iob with
vowel I, do not wish to deviate too much from the mode of writing and
pronunciation customary since Luther. f44

The writer intentionally uses four synonyms together, in order to describe as
strongly as possible Job’s piety, the reality and purity of which is the
fundamental assumption of the history. �tF, with the whole heart disposed
towards God and what is good, and also well-disposed toward mankind; R�FYF,
in thought and action without deviation conformed to that which is right;
�YHILOJå JR�Yi, fearing God, and consequently being actuated by the fear of God,



which is the beginning (i.e., principle) of wisdom; �RFM� RSF, keeping aloof
from evil, which is opposed to God. The first predicate recalls Gen. 25:27, the
fourth the proverbial Psalms (Psa. 34:15, 37:27) and Pro. 14:16. This mingling
of expressions from Genesis and Proverbs is characteristic. First now, after the
history has been begun in praett., aorr. follow.

2, 3 And there were born unto him seven sons and three daughters. His
substance also was seven thousand sheep, and three thousand camels,
and five hundred yoke of oxen, and five hundred she-asses, and
servants in great number; so that this man was the greatest of all the
men of the east.

Job. 1: 2, 3. It is a large, princely household. The numbers are large, but
must not on that account be considered an invention. The four animals named
include both kinds. With the doubled YP�LiJA corresponds the also constructive
TWJOM�, the Tsere of which is never shortened, though in the singular one says
TJAMi, from HJFM�. The aorists, especially of the verb HYFHF (HWH), which,
according to its root, signifies not so much esse as fieri, existere, are intended
to place us at once in the midst of his prosperity. Ex iis, says Leo Africanus in
reference to flocks, Arabes suas divitias ac possessiones aestimant. In fine, Job
was without his equal among the �DQ YNB. So the tribes are called which
extend from Arabia Deserta, lying to the east of Palestine, northwards to the
countries on the Euphrates, and south over Arabia Petraea and Felix. The
wisdom of these tribes, treasured up in proverbs, songs, and traditions, is
mentioned in 1Ki. 5:10, side by side with the wisdom of the Egyptians. The
writer now takes a very characteristic feature from the life of Job, to show that,
even in the height of prosperity, he preserved and manifested the piety
affirmed of him.

4, 5 And his sons went and feasted in the house of him whose day it
was, and sent and called for their sisters to eat and drink with them.
And it happened, when the days of their feasting were gone about, that
Job sent and sanctified them, and rose up early in the morning, and
offered burnt-offerings according to the number of them all: for Job
said, I may be that my sons have sinned, and dismissed God from their
hearts. Thus did Job continually.

Job. 1: 4, 5. The subordinate facts precede, v. 4, in perff.; the chief fact
follows, v. 5, in fut. consec. The perff. describe, according to Ges. § 126, 3,
that which has happened repeatedly in the past, as e.g., Rut. 4: 7; the fut.
consec. the customary act of Job, in conjunction with this occurrence. The
consecutio temporum is exactly like 1Sa. 1: 3 f.



It is questionable whether �YJI TYb� is a distinct adverbial expression, in domu
unuiscujusque, and WMWY also distinct, die ejus (Hirz. and others); or whether
the three words are only one adverbial expression, in domo ejus cujus dies
erat, which latter we prefer. At all events, WMOWYO here, in this connection, is not,
with Hahn, Schlottm., and others, to be understood of the birthday, as Job. 3: 1.
The text, understood simply as it stands, speaks of a weekly round (Oehler and
others). The seven sons took it in turn to dine with one another the week round,
and did not forget their sisters in the loneliness of the parental home, but added
them to their number. There existed among them a family peace and union
which had been uninterruptedly cherished; but early on the morning of every
eighth day, Job instituted a solemn service for his family, and offered sacrifices
for his ten children, that they might obtain forgiveness for any sins of frivolity
into which they might have fallen in the midst of the mirth of their family
gatherings.

The writer might have represented this celebration on the evening of every
seventh day, but he avoids even the slightest reference to anything Israelitish:
for there is no mention in Scripture of any celebration of the Sabbath before
the time of Israel. The sacred observance of the Sabbath, which was
consecrated by God the Creator, was first expressly enjoined by the Sinaitic
Thora. Here the family celebration falls on the morning of the Sunday,  — a
remarkable prelude to the New Testament celebration of Sunday in the age
before the giving of the law, which is a type of the New Testament time after
the law. The fact that Job, as father of the family, is the Cohen of his house, —
a right of priesthood which the fathers of Israel exercised at the first passover
(�YRCM XSP), and from which a relic is still retained in the annual celebration
of the passover (TWRWDH XSP), — is also characteristic of the age prior to the
law. The standpoint of this age is also further faithfully preserved in this
particular, that HLW� here, as also Job. 42: 8, appears distinctly as an expiatory
offering; whilst in the Mosaic ritual, although it still indeed serves RPKL
(Lev. 1: 4), as does every blood-offering, the idea of expiation as its peculiar
intention is transferred to TJ�X and ��J. Neither of these forms of expiatory
offering is here mentioned. The blood-offering still bears its most general
generic name, HLFW�O, which it received after the flood. This name indicates that
the offering is one which, being consumed by fire, is designed to ascend in
flames and smoke. HLF�åHE refers not so much to bringing it up to the raised
altar, as to causing it to rise in flame and smoke, causing it to ascend to God,
who is above. �d�QI is the outward cleansing and the spiritual preparation for
the celebration of the sacred festival, as Exo. 19:14. It is scarcely necessary to
remark, that the masculine suffixes refer also to the daughters. There were ten
whole sacrifices offered by Job on each opening day of the weekly round, at



the dawn of the Sunday; and one has therefore to imagine this round of
entertainment as beginning with the first-born on the first day of the week.
“Perhaps,” says Job, “my children have sinned, and bidden farewell to God in
their hearts.” Undoubtedly, ¥R�b� signifies elsewhere (1Ki. 21:10; Psa. 10: 3),
according to a so-called aÏntifrastikhÃ euÏfhmiÂa, maledicere. This signification
also suits Job. 2: 5, but does not at all suit Job. 2: 9. This latter passage
supports the signification valedicere, which arises from the custom of
pronouncing a benediction or benedictory salutation at parting (e.g.,
Gen. 47:10). Job is afraid lest his children may have become somewhat
unmindful of God during their mirthful gatherings. In Job’s family, therefore,
there was an earnest desire for sanctification, which was far from being
satisfied with mere outward propriety of conduct. Sacrifice (which is as old as
the sin of mankind) was to Job a means of grace, by which he cleansed himself
and his family every week from inward blemish. The futt. consec. are followed
by perff., which are governed by them. HKFkF, however, is followed by the fut.,
because in historical connection (cf. on the other hand, Num. 8:26), in the
signification, faciebat h.e. facere solebat (Ges. § 127, 4, b). Thus Job did every
day, i.e., continually. As head of the family, he faithfully discharged his
priestly vocation, which permitted him to offer sacrifice as an early Gentile
servant of God. The writer has now made us acquainted with the chief person
of the history which he is about to record, and in v. 6 begins the history itself.

Jehovah’s Determination to Try Job. — Job. 1: 6-12.
He transfers us from earth to haven, where everything that is done on earth has
its unseen roots, its final cause.

6 Now there was a day when the sons of God came to present
themselves before Jehovah; and Satan came also in the midst of them.

Job. 1: 6. The translation “it happened on a day” is rejected in Ges. § 109,
rem. 1, c. f45 The article, it is there said, refers to what precedes — the day, at
the time; but this favourite mode of expression is found at the beginning of a
narrative, even when it cannot be considered to have any reference to what has
preceded, e.g., 2Ki. 4:18. The article is used in the opposite manner here,
because the narrator in thought connects the day with the following
occurrence; and this frees it from absolute indefiniteness: the western mode of
expression is different. From the writer assigning the earthly measure of time
to the place of God and spirits, we see that celestial things are represented by
him parabolically. But the assumptions on which he proceeds are everywhere
recognised in Scripture; for



(1.) �YHILOJåHF YN�bi, as the name of the celestial spirits, is also found out of the
book of Job (Gen. 6: 2; cf. Psa. 29: 1, 59: 7, Dan. 3:25). They are so called, as
beings in the likeness of God, which came forth from God in the earliest
beginning of creation, before this material world and man came into existence
(Job. 28: 4-7): the designation YN�bi points to the particular manner of their
creation.

(2.) Further, it is the teaching of Scripture, that these are the nearest attendants
upon God, the nearest created glory, with which He has surrounded himself in
His eternal glory, and that He uses them as the immediate instruments of His
cosmical rule. This representation underlies Gen. 1:26, which Philo correctly
explains, dialeÂgetai oÎ twÚn oÎÂlwn pathÃr taiÚj eÎautouÚ dunaÂmesin; and in
Psa. 59: 6-8, a psalm which is closely allied to the book of Job, LHAQi and DWSO,
of the holy ones, is just the assembly of the heavenly spirits, from which, as
aÏÂggeloi of God, they go forth into the universe and among men.

(3.) It is also further the teaching of Scripture, that one of these spirits has
withdrawn himself from the love of God, has reversed the truth of his bright
existence, and in sullen ardent self-love is become the enemy of God, and
everything godlike in the creature. This spirit is called, in reference to God and
the creature, ��FvFHA, from the verb ��AVF, to come in the way, oppose, treat with
enmity, — a name which occurs first here, and except here occurs only in
Zechariah 3 and 1Ch. 21: 1. Since the Chokma turned, with a decided
preference, to the earliest records of the world and mankind before the rise of
nationalities, it must have known the existence of this God-opposing spirit
from Gen. 2 f. The frequent occurrence of the tree of life and the way of life in
the Salomonic Proverbs, shows how earnestly the research of that time was
engaged with the history of Paradise: so that it cannot be surprising that it
coined the name ��FvFHA for that evil spirit.

(4.) Finally, it agrees with 1Ki. 22:19-22, Zecariah 3, on the one hand, and
Revelation 12 on the other, that Satan here appears still among the good spirits,
resembling Judas Iscariot among the disciples until his treachery was revealed.
The work of redemption, about which his enmity to God overdid itself, and by
which his damnation is perfected, is during the whole course of the Old
Testament history incomplete.

Herder, Eichhorn, Lutz, Ewald, and Umbreit, see in this distinct placing of
Satan in relation to the Deity and good spirits nothing but a change of
representations arising from foreign influences; but if Jesus Christ is really the
vanquisher of Satan, as He himself says, the realm of spirits must have a
history, which is divided into two eras by this triumph. Moreover, both the Old
and New Testaments agree herein, that Satan is God’s adversary, and



consequently altogether evil, and must notwithstanding serve God, since He
makes even evil minister to His purpose of salvation, and the working out of
His plan in the government of the world. This is the chief thought which
underlies the further progress of the scene. The earthly elements of time, space,
and dialogue, belong to the poetic drapery.

Instead of L�A Bc�YATiHI, YN�PiLI is used elsewhere (Pro. 22:29): L�A is a usage of
language derived from the optical illusion to the one who is in the foreground
seeming to surpass the one in the background. It is an assembly day in heaven.
All the spirits present themselves to render their account, and expecting to
receive commands; and the following dialogue ensues between Jehovah and
Satan: —

7 Then Jehovah said to Satan, Whence comest thou? Satan answered
Jehovah, and said, From going to and fro in the earth, and from walking
up and down in it.

Job. 1: 7. The fut. follows �YIJAM� in the signification of the praes., Whence
comest thou? the perf. would signify, Whence hast thou come? (Ges. § 127, 2).
Cocceius subtly observes: Notatur Satanas velut Deo nescio h.e. non
adprobante res suas agere. It is implied in the question that his business is
selfish, arbitrary, and has no connection with God. In his answer, bi �w�, as
2Sa. 24: 2, signifies rapid passing from one end to the other; ¥l�HATiHI, an
observant roaming forth. Peter also says of Satan, peripateiÚ (1Pe. 5: 8 f.). f46

He answers at first generally, as expecting a more particular question, which
Jehovah now puts to him.

8 Then said Jehovah to Satan, Hast thou considered my servant Job?
for there is none like him in the earth, a perfect and an upright man, one
that feareth God and escheweth evil.

Job. 1: 8. By YkI Jehovah gives the reason of His inquiry. Had Satan been
observant of Job, even he must have confessed that there was on the earth real
genuine piety. BL� �YVI, animum advertere (for BL� is animus, �PENE anima), is
construed with L�A, of the object on which the attention falls, and on which it
fixes itself, or LJE, of the object towards which it is directed (Job. 2: 3). The
repetition of the four predicates used of Job (v. 1) in the mouth of Jehovah
(though without the waw combining both pairs there) is a skilful touch of the
poet. Further on, the narrative is also interwoven with poetic repetitions (as
e.g., Job. 34 and Genesis ch. 1), to give it architectural symmetry, and to
strengthen the meaning and impression of what is said. Jehovah triumphantly
displays His servant, the incomparable one, in opposition to Satan; but this



does not disconcert him: he knows how, as on all occasions, so here also, to
deny what Jehovah affirms.

9-11 Then Satan answered Jehovah, and said, Doth Job fear God for
nought? Hast Thou not made a hedge about him, and about his house,
and about all that he hath on every side? Hast Thou not blessed the
work of his hands, and his substance is increased in the land? But put
forth Thine hand now, and touch all that he hath: truly he will renounce
Thee to Thy face.

Job. 1: 9-11. Satan is, according to the Rev. 12:10, the kathÂgwr who accuses
the servants of God day and night before God. It is a fact respecting the
invisible world, though expressed in the language and imagery of this world.
So long as he is not finally vanquished and condemned, he has access to God,
and thinks to justify himself by denying the truth of the existence and the
possibility of the continuance of all piety. God permits it; for since everything
happening to the creature is placed under the law of free development, evil in
the world of spirits is also free to maintain and expand itself, until a spiritual
power comes forward against it, by which the hitherto wavering conflict
between the principles of good and evil is decided. This is the truth contained
in the poetic description of the heavenly scene, sadly mistaken by Umbreit in
his Essay on Sin, 1853, in which he explains Satan, according to Psa. 109: 6, as
a creation of our author’s fancy. The paucity of the declarations respecting
Satan in the Old Testament has misled him. And indeed the historical advance
from the Old Testament to the New, though in itself well authorized, has in
many ways of late induced to the levelling of the heights and depths of the
New Testament. Formerly Umbreit was of the opinion, as many are still, that
the idea of Satan is derived from Persia; but between Ahriman (Angramainyus)
and Satan there is no striking resemblance; f47 whereas Diestel, in his Abh. über
Set- Typhon, Asasel und Satan, Stud. u. Krit., 1860, 2, cannot indeed recognise
any connection between LZJZ� and the Satan of the book of Job, but maintains
a more complete harmony in all substantial marks between the latter and the
Egyptian Typhon, and infers that “to Satan is therefore to be denied a purely
Israelitish originality, the natural outgrowth of the Hebrew mind. It is indeed
no special honour for Israel to be able to call him their own. He never has
taken firm hold on the Hebrew consciousness.” But how should it be no
honour for Israel, the people to whom the revelation of redemption was made,
and in whose history the plan of redemption was developed, to have traced the
poisonous stream of evil up to the fountain of its first free beginning in the
spiritual world, and to have more than superficially understood the history of
the fall of mankind by sin, which points to a disguised superhuman power,
opposed to the divine will? This perception undoubtedly only begins gradually
to dawn in the Old Testament; but in the New Testament, the abyss of evil is



fully disclosed, and Satan has so far a hold on the consciousness of Jesus, that
He regards His life’s vocation as a conflict with Satan. And the
Protevangelium is deciphered in facts, when the promised seed of the woman
crushed the serpent’s head, but at the same time suffered the bruising of its
own heel.

The view (e.g., Lutz in his Biblishce Dogmatik) that Satan as he is represented
in the book of Job is not the later evil spirit, is to be rejected: he appears here
only first, say Herder and Eichhorn, as impartial executor of judgment, and
overseer of morality, commissioned by God. But he denies what God affirms,
acknowledges no love towards God in the world which is not rooted in self-
love, and is determined to destroy this love as a mere semblance. Where piety
is dulled, he rejoices in its obscurity; where it is not, he dims its lustre by
reflecting his own egotistical nature therein. Thus it is in Zechariah 3, and so
here. Genuine love loves God �nFXI (adverb from �X�, like gratis from gratia): it
loves Him for His own sake; it is a relation of person to person, without any
actual stipulations and claim. But Job does not thus fear God; JR�YF is here
praet., whereas in vv. 1 and 8 it is the adjective. God has indeed hitherto
screened him from all evil; tFkiVA from ¥wV, sepire, and D�Abi (D�AbA) composed
of bi and D�A, in the primary signification circum, since D�A expresses that the
one joins itself to the other, and bi that it covers it, or covers itself with it. By
the addition of BYBIsFMI, the idea of the triple D�Abi is still strengthened. HV��áMA,
LXX, Vulg., have translated by the plural, which is not false according to the
thought; for �YIDAYF HV��áMA is, especially in Deuteronomy, a favourite collective
expression for human enterprise. �RApF, a word, with the Sanskrito-Sem.
frangere, related to QRApF, signifying to break through the bounds, multiply and
increase one’s self unboundedly (Gen. 30:30, and freq.). The particle �LFwJ,
proper only to the oldest and classic period, and very commonly used in the
first four books of the Pentateuch, and in our book, generally �LFwJWi, is an
emphatic “nevertheless;” Lat. (suited to this passage at least) verum enim vero.
JLO��JI is either, as frequently, a shortened formula of asseveration: May such
and such happen to me if he do not, etc., = forsooth he will (LXX hç mhÂn); or it
is half a question: Attempt only this and this, whether he will not deny thee, =
annon, as Job. 17: 2, 22:20. The first perhaps suits the character of Satan
better: he affirms that God is mistaken. ¥R�b� signifies here also, valedicere: he
will say farewell to thee, and indeed ¦YNEpF�L�A (as Isa. 65: 3), meeting thee
arrogantly and shamelessly: it signifies, properly, upon thy countenance, i.e.,
say it to thee, to the very face, that he will have nothing more to do with thee
(comp. on Job. 2: 5). In order now that the truth of His testimony to Job’s



piety, and this piety itself, may be tried, Jehovah surrenders all Job’s
possessions, all that is his, except himself, to Satan.

12 Then Jehovah said to Satan, Behold, all that he hath is in thy hand;
only upon himself put not forth thy hand. And Satan went forth from
the presence of Jehovah.

Job. 1:12. Notice well: The divine permission appears at the same time as a
divine command, for in general there is not a permission by which God
remains purely passive; wherefore God is even called in Scripture creator mali
(the evil act as such only excepted), Isa. 45: 7. Further, the divine arrangement
has not its foundation in the sin which still clings to Job. For in the praise
conferred upon Job, it is not said that he is absolutely without sin: universal
liability to sin is assumed not only of all the unrighteousness, but even of all
the righteousness, of Adam’s race. Thirdly, the permission proceeds, on the
contrary, from God’s purpose to maintain, in opposition to Satan, the
righteousness which, in spite of the universal liability to sin, is peculiar to Job;
and if we place this single instance in historical connection with the
development of the plan of redemption, it is a part of the conflict of the
woman’s seed with the serpent, and of the gradual degradation of Satan to the
lake of fire. After Jehovah’s permission, Satan retires forthwith. The license is
welcome to him, for he delights in the work of destruction. And he hopes to
conquer. For after he has experienced the unlimited power of evil over himself,
he has lost all faith in the power of good, and is indeed become himself the
self-deceived father of lies.

The Four Messengers Of Misfortune. — Job. 1:13 ff.
Satan now accomplishes to the utmost of his power, by repeated blows, that
which Jehovah had granted to him: first on Job’s oxen, and asses, and
herdsmen.

13-15 And it came to pass one day, when his sons and his daughters
were eating and drinking wine in the house of their eldest brother, that
a messenger came to Job, and said, The oxen were ploughing, and the
asses feeding beside them, when the Sabeans fell upon them, and
carried them away, and smote the servants with the edge of the sword;
and I only am escaped alone to tell thee.

Job. 1:13-15. The principal clause, �WyOHA YHIYiWA, in which the art. of �WyOHA has
no more reference to anything preceding than in v. 6, is immediately followed
by an adverbial clause, which may be expressed by participles, Lat. filiis ejus
filiabusque convivantibus. The details which follow are important. Job had
celebrated the usual weekly worship early in the morning with his children,



and knew that they were met together in the house of his eldest son, with
whom the order of mutual entertainment came round again, when the
messengers of misfortune began to break in upon him: it is therefore on the
very day when, by reason of the sacrifice offered, he was quite sure of
Jehovah’s favour. The participial construction, the oxen were ploughing (vid.,
Ges. § 134, 2, c), describes the condition which was disturbed by the calamity
that befell them. The verb wYHF stands here because the clause is a principal one,
not as v. 13, adverbial. YD�Yi�L�A, properly “at hand,” losing its radical meaning,
signifies (as Jud. 11:26) “close by.” The interpretation “in their places,” after
Num. 2:17, is untenable, as this signification of DYF is only supported in the
sing. JBF�i is construed as fem., since the name of the country is used as the
name of the people. In Genesis three races of this name are mentioned: Cushite
(Gen. 10: 7), Joktanish (Gen. 10:28), and Abrahamic (Gen. 25: 3). Here the
nomadic portion of this mixed race in North Arabia from the Persian Gulf to
Idumaea is intended. Luther, for the sake of clearness, translates here, and
1Ki. 10: 1, Arabia. In H�FLimFJIWF, the waw, as is seen from the Kametz, is waw
convertens, and the paragogic ah, which otherwise indicates the cohortative, is
either without significance, or simply adds intensity to the verbal idea: I have
saved myself with great difficulty. For this common form of the 1 fut. consec.,
occurring four times in the Pentateuch, vid., Ges. § 49, 2. The clause ¥LF
DYgIHALi is objective: in order that — so it was intended by the calamity — I
might tell thee.

The Second Messenger:

V. 16. While he was yet speaking, another came, and said, The fire of
God fell from heaven, and set fire to the sheep and servants, and
consumed them; and I only am escaped alone to tell thee.

Job. 1:16. The fire of God, which descends, is not a suitable expression for
SamuÑm (Schlottm.), that wind of the desert which often so suddenly destroys
man and beast, although indeed it is indicated by certain atmospheric
phenomena, appearing first of a yellow colour, which changes to a leaden hue
and spreads through the atmosphere, so that the sun when at the brightest
becomes a dark red. The writer, also, can scarcely have intended lightning
(Rosenm., Hirz., Hahn), but rain of fire or brimstone, as with Sodom and
Gomorrha, and as 1Ki. 18:38, 2Ki. 1:12.

The Third Messenger:

V. 17. While he was yet speaking, there came also another, and said,
The Chaldeans ranged themselves in three bands, and rushed upon the



camels, and carried them away, and slew the servants with the edge of
the sword; and I only am escaped alone to tell thee.

Job. 1:17. Without any authority, Ewald sees in this mention of the
Chaldeans an indication of the composition of the book in the seventh century
B.C., when the Chaldeans under Nabopolassar began to inherit the Assyrian
power. Following Ewald, Renan observes that the Chaldeans first appear as
such marauders about the time of Uzziah. But in Genesis we find mention of
early Semitic Chaldeans among the mountain ranges lying to the north of
Assyria and Mesopotamia; and later, Nahor Chaldeans of Mesopotamia, whose
existence is traced back to the patriarchal times (vid., Genesis, p. 422 f48), and
who were powerful enough at any time to make a raid into Idumaea. To make
an attack divided into several �Y�IJRF, heads, multitudes, bands (two —
Gen. 14:15; three — Jud. 7:16, 1Sa. 11:11; or four — Jud. 9:34), is an ancient
military stratagem; and ��ApF, e.g., Jud. 9:33, is the proper word for attacks of
such bands, either for plunder or revenge. In BRX�YPL, at the edge of the
sword, à l’epée, Li is like the usual acc. of manner.

The Fourth Messenger:

V. 18. While he was yet speaking, another also came, and said, Thy
sons and thy daughters were eating and drinking wine in their eldest
brother’s house: and, behold, a great wind came across from the desert,
and smote the four corners of the house, and it fell upon the young
people, and they are dead; and I only am escaped alone to tell thee.

Job. 1:18. Instead of DW�O, we have D�A here: the former denotes continuity in
time, the latter continuity in space, and they may be interchanged. D�A in the
signif. “while” is here construed with the participle, as Neh. 7: 3; comp. other
constructions, Job. 8:21, 1Sa. 14:19, Jon. 4: 2. “From the other side of the
desert” is equivalent to, from its farthest end. �YRI�FniHA are the youthful sons
and daughters of Job, according to the epicene use of R�ANA in the Pentateuch
(youths and maidens). In one day Job is now bereft of everything which he
accounted the gift of Jehovah, — his herds, and with these his servants, which
he not only prizes as property, but for whom he has also a tender heart
(Job. 31); last of all, even his dearest ones, his children. Satan has summoned
the elements and men for the destruction of Job’s possessions by repeated
strokes. That men and nations can be excited by Satan to hostile enterprises, is
nothing surprising (cf. Rev. 20: 8); but here, even the fire of God and the
hurricane are attributed to him. Is this poetry or truth? Luther, in the Larger
Catechism, question 4, says the same: “The devil causes strife, murder,
rebellion, and war, also thunder and lightning, and hail, to destroy corn and



cattle, to poison the atmosphere,” etc., — a passage of our creed often
ridiculed by rationalism; but it is correct if understood in accordance with
Scripture, and not superstitiously. As among men, so in nature, since the Fall
two different powers of divine anger and divine love are in operation: the
mingling of these is the essence of the present Kosmos. Everything destructive
to nature, and everything arising therefrom which is dangerous and fatal to the
life of man, is the outward manifestation of the power of anger. In this power
Satan has fortified himself; and this, which underlies the whole course of
nature, he is able to make use of, so far as God may permit it as being
subservient to His chief design (comp. Rev. 13:13 with 2Th. 2: 9). He has no
creative power. Fire and storm, by means of which he works, are of God; but
he is allowed to excite these forces to hostility against man, just as he himself
is become an instrument of evil. It is similar with human demonocracy, whose
very being consists in placing itself en rapport with the hidden powers of
nature. Satan is the great juggler, and has already manifested himself as such,
even in paradise and in the temptation of Jesus Christ. There is in nature, as
among men, an entanglement of contrary forces which he knows how to
unloose, because it is the sphere of his special dominion; for the whole course
of nature, in the change of its phenomena, is subject not only to abstract laws,
but also to concrete supernatural powers, both bad and good.

The Conduct of Job:

Vv. 20, 21. Then Job arose, and rent his mantle, and shaved his head,
and fell down upon the ground, and worshipped, and said, Naked came
I out of my mother’s womb, and naked shall I return thither: Jehovah
gave, and Jehovah hath taken away; blessed be the name of Jehovah.

Job. 1:20, 21. The first three messengers Job has heard, sitting, and in
silence; but at the news of the death of his children, brought by the fourth, he
can no longer overcome his grief. The intensity of his feeling is indicated by
rising up (cf. Jon. 3: 6); his torn heart, by the rending of his mantle; the
conscious loss of his dearest ones, by cutting off the hair of his head. He does
not, however, act like one in despair, but, humbling himself under the mighty
hand of God, falls to the ground and prostrates himself, i.e., worshipping God,
so that his face touches the earth. HWFXátA�iHI, se prosternere, this is the gesture
of adoration, proskhÂnhsij. f49  YTICFYF is defectively written, as Num. 11:11; cf.
infra, Job. 32:18. The occurrence of HmF�F here is remarkable, and may have
given rise to the question of Nicodemus, Joh. 3: 4: mhÃ duÂnatai aÏÂnqrwpoj eiÏj
thÃn koiliÂan thÚj mhtroÃj auÏtouÚ deuÂteron eiÏselqeiÚn. The writer of Ecclesiastes
(Ecc. 5:14) has left out this difficult HM�. It means either being put back into a
state of unconsciousness and seclusion from the light and turmoil of this world,
similar to his former state in his mother’s womb, which Hupfeld, in his



Commentatio in quosdam Iobeidos locos, 1853, favours; or, since the idea of
YmIJI ��EbE may be extended, return to the bosom of mother earth (Ew., Hirz.,
Schlottm., et al.), so that HMv is not so much retrospective as rather
prospective with reference to the grave (Böttch.), which we prefer; for as the
mother’s bosom can be compared to the bosom of the earth (Psa. 139:15),
because it is of the earth, and recalls the original forming of man from the
earth, so the bosom of the earth is compared to the mother’s, Sir. 40: 1: aÏf�
hÎmeÂraj eÏcoÂdou eÏk gastroÃj mhtroÃj eÎÂwj hÎmeÂraj eÏpitafhÚj eiÏj mhteÂra paÂntwn.
The writer here intentionally makes Job call God HWHY. In the dialogue
portion, the name HWHY occurs only once in the mouth of Job (Job. 12: 9); most
frequently the speakers use HWLJ and YDv. This use of the names of God
corresponds to the early use of the same in the Pentateuch, according to which
YD$ is the proper name of God in the patriarchal days, and HWHY in the later
days, to which they were preparatory. The traditional view, that Elohim
describes God according to the attribute of justice, Jehovah according to the
attribute of mercy, is only in part correct; for even when the advent of God to
judgment is announced, He is in general named Jehovah. Rather, �YHILOJå (plur.
of hAWLOJå, fear), the Revered One, describes God as object; HWFHáYA or HWEHáYA, on
the other hand, as subject. �YHILOJå describes Him in the fulness of His glorious
majesty, including also the spirits, which are round about Him; HWHY as the
Absolute One. Accordingly, Job, when he says HWHY, thinks of God not only as
the absolute cause of his fate, but as the Being ordering his life according to
His own counsel, who is ever worthy of praise, whether in His infinite wisdom
He gives or takes away. Job was not driven from God, but praised Him in the
midst of suffering, even when, to human understanding and feeling, there was
only occasion for anguish: he destroyed the suspicion of Satan, that he only
feared God for the sake of His gifts, not for His own sake; and remained, in the
midst of a fourfold temptation, the conqueror. f50 Throughout the whole book
he does not go so far as to deny God (�YHILOJå ¥R�b�), and thus far he does not
fall into any unworthy utterances concerning His rule.

22 In all this Job sinned not, nor attributed folly to God.

Job. 1:22. In all this, i.e., as the LXX correctly renders it: which thus far had
befallen him; Ewald et al. translate incorrectly: he gave God no provocation.
HLFPitI signifies, according to Job. 24:12, comp. Job. 6: 6, saltlessness and
tastelessness, dealing devoid of meaning and purpose, and is to be translated
either, he uttered not, non edidit, anything absurd against God, as Jerome
translates, neque stultum quid contra Deum locutus est; or, he did not attribute
folly to God: so that L �TN are connected, as Psa. 68:35, Jer. 13:16. Since �TANF



by itself nowhere signifies to express, we side with Hirzel and Schlottm.
against Rödiger (in his Thes.) and Oehler, in favour of the latter. The writer
hints that, later on, Job committed himself by some unwise thoughts of the
government of God.

The Fifth And Sixth Temptation. — Job. 2: 1-10.
Satan has now exhausted his utmost power, but without success.

1 Again there was a day when the sons of God came to present
themselves before Jehovah, and Satan came also among them, to
present himself before Jehovah.

Job. 2: 1. The clause expressive of the purpose of their appearing is here
repeated in connection with Satan (comp. on the contrary, Job. 1: 6), for this
time he appears with a most definite object. Jehovah addresses Satan as He had
done on the former occasion.

2 And Jehovah said to Satan, Whence comest thou? And Satan
answered Jehovah, and said, From going to and fro in the earth, and
wandering up and down in it.

Job. 2: 2. Instead of �YIJAM�, Job. 1: 7, we have here the similar expression HzEMI
YJ� (Ges. § 150, extra). Such slight variations are also frequent in the
repetitions in the Psalms, and we have had an example in Job. 1 in the
interchange of DW�O and D�A. After the general answer which Satan givers,
Jehovah inquires more particularly.

3 Then Jehovah said to Satan, Hast thou considered my servant Job?
for there is none like him in the earth, a perfect and an upright man,
fearing God and eschewing evil; and still he holdeth fast his integrity,
although thou hast moved me against him, to injure him without cause.

Job. 2: 3. From the foregoing fact, that amidst all his sufferings hitherto Job
has preserved and proved his HmFtU (except in the book of Job, only Pro. 11: 3),
the fut. consec. draws the conclusion: there was no previous reason for the
injury which Satan had urged God to decree for Job. TYSIH� does not signify, as
Umbreit thinks, to lead astray, in which case it were an almost blasphemous
anthropomorphism: it signifies instigare, and indeed generally, to evil, as e.g.,
1Ch. 21: 1; but not always, e.g., Jos. 15:18: here it is certainly in a strongly
anthropopathical sense of the impulse given by Satan to Jehovah to prove Job
in so hurtful a manner. The writer purposely chooses these strong expressions,
TYSIH� and �Al�bI. Satan’s aim, since he suspected Job still, went beyond the



limited power which was given him over Job. Satan even now again denies
what Jehovah affirms.

4, 5 And Satan answered Jehovah, and said, Skin for skin, and all that
man hath will he give for his life: stretch forth yet once Thy hand, and
touch his bone, and his flesh, truly he will renounce Thee to Thy face.

Job. 2: 4, 5. Olshausen refers RW�O D�Abi RW�O to Job in relation to Jehovah:
So long as Thou leavest his skin untouched, he will also leave Thee untouched;
which, though it is the devil who speaks, were nevertheless too unbecomingly
expressed. Hupfeld understands by the skin, that skin which is here given for
the other, — the skin of his cattle, of his servants and children, which Job had
gladly given up, that for such a price he might get off with his own skin sound;
but D�Abi cannot be used as Beth pretii: even in Pro. 6:26 this is not the case.
For the same reason, we must not, with Hirz., Ew., and most, translate, Skin
for skin = like for like, which Ewald bases on the strange assertion, that one
skin is like another, as one dead piece is like another. The meaning of the
words of Satan (rightly understood by Schlottm. and the Jewish expositors) is
this: One gives up one’s skin to preserve one’s skin; one endures pain on a
sickly part of the skin, for the sake of saving the whole skin; one holds up the
arm, as Raschi suggests, to avert the fatal blow from the head. The second
clause is climacteric: a man gives skin for skin; but for his life, his highest
good, he willingly gives up everything, without exception, that can be given
up, and life itself still retained. This principle derived from experience, applied
to Job, may be expressed thus: Just so, Job has gladly given up everything, and
is content to have escaped with his life. �LWJW, verum enim vero, is connected
with this suppressed because self-evident application. The verb �GANF, above,
Job. 1:11, with bi, is construed here with LJE, and expresses increased
malignity: Stretch forth Thy hand but once to his very bones, etc. Instead of
¦YNEpF�L�A, Job. 1:11, up�L�A is used here with the same force: forthwith,
fearlessly and regardlessly (comp. Job. 13:15; Deu. 7:10), he will bid Thee
farewell.

The Grant of New Power:

V. 6. And Jehovah said to Satan, Behold, he is in thy hand; only take
care of his life.

Job. 2: 6. Job has not forfeited his life; permission is given to place it in
extreme peril, and nothing more, in order to see whether or not, in the face of
death, he will deny the God who has decreed such heavy affliction for him.
�PENE does not signify the same as �YyIXA; it is the soul producing the spirit-life of



man. We must, however, translate “life,” because we do not use “soul” in the
sense of yuxhÂ, anima.

The Working Out of the Commission:

Vv. 7, 8. Then Satan went forth from the presence of Jehovah, and
smote Job with sore boils, from the sole of his foot to his crown. And
he took him a potsherd to scrape himself with, and sat in the midst of
ashes.

Job. 2: 7, 8. The description of this disease calls to mind Deu. 28:35 with 27,
and is, according to the symptoms mentioned further on in the book,
elephantiasis so called because the limbs become jointless lumps like
elephants’ legs), Arab. jd¯aÑm, gudhaÑm, Lat. lepra nodosa, the most fearful form
of lepra, which sometimes seizes persons even of the higher ranks. Artapan (C.
Müller, Fragm. iii. 222) says, that an Egyptian king was the first man who died
of elephantiasis. Baldwin, king of Jerusalem, was afflicted with it in a very
dangerous form. f51

 The disease begins with the rising of tubercular boils, and at length resembles
a cancer spreading itself over the whole body, by which the body is so
affected, that some of the limbs fall completely away. Scraping with a potsherd
will not only relieve the intolerable itching of the skin, but also remove the
matter. Sitting among ashes is on account of the deep sorrow (comp. Jon. 3: 6)
into which Job is brought by his heavy losses, especially the loss of his
children. The LXX adds that he sat on a dunghill outside the city: the dunghill
is taken from the passage Psa. 113: 7, and the “outside the city” from the law
of the �RFCOMi. In addition to the four losses, a fifth temptation, in the form of a
disease incurable in the eye of man, is now come upon Job: a natural disease,
but brought on by Satan, permitted, and therefore decreed, by God. Satan does
not appear again throughout the whole book. Evil has not only a personal
existence in the invisible world, but also its agents and instruments in this; and
by these it is henceforth manifested.

First Job’s Wife (who is only mentioned in one other passage (Job. 19:17),
where Job complains that his breath is offensive to her) Comes to Him:

V. 9. Then his wife said to him, Dost thou still hold fast thine integrity?
renounce God, and die.

Job. 2: 9. In the LXX the words of his wife are unskilfully extended. The few
words as they stand are sufficiently characteristic. They are not to be
explained, Call on God for the last time, and then die (von Gerl.); or, Call on
Him that thou die (according to Ges. § 130, 2); but ¥R�b� signifies, as Job’s



answer shows, to take leave of. She therefore counsels Job to do that which
Satan has boasted to accomplish. And notwithstanding, Hengstenberg, in his
Lecture on the Book of Job (1860), f52 defends her against the too severe
judgment of expositors. Her desperation, says he, proceeds from her strong
love for her husband; and if she had to suffer the same herself, she would
probably have struggled against despair. But love hopeth all things; love keeps
its despondency hidden even when it desponds; love has no such godless
utterance, as to say, Renounce God; and none so unloving, as to say, Die. No,
indeed! this woman is truly diaboli adjutrix (August.); a tool of the temper
(Ebrard); impiae carnis praeco (Brentius). And though Calvin goes too far
when he calls her not only organum Satanae, but even Proserpinam et Furiam
infernalem, the title of another Xantippe, against which Hengstenberg defends
her, is indeed rather flattery than slander. Tobias’ Anna is her copy. f53

 What experience of life and insight the writer manifests in introducing Job’s
wife as the mocking opposer of his constant piety! Job has lost his children,
but this wife he has retained, for he needed not to be tried by losing her: he
was proved sufficiently by having her. She is further on once referred to, but
even then not to her advantage. Why, asks Chrysostom, did the devil leave him
this wife? Because he thought her a good scourge, by which to plague him
more acutely than by any other means. Moreover, the thought is not far distant,
that God left her to him in order that when, in the glorious issue of his
sufferings, he receives everything doubled, he might not have this thorn in the
flesh also doubled. f54

What enmity towards God, what uncharitableness towards her husband, is
there in her sarcastic words, which, if they are more than mockery, counsel
him to suicide! (Ebrard). But he repels them in a manner becoming himself.

10 But he said to her, As one of the ungodly would speak, thou
speakest. Shall we receive good from God, and shall we not also
receive evil?

Job. 2:10. The answer of Job is strong but not harsh, for the TXJ (comp.
2Sa. 13:13) is somewhat soothing. The translation “as one of the foolish
women” does not correspond to the Hebrew; LBFNF is one who thinks madly and
acts impiously. What follows is a double question, �gA for �GAHá. The �gA stands
at the beginning of the sentence, but logically belongs to the second part,
towards which pronunciation and reading must hurry over the first, — a
frequent occurrence after interrogative particles, e.g., Num. 16:22, Isa. 5: 4b;
after causal particles, e.g., Isa. 12: 1, Pro. 1:24; after the negative �pE,
Deu. 8:12 ff., and often. Hupfeld renders the thought expressed in the double
question very correctly: bonum quidem hucusque a Deo accepimus, malum



vero jam non item accipiemus? �gA is found also elsewhere at the beginning of
a sentence, although belonging to a later clause, and that indeed not always the
one immediately following, e.g., Hos. 6:11, Zec. 9:11; the same syntax is to be
found with �JA, ¥JA, and QRA. Lb�QI, like HmFtU, is a word common to the book of
Job and Proverbs (Pro. 19:20); besides these, it is found only in books written
after the exile, and is more Aramaic than Hebraic. By this answer which Job
gives to his wife, he has repelled the sixth temptation. For

10b In all this Job sinned not with his lips.

Job. 2:10b. The Targum adds: but in his thoughts he already cherished sinful
words. WYTFPFVibI is certainly not undesignedly introduced here and omitted in
Job. 1:22. The temptation to murmur was now already at work within him, but
he was its master, so that no murmur escaped him.

The Silent Visit. — Job. 2:11 ff.
After the sixth temptation there comes a seventh; and now the real conflict
begins, through which the hero of the book passes, not indeed without sinning,
but still triumphantly.

11 When Job’s three friends heard of all this evil that was come upon
him, they came every one from his own place; Eliphaz from Teman,
and Bildad from Shuach, and Zophar from Naama: for they had made
an appointment to come together to go and sympathize with him, and
comfort him.

Job. 2:11. ZPAYLIJå is, according to Genesis 36, an old Idumaean name
(transposed = Phasaël in the history of the Herodeans; according to Michaelis,
Suppl. p. 87; cui Deus aurum est, comp. Job. 22:25), and �MFYt� a district of
Idumaea, celebrated for its native wisdom (Jer. 49: 7; Bar. 3:22 f.). But also in
East-Hauran a TeÑmaÑ is still found (described by Wetzstein in his Bericht über
seine Reise in den beiden Trachonen und um das Hauran-Gebirge, Zeitschr.
für allg. Erdkunde, 1859), and about fifteen miles south of TeÑmaÑ, a BuÑzaÑn
suggestive of Elihu’s surname (comp. Jer. 25:23). XAw� we know only from
Genesis 25 as the son of Abraham and Keturah, who settled in the east country.
Accordingly it must be a district of Arabia lying not very far from Idumaea: it
might be compared with trans-Hauran Schakka, though the sound, however, of
the word makes it scarcely admissible, which is undoubtedly one and the same
with SakkaiÂa, east from Batanaea, mentioned in Ptolem. v. 15. HMF�áNA is a
name frequent in Syria and Palestine: there is a town of the Jewish ShepheÑla
(the low ground by the Mediterranean) of this name, Jos. 15:41, which,



however, can hardly be intended here. HJFbFHA is Milel, consequently third pers.
with the art. instead of the relative pron. (as, besides here, Gen. 18:21, 46:27),
vid., Ges. § 109 ad init. The Niph. D�AWNO is strongly taken by some expositors
as the same meaning with ��AWNO, to confer with, appoint a meeting: it signifies,
to assemble themselves, to meet in an appointed place at an appointed time
(Neh. 6: 2). Reports spread among the mounted tribes of the Arabian desert
with the rapidity of telegraphic despatches.

Their Arrival:

V. 12. And when they lifted up their eyes afar off, and knew him not,
they lifted up their voice, and wept; and they rent every one his mantle,
and threw dust upon their heads toward heaven.

Job. 2:12. They saw a form which seemed to be Job, but in which they were
not able to recognise him. Then they weep and rend their outer garments, and
catch up dust to throw up towards heaven (1Sa. 4:12), that it may fall again
upon their heads. The casting up of dust on high is the outwards sign of intense
suffering, and, as von Gerlach rightly remarks, of that which causes him to cry
to heaven.

Their Silence:

V. 13. And they sat with him upon the ground seven days and seven
nights; and none spake a word unto him: for they saw that his pain was
very great.

Job. 2:13. Ewald erroneously thinks that custom and propriety prescribed
this seven days’ silence; it was (as Eze. 3:15) the force of the impression
produced on them, and the fear of annoying the sufferer. But their long silence
shows that they had not fully realized the purpose of their visit. Their feeling is
overpowered by reflection, their sympathy by dismay. It is a pity that they let
Job utter the first word, which they might have prevented by some word of
kindly solace; for, becoming first fully conscious of the difference between his
present and former position from their conduct, he breaks forth with curses.

Job’s Disconsolate Utterance of Grief. — Job ch. 3.
Job’s first longer utterance now commences, by which he involved himself in
the conflict, which is his seventh temptation or trial.

1, 2 After this Job opened his mouth, and cursed his day. And Job
spake, and said.



Job. 3: 2. Ver. 2 consists only of three words, which are separated by Rebia;
and RMJYW, although Milel, is vocalized RMAJyOWA, because the usual form
RMEJyOWA, which always immediately precedes direct narration, is not well suited
to close the verse. HNF�F, signifies to begin to speak from some previous
incitement, as the New Testament aÏpokriÂnesqai (not always = BY�IH�) is also
sometimes used. f55 The following utterance of Job, with which the poetic
accentuation begins, is analysed by modern critics as follows: vv. 3-10, 11-19,
20-26. Schlottmann calls it three strophes, Hahn three parts, in the first of
which delirious cursing of life is expressed; in the second, eager longing for
death; in the third, reproachful inquiry after the end of such a life of suffering.
In reality they are not strophes. Nevertheless Ebrard is wrong when he
maintains that, in general, strophe-structure is as little to be found in the book
of Job as in Wallenstein’s Monologue. The poetical part of the book of Job is
throughout strophic, so far as the nature of the drama admits it. So also even
this first speech. Stickel has correctly traced out its divisions; but accidentally,
for he has reckoned according to the Masoretic verses. That this is false, he is
now fully aware; also Ewald, in his Essay on Strophes in the Book of Job, is
almost misled into this groundless reckoning of the strophes according to the
Masoretic verses (Jahrb. iii. X. 118, Anm. 3). The strophe-schema of the
following speech is as follows: 8. 10. 6. 8. 6. 8. 6. The translation will show
how unmistakeably it may be known. In the translation we have followed the
complete lines of the original, and their rhythm: the iambic pentameter into
which Ebrard, and still earlier Hosse (1849), have translated, disguises the
oriental Hebrew poetry of the book with its variegated richness of form in a
western uniform, the monotonous impression of which is not, as elsewhere,
counter-balanced in the book of Job by the change of external action. After the
translation we give the grammatical explanation of each strophe; and at the
conclusion of the speech thus translated and explained, its higher exposition,
i.e., its artistic importance in the connection of the drama, and its theological
importance in relation to the Old and New Testament religion and religious
life.

3 Perish the day wherein I was born.
And the night which said, A man-child is conceived!

4 Let that day become darkness;
Let not Eloah ask after it from above,

And let not the light shine on it.

5 May darkness and the shadow of death purchase it back;
Let a cloud lie upon it;

May that which obscures the day terrify it.



Job. 3: 3-5. The curse is against the day of his birth and the night of his
conception as recurring yearly, not against the actual first day (Schlottm.), to
which the imprecations which follow are not pertinent. Job wishes his birth-
day may become dies ater, swallowed up by darkness as into nothing. The
elliptical relative clauses, v. 3 (Ges. § 123, 3; cf. 127, 4, c), become clear from
the translation. Transl. the night (HLFYiLA with parag. He is masc.) which said,
not: in which they said; the night alone was witness of this beginning of the
development of a man-child, and made report of it to the High One, to whom it
is subordinate. Day emerges from the darkness as Eloah from above (as
Job. 31: 2, 28), i.e., He who reigns over the changes here below, asks after it;
interests Himself in His own (�RAdF). Job wishes his birth-day may not rejoice
in this. The relations of this his birth-day are darkness and the shadow of
death. These are to redeem it, as, according to the right of kinsmen, family
property is redeemed when it has got into a stranger’s hands. This is the
meaning of LJAgF (LXX eÏklaÂboi), not = L�AgF, inquinent (Targ.). HNFNF�á is
collective, as HRFHFNi, mass of cloud. Instead of YR�YRIMikI (the Caph of which
seems pointed as praepos), we must read with Ewald (§ 157, a), Olshausen, (§
187, b), and others, YR�YRIMikA, after the form LYLIkiXA, darkness, dark flashing
(vid., on Psa. 10: 8), RYRIPi�A, tapestry, unless we are willing to accept a form
of noun without example elsewhere. The word signifies an obscuring, from
RM�kF, to glow with heat, because the greater the glow the deeper the blackness
it leaves behind. All that ever obscures a day is to overtake and render terrible
that day. f56

6 That night! let darkness seize upon it;
Let it not rejoice among the days of the year;
Let it not come into the number of the month.

7 Lo! let that night become barren;
Let no sound of gladness come to it.

8 Let those who curse the day curse it,
Who are skilled in stirring up leviathan.

9 Let the stars of its early twilight be darkened;
Let it long for light and there be none;

And let it not refresh itself with eyelids of the dawn.

Job. 3: 6-9. Darkness is so to seize it, and so completely swallow it up, that it
shall not be possible for it to pass into the light of day. It is not to become a
day, to be reckoned as belonging to the days of the year and rejoice in the light
thereof. diXAYI, for diXiYI, fut. Kal from HDFXF (Exo. 18: 9), with Dagesh lene
retained, and a helping Pathach (vid., Ges. § 75, rem. 3, d); the reverse of the



passage Gen. 49: 6, where DXAY�, from DXAYF, uniat se, is found. It is to become
barren, DwMLigA, so that no human being shall ever be conceived and born, and
greeted joyfully in it. f57

 “Those who curse days” are magicians who know how to change days into
dies infausti by their incantations. According to vulgar superstition, from
which the imagery of v. 8 is borrowed, there was a special art of exciting the
dragon, which is the enemy of sun and moon, against them both, so that, by its
devouring them, total darkness prevails. The dragon is called in Hindu raÑhu;
the Chinese, and also the natives of Algeria, even at the present day make a
wild tumult with drums and copper vessels when an eclipse of the sun or moon
occurs, until the dragon will release his prey. f58

 Job wishes that this monster may swallow up the sun of his birth-day. If the
night in which he was conceived or born is to become day, then let the stars of
its twilight (i.e., the stars which, as messengers of the morning, twinkle
through the twilight of dawn) become dark. It is to remain for ever dark, never
behold with delight the eyelids of the dawn. bi HJFRF, to regale one’s self with
the sight of anything, refresh one’s self. When the first rays of morning shoot
up in the eastern sky, then the dawn raises its eyelids; they are in Sophocles’s
Antigone, 103, xruseÂhj hÎmeÂraj bleÂfaron, the eyelid of the golden day, and
therefore of the sun, the great eye.

10 Because it did not close the doors of my mother’s womb,
Nor hid sorrow from my eyes.

11 Why did I not die from the womb,
Come forth from the womb and expire?

12 Why have the knees welcomed me?
And why the breasts, that I should suck?

Job. 3:10-12. The whole strophe contains strong reason for his cursing the
night of his conception or birth. It should rather have closed (i.e., make the
womb barren, to be explained according to 1Sa. 1: 5, Gen. 16: 2) the doors of
his womb (i.e., the womb that conceived [concepit ] him), and so have
withdrawn the sorrow he now experiences from his unborn eyes (on the
extended force of the negative, vid., Ges. § 152, 3). Then why, i.e., to what
purpose worth the labour, is he then conceived and born? The four questions,
vv. 11 ff., form a climax: he follows the course of his life from its
commencement in embryo (�XEREM�, to be explained according to Jer. 20:17,
and Job. 10:18, where, however, it is �M local, not as here, temporal) to the
birth, and from the joy of his father who took the new-born child upon his
knees (comp. Gen. 50:23) to the first development of the infant, and he curses



this growing life in its four phases (Arnh., Schlottm.). Observe the consecutio
temp. The fut. TwMJF has the signification moriebar, because taken from the
thought of the first period of his conception and birth; so also �WAGiJEWi, governed
by the preceding perf., the signification et exspirabam (Ges. § 127, 4, c). Just
so QNFYJI, but modal, ut sugerem ea.

13 So should I now have lain and had quiet,
I should have slept, then it would have been well with me,

14 With kings and councillors of the earth,
Who built ruins for themselves,

15 Or with princes possessing gold,
Who filled their houses with silver:

16 Or like a hidden untimely birth I had not been,
And as children that have never seen the light.

Job. 3:13-16. The perf. and interchanging fut. have the signification of
oriental imperfecta conjunctivi, according to Ges. § 126, 5; HtF�A YkI is the
usual expression after hypothetical clauses, and takes the perf. if the preceding
clause specifies a condition which has not occurred in the past (Gen. 31:42,
43:10; Num. 22:29, 33; 1Sa. 14:30), the fut. if a condition is not existing in the
present (Job. 6: 3, 8: 6, 13:19). It is not to be translated: for then; YK rather
commences the clause following: so I should now, indeed then I should. Ruins,
TWBORFXæ, are uninhabited desolate buildings, elsewhere such as have become,
here such as are from the first intended to remain, uninhabited and desolate,
consequently sepulchres, mausoleums; probably, since the book has Egyptian
allusions, in other passages also, a play upon the pyramids, in whose name
(III-XPAM, according to Coptic glossaries) III is the Egyptian article (vid.,
Bunsen, Aeg. ii. 361); Arab. without the art. hiraÑm or ahraÑm (vid., Abdollat−Ñf,
ed. de Sacy, p. 293, s.). f59

 Also Renan: Qui se bâtissent des mausolées. Böttch. de inferis, § 298 (who,
however, prefers to read TWBXR, wide streets), rightly directs attention to the
difference between TWBRXH HNB (to rebuild the ruins) and WL uX HNB (to build
ruins for one’s self). With WJO like things are then ranged after one another.
Builders of the pyramids, millionaires, abortions (vid., Ecc. 6: 3), and the still-
born: all these are removed from the sufferings of this life in their quiet of the
grave, be their grave a “ruin” gazed upon by their descendants, or a hole dug
out in the earth, and again filled in as it was before.

17 There the wicked cease from troubling,
And the weary are at rest.



18 The captives dwell together in tranquillity;
They hear not the voice of the taskmaster.

19 The small and great, — they are alike there;
And the servant is free from his lord.

Job. 3:17-19. There, i.e., in the grave, all enjoy the rest they could not find
here: the troublers and the troubled ones alike. �GERO corresponds to the radical
idea of looseness, broken in pieces, want of restraint, therefore of Turba
(comp. Isa. 57:20, Jer. 6: 7), contained etymologically in ��FRF. The Pilel �NAJá�A
vid., Ges. § 55, 2) signifies perfect freedom from care. In JwH ��F, JwH is
more than the sign of the copula (Hirz., Hahn, Schlottm.); the rendering of the
LXX, Vulg., and Luther., ibi sunt, is too feeble. As it is said of God, Isa. 41: 4,
43:13, Psa. 102:28, that He is JwH, i.e., He who is always the same, oÎ auÏtoÂj;
so here, JwH, used purposely instead of HmFH�, signifies that great and small are
like one another in the grave: all distinction has ceased, it has sunk to the
equality of their present lot. Correctly Ewald: Great and small are there the
same. DXAYA, v. 18, refers to this destiny which brings them together.

20 Why is light given to the wretched,
And life to the sorrowful in soul?

21 Who wait for death, and he comes not,
Who dig after him more than for treasure,

22 Who rejoice with exceeding joy,
Who are enraptured, when they can find the grave?

23 To the man whose way is hidden,
And whom Eloah hath hedged round?

Job. 3:20-23. The descriptive partt. vv. 21a, 22a, are continued in
predicative clauses, which are virtually relative clauses; v. 21b has the fut.
consec., since the sufferers are regarded as now at least dead; v. 22b the simple
fut., since their longing for the grave is placed before the eye (on this transition
from the part. to the verb. fin., vid., Ges. § 134, rem. (2). Schlottm. and Hahn
wrongly translate: who would dig (instead of do dig) for him more than for
treasure. LYGI�YL�Jå (with poetical YL�Jå instead of LJE) might signify,
accompanied by rejoicing, i.e., the cry and gesture of joy. The translation
usque ad exultationem, is however, more appropriate here as well as in Hos.
9: 1. With v. 23 Job refers to himself: he is the man whose way of suffering is
mysterious and prospectless, and whom God has penned in on all sides (a fig.
like Job. 19: 8; comp. Lam. 3: 5). ¥KASF, sepire, above, Job. 1:10, to hedge
round for protection, here: forcibly straiten.



24 For instead of my food my sighing cometh,
And my roarings pour themselves forth as water.

25 For I fear something terrible, and it cometh upon me,
And that before which I shudder cometh to me.

26 I dwelt not in security, nor rested, nor refreshed myself:
Then trouble cometh.

Job. 3:24-26. That YN�PiLI may pass over from the local signification to the
substitutionary, like the Lat. pro (e.g., pro praemio est), is seen from Job. 4:19
(comp. 1Sa. 1:16): the parallelism, which is less favourable to the
interpretation, before my bread (Hahn, Schlottm., and others), favours the
signification pro here. The fut. consec. wKtiyIWA (Kal of ¥TANF) is to be translated,
according to Ges. § 129, 3, a, se effundunt (not effuderunt): it denotes, by close
connection with the preceding, that which has hitherto happened. Just so v.
25a: I fear something terrible; forthwith it comes over me (this terrible, most
dreadful thing). HTFJF is conjugated by the H passing into the original J of the
root (vid., Ges. § 74, rem. 4). And just so the conclusion: then also forthwith
�GERO (i.e., suffering which disorders, rages and ransacks furiously) comes again.
Schlottm. translates tamely and wrongly: then comes — oppression. Hahn,
better: Nevertheless fresh trouble always comes; but the “nevertheless” is
incorrect, for the fut. consec. indicates a close connection, not contrast. The
praett., v. 26, give the details of the principal fact, which follows in the fut.
consec.: only a short cessation, which is no real cessation; then the suffering
rages afresh.

Why — one is inclined to ask respecting this first speech of Job, which gives
rise to the following controversy — why does the writer allow Job, who but a
short time before, in opposition to his wife, has manifested such wise
submission to God’s dealings, all at once to break forth in such despair? Does
it not seem as though the assertion of Satan were about to be confirmed? Much
depends upon one’s forming a correct and just judgment respecting the state of
mind from which this first speech proceeds. To this purpose, consider

(1) That the speech contains no trace of what the writer means by
�YHLJH�TJ �RB: Job nowhere says that he will have nothing more to do
with God; he does not renounce his former faithfulness:

(2) That, however, in the mind of the writer, as may be gathered from
Job. 2:10, this speech is to be regarded as the beginning of Job’s sinning. If a
man, on account of his sufferings, wishes to die early, or not to have been born
at all, he has lost his confidence that God, even in the severest suffering,
designs his highest good; and this want of confidence is sin.



There is, however, a great difference between a man who has in general no
trust in God, and in whom suffering only makes this manifest in a terrible
manner, and the man with whom trust in God is a habit of his soul, and is only
momentarily repressed, and, as it were, paralysed. Such interruption of the
habitual state may result from the first pressure of unaccustomed suffering; it
may then seem as though trust in God were overwhelmed, whereas it has only
given way to rally itself again. It is, however, not the greatness of the affliction
in itself which shakes his sincere trust in God, but a change of disposition on
the part of God which seems to be at work in the affliction. The sufferer
considers himself as forgotten, forsaken, and rejected of God, as many
passages in the Psalms and Lamentations show: therefore he sinks into despair:
and in this despair expression is given to the profound truth (although with
regard to the individual it is a sinful weakness), that it is better never to have
been born, or to be annihilated, than to be rejected of God (comp. Mat. 26:24,
kaloÃn hç auÏtwÚÙ eiÏ ouÏk eÏgennhÂqh oÎ aÏÂnqrwpoj eÏkeiÚnoj). In such a condition of
spiritual, and, as we know from the prologue, of Satanic temptation
(Luk. 22:31, Eph. 6:16), is Job. He does not despair when he contemplates his
affliction, but when he looks at God through it, who, as though He were
become his enemy, has surrounded him with this affliction as with a rampart.
He calls himself a man whose way is hidden, as Zion laments, Isa. 40:27, “My
way is hidden from Jehovah;” a man whom Eloah has hedged round, as
Jeremiah laments over the ruins of Jerusalem, Lam. 3: 1-13 (in some measure a
comment on Job. 3:23), “I am the man who has seen affliction by the rod of
His wrath.... He has hedged me round that I cannot get out, and made my chain
heavy.”

In this condition of entire deprivation of every taste of divine goodness, Job
breaks forth in curses. He has lost wealth and children, and has praised God;
he has even begun to bear an incurable disease with submission to the
providence of God. Now, however, when not only the affliction, but God
himself, seems to him to be hostile (nunc autem occultato patre, as Brentius
expresses it), f60 we hear from his mouth neither words of praise (the highest
excellence in affliction) nor words of resignation (duty in affliction), but
words of despair: his trust in God is not destroyed, but overcast by thick
clouds of melancholy and doubt.

It is indeed inconceivable that a New Testament believer, even under the
strongest temptation, should utter such imprecations, or especially such a
question of doubt as in v. 20: Wherefore is light given to the miserable? But
that an Old Testament believer might very easily become involved in such
conflicts of belief, may be accounted for by the absence of any express divine
revelation to carry his mind beyond the bounds of the present. Concerning the
future at the period when the book of Job was composed, and the hero of the



book lived, there were longings, inferences, and forebodings of the soul; but
there was no clear, consoling word of God on which to rely, — no qeiÚoj loÂgoj
which, to speak as Plato (Phaedo, p. 85, D), could serve as a rescuing plank in
the shipwreck of this life. Therefore the pantaxouÚ qrullouÂmenon extends
through all the glory and joy of the Greek life from the very beginning
throughout. The best thing is never to have been born; the second best, as soon
as possible thereafter, to die. The truth, that the suffering of this present time is
not worthy of the glory which shall be revealed in us, was still silent. The
proper disposition of mind, under such veiling of the future, was then indeed
more absolute, as faith committed itself blindfold to the guidance of God. But
how near at hand was the temptation to regard a troublous life as an indication
of the divine anger, and doubtingly to ask, Why God should send the light of
life to such! They knew not that the present lot of man forms but the one half
of his history: they saw only in the one scale misery and wrath, and not in the
other the heaven of love and blessedness to be revealed hereafter, by which
these are outweighed; they longed for a present solution of the mystery of life,
because they knew nothing of the possibility of a future solution. Thus it is to
be explained, that not only Job in this poem, but also Jeremiah in the book of
his prophecy, Jer. 20:14-18, curses the day of his birth. He curses the man who
brought his father the joyous tidings of the birth of a son, and wishes him the
fate of Sodom and Gomorrha. He wishes for himself that his mother might
have been his grave, and asks, like Job, “Wherefore came I forth out of the
womb to see labour and sorrow, and that my days should be consumed in
shame?” Hitzig remarks on this, that it may be inferred from the contents and
form of this passage, there was a certain brief disturbance of spirit, a result of
the general indescribable distress of the troublous last days of Zedekiah, to
which the spirit of the prophet also succumbed. And it is certainly a kind of
delirium in which Jeremiah so speaks, but there is no physical disorder of mind
with it: the understanding of the prophet is so slightly and only momentarily
disturbed, that he has the rather gained power over his faith, and is himself
become one of its disturbing forces.

Without applying to this lyric piece either the standard of pedantic moralizing,
or of minute criticism as poetry, the intense melancholy of this extremely
plaintive prophet may have proceeded from the following reasoning: After I
have lived ten long years of fidelity and sacrifice to my prophetic calling, I see
that it has totally failed in its aim: all my hopes are blighted; all my
exhortations to repentance, and my prayers, have not availed to draw Judah
back from the abyss into which he is now cast, nor to avert the wrath of
Jehovah which is now poured forth: therefore it had been better for me never to
have been born. This thought affects the prophet so much the more, since in
every fibre of his being he is an Israelite, and identifies the weal and woe of his
people with his own; just as Moses would rather himself be blotted out form



the book of life than that Israel should perish, and Paul was willing to be
separated from Christ as anathema if he could thereby save Israel. What
wonder that this thought should disburden itself in such imprecations! Had
Jeremiah not been born, he would not have had occasion to sit on the ruins of
Jerusalem. But his outburst of feeling is notwithstanding a paroxysm of
excitement, for, though reason might drive him to despair, faith would teach
him to hope even in the midst of downfall; and in reality, this small lyric piece
in the collective prophecy of Jeremiah is only as a detached rock, over which,
as a stream of clear living water, the prophecy flows on more joyous in faith,
more certain of the future. In the book of Job it is otherwise; for what in
Jeremiah and several of the psalms is compressed into a small compass, — the
darkness of temptation and its clearing up, — is here the substance of a long
entanglement dramatically presented, which first of all becomes progressively
more and more involved, and to which this outburst of feeling gives the
impulse. As Jeremiah, had he not been born, would not have sat on the ruins of
Jerusalem; so Job, had he not been born, would not have found himself in this
abyss of wrath. Neither of them knows anything of the future solution of every
present mystery of life; they know nothing of the future life and the heavenly
crown. This it is which, while it justifies their despair, casts greater glory
round their struggling faith.

The first speaker among the friends, who now comes forward, is Eliphaz,
probably the eldest of them. In the main, they all represent one view, but each
with his individual peculiarity: Eliphaz with the self-confident pathos of age,
and the mien of a prophet; f61

 Bildad with the moderation and caution befitting one poorer in thought;
Zophar with an excitable vehemence, neither skilled nor disposed for a lasting
contest. The skill of the writer, as we may here at the outset remark, is
manifested in this, that what the friends say, considered in itself, is true: the
error lies only in the inadequacy and inapplicability of what is said to the case
before them.

Second Part. — The Entanglement.

CH. 4-26.

THE FIRST COURSE OF THE CONTROVERSY. — CH. 4-14.

Eliphaz’ First Speech.  — Job ch. 4-5



SCHEMA: 8. 12. 11. 11. | 11. 12. 10. 10. 10. 2.

In reply to Sommer, who in his excellent biblische Abhandlungen, 1846,
considers the octastich as the extreme limit of the compass of the strophe, it is
sufficient to refer to the Syriac strophe-system. It is, however, certainly an
impossibility that, as Ewald (Jahrb. ix. 37) remarks with reference to the first
speech of Jehovah, Job. 38-39, the strophes can sometimes extend to a length
of 12 lines = Masoretic verses, consequently consist of 24 stiÂxoi and more.
[Then Eliphaz the Temanite began, and said:]

2 If one attempts a word with thee, will it grieve thee?
And still to restrain himself from words, who is able?

3 Behold, thou hast instructed many,
And the weak hands thou hast strengthened.

4 The stumbling turned to thy words,
And the sinking knees thou hast strengthened.

5 But now it cometh to thee, thou art grieved;
Now it toucheth thee, thou despondest.

Job. 4: 2-5. The question with which Eliphaz beings, is certainly one of those
in which the tone of interrogation falls on the second of the paratactically
connected sentences: Wilt thou, if we speak to thee, feel it unbearable? Similar
examples are Job. 4:21, Num. 16:22, Jer. 8: 4; and with interrogative
Wherefore? Isa. 5: 4, 50: 2: comp. the similar paratactic union of sentences,
Job. 2:10, 3:11b. The question arises here, whether HsFNI is an Aramaic form of
writing for JvFNI (as the Masora in distinction from Deu. 4:34 takes it), and also
either future, Wilt thou, if we raise, i.e., utter, etc.; or passive, as Ewald
formerly, f62

 If a word is raised, i.e., uttered, RBFDF JVFNF, like L�FMF JVFNF, Job. 27: 1; or
whether it is third pers. Piel, with the signification, attempt, tentare, Ecc. 7:23.
The last is to be preferred, because more admissible and also more expressive.
HsFNI followed by the fut. is a hypothetic praet., Supposing that, etc., wilt thou,
etc., as e.g., Job. 23:10. �YlIMI is the Aramaic plur. of HlFMI, which is more
frequent in the book of Job than the Hebrew plur. �YlIMI. The futt., vv. 3 f.,
because following the perf., are like imperfects in the western languages: the
expression is like Isa. 35: 3. In HtF�A YkI, v. 5, YkI has a temporal signification,
Now when, Ges. § 155, 1, e, (b).

6 Is not thy piety thy confidence,
Thy Hope? And the uprightness of thy ways?



7 Think now: who ever perished, being innocent?!
And where have the righteous been cut off?!

8 As often as I saw, those who ploughed evil
And sowed sorrow, — they reaped the same.

9 By the breath of Eloah they perished,
By the breath of His anger they vanished away.

10 The roaring of the lion, and the voice of the shachal,
And the teeth of the young lions, are rooted out.

11 The lion wanders about for want of prey,
And the lioness’ whelps are scattered.

Job. 4: 6-11. In v. 6 all recent expositors take the last waw as waw apodosis:
And thy hope, is not even this the integrity of thy way? According to our
punctuation, there is no occasion for supposing such an application of the waw
apodosis, which is an error in a clause consisting only of substantives, and is
not supported by the examples, Job. 15:17, 23:12, 2Sa. 22:41. f63 �TWQT is the
permutative of the ambiguous �TLSK, which, from LSAkF, to be fat, signifies
both the awkwardness of stupidity and the boldness of confidence. The
addition of JwH to YMI, v. 7, like Job. 13:19, 17: 3, makes the question more
earnest: quis tandem, like HZE YMI, quisnam (Ges. § 122, 2). In v. 8, R�EJákA is not
comparative, but temporal, and yet so that it unites, as usual, what stands in
close connection with, and follows directly upon, the preceding: When, so as,
as often as I had seen those who planned and worked out evil (comp.
Pro. 22: 8), I also saw that they reaped it. That the ungodly, and they alone,
perish, is shown in vv. 10 f. under the simile of the lions. The Hebrew, like the
oriental languages in general, is rich in names for lions; the reason of which is,
that the lion-tribe, although now become rarer in Asia, and of which only a
solitary one is found here and there in the valley of the Nile, was more
numerous in the early times, and spread over a wider area. f64 LXA�A, which the
old expositors often understood as the panther, is perhaps the maneless lion,
which is still found on the lower Euphrates and Tigris. �TANF = �TANF, Psa. 58: 7,
evellere, elidere, by zeugma, applies to the voice also. All recent expositors
translate v. 11 init. wrongly: the lion perishes. The participle DB�JO is a
stereotype expression for wandering about viewless and helpless (Deu. 26: 5,
Isa. 27:13, Psa. 119:176, and freq.). The part., otherwise remarkable here, has
its origin in this usage of the language. The parallelism is like Psa. 92:10.

12 And a word reached me stealthily,
And my ear heard a whisper thereof.



13 In the play of thought, in visions of the night,
When deep sleep falleth on men,

14 Fear came upon me, and trembling;
And it caused the multitude of my bones to quake with fear.

15 And a breathing passed over my face;
The hair of my flesh stood up:

16 It stood there, and I discerned not its appearance:
An image was before my eyes;

A gentle murmur, and I heard a voice.

Job. 4:12-16. The fut. BnFGUYi, like Jud. 2: 1, Psa. 80: 9, is ruled by the
following fut. consec.: ad me furtim delatum est (not deferebatur). Eliphaz
does not say YLAJ� BnAGUYiWA (although he means a single occurrence), because he
desires, with pathos, to put himself prominent. That the word came to him so
secretly, and that he heard only as it were a whisper (�MA�F, according to
Arnheim, in distinction from �MA�F, denotes a faint, indistinct impression on the
ear), is designed to show the value of such a solemn communication, and to
arouse curiosity. Instead of the prosaic wnMEMI, we find here the poetic pausal-
form wHNiME expanded from wnME, after the form YnIME, Job. 21:16, Psa. 18:23. �MI is
partitive: I heard only a whisper, murmur; the word was too sacred and holy to
come loudly and directly to his ear. It happened, as he lay in the deep sleep of
night, in the midst of the confusion of thought resulting from nightly dreams.
�YpI�IVi (from �Y�IVi, branched) are thoughts proceeding like branches from the
heart as their root, and intertwining themselves; the �MI which follows refers to
the cause: there were all manner of dreams which occasioned the thoughts, and
to which they referred (comp. Job. 33:15); HMFd�RitA, in distinction from HNF��,
sleep, and HMFwNti, slumber, is the deep sleep related to death and ecstasy, in
which man sinks back from outward life into the remotest ground of his inner
life. In v. 14, YNIJARFQi, from JRFQF = HRFQF, to meet (Ges. § 75, 22), is equivalent
to YNIRFQF (not YNIRFQi, as Hirz., first edition, wrongly points it; comp. Gen. 44:29).
The subject of DYXIPiHI is the undiscerned ghostlike something. Eliphaz was
stretched upon his bed when XAwR, a breath of wind, passed (�LAXF, similar to
Isa. 21: 1) over his face. The wind is the element by means of which the spirit-
existence is made manifest; comp. 1Ki. 19:12, where Jehovah appears in a
gentle whispering of the wind, and Act. 2: 2, where the descent of the Holy
Spirit is made known by a mighty rushing. XAwR, pneuÚma, Sanscrit aÑtma,
signifies both the immaterial spirit and the air, which is proportionately the
most immaterial of material things. f65



 His hair bristled up, even every hair of his body; Rm�SI, not causative, but
intensive of Kal. DMO�áYA has also the ghostlike appearance as subject. Eliphaz
could not discern its outline, only a HNFwMti, imago quaedam (the most ethereal
word for form, Num. 12: 8, Psa. 17:15, of morfhÂ or doÂca of God), was before
his eyes, and he heard, as it were proceeding from it, LQOWF HMFMFdi, i.e., per
hendiadyn: a voice, which spoke to him in a gentle, whispering tone, as
follows:

17 Is a mortal just before Eloah,
Or a man pure before his Maker?

18 Behold, He trusteth not His servants!
And His angels He chargeth with imperfection.

19 How much more those who dwell in houses of clay,
Whose origin is in the dust!

They are crushed as though they were moths.

20 From morning until evening, — so are they broken in pieces:
Unobserved they perish for ever.

21 Is it not so: the cord of their tent in them is torn away,
So they die, and not in wisdom?

Job. 4:17-21. The question arises whether �MI is comparative: prae Deo, on
which Mercier with penetration remarks: justior sit oportet qui immerito
affligitur quam qui immerito affligit; or causal: a Deo, h.e., ita ut a Deo
justificetur. All modern expositors rightly decide on the latter. Hahn justly
maintains that ��I and YN�Y��bi are found in a similar connection in other places;
and Job. 32: 2 is perhaps not to be explained in any other way, at least that
does not restrict the present passage. By the servants of God, none but the
angels, mentioned in the following line of the verse, are intended. �YVI with bi
signifies imputare (1Sa. 22:15); in Job. 24:12 (comp. Job. 1:22) we read
HLFPitI, absurditatem (which Hupf. wishes to restore even here), joined with
the verb in this signification. The form HLFHætF is certainly not to be taken as
stultitia from the verb LLAHF; the half vowel, and still less the absence of the
Dagesh, will not allow this. �REtO (Olsh. § 213, c), itself uncertain in its
etymology, presents no available analogy. The form points to a Lamedh-He
verb, as HMFRitF from HMFRF, so perhaps from HLFHF, Niph. JLFHáNA, remotus,
Mic. 4: 7: being distant, being behind the perfect, difference; or even from
HLFHF (Targ. JLFHá, Pa. Yl�HA) = HJFLF, weakness, want of strength. f66

 Both significations will do, for it is not meant that the good spirits positively
sin, as if sin were a natural necessary consequence of their creatureship and



finite existence, but that even the holiness of the good spirits is never equal to
the absolute holiness of God, and that this deficiency is still greater in spirit-
corporeal man, who has earthiness as the basis of his original nature. At the
same time, it is presupposed that the distance between God and created earth is
disproportionately greater than between God and created spirit, since matter is
destined to be exalted to the nature of the spirit, but also brings the spirit into
the danger of being degraded to its own level.

Ver. 19. �JA signifies, like YkI �JA, quanto minus, or quanto magis, according as
a negative or positive sentence precedes: since 18b is positive, we translate it
here quanto magis, as 2Sa. 16:11. Men are called dwellers in clay houses: the
house of clay is their fqartoÃn swÚma, as being taken de limo terrae (Job. 33: 6;
comp. Wisdom 9:15); it is a fragile habitation, formed of inferior materials,
and destined to destruction. The explanation which follows — those whose
DWSOYi, i.e., foundation of existence, is in dust — shows still more clearly that
the poet has Gen. 2: 7, 3:19, in his mind. It crushes them (subject, everything
that operates destructively on the life of man) ��F�YN�PiLI, i.e., not: sooner than
the moth is crushed (Hahn), or more rapidly than a moth destroys (Oehler,
Fries), or even appointed to the moth for destruction (Schlottm.); but YN�PiLI
signifies, as Job. 3:24 (cf. 1Sa. 1:16), ad instar: as easily as a moth is crushed.
They last only from morning until evening: they are broken in pieces (TkAHU,
from TTAkF, for TKAwH); they are therefore as ephemerae. They perish for ever,
without any one taking it to heart (suppl. BL��L�A, Isa. 42:25, 57: 1), or
directing the heart towards it, animum advertit (suppl. BL�, Job. 1: 8).

In v. 21 the soul is compared to the cord of a tent, which stretches out and
holds up the body as a tent, like Ecc. 12: 6, with a silver cord, which holds the
lamp hanging from the covering of the tent. Olshausen is inclined to read
�DFT�Yi, their tent-pole, instead of �RFTiYI, and at any rate thinks the
accompanying �bF superfluous and awkward. But (1) the comparison used here
of the soul, and of the life sustained by it, corresponds to its comparison
elsewhere with a thread or weft, of which death is the cutting through or
loosing (Job. 6: 9, 27: 8; Isa. 38:12); (12) �bF is neither superfluous nor
awkward, since it is intended to say, that their duration of life falls in all at
once like a tent when that which in them (�B) corresponds to the cord of a tent
(i.e., the �PENE) is drawn away from it. The relation of the members of the
sentence in v. 21 is just the same as in v. 2: Will they not die when it is torn
away, etc. They then die off in lack of wisdom, i.e., without having acted in
accordance with the perishableness of their nature and their distance from God;
therefore, rightly considered: unprepared and suddenly, comp. Job. 36:12,
Pro. 5:23. Oehler, correctly: without having been made wiser by the afflictions



of God. The utterance of the Spirit, the compass of which is unmistakeably
manifest by the strophic division, ends here. Eliphaz now, with reference to it,
turns to Job.

1 Call now, — is there any one who will answer thee?
And to whom of the holy ones wilt thou turn?

2 For he is a fool who is destroyed by complaining,
And envy slays the simple one.

3 I, even I, have seen a fool taking root:
Then I had to curse his habitation suddenly.

4 His children were far from help,
And were crushed in the gate, without a rescuer;

5 While the hungry ate his harvest,
And even from among thorns they took it away,

And the intriguer snatched after his wealth.

Job. 5: 1-5. The chief thought of the oracle was that God is the absolutely
just One, and infinitely exalted above men and angels. Resuming his speech
from this point, Eliphaz tells Job that no cry for help can avail him unless he
submits to the all-just One as being himself unrighteous; nor can any cry
addressed to the angels avail. This thought, although it is rejected, certainly
shows that the writer of the book, as of the prologue, is impressed with the
fundamental intuition, that good, like evil, spirits are implicated in the affairs
of men; for the “holy ones,” as in Psalm 89, are the angels. YkI supports the
negation implied in v. 1: If God does not help thee, no creature can help thee;
for he who complains and chafes at his lot brings down upon himself the
extremest destruction, since he excites the anger of God still more. Such a
surly murmurer against God is here called LYWIJå. Li is the Aramaic sign of the
object, having the force of quod attinet ad, quoad (Ew. § 310, a).

Eliphaz justifies what he has said (v. 2) by an example. He had seen such a
complainer in increasing prosperity; then he cursed his habitation suddenly,
i.e., not: he uttered forthwith a prophetic curse over it, which, though �JOTipI
might have this meaning (not subito, but illico; cf. Num. 12: 4), the following
futt., equivalent to imperff., do not allow, but: I had then, since his discontent
had brought on his destruction, suddenly to mark and abhor his habitation as
one overtaken by a curse: the cursing is a recognition of the divine curse, as
the echo of which it is intended. This curse of God manifests itself also on his
children and his property (vv. 4 ff.). R�A�A is the gate of the city as a court of
justice: the phrase, to oppress in the gate, is like Pro. 22:22; and the form
Hithpa. is according to the rule given in Ges. § 54, 2, b. The relative R�EJá, v.



5, is here conj. relativa, according to Ges. § 155, 1, c. In the connection
�YnIcIMI�LJE, LJE is equivalent to D�A, adeo e spinis, the hungry fall so eagerly
upon what the father of those now orphans has reaped, that even the thorny
fence does not hold them back. �YnICI, as Pro. 22: 5: the double praepos. �MI�LJE
is also found elsewhere, but with another meaning. �YME�A has only the
appearance of being plur.: it is sing. after the form QYdICA, from the verb �MACF,
nectere, and signifies, Job. 18: 9, a snare; here, however, not judicii laqueus
(Böttch.), but what, besides the form, comes still nearer — the snaremaker,
intriguer. The Targ. translates �YSIY��SiLI, i.e., lhstaiÂ. Most modern critics
(Rosenm. to Ebr.) translate: the thirsty (needy), as do all the old translations,
except the Targ.; this, however, is not possible without changing the form. The
meaning is, that intriguing persons catch up (�JA�F, as Amo. 2: 7) their wealth.

Eliphaz now tells why it thus befell this fool in his own person and his
children.

6 For evil cometh not forth from the dust,
And sorrow sprouteth not from the earth;

7 For man is born to sorrow,
As the sparks fly upward.

8 On the contrary, I would earnestly approach unto God,
And commit my cause to the Godhead;

9 To Him who doeth great things and unsearchable;
Marvellous things till there is no number:

10 Who giveth rain over the earth,
And causeth water to flow over the fields:

11 To set the low in high places;
And those that mourn are exalted to prosperity.

Job. 5: 6-11. As the oracle above, so Eliphaz says here, that a sorrowful life
is allotted to man, f67 so that his wisdom consequently consists in
accommodating himself to his lot: if he does not do that, he is an LYWIJå, and
thereby perishes. Misfortune does not grow out of the ground like weeds; it is
rather established in the divine order of the world, as it is established in the
order of nature that sparks of fire should ascend. The old critics understood by
��R YNB birds of prey, as being swift as lightning (with which the appellation
of beasts of prey may be compared, Job. 28: 8, 41:26); but ��ERE signifies also
a flame or blaze (Son. 8: 6). Children of the flame is an appropriate name for
sparks, and flying upwards is naturally peculiar to sparks as to birds of prey;
wherefore among modern expositors, Hirz., Ew., Hahn, von Gerl., Ebr., rightly



decide in favour of sparks. Schlottmann understands “angels” by children of
flame; but the wings, which are given to angels in Scripture, are only a symbol
of their freedom of motion. This remarkable interpretation is altogether
opposed to the sententious character of v. 7, which symbolizes a moral truth by
an ordinary thing. The waw in YN�Biw, which we have translated “as,” is the so-
called waw adaequationis proper to the Proverbs, and also to emblems, e.g.,
Pro. 25:25.

Eliphaz now says what he would do in Job’s place. Ew. and Ebr. translate
incorrectly, or at least unnecessarily: Nevertheless I will. We translate,
according to Ges. § 127, 5: Nevertheless I would; and indeed with an emphatic
I: Nevertheless I for my part. �RAdF with LJE is constr. praegnans, like
Deu. 12: 5, sedulo adire. HRFBidI is not speech, like HRFMiJI but cause, causa, in
a judicial sense. LJ� is God as the Mighty One; �YHILOJå is God in the totality of
His variously manifested nature. The fecundity of the earth by rain, and of the
fields (TWCOwX = rura) by water-springs (cf. Psa. 104:10), as the works of God,
are intentionally made prominent. He who makes the barren places fruitful, can
also change suffering into joy. To His power in nature corresponds His power
among men (v. 11). �wVLF is here only as a variation for �vFHA, as Heiligst.
rightly observes: it is equivalent to collacaturus, or qui in eo est ut collocet,
according to the mode of expression discussed in Ges. § 132, rem. 1, and more
fully on Hab. 1:17. The construction of v. 11b is still bolder. BGAVF signifies to
be high and steep, inaccessible. It is here construed with the acc. of motion:
those who go in dirty, black clothes because they mourn, shall be high in
prosperity, i.e., come to stand on an unapproachable height of prosperity.

12 Who bringeth to nought the devices of the crafty,
So that their hands cannot accomplish anything;

13 Who catcheth the wise in their craftiness;
And the counsel of the cunning is thrown down.

14 By day they run into darkness,
And grope in the noon-day as in the night.

15 He rescueth from the sword, that from their mouth,
And from the hand of the strong, the needy.

16 Hope ariseth for the weak,
And folly shall close its mouth.

Job. 5:12-16. All these attributes are chosen designedly: God brings down
all haughtiness, and takes compassion on those who need it. The noun HyF�Iwt,
coined by the Chokma, and out of Job and Proverbs found only in Mic. 6: 9,



Isa. 28:29, and even there in gnomical connection, is formed from �Y�, essentia,
and signifies as it were essentialitas, realitas: it denotes, in relation to all
visible things, the truly existing, the real, the objective; true wisdom (i.e.,
knowledge resting on an objective actual basis), true prosperity, real profiting
and accomplishing. It is meant that they accomplish nothing that has actual
duration and advantage. V. 13a cannot be better translated than by Paul,
1Co. 3:19, who here deviates from the LXX. With HRFHFMiNI, God’s seizure,
which prevents the contemplated achievement, is to be thought of. He pours
forth over the worldly wise what the prophets call the spirit of deep sleep
(HMFd�RitA) and of dizziness (�Y�IWi�I). On the other hand, He helps the poor. In
�HYPM BRXM the second �MI is local: from the sword which proceeds from
their mouth (comp. Psa. 64: 4, 57: 5, and other passages). Böttch. translates:
without sword, i.e., instrument of power (comp. Job. 9:15, 21: 9); but �M with
BRX leads one to expect that that from which one is rescued is to be described
(comp. v. 20). Ewald corrects BRFXæMF, which Olsh. thinks acute: it is, however,
unhebraic, according to our present knowledge of the usage of the language;
for the passives of BR�XF are used of cities, countries, and peoples, but not of
individual men. Olsh., in his hesitancy, arrives at no opinion. But the text is
sound and beautiful. HTFLF�O with pathetic unaccented ah (Ges. § 80, rem. 2, f),
from HLFW�O = HLFWi�A, as Psa. 92:16 Chethib.

17 Behold, happy is the man whom Eloah correcteth;
So despise not the chastening of the Almighty!

18 For He woundeth, and He also bindeth up;
He bruiseth, and His hands make whole.

19 In six troubles He will rescue thee,
And in seven no evil shall touch thee.

20 In famine He will redeem thee from death,
And in war from the stroke of the sword.

21 When the tongue scourgeth, thou shalt be hidden;
And thou shalt not fear destruction when it cometh.

Job. 5:17-21. The speech of Eliphaz now becomes persuasive as it turns
towards the conclusion. Since God humbles him who exalts himself, and since
He humbles in order to exalt, it is a happy thing when He corrects (XAYKIWHO) us
by afflictive dispensations; and His chastisement (RSFwM) is to be received not
with a turbulent spirit, but resignedly, yea joyously: the same thought as
Pro. 3:11-13, Psa. 94:12, in both passages borrowed from this; whereas v. 18
here, like Hos. 6: 1, Lam. 3:31 ff., refers to Deu. 32:39. JPFRF, to heal, is here



conjugated like a H�L verb (Ges. § 75, rem. 21). V. 19 is formed after the
manner of the so-called number-proverbs (Pro. 6:16, 30:15, 18), as also the roll
of the judgment of the nations in Amos 1-2: in six troubles, yea in still more
than six. �RF is the extremity that is perhaps to be feared. In v. 20, the praet. is
a kind of prophetic praet. The scourge of the tongue recalls the similar
promise, Psa. 31:21, where, instead of scourge, it is: the disputes of the tongue.
DW�O, from DDA�F violence, disaster, is allied in sound with �W�O. Isaiah has this
passage of the book of Job in his memory when he writes Isa. 28:15. The
promises of Eliphaz now continue to rise higher, and sound more delightful
and more glorious.

22 At destruction and famine thou shalt laugh,
And from the beasts of the earth thou hast nothing to fear.

23 For thou art in league with the stones of the field,
And the beasts of the field are at peace with thee.

24 And thou knowest that peace is thy pavilion;
And thou searchest thy household, and findest nothing wanting.

25 Thou knowest also that thy seed shall be numerous,
And thy offspring as the herb of the ground.

26 Thou shalt come to thy grave in a ripe age,
As shocks of corn are brought in in their season.

27 Lo! this we have searched out, so it is:
Hear it, and give thou heed to it.

Job. 5:22-27. The verb QXAVF is construed (v. 22) with Li of that which is
despised, as Job. 39: 7, 18, 41:21 [Hebr.]. JRFYtI�LJA is the form of subjective
negation [vid. Ges. § 152, 1: Tr.]: only fear thou not = thou hast no occasion.
In v. 23, ¦TEYRIbi is the shortest substantive form for ¥LF TYRIbi. The whole of
nature will be at peace with thee: the stones of the field, that they do not injure
the fertility of thy fields; the wild beasts of the field, that they do not hurt thee
and thy herds. The same promise that Hosea (Hos. 2:20) utters in reference to
the last days is here used individually. From this we see how deeply the
Chokma had searched into the history of Paradise and the Fall. Since man, the
appointed lord of the earth, has been tempted by a reptile, and has fallen by a
tree, his relation to nature, and its relation to him, has been reversed: it is an
incongruity, which is again as a whole put right (�WLO�F), as the false relation of
man to God is put right. In v. 24, �WLO�F (which might also be adj.) is predicate:
thou wilt learn (tF�iDAYFWi, praet. consec. with accented ultima, as e.g., Deu. 4:39,
here with Tiphcha initiale s. anterius, which does not indicate the grammatical



tone-syllable) that thy tent is peace, i.e., in a condition of contentment and
peace on all sides. V. 24b is to be arranged: And when thou examinest thy
household, then thou lackest nothing, goest not astray, i.e., thou findest
everything, without missing anything, in the place where thou seekest it.

Ver. 25 reminds one of the Salomonic Psa. 72:16. �YJICFJåCE in the Old
Testament is found only in Isaiah and the book of Job. The meaning of the
noun XLAkE, which occurs only here and Job. 30: 2, is clear. Referring to the
verb XLAkF, Arabic qah¾ila (qalh¾ama), to be shrivelled up, very aged, it signifies
the maturity of old age, — an idea which may be gained more easily if we
connect XLAkF with HLFkF (to be completed), like X�AQF with H�FQF (to be hard). f68

 In the parallel there is the time of the sheaves, when they are brought up to the
high threshing-floor, the latest period of harvest. HLF�F, of the raising of the
sheaves to the threshing-floor, as elsewhere of the raising, i.e., the bringing up
of the animals to the altar. �YDIgF is here a heap of sheaves, Arab. kuds, as
Job. 21:32 a sepulchral heap, Arab. jadat,̄ distinct from HmFLUJá, a bundle, a
single sheaf.

The speech of Eliphaz, which we have broken up into nine strophes, is now
ended. Eliphaz concludes it by an epimythionic distich, v. 27, with an
emphatic nota bene. He speaks at the same time in the name of his
companions. These are principles well proved by experience with which he
confronts Job. Job needs to lay them to heart: tu scito tibi.

All that Eliphaz says, considered in itself, is blameless. He censures Job’s
vehemence, which was certainly not to be approved. He says that the
destroying judgment of God never touches the innocent, but certainly the
wicked; and at the same time expresses the same truth as that placed as a motto
to the Psalter in Psalm chp. 1, and which is even brilliantly confirmed in the
issue of the history of Job. When we find Isa. 57: 1, comp. Psa. 12: 2, in
apparent opposition to this, DBAJF QYdIcAHA, it is not meant that the judgment of
destruction comes upon the righteous, but that his generation experiences the
judgment of his loss (aetati suae perit). And these are eternal truths, that
between the Creator and creature, even an angel, there remains an infinite
distance, and that no creature possesses a righteousness which it can maintain
before God. Not less true is it, that with God murmuring is death, and that it is
appointed to sinful man to pass through sorrow. Moreover, the counsel of
Eliphaz is the right counsel: I would turn to God, etc. His beautiful concluding
exhortation, so rich in promises, crowns his speech.

It has been observed (e.g., by Löwenthal), that if it is allowed that Eliphaz
(Job. 5:17 ff.) expresses a salutary spiritual design of affliction, all coherence



in the book is from the first destroyed. But in reality it is an effect producing
not only outward happiness, but also an inward holiness, which Eliphaz
ascribes to sorrow. It is therefore to be asked, how it consists with the plan of
the book. There is no doctrinal error to be discovered in the speech of Eliphaz,
and yet he cannot be considered as a representative of the complete truth of
Scripture. Job ought to humble himself under this; but since he does not, we
must side with Eliphaz.

He does not represent the complete truth of Scripture: for there are, according
to Scripture, three kinds of sufferings, which must be carefully distinguished.
f69

 The godless one, who has fallen away from God, is visited with suffering from
God; for sin and the punishment of sin (comprehended even in the language in
�WO�F and TJ«FXA) are necessarily connected as cause and effect. This suffering
of the godless is the effect of the divine justice in punishment; it is
chastisement (RSFwM) under the disposition of wrath (Psa. 6: 2, 38: 2;
Jer. 10:24 ff.), though not yet final wrath; it is punitive suffering (�QFNF, �GANE,
timwriÂa, poena). On the other hand, the sufferings of the righteous flow from
the divine love, to which even all that has the appearance of wrath in this
suffering must be subservient, as the means only by which it operates: for
although the righteous man is not excepted from the weakness and sinfulness
of the human race, he can never become an object of the divine wrath, so long
as his inner life is directed towards God, and his outward life is governed by
the most earnest striving after sanctification. According to the Old and New
Testaments, he stands towards God in the relation of a child to his father (only
the New Testament idea includes the mystery of the new birth not revealed in
the Old Testament); and consequently all sufferings are fatherly chastisements,
Deu. 8: 5, Pro. 3:12, Heb. 12: 6, Rev. 3:19, comp. Tob. 12:13 (Vulg.). But this
general distinction between the sufferings of the righteous and of the ungodly
is not sufficient for the book of Job. The sufferings of the righteous even are
themselves manifold. God sends affliction to them more and more to purge
away the sin which still has power over them, and rouse them up from the
danger of carnal security; to maintain in them the consciousness of sin as well
as of grace, and with it the lowliness of penitence; to render the world and its
pleasures bitter as gall to them; to draw them from the creature, and bind them
to himself by prayer and devotion. This suffering, which has the sin of the
godly as its cause, has, however, not God’s wrath, but God’s love directed
towards the preservation and advancement of the godly, as its motive: it is the
proper disciplinary suffering (RSFwM or TXAKAWtO, Pro. 3:11; paideiÂa, Heb. 12). It
is this of which Paul speaks, 1Co. 11:32. This disciplinary suffering may attain
such a high degree as entirely to overwhelm the consciousness of the relation



to God by grace; and the sufferer, as frequently in the Psalms, considers
himself as one rejected of God, over whom the wrath of God is passing. The
deeper the sufferer’s consciousness of sin, the more dejected is his mood of
sorrow; and still God’s thoughts concerning him are thoughts of peace, and not
of evil (Jer. 29:11). He chastens, not however in wrath, but �pF�iMIbi, with
moderation (Jer. 10:24).

Nearly allied to this suffering, but yet, as to its cause and purpose, distinct, is
another kind of the suffering of the godly. God ordains suffering for them, in
order to prove their fidelity to himself, and their earnestness after
sanctification, especially their trust in God, and their patience. He also permits
Satan, who impeaches them, to tempt them, to sift them as wheat, in order that
he may be confounded, and the divine choice justified, — in order that it may
be manifest that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor
powers, are able to separate them from the love of God, and to tear away their
faith (HNWMJ) from God, which has remained stedfast on Him, notwithstanding
every apparent manifestation of wrath. The godly will recognise his affliction
as such suffering when it comes upon him in the very midst of his fellowship
with God, his prayer and watching, and his struggling after sanctification. For
this kind of suffering — trial — Scripture employs the expressions HsFNI
(Deu. 8: 2, 16) and �XAbF (Pro. 17: 3), peirasmoÂj (Jam. 1:12; 1Pe. 1: 6 f., 4:19;
comp. Sir. 2: 1 ff.). Such suffering, according to a common figure, is for the
godly what the smelting-furnace or the fining-pot is to precious metals. A rich
reward awaits him who is found proof against the trial, temptation, and
conflict, and comes forth from it as pure, refined gold. Suffering for trial is
nearly allied to that for chastisement, in so far as the chastisement is at the
same time trial; but distinct from it, in so far as every trial is not also
chastisement (i.e., having as its purpose the purging away of still existing sin).

A third kind of the suffering of the righteous is testimony borne by suffering,
—  reproach, persecution, and perhaps even martyrdom, which are endured for
the sake of fidelity to God and His word. While he is blessed who is found
proof against trial, he is blessed in himself who endures this suffering
(Mat. 5:11 f., and other passages); for every other suffering comes upon man
for his own sake, this for God’s. In this case there is not even the remotest
connection between the suffering and the sinfulness of the sufferer. Psalm 44 is
a prayer of Israel in the midst of this form of suffering. StauroÂj is the name
expressly used for it in the New Testament — suffering for the kingdom of
heaven’s sake.

Without a knowledge of these different kinds of human suffering, the book of
Job cannot be understood. “Whoever sees with spiritual eyes,” says Brentius,
“does not judge the moral character of a man by his suffering, but his suffering



by his moral character.” Just the want of this spiritual discernment and
inability to distinguish the different kinds of suffering is the mistake of the
friends, and likewise, from the very first, the mistake of Eliphaz. Convinced of
the sincere piety of his friend, he came to Job believing that his suffering was a
salutary chastisement of God, which would at last turn out for his good.
Proceeding upon this assumption, he blames Job for his murmuring, and bids
him receive his affliction with a recognition of human sinfulness and the divine
purpose for good. Thus the controversy begins. The causal connection with
sin, in which Eliphaz places Job’s suffering, is after all the mildest. He does
not go further than to remind Job that he is a sinner, because he is a man.

But even this causal connection, in which Eliphaz connects Job’s sufferings,
though in the most moderate way, with previous sin deserving of punishment,
is his prwÚton yeuÚdoj. In the next place, Job’s suffering is indeed not
chastisement, but trial. Jehovah has decreed it for His servant, not to chasten
him, but to prove him. This it is that Eliphaz mistakes; and we also should not
know it but for the prologue and the corresponding epilogue. Accordingly, the
prologue and epilogue are organic parts of the form of the book. If these are
removed, its spirit is destroyed.

But the speech of Eliphaz, moreover, beautiful and true as it is, when
considered in itself, is nevertheless heartless, haughty, stiff, and cold. For

(1.) it does not contain a word of sympathy, and yet the suffering which he
beholds is so terribly great: his first word to his friend after the seven days of
painful silence is not one of comfort, but of moralizing.

(2.) He must know that Job’s disease is not the first and only suffering which
has come upon him, and that he has endured his previous afflictions with
heroic submission; but he ignores this, and acts as though sorrow were now
first come upon Job.

(3.) Instead of recognising therein the reason of Job’s despondency, that he
thinks that he has fallen from the love of God, and become an object of wrath,
he treats him as self-righteous; f70 and to excite his feelings, presents an oracle
to him, which contains nothing but what Job might sincerely admit as true.

(4.) Instead of considering that Job’s despair and murmuring against God is
really of a different kind from that of the godless, he classes them together, and
instead of gently correcting him, present to Job the accursed end of the fool,
who also murmurs against God, as he has himself seen it. Thus, in
consequence of the false application which Eliphaz makes of it, the truth
contained in his speech is totally reversed. Thus delicately and profoundly
commences the dramatical entanglement. The skill of the poet is proved by the
difficulty which the expositor has in detecting that which is false in the speech



of Eliphaz. The idea of the book does not float on the surface. It is clothed with
flesh and blood. It is submerged in the very action and history.

Job’s First Answer.  — Job 6-7.

SCHEMA: 7. 6. 7. 6. 8. 6. 6. 8. 6. | 6. 7. 11. 10. 6. 8.

[Then began Job, and said:]

2 Oh that my vexation were but weighed,
And they would put my suffering in the balance against it!

3 Then it would be heavier than the sand of the sea:
Therefore my words are rash.

4 The arrows of the Almighty are in me,
The burning poison whereof drinketh up my spirit;

The terrors of Eloah set themselves in array against me.

Job. 6: 2-4. Vexation (V�AkA) is what Eliphaz has reproached him with
(Job. 5: 2). Job wishes that his vexation were placed in one scale and his HyFHA
(Keri HwFHA) in the other, and weighed together (DXAYA). The noun HyFHA (HwFHA),
from HWFHF (HYFHF), flare, hiare, signifies properly hiatus, then vorago, a yawning
gulf, xaÂsma, then some dreadful calamity (vid., Hupfeld on Psa. 5:10). JVFNF,
like L�ANF, Isa. 11:15, to raise the balance, as pendeÔre, to let it hang down;
attollant instead of the passive. This is his desire; and if they but understood
the matter, it would then be manifest (HtF�A�YkI, as Job. 3:13, which see), or:
indeed then would it be manifest (YkI certainly in this inferential position has
an affirmative signification: vid., Gen. 26:22, 29:32, and comp. 1Sa. 25:34,
2Sa. 2:27) that his suffering is heavier than the unmeasurable weight of the
sand of the sea. DbAkiYI is neuter with reference to YTIyFHAWi. w�LF, with the tone on
the penult., which is not to be accounted for by the rhythm as in Psa. 37:20,
137: 7, cannot be derived from H�FLF, but only from �AwL, not however in the
signification to suck down, but from �AwL = H�FLF, Arab. lagiya or also lagaÑ,
temere loqui, inania effutire,  — a signification which suits excellently here. f71

His words are like those of one in delirium. YDImF�I is to be explained according
to Psa. 38: 3; �TFMFXá, according to Psa. 7:15. YNIwKRi�AYA is short for YL� HMXLM
WKR�Y, they make war against me, set themselves in battle array against me.
Böttcher, without brachylogy: they cause me to arm myself, put one of
necessity on the defensive, which does not suit the subject. The terrors of God
strike down all defence. The wrath of God is irresistible. The sting of his
suffering, however, is the wrath of God which his spirit drinks as a draught of



poison (comp. Job. 21:20), and consequently wrings from him, even from his
deepest soul, the thought that God is become his enemy: therefore his is an
endless suffering, and therefore is it that he speaks so despondingly.

5 Doth the wild ass bray at fresh grass?
Or loweth an ox over good fodder?

6 Is that which is tasteless eaten unsalted?
Or is there flavour in the white of an egg?

7 That which my soul refused to touch,
The same is as my loathsome food.

Job. 6: 5-7. The meaning of the first two figures is: He would not complain,
if there were really no cause for it; of the two others: It is not to be expected
that he should smile at his suffering, and enjoy it as delicate food. WLOYLIbi�L�A I
have translated “over good fodder,” for LYLIbi is mixed fodder of different
kinds of grain, farrago. “Without salt” is virtually adjective to LP�tF, insipid,
tasteless. What is without salt one does not relish, and there is no flavour in the
slime of the yolk of an egg, i.e., the white of an egg (Targ.), f72 or in the slime
of purslain (according to Chalmetho in the Peschito, Arab. h¾amqaÑè, fatua =
purslain), which is less probable on account of RYRI (slime, not: broth): there is
no flavour so that it can be enjoyed. Thus is it with his sufferings. Those things
which he before inwardly detested (dirt and dust of leprosy) are now sicut
fastidiosa cibi mei, i.e., as loathsome food which he must eat. The first clause,
v. 7a, must be taken as an elliptic relative clause forming the subject: vid., Ges.
§ 123, 3, c. Such disagreeable counsel is now like his unclean, disgusting diet.
Eliphaz desires him to take them as agreeable. YW�di in YW�DikI is taken by Ges.
Ew., Hahn, Schlottm., Olsh. (§ 165, b), as constr. from YWAdi, sickness, filth; but
YW�di, as plur. from HWEdF, sick, unclean (especially of female menstruation,
Isa. 30:22), as Heiligst. among modern commentators explains it, is far more
suitable. Hitz. (as anonym. reviewer of Ewald’s Job in the liter. Centralblatt)
translates: they (my sufferings) are the morsels of my food; but the explanation
of HmFH� is not correct, nor is it necessary to go to the Arabic for an explanation
of YW�DikI. It is also unnecessary, with Böttcher, to read YWADikI (such is my food in
accordance with my disease); Job does not here speak of his diet as an invalid.

8 Would that my request were fulfilled,
And that Eloah would grant my expectation,

9 That Eloah were willing and would crush me,
Let loose His hand and cut me off:



10 Then I should still have comfort —   
(I should exult in unsparing pain) —   

That I have not disowned the words of the Holy One.

Job. 6: 8-10. His wish refers to the ending of his suffering by death. Hupfeld
prefers to read YTIWFJáTAWi instead of YTIWFQiTIWi (v. 8b); but death, which he desires,
he even indeed expects. This is just the paradox, that not life, but death, is his
expectation. “Cut me off,” i.e., my soul or my life, my thread of life
(Job. 27: 8; Isa. 38:12). The optative �t�YI YMI (Ges. § § 136, 1) is followed by
optative futt., partly of the so-called jussive form, as LJ�YO, velit (Hiph. from
LJAWF, velle), and Rt�YA, solvat (Hiph. from RTANF). In the phrase DYF RYtIHI, the
stretching out of the hand is regarded as the loosening of what was hitherto
bound. The conclusion begins with YHITiw, just like Job. 13: 5. But it is to be
asked whether by consolation speedy death is to be understood, and the clause
with YkI gives the ground of his claim for the granting of the wish, — or
whether he means that just this: not having disowned the words of the Holy
One (comp. Job. 23:11 f., and LJ��YR�MiJI in the mouth of Balaam, the non-
Israelitish prophet, Num. 24: 4, 16), would be his consolation in the midst of
death. With Hupfeld we decide in favour of the latter, with Psa. 119:50 in
view: this consciousness of innocence is indeed throughout the whole book
Job’s shield and defence. If, however, YTIMFXFNE (with Kametz impurum) points
towards Yk, quod, etc., the clause HDFliSAJáWA is parenthetical. The cohortative is
found thus parenthetical with a conjunctive sense also elsewhere (Psa. 40: 6,
51:18). Accordingly: my comfort — I would exult, etc. — would be that I, etc.
The meaning of DLASF, tripudiare, is confirmed by the LXX hÎlloÂmhn, in
connection with the Arabic s¾alada (of a galloping horse which stamps hard
with its fore-feet), according to which the Targ. also translates �AwBJåWE (I will
rejoice). f73

 For LMOXiYA JLO, comp. Isa. 30:14 f. (break in pieces unsparingly). LMXY JL
certainly appears as though it must be referred to God (Ew., Hahn, Schlottm.,
and others), since HLYX sounds feminine; but one can either pronounce HLFYXI
= LYX as Milel (Hitz.), or take LMXY JL adverbially, and not as an elliptical
dependent clause (as Ges. § 147, rem. 1), but as virtually an adjective: in pain
unsparing.

11 What is my strength, that I should wait,
And my end, that I should be patient?

12 Is my strength like the strength of stones?
Or is my flesh brazen?



13 Or am I then not utterly helpless,
And continuance is driven from me?

Job. 6:11-13. The meaning of the question (v. 11); is: Is not my strength
already so wasted away, and an unfortunate end so certain to me, that a long
calm waiting is as impossible as it is useless? �PENE ¥YRIJåHE, to draw out the
soul, is to extend and distribute the intensity of the emotion, to be forbearing,
to be patient. The question (v. 11) is followed by �JI, usual in double
questions: or is my strength stone, etc. �JIHA, which is so differently explained
by commentators, is after all to be explained best from Num. 17:28, the only
other passage in which it occurs. Here it is the same as Há �JI, and in
Num. JLOHá �JI: or is it not so: we shall perish quickly altogether? Thus we
explain the passage before us. The interrogative Há is also sometimes used
elsewhere for JLOHá, Job. 20: 4, 41: 1 (Ges. § 153, 3); the additional �J stands
per inversionem in the second instead of the first place: nonne an = an nonne,
annon: or is it not so: is not my help in me = or am I not utterly helpless?
Ewald explains differently (§ 356, a), according to which �JI, from the
formula of an oath, is equivalent to JLO. The meaning is the same. Continuance,
HyF�Iwt, i.e., power of endurance, reasonable prospect is driven away,
frightened away from him, is lost for him.

14 To him who is consumed gentleness is due from his friend,
Otherwise he might forsake the fear of the Almighty.

15 My brothers are become false as a torrent,
As the bed of torrents which vanish away —   

16 They were blackish from ice,
Snow is hidden in them —   

17 In the time, when warmth cometh to them, they are destroyed.
It becometh hot, they are extinguished from their place.

Job. 6:14-17. Ewald supplies between 14a and 14b two lines which have
professedly fallen out (“from a brother sympathy is due to the oppressed of
God, in order he may not succumb to excessive grief”). Hitzig strongly
characterizes this interpolation as a “pure swindle.” There is really nothing
wanting; but we need not even take DSEXE, with Hitz., in the signification
reproach (like Pro. 14:34): if reproach cometh to the sufferer from his friend,
he forsaketh the fear of God. SMF (from SSAMF, liquefieri) is one who is inwardly
melted, the disheartened. Such an one should receive DSEXE from his friend, i.e.,
that he should restore him eÏn pneuÂmati prauÂÔthtoj (Gal. 6: 1). The waw (v. 14b)
is equivalent to alioqui with the future subjunctive (vid., Ges. § 127, 5).



Harshness might precipitate him into the abyss from which love will keep him
back. So Schnurrer: Afflicto exhibenda est ab amico ipsius humanitas, alioqui
hic reverentiam Dei exuit. Such harshness instead of charity meets him from
his brothers, i.e., friends beloved as brothers. In vain he has looked to them for
reviving consolation. Theirs is no comfort; it is like the dried-up water of a
wady. LXANA is a mountain or forest brook, which comes down from the height,
and in spring is swollen by melting ice and the snow that thaws on the
mountain-tops; xeimaÂrÏrÎouj, i.e., a torrent swollen by winter water. The melting
blocks of ice darken the water of such a wady, and the snow falling together is
quickly hidden in its bosom (�l��ATiHI). If they begin to be warmed (Pual BRAZO,
cognate to BRACF, Eze. 21: 3, aduri, and �RAVF, comburere), suddenly they are
reduced to nothing (TMACiNI, exstingui); they vanish away WmOXUbi, when it
becomes hot. The suffix is, with Ew., Olsh., and others, to be taken as neuter;
not with Hirz., to be referred to a suppressed T��: when the season grows hot.
job bewails the disappointment he has experienced, the “decline” of charity f74

still further, by keeping to the figure of the mountain torrent.

18 The paths of their course are turned about,
They go up in the waste and perish.

19 The travelling bands of TeÑma looked for them,
The caravans of Saba hoped for them;

20 They were disappointed on account of their trust,
They came thus far, and were red with shame.

Job. 6:18-20. As the text is pointed, TWXORiJF, v. 18, are the paths of the
torrents. Hitz., Ew., and Schlottm., however, correct TWXORiJO, caravans, which
Hahn even thinks may be understood without correction, since he translates:
the caravans of their way are turned about (which is intended to mean: aside
from the way that they are pursuing), march into the desert and perish (i.e.,
because the streams on which they reckoned are dried up). So, in reality, all
modern commentators understand it; but is it likely that the poet would let the
caravans perish in v. 18, and in vv. 19 f. still live? With this explanation, vv.
19 f. drag along tautologically, and the feebler figure follows the stronger.
Therefore we explain as follows: the mountain streams, �YLIXFNi, flow off in
shallow serpentine brooks, and the shallow waters completely evaporate by the
heat of the sun. wHtOBA HLF�F signifies to go up into nothing (comp. Isa. 40:23),
after the analogy of ��F�FBE HLFkF, to pass away in smoke. Thus e.g., also
Mercier: in auras abeunt, in nihilum rediguntur. What next happens is related
as a history, vv. 19 f., hence the praett. Job compares his friends to the wady
swollen by ice and snow water, and even to the travelling bands themselves



languishing for water. He thirsts for friendly solace, but the seeming comfort
which his friends utter is only as the scattered meandering waters in which the
mountain brook leaks out. The sing. X�FbF individualizes; it is unnecessary with
Olsh. to read wX�FbF.

21 For now ye are become nothing;
You see misfortune, and are affrighted.

22 Have I then said, Give unto me,
And give a present for me from your substance,

23 And deliver me from the enemy’s hand,
And redeem me from the hand of the tyrant?

Job. 6:21-23. In v. 21, the reading wavers between WL and JL, with the Keri
WL; but WLO, which is consequently the lectio recepta, gives no suitable
meaning, only in a slight degree appropriate, as this: ye are become it, i.e.,
such a mountain brook; for �TYYH is not to be translated, with Stickel and
others, estis, but facti estis. The Targum, however, translates after the Chethib:
ye are become as though ye had never been, i.e., nothingness. Now, since JLO,
Aramaic HLF, can (as Dan. 4:32 shows) be used as a substantive (a not = a
null), and the thought: ye are become nothing, your friendship proves itself
equal to null, suits the imagery just used, we decide in favour of the Chethib;
then in the figure the wHtOB HLF�F corresponds most to this, and is also,
therefore, not to be explained away. The LXX, Syr., Vulg., translate YL instead
of WL: ye are become it (such deceitful brooks) to me. Ewald proposes to read
YL �TYYH HT� �K (comp. the explanation, Ges. § 137, rem. 3), — a conjecture
which puts aside all difficulty; but the sentence with JLO commends itself as
being bolder and more expressive. All the rest explains itself. It is remarkable
that in v. 21b the reading wJRiYtI is also found, instead of wJRitI: ye dreaded
misfortune, and ye were then affrighted. wBHF is here, as an exception,
properispomenon, according to Ges. § 29, 3. XAkO, as Pro. 5:10, Lev. 26:20,
what one has obtained by putting forth one’s strength, syn. LYIXA, outward
strength.

24 Teach me, and I will be silent,
And cause me to understand wherein I have failed.

25 How forcible are words in accordance with truth!
But what doth reproof from you reprove?

26 Do you think to reprove words?
The words of one in despair belong to the wind.



27 Ye would even cast lots for the orphan,
And traffic about your friend.

Job. 6:24-27. wCRiMiNI, v. 25, in the signification of wCLiMiNI (Psa. 119:103),
would suit very well: how smooth, delicate, sweet, are, etc. (Hirz., Ew.,
Schlottm.); but this meaning does not suit Job. 16: 3. Hupfeld, by comparison
with RMA, bitter, translates: quantumvis acerba; but HMF may signify quidquid,
though not quantumvis. Hahn compares the Arabic verb to be sick, and
translates: in what respect are right words bad; but physical disease and ethical
badness are not such nearly related ideas. Ebrard: honest words are not taken
amiss; but with an inadmissible application of Job. 16: 3. Von Gerl. is best:
how strong or forcible are, etc. �RAMF is taken as related to �RApF, in the
signification to penetrate; Hiph. to goad; Niph. to be furnished with the
property of penetrating, — used here of penetrating speech; 1Ki. 2: 8, of a
curse inevitably carried out; Mic. 2:10, of unsparing destruction. Words which
keep the straight way to truth, go to the heart; on the contrary, what avails the
reproving from you, i.e., which proceeds from you? XAK�WHO, inf. absol. as
Pro. 25:27, and in but a few other passages as subject; �kEMI, as Job. 5:15, the
sword going forth out of their mouth. In 26b the waw introduces a subordinate
adverbial clause: while, however, the words of one in despair belong to the
wind, that they may be carried away by it, not to the judgment which retains
and analyzes them, without considering the mood of which they are the hasty
expression. The futt. express the extent to which their want of feeling would
go, if the circumstances for it only existed; they are subjunctive, as Job. 3:13,
16. LRFWgO, the lot, is to be supplied to wLYpItA, as 1Sa. 14:42. The verb HRFkF,
however, does not here signify to dig, so that TXA�A, a pit, should be supplied
(Heiligst.), still less: dig out earth, and cast it on any one (Ebrard); but has the
signification of buying and selling with L�A of the object, exactly like
Job. 40:30.

28 And now be pleased to observe me keenly,
I will not indeed deceive you to your face.

29 Try it again, then: let there be no injustice;
Try it again, my righteousness still stands.

30 Is there wrong on my tongue?
Or shall not my palate discern iniquity?

Job. 6:28-30. He begs them to observe him more closely; bi HNFpF, as
Ecc. 2:11, to observe scrutinizingly. �JI is the sign of negative asseveration
(Ges. § 155, 2, f). He will not indeed shamelessly give them the lie, viz., in
respect to the greatness and inexplicableness of his suffering. The challenging



wBw� we do not translate: retrace your steps, but: begin afresh, to which both
the following clauses are better suited. So Schlottm. and von Gerlach. Hahn
retains the Chethib YBW�, in the signification: my answer; but that is
impossible: to answer is BY�IH�, not Bw�. The DW� drawn to WBW� by Rebia
mugrasch is more suitably joined with HB�YQDC, in which hbF refers neutrally
to the matter of which it treats. They are to try from the beginning to find that
comfort which will meet the case. Their accusations are HLFWi�A; his complaints,
on the contrary, are fully justified. He does not grant that the outburst of his
feeling of pain (Job. ch. 3) is HLFWi�A: he has not so completely lost his power
against temptation, that he would not restrain himself, if he should fall into
TWwOHA. Thus wickedness, which completely contaminates feeling and utterance,
is called (Psa. 52: 4).

Job now endeavours anew to justify his complaints by turning more away from
his friends and more towards God, but without penetrating the darkness in
which God, the author of his suffering, is veiled from him.

1 Has not a man warfare upon earth,
And his days are like the days of a hireling?

2 Like a servant who longs for the shade,
And like a hireling who waits for his wages,

3 So am I made to possess months of disappointment,
And nights of weariness are appointed to me.

Job. 7: 1-3. The conclusion is intended to be: thus I wait for death as
refreshing and rest after hard labour. He goes, however, beyond this next point
of comparison, or rather he remains on this side of it. JBFCF is not service of a
labourer in the field, but active military service, then fatigue, toil in general
(Isa. 40:20; Dan. 10: 1). V. 2 Ewald and others translate incorrectly: as a slave
longs, etc. ki can never introduce a comparative clause, except an infinitive, as
e.g., Isa. 5:24, which can then under the regimen of this ki be continued by a
verb. fin.; but it never stands directly for R�EJákA, as WMOki does in rare instances.
In v. 3, JWi�F retains its primary signification, nothingness, error,
disappointment (Job. 15:31): months that one after another disappoint the hope
of the sick. By this it seems we ought to imagine the friends as not having
come at the very commencement of his disease. Elephantiasis is a disease
which often lasts for years, and slowly but inevitably destroys the body. On
wnM, adnumeraverunt = adnumeratae sunt, vid., Ges. § 137, 3*.



4 If I lie down, I think:
When shall I arise and the evening break away?

And I become weary with tossing to and fro unto the morning dawn.

5 My flesh is clothed with worms and clods of earth;
My skin heals up to fester again.

6 My days are swifter than a weaver’s shuttle,
And vanish without hope.

Job. 7: 4-6. Most modern commentators take DdAMI as Piel from DDAMF: the
night is extended (Renan: la nuit se prolonge), which is possible; comp. Ges. §
52, 2. But the metre suggests another rendering: DdAMI constr. of DdFMI from
DDANF, to flee away: and when fleeing away of the evening. The night is
described by its commencement, the late evening, to make the long interval of
the sleeplessness and restlessness of the invalid prominent. In �YDDN and DDM
there is a play of words (Ebrard). HmFRI, worms, in reference to the putrifying
ulcers; and �wg (with JRY�Z uG), clod of earth, from the cracked, scaly, earth-
coloured skin of one suffering with elephantiasis. The praett. are used of that
which is past and still always present, the futt. consec. of that which follows in
and with the other. The skin heals, �GARF (which we render with Ges., Ew.,
contrahere se); the result is that it becomes moist again. SJ�mFYI, according to
Ges. § 67, rem. 4 = SMAYI, Psa. 58: 8. His days pass swiftly away; the result is
that they come to an end without any hope whatever. GREJE is like kerkiÂj,
radius, a weaver’s shuttle, by means of which the weft is shot between the
threads of the warp as they are drawn up and down. His days pass as swiftly by
as the little shuttle passes backwards and forwards in the warp.

Next follows a prayer to God for the termination of his pain, since there is no
second life after the present, and consequently also the possibility of requital
ceases with death.

7 Remember that my life is a breath,
That my eye will never again look on prosperity.

8 The eye that looketh upon me seeth me no more;
Thine eyes look for me, — I am no more!

9 The clouds are vanished and passed away,
So he that goeth down to SheoÑl cometh not up.

10 He returneth no more to his house,
And his place knoweth him no more.



11 Therefore I will not curb my mouth;
I will speak in the anguish of my spirit;

I will complain in the bitterness of my soul. æ

Job. 7: 7-11. We see good, i.e., prosperity and joy, only in the present life. It
ends with death. Bw� with Li infin. is a synonym of �YSWH, Job. 20: 9. No eye
(�YI�A femin.) which now sees me (prop. eye of my seer, as Gen. 16:13, comp.
Job. 20: 7, Psa. 31:12, for YNIJ�RO, Isa. 29:15, or YNIJFRO, Isa. 47:10; according to
another reading, YJIRO: no eye of seeing, i.e., no eye with the power of seeing,
from YJIRæ, vision) sees me again, even if thy eyes should be directed towards
me to help me; my life is gone, so that I can no more be the subject of help.
For from SheoÑl there is no return, no resurrection (comp. Psa. 103:16 for the
expression); therefore will I at least give free course to my thoughts and
feelings (comp. Psa. 77: 4, Isa. 38:15, for the expression). The �gA, v. 11, is the
so-called �G talionis; the parallels cited by Michalis are to the point,
Eze. 16:43, Mal. 2: 9, Psa. 52: 7. Here we first meet with the name of the lower
world; and in the book of Job we learn the ancient Israelitish conception of it
more exactly than anywhere else. We have here only to do with the name in
connection with the grammatical exposition. LWJO�i (usually gen. fem.) is now
almost universally derived from LJA�F = L�A�F, to be hollow, to be deepened;
and aptly so, for they imagined the SheoÑl as under ground, as Num. 16:30, 33
alone shows, on which account even here, as from Gen. 37:35 onwards,
HLFWJO�i DRAYF is everywhere used. It is, however, open to question whether this
derivation is correct: at least passages like Isa. 5:14, Hab. 2: 5, Pro. 30:15 f.,
show that in the later usage of the language, LJA�F, to demand, was thought of
in connection with it; derived from which SheoÑl signifies

(1) the appointed inevitable and inexorable demanding of everything
earthly (an infinitive noun like hAWLOJå, DWQOpi);

(2) conceived of as space, the place of shadowy duration whither
everything on earth is demanded;

(3) conceived of according to its nature, the divinely appointed fury
which gathers in and engulfs everything on the earth. Job knows
nothing of a demanding back, a redemption from SheoÑl.

12 Am I a sea or a sea-monster,
That thou settest a watch over me?

13 For I said, My bed shall comfort me;
My couch shall help me to bear my complaint.



14 Then thou scaredst me with dreams,
And thou didst wake me up in terror from visions,

15 So that my soul chose suffocation,
Death rather than this skeleton.

16 I loathe it, I would not live alway;
Let me alone, for my days are breath.

Job. 7:12-16. Since a watch on the sea can only be designed to effect the
necessary precautions at its coming forth from the shores, it is probable that
the poet had the Nile in mind when he used �YF, and consequently the crocodile
by �YnItA. The Nile is also called �YF in Isa. 19: 5, and in Homer wÏkeanoÂj,
Egyptian oham (= wÏkeanoÂj), and is even now called (at least by the Bedouins)
bahhr (Arab. bah¾r). The illustrations of the book, says von Gerlach correctly,
are chiefly Egyptian. On the contrary, Hahn thinks the illustration is unsuitable
of the Nile, because it is not watched on account of its danger, but its utility;
and Schlottman thinks it even small and contemptible without assigning a
reason. The figure is, however, appropriate. As watches are set to keep the Nile
in channels as soon as it breaks forth, and as men are set to watch that they
may seize the crocodile immediately he moves here or there; so Job says all his
movements are checked at the very commencement, and as soon as he desires
to be more cheerful he feels the pang of some fresh pain. In v. 13, B after JVFNF
is partitive, as Num. 11:17; Mercier correctly: non nihil querelam meam
levabit. If he hopes for such repose, it forthwith comes to nought, since he
starts up affrighted from his slumber. Hideous dreams often disturb the sleep
of those suffering with elephantiasis, says Avicenna (in Stickel, S. 170). Then
he desires death; he wishes that his difficulty of breathing would increase to
suffocation, the usual end of elephantiasis. QNAXáMA is absolute (without being
obliged to point it QNFXáMA with Schlottm.), as e.g., SMARiMI, Isa. 10: 6 (Ewald, §
160, c). He prefers death to these his bones, i.e., this miserable skeleton or
framework of bone to which he is wasted away. He despises, i.e., his life,
Job. 9:21. Amid such suffering he would not live for ever. LBEHE, like XAwR, v. 7.

17 What is man that Thou magnifiest him,
And that Thou turnest Thy heart toward him,

18 And visitest him every morning,
Triest him every moment?

19 How long dost Thou not look away from me,
Nor lettest me alone till I swallow down my spittle?

Job. 7:17-19. The questions in v. 17 f. are in some degree a parody on
Psa. 8: 5, comp. 144: 3, Lam. 3:23. There it is said that God exalts puny man to



a kingly and divine position among His creatures, and distinguishes him
continually with new tokens of His favour; here, that instead of ignoring him,
He makes too much of him, by selecting him, perishable as he is, as the object
of ever new and ceaseless sufferings. HmFkA, quamdiu, v. 19, is construed with
the praet. instead of the fut.: how long will it continue that Thou turnest not
away Thy look of anger from me? as the synonymous YTAMF�D�A, quousque, is
sometimes construed with the praet. instead of the fut., e.g., Psa. 80: 5. “Until I
swallow my spittle” is a proverbial expression for the minimum of time.

20 Have I sinned — what could I do to Thee?!
O Observer of men,

Why dost Thou make me a mark to Thee,
And am I become a burden to Thee?

21 And why dost Thou not forgive my transgression,
And put away my iniquity?

For now I will lay myself in the dust,
And Thou seekest for me, and I am no more.

Job. 7:20, 21. “I have sinned” is hypothetical (Ges. § 155, 4, a): granted that
I have sinned. According to Ewald and Olsh., �L�L�PJ HM defines it more
particularly: I have sinned by what I have done to Thee, in my behaviour
towards Thee; but how tame and meaningless such an addition would be! It is
an inferential question: what could I do to Thee? i.e., what harm, or also, since
the fut. may be regulated by the praet.: what injury have I thereby done to
Thee? The thought that human sin, however, can detract nothing from the
blessedness and glory of God, underlies this. With a measure of sinful
bitterness, Job calls God �DJH RCN, the strict and constant observer of men,
per convicium fere, as Gesenius not untruly observes, nevertheless without a
breach of decorum divinum (Renan: O Espion de l’homme), since the
appellation, in itself worthy of God (Isa. 27: 3), is used here only somewhat
unbecomingly. �gFPiMI is not the target for shooting at, which is rather HRF«FMA
(Job. 16:12, Lam 3:12), but the object on which one rushes with hostile
violence (bi �GApF). Why, says Job, hast Thou made me the mark of hostile
attack, and why am I become a burden to Thee? It is not so in our text; but
according to Jewish tradition, YLA�F, which we now have, is only a �YRPWS
�WQT, correctio scribarum, f75 for �YL�, which was removed as bordering on
blasphemy: why am I become a burden to Thee, so that Thou shouldest seek to
get rid of me? This reading I should not consider as the original, in spite of the
tradition, if it were not confirmed by the LXX, eiÏmiÃ deÃ eÏpiÃ soiÃ fortiÂon.

Here Job’s second speech ends; it consists of two parts, which the division of
chapters has correctly marked. The first part is addressed to the friends



(nowhere specially to Eliphaz), because Job at once considers the address of
Eliphaz as at the same time an expression of the thoughts and disposition of
the two others who remain silent. In the second part he turns direct to God with
his complaints, desponding inquiries, and longing for the alleviation of his
sufferings before his approaching end. The correct estimate of this second
speech of Job depends upon the right understanding of that of Eliphaz. It is not
to be supposed that Job in this speech makes too much of his dignity and merit,
as that he intends expressly to defend his innocence, or even enter into the
controversy (Ew., Löwenth.); for Eliphaz does not at present go so far as to
explain his suffering as the suffering commonly inflicted as punishment. When
Job (Job. 6:10) incidentally says that he does not disown the words of the Holy
One, it does not imply that his sufferings may be chastisement: on the contrary,
Job even allows the possibility that he should sin; but since his habitual state is
fidelity to God, this assumption is not sufficient to account for his suffering,
and he does not see why God should so unmercifully visit such sinfulness
instead of pardoning it (Job. 7:20, 21).

It is not to be objected, that he who is fully conscious of sin cannot consider
the strictest divine punishment even of the smallest sin unjust. The suffering of
one whose habitual state is pleasing to God, and who is conscious of the divine
favour, can never be explained from, and measured according to, his
infirmities: the infirmities of one who trusts in God, or the believer, and the
severity of the divine justice in the punishment of sin, have no connection with
one another. Consequently, when Eliphaz bids Job regard his affliction as
chastisement, Job is certainly in the wrong to dispute with God concerning the
magnitude of it: he would rather patiently yield, if his faith could apprehend
the salutary design of God in his affliction; but after his affliction once seems
to him to spring from wrath and enmity, and not from the divine purpose of
mercy, after the phantom of a hostile God is come between him and the
brightness of the divine countenance, he cannot avoid falling into complaint of
unmercifulness. For this the speech of Eliphaz is in itself not to blame: he had
most feelingly described to him God’s merciful purpose in this chastisement,
but he is to blame for not having taken the right tone.

The speech of Job is directed against the unsympathetic and reproving tone
which the friends, after their long silence, have assumed immediately upon his
first manifestation of anguish. He justifies to them his complaint (Job. 3) as the
natural and just outburst of his intense suffering, desires speedy death as the
highest joy with which God could reward his piety, complains of his
disappointment in his friends, from whom he had expected affectionate solace,
but by whom he sees he is now forsaken, and earnestly exhorts them to
acknowledge the justice of his complaint (Job 6). But can they? Yes, they
might and should. For Job thinks he is no longer an object of divine favour: an



inward conflict, which is still more terrible than hell, is added to his outward
suffering. For the damned must give glory to God, because they recognise their
suffering as just punishment: Job, however, in his suffering sees the wrath of
God, and still is at the same time conscious of his innocence. The faith which,
in the midst of his exhaustion of body and soul, still knows and feels God to be
merciful, and can call him “my God,” like Asaph in Psalm 73, — this faith is
well-nigh overwhelmed in Job by the thought that God is his enemy, his pains
the arrows of God. The assumption is false, but on this assumption Job’s
complaints (Job. ch. 3) are relatively just, including, what he himself says, that
they are mistaken, thoughtless words of one in despair. But that despair is sin,
and therefore also those curses and despairing inquiries!

Is not Eliphaz, therefore, in the right? His whole treatment is wrong. Instead of
distinguishing between the complaint of his suffering and the complaint of
God in Job’s outburst of anguish, he puts them together, without recognising
the complaint of his suffering to be the natural and unblamable result of its
extraordinary magnitude, and as a sympathizing friend falling in with it. But
with regard to the complaints of God, Eliphaz, acting as though careful for his
spiritual welfare, ought not to have met them with his reproofs, especially as
the words of one heavily afflicted deserve indulgence and delicate treatment;
but he should have combated their false assumption. First, he should have said
to Job, “Thy complaints of thy suffering are just, for thy suffering is
incomparably great.” In the next place, “Thy cursing thy birth, and thy
complaint of God who has given thee thy life, might seem just if it were true
that God has rejected thee; but that is not true: even in suffering He designs thy
good; the greater the suffering, the greater the glory.” By this means Eliphaz
should have calmed Job’s despondency, so as to destroy his false assumption;
but he begins wrongly, and consequently what he says at last so truly and
beautifully respecting the glorious issue of a patient endurance of
chastisement, makes no impression on Job. He has not fanned the faintly
burning wick, but his speech is a cold and violent breath which is calculated
entirely to extinguish it.

After Job has defended the justice of his complaints against the insensibility of
the friends, he gives way anew to lamentation. Starting from the
wearisomeness of human life in general, he describes the greatness of his own
suffering, which has received no such recognition on the part of the friends: it
is a restless, torturing death without hope (Job. 7: 1-6). Then he turns to God:
O remember that there is no second life after death, and that I am soon gone
for ever; therefore I will utter my woe without restraint (Job. 7: 7-11). Thus far
(from Job. 6: 1 onwards) I find in Job’s speech no trace of blasphemous or
sinful despair. When he says (Job. 6: 8-12), How I would rejoice if God, whose
word I have never disowned, would grant me my request, and end my life, for I



can no longer bear my suffering, — I cannot with Ewald see in its despair
rising to madness, which (Job. 7:10) even increases to frantic joy. For Job’s
disease was indeed really in the eyes of men as hopeless as he describes it. In
an incurable disease, however, imploring God to hasten death, and rejoicing at
the thought of approaching dissolution, is not a sin, and is not to be called
despair, inasmuch as one does not call giving up all hope of recovery despair.

Moreover, it must not be forgotten that the book of Job is an oriental book, and
therefore some allowance must be made of the intensity and strength of
conception of the oriental nature: then that it is a poetical book, and that frenzy
and madness may not be also understood by the intensified expression in
which poetry, which idealizes the real, clothes pain and joy: finally, that it is
an Old Testament book, and that in the Old Testament the fundamental nature
of man is indeed sanctified, but not yet subdued; the spirit shines forth as a
light in a dark place, but the day, the ever constant consciousness of favour and
life, has not yet dawned. The desire of a speedy termination of life (Job. 6: 8-
12) is in Job. 7: 7-11 softened down even to a request for an alleviation of
suffering, founded on this, that death terminates life for ever. In the Talmud (b.
Bathra, 16, a) it is observed, on this passage, that Job denies the resurrection
of the dead (�YTMH TYYXTB BWYJ RPK� �JKM); but Job knows nothing of a
resurrection of the dead, and what one knows not, one cannot deny. He knows
only that after death, the end of the present life, there is no second life in this
world, only a being in SheoÑl, which is only an apparent existence = no
existence, in which all praise of God is silent, because He no longer reveals
himself there as to the living in this world (Psa. 6: 6, 30:10, 88:11-13, 115:17).
From this chaotic conception of the other side of the grave, against which even
the psalmists still struggle, the doctrine of the resurrection of the dead had not
been set forth at the time of Job, and of the author of the book of Job. The
restoration of Israel buried in exile (Ezekiel 37) first gave the impulse to it; and
the resurrection of the Prince of Life, who was laid in the grave, set the seal
upon it. The resurrection of Jesus Christ was first of all the actual overthrow of
Hades.

Mortis seu inferni, observes Brentius, in accordance with Scriptures, ea
conditio est, ut natura sua quoscunque comprehenderit tantisper teneat
nec dimittat, dum Christus, filius Dei, morte ad infernum descenderit,
h.e. perierit; per hunc enim devicta morte et inferno liberantur
quotquot fide renovati sunt.

This great change in the destiny of the dead was incomplete, and the better
hope which became brighter and brighter as the advent of death’s Conqueror
drew near was not yet in existence. For if after death, or what is the same
thing, after the descent into SheoÑl, there was only a non-existence for Job, it is



evident that on the one hand he can imagine a life after death only as a return
to the present world (such a return does, however, not take place), on the other
hand that no divine revelation said anything to him of a future life which
should infinitely compensate for a return to the present world. And since he
knows nothing of a future existence, it can consequently not be said that he
denies it: he knows nothing of it, and even his dogmatizing friends have
nothing to tell him about it. We shall see by and by, how the more his friends
torment him, the more he is urged on in his longing for a future life; but the
word of revelation, which could alone change desire into hope, is wanting. The
more tragic and heart-rending Job’s desire to be freed by death from his
unbearable suffering is, the more touching and importunate is his prayer that
God may consider that now soon he can no longer be an object of His mercy.
Just the same request is found frequently in the Psalms, e.g., Psa. 89:48, comp.
103:14-16: it involves nothing that is opposed to the Old Testament fear of
God. Thus far we can trace nothing of frenzy and madness, and of despair only
in so far as Job has given up the hope (�JWN) of his restoration, — not however
of real despair, in which a man impatiently and forcibly snaps asunder the
bond of trust which unites him to God. If the poet had anywhere made Job to
go to such a length in despair, he would have made Satan to triumph over him.

Now, however, the last two strophes follow in which Job is hurried forward to
the use of sinful language, Job. 7:12-16: Am I a sea or a sea-monster, etc.; and
Job. 7:17-21: What is man, that thou accountest him so great, etc. We should
nevertheless be mistaken if we thought there were sin here in the expressions
by which Job describes God’s hostility against himself. We may compare e.g.,
Lam. 3: 9, 10: “He hath enclosed my ways with hewn stone, He hath made any
paths crooked; He is to me as a bear lying in wait, a lion in the thicket.” It is,
moreover, not Job’s peculiar sin that he thinks God has changed to an enemy
against him; that is the view which comes from his vision being beclouded by
the conflict through which he is passing, as is frequently the case in the
Psalms. His sin does not even consist in the inquiries, How long? and
Wherefore? The Psalms in that case would abound in sin. But the sin is that he
dwells upon these doubting questions, and thus attributes apparent
mercilessness and injustice to God. And the friends constantly urge him on still
deeper in this sin, the more persistently they attribute his suffering to his own
unrighteousness. Jeremiah (in ch. 3 of the Lamentations), after similar
complaints, adds: Then I repeated this to my heart, and took courage from it:
the mercies of Jehovah, they have no end; His compassions do not cease, etc.
Many of the Psalms that begin sorrowfully, end in the same way; faith at
length breaks through the clouds of doubt. But it should be remembered that
the change of spiritual condition which, e.g., in Psalm ch. 6, is condensed to
the narrow limits of a lyric composition of eleven verses, is here in Job worked



out with dramatical detail as a passage of his life’s history: his faith, once so
heroic, only smoulders under ashes; the friends, instead of fanning it to a
flame, bury it still deeper, until at last it is set free from its bondage by Jehovah
himself, who appears in the whirlwind.

Bildad’s First Speech. — Job 8

SCHEMA: 6. 7. 6. 10. 8. 6. f76

[Then began Bildad the Shuhite, and said:]

2 How long wilt thou utter such things,
And the words of thy mouth are a boisterous wind?

3 Will God reverse what is right,
Or the Almighty reverse what is just?

4 When thy children sinned against Him,
He gave them over to the hand of their wickedness.

Job. 8: 2-4. Bildad f77 begins harshly and self-confidently with quousque
tandem, �JF�D�A instead of the usual HNFJF�D�A. HlEJ�, not: this, but: of this kind,
of such kind, as Job. 12: 3, 16: 2. RYbIkA XAwR is poetical, equivalent to HLFWDOgi
XAwR, Job. 1:19; XAwR is gen. comm. in the signification wind as well as spirit,
although more frequently fem. than masc. He means that Job’s speeches are
like the wind in their nothingness, and like a boisterous wind in their
vehemence. Bildad sees the justice of God, the Absolute One, which ought to
be universally acknowledged, impugned in them. In order not to say directly
that Job’s children had died such a sudden death on account of their sin, he
speaks conditionally. If they have sinned, death is just the punishment of their
sin. God has not arbitrarily swept them away, but has justly given them over to
the destroying hand of their wickedness, — a reference to the prologue which
belongs inseparably to the whole.

5 If thou seekest unto God,
And makest supplication to the Almighty,

6 If thou art pure and upright;
Surely! He will care for thee,

And restore the habitation of thy righteousness;

7 And if thy beginning was small,
Thy end shall be exceeding great.

Job. 8: 5-7. There is still hope for Job (HtFJA, in opposition to his children),
if, turning humbly to God, he shows that, although not suffering undeservedly,



he is nevertheless pure and upright in his inmost mind. V. 6a is so intended;
not as Mercier and others explain: si in posterum puritati et justitiae studueris.
LJ��LJE RXA�I, to turn one’s self to God earnestly seeking, constr. praegnans,
like LJ��LJE �RAdF, Job. 5: 8. Then begins the conclusion with HtF�A�YkI, like
Job. 13:18. “The habitation of thy righteousness” is Job’s household cleansed
and justified from sin. God will restore that; �lA�I might also signify, give
peace to, but restore is far more appropriate. Completely falling back on �L��F,
the Piel signifies to recompense, off like being returned for like, and to restore,
of a complete covering of the loss sustained. God will not only restore, but
increase beyond measure, what Job was and had. The verb. masc. after TYRIXáJA
here is remarkable. But we need not, with Olsh., read HgEViYA: we may suppose,
with Ewald, according to 174, e, that TYRXJ is purposely treated as masc. It
would be a mistake to refer to Pro. 23:32, 29:21, in support of it.

8 For inquire only of former ages,
And attend to the research of their fathers —   

9 For we are of yesterday, without experience,
Because our days upon earth are a shadow —   

10 Shall they not teach thee, speak to thee,
And bring forth words from their heart?

Job. 8: 8-10. This challenge calls Deu. 32: 7 to mind. ¦biLI is to be supplied
to �N�WkO; the conjecture of Olshausen, �N�WBOw, is good, but unnecessary. �W�OYRI is
after the Aramaic form of writing, comp. Job. 15: 7, where this and the
ordinary form are combined. The “research of their fathers,” i.e., which the
fathers of former generations have bequeathed to them, is the collective result
of their research, the profound wisdom of the ancients gathered from
experience. Our ephemeral and shadowy life is not sufficient for passing
judgment on the dealings of God; we must call history and tradition to our aid.
We are LWMOti (per aphaeresin, the same as LWMOTiJE), yesterday = of yesterday;
it is not necessary to read, with Olshausen, LWMOtiMI. There is no occasion for us
to suppose that v. 9 is an antithesis to the long duration of life of primeval
man. BL� (v. 10) is not the antithesis of mouth; but has the pregnant
signification of a feeling, i.e., intelligent heart, as we find BBFL� �YJI, a man of
heart, i.e., understanding, Job. 34:10, 34. wJYCIWYO, promunt, calls to mind
Mat. 13:52. Now follow familiar sayings of the ancients, not directly quoted,
but the wisdom of the fathers, which Bildad endeavours to reproduce.

11 Doth papyrus grow up without mire?
Doth the reed shoot up without water?



12 It is still in luxuriant verdure, when it is not cut off,
Then before all other grass it withereth.

13 So is the way of all forgetters of God,
And the hope of the ungodly perisheth,

14 Because his hope is cut off,
And his trust is a spider’s house:

15 He leaneth upon his house and it standeth not,
He holdeth fast to it and it endureth not.

Job. 8:11-15. Bildad likens the deceitful ground on which the prosperity of
the godless stands to the dry ground on which, only for a time, the papyrus or
reed finds water, and grows up rapidly: shooting up quickly, it withers as
quickly; as the papyrus plant, f78 if it has no perpetual water, though the finest
of grasses, withers off when most luxuriantly green, before it attains maturity.
JMEgO, which, excepting here, is found only in connection with Egypt (Exo. 2: 3,
Isa. 18: 2; and Isa. 35: 7, with the general HNEQF as specific name for reed), is the
proper papyrus plant (CypeÝrus papyÝrus, L.): this name for it is suitably derived
in the Hebrew from JMFgF, to suck up (comp. Lucan, iv. 136: conseritur bibulaÑ
Memphytis cymba papyro); but is at the same time Egyptian, since Coptic
kam, cham, signifies the reed, and ègoÑm, {(}goÝme, a book (like liber, from the
bark of a tree). f79 wXJF, occurring only in the book of Job and in the history of
Joseph, as Jerome (Opp. ed. Vallarsi, iv. 291) learned from the Egyptians,
signifies in their language, omne quod in palude virem nascitur: the word is
transferred by the LXX into their translation in the form aÏÂxi, aÏÂxei), and became
really incorporated into the Alexandrian Greek, as is evident from Isa. 19: 7
(TWR�, LXX kaiÃ toÃ aÏÂxi toÃ xlwroÂn) and Sir. 40:16 (aÏÂxi eÏpiÃ pantoÃj uÎÂdatoj kaiÃ
xeiÂlouj potamouÚ proÃ pantoÃj xoÂrtou eÏktilhÂsetai); the Coptic translates pi-
akhi, and moreover ake, oke signify in Coptic calamus, juncus. f80

���qFYI JLO describes its condition: in a condition in which it is not ready for
being gathered. By R�EJá, quippe, quoniam, this end of the man who forgets
God, and of the �N�XF, i.e., the secretly wicked, is more particularly described.
His hope �WQOYF, from ��AQF, or from �WQO, med. o, f81 in neuter signification
succiditur. One would indeed expect a figure corresponding to the spider’s
web earlier; and accordingly Hahn, after Reiske, translates: whose hope is a
gourd, — an absurd figure, and linguistically impossible, since the gourd or
cucumber is JwªQI, which has its cognates in Arabic and Syriac. Saadia f82

translates: whose hope is the thread of the sun. The “thread of the sun” is what
we call the fliegender Sommer or Altweibersommer, [i.e., the sunny days in the



latter months of the year]: certainly a suitable figure, but unsupportable by any
parallel in language. f83

 We must therefore suppose that �WQOYF, succiditur, first gave rise to the figure
which follows: as easily as a spider’s web is cut through, without offering any
resistance, by the lightest touch, or a breath of wind, so that on which he
depends and trusts is cut asunder. The name for spider’s web, �YBIkF�A TYb�, f84

leads to the description of the prosperity of the ungodly by TYIbA (v. 15): His
house, the spider’s house, is not firm to him. Another figure follows: the
wicked in his prosperity is like a climbing plant, which grows luxuriantly for a
time, but suddenly perishes.

16 He dwells with sap in the sunshine,
And his branch spreads itself over his garden.

17 His roots intertwine over heaps of stone,
He looks upon a house of stones.

18 If He casts him away from his place,
It shall deny him: I have not seen thee.

19 Behold, thus endeth his blissful course,
And others spring forth from the dust.

Job. 8:16-19. The subject throughout is not the creeping-plant directly, but
the ungodly, who is likened to it. Accordingly the expression of the thought is
in part figurative and in part literal, HZEXåYE �YNIBFJá TYb� (v. 17b). As the creeper
has stones before it, and by its interwindings, as it were, so rules them that it
may call them its own (v. Gerlach: the exuberant growth twines itself about the
walls, and looks proudly down upon the stony structure); so the ungodly
regards his fortune as a solid structure, which he has quickly caused to spring
up, and which seems to him imperishable. Ewald translates: he separates one
stone from another; TYb�, according to § 217, g, he considers equivalent to
TNAYb�, and signifies apart from one another; but although HZFXF = ZZAXF, according
to its radical idea, may signify to split, pierce through, still TYb�, when used as
a preposition, can signify nothing else but, within. Others, e.g., Rosenmüller,
translate: he marks a place of stones, i.e., meets with a layer of stones, against
which he strikes himself; for this also TYb� will not do. He who casts away (v.
18) is not the house of stone, but God. He who has been hitherto prosperous,
becomes now as strange to the place in which he flourished so luxuriantly, as if
it had never seen him. Behold, that is the delight of his way (course of life),
i.e., so fashioned, so perishable is it, so it ends. From the ground above which
he sprouts forth, others grow up whose fate, when they have no better ground
of confidence than he, is the same. After he has placed before Job both the



blessed gain of him who trusts, and the sudden destruction of him who forgets,
God, as the result of the whole, Bildad recapitulates:

20 Behold! God despiseth not the perfect man,
And taketh not evil-doers by the hand.

21 While He shall fill thy mouth with laughing,
And thy lips with rejoicing,

22 They who hate thee shall be clothed with shame,
And the tent of the ungodly is no more.

Job. 8:20-22. “To take by the hand,” i.e., ready to help as His own, as
Isa. 41:13, 42: 6. Instead of D�A (v. 21), there is no great difficulty in reading
DW�O: again (as e.g., Psa. 42: 6) He will fill; but even D�A is supportable; it
signifies, like Job. 1:18, Psa. 141:10, while. On the form Hl�MAYi, vid., Ges. § 75,
21, b. This close of Bildad’s speech sounds quite like the Psalms (comp.
Psa. 126: 2 with v. 21; Psa. 35:26, 109:29, 132:18, with v. 22). Bildad does all
he can to win Job over. He calls the ungodly ¦YJENiVO, to show that he tries to
think and expect the best of Job.

We have seen that Job in his second speech charges God with the appearance
of injustice and want of compassion. The friends act as friends, by not
allowing this to pass without admonition. After Job has exhausted himself with
his plaints, Bildad enters into the discussion in the above speech. He defends
the justice of God against Job’s unbecoming words. His assertion that God
does not swerve from the right, is so true that it would be blasphemy to
maintain against him that God sometimes perverts the right. And Bildad seems
also to make the right use of this truth when he promises a glorious issue to his
suffering, as a substantial proof that God does not deal unjustly towards him;
for Job’s suffering does actually come to such an issue, and this issue in its
accomplishment destroys the false appearance that God had been unjust or
unmerciful towards him. Bildad expresses his main point still more prudently,
and more in accordance with the case before him, when he says, “Behold! God
does not act hostilely towards the godly, neither does He make common cause
with the evil-doer” (v. 20), — a confession which he must allow is on both
sides the most absolute truth. By the most telling figures he portrays the
perishableness of the prosperity of those who forget God, and paints in
glowing colours on this dark background the future which awaits Job. What is
there in this speech of Bildad to censure, and how is it that it does not produce
the desired cheering effect on Job?

It is true that nothing that God sends to man proceeds from injustice, but it is
not true that everything that He sends to him comes from His justice. As God



does not ordain suffering for the hardened sinner in order to improve him,
because He is merciful, so He does not ordain suffering for the truly godly in
order to punish him, because He is just. What we call God’s attributes are only
separate phases of His indivisible holy being, — ad extra, separate modes of
His operation in which they all share, — of which, when in operation, one does
not act in opposition to another; they are not, however, all engaged upon the
same object at one time. One cannot say that God’s love manifests itself in
action in hell, nor His anger in heaven; nor His justice in the afflictions of the
godly, and His mercy in the sufferings of the godless.

Herein is Bildad’s mistake, that he thinks his commonplace utterance is
sufficient to explain all the mysteries of human life. We see from his judgment
of Job’s children how unjust he becomes, since he regards the matter as the
working out of divine justice. He certainly speaks hypothetically, but in such a
way that he might as well have said directly, that their sudden death was the
punishment of their sin. If he had found Job dead, he would have considered
him as a sinner, whom God had carried off in His anger. Even now he has no
pleasure in promising Job help and blessing; accordingly from his point of
view he expresses himself very conditionally: If thou art pure and upright. We
see from this that his belief in Job’s uprightness is shaken, for how could the
All-just One visit Job with such severe suffering, if he had not deserved it!
Nevertheless HTJ R�YW �Z �J (v. 6) shows that Bildad thinks it possible that
Job’s heart may be pure and upright, and consequently his present affliction
may not be peremptory punishment, but only disciplinary chastisement. Job
just — such is Bildad’s counsel — give God glory, and acknowledge that he
deserves nothing better; and thus humbling himself beneath the just hand of
God, he will be again made righteous, and exalted.

Job cannot, however, comprehend his suffering as an act of divine justice. His
own fidelity is a fact, his consciousness of which cannot be shaken: it is
therefore impossible for him to deny it, for the sake of affirming the justice of
God; for truth is not to be supported by falsehood. Hence Bildad’s glorious
promises afford Job no comfort. Apart from their being awkwardly introduced,
they depend upon an assumption, the truth of which Job cannot admit without
being untrue to himself. Consequently Bildad, though with the best intention,
only urges Job still further forward and deeper into the conflict.

But does, then, the confession of sin on the part of constantly sinful man admit
of his regarding the suffering thus appointed to him not merely not as
punishment, but also not as chastisement? If a sufferer acknowledges the
excessive hideousness of sin, how can he, when a friend bids him regard his
affliction as a wholesome chastisement designed to mortify sin more and more,
— how can he receive the counsel with such impatience as we see in the case



of Job? The utterances of Job are, in fact, so wild, inconsiderate, and unworthy
of God, and the first speeches of Eliphaz and Bildad on the contrary so
winning and appropriate, that if Job’s affliction ought really to be regarded
from the standpoint of chastisement, their tone could not be more to the
purpose, nor exhortation and comfort more beautifully blended. Even when
one knows the point of the book, one will still be constantly liable to be misled
by the speeches of the friends; it requires the closest attention to detect what is
false in them. The poet’s mastery of his subject, and the skill with which he
exercises it, manifests itself in his allowing the opposition of the friends to Job,
though existing in the germ from the very beginning, to become first of all in
the course of the controversy so harsh that they look upon Job as a sinner
undergoing punishment from God, while in opposition to them he affirms his
innocence, and challenges a decision from God.

The poet, however, allows Bildad to make one declaration, from which we
clearly see that his address, beautiful as it is, rests on a false basis, and loses its
effect. Bildad explains the sudden death of Job’s children as a divine
judgment. He could not have sent a more wounding dart into Job’s already
broken heart; for is it possible to tell a man anything more heart-rending that
that his father, his mother, or his children have died as the direct punishment of
their sins? One would not say so, even if it should seem to be an obvious fact,
and least of all to a father already sorely tried and brought almost to the grave
with sorrow. Bildad, however, does not rely upon facts, he reasons only à
priori. He does not know that Job’s children were godless; the only ground of
his judgment is the syllogism: Whoever dies a fearful, sudden death must be a
great sinner; God has brought Job’s children to such a death; ergo, etc. Bildad
is zealously affected for God, but without understanding. He is blind to the
truth of experience, in order not to be drawn away from the truth of his
premiss. He does not like to acknowledge anything that furnishes a
contradiction to it. It is this same rationalism of superstition or credulity which
has originated the false doctrine of the decretum absolutum. With the same icy
and unfeeling rigorism with which Calvinism refers the divine rule, and all that
happens upon earth, to the one principle of absolute divine will and pleasure,
in spite of all the contradictions of Scripture and experience, Bildad refers
everything to the principle of the divine justice, and indeed, divine justice in a
judicial sense.

There is also another idea of justice beside this judicial one. Justice, HQDC or
QDC, is in general God’s dealings as ruled by His holiness. Now there is not
only a holy will of God concerning man, which says, Be ye holy, for I am
holy; but also a purpose for the redemption of unholy man springing from the
holy love of God to man. Accordingly justice is either the agreement of God’s
dealings with the will of His holiness manifest in the demands of the law, apart



from redemption, or the agreement of His dealings with the will of His love as
graciously manifested in the gospel; in short, either retributive or redemptive.
If one, as Bildad, in the first sense says, God never acts unjustly, and glaringly
maintains it as universally applicable, the mystery of the divine dispensations
is not made clear thereby, but destroyed. Thus also Job’s suffering is no longer
a mystery: Job suffers what he deserves; and if it cannot be demonstrated, it is
to be assumed in contradiction to all experience. This view of his affliction
does not suffice to pacify Job, in spite of the glorious promises by which it is
set off. His conscience bears him witness that he has not merited such
incomparably heavy affliction; and if we indeed suppose, what we must
suppose, that Job was in favour with God when this suffering came upon him,
then the thought that God deals with him according to his works, perhaps
according to his unacknowledged sins, must be altogether rejected.

God does not punish His own; and when He chastises them, it is not an act of
His retributive justice, but of His disciplinary love. This motive of love,
indeed, belongs to chastisement in common with trial; and the believer who
clearly discerns this love will be able to look upon even the severest affliction
as chastisement without being led astray, because he knows that sin has still
great power in him; and the medicine, if it is designed to heal him, must be
bitter. If, therefore, Bildad had represented Job’s affliction as the chastisement
of divine love, which would humble him in order the more to exalt him, then
Job would have humbled himself, although Bildad might not be altogether in
the right. But Bildad, still further than Eliphaz from weakening the erroneous
supposition of a hostile God which had taken possession of Job’s mind,
represents God’s justice, to which he attributes the death of his children,
instead of His love, as the hand under which Job is to humble himself. Thereby
the comfort which Job’s friend offers becomes to him a torture, and his trial is
made still greater; for his conscience does not accuse him of any sins for which
he should now have an angry instead of a gracious God.

But we cannot even here withhold the confession that the composition of such
a drama would not be possible under the New Testament. The sight of the
suffering of Christ and the future crown has a power in calming the mind,
which makes such an outburst of sorrow as that of Job impossible even under
the strongest temptation. “If the flesh should murmur and cry out, as Christ
even cried out and was feeble,” says Luther in one of his consolatory letters
(Rambach, Kleine Schriften Luthers, S. 627), “the spirit nevertheless is ready
and willing, and with sighings that cannot be uttered will cry: Abba, Father, it
is Thou; Thy rod is hard, but Thou art still Father; I know that of a truth.” And
since the consciousness of sin is as deep as the consciousness of grace, the
Christian will not consider any suffering so severe but that he may have
deserved severer on account of his sins, even though in the midst of his cross



he be unable clearly to recognise the divine love. Even such uncharitable, cold-
hearted consolation as that of Eliphaz and Bildad, which bids him regard the
divine trial as divine chastisement, cannot exasperate him, since he is
conscious of the need for even severer divine chastisement; he need not
therefore allow the uncharitableness of the friend to pass without loving
counter-exhortations.

Hengstenberg observes, in the Excursus to his Commentary on the Psalms, that
the righteousness on which the plea to be heard is based in the Psalms, like
Psa. 17, 18:21 ff., 44:18-23, is indeed a righteousness of conduct resting on
righteousness by faith, and also this again is only to be considered as the
righteousness of endeavour; that moreover their strong tone does not sound
altogether becoming, according to our consciousness. We should expect each
time, as it happens sometimes urgently (e.g., Psa. 143: 2), the other side, —
that human infirmity which still clings to the righteous should be made
prominent, and divine forgiveness for it implored, instead of the plea for
deliverance being based on the incongruity of the affliction with the sufferer’s
consciousness of righteousness towards God. We cannot altogether adopt such
psalms and passages of the Psalms as expressive of our Christian feeling; and
we are scarcely able to read them in public without hesitation when we attempt
it. Whence is this? Hengstenberg replied, “The Old Testament wanted the most
effectual means for producing the knowledge of sin — the contemplation of
the sufferings of Christ. The New Testament, moreover, possesses a more
powerful agency of the Spirit, which does not search more into the depths of
the divine nature than it lays open the depths of sin. Hence in Christian songs
the sense of sin, as it is more independent of outward occasions than formerly,
so it is also more openly disclosed and more delicate in itself; its ground is felt
to lie deeper, and also the particular manifestations. It was good that under the
Old Covenant the cords of sinful conviction were not strung too rightly, as the
full consolation was still not to be found. The gulph closed up again when the
sufferings were gone.” f85

 Such is the actual connection. And this development of the work of
redemption in the history of mankind is repeated in the individual experience
of every believer. As the individual, the further he progresses in the divine life,
becomes the more deeply conscious of the natural depravity of man, and
acquires a keener and still keener perception of its most subtle working; so in
the New Testament, with the disclosure of actual salvation, a deeper insight
into sin is also given. When the infinite depth and extent of the kingdom of
light is unveiled, the veil is for the first time removed from the abyss of the
kingdom of darkness. Had the latter been revealed without the former in the
dispensation before Christ, the Old Testament would have been not only what
it actually was in connection with the then painful consciousness of sin and



death, — a school of severe discipline preparatory to the New Testament, a
school of ardent longing for redemption, — but would have become an abyss
of despair.

Job’s Second Answer. — Job 9-10.

SCHEMA: 6. 6. 6. 10. 10. 9, 8. 9. | 9 (JOB. 9:34-10: 2). 11. 10. 12. 11.

[Then Job began, and said:]

2 Yea, indeed, I know it is thus,
And how should a man be just with God!

3 Should he wish to contend with God,
He could not answer Him one of a thousand.

4 The wise in heart and mighty in strength,
Who hath defied Him and remained unhurt?

Job. 9: 2-4. Job does not (v. 1) refer to what Eliphaz said (Job. 4:17), which
is similar, though still not exactly the same; but “indeed I know it is so” must
be supposed to be an assert to that which Bildad had said immediately before.
The chief thought of Bildad’s speech was, that God does not pervert what is
right. Certainly (�NFMiJF, scilicet, nimirum, like Job. 12: 2), — says Job, as he
ironically confirms this maxim of Bildad’s, — it is so: what God does is
always right, because God does it; how could man maintain that he is in the
right in opposition to God! If God should be willing to enter into controversy
with man, he would not be able to give Him information on one of a thousand
subjects that might be brought into discussion; he would be so confounded, so
disarmed, by reason of the infinite distance of the feeble creature from his
Creator. The attributes (v. 4a) belong not to man (Olshausen), but to God, as
Job. 36: 5. God is wise of heart (BL� = nouÚj) in putting one question after
another, and mighty in strength in bringing to nought every attempt man may
make to maintain his own right; to defy Him (H�FQiHI, to harden, i.e., �RE�O, the
neck), therefore, always tends to the discomfiture of him who dares to bid Him
defiance.

5 Who removeth mountains without their knowing,
That He hath overturned them in His wrath;

6 Who causeth the earth to shake out of its place,
And its pillars to tremble;

7 Who commandeth the sun, and it riseth not,
And sealeth up the stars.



Job. 9: 5-7. w�DFYF JLOWi (v. 5a) may also be translated: without one’s
perceiving it or knowing why; but it is more natural to take the mountains as
the subject. R�EJá, quod, that (not “as,” Ewald, § 333, a), after �DAYF, as
Eze. 20:26, Ecc. 8:12. Even the lofty mountains are quite unconscious of the
change which He effects on them in a moment. Before they are aware that it is
being done, it is over, as the praet. implies; the destructive power of His anger
is irresistible, and effects its purpose suddenly. He causes the earth to start up
from its place (comp. Isa. 13:13) which it occupies in space (Job. 26: 7); and
by being thus set in motion by Him, its pillars tremble, i.e., its internal
foundations (Psa. 104: 5), which are removed from human perception
(Job. 38: 6). It is not the highest mountains, which are rather called the pillars,
as it were the supports, of heaven (Job. 26:11), that are meant. By the same
almighty will He disposes of the sun and stars. The sun is here called SREXE (as
in Jud. 14:18 HSFRiXA with unaccented ah, and as Isa. 19:18 ‘Ir ha-Heres is a
play upon SREXEHA RY�I, HÎliouÂpolij), perhaps from the same root as �wRXF, one
of the poetical names of gold. At His command the sun rises not, and He seals
up the stars, i.e., conceals them behind thick clouds, so that the day becomes
dark, and the night is not made bright. One may with Schultens think of the
Flood, or with Warburton of the Egyptian darkness, and the standing still of
the sun at the word of Joshua; but these are only single historical instances of a
fact here affirmed as a universal experience of the divine power.

8 Who alone spreadeth out the heavens,
And walketh upon the heights of the sea;

9 Who made the Bear, Orion, and the Pleiades,
And the chambers of the south;

10 Who doeth great things past finding out,
And wondrous things without number.

Job. 9: 8-10. Ewald, Hirzel, and others, understand H�ENO (v. 8) according to
Psa. 18:10: He letteth down the clouds of heaven, and walketh on the heights
of the sea of clouds, i.e., high above the towering thunder-clouds. But parallel
passages, such as Isa. 40:22, Psa. 104: 2, and especially Isa. 44:24, show that
v. 8a is to be understood as referring to the creation of the firmament of
heaven; and consequently H�N is to be taken in the sense of expandere, and is
a form of expression naturally occurring in connection with the mention of the
waters which are separated by means of the �YQR. The question arises,
whether �YF here means the sea of waters above the firmament or upon the
earth. According to the idea of the ancients, the waters which descend as rain
have their habitation far away in the infinite expanse of the sky; the ocean of
the sky (Egyptian Nun-pa), through which the sun-god Ra sails every day, is



there. It is possible that “the heights of the sea” here, and perhaps also “the
roots of the sea” (Job. 36:30), may mean this ocean of the sky, as Hahn and
Schlottmann suppose. But it is not necessary to adopt such an explanation, and
it is moreover hazardous, since this conception of the celestial qaÂlassa is not
found elsewhere (apart from Rev. 4: 6, 15: 2, 22: 1). Why may not YT�MæbF,
which is used of the heights of the clouds (Isa. 14:14), be used also of the
waves of the sea which mount up towards heaven (Psa. 107:26)? God walks
over them as man walks on level ground (LXX peripatwÚn eÏpiÃ qalaÂsshj wÎj
eÏp� eÏdaÂfouj); they rise or lie calmly beneath His feel according to His
almighty will (comp. Hab. 3:15).

Job next describes God as the Creator of the stars, by introducing a
constellation of the northern (the Bear), one of the southern (Orion), and one of
the eastern sky (the Pleiades). ��F, contracted from ��FNi, Arabic naèsÔ, a bier, is
the constellation of seven stars (septentrio or septentriones) in the northern
sky. The Greater and the Lesser Bear form a square, which the Arabs regarded
as a bier; the three other stars, benaÑth nèasch, i.e., daughters of the bier (comp.
Job. 38:32), seem to be the mourners. LYSIki is Orion chained to the sky, which
the ancients regarded as a powerful giant, and also as an insolent, foolish
fellow f86 (K. O. Müller, Kleine deutsche Schriften, ii. 125). HMFYkI is the
Pleiades, a constellation consisting of seven large and other smaller stars,
Arabic turayyaÑ, which, like the Hebrew (comp. Arab. kuÑmat, cumulus),
signifies the heap, cluster (vid., Job. 38:31), and is compared by the Persian
poets to a bouquet formed of jewels. It is the constellation of seven stars,
whose rising and setting determined the commencement and end of their
voyages (pleiaÂj, probably = constellation of navigation), and is to be
distinguished from the northern septentriones. �MFYT� YR�DiXA are, according to
the Targ., the chambers of the constellations on the south side of the heavens,
as also most expositors explain them (Mercier: sidera quae sunt in altero
hemisphaerio versus alterum polum antarcticum), according to which �MFYt�, or
written defectively �MFt�, would therefore be equivalent to �MT YBKWK; or
perhaps, in a more general meaning, the regions of the southern sky
(penetralia), which are veiled, or altogether lost to view (Hirzel). In v. 10, Job
says, almost verbatim, what Eliphaz had said (Job. 5:10). Job agrees with the
friends in the recognition of the power of God, and intentionally describes
those phases of it which display its terrible majesty. But while the friends
deduce from this doctrine the duty of a humble deportment on the part of the
sufferer, Job uses it to support the cheerless truth that human right can never be
maintained in opposition to the absolute God.

11 Behold, He goeth by me and I see not,
And passeth by and I perceive Him not.



12 Behold, He taketh away, who will hold Him back?
Who will say to Him: What doest Thou?

13 Eloah restraineth not His anger,
The helpers of Rahab stoop under Him —   

14 How much less that I should address Him,
That I should choose the right words in answer to Him;

15 Because, though I were right, I could not answer, —   
To Him as my Judge I must make supplication.

Job. 9:11-15. God works among men, as He works in nature, with a supreme
control over all, invisibly, irresistibly, and is not responsible to any being
(Isa. 45: 9). He does not turn or restrain His anger without having
accomplished His purpose. This is a proposition which, thus broadly
expressed, is only partially true, as is evident from Psa. 78:38. The helpers of
Rahab must bow themselves under Him. It is not feasible to understand this in
a general sense, as meaning those who are ready with boastful arrogance to
yield succour to any against God. The form of expression which follows in v.
14, “much less I,” supports the assumption that BHARA YR�Zi�O refers to some well-
known extraordinary example of wicked enterprise which had been frustrated,
notwithstanding the gigantic strength by which it was supported; and wXXá�F
may be translated by the present tense, since a familiar fact is used as
synonymous with the expression of an universal truth. Elsewhere Rahab as a
proper name denotes Egypt (Psa. 87: 4), but it cannot be so understood here,
because direct references to events in the history of Israel are contrary to the
character of the book, which, with remarkable consistency, avoids everything
that is at all Israelitish. But how has Egypt obtained the name of Rahab? It is
evident from Isa. 30: 7 that it bears this name with reference to its deeds of
prowess; but from Psa. 89:11, Isa. 51: 9, it is evident that Rahab properly
denotes a sea-monster, which has become the symbol of Egypt, like tann−Ñn and
leviathan elsewhere. This signification of the word is also supported by
Job. 26:12, where the LXX actually translate khtoj, as here with remarkable
freedom, uÎp� auÏtouÚ eÏkaÂmfqhsan khÂth taÃ uÎp� ouÏranoÂn. It is not clear whether
these “sea-monsters” denote rebels cast down into the sea beneath the sky, or
chained upon the sky; but at any rate the consciousness of a distinct
mythological meaning in BHR YRZ� is expressed by this translation (as also in
the still freer translation of Jerome, et sub quo curvantur qui portant orbem);
probably a myth connected with such names of the constellations as KhÚtoj and
PriÂstij (Ewald, Hirz., Schlottm.). The poesy of the book of Job even in other
places does not spurn mythological allusions; and the phrase before us reminds
one of the Hindu myth of Indras’ victory over the dark demon Vritras, who



tries to delay the descent of rain, and over his helpers. In Vritras, as in BHR,
there is the idea of hostile resistance.

Job compares himself, the feeble one, to these mythical titanic powers in v. 14.
YkI �JA (properly: even that), or even �JA alone (Job. 4:19), signifies, according
as the connection introduces a climax or anti-climax, either quanto magis or
quanto minus, as here: how much less can I, the feeble one, dispute with Him!
R�EJá, v. 15, is best taken, as in Job. 5: 5, in the signification quoniam. The
part. Poel Y�IPi�OMi we should more correctly translate “my disputant” than “my
judge;” it is Poel which Ewald appropriately styles the conjugation of attack:
�P�W�O, judicando vel litigando aliquem petere; comp. Ges. § 55, 1. The part.
Kal denotes a judge, the part. Poel one who is accuser and judge at the same
time. On such Poel-forms from strong roots, vid., on Psa. 109:10, where
wedoÔrschu is to be read, and therefore it is written w�RiDæWi in correct Codices.

16 If when I called He really answered,
I could not believe that He would hearken to me;

17 He would rather crush me in a tempest,
And only multiply my wounds without cause;

18 He would not suffer me to take my breath,
But would fill me with bitter things.

19 If it is a question of the strength of the strong — : “Behold here!”
And if of right — : “Who will challenge me?”

20 Where I in the right, my mouth must condemn me;
Were I innocent, He would declare me guilty.

Job. 9:16-20. The answer of God when called upon, i.e., summoned, is
represented in v. 16a as an actual result (praet. followed by fut. consec.),
therefore v. 16b cannot be intended to express: I could not believe that He
answers me, but: I could not believe that He, the answerer, would hearken to
me; His infinite exaltation would not permit such condescension. The R�J
which follows, v. 17a, signifies either quippe qui or quoniam; both shades of
meaning are after all blended, as in v. 15. The question arises here whether
�W� signifies conterere, or as cognate form with �J$, inhiare,  — a question
also of importance in the exposition of the Protevangelium. There are in all
only three passages in which it occurs: here, Gen. 3:15, and Psa. 139:11. In
Psa. 139:11 the meaning conterere is unsuitable, but even the signification
inhiare can only be adopted for want of a better: perhaps it may be explained
by comparison with ��C, in the sense of obvelare, or as a denominative from
��ENE (the verb of which, ��N, is kindred to B�N, ��N, flare) in the signification



obtenebrare. In Gen. 3:15, if regarded superficially, the meaning inhiare and
conterere are alike suitable, but the meaning inhiare deprives that utterance of
God of its prophetic character, which has been recognised from the beginning;
and the meaning conterere, contundere, is strongly supported by the
translations. We decide in favour of this meaning also in the present passage,
with the ancient translations (LXX eÏktriÂyhÙ, Targ. Qd�QiDAMi, comminuens).
Moreover, it is the meaning most generally supported by a comparison with
the dialects, whereas the signification inhiare can only be sustained by
comparison with �J$ and the Arabic saÑfa (to sniff, track by scent, to smell);
besides, “to assail angrily” (Hirz., Ewald) is an inadmissible contortion of
inhiare, which signifies in a hostile sense “to seize abruptly” (Schlottm.),
properly to snatch, to desire to seize.

Translate therefore: He would crush me in a tempest and multiply
(multiplicaret), etc., would not let me take breath (respirare), but (YkI, Ges. §
155, 1, e. a.) fill me (YNI�AYbIViYA, with Pathach with Rebia mugrasch) with bitter
things (�YRIROmiMA, with Dag. dirimens, which gives the word a more pathetic
expression). The meaning of v. 19 is that God stifles the attempt to maintain
one’s right in the very beginning by His being superior to the creature in
strength, and not entering into a dispute with him concerning the right. Hn�HI
(for YNIn�HI as Hy�Já, Job. 15:23, for WyOJA): see, here I am, ready for the contest, is
the word of God, similar to quis citare possit me (in Jer. 49:19, 50:44), which
sounds as an echo of this passage. The creature must always be in the wrong,
— a thought true in itself, in connection with which Job forgets that God’s
right in opposition to the creature is also always the true objective right. YpI,
with suffix, accented to indicate its logical connection, as Job. 15: 6: my own
mouth. f87

 In YNI��Qi�iyAWA the Chirek of the Hiphil is shortened to a Sheva, as 1Sa. 17:25;
vid., Ges. § 53, rem. 4. The subject is God, not “my mouth” (Schlottm.):
supposing that I were innocent, He would put me down as one morally wrong
and to be rejected.

21 Whether I am innocent, I know not myself,
My life is offensive to me.

22 There is one thing — therefore I maintain — :
The innocent and wicked He destroyeth.

23 If the scourge slay suddenly,
He laugheth at the melting away of the innocent.



24 Countries are given into the hand of the wicked;
The countenance of its rulers He veileth —   

Is it not so, who else doeth it?

Job. 9:21-24. Ver. 21 is usually considered to be an affirmation of innocence
on the part of Job, though without effect, and even at the peril of his own
destruction: “I am innocent, I boldly say it even with scorn of my life”
(Schnurr., Hirz., Ewald, Schlottm.). But although Y�IPiNA �DAJ� JLO may mean: I
care nothing for my soul, i.e., my life (comp. Gen. 39: 6), its first meaning
would be: I know not my soul, i.e., myself; and this sense is also quite in
accordance with the context. He is innocent, but the contradiction between his
lot and his innocence seems to show that his self-consciousness is deceptive,
and makes him a mystery to himself, leads him astray respecting himself; and
having thus become a stranger to himself, he abhors this life of seeming
contradictions, for which he desires nothing less than its long continuance
(vid., Job. 7:16). The JYHI TXAJA which follows we do not explain: “it is all the
same to me whether I live or not,” but: it is all one whether man is innocent or
not. He himself is a proof of this; therefore he maintains, etc. It is, however,
also possible that this expression, which is similar in meaning to Ecc. 9: 2
(there is one event, DXJ HRQM, to the righteous and to the wicked), and is
well translated in the Targ. by JYH JLYKM JDX (there is one measure of
retribution, JLYKM = HdFMI, meÂtron, Mat. 7: 2), refers to what follows, and that
“therefore I maintain” is parenthetical (like YTRMJ, Psa. 119:57; RMJ YL,
Isa. 45:24), and we have translated it accordingly. There is certainly a kind of
suspense, and �K�L� introduces an assertion of Job, which is founded upon
the fact of the continuance of his own misfortune, — an assertion which he
advances in direct contradiction to the friends, and which is expressly censured
by Elihu.

In vv. 23 f., by some striking examples, he completes the description of that
which seems to be supported by the conflict he is called to endure. �W�O, a
scourge, signifies a judgment which passes over a nation (Isa. 28:15). It swept
off the guiltless as well, and therefore Job concludes that God delights in HsFMA,
peirasmoÂj, trial (compare above, p. 248, note), or perhaps more correctly the
melting away (from SSAMF, as Job. 6:14) of the guiltless, i.e., their dissolution in
anguish and dismay, their wearing away and despondency. Jerome rightly
remarks that in the whole book Job says nihil asperius than what he says in v.
23. Another example in favour of his disconsolate JYH TXJ is that whole
lands are given into the hand of the wicked: the monarch is an evil man, and
the countenance of their judges He (God) covers, so that they do not
distinguish between right and wrong, nor decide in favour of the former rather



than of the latter. God himself is the final cause of the whole: if not, i.e., if it is
not so, who can it then be that causes it? WPOJ� (four times in the book of Job
instead of the usual form JWPOJ�) is, according to the current opinion, placed
per hyperbaton in the conditional instead of the interrogative clause; and YM
WPJ are certainly not, with Hirzel, to be taken together. There is, however, not
a proper hyperbaton, but WPJ here gives intensity to the question; though not
directly as Job. 17:15 (Ges. § 153, 2), but only indirectly, by giving intensity to
that which introduces the question, as Job. 24:25 and Gen. 27:37; translate
therefore: if it really is not so (comp. the Homeric expression eiÏ d� aÏÂge). It is
indisputable that God, and no one else, is the final cause of this misery,
apparently so full of contradiction, which meets us in the history of mankind,
and which Job now experiences for himself.

25 My days were swifter than a runner,
They fled away without seeing prosperity,

26 They shot by as ships of reeds,
As an eagle which dasheth upon its prey.

27 If my thought is: I will forget my complaint,
I will give up my dark looks and look cheerful;

28 I shudder at all my pains,
I feel that Thou dost not pronounce me innocent.

Job. 9:25-28. Such, as described in the preceding strophe, is the lot of the
innocent in general, and such (this is the connection) is also Job’s lot: his
swiftly passing life comes to an end amidst suffering, as that of an evil-doer
whom God cuts off in judgment. In the midst of his present sufferings he has
entirely forgotten his former prosperity; it is no happiness to him, because the
very enjoyment of it makes the loss of it more grievous to bear. The days of
prosperity are gone, have passed swiftly away without HBW�, i.e., without
lasting prosperity. They have been swifter �RF YnIMI. By reference to Job. 7: 6,
this might be considered as a figure borrowed from the weaver’s loom, since in
the Coptic the threads of the weft (fila subteminis) which are wound round the
shuttle are called “runners” (vid., Ges. Thesaurus); but Rosenmüller has
correctly observed that, in order to describe the fleetness of his life, Job brings
together that which is swiftest on land (the runners or couriers), in water (fast-
sailing ships), and in the air (the swooping eagle). ��I, v. 26a, signifies, in
comparison with, aeque ac. But we possess only a rather uncertain tradition as
to the kind of vessels meant by HBEJ� TWYNJ. Jerome translates, after the Targ.:
naves poma portantes, by which one may understand the small vessels,
according to Edrisi, common on the Dead Sea, in which corn and different



kinds of fruits were carried from Zoar to Jericho and to other regions of the
Jordan (Stickel, S. 267); but if HBJ were connected with BJ�, we might rather
expect HbEJI, after the form HªEJI (from �J�), instead of HBEJ�. Others derive the
word from HBFJF, avere: ships of desire, i.e., full-rigged and ready for sea
(Gecatilia in Ges. Thes. suppl. p. 62), or struggling towards the goal (Kimchi),
or steering towards (Zamora), and consequently hastening to (Symmachuc,
speudouÂsaij), the harbour; but independently of the explanation not being
suited to the description, it should then be accented eÑbeÔh, after the form HDEN�,
HCEQ�, instead of eÑbeÈh. The explanation, ships of hostility (Syr. f88), i.e., ships
belonging to pirates or freebooters, privateers, which would suit the subject
well, is still less admissible with the present pointing of the text, as it must then
be HBFJ� (HBFYJ�), with which the Egyptian uba, against, and adverse
(contrarius), may be compared. According to Abulwalid (Parchon, Raschi),
HBJ is the name of a large river near the scene of the book of Job; which may
be understood as either the Babylonian name for river Arab. ‘bby, or the
Abyssinian name of the Nile, abaÑï; and HBEJ� may be compared with HNEBiLI in
relation to the Arabic, lubna. But a far more satisfactory explanation is the one
now generally received, according to the comparison with the Arabic abaÑèun, a
reed (whence abaa-t-un, a reed, a so-called n. unitatis): ships made from reeds,
like JMEGO YL�ki, Isa. 18: 2, vessels of papyrus, bariÂdej papuÂrinai. In such small
ships, with Egyptian tackling, they used to travel as far as Taprobane. These
canoes were made to fold together, plicatiles, so that they could be carried past
the cataracts; Heliodorus describes them as oÏcudromwÂtata. f89

The third figure is the eagle, which swoops down upon its prey; Vw�, like
Chaldee Sw�, by which the Targ. translates �X, Hab. 1: 8; Grätz’ conjecture of
�W�Y (which is intended to mean flutters) is superfluous. Just as unnecessary is
it, with Olshausen, to change YRIMiJF �JI into YTRMJ �J: “if my saying
(thinking)” is equivalent to, “as often as I say (think).” �YNP is here (as in the
German phrase, ein Gesicht machen) an ill-humoured, distorted, wry face.
When Job desires to give up this look of suffering and be cheerful (GYLBH, like
Job. 10:20, hilaritatem prae se ferre, vultum hilarem induere), the certainty
that he is not favoured of God, and consequently that he cannot be delivered
from his sufferings, all his anguish in spite of his struggles against it comes
ever afresh before his mind. It is scarcely necessary to remark that YNQNT is
addressed to God, not to Bildad. It is important to notice that Job does not
speak of God without at the same time looking up to Him as in prayer.
Although he feels rejected of God, he still remains true to God. In the
following strophe he continues to complain of God, but without denying Him.



29 If I am wicked, why do I exert myself in vain?

30 If I should wash myself with snow water,
And make my hands clean with lye,

31 Then thou wouldst plunge me into the pit,
And my clothes would abhor me.

32 For He is not a man as I, that I should answer Him,
That we should go together to judgment.

33 There is not an arbitrator between us
Who should lay his hand upon us both.

Job. 9:29-33. The clause with strongly accented “I” affirms that in relation
to God is from the first, and unchangeably, a wicked, i.e., guilty, man
(Psa. 109: 7) (��ARF, to be a wicked man, means either to act as such
[Job. 10:15], or to appear as such, be accounted as such, as here and Job. 10: 7;
Hiph., v. 20, to condemn). Why, therefore, should he vainly (LBEHE, acc. adv.,
like breath, useless) exert himself by crying for help, and basing his plaint on
his innocence? In v. 30a the Chethib is WMOBi, the Keri YM�Bi, as the reverse in
Isa. 25:10; mo itself appears in the signification water (Egyptian muau), in the
proper names Moab and Moshe (according to Jablonsky, ex aqua servatus); in
WMB, however, the mo may be understood according to Ges. § 103, 2. This is
the meaning — no cleansing, even though he should use snow and RbO (a
vegetable alkali), i.e., not even the best-grounded self-justification can avail
him, for God would still bring it to pass, that his clearly proved innocence
should change to the most horrible impurity. Ewald, Rödiger, and others
translate incorrectly: my clothes would make me disgusting. The idea is tame.
The Piel B��tI signifies elsewhere in the book (Job. 19:19, 30:10) to abhor, not
to make abhorrent; and the causative meaning is indeed questionable, for
B��TFMi (Isa. 49: 7) signifies loathing, as HsEKAMi (Job. 23:18) covering, and
Eze. 16:25 certainly borders on the signification “to make detestable,” but
B�T may also be in the primary meaning, abominari, the strongest expression
for that contempt of the beauty bestowed by God which manifests itself by
prostitution. Translate: My clothes would abhor me; which does not mean: I
should be disgusted with myself (Hirzel); Job is rather represented as naked;
him, the naked one, God would — says he — so plunge into the pit that his
clothes would conceive a horror of him, i.e., start back in terror at the idea of
being put on and defiled by such a horrible creature (Schlottm., Oehler). For
God is not his equal, standing on the same level with him: He, the Absolute
Being, is accuser and judge in one person; there is between them no arbitrator
who (or that he) should lay, etc. Mercier correctly explains: impositio manus



est potestatis signum; the meaning therefore is: qui utrumque nostrum velut
manu imposita coerceat.

 34 Let Him take away His rod from me,
And let His terrors not stupify me.

 35 Then I would speak and not fear Him,
For not thus do I stand with myself.

10: 1 My soul is full of disgust with my life,
Therefore I will freely utter my complaint;

I will speak in the bitterness of my soul.

2 I will say to Eloah: Condemn me not;
Let me know wherefore Thou contendest with me!

Job. 9:34-10: 2. The two Optatives, v. 34 f., as is frequently the case with
the Imper., are followed by the Cohortative as the conclusion (HRFbiDAJá,
therefore will I speak; whereas HRBDJW might be equivalent to, in order that I
may speak) of a conditional antecedent clause. �BE�� is here the rod with which
God smites Job; comp. Job. 13:21. If God would only remove his pain from
him for a brief space, so that he might recover himself for self-defence, and if
He would not stifle his words as they come freely forth from his lips by
confronting him with His overwhelming majesty, then he would fearlessly
express himself; for “not thus am I in myself,” i.e., I am not conscious of such
a moral condition as compels me to remain dumb before Him. However, we
must inquire whether, according to the context, this special reference and
shade of meaning is to be given to �K�JL. There is a use of �K = nothing,
when accompanied by a gesture expressive of contemptuous rejection,
Num. 13:33 (�K�WMK, Isa. 51: 6, as nothing); f90 and a use of �K�JL = not only
so = not so small, so useless, 2Sa. 23: 5, accompanied by a gesture expressive
of the denial of such contempt, according to which the present passage may
probably be explained: I am in myself, i.e., according to the testimony of my
conscience, not so, i.e., not so morally worthless and devoid of right.

His self-consciousness makes him desire that the possibility of answering for
himself might be granted him; and since he is weary of life, and has renounced
all claim for its continuance, he will at least give his complaints free course,
and pray the Author of his sufferings that He would not permit him to die the
death of the wicked, contrary to the testimony of his own conscience. H�FQiNF is
equivalent to H«FQONF, Eze. 6: 9, after the usual manner of the contraction of
double Ayin verbs (Gen. 11: 6, 7; Isa. 19: 3; Jud. 5: 5; Eze. 41: 7; vid., Ges. §
67, rem. 11); it may nevertheless be derived directly from �QANF, for this
secondary verb formed from the Niph. �QONF is supported by the Aramaic. In



like manner, in Gen. 17:11 perhaps a secondary verb LMANF, and certainly in
Gen. 9:19 and Isa. 23: 3 a secondary verb �PANF (1Sa. 13:11), formed from the
Niph. �PONF (Gen. 10:18), is to be supposed; for the contraction of the Niphal
form HMFWQONF into HMFQiNF is impossible; and the supposition which has been
advanced, of a root �CP = �WP in the signification diffundere, dissipare is
unnecessary. His soul is disgusted (fastidio affecta est, or fastidit) with his life,
therefore he will give free course to his plaint (comp. Job. 7:11). YLA�F is not
super or de me, but, as Job. 30:16, in me; it belongs to the Ego, as an
expression of spontaneity: I in myself, since the Ego is the subject,
uÎpokeiÂmenon, of his individuality (Psychol. S. 151 f.). The inner man is meant,
which has the Ego over or in itself; from this the complaint shall issue forth as
a stream without restraint; not, however, a mere gloomy lamentation over his
pain, but a supplicatory complaint directed to God respecting the peculiar pang
of his suffering, viz., this stroke which seems to come upon him from his Judge
(BYRI, seq. acc., as Isa. 27: 8), without his being conscious of that for which he
is accounted guilty.

3 Doth it please Thee when Thou oppressest,
That Thou rejectest the work of Thy hands,

While Thou shinest upon the counsel of the wicked?

4 Hast Thou eyes of flesh,
Or seest Thou as a mortal seeth?

5 Are Thy days as the days of a mortal,
Or Thy years as man’s days,

6 That Thou seekest after my iniquity,
And searchest after my sin?

7 Although Thou knowest that I am not a wicked man,
And there is none that can deliver out of Thy hand.

Job. 10: 3-7. There are three questions by which Job seeks to exhaust every
possible way of accounting for his sufferings as coming from God. These
attempts at explanation, however, are at once destroyed, because they proceed
upon conceptions which are unworthy of God, and opposed to His nature.
Firstly, Whether it gives Him pleasure (BW�O, agreeable, as Job. 13: 9) when He
oppresses, when He despises, i.e., keeps down forcibly or casts from Him as
hateful (SJAMF, as Psa. 89:39, Isa. 54: 6) the work of His hand; while, on the
contrary, He permits light to shine from above upon the design of the wicked,
i.e., favours it? Man is called the �AYGIYi of the divine hands, as though he were
elaborated by them, because at his origin (Gen. 2: 7), the continuation of which
is the development in the womb (Psa. 139:15), he came into existence in a



remarkable manner by the directly personal, careful, and, so to speak, skilful
working of God. That it is the morally innocent which is here described, may
be seen not only from the contrast (v. 3c), but also from the fact that he only
can be spoken of as oppressed and rejected. Moreover, “the work of Thy
hands” involves a negative reply to the question. Such an unloving mood of
self-satisfaction is contrary to the bounty and beneficence of that love to which
man owes his existence. Secondly, Whether God has eyes of flesh, i.e., of
sense, which regard only the outward appearance, without an insight into the
inner nature, or whether He sees as mortals see, i.e., judges, kataÃ thÃn saÂrka
(Joh. 8:15)? Mercier correctly: num ex facie judicas, ut affectibus ducaris more
hominum. This question also supplies its own negative; it is based upon the
thought that God lookest on the heart (1Sa. 16: 7). Thirdly, Whether His life is
like to the brevity of man’s life, so that He is not able to wait until a man’s sin
manifests itself, but must institute such a painful course of investigation with
him, in order to extort from him as quickly as possible a confession of it?
Suffering appears here to be a means of inquisition, which is followed by the
final judgment when the guilt is proved. What is added in v. 7 puts this
supposition aside also as inconceivable. Such a mode of proceeding may be
conceived of in a mortal ruler, who, on account of his short-sightedness, seeks
to bring about by severe measures that which was at first only conjecture, and
who, from the apprehension that he may not witness that vengeance in which
he delights, hastens forward the criminal process as much as possible, in order
that his victim may not escape him. God, however, to whom belongs absolute
knowledge and absolute power, would act thus, although, etc. L�A, although,
notwithstanding (proceeding from the signification, besides, insuper), as
Job. 17:16 (Isa. 53: 9), 34: 6. God knows even from the first that he (Job) will
not appear as a guilty person (��ARF, as in Job. 9:29); and however that may be,
He is at all events sure of him, for nothing escapes the hand of God.

That operation of the divine love which is first echoed in “the labour of Thy
hands,” is taken up in the following strophe, and, as Job contemplates it, his
present lot seems to him quite incomprehensible.

8 Thy hands have formed and perfected me
Altogether round about, and Thou hast now swallowed me up!

9 Consider now, that Thou has perfected me as clay,
And wilt Thou turn me again into dust?

10 Hast Thou not poured me out as milk,
And curdled me as curd?

11 With skin and flesh hast Thou clothed me,
And Thou hast intertwined me with bones and sinews;



12 Life and favour Thou hast shown me,
And thy care hath guarded my breath.

Job. 10: 8-12. The development of the embryo was regarded by the
Israelitish Chokma as one of the greatest mysteries (Ecc. 11: 5; 2 Macc.
7:22 f.). There are two poetical passages which treat explicitly of this
mysterious existence: this strophe of the book of Job, and the Psalm by David,
Psa. 139:13-16 (Psychol. S. 210). The assertion of Scheuchzer, Hoffmann, and
Oetinger, that these passages of Scripture “include, and indeed go beyond, all
recent systemata generationis,” attributes to Scripture a design of imparting
instruction, — a purpose which is foreign to it. Scripture nowhere attempts an
analysis of the workings of nature, but only traces them back to their final
cause. According to the view of Scripture, a creative act similar to the creation
of Adam is repeated at the origin of each individual; and the continuation of
development according to natural laws is not less the working of God than the
creative planting of the very beginning. Thy hands, says Job, have formed
(Bc��I, to cut, carve, fashion; cognate are BCAXF, BCAQF, without the
accompanying notion of toil, which makes this word specially appropriate, as
describing the fashioning of the complicated nature of man) and perfected me.
We do not translate: made; for HVF�F stands in the same relation to JRB and
RCY as perficere to creare and fingere (Gen. 2: 2; Isa. 43: 7). DXAYA refers to the
members of the body collectively, and BYBISF to the whole form. The perfecting
as clay implies three things: the earthiness of the substance, the origin of man
without his knowledge and co-operation, and the moulding of the shapeless
substance by divine power and wisdom. The primal origin of man, de limo
terrae (Job. 33: 6; Psa. 139:15), is repeated in the womb. The figures which
follow (v. 10) describe this origin, which being obscure is all the more
mysterious, and glorifies the power of God the more. The sperma is likened to
milk; the ¥YtIHI (used elsewhere of smelting), which Seb. Schmid rightly
explains rem colliquatam fundere et immittere in formam aliquam, refers to the
nisus formativus which dwells in it. The embryo which is formed from the
sperma is likened to HNFYBIgi, which means in all the Semitic dialects cheese
(curd). “As whey” (Ewald, Hahn) is not suitable; whey does not curdle; in
making cheese it is allowed to run off from the curdled milk. “As cream”
(Schlottm.) is not less incorrect; cream is not lac coagulatum, which the word
signifies. The embryo forming itself from the sperma is like milk which is
curdled and beaten into shape.

The consecutio temporum, moreover, must be observed here. It is, for example,
incorrect to translate, with Ewald: Dost Thou not let me flow away like milk,
etc. Job looks back to the beginning of his life; the four clauses, vv. 10, 11,
under the control of the first two verbs (v. 8), which influence the whole



strophe, are also retrospective in meaning. The futt. are consequently like
synchronous imperff.; as, then, v. 12 returns to perff., v. 11 describes the
development of the embryo to the full-grown infant, on which Grotius
remarks: Hic ordo est in genitura: primum pellicula fit, deinde in ea caro,
duriora paulatim accedunt, and by v. 12, the manifestations of divine
goodness, not only in the womb, but from the beginning of life and onwards,
are intended. The expression “Life and favour (this combination does not
occur elsewhere) hast Thou done to me” is zeugmatic: He has given him life,
and sustained that life amidst constant proofs of favour; His care has guarded
the spirit (XAwR), by which his frame becomes a living and self-conscious
being. This grateful retrospect is interspersed with painful reflections, in which
Job gives utterance to his feeling of the contrast between the manifestation of
the divine goodness which he had hitherto experienced and his present
condition. As in v. 8b., YNI��liBAtiWA, which Hirzel wrongly translates: and wilt
now destroy me; it is rather: and hast now swallowed me up, i.e., drawn me
down into destruction, as it were brought me to nought; or even, if in the fut.
consec., as is frequently the case, the consecutive and not the aorist
signification preponderates: and now swallowest me up; and in v. 9 (where,
though not clear from the syntax, it is clear from the substance that YNBY�T is
not to be understood as an imperfect, like the futt. in vv. 10 f.): wilt Thou cause
me to become dust again? The same tone is continued in the following strophe.
Thus graciously has he been brought into being, and his life sustained, in order
that he may come to such a terrible end.

13 And such Thou hast hidden in Thy heart,
I perceive that this was in Thy mind:

14 If I should sin, Thou wouldst take note of it,
And not acquit me of my iniquity.

15 If I should act wickedly, woe unto me!
And were I righteous, I should not lift up my head,

Being full of shame and conscious of my misery.

16 And were I to raise it, Thou wouldst hunt me as a lion,
And ever display on me Thy wondrous power,

17 Thou wouldst ever bring fresh witnesses against me,
And increase Thy wrath against me,

I should be compelled to withstand continuously advancing troops and a host.

Job. 10:13-17. This manifestation of divine goodness which Job has
experienced from the earliest existence seems to him, as he compares his
present lot of suffering with it, to have served as a veil to a hidden purpose of a
totally opposite character. That purpose — to make this life, which has been so



graciously called into existence and guarded thus far, the object of the severest
and most condemning visitation — is now manifest. Both HlEJ� and TJZO refer
to what is to follow: ¥mF�I TJZO used of the thought conceived, the purpose
cherished, as Job. 23:14, 27:11. All that follows receives a future colouring
from this principal clause, “This is what Thou hadst designed to do,” which
rules the strophe. Thus v. 14a is to be rendered: If I had sinned, Thou wouldst
have kept me in remembrance, properly custodies me, which is here equivalent
to custoditurus eras me. RM$, with the acc. of the person, according to
Psa. 130: 3 (where it is followed by the acc. of the sin), is to be understood: to
keep any one in remembrance, i.e., to mark him as sinful (Hirzel). This appears
more appropriate than rigide observaturus eras me (Schlottm.). YNTRM�W,
according to Ges. § 121, 4, might be taken for YL TRM�W (viz., YTIJ«FXA); but
this is unnecessary, and we have merely translated it thus for the sake of
clearness. His infirmities must not be passed by unpunished; and if he should
act wickedly (��ARF, of malignant sin, in distinction from J�X), woe unto him
(comp. ouÏaiÂ moi, 1Co. 9:16). According to the construction referred to above,
YTQDCW is praet. hypotheticum (Ges. § 155, 4, a); and the conclusion follows
without waw apodosis: If I had acted rightly, I should not have raised my head,
being full of shame and conscious of my misery. The adjectives are not in
apposition to Y�JR (Böttcher), but describe the condition into which he would
be brought, instead of being able (according to the ethical principle, Gen. 4: 7)
to raise his head cheerfully. HJ�Ri constr. of HJERF, as �BAVi or �AB�VF. It is
needless, with Pisc., Hirz., Böttch., and Ewald, to alter it to HJ�RO, since HJERF is
verbal adjective like HPEYF, HKENF, H�EQF. Moreover, HJ�Riw cannot be imperative
(Rosenm., De Wette); for although imperatives, joined by waw to sentences of
a different construction, do occur (Psa. 77: 2; 2Sa. 21: 3), such an exclamation
would destroy the connection and tone of the strophe in the present case.

Ver. 16. HJEGiYI is hypothetical, like YTQDCW, but put in the future form, because
referring to a voluntary act (Ewald, § 357, b): and if it (the head) would
(nevertheless) exalt itself (HJG, to raise proudly or in joyous self-
consciousness), then (without waw apod., which is found in other passages,
e.g., Job. 22:28) Thou wouldst hunt me like a shachal (vid., Job. 4:10), — Job
likens God to the lion (as Hos. 5:14, 13: 7), and himself to the prey which the
lion pursues, — Thou wouldst ever anew show Thyself wonderful at my
expense (B�OtF, voluntative form, followed by a future with which it is
connected adverbially, Ges. § 142, 3, b; JlFpATitI, with aÑ in the last syllable,
although not in pause, as Num. 19:12; Ewald, § 141, c.), i.e., wonderful in
power, and inventive by ever new forms off suffering, by which I should be
compelled to repent this haughtiness. The witnesses (�YDI��) that God



continually brings forth afresh against him are his sufferings (vid., Job. 16: 8),
which, while he is conscious of his innocence, declare him to be a sinner; for
Job, like the friends, cannot think of suffering and sin otherwise than as
connected one with the other: suffering is partly the result of sin, and partly it
sets the mark of sin on the man who is no sinner. BREtE (fut. apoc. Hiph. Ges. §
75, rem. 15) is also the voluntative form: Thou wouldst multiply, increase Thy
malignity against me. ��I, contra, as also in other passages with words
denoting strife and war, Job. 13:19, 23: 6, 31:13; or where the context implies
hostility, Psa. 55:19, 94:16. The last line is a clause by itself consisting of
nouns. JBFCFWi TWPOYLIXá is considered by all modern expositors as hendiadys, as
Mercier translates: impetor variis et sibi succedentibus malorum agminibus;
and JBC is mostly taken collectively. Changes and hosts = hosts continuously
dispersing themselves, and always coming on afresh to the attack. But is not
this form of expression unnatural? By TWPYLX Job means the advancing
troops, and by JBC the main body of the army, from which they are
reinforced; the former stands first, because the thought figuratively expressed
in �DXT and BRT is continued (comp. Job. 19:12): the enmity of God is
manifested against him by ever fresh sufferings, which are added to the one
chief affliction. Böttcher calls attention to the fact that all the lines from v. 14
end in −Ñ, a rhythm formed by the inflection, which is also continued in v. 18.
This repetition of the pronominal suffix gives intensity to the impression that
these manifestations of the divine wrath have special reference to himself
individually.

18 And wherefore hast Thou brought me forth out of the womb?
I should have expired, that no eye had seen me,

19 I should have been as though I had never been,
Carried from the womb to the grave.

20 Are not my days few? then cease
And turn from me, that I may become a little cheerful,

21 Before I go to return no more
Into the land of darkness and of the shadow of death,

22 The land of deep darkness like to midnight,
Of the shadow of death and of confusion,

And which is bright like midnight.

Job. 10:18-22. The question Wherefore? v. 18a, is followed by futt. as modi
conditionales (Ges. § 127, 5) of that which would and should have happened,
if God had not permitted him to be born alive: I should have expired, prop. I
ought to have expired, being put back to the time of birth (comp. Job. 3:13,



where the praet. more objectively expressed what would then have happened).
These modi condit. are continued in v. 19: I should have been (sc. in the
womb) as though I had not been (comp. the short elliptical f91 expression,
Obad. 1:16), i.e., as one who had scarcely entered upon existence, and that
only of the earliest (as at conception); I should have been carried (LBAwH, as
Job. 21:32) from the womb (without seeing the light as one born alive) to the
grave. This detestation of his existence passes into the wish, v. 20, that God
would be pleased at least somewhat to relieve him ere he is swallowed up by
the night of Hades. We must neither with the Targ. translate: are not my days
few, and vanishing away? nor with Oetinger: will not my fewness of days
cease? Both are contrary to the correct accentuation. Olshausen thinks it
remarkable that there is not a weaker pausal accent to YMAYF; but such a one is
really indirectly there, for Munach is here equivalent to Dech−Ñ, from which it is
formed (vid., the rule in Comm. über den Psalter, ii. 504). Accordingly, Seb.
Schmid correctly translates: nonne parum dies mei? ideo cessa. The Keri
substitutes the precative form of expression for the optative: cease then, turn
away from me then (imper. consec. with waw of the result, Ewald, § 235, a);
comp. the precative conclusion to the speech, Job. 7:16 ff., but there is no real
reason for changing the optative form of the text. TY�IYF (voluntative for T��YF,
Job. 9:33) may be supplemented by WDY, WYNP, WYNY�, or WBL (Job. 7:17) (not,
however, with Hirz., W�B�, after Job. 9:34, which is too far-fetched for the
usage of the language, or with Böttch., WHNXM, copias suas); TY�I can
however, like �YVI, Job. 4:20, signify to turn one’s self to, se disponere = to
attend to, consequently �M TYv, to turn the attention from, as �M H�v,
Job. 7:19, Psa. 39:14 (where, as here, HGYLBJW follows).

He desires a momentary alleviation of his sufferings and ease before his
descent to Hades, which seems so near at hand. He calls Hades the land of
darkness and of the shadow of death. TWEMFLiCA, which occurs for the first time in
the Old Testament in Psa. 23: 4, is made into a compound from TwMLiSA, and is
the proper word for the obscurity of the region of the dead, and is accordingly
repeated later on. Further, he calls it the land of encircling darkness (HTFPF��,
defective for HTPY�, from �W�, caligare, and with He parag. intensive for
HPY�, in Amo. 4:13, who also uses GYLBH, Job. 5: 9, in common with Job),
like midnight darkness. LPEJO cannot mean merely the grey of twilight, it is the
entire absence of sunlight, Job. 3: 6, 28: 3, Psa. 91: 6; comp. ex. 10:22, where
the Egyptian darkness is called HLPJ ��X. Böttch. correctly compares LPJ
and LPN: mersa ad imum h.e. profunda nox (the advancing night). Still further
he calls it (the land) of the shadow of death, and devoid of order (�YRIDFSi, aÎÂp.



leg. in the Old Testament, but a common word in the later Hebrew), i.e., where
everything is so encompassed by the shadow of death that it seems a chaos,
without any visible or distinct outline. It is difficult to determine whether
�PAtOWA is to be referred to �RJ: and which lights (fut. consec. as the accent on
the penult. indicates, the syntax like Job. 3:21, 23, Isa. 57: 3); or is to be taken
as neuter: and it shines there (= and where it shines) like midnight darkness.
Since �YPWH (from �PY = �PW, to rise, shine forth; vid., on Psa. 95: 4), as also
RYJH, does not occur elsewhere as neuter, we prefer, with Hirzel, to refer it to
�RJ, as being more certain. Moreover, LPJ is here evidently the intensest
darkness, ipsum medullitium umbrae mortis ejusque intensissimum, as
Oetinger expresses it. That which is there called light, i.e., the faintest degree
of darkness, is like the midnight of this world; “not light, but darkness visible,”
as Milton says of hell.

In this speech (Job 9-10) Job for the first time assents to the principle on which
the attack of the friends is founded. It is primarily directed against Bildad, but
applies also to Eliphaz, for the two hold the same opinion. Therefore, because
in the first part of the speech Job does not expressly address him or all the
friends, it cannot, with Ewald, be said that it bears the characteristics of a
soliloquy. To Job. 9:28 Job inclines towards the friends; and when he
afterwards addresses God, all that he says to God is affected by the manner in
which the friends have advanced against him.

The maxim of the friends is: God does not pervert right, i.e., He deals justly in
all that He does. They conclude from this, that no man, no sufferer, dare justify
himself: it is his duty to humble himself under the just hand of God. Job
assents to all this, but his assent is mere sarcasm at what they say. He admits
that everything that God does is right, and must be acknowledged as right; not,
however, because it is right in itself, but because it is the act of the absolute
God, against whom no protest uttered by the creature, though with the clearest
conviction of innocence, can avail. Job separates goodness from God, and
regards that which is part of His very being as a produce of His arbitrary will.
What God says and does must be true and right, even if it be not true and right
in itself. The God represented by the friends is a God of absolute justice; the
God of Job is a God of absolute power. The former deals according to the
objective rule of right; the latter according to a freedom which, because
removed from all moral restraint, is pure caprice.

How is it that Job entertains such a cheerless view of the matter? The friends,
by the strong view which they have taken up, urge him into another extreme.
On their part, they imagine that in the justice of God they have a principle
which is sufficient to account for all the misfortunes of mankind, and Job’s in
particular. They maintain, with respect to mankind in general (Eliphaz by an



example from his own observation, and Bildad by calling to his aid the wisdom
of the ancients), that the ungodly, though prosperous for a time, come to a
fearful end; with respect to Job, that his affliction is a just chastisement from
God, although designed for his good. Against the one assertion Job’s own
experience of life rebels; against the other his consciousness rises up with
indignation. Job’s observation is really as correct as that of the friends; for the
history of the past and of the present furnishes as many illustrations of
judgments which have suddenly come upon the godless in the height of their
prosperity, as of general visitations in which the innocent have suffered with
the guilty, by whom these judgments have been incurred. But with regard to
his misfortune, Job cannot and ought not to look at it from the standpoint of the
divine justice. For the proposition, which we will give in the words of
Brentius, quidquid post fidei justificationem pio acciderit, innocenti accidit, is
applicable to our present subject.

If, then, Job’s suffering were not so severe, and his faith so powerfully shaken,
he would comfort himself with the thought that the divine ways are
unsearchable; since, on the one hand, he cannot deny the many traces of the
justice of the divine government in the world (he does not deny them even
here), and on the other hand, is perplexed by the equally numerous
incongruities of human destiny with the divine justice. (This thought is
rendered more consolatory to us by the revelation which we possess of the
future life; although even in the later Old Testament times the last judgment is
referred to as the adjustment of all these incongruities; vid., the conclusion of
Ecclesiastes.) His own lot might have remained always inexplicable to him,
without his being obliged on that account to lose the consciousness of the
divine love, and that faith like Asaph’s, which, as Luther says, struggles
towards God through wrath and disfavour, as through thorns, yea, even
through spears and swords.

Job is passing through conflict and temptation. He does not perceive the divine
motive and purpose of his suffering, nor has he that firm and unshaken faith
which will keep him from mistaken views of God, although His dispensations
are an enigma to him; but, as his first speech (Job. ch. 3) shows, he is
tormented by thoughts which form part of the conflict of temptation. The
image of the gracious God is hidden from him, he feels only the working of the
divine wrath, and asks, Wherefore doth God give light to the suffering ones?
— a question which must not greatly surprise us, for, as Luther says, “There
has never been any one so holy that he has not been tormented with this quare,
quare, Wherefore? wherefore should it be so?” And when the friends, who
know as little as Job himself about the right solution of this mystery, censure
him for his inquiry, and think that in the propositions: man has no
righteousness which he can maintain before God, and God does not pervert the



right, they have found the key to the mystery, the conflict becomes fiercer for
Job, because the justice of God furnishes him with no satisfactory explanation
of his own lot, or of the afflictions of mankind generally. The justice of God,
which the friends consider to be sufficient to explain everything that befalls
man, Job can only regard as the right of the Supreme Being; and while it
appears to the friends that every act of God is controlled by His justice, it
seems to Job that whatever God does must be right, by virtue of His absolute
power.

This principle, devoid of consolation, drives Job to the utterances so unworthy
of him, that, in spite of his conviction of his innocence, he must appear guilty
before God, because he must be speechless before His terrible majesty, — that
if, however, God would only for once so meet him that he could fearlessly
address Him, he would know well enough how to defend himself (Job. 9).
After these utterances of his feeling, from which all consciousness of the
divine love is absent, he puts forth the touching prayer: Condemn me not
without letting me know why Thou dost condemn me! (Job. 10: 1-7).

As he looks back, he is obliged to praise God, as his Creator and Preserver, for
what He has hitherto done for him (Job. 10: 8-12); but as he thinks of his
present condition, he sees that from the very beginning God designed to vent
His wrath upon him, to mark his infirmities, and to deprive him of all joy in the
consciousness of his innocence (Job. 10:13-17). He is therefore compelled to
regard God as his enemy, and this thought overpowers the remembrance of the
divine goodness. If, however, God were his enemy, he might well ask,
Wherefore then have I come into being? And while he writhes as a worm
crushed beneath the almighty power of God, he prays that God would let him
alone for a season ere he passes away into the land of darkness, whence there
is no return (Job. 10:18-22).

Brentius remarks that this speech of Job contains inferni blasphemias, and
explains them thus: non enim in tanto judicii horrore Deum patrem, sed
carnificem sentit; but also adds, that in passages like Job. 10: 8-12 faith raises
its head even in the midst of judgment; for when he praises the mercies of God,
he does so spiritu fidei, and these he would not acknowledge were there not a
fidei scintilla still remaining. This is true. The groundwork of Job’s faith
remains even in the fiercest conflict of temptation, and is continually manifest;
we should be unable to understand the book unless we could see this fidei
scintilla, the extinction of which would be the accomplishment of Satan’s
design against him, glimmering everywhere through the speeches of Job. The
unworthy thoughts he entertains of God, which Brentius calls inferni
blasphemias, are nowhere indulged to such a length that Job charges God with
being his enemy, although he fancies Him to be an enraged foe. In spite of the
imagined enmity of God against him, Job nowhere goes so far as to declare



enmity on his part against God, so far as �YHLJ �RB. He does not turn away
from God, but inclines to Him in prayer. His soul is filled with adoration of
God, and with reverence of His power and majesty; he can clearly discern
God’s marvellous works in nature and among men, and His creative power and
gracious providence, the workings of which he has himself experienced. But
that mystery, which the friends have made still more mysterious, has cast a
dark cloud over his vision, so that he can no longer behold the loving
countenance of God. His faith is unable to disperse this cloud, and so he sees
but one side of the divine character — His Almightiness. Since he
consequently looks upon God as the Almighty and the Wrathful One, his
felling alternately manifests itself under two equally tragical phases. At one
time he exalts himself in his consciousness of the justice of his cause, to sink
back again before the majesty of God, to whom he must nevertheless succumb;
at another time his feeling of self-confidence is overpowered by the severity of
his suffering, and he betakes himself to importunate supplication.

It is true that Job, so long as he regards his sufferings as a dispensation of
divine judgment, is as unjust towards God as he believes God to be unjust
towards him; but if we bear in mind that this state of conflict and temptation
does not preclude the idea of a temporal withdrawal of faith, and that, as
Baumgarten (Pentat. i. 209) aptly expresses it, the profound secret of prayer is
this, that man can prevail with the Divine Being, then we shall understand that
this dark cloud need only be removed, and Job again stands before the God of
love as His saint.

Zophar’s First Speech. — Job 11

SCHEMA: 11. 6. 6. 6. 11.

[Then began Zophar the Naamathite, and said:]

2 Shall the torrent of words remain unanswered,
And shall the prater be in the right?

3 Shall thy vain talking silence the people,
So that thou mockest without any one putting thee to shame,

4 And sayest: my doctrine is pure,
And I am guiltless in Thine eyes?

5 But oh that Eloah would speak,
And open His lips against thee,

6 And make known to thee the secrets of wisdom,
That she is twofold in her nature —   

Know then that Eloah forgetteth much of thy guilt.



Job. 11: 2-6. When Job has concluded his long speech, Zophar, the third and
most impetuous of the friends, begins. His name, if it is to be explained
according to the Arabic Esauitish name el-assfar, f92 signifies the yellow one
(flavedo), and the name of the place whence he comes, pleasantness
(amaenitas). The very beginning of his speech is impassioned. He calls Job’s
speech �YRIBFdi BRO, a multitude of words (besides here, Pro. 10:19, Ecc. 5: 2),
and asks whether he is to remain unanswered; HNE�FY� JLO, responsum non feret,
from HNF�áNA, not the sense of being humbled, but: to be answered (of the
suppliant: to be heard = to receive an answer). He calls Job �YITAPFVi �YJI, a
prater (distinct from �YRBD §YJ, a ready speaker, Exo. 4:10), who is not in
the right, whom one must not allow to have the last word. The questions, v. 2,
are followed by another which is not denoted by the sign of a question, but is
only known by the accent: Shall not thy �YdIbA, meaningless speeches (from
DDB = J�B, battologeiÚn), put men (�YTIMi, like other archaisms, e.g., LB�t�,
always without the article) to silence, so that thou darest mock without any one
making thee ashamed, i.e., leading thee on ad absurdum? Thou darest mock
God (Hirzel); better Rosenmüller: nos et Deum. The mockery here meant is
that which Zophar has heard in Job’s long speech; mockery at his opponents,
in the belief that he is right because they remain silent. The futt. consec., vv.
3 f., describe the conduct of Job which results from this absence of
contradiction. Zophar, in v. 4, does not take up Job’s own words, but means,
that one had better have nothing more to do with Job, as he would some day
say and think so and so, he would consider his doctrine blameless, and himself
in relation to God pure. XQALE occurs only here in this book; it is a word
peculiar to the book of Proverbs (also only Deu. 32: 2, Isa. 29:24), and
properly signifies the act of appropriating, then that which is presented for
appropriation, i.e., for learning: the doctrine (similar to H�WM$, the hearing,
aÏkohÂ, and then the discourse); we see from the words “my doctrine is pure,”
which Zophar puts into the mouth of Job, that the controversy becomes more
and more a controversy respecting known principles.

Ver. 5. With �LWJW, verum enim vero, Zophar introduces his wish that God
himself would instruct Job; this would most thoroughly refute his utterances.
�TY YM is followed by the infin., then by futt., vid., Ges. § 136, 1; �YILAPikI (only
here and Isa. 40: 2) denotes not only that which is twice as great, but generally
that which far surpasses something else. The subject of the clause beginning
with YkI is JYHI understood, i.e., divine wisdom: that she is the double with
respect to (Li, as e.g., 1Ki. 10:23) reality (HY�WTO, as Job. 5:12, 6:13, essentia,
substantia), i.e., in comparison with Job’s specious wisdom and philosophism.
Instead of saying: then thou wouldst perceive, Zophar, realizing in his mind



that which he has just wished, says imperiously �DAWi (an imper. consec., or, as
Ewald, § 345, b, calls it, imper. futuri, similar to Gen. 20: 7, 2Sa. 21: 3): thou
must then perceive that God has dealt far more leniently with thee than thou
hast deserved. The causative HªFHI (in Old Testament only this passage, and
Job. 39:17) denotes here oblivioni dare, and the �M of ¦NEWO�áM� is partitive.

7 Canst thou find out the nature of Eloah,
And penetrate to the foundation of the existence of the Almighty?

8 It is as the heights of heaven — what wilt thou do?
Deeper than Hades — what canst thou know?

9 The measure thereof is longer than the earth,
And broader than the sea.

Job. 11: 7-9. The majority of modern commentators erroneously translate
RQEX� searching = comprehension, and TYLIkitA perfection, a meaning which this
word never has. The former, indeed, signifies first in an active sense: finding
out by search; and then also objectively: the object sought after: “the hidden
ground” (Ewald), the depth (here and Job. 38:16; also, according to Ew.,
Job. 8: 8, of the deep innermost thought). The latter denotes penetrating to the
extreme, and then the extreme, peÂraj, itself (Job. 26:10, 28: 3). In other words:
the nature that underlies that which is visible as an object of search is called
RQX; and the extreme of a thing, i.e., the end, without which the beginning
and middle cannot be understood, is called TYLKT. The nature of God may be
sought after, but cannot be found out; and the end of God is unattainable, for
He is both: the Perfect One, absolutus; and the Endless One, infinitus.

Job. 11: 8, 9. The feminine form of expression has reference to the divine
wisdom (Chokma, v. 6), and amplifies what is there said of its transcendent
reality. Its absoluteness is described by four dimensions, like the absoluteness
of the love which devised the plan for man’s redemption (Eph. 3:18). The
pronoun JYHI, with reference to this subject of the sentence, must be supplied.
She is as “the heights of heaven” (comp. on subst. pro adj. Job. 22:12); what
wilt or canst thou do in order to scale that which is high as heaven? In v. 9b we
have translated according to the reading hdFMI with He mappic. This feminine
construction is a contraction for hTFdFMI, as Job. 5:13, �MR� for �TMR�;
Zec. 4: 2, HLG for HTLG, and more syncopated forms of a like kind (vid.,
Comm. über den Psalter, i. 225, ii. 172). The reading recorded by the Masora
is, however, HdFMI with He raph., according to which the word seems to be the
accusative used adverbially; nevertheless the separation of this acc. relativus
from its regens by the insertion of a word between them (comp. Job. 15:10)



would make a difficulty here where JYHI is wanting, and consequently HDM
seems to signify mensura ejus whichever way it may be written (since ah
raphe is also sometimes a softened form of the suffix, Job. 31:22; Ewald, § 94,
b). The wisdom of God is in its height altogether inaccessible, in its depth
fathomless and beyond research, in its length unbounded, in its breadth
incomprehensible, stretching out far beyond all human thought.

10 When He passes by and arrests
And calls to judgment, who will oppose Him?

11 For He knoweth the men devoid of principle,
And seeth wickedness without observing it.

12 But before an empty head gaineth understanding,
A wild ass would become a man.

Job. 11:10-12. In �LOXáYA God is conceived as one who manifests himself by
passing to and fro in the powers of nature (in the whirlwind, Isa. 21: 1). Should
He meet with one who is guilty, and seize and bring him to judgment, who
then (waw apod.) will turn Him back, i.e., restrain Him? LYHQH is used of
bringing to judgment, with reference to the ancient form of trial which was in
public, and in which the carrying out of the sentence was partly incumbent on
the people (1Ki. 21: 9: Eze. 16:40, 23:46). One might almost imagine that
Zophar looks upon himself and the other two friends as forming such an
“assembly:” they cannot justify him in opposition to God, since He accounts
him guilty. God’s mode of trial is summary, because infallible: He knows
altogether JWi�F YT�Mi, people who hypocritically disguise their moral
nothingness (on this idea, vid., on Psa. 26: 4); and sees (looks through) �WEJF
(from the root aÑn, to breathe), otherwise grief, with which one pants, in a moral
sense worthlessness, without any trace whatever of worth or substance. He
knows and sees this moral wretchedness at once, and need not first of all
reflect upon it: non opus habet, as Abenezra has correctly explained, ut diu
consideret (comp. the like thought, Job. 34:23).

Ver. 12 has been variously misinterpreted. Gesenius in his Handwörterbuch f93

translates: but man is empty and void of understanding; but this is contrary to
the accentuation, according to which BWBN �YJ together form the subject.
Olshausen translates better: an empty man, on the other hand, is without heart;
but the fut. cannot be exactly so used, and if we consider that Piel has never
properly a privative meaning, though sometimes a privative idea (as e.g., Lq�SI,
operam consumere in lapidos, scil. ejiciendos), we must regard a privative
Niphal as likewise inadmissible. Stickel translates peculiarly: the man devoid
of understanding is enraged against God; but this is opposed to the manifest



correlation of BWBN and BB�lFYI, which does not indicate the antithesis of an
empty and sulky person (Böttcher): the former rather signifies empty, and the
latter to acquire heart or marrow (Heidenheim, BL HNQY), so that BL fills up
the hollow space. Hirzel’s rendering partly bears out the requirement of this
correlation: man has understanding like a hollow pate; but this explanation,
like that of Gesenius, violates the accentuation, and produces an affected
witticism. The explanation which regards v. 12 as descriptive of the
wholesome effect of the discipline of the divine judgments (comp. Isa. 26: 9) is
far better; it does not violate the accent, and moreover is more in accordance
with the future form: the empty one becomes discerning thereby, the rough,
humane (thus recently Ewald, Heiligst., Schlottm.); but according to this
explanation, v. 12 is not connected with what immediately precedes, nor is the
peculiarity of the expression fully brought out. Hupfeld opens up another way
of interpreting the passage when he remarks, nil dicto facilius et simplicius; he
understands 12a according to 12b: But man is furnished with an empty heart,
i.e., receives at his birth an empty undiscerning heart, and man is born as a
wild ass’s colt, i.e., as stupid and obstinate. This thought is satisfactorily
connected with the preceding; but here also BWBN is taken as predicate in
violation of the accentuation, nor is justice done to the correlation above
referred to, and the whole sentence is referred to the portion of man at his
birth, in opposition to the impression conveyed by the use of the fut. Oehler
appears to us to have recognised the right sense: But an empty man is as little
endowed with sense, as that a wild ass should ever be born as man — be, so to
speak, born again and become a man. f94

The waw in RYI�AWi is just like Job. 5: 7, 12:11, and brings into close connection
the things that are to be compared, as in the form of emblematic proverbs (vid.,
Herzog’s Real Encyklopädie, xiv. 696): the one will happen not earlier than,
and as little as, the other. The Niphal DLAWNO, which in Pro. 17:17 signifies to
become manifest, here borders on the notion of regenerari; a regeneration
would be necessary if the wild ass should become human, — a regeneration
which is inconceivable. It is by nature refractory, and especially when young
(RYI�A from Arab. èaÑr, fut. i in the signification vagari, huc illuc discurrere, of a
young, restless, wild, frisking animal). Just so, says Zophar, the vacuum in an
empty man is incapable of being filled up, — a side hit at Job, which rebounds
on Zophar himself; for the dogma of the friends, which forms the sole contents
of their hollowness, can indeed not fill with brightness and peace a heart that is
passing through conflict. The peculiarity of the expression is no longer
unintelligible; Zophar is the most impassioned of the three friends.

13 But if thou wilt direct thy heart,
And spread out thy hands to Him —   



14 If there is evil in thy hand, put it far away,
And let not wickedness dwell in thy tents —   

15 Then indeed canst thou lift up thy face without spot,
And shalt be firm without fearing.

Job. 11:13-15. The phrase BL� �YKIH� signifies neither to raise the heart
(Ewald), nor to establish it (Hirz.), but to direct it, i.e., give it the right
direction (Psa. 78: 8) towards God, 1Sa. 7: 3, 2Ch. 20:33; it has an independent
meaning, so that there is no need to supply LJ��LJE, nor take tFViRAPFw to be for
VWRPL (after the construction in 2Ch. 30:19). To spread out the hands in
prayer is �YIpAkA(VR�p�)VRApF; �YDY is seldom used instead of the more artistic
�YPK, palmas, h.e. manus supinas. The conditional antecedent clause is
immediately followed, v. 14, by a similarly conditional parenthetical clause,
which inserts the indispensable condition of acceptable prayer; the conclusion
might begin with wHQ�YXIRiHA: when thou sendest forth thy heart and spreadest
out thy hands to Him, if there is wickedness in thy hand, put it far away; but
the antecedent requires a promise for its conclusion, and the more so since the
praet. and fut. which follow �JI, v. 13, have the force of futt. exact.: si
disposueris et extenderis, to which the conclusion: put it far away, is not
suited, which rather expresses a preliminary condition of acceptable prayer.
The conclusion then begins with ZJF�YkI, then indeed, like Job. 8: 6, 13:19,
comp. 6: 3, with HtF�A YkI, now indeed; the causal signification of YK has in
both instances passed into the confirmatory (comp. 1Sa. 14:44, Psa. 118:10-12,
128: 2, and on Gen. 26:22): then verily wilt thou be able to raise thy
countenance (without being forced to make any more bitter complaints, as
Job. 10:15 f.), without spot, i.e., not: without bodily infirmity, but: without
spot of punishable guilt, sceleris et paenae (Rosenmüller). �MI here signifies
without (Targ. JLFdi), properly: far from, as Job. 21: 9, 2Sa. 1:22, Pro. 20: 3.
Faultless will he then be able to look up and be firm (QcFMU from QCAYF,
according to Ges. § 71), quasi ex aere fusus (1Ki. 7:16), one whom God can no
longer get the better of.

16 For thou shalt forget thy grief,
Shalt remember it as waters that flow by.

17 And thy path of life shall be brighter than mid-day;
If it be dark, it shall become as morning.

18 And thou shalt take courage, for now there is hope;
And thou shalt search, thou shalt lie down in safety.



19 And thou liest down without any one making thee afraid;
And many shall caress thy cheeks.

20 But the eyes of the wicked languish,
And refuge vanisheth from them,

And their hope is the breathing forth of the soul.

Job. 11:16-20. The grief that has been surmounted will then leave no trace
in the memory, like water that flows by (not: water that flows away, as
Olshausen explains it, which would be differently expressed; comp. Job. 20:28
with 2Sa. 14:14). It is not necessary to change HtFJA YkI into HtF�A YkI (Hirzel);
HTJ, as in v. 13, strengthens the force of the application of this conclusion of
his speech. Life (DLEXE, from DLAXF to glide away, slip, i.e., pass away unnoticed,
f95 as aiÏwÂn, both life-time, Psa. 39: 6, and the world, Psa. 49: 2, here in the
former sense), at the end of which thou thoughtest thou wert already, and
which seemed to thee to run on into dismal darkness, shall be restored to thee
(�WQY with Munach on the ult. as Job. 31:14, not on the penult.) brighter than
noon-day (�MI, more than, i.e., here: brighter than, as e.g., Mic. 7: 4, more
thorny than); and be it ever so dark, it shall become like morning. Such must
be the interpretation of HPF�UtF. It cannot be a substantive, for it has the accent
on the penult.; as a substantive it must have been pointed HPFw�ti (after the
form HDFw�ti, HMFwQti, and the like). It is one of the few examples of the
paragogic strengthened voluntative in the third pers., like Psa. 20: 4, Isa. 5:19
f96 (Ges. § 48, 3); the cohortative form of the future is used with or without �JI
(vid., on Psa. 73:16) in hypothetical antecedent clauses (Ges. § 128, 1).
Translate therefore: should it become dark (accordingly correctly accented
with Rebia mugrasch), from �w�, to envelope one’s self, to darken (whence
HTFPF��, Job. 10:22), not: shouldst thou become dark (Schlottm.). The feminine
forms are instead of the neuter, like RY�IMitA, it rains, Amo. 4: 7; HKF�iXF, it
becomes dark, Mic. 3: 6 (Ges. § 137, 2).

The fut. is followed by perff. consecutiva in v. 18: And thou shalt take
confidence, for there is ground for hope for thee; �Y�, with the force of real and
lasting existence. tFRiPAXFWi is also perf. consec., and is rightly accented as such.
If it were to be interpreted et si erubueris pudore tranquille cubabis, it would
require the accent on the penult., since it would be a perf. hypotheticum. But
although the seeming antithesis of TRPXW and X�BL (comp. Job. 6:20)
appears to favour this interpretation, it is nevertheless inadmissible, since it
introduces a sadness into the promise: granted that thou shouldest be put to
shame at this or that prospect; whereas, if RPX be taken in the sense of
scrutari, as it is used by our poet (Job. 3:21, 39:29) (not with Böttch., who



comp. Ecc. 5:11, in the signification fodere = to labour in the field, in which
meaning it is not common), the tone of sadness is removed, and the
accentuation is duly observed: and thou shalt search about (i.e., examine the
state of thy household, which is expressed by tFDiQAPFw in Job. 5:24), thou shalt
lay thyself down in peace (i.e., because thou findest everything in a prosperous
condition, and hast no anxiety). This felling of security against every harm that
may befall one’s person or property, gained from trust in God, is expressed (v.
19a) under the figure of the peaceful situation of a herd when removed from
danger, — a figure which is borrowed from Lev. 26: 6, and is frequently
repeated in the prophets (Isa. 17: 2; Zep. 3:13). The promises of Zophar
culminate in a future exaltation which shall command reverence and inspire
trust: et mulcebunt faciem tuam multi. YN�Pi HlFXI, to approach any one in
humble entreaty, generally used in reference to God; less frequently, as here
and Psa. 45:13, Pro. 19: 6, in reference to men in high positions. The end of the
wicked, on the other hand, is told in v. 20. Zophar here makes use of the
choicest expressions of the style of the prophetic psalms: HLFkF, otherwise
frequently used of those who pine away with longing, here and Job. 17: 5 of
eyes that languish with unsatisfied longing; �HEniMI (Aram. nWHOniMI), poetic for
�HEM�; �PENE XpAMA, after the phrase �PENE XPANF, he breathes forth his soul
(Jer. 15: 9, comp. Job. 31:39). The meaning is not that death is their only hope,
but that every expectation remains unfulfilled; giving up the ghost is that
whither all their disappointed hopes tend.

That Zophar, in the mind of the poet, is the youngest of the three speakers, may
be concluded from his introducing him last of all, although he is the most
impetuous. Zophar manifests a still greater inability than the other two to bring
Job to a right state of mind. His standpoint is the same as that of the others;
like them, he regards the retributive justice of God as the principle on which
alone the divine government in the world is exercised, and to which every act
of this government is to be attributed, and it may indeed be assumed to be at
work even when the relation of circumstances is mysterious and impenetrably
dark to us. This limited view which the friends take of the matter readily
accounts for the brevity of their speeches in comparison with Job’s. This one
locus communis is their only theme, which they reiterate constantly in some
new and modified form; while the mind of Job is an exhaustless fountain of
thought, suggested by the direct experiences of the past. Before the present
dispensation of suffering came upon Job, he enjoyed the peace of true
godliness, and all his thoughts and feelings were under the control of a
consciousness, made certain by his experience, that God makes himself known
to those who fear Him. Now, however, his nature, hitherto kept in subjection
by divine grace, is let loose in him; the powers of doubt, mistrust, impatience,
and despondency have risen up; his inner life is fallen into the anarchy of



conflict; his mind, hitherto peaceful and well-disciplined, is become a wild
chaotic confusion; and hence his speeches, in comparison with those of the
friends, are as roaring cataracts to small confined streams. But in this chaos lie
the elements of a new creation; the harsh pertinacity with which the friends
maintain their one dogma only tends to give an impulse to it. The new truth,
the solution of the mystery, springs from this spiritual battle Job has to fight,
from which, although not scathless, he still shall come forth as conqueror.

When, therefore, Zophar regards the speeches of Job, which are the
involuntary expression of the severity of his conflict, as a torrent of words, he
shows that from the haughty elevation of his narrow dogma he does not
understand this form of experience; and when he reproaches Job by saying,
Whoever can babble so much shows that he is not in the right, he makes use of
a maxim which is true enough in itself, but its application to Job proceeds from
the most uncharitable misconstruction of his suffering friend. As he looks upon
Job, who, in the midst of his fierce conflict, struggles after comfort, but thrusts
away all false consolation, he regards him as a cavilling opponent because he
cuts the knot instead of untying it. He is so blinded by the idea that he is in
possession of the key to the mystery, that he malignantly reproaches Job with
being an incorrigible “empty-pate.” As though there could be hollowness
where there is a heart that seethes like metal in the refiner’s crucible; and as
though the dogma of the friends, which forms the sole contents of their
hollowness, could possibly impart light and peace to a heart so sorely troubled!

Is the dogma of the friends, then, so pure a doctrine (�Z XQL) as that which,
according to Zophar’s words, Job claims for himself? On Zophar’s side it is
maintained that God always acts in accordance with justice, and Job maintains
that God does not always so act. The maxim of the friends is false in the
exclusiveness with which they maintain it; the conclusion to which they are
urged gives evidence of the fallacy of the premises: they must condemn Job,
and consequently become unjust, in order to rescue the justice of God. Job’s
maxim, on the other hand, is true; but it is so unconnected as it stands, that it
may be turned over any moment and changed into a falsehood. For that God
does not act everywhere as the Just One is a truth, but that He sometimes acts
unjustly is blasphemy. Between these two Job hangs in suspense. For the
stedfast consciousness of his innocence proves to him that God does not
always act as the Just One; shall he therefore suppose that God deals unjustly
with him? From this blasphemous inversion of his maxim, Job seeks refuge in
the absolute power of God, which makes that just which is unjust according to
the clearest human consciousness. This is the feeble thread on which Job’s
piety hangs. Should this be cut, it would be all over with him. The friends do
their best to cut it in twain. Zophar’s speech is like a sword-thrust at it.



For while Eliphaz and Bildad with cautious gentleness describe suffering more
as chastisement than as punishment, Zophar proceeds more boldly, and
demands of Job that he should humble himself, as one who has incurred
punishment from God. Of sin on Job’s part which may have called down the
divine judgment, Zophar knows as little as Job himself. But he wishes that God
would grant Job some revelation of His infinite wisdom, since he refuses to
humble himself. Then he would confess his folly, and see that God not only
does not punish him unjustly, but even allows much of his guilt to go
unpunished. Job is therefore to turn penitently to God, and to put away that
evil which is the cause of his suffering, in order that he may be heard. Then
shall his hopeless condition become bright with hope; whereas, on the other
hand, the downfall of the wicked is beyond recovery. Ewald aptly remarks that
thus even the concluding words of the speeches of the friends are always
somewhat equivocal. “Eliphaz just adds a slight caution, Bildad introduces the
contrast in a few words, and Zophar adds but a word; all these seem to be as
the forerunners of a multitude of similar harsh threatenings, Job. 15, 18, 20.”

What impression will this harsh treatment of Zophar’s produce on Job? Job is
to humble himself as a sinner who is undergoing the punishment of his sin,
though the measure of it is far below the degree of his guilt; and while he does
not deny his sinful weaknesses, he is nevertheless convinced that he is
righteous, and having as such experienced the favour of God, cannot become
an object of punishment. Brentius discriminatingly observes here:

 Videntur et Sophar et reliqui amici Hiob prorsus ignorare quid sit aut
efficiat Evangelion et fides in promissionem Dei; sic argumentantur
contra Hiobem, quasi nullus unquam possit coram Deo fide justificari.

The language is rather too much in accordance with the light of the New
Testament; but it is true that the friends know nothing whatever of the
condition of a truly righteous man, over whom the law with its curse, or the
retributive justice of God, has no power. The interpretation of affliction in
accordance with the recognition of this principle is strange to them; and this is
just the issue which is developed by the drama in the case of Job — the idea
which comes to light in the working out of the plot. Even Job does not
perceive the solution of the mystery, but, in the midst of the conflict, is in a
state of ignorance which excites compassion; the ignorance of the friends
arising from their shallowness of understanding, on the contrary, creates
aversion. When Zophar, therefore, wishes that God would grant Job some
revelation of His infinite wisdom, it is indeed true that Job is greatly in need of
it; but it is self-deceiving pride which leads Zophar to imagine that he has no
need of it himself. For this Wisdom which has decreed the suffering of Job is
hidden from his also; and yet he does not treat the suffering of his friend as a
divine mystery. He explains it as the working of the retributive justice of God;



but since he endeavours thus to explain the mystery, he injures his cause, and
if possible injures also the slender thread by which Job’s faith hangs. For
should Job regard his sufferings as a just divine retribution, he could then no
longer believe on God as the Just One.

Job’s Third Answer. — Job 12-14.

SCHEMA: 5. 8. 8. 6. 6. 10. 8. | 4. 8. 10. 10. 6. 6. 6. 7. | 6. 7. 7. 7. 10. 7. 6.

[The Job began, and said:]

2 Truly then ye are the people,
And wisdom shall die with you!

3 I also have a heart as well as you;
I do not stand behind you;

And to whom should not such things be known?

Job. 12: 2, 3. The admission, which is strengthened by YkI �NFMiJF, truly then
(distinct from �NFMiJF YkI, for truly, Job. 36: 4, similar to YKI Hn�HI, behold indeed,
Psa. 128: 4), is intended as irony: ye are not merely single individuals, but the
people = race of men (��F, as Isa. 40: 7, 42: 5), so that all human understanding
is confined to you, and there is none other to be found; and when once you die,
it will seem to have died out. The LXX correctly renders: mhÃ uÎmeiÚj eÏsteÃ
aÏÂnqrwpoi moÂnoi (according to the reading of the Cod. Alex.); he also has a
heart like them, he is therefore not empty, BWBN, Job. 11:12. Heart is, like
Job. 34:10, comp. BBLN, Job. 11:12, equivalent to nouÚj, diaÂnoia; Ewald’s
translation, “I also have a head even as you” (“brains” would better accord
with the connection), is a western form of expression, and modern and
unbiblical (vid., Division “Herz und Haupt,” Psychol. iv. § 12). He is not
second to them; �MI LPANF, like Job. 13: 2, properly to slip from, to be below any
one; �MI is not the comparative (Ewald). Oetinger’s translation is not bad: I
cannot slink away at your presence. Who has not a knowledge of such things
as those which they, by setting themselves up as defenders of God, have
presented to him! YtIJI HYFHF is equivalent to YtI�iDAYF, suÂnoida, Isa. 59:12.

4 I must be a mockery to my own friend,
I who called on Eloah and He heard me;
A mockery — the just, the godly man.

5 Contempt belongs to misfortune, according to the ideas of the prosperous;
It awaits those who are ready to slip.



6 Tents of the destroyer remain in peace,
And those that defy God are prosperous,

Who taketh Eloah into his hand.

Job. 12: 4-6. The synallage of wH��R�Li for Y�IR�Li is not nearly so difficult as
many others: a laughing-stock to his own friend; comp. Isa. 2: 8, they worship
the work of their (his) own hands (WYDY). “One who called on Eloah (hAWLOJåLE,
for which hAWLOJL� is found in LXX at Job. 36: 2) and He heard him” is in
apposition to the subject; likewise �YMT QYDC, which is to be explained
according to Pro. 11: 5, QYDC (from QDC, Arab. s¾dq, to be hard, firm, stiff,
straight), is one who in his conduct rules himself strictly according to the will
of God; �YMT, one whose thoughts are in all respects and without disguise
what they should be, — in one word: pure. Most old translators (Targ., Vulg.,
Luther) give DYpILA the signification, a torch. Thus e.g., Levi v. Gerson
explains: “According to the view of the prosperous and carnally secure, he
who is ready for falterings of the feet, i.e., likely to fall, is like a lighted torch
which burns away and destroys whatever comes in contact with it, and
therefore one keeps aloof from him; but it is also more than this: he is an object
of contempt in their eyes.” Job might not inappropriately say, that in the eyes
of the prosperous he is like a despised, cast-away torch (comp. the similar
figure, Isa. 14:19, like a branch that is rejected with contempt); and v. 5b
would be suitably connected with this if YDI�áWMOLi could be derived from a
substantive D�AMO, vacillatio, but neither the usage of the language nor the
scriptio plena (after which Jerome translates tempus statutum, and
consequently has in mind the �YD�WM, times of festal pilgrimages, which are
also called �YLIGFRi in later times), nor the vowel pointing (instead of which
YD��æMF would be expected), is favourable to this. LGR YD�WM signifies
vacillantes pede, those whose prosperity is shaken, and who are in danger of
destruction that is near at hand. We therefore, like Abenezra and modern
expositors, who are here happily agreed, take DYPL as composed of L and
DYpI, a word common to the books of Job (Job. 30:24, 31:29) and Proverbs
(Pro. 24:22), which is compared by the Jewish lexicographers, according both
to form and meaning, to DYkI (Job. 21:20) and DYJ�, and perhaps signifies
originally dissolution (comp. HDP), decease (Syr. f’jodo, escape; Arab. faid,
dying), fall, then generally calamity, misfortune: contempt (befits) misfortune,
according to the thoughts (or thinking), idea of the prosperous. The pointing
wavers between TWtO�i�ALi and the more authorized Twt�i�ALi, with which
Parchon compares the nouns TwDBi�A and TwdRiMA; the T, like D in the latter
word, has Dag. lene, since the punctuation is in this respect not quite



consistent, or follows laws at present unknown (comp. Ges. § 21, rem. 2). V.
5b is now suitably connected: ready (with reference to ZWB) for those who
stumble, i.e., contempt certainly awaits such, it is ready and waiting for them,
�WKONF, eÎÂtoimoj, like Exo. 34: 2.

While the unfortunate, in spite of his innocence, has thus only to expect
contempt, the tents, i.e., dwellings and possessions, of the oppressor and the
marauder remain in prosperity; wYLF�iYI for wL�iYI, an intensive form used not
only in pause (Psa. 36: 8; comp. Deu. 32:37) and with greater distinctives
(Num. 34: 6; Psa. 122: 6), but also in passages where it receives no such accent
(Psa. 36: 9, 57: 2, 73: 2). On �YLIHFJO, instead of �YLIHFJæ, vid., Ges. § 93, 6, 3.
The verbal clause (v. 6a) is followed by a substantival clause (6b). TWXO«UbA is
an abstract plural from XAw«bA, perfectly secure; therefore: the most care-less
security is the portion of those who provoke God (LXX parorgiÂzousi);f96a and
this is continued in an individualizing form: him who causes Eloah to go into
his hand. Seb. Schmid explains this passage in the main correctly: qui Deum in
manu fert h.e. qui manum aut potentiam suam pro Deo habet et licitum sibi
putat quodlibet; comp. Hab. 1:11: “this his strength becomes God to him,” i.e.,
he deifies his own power, and puts it in the place of God. But JYBIH� signifies,
in this connection with WDOYFLi (not WDYB), neither to carry, nor to lead
(Gesenius, who compares Psa. 74: 5, where, however, it signifies to cause to
go into = to strike into); it must be translated: he who causes Eloah to enter
into his hand; from which translation it is clear that not the deification of the
hand, but of that which is taken into the hand, is meant. This which is taken
into the hand is not, however, an idol (Abenezra), but the sword; therefore:
him who thinks after the manner of Lamech, f97 as he takes the iron weapon of
attack and defence into his hand, that he needs no other God.

7 But ask now even the beasts — they shall teach it thee;
And the birds of heaven — they shall declare it to thee:

8 Or look thoughtfully to the ground — it shall teach it thee;
And the fish of the sea shall tell it thee.

9 Who would not recognise in all this
That the hand of Jehovah hath wrought this,

10 In whose hand is the soul of every living thing,
And the breath of all mankind?!

Job. 12: 7-10. The meaning of the whole strophe is perverted if TJZ (v. 9),
is, with Ewald, referred to “the destiny of severe suffering and pain,” and if
that which precedes is accordingly referred to the testimony of creation to God
as its author. Since, as a glance at what follows shows, Job further on praises



God as the governor of the universe, it may be expected that the reference is
here to God as the creator and preserver of the world, which seems to be the
meaning of the words. Job himself expresses the purpose of this hymn of
confession, vv. 2 f., 13: 1 f.: he will show the friends that the majesty of God,
before which he ought, according to their demands, to humble himself in
penitence, is not less known to him than to them; and with �LWJW, verum enim
vero, he passes over to this subject when he begins his third answer with the
following thought: The perception in which you pride yourselves I also
possess; true, I am an object of scornful contempt to you, who are as little able
to understand the suffering of the godly as the prosperity of the godless,
nevertheless what you know I also know: ask now, etc. Bildad had appealed to
the sayings of the ancients, which have the long experience of the past in their
favour, to support the justice of the divine government; Job here appeals to the
absoluteness of the divine rule over creation. In form, this strophe is the
counterpart of Job. 8: 8-10 in the speech of Bildad, and somewhat also of
Job. 11: 7-9 in that of Zophar. The working of God, which infinitely transcends
human power and knowledge, is the sermon which is continuously preached by
all created things; they all proclaim the omnipotence and wisdom of the
Creator.

The plural TWMOH�bi is followed by the verb that refers to it, in the singular, in
favour of which Gen. 49:22 is the favourite example among old expositors
(Ges. § 146, 3). On the other hand, the verb might follow the collective �W�O in
the plural, according to Ges. § 146, 1. The plural, however, is used only in v.
8b, because there the verb precedes instead of following its subject. According
to the rule Ges. § 128, 2, the jussive form of the fut. follows the imperative. In
the midst of this enumeration of created things, XAYVI, as a substantive, seems to
signify the plants — and especially as Arab. sÔ−Ñh¾ even now, in the
neighbourhood of Job’s ancient habitation, is the name of a well-known
mountain-plant — under whose shade a meagre vegetation is preserved even in
the hot season (vid., on Job. 30: 4 ff.). But

(1) XAYVI as subst. is gen. masc. Gen. 2: 5);
(2) instead of �REJFLF, in order to describe a plant that is found on the
ground, or one rooted in the ground, it must be �RJH�L� or �RJB;
(3) the mention of plants between the birds and fishes would be
strange.

It may therefore be taken as the imperative: speak to the earth (LXX, Targ.,
Vulg., and most others); or, which I prefer, since the Aramaic construction WLO
XVF, narravit ei, does not occur elsewhere in Hebrew (although perhaps
implicite, Pro. 6:22, �XYVT = �L XYVT, favulabitur, or confabulabitur tibi),



as a pregnant expression: think, i.e., look meditatively to the earth (Ewald),
since XAwV (XAYVI), like HGFHF, combines the significations of quiet or articulate
meditation on a subject. The exhortation directs attention not to the earth in
itself, but to the small living things which move about on the ground,
comprehended in the collective name VMERE, syn. �RE�E (creeping things), in the
record of creation. All these creatures, though without reason and speech, still
utter a language which is heard by every intelligent man. Renan, after Ewald,
translates erroneously: qui ne sait parmi tous ces eÑtres. They do not even
possess knowledge, but they offer instruction, and are a means of knowledge;
bi with �DAYF, like Gen. 15: 8, 42:33, and freq. All the creatures named declare
that the hand of Jehovah has made “this,” whatever we see around us, toÃ
blepoÂmenon, Heb. 11: 3. In the same manner in Isa. 66: 2, Jer. 14:22, HlEJ��LkF
is used of the world around us. In the hand of God, i.e., in His power, because
His workmanship, are the souls of all living things, and the spirit (that which
came direct from God) of all men; every order of life, high and low, owes its
origin and continuance to Him. �YJI is the individual, and in this connection, in
which �PENE and XAwR (= HMF�FNi) are certainly not unintentionally thus separated,
the individual man. Creation is the school of knowledge, and man is the
learner. And this knowledge forces itself upon one’s attention: quis non
cognoverit? The perf. has this subjunctive force also elsewhere in interrogative
clauses, e.g., Psa. 11: 3 (vid., on Gen. 21: 7). That the name of God, JEHOVAH,
for once escapes the poet here, is to be explained from the phrase “the hand of
Jehovah hath made this,” being a somewhat proverbial expression (comp.
Isa. 41:20, 66: 2).

Job now refers to the sayings of the fathers, the authority of which, as being
handed down from past generations, Bildad had maintained in his opposition to
Job.

11 Shall not the ear try sayings,
As the palate tasteth food?

12 Among the ancients is wisdom,
And long life is understanding.

13 With Him is wisdom and strength;
Counsel and understanding are His.

Job. 12:11-13. The meaning of v. 11 is, that the sayings (�YlIMI, Job. 8:10,
comp. 5:27) of the ancients are not to be accepted without being proved; the
waw in ¥X�Wi is waw adaequationis, as Job. 5: 7, 11:12, therefore equivalent to
quemadmodum; it places together for comparison things that are analogous:
The ear, which is used here like aiÏsqhthÂrion (Heb. 5:14), has the task of



searching out and testing weighty sayings, as the palate by tasting has to find
out delicious and suitable food; this is indicated by WLO, the dat. commodi. So
far Job recognises the authority of these traditional sayings. At any rate, he
adds (v. 12): wisdom is to be expected from the hoary-headed, and length of
life is understanding, i.e., it accompanies length of life. “Length of days” may
thus be taken as the subject (Ewald, Olsh.); but bi may also, with the old
translations and expositors, be carried forward from the preceding clause: eÏn deÃ
pollwÚÙ biÂwÙ eÏpisthÂmh (LXX). We prefer, as the most natural: long life is a
school of understanding. But — such is the antithesis in v. 13 which belongs to
this strophe — the highest possessor of wisdom, as of might, is God. Ewald
inserts two self-made couplets before v. 12, which in his opinion are required
both by the connection and “the structure of the strophe;” we see as little need
for this interpolation here as before, Job. 6:14 b. WmO�I and WLO, which are placed
first for the sake of emphasis, manifestly introduce an antithesis; and it is
evident from the antithesis, that the One who is placed in contrast to the many
men of experience is God. Wisdom is found among the ancients, although their
sayings are not to be always implicitly accepted; but wisdom belongs to God
as an attribute of His nature, and indeed absolutely, i.e., on every side, and
without measure, as the piling up of synonymous expressions implies: HMFkiXF,
which perceives the reason of the nature, and the reality of the existence, of
things; HCF��, which is never perplexed as to the best way of attaining its
purpose; HNFwBti, which can penetrate to the bottom of what is true and false,
sound and corrupt (comp. 1Ki. 3: 9); and also HRFwBgi, which is able to carry
out the plans, purposes, and decisions of this wisdom against all hindrance and
opposition.

In the strophe which follows, from his own observation and from traditional
knowledge (Job. 13: 1), Job describes the working of God, as the unsearchably
wise and the irresistibly mighty One, both among men and in nature.

14 Behold, He breaketh down and it cannot be built again,
He shutteth up, and it cannot be opened.

15 Behold, He restraineth the waters and they dry up,
And He letteth them out and they overturn the earth.

16 With Him is might and existence,
The erring and the deceiver are His.

Job. 12:14-16. God is almighty, and everything in opposition to Him
powerless. If He break down (any structure whatever), it can never be rebuilt;
should He close upon any one (i.e., the dungeon, as perhaps a cistern covered
with a stone, Lam. 3:53, comp. Jer. 38: 6; L�A with reference to the depth of the



dungeon, instead of the usual D�Abi), it (that which is closed from above)
cannot be opened again. In like manner, when He desires to punish a land, He
disposes the elements according to His will and pleasure, by bringing upon it
drought or flood. RCO�iYA, coercet, according to the correct Masoretic mode of
writing RcO�iYA with dagesh in the Ssade, in order clearly to distinguish in the
pronunciation between the forms j’a-ssor and jaa’ssor (rxo[}ye f98); w�BFYIWi (for
which Abulwalid writes w�BFYWI) is a defective form of writing according to
Ges. § 69, 3, 3; the form wKPiHAYAWi with the similarly pointed fut. consec.,
1Sa. 25:12, form a pair (GwZ) noted by the Masora. By HyF�Iwt, which is
ascribed to God, is here to be understood that which really exists, the real, the
objective, knowledge resting on an objective actual basis, in contrast with what
only appears to be; so that consequently the idea of vv. 16a and 13a is
somewhat veiled; for the primary notion of HMFkiXF is thickness, solidity, purity,
like puknoÂthj.f98a

The primary notion of �KX, Arab. h¾km, is, to be thick, firm, solid, as the prim.
notion of Arab. sachfa (to be foolish, silly) is to be thin, loose, not holding
together (as a bad texture). The same fundamental notions are represented in
the expression of moral qualities (in distinction from intellectual) by QDC,
Arab. s¾dq, and ��R, (Arab. rs’, rsg).]

 This strophe closes like the preceding, which favours our division. The line
with WmO�I is followed by one with WLO, which affirms that, in the supremacy of
His rule and the wisdom of His counsels, God makes evil in every form
subservient to His designs.

17 He leadeth away counsellors stripped of their robes,
And maketh judges fools.

18 The authority of kings He looseth,
And bindeth their loins with bands.

19 He leadeth away priests stripped of their robes,
And overthroweth those who are firmly established.

20 He removeth the speech of the eloquent,
And taketh away the judgment of the aged.

21 He poureth contempt upon princes,
And maketh loose the girdle of the mighty.

Job. 12:17-21. In vv. 17, 19, LLFW�O is added to ¥YLIWMO as a conditional
accusative; the old expositors vary in the rendering of this word; at any rate it
does not mean: chained (Targ. on v. 17), from LLv (RRv), which is



reduplicated in the word TLE�ELi�A, a chain, a word used in later Hebrew than
the language of the Old Testament (HRF��Ri�A is the Old Testament word); nor is
it: taken as booty, made captive (LXX aiÏxmalwÂtouj; Targ. on v. 19, JTFZiBIbi, in
the quality of spoil) = LLFW�OMi; but it is a neuter adjective closely allied to the
idea of the verb, exutus, not however mente (deprived of sense), but vestibus;
not merely barefooted (Hirz., Oehler, with LXX, Mic. 1: 8, aÏnupoÂdetoj),
which is the meaning of �X�YF, but: stripped of their clothes with violence (vid.,
Isa. 20: 4), stripped in particular of the insignia of their power. He leads them
half-naked into captivity, and takes away the judges as fools (LL�WHOYi, vid.,
Psychol. S. 292), by destroying not only their power, but the prestige of their
position also. We find echoes of this utterance respecting God’s paradoxical
rule in the world in Isa. 40:23, 44:25; and Isaiah’s oracle on Egypt, Job. 19:11-
15, furnishes an illustration in the reality.

It is but too natural to translate v. 18: the bands of kings He looses (after
Psa. 116:16, YRSWML TXTP, Thou hast loosed my bands); but the relation of
the two parts of the verse can then not be this: He unchains and chains kings
(Hirz., Ew., Heiligst. Schlottm.), for the fut. consec. RSOJiyEWA requires a contrast
that is intimately connected with the context, and not of mere outward form:
fetters in which kings have bound others (�YKLM, gen. subjectivus) He looses,
and binds them in fetters (Raschi), — an explanation which much commends
itself, if RSAwM could only be justified as the construct of RS�WMO by the remark
that “the o sinks into u” (Ewald, § 213, c). RS�WMO does not once occur in the
signification vinculum; but only the plur. �YRIS�WMO and TWROS�WMO, vincula,
accord with the usage of the language, so that even the pointing RSAWMO
proposed by Hirzel is a venture. RSAwM, however, as constr. of RSFwM,
correction, discipline, rule (i.e., as the domination of punishment, from RSY,
castigare), is an equally suitable sense, and is probably connected by the poet
with XAt�pI (a word very familiar to him, Job. 30:11, 39: 5, 41: 6) on account of
its relation both in sound and sense to �YRIS�WMO (comp. Psa. 105:22). The
English translation is correct: He looseth the authority of kings. The antithesis
is certainly lost, but the thoughts here moreover flow on in synonymous
parallelism.

Ver 19. It is unnecessary to understand �YNHK, after 2Sa. 8:18, of high officers
of state, perhaps privy councillors; such priest-princes as Melchizedek of
Salem and Jethro of Midian are meant. �YNITFYJ�, which denotes inexhaustible,
perennis, when used of waters, is descriptive of nations as invincible in might,
Jer. 5:15, and of persons as firmly-rooted and stedfast. �YNIMFJåNE, such as are



tested, who are able to speak and counsel what is right at the fitting season,
consequently the ready in speech and counsel. The derivation, proposed by
Kimchi, from �JANF, in the sense of diserti, would require the pointing �YNIMFJáNA.
��A�A is taste, judgment, tact, which knows what is right and appropriate under
the different circumstances of life, 1Sa. 25:33. XqFYI is used exactly as in Hos.
4:11. V. 21a is repeated verbatim, Psa. 107:40; the trilogy, Psa. 105-107,
particularly Psa. 107, is full of passages similar to the second part of Isaiah and
the book of Job (vid., Psalter, ii. 117). �YQIYPIJá (only here and Job. 41: 7) are
the strong, from QPAJF, to hold together, especially to concentrate strength on
anything. XAYZIM� (only here, instead of XZAM�, not from XZAMF, which is an
imaginary root, but from XXAZF, according to Fürst equivalent to QQAZF, to lace,
bind) is the girdle with which the garments were fastened and girded up for
any great exertion, especially for desperate conflict (Isa. 5:27). To make him
weak or relaxed, is the same as to deprive of the ability of vigorous, powerful
action. Every word is here appropriately used. This tottering relaxed condition
is the very opposite of the intensity and energy which belongs to “the strong.”
All temporal and spiritual power is subject to God: He gives or takes it away
according to His supreme will and pleasure.

22 He discovereth deep things out of darkness,
And bringeth out to light the shadow of death;

23 He giveth prosperity to nations and then destroyeth them,
Increase of territory to nations and then carrieth them away;

24 He taketh away the understanding of the chief people of the land,
And maketh them to wander in a trackless wilderness;

25 They grope in darkness without light,
He maketh them to stagger like a drunken man.

Job. 12:22-25. The meaning of v. 22 in this connection can only be, that
there is nothing so finely spun out that God cannot make it visible. All secret
plans of the wicked, all secret sins, and the deeds of the evil-doer though
veiled in deep darkness, He bringeth before the tribunal of the world. The form
of writing given by the Masora is TWQOwM�á with koph raphatum, consequently
plur. from QwM�F, like �YMIwR�á, �YMIwC�á from �wR�F, �wC�F, not from QMO�F. f99

 The LXX translates JYG§M planwÚn, as it is also explained in several Midrash-
passages, but only by a few Jewish expositors (Jachja, Alschech) by H��M.
The word, however, is not JYgI�iMA, but JYgIViMA with § sinistrum, after which in
Midrash Esther it is explained by LYDGM; and Hirzel correctly interprets it of
upward growth (Jerome after the Targ. unsuitably, multiplicat), and XA���O, on



the other hand, of growth in extent. The latter word is falsely explained by the
Targ. in the sense of expandere rete, and Abenezra also falsely explains: He
scatters nations, and brings them to their original peace. The verb X�v is here
connected with Li, as HtFPiHI (Gen. 9:27); both signify to make a wider and
longer space for any one, used here of the ground where they dwell and rule.
The opposite, in an unpropitious sense, is HXFNiHI, which is used here, as
2Ki. 18:11, in a similar sense with HLFGiHI (abducere, i.e., in servitutem). We
have intentionally translated �YWG nations, �� people; for YWgO, as we shall show
elsewhere, is the mass held together by the ties of a common origin, language,
and country; (��F) ��A, the people bound together by unity of government,
whose membra praecipua are consequently called ��FHF Y��JRF. �RJH is, in
this connection, the country, although elsewhere, as Isa. 24: 4, comp. 42: 5,
�RJH �� signifies also the people of the earth or mankind; for the Hebrew
language expresses a country as a portion of the earth, and the earth as a
whole, by the same name. Job dwells longer on this tragic picture, how God
makes the star of the prosperity of these chiefs to set in mad and blind self-
destruction, according to the proverb, quem Deus perdere vult prius dementat.
This description seems to be echoed in many points in Isaiah, especially in the
oracle on Egypt, Isaiah 19 (e.g., RWkOªIkA, Isa. 19:14). The connection �RD JL
WHTB is not genitival; but �RD JL is either an adverbial clause appended to
the verb, as RQX JL, Job. 34:24, �YNB JL, 1Ch. 2:30, 32, or, which we prefer
as being more natural, and on account of the position of the words, a virtual
adjective: in a trackless waste, as �YJI JLO, Job. 38:26; TWB� JL, 2Sa. 23: 4
(Olsh.).

Job here takes up the tone of Eliphaz (comp. Job. 5:13 f.). Intentionally he is
made to excel the friends in a recognition of the absolute majesty of God. He is
not less cognizant of it than they.

1 Lo, mine eye hath seen all,
Mine ear hath heard and marked it.

2 What ye know do I know also,
I do not stand back behind you.

Job. 13: 1, 2. Job has brought forward proof of what he has stated at the
commencement of this speech (Job. 12: 3), that he is not inferior to them in the
knowledge of God and divine things, and therefore he can now repeat as
proved what he maintains. The plain LkO, which in other passages, with the
force of LkOHA, signifies omnes (Gen. 16:12; Isa. 30: 5; Jer. 44:12) and omnia
(Job. 42: 2; Psa. 8: 7; Isa. 44:24), has the definite sense of haec omnia here. hLF



(v. 1b) is not after the Aramaic manner dat. pro acc. objecti: my ear has heard
and comprehended it (id); but dat. commodi, or perhaps only dat. ethicus: and
has made it intelligible to itself (sibi); �YbI of the apprehension accompanying
perception. He has a knowledge of the exalted and glorious majesty of God,
acquired partly from his own observation and partly from the teachings of
others. He also knows equal to (instar) their knowledge, i.e., he has a
knowledge (�DAYF as the idea implied in it, e.g., like Psa. 82: 5) which will bear
comparison with theirs. But he will no longer contend with them.

3 But I would speak to the Almighty,
And I long to reason with God.

4 And ye however are forgers of lies,
Physicians of no value are ye all.

5 Oh that ye would altogether hold your peace,
It would be accounted to you as wisdom.

6 Hear now my instruction,
And hearken to the answers of my lips!

Job. 13: 3-6. He will no longer dispute with the friends; the more they
oppose him, the more earnestly he desires to be able to argue his cause before
God. �LFwJ (v. 3) is disjunctive, like aÏllaÂ, and introduces a new range of
thoughts; LXX ouÏ mhÃn deÃ aÏllaÂ, verum enim vero. True, he has said in Job. 9
that no one can maintain his cause before God; but his confidence in God
grows in proportion as his distrust of the friends increases; and at the same
time, the hope is begotten that God will grant him that softening of the terror
of His majesty which he has reserved to himself in connection with this
declaration (Job. 9:34, comp. 13:20 f.). The infin. absol. XAK�WHO, which in
Job. 6:25 is used almost as a substantive, and indeed as the subject, is here in
the place of the object, as e.g., Isa. 5: 5, 58: 6: to prove, i.e., my cause, to God
(LJ��LJE, like v. 15, WYNFpF�LJE) I long. With �LFwJWi (v. 4) the antithesis is
introduced anew: I will turn to God, you on the contrary (kaiÃ uÎmeiÚj deÃ). Since
the verb LPA�F, from its primary meaning to spread on, smear on (whence e.g.,
Talmudic HLFP��i, the act of throwing on, as when plastering up the cracks of an
oven), cogn. LPAtF (whence LP�tF, plaster, and perhaps also in the signification
tasteless, Job. 6: 6 = sticky, greasy, slimy), does not signify, at least not at first,
consuere, but assuere (without any relation of root with RPAtF), we explain, not
with Olshausen and others, concinnatores mendacii, such as sew together lies
as patchwork; but with Hirzel and others, assutores mendacii, such as patch on
lies, i.e., charge falsely, since they desire throughout to make him out to be a
sinner punished according to his desert. This explanation is also confirmed by



Job. 14:17. Another explanation is given by Hupfeld: sarcinatores false =
inanes, inutiles, so that RQE�E signifies what lies = what deceives, as in the
parallel member of the verse LLIJå, f100 nothingness, and also LMF�F (Job. 16: 2)
in a similar connection, is not an objective but attributive genitive; but
Psa. 119:69 is decisive against this interpretation of RQE�E YL�Pi�O. The
parallelism is not so exactly adjusted, as e.g., even YJ�PiRO does not on account
of the parallel with YL�Pi�O signify patchers, rÎaÂptai, but: they are not able to
heal Job’s wounds with the medicine of consolation; they are medici nihili,
useless physicians. Pro. 17:28, “Even a fool, when he holdeth his peace, is
counted wise,” applies to them, si tacuisses, sapiens mansisses; or, as a
rabbinical proverb of similar meaning, quoted by Heidenheim, says, HGVH
HGVHB TWJLH, “the fatigue of comprehension is comprehension,” i.e., the
silent pause before a problem is half the solution. The jussive form YHITiw, it
would be (Ges. § 128, 2), is used in the conclusion of the wish. Thus he
challenges them to hear his TXAKAWtO (HXFK�WtO) and his TWBORI. Hirzel is quite
right when he says the former does not mean defence (justification), nor the
latter proofs (counter-evidence); TXKWT is, according to his signification
(significatus, in distinction from sensus), eÏÂlegxoj, correptio (LXX, Vulg.), and
here not so much refutation and answer, as correction in an ethical sense, in
correspondence with which TWBR is also intended of reproaches, reproofs, or
reprimands.

7 Will ye speak what is wrong for God,
And speak what is deceitful for Him?

8 Will ye be partial for Him,
Or will ye play the part of God’s advocates?

9 Would it be pleasant if He should search you out,
Or can ye jest with Him, as one jesteth with men?

10 He will surely expose you
If ye secretly act with partiality.

11 Will not His majesty confound you,
And His fear fall upon you?

Job. 13: 7-11. Their advocacy of God — this is the thought of this strophe
— is an injustice to Job, and an evil service rendered to God, which cannot
escape undisguised punishment from Him. They set themselves up as God’s
advocates (LJ�LF BYRI, like L�AbALA BYRI, Jud. 6:31), and at the same time accept
His person, accipiunt (as in acceptus = gratus), or lift it up, i.e., favour, or give
preference to, His person, viz., at the expense of the truth: they are partial in



His favour, as they are twice reminded and given to understand by the fut.
energicum �wJvFtI. The addition of RTEs�bA (v. 10b) implies that they conceal
their better knowledge by the assumption of an earnest tone and bearing,
expressive of the strongest conviction that they are in the right. They know that
Job is not a flagrant sinner; nevertheless they deceive themselves with the idea
that he is, and by reason of this delusion they take up the cause of God against
him. Such perversion of the truth in majorem Dei gloriam is an abomination to
God. When He searches them, His advocates, out (RQAXF, as Pro. 28:11), they
will become conscious of it; or will God be mocked, as one mocketh mortal
men? Comp. Gal. 6: 7 for a similar thought. LT�HF is inf. absol. after the form
BS�HF, and wlT�HFti is also to be derived from lLAtF, and is fut. Hiph., the
preformative not being syncopated, for wlT�tF (Ges. § 53, rem. 7); not Piel,
from LTAHF (as 1Ki. 18:27), with the doubling of the middle radical resolved
(Olsh. in his Lehrb. S. 577). God is not pleased with latreiÂa (Joh. 16: 2)
which gives the honour to Him, but not to truth, such zhÚloj QeouÚ aÏll� ouÏ kat�
eÏpiÂgnwsin (Rom. 10: 2), such advocacy contrary to one’s better knowledge and
conscience, in which the end is thought to sanctify the means. Such advocacy
must be put to shame and confounded when He who needs no concealment of
the truth for His justification is manifest in His TJ�Vi, i.e., not: in the kindling
of His wrath (after Jud. 20:38, Isa. 30:27), but: in His exaltation (correctly by
Ralbag: WTWMMWRW WTWJVNTH), and by His direct influence brings all untruth
to light. It is the boldest thought imaginable, that one dare not have respect
even to the person of God when one is obliged to lie to one’s self. And still it is
also self-evident. For God and truth can never be antagonistic.

12 Your memorable words are proverbs of dust,
Your strongholds are become strongholds of clay!

13 Leave me in peace, and I will speak,
And let what will come on me.

14 Wherefore should I bear my flesh in my teeth?
I take my soul in my hands.

15 Behold, He slayeth me — I wait for Him:
I will only prove my way before Him.

16 Even this would by my salvation,
That a hypocrite dare not appear before Him.

Job. 13:12-16. The words by which they exhort and warn him are called
�YNIROkiZI, not because they recall the experience and teaching of the ancients
(Hirz.), but as sayings to which attention and thought should be given, with the



tone of JN�RKZ, Job. 4: 7 (Hahn); as �WRKZ RPS, Mal. 3:16, the book of
remembrance; and TWNRKZ RPS, Est. 6: 1, the book of memorabilia or
memoranda. These their loci communes are proverbs of ashes, i.e., proverbs
which in respect to the present case, say nothing, passing away like ashes
(RPEJ� = vanity, Isa. 44:20). While v. 12a says what their speeches, with the
weighty nota bene, are, v. 12b says what their �YbIgA become; for Li always
denotes a kiÂnhsij = geÂnesij, and is never the exponent of the predicate in a
simple clause. f101

 Like the Arabic d¾ahr, BgA signifies a boss, back, then protection, bulwark,
rampart: their arguments or proofs are called �YBG (TWMOcU�A, Isa. 41:21; comp.
oÏxurwÂmata, 2Co. 10: 4); these ramparts which they throw up become as
ramparts of clay, will be shown to be such by their being soon broken through
and falling in. Their reasons will not stand before God, but, like clay that will
not hold together, fall to pieces.

Ver. 13. Be silent therefore from me, he says to them, i.e., stand away from me
and leave me in peace (opp. LJE �YRXH, Isa. 41: 1): then will I speak, or: in
order that I may speak (the cohortative usual in apod. imper.) — he, and he
alone, will defend (i.e., against God) his cause, which they have so
uncharitably abandoned in spite of their better knowledge and conscience, let
thereby happen (RB�, similar to Deu. 24: 5) to him HMF, whatever may happen
(RB�Y� HM); or more simply: whatever it may be, quidquid est, as 2Sa. 18:22
HM YHYW, let happen whatever may happen; or more simply: whatever it may
be, like HMF RBAdi quodcunque, Num. 23: 3; YMI occurs also in a similar sense,
thus placed last (Ewald, § 104, d).

Ver. 14. Wherefore should he carry away his flesh in his teeth, i.e., be intent
upon the maintenance of his life, as a wild beast upon the preservation of its
prey, by holding it between its teeth (mordicus tenet) and carrying it away?
This is a proverbial phrase which does not occur elsewhere; for Jer. 38: 2 (thy
life shall become as spoil, LLF�FLi, to thee) is only similar in outward
appearance. It may be asked whether v. 14b continues the question begun with
HMF�L�A (vid., on Isa. 1: 5): and wherefore should I take my soul in my hands,
i.e., carefully protect it as a valuable possession? (Eichh., Umbr., Vaih.). But
apart from Psa. 119:109 (my soul is continually in my hand), — where it may
be asked, whether the soul is not there regarded as treasure (according to the
current religious phrase: to carry his soul in his hand = to work out the
blessedness of his soul with fear and trembling), — WYpFKABi W�OPiNA �YVI signifies
everywhere else (Jud. 12: 3; 1Sa. 19: 5, 28:21) as much as to risk one’s life
without fear of death, properly speaking: to fight one’s way through with one’s



fist, perishing so soon as the strength of one’s fist is gone (Ewald); comp. the
expression for the impending danger of death, Deu. 28:66. If this sense, which
is in accordance with the usage of the language, be adopted, it is unnecessary
with Hirz., after Ewald, § 352, b, to take Y�IPiNAWi for Y�PN �G: also, even my
soul, etc., although it cannot be denied that Wi, like kaiÂ and et, sometimes
signifies: also, etiam (Isa. 32: 7, 2Ch. 27: 5, Ecc. 5: 6, and according to the
accents, Hos. 8: 6 also; on the contrary, 2Sa. 1:23, Psa. 31:12, can at least by
explained by the copulative meaning, and Amo. 4:10 by “and indeed”). The
waw joins the positive to the negative assertion contained in the question of v.
14a (Hahn): I will not eagerly make my flesh safe, and will take my soul in my
hand, i.e., calmly and bravely expose myself to the danger of death. Thus v. 15
is most directly connected with what precedes.

Ver. 15. This is one of eighteen passages in which the Chethib is JL and the
Keri WL; Job. 6:21 is another. f102

 In the LXX, which moreover changes LXYJ into LX�H�, aÏÂrxesqai, the
rendering is doubtful, the Cod. Vat. translating eÏaÂn me xeirwÂshtai, the Cod.
Alex. eÏaÃn mhÂ me xeir. The Mishna b. Sota, 27, b, refers to the passage with
reference to the question whether Job had served God from love or fear, and in
favour of the former appeals to Job. 27: 5, since here the matter is doubtful
(LWQ� RBDH), as the present passage may be explained, “I hope in Him,” or
“I hope not.” The Gemara, ib. 31, a, observes that the reading JL does not
determine the sense, for Isa. 63: 9 is written JL, and is not necessarily to be
understood as WL, but can be so understood. f103

 Among the ancient versions, the Targ., Syr., and Jerome (etiamsi occiderit me,
in ipso sperabo) are in favour of WL. This translation of the Vulgate is followed
by the French, English, Italian, and other versions. This utterance, in this
interpretation, has a venerable history. The Electoress Louise Henriette von
Oranien (died 1667), the authoress of the immortal hymn, “Jesus meine
Zuversicht” [the English translation begins, “Jesus Christ, my sure defence”],
chose these words, “Though the Lord should slay me, yet will I hope in Him,”
for the text of her funeral oration. And many in the hour of death have adopted
the utterance of Job in this form as the expression of their faith and
consolation. f104 Among these we may mention a Jewess. The last movement of
the wasted fingers of Grace Aguilar was to spell the words, “Though He slay
me, yet will I trust in Him.” f105

The words, so understood, have an historic claim in their favour which we will
not dispute. Even the apostles do not spurn the use of the Greek words of the
Old Testament, though they do not accord with the proper connection in the



original text, provided they are in accordance with sacred Scripture, and give
brief and pregnant expression to a truth taught elsewhere in the Scriptures.
Thus it is with this utterance, which, understood as the Vulgate understands it,
is thoroughly Job-like, and in some measure the ultimate solution of the book
of Job. It is also, according to its most evident meaning, an expression of
perfect resignation. We admit that if it is translated: behold, He will slay me, I
hope not, i.e., I await no other and happier issue, a thought is obtained that also
agrees with the context. But LX�YI does not properly mean to hope, but to wait
for; and even in Job. 6:11, 14:14, where it stands as much without an object as
here, it has no other meaning but that of waiting; and Luther is true to it when
he translates: behold, He will destroy me, and I cannot expect it; it is, however,
strange; and Böttch. translates: I will not wait to justify myself, which is odd.
The proper meaning of LXY, praestolari, gives no suitable sense. Thus,
therefore, the writer will have written or meant WL, since Li LX�YI is also
elsewhere a familiar expression with him, Job. 29:21, 23, 30:26. The meaning,
then, which agrees both with the context and with the reality, is: behold, He
will slay me, I wait for Him, i.e., I wait what He may do, even to smite with
death, only I will (¥JA, as frequently, e.g., Psa. 49:16, does not belong to the
word which immediately follows, but to the whole clause) prove my ways to
Him, even before His face. He fears the extreme, but is also prepared for it.
Hirzel, Heiligst., Vaihinger, and others, think that Job regards his wish for the
appearing of God as the certain way of death, according to the belief that no
one can behold God and not die. But YNIL��iQiYI has reference to a different form
of idea. He fears the risk of disputing with God, and being obliged to forfeit his
life; but, as LXYJ WL implies, he resigns himself even to the worst, he waits for
Him to whom he resigns himself, whatever He may do to him; nevertheless
(¥JA restrictive, or as frequently �K�JF adversative, which is the same thing here)
he cannot and will not keep down the inward testimony of his innocence, he is
prepared to render Him an account of the ways in which he has walked (i.e.,
the way of His will) — he can succumb in all respects but that of his moral
guiltlessness. And in v. 16 he adds what will prove a triumph for him, that a
godless person, or (what is suitable, and if it does not correspond to the
primary idea, f106 still accords with the use of the word) a hypocrite, one who
judges thus of himself in his own heart, would not so come forward to answer
for himself before God (Hahn). It can be explained: that a godless person has
no access to God; but the other explanation givers a truer thought. JWH is here
used as neuter, like Job. 15: 9, 31:28 comp. 11, 41: 3, Exo. 34:10. Correctly
LXX, kaiÃ touÚtoÂ moi aÏpobhÂsetai eiÏj swthriÂan. H�Fw�Yi here (comp. Job. 30:15)
has not, however, the usual deeper meaning which it has in the prophets and in
Psalms. It means here salvation, as victory in a contest for the right. Job means
that he has already as good as won the contest, by so urgently desiring to



defend himself before God. This excites a feeling in favour of his innocence at
the onset, and secures him an acquittal.

17 Hear, O hear my confession,
And let my declaration echo in your ears.

18 Behold now! I have arranged the cause,
I know that I shall maintain the right.

19 Who then can contend with me?
Then, indeed, I would be silent and expire.

Job. 13:17-19. Eager for the accomplishment of his wish that he might
himself take his cause before God, and as though in imagination it were so, he
invites the friends to be present to hear his defence of himself. HlFMI (in Arabic
directly used for confession = religion) is the confession which he will lay
down, and HWFXiJA the declaration that he will make in evidence, i.e., the proof
of his innocence. The latter substantive, which signifies brotherly conduct in
post-biblical Hebrew, is here an aÎÂp. leg. from HWFXF, not however with Aleph
prostheticum from Kal, but after the form HRFkFZiJA = HRFkFZiHA, from the ApheÑl =
Hiphil of this verb, which, except Psa. 19: 3, occurs only in the book of Job as
Hebrew (comp. the n. actionis, HYFWFXáJA, Dan. 5:12), Ewald, § 156, c. It is
unnecessary to carry the w�Mi�I on to v. 17b (hear now...with your own ears, as
e.g., Jer. 26:11); v. 17b is an independent substantival clause like Job. 15:11,
Isa. 5: 9, which carries in itself the verbal idea of YHIti or JBOtF (Psa. 18: 7).
They shall hear, for on his part he has arranged, i.e., prepared (�pF�iMI ¥RA�F,
causam instruere, as Job. 23: 4, comp. Job. 33: 5) the cause, so that the action
can begin forthwith; and he knows that he, he and no one else, will be found in
the right. With the conviction of this superiority, he exclaims, Who in all the
world could contend with him, i.e., advance valid arguments against his
defence of himself? Then, indeed, if this impossibility should happen, he
would be dumb, and willingly die as one completely overpowered not merely
in outward appearance, but in reality vanquished. YDM� BYRY following JWH
YM (comp. Job. 4: 7) may be taken as an elliptical relative clause: qui litigare
possit mecum (comp. Isa. 50: 9 with Rom. 8:34, tiÂj oÎ katadriÂnwn); but since
HZ JWH YM is also used in the sense of quis tandem or ecquisnam, this syntactic
connection which certainly did exist (Ewald, § 325, a) is obliterated, and JWH
serves like HZ only to give intensity and vividness to the YM. On HtF�A YkI (in
meaning not different to ZJF YkI), vid., Job. 3:13, 8: 6. In v. 19 that is granted as
possible which, according to the declaration of his conscience, Job must
consider as absolutely impossible. Therefore he clings to the desire of being



able to bring his cause before God, and becomes more and more absorbed in
the thought.

20 Only two things do not unto me,
Then will I not hide myself from Thy countenance:

21 Withdraw Thy hand from me,
And let Thy fear not terrify me —   

22 Call then and I will answer,
Or I will speak and answer Thou me!

Job. 13:20-22. He makes only two conditions in his prayer, as he has
already expressed it in Job. 9:34:

(1) That God would grant him a cessation of his troubles;
(2) That He would not overwhelm him with His majesty.

The chastening hand of God is generally called DYF elsewhere; but in spite of
this prevalent usage of the language, �kA cannot be understood here (comp. on
the contrary Job. 33: 7) otherwise than of the hand (Job. 9:34: the rod) of God,
which lies heavily on Job. The painful pressure of that hand would prevent the
collecting and ordering of his thoughts required for meeting with God, and the
HMFYJ� (Codd. defectively ¦TiMFJ�) of God would completely crush and
confound him. But if God grants these two things: to remove His hand for a
time, and not to turn the terrible side of His majesty to him, then he is ready
whether God should himself open the cause or permit him to have the first
word. Correctly Mercerus: optionem ei dat ut aut actoris aut rei personam
deligat, sua fretus innocentia, sed interim sui oblitus et immodicus. In contrast
with God he feels himself to be a poor worm, but his consciousness of
innocence makes him a Titan.

He now says what he would ask God; or rather, he now asks Him, since he
vividly pictures to himself the action with God which he desires. His
imagination anticipates the reality of that which is longed for. Modern
expositors begin a new division at v. 23. But Job’s speech does not yet take a
new turn; it goes on further continually uno tenore.

23 How many are mine iniquities and sins?
Make me to know my transgression and sin! —   —   

24 Wherefore dost Thou hide Thy face,
And regard me as Thine enemy?

25 Wilt Thou frighten away a leaf driven to and fro,
And pursue the dry stubble?



Job. 13:23-25. When �WO�F and TJ«FXA, ��ApE and TJ«FXA, are used in close
connection, the latter, which describes sin as failing and error, signifies sins of
weakness (infirmities, Schwachheitssünde); whereas �W� (prop. distorting or
bending) signifies misdeed, and ��P (prop. breaking loose, or away from,
Arab. fsq) wickedness which designedly estranges itself from God and
removes from favour, both therefore malignant sin (Bosheitssünde f107). The
bold self-confidence which is expressed in the question and challenge of v. 23
is, in v. 24, changed to grievous astonishment that God does not appear to him,
and on the contrary continues to pursue him as an enemy without investigating
his cause. Has the Almighty then pleasure in scaring away a leaf that is already
blown to and fro? HLE�FHE, with He interrog., like �KFXFHE, Job. 15: 2, according
to Ges. § 100, 4. �RA�F used as transitive here, like Psa. 10:18, to terrify, scare
away affrighted. Does it give Him satisfaction to pursue dried-up stubble? By
TJE (before an indeterminate noun, according to Ges. § 117, 2) he points
deiktikwÚj to himself: he, the powerless one, completely deprived of strength
by sickness and pain, is as dried-up stubble; nevertheless God is after him, as
though He would get rid of every trace of a dangerous enemy by summoning
His utmost strength against him.

26 For Thou decreest bitter things against me,
And causest me to possess the iniquities of my youth,

27 And puttest my feet in the stocks,
And observest all my ways.

Thou makest for thyself a circle round the soles of my feet,

28 Round one who moulders away as worm-eaten,
As a garment that the moth gnaweth.

Job. 13:26-28. He is conscious of having often prayed: “Remember not the
sins of my youth, and my transgressions: according to Thy mercy remember
Thou me,” Psa. 25: 7; and still he can only regard his affliction as the
inheritance (i.e., entailed upon him by sins not repented of) of the sins of his
youth, since he has no sins of his mature years that would incur wrath, to
reproach himself with. He does not know how to reconcile with the justice of
God the fact that He again records against him sins, the forgiveness of which
he implores soon after their commission, and decrees (BTAkF, as Psa. 149: 9, and
as used elsewhere in the book of Job with reference to the recording of
judgment) for him on account of them such bitter punishment (TWROROMi, amara,
bitter calamities; comp. Deu. 32:32, “bitter” grapes). And the two could not
indeed be harmonized, if it really were thus. So long as a man remains an
object of the divine mercy, his sins that have been once forgiven are no more
the object of divine judgment. But Job can understand his affliction only as an



additional punishment. The conflict of temptation through which he is passing
has made God’s loving-kindness obscure to him. He appears to himself to be
like a prisoner whose feet are forced into the holes of a DSA, i.e., the block or
log of wood in which the feet of a criminal are fastened, and which he must
shuffle about with him when he moves; perhaps connected with Arab. sadda,
occludere, opplere (foramen), elsewhere TKEpEHiMA (from the forcible twisting or
fastening), Chald. JYFDiSA, JNFDiSI, Syr. sado, by which Act. 16:24, cuÂlon =
podokaÂkh, is rendered; Lat. cippus (which Ralbag compares), codex (in
Plautus an instrument of punishment for slaves), or also nervus. The verb �V�tF
which belongs to it, and is found also in Job. 33:11 in the same connection, is
of the jussive form, but is neither jussive nor optative in meaning, as also the
future with shortened vowel (e.g., Job. 27:22, 40:19) or apocopated
(Job. 18:12, 23: 9, 11) is used elsewhere from the preference of poetry for a
short pregnant form. He seems to himself like a criminal whose steps are
closely watched (RMA�F, as Job. 10:14), in order that he may not have the
undeserved enjoyment of freedom, and may not avoid the execution for which
he is reserved by effecting an escape by flight. Instead of YTFXORiJF, the reading
adopted by Ben-Ascher, Ben-Naphtali writes YTFXORiJO, with Cholem in the first
syllable; both modes of punctuation change without any fixed law also in other
respects in the inflexion of XRAJO, as of HXFRiJO, a caravan, the construct is both
TWXORiJF, Job. 6:19, and TWXORiJO. It is scarcely necessary to remark that the
verbs in v. 27bc are addressed to God, and are not intended as the third pers.
fem. in reference to the stocks (Ralbag). The roots of the feet are undoubtedly
their undermost parts, therefore the soles. But what is the meaning of HqEXATitI?
The Vulg., Syr., and Parchon explain: Thou fixest thine attention upon..., but
certainly according to mere conjecture; Ewald, by the help of the Arabic
tahhakkaka ala: Thou securest thyself..., but there is not the least necessity to
depart from the ordinary use of the word, as those also do who explain: Thou
makest a law or boundary (Aben-Ezra, Ges., Hahn, Schlottm.). The verb HQFXF
is the usual word (certainly cognate and interchangeable with QQAXF) for
carved-out work (intaglio), and perhaps with colour rubbed in, or filled up with
metal (vid., Job. 19:23, comp. Eze. 23:14); it signifies to hew into, to carve, to
dig a trench. Stickel is in some measure true to this meaning when he explains:
Thou scratchest, pressest (producing blood); by which rendering, however, the
Hithpa. is not duly recognised. Raschi is better, tu t’affiches, according to
which Mercerus: velut affixus vestigiis pedum meorum adhaeres, ne quaÑ elabi
possim aut effugere. But a closer connection with the ordinary use of the word
is possible. Accordingly Rosenm., Umbreit, and others render: Thou markest a
line round my feet (drawest a circle round); Hirz., however, in the strictest
sense of the Hithpa. : Thou diggest thyself in (layest thyself as a circular line



about my feet). But the Hithpa. does not necessarily mean se insculpere, but,
as ��PTH sibi exuere, XTPTH sibi solvere, �NXTH sibi propitium facere, it
may also mean sibi insculpere, which does not give so strange a
representation: Thou makest to thyself furrows (or also: lines) round the soles
of my feet, so that they cannot move beyond the narrow boundaries marked out
by thee. With JwHWi, v. 28, a circumstantial clause begins: While he whom
Thou thus fastenest in as a criminal, etc. Observe the fine rhythmical
accentuation achaÝlo asch. Since God whom he calls upon does not appear,
Job’s defiance is changed to timidity. The elegiac tone, into which his bold
tone has passed, is continued in Job 14.

1 Man that is born of a woman,
Short of days and full of unrest,

2 Cometh forth as a flower and is cut down;
He fleeth as a shadow, and continueth not.

3 Moreover, Thou openest Thine eyes upon him,
And Thou drawest me before Thy tribunal.

Job. 14: 1-3. Even if he yields to the restraint which his suffering imposes on
him, to regard himself as a sinner undergoing punishment, he is not able to
satisfy himself by thus persuading himself to this view of God’s conduct
towards him. How can God pass so strict a judgment on man, whose life is so
short and full of sorrow, and which cannot possibly be pure from sin? — V. 1.
�DFJF is followed by three clauses in apposition, or rather two, for HªFJI DwLYi
(LXX gennhtoÃj gunaikoÂj, as Mat. 11:11; comp. geÂnnhma gun. Sir. 10:18)
belongs to the subject as an adjectival clause: woman-born man, short-lived,
and full of unrest, opens out as a flower. Woman is weak, with pain she brings
forth children; she is impure during her lying-in, therefore weakness, suffering,
and impurity is the portion of man even from the birth (Job. 15:14, 25: 4). As
RCAQi is the constr. of RC�QF, so (ZGERO) �BAVi is from �AB�VF, which here, as
Job. 10:15, has the strong signification: endowed (with adversity). It is
questionable whether LmFyIWA, v. 2, signifies et marcescit or et succiditur. We
have decided here as elsewhere (vid., on Psa. 37: 2, 90: 6, Genesis, S. 383) in
favour of the latter meaning, and as the Targ. (LLAWMOTiJE), translated “he is
mown down.” For this meaning (prop. to cut off from above or before, to lop
off), — in which the verb LLAMF (LwM LMANF) is become technical for the
peritomhÂ, — is most probably favoured by its application in Job. 24:24; where
Jerome however translates, sicut summitates spicarum conterentur, since he
derives WLMY from LLM in the signification not found in the Bible (unless
perhaps retained in HLFYLIMi, Deu. 23:26), fricare (Arab. mll, frigeÔre, to parch).
At the same time, the signification marcescere, which certainly cannot be



combined with praecidere, but may be with fricare (conterere), is not
unnatural; it is more appropriate to a flower (comp. �YC LBN, Isa. 40: 7); it
accords with the parallelism Psa. 37: 2, and must be considered etymologically
possible in comparison with LM��JF LM��QF. But it is not supported by any
dialect, and none of the old translations furnish any certain evidence in its
favour; LL�WMOYi, Psa. 90: 6, which is to be understood impersonally rather than
intransitively, does not favour it; and none of the passages in which LMAYI occurs
demand it: least of all Job. 24:24, where praeciduntur is more suitable than,
and Job. 18:16, praeciditur, quite as suitable as, marcescit. For these reasons
we also take LmFyIWA here, not as fut. Kal from LLM, or, as Hahn, from LM�NF =
LB�NF, to wither, but as fut. Niph. from LLAMF, to cut down. At the same time, we
do not deny the possibility of the notion of withering having been connected
with LMY, whether it be that it belonged originally and independently to the
root LM, or has branched off from some other radical notion, as “to fall in
pieces” (LXX here eÏceÂpesen, and similarly also Job. 18:16, 24:24; comp.
�YXILFMi, rags, XLAMiNI, to come to pieces, to be dissolved) or “to become soft”
(with which the significations in the dialects, to grind and to parch, may be
connected). As a flower, which having opened out is soon cut or withered, is
man: �J, accedit quod, insuper. This particle, related to eÏpiÂ, adds an
enhancing cumulat. More than this, God keeps His eye open (not: His eyes, for
the correct reading, expressly noted by the Masora, is ¦NEY�� without Jod plur.),
HZE�L�A, super hoc s. tali, over this poor child of man, who is a perishable
flower, and not a “walking light, but a fleeting shadow” (Gregory the Great),
to watch for and punish his sins, and brings Job to judgment before himself,
His tribunal which puts down every justification. Elsewhere the word is
pointed �P�MBA, Job. 9:32, 22: 4; here it is �P�MBi, because the idea is
rendered determinate by the addition of �M�.

4 Would that a pure one could come from an impure!
Not a single one —   —   

5 His days then are determined,
The number of his months is known to Thee,

Thou hast appointed bounds for him that he may not pass over:

6 Look away from him then, and let him rest,
Until he shall accomplish as a hireling his day.

Job. 14: 4-6. Would that perfect sinlessness were possible to man; but since
(to use a New Testament expression) that which is born of the flesh is flesh,
there is not a single one pure. The optative �t�YI�YMI seems to be used here with



an acc. of the object, according to its literal meaning, quis det s. afferat, as
Job. 31:31, Deu. 28:67, Psa. 14: 7. Ewald remarks (and refers to § 358, b, of
his Grammar) that JLO, v. 4b, must be the same as wL; but although in
1Sa. 20:14, 2Sa. 13:26, 2Ki. 5:17, JL might be equivalent to the optative WL,
which is questionable, still DXJ JL here, as an echo of DXJ��G �YJ,
Psa. 14: 3, is Job’s own answer to his wish, that cannot be fulfilled: not one,
i.e., is in existence. Like the friends, he acknowledges an hereditary proneness
to sin; but this proneness to sin affords him no satisfactory explanation of so
unmerciful a visitation of punishment as his seems to him to be. It appears to
him that man must the rather be an object of divine forbearance and
compassion, since absolute purity is impossible to him. If, as is really the case,
man’s days are �YCIwRXá, cut off, i.e., aÏpotoÂmwj, determined (distinct from
�YCWRXF with an unchangeable Kametz: sharp, i.e., quick, eager, diligent), —
if the number of his months is with God, i.e., known by God, because fixed
beforehand by Him, — if He has set fixed bounds (Keri WYqFXU) for him, and he
cannot go beyond them, may God then look away from him, i.e., turn from him
His strict watch (�M H�$, as Job. 7:19; �M TYv, 10:20), that he may have rest
(LdFXiYE, cesset), so that he may at least as a hireling enjoy his day. Thus HCRY
is interpreted by all modern expositors, and most of them consider the object
or reason of his rejoicing to be the rest of evening when his work is done, and
thereby miss the meaning.

Hahn appropriately says, “He desires that God would grant man the
comparative rest of the hireling, who must toil in sorrow and eat his bread in
the sweat of his brow, but still is free from any special suffering, by not laying
extraordinary affliction on him in addition to the common infirmities beneath
which he sighs. Since the context treats of freedom from special suffering in
life, not of the hope of being set free from it, comp. Job. 13:25-27, 14: 3, the
explanation of Umbreit, Ew., Hirz., and others, is to be entirely rejected, viz.,
that God would at least permit man the rest of a hireling, who, though he be
vexed with heavy toil, cheerfully reconciles himself to it in prospect of the
reward he hopes to obtain at evening time. Job does not claim for man the toil
which the hireling gladly undergoes in expectation of complete rest, but the
toil of the hireling, which seems to him to be rest in comparison with the
possibility of having still greater toil to undergo.” Such is the true connection.
f108 Man’s life — this life which is as a hand-breadth (Psa. 39: 6), and in
Job. 7: 1 f. is compared to a hireling’s day, which is sorrowful enough — is not
to be overburdened with still more and extraordinary suffering.

It must be asked, however, whether HCR seq. acc. here signifies euÏdokeiÚn toÃn
biÂon, LXX), or not rather persolvere; for it is undeniable that it has this



meaning in Lev. 26:34 (vid., however Keil [Pent., en loc.]) and elsewhere
(prop. to satisfy, remove, discharge what is due). The Hiphil is used in this
sense in post-biblical Hebrew, and most Jewish expositors explain HCRY by
�YL§Y. If it signifies to enjoy, D�A ought to be interpreted: that (he at least may,
like as a hireling, enjoy his day). But this signification of D�A (ut in the final
sense) is strange, and the signification dum (Job. 1:18, 8:21) or adeo ut
(Isa. 47: 7) is not, however, suitable, if HCRY is to be explained in the sense of
persolvere, and therefore translate donec persolvat (persolverit). We have
translated “until he accomplish,” and wish “accomplish” to be understood in
the sense of “making complete,” as Col. 1:24, Luther (“vollzählig machen”) =
aÏntanaplhrouÚn.

7 For there is hope for a tree:
If it is hewn down, it sprouts again,

And its shoot ceaseth not.

8 If its root becometh old in the ground,
And its trunk dieth off in the dust:

9 At the scent of water it buddeth,
And bringeth forth branches like a young plant.

Job. 14: 7-9. As the tree falleth so it lieth, says a cheerless proverb. Job, a
true child of his age, has a still sadder conception of the destiny of man in
death; and the conflict through which he is passing makes this sad conception
still sadder than it otherwise is. The fate of the tree is far from being so
hopeless as that of man; for

(1) if a tree is hewn down, it (the stump left in the ground) puts forth new
shoots (on �YLIXåHE, vid., on Psa. 90: 6), and young branches (TQENEWYO, the tender
juicy sucker moÂsxoj) do not cease. This is a fact, which is used by Isaiah
(Isaiah ch. 6) as an emblem of a fundamental law in operation in the history of
Israel: the terebinth and oak there symbolize Israel; the stump (TBCM) is the
remnant that survives the judgment, and this remnant becomes the seed from
which a new sanctified Israel springs up after the old is destroyed. Carey is
certainly not wrong when he remarks that Job thinks specially of the palm (the
date), which is propagated by such suckers; Shaw’s expression corresponds
exactly to LDXT JL: “when the old trunk dies, there is never wanting one or
other of these offsprings to succeed it.” Then

(2) if the root of a tree becomes old (�YQIZiHI inchoative Hiphil: senescere, Ew. §
122, c) in the earth, and its trunk (�ZAgE also of the stem of an undecayed tree,
Isa. 40:24) dies away in the dust, it can nevertheless regain its vitality which



had succumbed to the weakness of old age: revived by the scent (XAYR� always
of scent, which anything exhales, not, perhaps Son. 1: 3 only excepted, odor =
odoratus) of water, it puts forth buds for both leaves and flowers, and brings
forth branches (RYCIQF, prop. cuttings, twigs) again, ��ANF WMK, like a plant, or a
young plant (the form of ��ANE in pause), therefore, as if fresh planted, LXX
wÎÂsper neoÂfuton. One is here at once reminded of the palm which, on the one
hand, is pre-eminently a filudron futoÂn, f109 on the other hand possesses a
wonderful vitality, whence it is become a figure for youthful vigour. The palm
and the phoenix have one name, and not without reason. The tree reviving as
from the dead at the scent of water, which Job describes, is like that wondrous
bird rising again from its own ashes (vid., on Job. 29:18). Even when centuries
have at last destroyed the palm — says Masius, in his beautiful and thoughtful
studies of nature — thousands of inextricable fibres of parasites cling about the
stem, and delude the traveller with an appearance of life.

10 But man dieth, he lieth there stretched out,
Man giveth up the ghost, and where is he?

11 The waters flow away from the sea,
And a stream decayeth and dryeth up:

12 So man lieth down and riseth not again;
Till the heavens pass away they wake not,

And are not aroused from their sleep.

Job. 14:10-12. How much less favoured is the final lot of man! He dies, and
then lies there completely broken down and melted away (�LAXF, in the neuter
signification, confectum esse, rendered in the Targum by RBAtiJI and
QMAQiMATiJI). The fut. consec. continues the description of the cheerless results
of death: He who has thus once fallen together is gone without leaving a trace
of life. In vv. 11 f. this vanishing away without hope and beyond recovery is
contemplated under the figure of running water, or of water that is dried up and
never returns again to its channel. Instead of wLZiJF Isaiah uses wT�iNI (Isa. 19: 5)
in the oracle on Egypt, a prophecy in which many passages borrowed from the
book of Job are interwoven. The former means to flow away (related radically
with LZANF), the latter to dry up (transposed �tANI, Jer. 18:14). But he also uses
BRAXåYE, which signifies the drying in, and then �B�YFWi, which is the complete
drying up which follows upon the drying in (vid., Genesis, S. 264). What is
thus figuratively expressed is introduced by waw (v. 12a), similar to the waw
adaequationis of the emblematic proverbs mentioned at Job. 5: 7, 11:12: so
there is for man no rising (�wQ), no waking up (�YQIHF), no eÏgeiÂresqai (RW�ON�),
and indeed not for ever; for what does not happen until the heavens are no



more (comp. Psa. 72: 7, till the moon is no more), never happens; because God
has called the heavens and the stars with their laws into existence, �LW�L D�L
(Psa. 158: 6), they never cease (Jer. 31:35 f.), the days of heaven are eternal
(Psa. 89:30). This is not opposed to declarations like Psa. 102:27, for the
world’s history, according to the teaching of Scripture, closes with a change in
all these, but not their annihilation. What is affirmed in vv. 10-12b of mankind
in general, is, by the change to the plural in v. 12c, affirmed of each individual
of the race. Their sleep of death is �LFW�O TNA�i (Jer. 51:39, 57). What SheoÑl
summons away from the world, the world never sees again. Oh that it were
otherwise! How would the brighter future have comforted him with respect to
the sorrowful present and the dark night of the grave!

13 Oh that Thou wouldst hide me in SheoÑl,
That Thou wouldst conceal me till Thine anger change,

That Thou wouldst appoint me a time and then remember me!

14 If man dieth, shall he live again?
All the days of my warfare would I wait,

Until my change should come.

15 Thou wouldst call and I would answer,
Thou wouldst have a desire for the work of Thy hands —   

16 For now thou numberest my steps,
And dost not restrain thyself over my sins.

Job. 14:13-16. The optative �t�YI YMI introduces a wish that has reference to
the future, and is therefore, as at Job. 6: 8, followed by futt.; comp. on the
other hand, Job. 23: 3, utinam noverim. The language of the wish reminds one
of such passages in the Psalms as Psa. 31:21, 27: 5 (comp. Isa. 26:20): “In the
day of trouble He hideth me in His pavilion, and in the secret of His tabernacle
doth He conceal me.” So Job wishes that Hades, into which the wrath of God
now precipitates him for ever, may only be a temporary place of safety for
him, until the wrath of God turn away (Bw�, comp. the causative, Job. 9:13);
that God would appoint to him, when there, a QXO, i.e., a terminus ad quem
(comp. v. 5), and when this limit should be reached, again remember him in
mercy. This is a wish that Job marks out for himself. The reality is indeed
different: “if (eÏaÃn) a man dies, will he live again?” The answer which Job’s
consciousness, ignorant of anything better, alone can give, is: No, there is no
life after death. It is, however, none the less a craving of his heart that gives
rise to the wish; it is the most favourable thought, — a desirable possibility, —
which, if it were but a reality, would comfort him under all present suffering:
“all the days of my warfare would I wait until my change came.” JBFCF is the
name he gives to the whole of this toilsome and sorrowful interval between the



present and the wished-for goal, — the life on earth, which he likens to the
service of the soldier or of the hireling (Job. 7: 1), and which is subject to an
inevitable destiny (Job. 5: 7) of manifold suffering, together with the night of
Hades, where this life is continued in its most shadowy and dismal phase. And
HPFYLIXá does not here signify destruction in the sense of death, as the Jewish
expositors, by comparing Isa. 2:18 and Son. 2:11, explain it; but (with
reference to YJBC, comp. Job. 10:17) the following after (Arab. chl−Ñft,
succession, successor, i.e., of Mohammed), relief, change (syn. HRFwMti,
exchange, barter), here of change of condition, as Psa. 55:20, of change of
mind; Aquila, Theod., aÏÂllagma. Oh that such a change awaited him! What a
blessed future would it be if it should come to pass! Then would God call to
him in the depth of SheoÑl, and he, imprisoned until the appointed time of
release, would answer Him from the deep. After His anger was spent, God
would again yearn after the work of His hands (comp. Job. 10: 3), the natural
loving relation between the Creator and His creature would again prevail, and
it would become manifest that wrath is only a waning power (Isa. 54: 8), and
love His true and essential attribute. Schlottman well observes: “Job must have
had a keen perception of the profound relation between the creature and his
Maker in the past, to be able to give utterance to such an imaginative
expectation respecting the future.”

In v. 16, Job supports what is cheering in this prospect, with which he wishes
he might be allowed to console himself, by the contrast of the present. HtF�A YkI
is used here as in Job. 6:21; YK is not, as elsewhere, where HT� YK introduces
the conclusion, confirmatory (indeed now = then indeed), but assigns a reason
(for now). Now God numbers his steps (Job. 13:27), watching him as a
criminal, and does not restrain himself over his sin. Most modern expositors
(Ew., Hlgst, Hahn, Schlottm.) translate: Thou observest not my sins, i.e.,
whether they are to be so severely punished or not; but this is poor. Raschi:
Thou waitest not over my sins, i.e., to punish them; instead of which Ralbag
directly: Thou waitest not for my sins = repentance or punishment; but RM$ is
not supported in the meaning: to wait, by Gen. 37:11. Aben-Ezra: Thou lookest
not except on my sins, by supplying QRA, according to Ecc. 2:24 (where,
however, probably LKJY�M should be read, and M after �DJ, just as in
Job. 33:17, has fallen away). The most doubtful is, with Hirzel, to take the
sentence as interrogative, in opposition to the parallelism: and dost Thou not
keep watch over my sins? It seems to me that the sense intended must be
derived from the phrase �JA RMA�F, which means to keep anger, and
consequently to delay the manifestation of it (Amo. 1:11). This phrase is here
so applied, that we obtain the sense: Thou keepest not Thy wrath to thyself, but



pourest it out entirely. Mercerus is substantially correct: non reservas nec
differs peccati mei punitionem.

17 My transgression is sealed up in a bag,
And Thou hast devised additions to my iniquity.

18 But a falling mountain moveth indeed,
And a rock falleth from its place.

19 Water holloweth out stone,
Its overflowings carry away the dust of the earth,

And the hope of man — Thou destroyest.

Job. 14:17-19. The meaning of v. 17 is, not that the judgment which
pronounces him guilty lies in the sealed-up bag of the judge, so that it requires
only to be handed over for execution (Hirz., Ew., Renan), for although ��ApE
(though not exactly the punishment of sin, which it does not signify even in
Dan. 9:24) can denote wickedness, as proved and recorded, and therefore
metonomically the penal sentence, the figure is, however, taken not from the
mode of preserving important documents, but from the mode of preserving
collected articles of value in a sealed bag. The passage must be explained
according to Hos. 13:12, Deu. 32:34, Rom. 2: 5, comp. Jer. 17: 1. The evil Job
had formerly (Job. 13:26) committed according to the sentence of God, God
has gathered together as in a money bag, and carefully preserved, in order now
to bring them home to him. And not this alone, however; He has devised still
more against him than his actual misdeeds. Ewald translates: Thou hast sewed
up my punishment; but LPA�F (vid., on Job. 13: 4) signifies, not to sew up, but:
to sew on, patch on, and gen. to add (LP��F, Rabb. accidens, a subordinate
matter, opp. RqF�I), after which the LXX translates eÏpeshmhÂnw (noted in
addition), and Gecatilia Arab. h¾fs¾t (added to in collecting). It is used here just
as in the Aramaic phrase JRFQi�I LPA�i (to patch on falsehood, to invent
scandal).

The idea of the figures which follow is questionable. Hahn maintains that they
do not describe destruction, but change, and that consequently the relation of v.
19c to what precedes is not similarity, but contrast: stones are not so hard, that
they are not at length hollowed out, and the firm land is not so firm that it
cannot be carried away by the flood; but man’s prospect is for ever a hopeless
one, and only for him is there no prospect of his lot ever being changed. Thus I
thought formerly it should be explained: considering the waw, v. 19c, as
indicative not of comparison, but of contrast. But the assumption that the point
of comparison is change, not destruction, cannot be maintained: the figures
represent the slow but inevitable destruction wrought by the elements on the
greatest mountains, on rocks, and on the solid earth. And if the poet had



intended to contrast the slow but certain changes of nature with the
hopelessness of man’s lot, how many more appropriate illustrations, in which
nature seems to come forth as with new life from the dead, were at his
command! Raschi, who also considers the relation of the clauses to be
antithetical, is guided by the right perception when he interprets: even a
mountain that is cast down still brings forth fruit, and a rock removed from its
place, even these are not without some signs of vitality in them, LWbOYI = (LwBYi)
LwB HV�Y, which is indeed a linguistic impossibility. The majority of
expositors are therefore right when they take the waw, v. 19c, similarly to
Job. 5: 7, 11:12, 12:11, as waw adaequationis. With this interpretation also, the
connection of the clause with what precedes by �LFwJWi (which is used exactly
as in Job. 1:11, 11: 5, 12: 7, where it signifies verum enim vero or attamen) is
unconstrained. The course of thought is as follows: With unsparing severity,
and even beyond the measure of my guilt, hast Thou caused me to suffer
punishment for my sins, but (nevertheless) Thou shouldst rather be gentle and
forbearing towards me, since even that which is firmest, strongest, and most
durable cannot withstand ultimate destruction; and entirely in accordance with
the same law, weak, frail man (�WNOJå) meets an early certain end, and at the
same time Thou cuttest off from him every ground of hope of a continued
existence. The waw, v. 19c, is consequently, according to the sense, more
quanto magis than sic, placing the things to be contrasted over against each
other. LP�WNO�RHA is a falling, not a fallen (Ralbag) mountain; and having once
received the impetus, it continues gradually to give way; Renan: s’effondre peu
à peu. Carey, better: “will decay,” for LB�NF (cogn. LBN) signifies, decrease from
external loses; specially of the falling off of leaves, Isa. 34: 4. The second
figure, like Job. 18: 4, is to be explained according to Job. 9: 5: a rock removes
(not as Jerome translates, transfertur, which would be QT��FY�, and also not as
LXX palaiwqhÂsetai, Schlottm.: becomes old and crumbles away, although in
itself admissible both as to language and fact; comp. on Job. 21: 7) from its
place; it does not stand absolutely, immovably fast. In the third figure �YNIBFJá is
a prominent object, as the accentuation with Mehupach legarmeh or (as it is
found in correct Codd.) with Asla legarmeh rightly indicates QXA�F signifies
exactly the same as Arab. sh¾q, attere, conterere. In the fourth figure, XYPS
must not be interpreted as meaning that which grows up spontaneously without
re-sowing, although the Targum translates accordingly: it (the water) washes
away its (i.e., the dust of the earth’s) after-growth (JHFTFkF), which Symm.
follows (taÃ paraleleimmeÂna). It is also impossible according to the expression;
for it must have been �RJHF RP�. Jerome is essentially correct: et alluvione
paullatim terra consumitur. It is true that XPS in Hebrew does not mean
effundere in any other passage (on this point, vid., on Hab. 2:15), but here the



meaning effusio or alluvio may be supposed without much hesitation; and in a
book whose language is so closely connected with the Arabic, we may even
refer to XPS = Arab. sfh¾ (kindred to Arab. sfk, �P$), although the word may
also (as Ralbag suggests), by comparison with �X�SO R�FMF, Pro. 28: 3, and
Arab. sh¾−Ñqt, a storm of rain, be regarded as transposed from HYPYXS, from
�XS in Arab. to tear off, sweep away, Targ. to thrust away (= �XD), Syr.,
Talm. to overthrow, subvertere (whence s’chifto, a cancer or cancerous ulcer).
The suffix refers to �YIMA, and ��O�itI before a plural subject is quite according
to rule, Ges. § 146, 3. HYXYPS is mostly marked with Mercha, but according to
our interpretation Dech−Ñ, which is found here and there in the Codd., would be
more correct.

The point of the four illustrations is not that not one of them is restored to its
former condition (Oetinger, Hirz.), but that in spite of their stability they are
overwhelmed by destruction, and that irrecoverably. Even the most durable
things cannot defy decay, and now even as to mortal man — Thou hast
brought his hope utterly to nought (TDBAJH with Pathach in pause as
frequently; vid., Psalter ii. 468). The perf. is praegnans: all at once, suddenly
— death, the germ of which he carries in him even from his birth, is to him an
end without one ray of hope, — it is also the death of his hope.

20 Thou siezest him for ever, then he passeth away;
Thou changest his countenance and castest him forth.

21 If his sons come to honour, he knoweth it not;
Or to want, he observeth them not.

22 Only on his own account his flesh suffereth pain,
And on his own account is his soul conscious of grief.

Job. 14:20-22. The old expositors thought that wHP�QiTitI must be explained
by WNMM �QTT (Thou provest thyself stronger than he, according to Ges. §
121, 4), because �QAtF is intrans.; but it is also transitive in the sense of seizing
forcibly and grasping, Job. 15:24, Ecc. 4:12, as Talm. �QIti (otherwise
commonly �Q�TiJA as QYZXH), Arab. t¯aqifa, comprehendere. The many
sufferings which God inflicts on him in the course of his life are not meant;
XCAN�LF does not signify here: continually, without intermission, as most
expositors explain, but as Job. 4:20, 20: 7, and throughout the book: for ever
(Rosenm., Hahn, Welte). God gives him the death-stroke which puts an end to
his life for ever, he passes away baiÂnei, oiÏÂxetai (comp. Job. 10:21); disfiguring
his countenance, i.e., in the struggle of death and in death by the gradual
working of decay, distorting and making him unlike himself, He thrusts him



out of this life (XAl��I like Gen. 3:23). The waw consec. is used here as e.g.,
Psa. 118:27.

When he is descended into Hades he knows nothing more of the fortune of his
children, for as Ecc. 9: 6 says: the dead have absolutely no portion in anything
that happens under the sun. In v. 21 Job does not think of his own children that
have died, nor his grandchildren (Ewald); he speaks of mankind in general.
DB�kF and R�ACF are not here placed in contrast in the sense of much and little,
but, as in Jer. 30:19, in the wider sense of an important or a destitute position;
DB�kF, to be honoured, to attain to honour, as Isa. 66: 5. �YbI (to observe
anything) is joined with Li of the object, as in Psa. 73:17 (on the other hand,
hLF, Job. 13: 1, was taken as dat. ethicus). He neither knows nor cares anything
about the welfare of those who survive him: “Nothing but pain and sadness is
the existence of the dead; and the pain of his own flesh, the sadness of his own
soul, alone engage him. He has therefore no room for rejoicing, nor does the
joyous or sorrowful estate of others, though his nearest ones, affect him”
(Hofmann, Schriftbeweis, i. 495). This is certainly, as Ewald and Psychol. S.
444, the meaning of v. 22; but WYLF�F is hardly to be translated with Hofmann
“in him,” so that it gives the intensive force of iÏÂdioj to the suff. For it is
improbable that in this connection, — where the indifference of the deceased
respecting others, and the absolute reference to himself of the existence of pain
on his own account, are contrasted, — WYL�, v. 22b, is to be understood
according to Job. 30:16 (Psychol. S. 152), but rather objectively (over him).
On the other hand, v. 22a is not to be translated: over himself only does his
flesh feel pain (Schlottm., Hirz., and others); for the flesh as inanimate may
indeed be poetically, so to speak zeugmatically, represented as conscious of
pain, but not as referring its pain to another, and consequently as self -
conscious. On this account, WYL�, v. 22a, is to be taken in the signification,
over him = upon him, or as v. 22b (beyond him), which is doubtful; or it
signifies, as we have sought to render it in our translation in both cases,
propter eum. Only on his own account does his flesh suffer, i.e., only applying
to himself, only on his own account does his soul mourn, i.e., only over his
own condition. He has no knowledge and interest that extends beyond himself;
only he himself is the object of that which takes place with his flesh in the
grave, and of that on which his soul reflects below in the depths of Hades.
According to this interpretation ¥JA belongs to WYL�, after the hyperbaton
described at p. 283 [Job. 2:10], comp. Job. 13:15, Isa. 34:15. And he WYL�, v.
22, implies the idea (which is clearly expressed in Isa. 66:24, and especially in
Judith 16:17: douÚnai puÚr kaiÃ skwÂlhkaj eiÏj saÂrkaj auÏtwÚn kaiÃ klauÂsontai eÏn
aiÏsqhÂsei eÎÂwj aiÏwÚnoj) that the process of the decomposition of the body is a
source of pain and sorrow to the departed spirit, — a conception which



proceeds from the supposition, right in itself, that a connection between body
and soul is still continued beyond the grave, — a connection which is assumed
by the resurrection, but which, as Job viewed it, only made the future still more
sorrowful.

This speech of Job (Job 12-14), which closes here, falls into three parts, which
correspond to the divisions into chapters. In the impassioned speech of Zophar,
who treats Job as an empty and conceited babbler, the one-sided dogmatical
standpoint of the friends was maintained with such arrogance and assumption,
that Job is obliged to put forth all his power in self-defence. The first part of
the speech (Job 12) triumphantly puts down this arrogance and assumption.
Job replies that the wisdom, of which they profess to be the only possessors, is
nothing remarkable, and the contempt with which they treat him is the
common lot of the innocent, while the prosperity of the ungodly remains
undisturbed. In order, however, to prove to them that what they say of the
majesty of God, before which he should humble himself, can neither overawe
nor help him, he refers them to creation, which in its varied works testifies to
this majesty, this creative power of God, and the absolute dependence of every
living thin on Him, and proves that he is not wanting in an appreciation of the
truth contained in the sayings of the ancients by a description of the absolute
majesty of God as it is manifested in the works of nature, and especially in the
history of man, which excels everything that the three had said. This
description is, however, throughout a gloomy picture of disasters which God
brings about in the world, corresponding to the gloomy condition of mind in
which Job is, and the disaster which is come upon himself.

As the friends have failed to solace him by their descriptions of God, so his
own description is also utterly devoid of comfort. For the wisdom of God, of
which he speaks, is not the wisdom that orders the world in which one can
confide, and in which one has the surety of seeing every mystery of life sooner
or later gloriously solved; but this wisdom is something purely negative, and
repulsive rather than attractive, it is abstract exaltation over all created
wisdom, whence it follows that he puts to shame the wisdom of the wise. Of
the justice of God he does not speak at all, for in the narrow idea of the friends
he cannot recognise its control; and of the love of God he speaks as little as the
friends, for as the sight of the divine love is removed from them by the one-
sidedness of their dogma, so is it from him by the feeling of the wrath of God
which at present has possession of his whole being. Hegel has called the
religion of the Old Testament the religion of sublimity (die Religion der
Erhabenheit); and it is true that, so long as that manifestation of love, the
incarnation of the Godhead, was not yet realized, God must have relatively
transcended the religious consciousness. From the book of Job, however, this
view can be brought back to its right limits; for, according to the tendency of



the book, neither the idea of God presented by the friends nor by Job is the
pure undimmed notion of God that belongs to the Old Testament. The friends
conceive of God as the absolute One, who acts only according to justice; Job
conceives of Him as the absolute One, who acts according to the arbitrariness
of His absolute power. According to the idea of the book, the former is
dogmatic one- sidedness, the latter the conception of one passing through
temptation. The God of the Old Testament consequently rules neither
according to justice alone, nor according to a “sublime whim.”

After having proved his superiority over the friends in perception of the
majesty of God, Job tells them his decision, that he shall turn away from them.
The sermon they address to him is to no purpose, and in fact produces an effect
the reverse of that intended by them. And while it does Job no good, it injures
them, because their very defence of the honour of God incriminates themselves
in the eyes of God. Their aim is missed by them, for the thought of the absolute
majesty of God has no power to impart comfort to any kind of sufferer; nor can
the thought of His absolute justice give any solace to a sufferer who is
conscious that he suffers innocently. By their confidence that Job’s affliction is
a decree of the justice of God, they certainly seem to defend the honour of
God; but this defence is reversed as soon as it is manifest that there exists no
such just ground for inflicting punishment on him. Job’s self-consciousness,
however, which cannot be shaken, gives no testimony to its justice; their
advocacy of God is therefore an injustice to Job, and a miserable attempt at
doing God service, which cannot escape the undisguised punishment of God. It
is to be carefully noted that in Job. 13: 6-12 Job seriously warns the friends
that God will punish them for their partiality, i.e., that they have endeavoured
to defend Him at the expense of truth.

We see from this how sound Job’s idea of God is, so far as it is not affected by
the change which seems, according to the light which his temptation casts
upon his affliction, to have taken place in his personal relationship to God.
While above, Job 9, he did not acknowledge an objective right, and the rather
evaded the thought, of God’s dealing unjustly towards him, by the desperate
assertion that what God does is in every case right because God does it, he
here recognises an objective truth, which cannot be denied, even in favour of
God, and the denial of which, even though it were a pientissima fraus, is
strictly punished by God. God is the God of truth, and will therefore be neither
defended nor honoured by any perverting of the truth. By such pious lies the
friends involve themselves in guilt, since in opposition to their better
knowledge they regard Job as unrighteous, and blind themselves to the
incongruities of daily experience and the justice of God. Job will therefore
have nothing more to do with them; and to whom does he now turn? Repelled
by men, he feels all the more strongly drawn to God. He desires to carry his



cause before God. He certainly considers God to be his enemy, but, like David,
he thinks it is better to fall into the hands of God than into the hands of man
(2Sa. 24:14). He will plead his cause with God, and prove to Him his
innocence: he will do it, even though he be obliged to expiate his boldness
with his life; for he knows that morally he will not be overcome in the contest.
He requires compliance with but two conditions: that God would grant a
temporary alleviation of his pain, and that He would not overawe him with the
display of His majesty. Job’s disputing with God is as terrible as it is pitiable.
It is terrible, because he uplifts himself, Titan-like, against God; and pitiable,
because the God against which he fights is not the God he has known, but a
God that he is unable to recognise, — the phantom which the temptation has
presented before his dim vision instead of the true God. This phantom is still
the real God to him, but in other respects in no way differing from the
inexorable ruling fate of the Greek tragedy. As in this the hero of the drama
seeks to maintain his personal freedom against the mysterious power that is
crushing him with an iron arm, so Job, even at the risk of sudden destruction,
maintains the stedfast conviction of his innocence, in opposition to a God who
has devoted him, as an evil-doer, to slow but certain destruction. The battle of
freedom against necessity is the same as in the Greek tragedy. Accordingly one
is obliged to regard it as an error, arising from simple ignorance, when it has
been recently maintained that the boundless oriental imagination is not equal to
such a truly exalted task as that of representing in art and poetry the power of
the human spirit, and the maintenance of its dignity in the conflict with hostile
powers, because a task that can only be accomplished by an imagination
formed with a perception of the importance of recognising ascertained
phenomena. f110

 In treating this subject, the book of Job not only attains to, but rises far above,
the height attained by the Greek tragedy: for, on the one hand, it brings this
conflict before us in all the fearful earnestness of a death-struggle; on the
other, however, it does not leave us to the cheerless delusion that an absolute
caprice moulds human destiny. This tragic conflict with the divine necessity is
but the middle, not the beginning nor the end, of the book; for this god of fate
is not the real God, but a delusion of Job’s temptation. Human freedom does
not succumb, but it comes forth from the battle, which is a refining fire to it, as
conqueror. The dualism, which the Greek tragedy leaves unexplained, is here
cleared up. The book certainly presents much which, from its tragic character,
suggests this idea of destiny, but it is not its final aim — it goes far beyond: it
does not end in the destruction of its hero by fate; but the end is the destruction
of the idea of this fate itself.

We have seen in this speech (comp. Job. 13:23, 26, 14:16 f.), as often already,
that Job is as little able as the friends to disconnect suffering from the idea of



the punishment of sin. If Job were mistaken or were misled by the friends
respecting his innocence, the history of his sufferings would be no material for
a drama, because there would be no inner development. But it is just Job’s
stedfast conviction of his innocence, and his maintenance of it in spite of the
power which this prejudice exercises over him, that makes the history of his
affliction the history of the development of a new and grand idea, and makes
him as the subject, on whom it is developed, a tragic character. In conformity
with his prepossession, Job sees himself put down by his affliction as a great
sinner; and his friends actually draw the conclusion from false premises that he
is such. But he asserts the testimony of his conscience to his innocence; and
because this contradicts those premises, the one-sidedness of which he does
not discern, God himself appears to him to be unjust and unmerciful. And
against this God, whom the temptation has distorted and transformed to the
miserable image of a ruler, guided only by an absolute caprice, he struggles on,
and places the truth and freedom of his moral self-consciousness over against
the restraint of the condemnatory sentence, which seems to be pronounced
over him in the suffering he has to endure. Such is the struggle against God
which we behold in the second part of the speech (Job 13): ready to prove his
innocence, he challenges God to trial; but since God does not appear, his
confidence gives place to despondency, and his defiant tone to a tone of
lamentation, which is continued in the third part of the speech (Job 14).

While he has raised his head towards heaven with the conscious pride of a
�YMT QYDC, first in opposition to the friends and then to God, he begins to
complain as one who is thrust back, and yielding to the pressure of his
affliction, begins to regard himself as a sinner. But he is still unable to satisfy
himself respecting God’s dealings by any such forcible self-persuasion. For
how can God execute such strict judgment upon man, whose life is so short
and full of care, and who, because he belongs to a sinful race, cannot possibly
be pure from sin, without allowing him the comparative rest of a hireling?
How can he thus harshly visit man, to whose life He has set an appointed
bound, and who, when he once dies, returns to life no more for ever? The old
expositors cannot at all understand this absolute denial of a new life after
death. Brentius erroneously observes on donec coelum transierit: ergo
resurget; and Mercerus, whose exposition is free from all prejudice, cannot
persuade himself that the elecus et sanctus Dei vir can have denied not merely
a second earthly life, but also the eternal imperishable life after death. And yet
it is so: Job does not indeed mean that man when he dies is annihilated, but he
knows of no other life after death but the shadowy life in SheoÑl, which is no
life at all. His laments really harmonize with those in Moschos iii. 106 ff.:

AiÏÃ aiÏÃ, taiÃ malaÂxai meÃn eÏpaÃn kataÃ kaÚpon oÏÂlwntai,
HÏÂ taÃ xlwraÃ seÂlina toÂ t� euÏqaleÃj ouçlon aÏÂnhqon,



Usteron auç zwÂonti kaiÃ eiÏj eÏÂtoj aÏÂllo fuÂonti
AÏÂmmej d� oiÎ megaÂloi kaiÃ karteroiÃ hÏÃ sofoiÃ aÏÂndrej,
OÎppoÂte prwÚta qaÂnwmej aÏnaÂkooi eÏn xqoniÃ koiÂlaÙÔ
EuÏÂdomej euç maÂla makroÃn aÏteÂrmona nhÂgreton uÎÂpnon.

Alas! alas! the mallows, after they are withered in the garden,
Or the green parsley and the luxuriant curly dill,
Live again hereafter and sprout in future years;

But we men, the great and brave, or the wise,
When once we die, senseless in the bosom of the earth

We sleep a long, endless, and eternal sleep.

And with that of Horace, Od. iv. 7, 1:

Nos ubi decidimus
Quo pius Aeneas, quo dives Tullus et Ancus,

Pulvis et umbra sumus;

Or with that of the Jagur Weda:

“While the tree that has fallen sprouts again from the root fresher than
before, from what root does mortal man spring forth when he has fallen
by the hand of death?” f111

 These laments echo through the ancient world from one end to the other, and
even Job is without any superior knowledge respecting the future life. He
denies a resurrection and eternal life, not as one who has a knowledge of them
and will not however know anything about them, but he really knows nothing
of them: our earthly life seems to him to flow on into the darkness of SheoÑl,
and onward beyond SheoÑl man has no further existence.

We inquire here: Can we say that the poet knew nothing of a resurrection and
judgment after death? If we look to the psalms of the time of David and
Solomon, we must reply in the negative. Since, however, as the Grecian
mysteries fostered and cherished hÎdusteÂraj eÏlpiÂdaj, the Israelitish Chokma
also, by its constant struggles upwards and onwards, anticipated views of the
future world which reached beyond the present (Psychol. S. 410): it may be
assumed, and from the book of Job directly inferred, that the poet had a
perception of the future world which went beyond the dim perception of the
people, which was not yet lighted up by any revelation. For, on the one hand,
he has reproduced for us a history of the patriarchal period, not merely
according to its external, but also according to its internal working, with as
strict historical faithfulness as delicate psychological tact; on the other, he has
with a master hand described for us in the history of Job what was only
possible from an advanced standpoint of knowledge, — how the hope of a life



beyond the present, where there is no express word of promise to guide it,
struggles forth from the heart of man as an undefined desire and longing, so
that the word of promise is the fulfilment and seal of this desire and yearning.
For when Job gives expression to the wish that God would hide him in SheoÑl
until His anger turn, and then, at an appointed time, yearning after the work of
His hands, raise him again from SheoÑl (Job. 14:13-17), this wish it not to be
understood other than that SheoÑl might be only his temporary hiding-place
from the divine anger, instead of being his eternal abode. He wishes himself in
SheoÑl, so far as he would thereby be removed for a time from the wrath of
God, in order that, after an appointed season, he might again become an object
of the divine favour. He cheers himself with the delightful thought, All the
days of my warfare would I wait till my change should come, etc.; for then the
warfare of suffering would become easy to him, because favour, after wrath
and deliverance from suffering and death, would be near at hand. We cannot
say that Job here expresses the hope of a life after death; on the contrary, this
hope is wanting to him, and all knowledge respecting the reasons that might
warrant it. The hope exists only in imagination, as Ewald rightly observes,
without becoming a certainty, since it is only the idea, How glorious it would
be if it were so, that is followed up. But, on the one side, the poet shows us by
this touching utterance of Job how totally different would be his endurance of
suffering if he but knew that there was really a release from Hades; on the
other side, he shows us, in the wish of Job, the incipient tendency of the
growing hope that it might be so, for what a devout mind desires has a spiritual
power which presses forward from the subjective to the objective reality. The
hope of eternal life is a flower, says one of the old commentators, which grows
on the verge of the abyss. The writer of the book of Job supports this. In the
midst of this abyss of the feeling of divine wrath in which Job is sunk, this
flower springs up to cheer him. In its growth, however, it is not hope, but only
at first a longing. And this longing cannot expand into hope, because no light
of promise shines forth in that night, by which Job’s feeling is controlled, and
which makes the conflict darker than it is in itself. Scarcely has Job feasted for
a short space upon the idea of that which he would gladly hope for, when the
thought of the reality of that which he has to fear overwhelms him. He seems
to himself to be an evil-doer who is reserved for the execution of the sentence
of death. If it is not possible in nature for mountains, rocks, stones, and the
dust of the earth to resist the force of the elements, so is it an easy thing for
God to destroy the hope of a mortal all at once. He forcibly thrust him hence
from this life; and when he is descended to Hades, he knows nothing whatever
of the lot of his own family in the world above. Of the life and knowledge of
the living, nothing remains to him but the senseless pain of his dead body,
which is gnawed away, and the dull sorrow of his soul, which continues but a
shadowy life in SheoÑl.



Thus the poet shows us, in the third part of Job’s speech, a grand idea, which
tries to force its way, but cannot. In the second part, Job desired to maintain his
conviction of innocence before God: his confidence is repulsed by the idea of
the God who is conceived of by him as an enemy and a capricious ruler, and
changes to despair. In the third part, the desire for a life after death is
maintained; but he is at once overwhelmed by the imagined inevitable and
eternal darkness of SheoÑl, but overwhelmed soon to appear again above the
billows of temptation, until, in Job 19, the utterance of faith respecting a future
life rises as a certain confidence over death and the grave: the gnwÚsij which
comes forth from the conflict of the piÂstij anticipates that better hope which in
the New Testament is established and ratified by the act of redemption
wrought by the Conqueror of Hades.

THE SECOND COURSE OF THE CONTROVERSY. — CH. 15-21.

Eliphaz’ Second Speech. — Job 15.

SCHEMA: 10. 8. 6. 6. 6. 10. 14. 10.

[Then began Eliphaz the Temanite, and said:]

2 Doth a wise man utter vain knowledge,
And fill his breast with the east wind?

3 Contending with words, that profit not,
And speeches, by which no good is done?

4 Moreover, thou makest void the fear of God,
And thou restrainest devotion before God;

5 For thy mouth exposeth thy misdeeds,
And thou choosest the language of the crafty.

6 Thine own mouth condemneth thee and not I,
And thine own lips testify against thee.

Job. 15: 2-6. The second course of the controversy is again opened by
Eliphaz, the most respectable, most influential, and perhaps oldest of the
friends. Job’s detailed and bitter answers seem to him as empty words and
impassioned tirades, which ill become a wise man, such as he claims to be in
assertions like Job. 12: 3, 13: 2. �KFXFHE with He interr., like HLE�FHE, Job. 13:25.
XAwR, wind, is the opposite of what is solid and sure; and �YDIQF in the parallel
(like Hos. 12: 2) signifies what is worthless, with the additional notion of
vehement action. If we translate ��EbE by “belly,” the meaning is apt to be
misunderstood; it is not intended as the opposite of BL� (Ewald), but it means,



especially in the book of Job, not only that which feels, but also thinks and
wills, the spiritually receptive and active inner nature of man (Psychol. S. 266);
as also in Arabic, el-battin signifies that which is within, in the deepest
mystical sense. Hirz. and Renan translate the inf. abs. XAK�WHO, which follows in
v. 3, as verb. fin.: se défend-il par des vaines paroles; but though the inf. abs.
is so used in an historical clause (Job. 15:35), it is not an interrogative. Ewald
takes it as the subject: “to reprove with words — avails not, and speeches —
whereby one does no good;” but though RBFdF and �YlIMI might be used without
any further defining, as in logomaxeiÚn (2Ti. 2:14) and logomaxiÂa (1Ti. 6: 4),
the form of v. 3b is opposed to such an explanation. The inf. abs. is connected
as a gerund (redarguendo s. disputando) with the verbs in the question, v. 2;
and the elliptical relative clause �kOSiYI JLO is best, as referring to things,
according to Job. 35: 3: sermone (DBFdF from RBAdF, as sermo from serere) qui
non prodest; �bF LY�IWYO JLO, on the other hand, to persons, verbis quibus nil
utilitatis affert. Eliphaz does not censure Job for arguing, but for defending
himself by such useless and purposeless utterances of his feeling. But still
more than that: his speeches are not only unsatisfactory and unbecoming, �JA,
accedit quod (cumulative like Job. 14: 3), they are moreover irreligious, since
by doubting the justice of God they deprive religion of its fundamental
assumption, and diminish the reverence due to God. HJFRiYI in such an objective
sense as Psa. 19:10 almost corresponds to the idea of religion. LJ��YN�PiLI HXFYVI
is to be understood, according to Psa. 102: 1, 142: 3 (comp. 64: 2, 104:34):
before God, and consequently customary devotional meditation, here of the
disposition of mind indispensable to prayer, viz., devotion, and especially
reverential awe, which Job depreciates (�RAgF, detrahere). His speeches are
mostly directed towards God; but they are violent and reproachful, therefore
irreverent in form and substance.

Ver. 5. YkI is not affirmative: forsooth (Hirz.), but, confirmatory and
explicative. This opinion respecting him, which is so sharply and definitely
expressed by HtFJA, thrusts itself irresistibly forward, for it is not necessary to
know his life more exactly, his own mouth, whence such words escape, reveals
his sad state: docet (�l�JI only in the book of Job, from �LAJF, discere, a word
which only occurs once in the Hebrew, Pro. 22:25) culpam tuam os tuum, not
as Schlottm. explains, with Raschi: docet culpa tua os tuum, which, to avoid
being misunderstood, must have been �LJT �TJ�X, and is a though unsuited
to the connection. �l�JI is certainly not directly equivalent to DYgH, Isa. 3: 9; it
signifies to teach, to explain, and this verb is just the one in the mouth of the
censorious friend. What follows must not be translated: while thou choosest
(Hirz.); RXBTW is not a circumstantial clause, but adds a second confirmatory



clause to the first: he chooses the language of the crafty, since he pretends to
be able to prove his innocence before God; and convinced that he is in the
right, assumes the offensive (as Job. 13: 4 ff.) against those who exhort him to
humble himself. Thus by his evil words he becomes his own judge (��Y�RY)
and accuser (�B WN�Y after the fem. �YTPV, like Pro. 5: 2, 26:23). The knot of
the controversy becomes constantly more entangled since Job strengthens the
friends more and more in their false view by his speeches, which certainly are
sinful in some parts (as Job. 9:22).

7 Wast thou as the first one born as a man,
And hast thou been brought forth before the hills?

8 Hast thou attended to the counsel of Eloah,
And hast thou kept wisdom to thyself?

9 What dost thou know that we have not known?
Doest thou understand what we have not been acquainted with?

10 Both grey-haired and aged are among us,
Older in days than thy father.

Job. 15: 7-10. The question in v. 7a assumes that the first created man,
because coming direct from the hand of God, had the most direct and
profoundest insight into the mysteries of the world which came into existence
at the same time as himself. Schlottman calls to mind an ironical proverbial
expression of the Hindus: “Yea, indeed, he is the first man; no wonder that he
is so wise” (Roberts, Orient. Illustr. p. 276). It is not to be translated: wast thou
born as the first man, which is as inadmissible as the translation of ��M TXJ,
Hag. 2: 6, by “a little” (vid., Köhler in loc.); rather �W�YJR (i.e., �W�OYJIRi, as
Jos. 21:10, formed from �JR�, like the Arabic ra−Ñs, from ras, if it is not perhaps
a mere incorrect amalgamation of the forms �W�OJRI and �W�OYRI, Job. 8: 8) is in
apposition with the subject, and �DFJF is to be regarded as predicate, according
to Ges. § 139, 2. Raschi’s translation is also impossible: wast thou born before
Adam? for this Greek form of expression, prwÚtoÂj mou, Joh. 1:15, 30, 15:18
(comp. Odyss. xi. 481 f., seiÚo makaÂrtatoj), is strange to the Hebrew. In the
parallel question, v. 7b, Umbr., Schlottm., and Renan (following Ewald) see a
play upon Pro. 8:24 f.: art thou the demiurgic Wisdom itself? But the
introductory proverbs (Proverbs ch. 1-9) are more recent than the book of Job
(vid., supra, p. 24), and indeed probably, as we shall show elsewhere, belong
to the time of Jehoshaphat. Consequently the more probable relation is that the
writer of Pro. 8:24 f. has adopted words from the book of Job in describing the
pre-existence of the Chokma. Was Job, a higher spirit-nature, brought forth,
i.e., as it were amidst the pangs of travail (TLLWX, Pulal from LWX, LYX),



before the hills? for the angels, according to Scripture, were created before
man, and even before the visible universe (vid., Job. 38: 4 ff.). Hirz., Ew.,
Schlottm., and others erroneously translate the futt. in the questions, v. 8, as
praes. All the verbs in vv. 7, 8, are under the control of the retrospective
character which is given to the verses by �W�YJR; comp. 10:10 f., where
JN�RKZ has the same influence, and also Job. 3: 3, where the historical sense
of DLEwFJI depends not upon the syntax, but upon logical necessity. Translate
therefore: didst thou attend in the secret council (DWSO, like Jer. 23:18, comp.
Psa. 89: 8) of Eloah (according to the correct form of writing in Codd. and in
Kimchi, Michlol 54a, DWSOBiHA, like v. 11 ��AMiHA and Job. 22:13 D�ABiHA, with
Beth raph. and without Gaja f112), and didst then acquire for thyself (�RG, here
attrahere, like the Arabic, sorbere, to suck in) wisdom? by which one is
reminded of Prometheus’ fire stolen from heaven. Nay, Job can boast of no
extraordinary wisdom. The friends — as Eliphaz, v. 9, says in their name —
are his contemporaries; and if he desires to appeal to the teaching of his father,
and of his ancestors generally, let them know that there are hoary-headed men
among themselves, whose discernment is deeper by reason of their more
advanced age. �gA is inverted, like Job. 2:10 (which see); and at the same time,
since it is sued twice, it is correlative: etiam inter nos et cani et senes. Most
modern expositors think that Eliphaz, “in modestly concealed language”
(Ewald), refers to himself. But the reference would be obvious enough; and
wherefore this modest concealing, which is so little suited to the character of
Eliphaz? Moreover, v. 10a does not sound as if speaking merely of one, and in
v. 10b Eliphaz would make himself older than he appears to be, for it is
nowhere implied that Job is a young man in comparison with him. We
therefore with Umbreit explain wNbF: in our generation. Thus it sounds more
like the Arabic, both in words (keb−Ñr Arab., usual in the signif. grandaevus)
and in substance. Eliphaz appeals to the source of reliable tradition, since they
have even among their races and districts mature old men, and since, indeed,
according to Job’s own admission (Job. 12:12), there is “wisdom among the
ancient ones.”

11 Are the consolations of God too small for thee,
And a word thus tenderly spoken with thee?

12 What overpowers thy hearts?
And why do thine eyes wink,

13 That thou turnest thy snorting against God,
And sendest forth such words from thy mouth?

Job. 15:11-13. By the consolations of God, Eliphaz means the promises in
accordance with the majesty and will of God, by which he and the other



friends have sought to cheer him, of course presupposing a humble resignation
to the just hand of God. By “a word (spoken) in gentleness to him,” he means
the gentle tone which they have maintained, while he has passionately opposed
them. �JALF, elsewhere �JALi (e.g., Isa. 8: 6, of the softly murmuring and gently
flowing Siloah), from �JA (declined, Y«IJI), with the neutral, adverbial LF (as
X�ABELF), signifies: with a soft step, gently, The word has no connection with
�wL, �JALF, to cover over, and is not third praet. (as it is regarded by Raschi,
after Chajug): which he has gently said to you, or that which has gently
befallen you; in which, as in Fürst’s Handwörterbuch, the notions secrete
(Jud. 4:21, Targ. ZRFbi, in secret) and leniter are referred to one root. Are these
divine consolations, and these so gentle addresses, too small for thee (�MM
��M, opp. 1Ki. 19: 7), i.e., beneath thy dignity, and unworthy of they notice?
What takes away (XQL, auferre, abripere, as frequently) thy heart (here of
wounded pride), and why do thine eyes gleam, that thou turnest (BY�IH�, not
revertere, but vertere, as freq.) thy ill-humour towards God, and utterest �YlIMI
(so here, not �YlIMI) words, which, because they are without meaning and
intelligence, are nothing but words? �ZARF, aÎÂp. gegr., is transposed from ZMARF, to
wink, i.e., to make known by gestures and grimaces, — a word which does not
occur in biblical, but is very common in post-biblical, Hebrew (e.g., ZMRNW
ZMWR �RX, a deaf and dumb person expresses himself and is answered by a
language of signs). Modern expositors arbitrarily understand a rolling of the
eyes; it is more natural to think of the vibration of the eye-lashes or eye-brows.
XAwR, v. 13, is as in Jud. 8: 3, Isa. 25: 4, comp. 13:11, and freq. used of
passionate excitement, which is thus expressed because it manifests itself in
pneÂein (Acts 9: 1), and has its rise in the pneuÚma (Ecc. 7: 9). Job ought to
control this angry spirit, qumoÂj (Psychol. S. 198); but he allows it to burst
forth, and makes even God the object on which he vents his anger in
impetuous language. How much better it would be for him, if he would search
within himself (Lam. 3:39) for the reason of those sufferings which so deprive
him of his self-control!

14 What is mortal man that he should be pure,
And that he who is born of woman should be righteous?

15 He trusteth not His holy ones,
And the heavens are not pure in His eyes:

16 How much less the abominable and corrupt,
Man, who drinketh iniquity as water!



Job. 15:14-16. The exclamation in v. 14 is like the utterance: mortal man
and man born flesh of flesh cannot be entirely sinless. Even “the holy ones”
and “the heavens” are not. The former are, as in Job. 5: 1, according to
Job. 4:18, the angels as beings of light (whether �DAQF signifies to be light from
the very first, spotlessly pure, or, vid., Psalter, i. 588 f., to be separated,
distinct, and hence exalted above what is common); the latter is not another
expression for the JMFWROMi YL�giNiJA (Targ.), the “angels of the heights,” but �YIMA�F
is the word used for the highest spheres in which they dwell (comp.
Job. 25: 5); for the angels are certainly not corporeal, but, like all created
things, in space, and the Scriptures everywhere speak of angels and the starry
heavens together. Hence the angels are called the morning stars in Job. 38: 7,
and hence both stars and angels are called �YM�H JBFCi and TWJOBFCi (vid.,
Genesis. S. 128). Even the angels and the heavens are finite, and consequently
are not of a nature absolutely raised above the possibility of sin and
contamination.

Eliphaz repeats here what he has already said, Job. 4:18 f.; but he does it
intentionally, since he wishes still more terribly to describe human uncleanness
to Job (Oetinger). In that passage �JA was merely the sign of an anti-climax,
here YkI �JA is quanto minus. Eliphaz refers to the hereditary infirmity and sin
of human nature in v. 14, here (v. 16) to man’s own free choice of that which
works his destruction. He uses the strongest imaginable words to describe one
actualiter and originaliter corrupted. B�FTiNI denotes one who is become an
abomination, or the abominated = abominable (Ges. § 134, 1); XLFJåNE, one
thoroughly corrupted (Arabic alacha, in the medial VIII conjugation: to
become sour, which reminds one of zuÂmh, Rabb. HsF�Ibi�E RJOVi, as an image of
evil, and especially of evil desire). It is further said of him (an expression
which Elihu adopts, Job. 34: 7), that he drinks up evil like water. The figure is
like Pro. 26: 6, comp. on Psa. 73:10, and implies that he lusts after sin, and that
it is become a necessity of his nature, and is to his nature what water is to the
thirsty. Even Job does not deny this corruption of man (Job. 14: 4), but the
inferences which the friends draw in reference to him he cannot acknowledge.
The continuation of Eliphaz’ speech shows how they render this
acknowledgment impossible to him.

17 I will inform thee, hear me!
And what I have myself seen that I will declare,

18 Things which wise men declare
Without concealment from their fathers —   

19 To them alone was the land given over,
And no stranger had passed in their midst — :



Job. 15:17-19. Eliphaz, as in his first speech, introduces the dogma with
which he confronts Job with a solemn preface: in the former case it had its rise
in a revelation, here it is supported by his own experience and reliable
tradition; for YTYZX is not intended as meaning ecstatic vision (Schlottm.). The
poet uses HZX also of sensuous vision, Job. 8:17; and of observation and
knowledge by means of the senses, not only the more exalted, as Job. 19:26 f.,
but of any kind (Job. 23: 9, 24: 1, 27:12, comp. 36:25, 34:32), in the widest
sense. HZE is used as neuter, Gen. 6:15, Exo. 13: 8, 30:13, Lev. 11: 4, and freq.
f113 (comp. the neuter JwH, Job. 13:16, and often), and YTYZX�HZ is a relative
clause (Ges. § 122, 2): quod conspexi, as Job. 19:19 quos amo, and Psa. 74: 2
in quo habitas, comp. Psa. 104: 8, 26, Pro. 23:22, where the punctuation
throughout proceeds from the correct knowledge of the syntax. The waw of
HRPSJW is the waw apodosis, which is customary (Nägelsbach, § 111, 1, b)
after relative clauses (e.g., Num. 23: 3), or what is the same thing, participles
(e.g., Pro. 23:24): et narrabo = ea narrabo. In v. 18 WDXK JLW is, logically at
least, subordinate to WDYGY, as in Isa. 3: 9, f114 as the Targum of the Antwerp
Polyglott well translates: “what wise men declare, without concealing
(�YBDKM JLW), from the tradition of their fathers;” whereas all the other old
translations, including Luther’s, have missed the right meaning. These fathers
to whom this doctrine respecting the fate of evil-doers is referred, lived, as
Eliphaz says in v. 19, in the land of their birth, and did not mingle themselves
with strangers, consequently their manner of viewing things, and their
opinions, have in their favour the advantage of independence, of being derived
from their own experience, and also of a healthy development undisturbed by
any foreign influences, and their teaching may be accounted pure and
unalloyed.

Eliphaz thus indirectly says, that the present is not free from such influences,
and Ewald is consequently of opinion that the individuality of the Israelitish
poet peeps out here, and a state of things is indicated like that which came
about after the fall of Samaria in the reign of Manasseh. Hirzel also infers from
Eliphaz’ words, that at the time when the book was written the poet’s
fatherland was desecrated by some foreign rule, and considers it an indication
for determining the time at which the book was composed. But how groundless
and deceptive this is! The way in which Eliphaz commends ancient traditional
lore is so genuinely Arabian, that there is but the faintest semblance of a reason
for supposing the poet to have thrown his own history and national peculiarity
so vividly into the working up of the roÑle of another. Purity of race was, from
the earliest times, considered by “the sons of the East” as a sign of highest
nobility, and hence Eliphaz traces back his teaching to a time when his race
could boast of the greatest freedom from intermixture with any other.



Schlottmann prefers to interpret v. 19 as referring to the “nobler primeval races
of man” (without, however, referring to Job. 8: 8), but �REJFHF does not signify
the earth here, but: country, as in Job. 30: 8, 22: 8, and elsewhere, and v. 19b
seems to refer to nations: RZF = barbarus (perhaps Semitic: RbARibA, oÎ eÏÂcw).
Nevertheless it is unnecessary to suppose that Eliphaz’ time was one of foreign
domination, as the Assyrian-Chaldean time was for Israel: it is sufficient to
imagine it as a time when the tribes of the desert were becoming intermixed,
from migration, commerce, and feud.

Now follows the doctrine of the wise men, which springs from a venerable
primitive age, an age as yet undisturbed by any strange way of thinking
(modern enlightenment and free thinking, as we should say), and is supported
by Eliphaz’ own experience. f115

20 So long as the ungodly liveth he suffereth,
And numbered years are reserved for the tyrant.

21 Terrors sound in his ears;
In time of peace the destroyer cometh upon him.

22 He believeth not in a return from darkness,
And he is selected for the sword.

23 He roameth about after bread: “Ah! where is it?”
He knoweth that a dark day is near at hand for him.

24 Trouble and anguish terrify him;
They seize him as a king ready to the battle.

Job. 15:20-24. All the days of the ungodly he (the ungodly) is sensible of
pain. ��FRF stands, like Elohim in Gen. 9: 6, by the closer definition; here
however so, that this defining ends after the manner of a premiss, and is begun
by JwH after the manner of a conclusion. LL�WXOTiMI, he writhes, i.e., suffers
inward anxiety and distress in the midst of all outward appearance of
happiness. Most expositors translate the next line: and throughout the number
of the years, which are reserved to the tyrant. But (1) this parallel definition of
time appended by waw makes the sense drawling; (2) the change of �YRI�F
(oppressor, tyrant) for ��R leads one to expect a fresh affirmation, hence it is
translated by the LXX: eÏÂth deÃ aÏriqmhtaÃ dedomeÂna dunaÂsthÙ. The predicate is,
then, like Job. 32: 7, comp. 29:10, 1Sa. 2: 4 (Ges. § 148), per attractionem in
the plur. instead of in the sing., and especially with RpASiMI followed by gen.
plur.; this attraction is adopted by our author, Job. 21:21, 38:21. The meaning
is not, that numbered, i.e., few, years are secretly appointed to the tyrant,
which must have been shènoÑth mispaÑr, a reversed position of the words, as
Job. 16:22, Num. 9:20 (vid., Gesenius’ Thes.); but a (limited, appointed)



number of years is reserved to the tyrant (�PC as Job. 24: 1, 21:19, comp. �M�,
Job. 20:26; Mercerus: occulto decreto definiti), after the expiration of which
his punishment begins. The thought expressed by the Targ., Syr., and Jerome
would be suitable: and the number of the years (that he has to live unpunished)
is hidden from the tyrant; but if this were the poet’s meaning, he would have
written WYNF�F, and must have written �YRI�FHE��MI.

With regard to the following vv. 21-24, it is doubtful whether only the evil-
doer’s anxiety of spirit is described in amplification of LLWXTM JWH, or also
how the terrible images from which he suffers in his conscience are realized,
and how he at length helplessly succumbs to the destruction which his
imagination had long foreboded. A satisfactory and decisive answer to this
question is hardly possible; but considering that the real crisis is brought on by
Eliphaz later, and fully described, it seems more probable that what has an
objective tone in vv. 21-24 is controlled by what has been affirmed respecting
the evil conscience of the ungodly, and is to be understood accordingly. The
sound of terrible things (startling dangers) rings in his ears; the devastator
comes upon him (JWB seq. acc. as Job. 20:22, Pro. 28:22; comp. Isa. 28:15) in
the midst of his prosperity. He anticipates it ere it happens. From the darkness
by which he feels himself menaced, he believes not (�YMIJåHE seq. infin. as
Psa. 27:13, TWJRL, of confident hope) to return; i.e., overwhelmed with a
consciousness of his guilt, he cannot, in the presence of this darkness which
threatens him, raise to the hope of rescue from it, and he is really — as his
consciousness tells him — wPCF (like wV�F, Job. 41:25; Ges. § 75, rem. 5; Keri
YWPC, which is omitted in our printed copies, contrary to the testimony of the
Masora and the authority of correct MSS), spied out for, appointed to the
sword, i.e., of God (Job. 19:29; Isa. 31: 8), or decreed by God. In the midst of
abundance he is harassed by the thought of becoming poor; he wanders about
in search of bread, anxiously looking out and asking where? (abrupt, like HNH,
Job. 9:19), i.e., where is any to be found, whence can I obtain it? The LXX
translates contrary to the connection, and with a strange misunderstanding of
the passage: katateÂtaktai deÃ eiÏj siÚta guyiÂn (HyFJA �XL, food for the vulture).
He sees himself in the mirror of the future thus reduced to beggary; he knows
that a day of darkness stands in readiness (�WKN, like Job. 18:12), is at his hand,
i.e., close upon him (WDOYFbi, elsewhere in this sense DYALi, Psa. 140: 6, 1Sa. 19: 3,
and YD�Yi�L�A, Job. 1:14).

In accordance with the previous exposition, we shall now interpret HQFwCMiw
RCA, v. 24, not of need and distress, but subjectively of fear and oppression.
They come upon him suddenly and irresistibly; it seizes or overpowers him



(wHP�QiTitI with neutral subject; an unknown something, a dismal power) as a
king RWDOYkILA DYTI�F. LXX wÎÂsper strathgoÃj prwtostaÂthj piÂptwn, like a
leader falling in the first line of the battle, which is an imaginary interpretation
of the text. The translation of the Targum also, sicut regem qui paratus est ad
scabellum (to serve the conqueror as a footstool), furnishes no explanation.
Another Targum translation (in Nachmani and elsewhere) is: sicut rex qui
paratus est circumdare se legionibus. According to this, RWDYK comes from
RDAkF, to surround, be round (comp. RTAkF, whence RTEkE, Assyr. cudar, kiÂdarij,
perhaps also RZAHá, Syr. RDX, whence chedor, a circle, round about); and it is
assumed, that as RwdkA signifies a ball (not only in Talmudic, but also in
Isa. 22:18, which is to be translated: rolling he rolleth thee into a ball, a ball in
a spacious land), so RWDOYkI, a round encampment, an army encamped in a
circle, synon. of LgF�iMA. In the first signification the word certainly furnishes no
suitable sense in connection with DYT�; but one may, with Kimchi, suppose
that RWDYK, like the Italian torniamento, denotes the circle as well as the
tournament, or the round of conflict, i.e., the conflict which moves round
about, like tumult of battle, which last is a suitable meaning here. The same
appropriate meaning is attained, however, if the root is taken, like the Arabic
kdr, in the signification turbidum esse (comp. RDAQF, Job. 6:16), which is
adopted of misfortunes as troubled experiences of life (according to which
Schultens translates: destinatus est ad turbulentissimas fortunas, beginning a
new thought with DYT�, which is not possible, since �LMK by itself is no
complete figure), and may perhaps also be referred to the tumult of battle,
tumultus bellici conturbatio (Rosenm.); or of, with Fleischer, one starts from
another turn of the idea of the root, viz., to be compressed, solid, thick, which
is a more certain way gives the meaning of a dense crowd. f116

 Since, therefore, a suitable meaning is obtained in two ways, the natural
conjecture, which is commended by Pro. 6:11, �WDOYkILA DYT�, paratus ad
hastam = peritus hastae (Hupf.), according to Job. 3: 8) where RR��O = RR��OLi),
may be abandoned. The signification circuitus has the most support, according
to which Saadia and Parchon also explain, and we have preferred to translate
round of battle rather than tumult of conflict; Jerome’s translation, qui
praeparatur ad praelium, seems also to be gained in the same manner.

25 Because he stretched out his hand against God,
And was insolent towards the Almighty;

26 He assailed Him with a stiff neck,
With the thick bosses of his shield;



27 Because he covered his face with his fatness,
And addeth fat to his loins,

28 And inhabited desolated cities,
Houses which should not be inhabited,

Which were appointed to be ruins.

29 He shall not be rich, and his substance shall not continue
And their substance boweth not to the ground.

30 He escapeth not darkness;
The flame withereth his shoots;

And he perisheth in the breath of His mouth.

Job. 15:25-30. This strophe has periodic members: vv. 25-28 an antecedent
clause with a double beginning (H�FNF�YkI because he has stretched out,
HsFKI�YkI because he has covered; whereas �wRYF may be taken as more
independent, but under the government of the YK that stands at the
commencement of the sentence); vv. 29, 30, is the conclusion. Two chief sins
are mentioned as the cause of the final destiny that comes upon the evil-doer:

(1) his arrogant opposition to God, and
(2) his contentment on the ruins of another’s prosperity.

The first of these sins is described vv. 25-27. The fut. consec. is once used
instead of the perf., and the simple fut. is twice used with the signification of
an imperf. (as Job. 4: 3 and freq.). The Hithpa. Rb�gATiHI signifies here to
maintain a heroic bearing, to play the hero; Rª��ATiHI to make one’s self rich, to
play the part of a rich man, Pro. 13: 7. And RJwFCAbi expresses the special
prominence of the neck in his assailing God LJE �wR, as Dan. 8: 6, comp. L�A,
Job. 16:14); it is equivalent to erecto collo (Vulg.), and in meaning equivalent
to uÎÂbrei (LXX). Also in Psa. 75: 6, RJWCB (with Munach, which there
represents a distinctive) f117 is absolute, in the sense of stiff-necked or hard-
headed; for the parallels, as Psa. 31:19, 94: 4, and especially the primary
passage, 1Sa. 2: 3, show that QT� is to be taken as an accusative of the object.
The proud defiance with which he challengingly assails God, and renders
himself insensible to the dispensations of God, which might bring him to a
right way of thinking, is symbolized by the additional clause: with the
thickness (YBI�á cognate form to YBI�æ) of the bosses of his shields. BgA is the
back (Arab. d¾hr) or boss (umbo) of the shield; the plurality of shields has
reference to the diversified means by which he hardens himself. V. 27,
similarly to Psa. 73: 4-7, pictures this impregnable carnal security against all
unrest and pain, to which, on account of his own sinfulness and the distress of
others, the nobler-minded man is so sensitive: he has covered his face with his



fat, so that by the accumulation of fat, for which he anxiously labours, it
becomes a gross material lump of flesh, devoid of mind and soul, and made fat,
i.e., added fat, caused it to accumulate, upon his loins (LSEkE for WYLFSFki); HVF�F
(which has nothing to do with Arab. gsÔaÑ, to cover) is used as in Job. 14: 9, and
in the phrase corpus facere (in Justin), in the sense of producing outwardly
something from within. HMFYpI reminds one of pimÔelhÂ (as Aquila and
Symmachus translate here), o-pim-us, and of the Sanscrit piai, to be fat
(whence adj. p−Ñvan, p−Ñvara, piaroÂj, part. p−Ñna, subst. according to Roth p−Ñvas);
the Arabic renders it probable that it is a contraction of HMFYJIpi (Olsh. § 171,
b). The Jewish expositors explain it according to the misunderstood �YpI,
1Sa. 13:21, of the furrows or wrinkles which are formed in flabby flesh, as if
the ah were paragogic.

Ver. 28 describes the second capital sin of the evil-doer. The desolated cities
that he dwells in are not cities that he himself has laid waste; 28c distinctly
refers to a divinely appointed punishment, for wDti�ATiHI does not signify:
which they (evil-doers) have made ruins (Hahn), which is neither probable
from the change of number, nor accords with the meaning of the verb, which
signifies “to appoint to something in the future.” Hirzel, by referring to the
law, Deu. 13:13-19 (comp. 1Ki. 16:34), which forbids the rebuilding of such
cities as are laid under the curse, explains it to a certain extent more correctly.
But such a play upon the requirements of the Mosaic law is in itself not
probable in the book of Job, and here, as Löwenthal rightly remarks, is the less
indicated, since it is not the dwelling in such cities that is forbidden, but only
the rebuilding of them, so far as they had been destroyed; here, however, the
reference is only to dwelling, not to rebuilding. The expression must therefore
be understood more generally thus, that the powerful man settles down
carelessly and indolently, without any fear of the judgments of God or respect
for the manifestations of His judicial authority, in places in which the marks of
a just divine retribution are still visible, and which are appointed to be
perpetual monuments of the execution of divine judgments. f118

 Only by this rendering is the form of expression of the elliptical clause WMOLF
wB�iY��JLO explained. Hirz. refers WML to �YtIbF: in which they do not dwell; but
Li B�AYF does not signify: to dwell in a place, but: to settle down in a place;
Schlottm. refers WML to the inhabitants: therein they dwell not themselves, i.e.,
where no one dwelt; but the R�J which would be required in this case as acc.
localis could not be omitted. One might more readily, with Hahn, explain:
those to whom they belong do not inhabit them; but it is linguistically
impossible for WML to stand alone as the expression of this subject (the
possessors). The most natural, and also an admissible explanation, is, that



WB�Y refers to the houses, and that WML, which can be used not only of persons,
but also of things, is dat. ethicus. The meaning, however, is not: which are
uninhabited, which would not be expressed as future, but rather by B�WY �HB
�YJ or similarly, but: which shall not inhabit, i.e., shall not be inhabited to
them (B�AYF to dwell = to have inhabitants, as Isa. 13:10, Jer. 50:13, 39, and
freq.), or, as we should express it, which ought to remain uninhabited.

Ver. 29 begins the conclusion: (because he has acted thus) he shall not be rich
(with a personal subject as Hos. 12: 9, and RªA�iYE to be written with a
sharpened v, like RcO�iYA above, Job. 12:15), and his substance shall not endure
(�wQ, to take place, Isa. 7: 7; to endure, 1Sa. 13:14; and hold fast, Job. 41:18),
and �LFNiMI shall not incline itself to the earth. The interpretation of the older
expositors, non extendet se in terra, is impossible — that must be �REJFBF H�EnFYI;
whereas Kal is commonly used in the intransitive sense to bow down, bend
one’s self or incline (Ges. § 53, 2). But what is the meaning of the subject
�LNM? We may put out of consideration those interpretations that condemn
themselves: �LF �MI, ex iis (Targ.), or �LF �MA, quod iis, what belongs to them
(Saad.), or �lFMI, their word (Syr. and Gecatilia), and such substitutions as
skiaÂn (�LC or �LLC) of the LXX, and radicem of Jerome (which seems only
to be a guess). Certainly that which throws most light on the signification of
the word is ¦TiLOnikA (for ¦TiLONiHAki with Dag. dirimens, as Job. 17: 2), which
occurs in Isa. 33: 1. The oldest Jewish lexicographers take this HLFNiHI (parall.
�T�H�) as a synonym of HlFkI in the signification, to bring to an end; on the
other hand, Ges., Knobel, and others, consider ¦TilOKAki to be the original
reading, because the meaning perficere is not furnished for HLN from the Arab.
naÑl, and because LN, standing thus together, is in Arabic an incompatible root
combination (Olsh. § 9, 4). This union of consonants certainly does not occur
in any Semitic root, but the Arab. naÑla (the long a of which can in the
inflection become a short changeable bowel) furnishes sufficient protection for
this one exception; and the meaning consequi, which belongs to the Arab. naÑla,
fut. jan−Ñlu, is perfectly suited to Isa. 33: 1: if thou hast fully attained (Hiph. as
intensive of the transitive Kal, like QY�IZiHI, HNFQiHI) to plundering. If, however,
the verb HLFNF is established, there is no need for any conjecture in the passage
before us, especially since the improvement nearest at hand, �LFkiMI (Hupf.
HLFkiMI), produces a sentence (non figet in terra caulam) which could not be
flatter and tamer; whereas the thought that is gained by Olshausen’s more
sensible conjecture, �LFgFMA (their sickle does not sink to the earth, is not pressed
down by the richness of the produce of the field), goes to the other extreme. f119



Juda b. Karisch (Kureisch) has explained the word correctly by Arab. mnaÑlhm :
that which they have offered (from naÑla, januÑlu) or attained (naÑla, jan−Ñlu), i.e.,
their possession f120 (not: their perfection, as it is chiefly explained by the
Jewish expositors, according to HLN = HLK). When the poet says, “their
prosperity inclines not to the ground,” he denies to it the likeness to a field of
corn, which from the weight of the ears bows itself towards the ground, or to a
tree, whose richly laden branches bend to the ground. We may be satisfied
with this explanation (Hirz., Ew., Stickel, and most others): �LFNiMI from HLENiMI
(with which Kimchi compares �RFkiMI, Num. 20:19, which however is derived
not from HREkiMI, but from RKEME), similar in meaning to the post-biblical �WMOMF,
mamwnaÚj; the suff., according to the same change of number as in v. 35,
Job. 20:23, and freq., refers to �Y��R.

In v. 30, also, a figure taken from a plant is interwoven with what is said of the
person of the ungodly: the flame withers up his tender branch without its
bearing fruit, and he himself does not escape darkness, but rather perishes by
the breath of His mouth, i.e., God’s mouth (Job. 4: 9, not of his own, after
Isa. 33:11). The repetition of RwSYF (“he escapes not,” as Pro. 13:14; “he must
yield to,” as 1Ki. 15:14, and freq.) is an impressive play upon words.

31 Let him not trust in evil — he is deceived,
For evil shall be his possession.

32 His day is not yet, then it is accomplished,
And his palm-branch loseth its freshness.

33 He teareth off as a vine his young grapes,
And He casteth down as an olive-tree his flower.

34 The company of the hypocrite is rigid,
And fire consumeth the tents of bribery.

35 They conceive sorrow and bring forth iniquity,
And their inward part worketh self-deceit.

Job. 15:31-35. LJA does not merely introduce a declaration respecting the
future (Luther: he will not continue, which moreover must have been
expressed by the Niph.), but is admonitory: may he only not trust in vanity
(Munach here instead of Dech−Ñ, according to the rule of transformation,
Psalter, ii. 504, § 4) — he falls, so far as he does it, into error, or brings
himself into error (H�FTiNI, 3 praet., not part., and Niph. like Isa. 19:14, where it
signifies to be thrust backwards and forwards, or to reel about helplessly), — a
thought one might expect after the admonition (Olsh. conjectures B�FTiNI, one
who is detestable): this trusting in evil is self-delusion, for evil becomes his



exchange (HRFwMti not compensatio, but permutatio, acquisitio). We have
translated JWi�F by “evil” (Unheil), by which we have sought elsewhere to
render �WEJF, in order that we might preserve the same word in both members of
the verse. In v. 31a, JWi�F (in form = JWE�F from JW�O, in the Chethib W�F, the
Aleph being cast away, like the Arabic suÑè, wickedness, form the v. cavum
hamzatum saÑ-èa = sawuèa) is waste and empty in mind, in 31b (comp. Hos.
12:12) waste and empty in fortune; or, to go further from the primary root, in
the former case apparent goodness, in the latter apparent prosperity —
delusion, and being undeceived [“evil” in the sense of wickedness, and of
calamity]. JL�mFtI, which follows, refers to the exchange, or neutrally to the evil
that is exchanged: the one or the other fulfils itself, i.e., either: is realized
(passive of Jl�MI, 1Ki. 8:15), or: becomes complete, which means the measure
of the punishment of his immorality becomes full, before his natural day, i.e.,
the day of death, is come (comp. for expression, Job. 22:16, Ecc. 7:17). The
translation: then it is over with him (Ges., Schlottm., and others), is contrary to
the usage of the language; and that given by the Jewish expositors, JL�mFtI =
LL�mFtI (abscinditur or conteritur), is a needlessly bold suggestion. — V. 32b. It
is to be observed that HNNF�R is Milel, and consequently 3 praet., not as in Son.
1:16 Milra, and consequently adj. HpFkI is not the branches generally
(Luzzatto, with Raschi: branchage), but, as the proverbial expression for the
high and low, Isa. 9:13, 19:15 (vid., Dietrich, Abhandlung zur hebr. Gramm. S.
209), shows, the palm-branch bent downwards (comp. Targ. Est. 1: 5, where
�YpIkI signifies seats and walks covered with foliage). “His palm-branch does
not become green, or does not remain green” (which Symm. well renders: ouÏk
euÏqalhÂsei), means that as he himself, the palm-trunk, so also his family,
withers away. In v. 33 it is represented as RSEb� (= RSEbO), wild grapes, or even
unripe grapes of a vine, and as HcFNI, flowers of an olive. f121

 In v. 32b the godless man himself might be the subject: he casts down, like an
olive-tree, his flowers, but in v. 32a this is inadmissible; if we interpret: “he
shakes off (Targ. Rt�YA, excutiet), like a vine-stock, his young grapes,” this
(apart from the far-fetched meaning in SMOXiYA) is a figure that is untrue to
nature, since the grapes sit firmer the more unripe they are; and if one takes the
first meaning of SMX, “he acts unjustly, as a vine, to his omphax” (e.g.,
Hupf.), whether it means that he does not let it ripen, or that he does not share
with it any of the sweet sap, one has not only an indistinct figure, but also
(since what God ordains for the godless is described as in operation) an
awkward comparison. The subject of both verbs is therefore other than the vine
and olive themselves. But why only an impersonal “one”? In v. 30 WYP XWR



was referred to God, who is not expressly mentioned. God is also the subject
here, and SMXY, which signifies to act with violence to one’s self, is modified
here to the sense of tearing away, as Lam. 2: 6 (which Aben-Ezra has
compared), of tearing out; �PGK, TYZK, prop. as a vine-stock, as an olive-tree,
is equivalent to even as such an one.

Ver. 34 declares the lot of the family of the ungodly, which has been thus
figuratively described, without figure: the congregation (i.e., here: family-
circle) of the ungodly (�N�XF according to its etymon inclinans, propensus ad
malum, vid., on Job. 13:16) is (as it is expressed from the standpoint of the
judgment that is executed) DwMLigA, a hard, lifeless, stony mass (in the
substantival sense of the Arabic galmuÑd instead of the adject. HDWMLG,
Isa. 49:21), i.e., stark dead (LXX qaÂnatoj; Aq., Symm., Theod., aÏÂkarpoj), and
fire has devoured the tents of bribery (after Ralbag: those built by bribery; or
even after the LXX: oiÏÂkouj dwrodektwÚn). The ejaculatory conclusion, v. 35,
gives the briefest expression to that which has been already described. The
figurative language, v. 35a, is like Psa. 7:15, Isa. 59: 4 (comp. supra, p. 257);
in the latter passage similar vividly descriptive infinitives are found (Ges. §
131, 4, b). They hatch the burdens or sorrow of others, and what comes from it
is evil for themselves. What therefore their ��EbE, i.e., their inward part, with the
intermingled feelings, thoughts, and strugglings (Olympiodorus: koiliÂan oÎÂlon
toÃ eÏntoÃj xwriÂon fhsiÃ kaiÃ auÏthÃn thÃn yuxhÂn), prepares or accomplishes (�YKIYF
similar to Job. 27:17, 38:41), that on which it works, is HMFRiMI, deceit, with
which they deceive others, and before all, themselves (New Test. aÏpaÂth).

With the speech of Eliphaz, the eldest among the friends, who gives a tone to
their speeches, the controversy enters upon a second stage. In his last speech
Job has turned from the friends and called upon them to be silent; he turned to
God, and therein a sure confidence, but at the same time a challenging tone of
irreverent defiance, is manifested. God does not enter into the controversy
which Job desires; and the consequence is, that that flickering confidence is
again extinguished, and the tone of defiance is changed into despair and
complaint. Instead of listening to the voice of God, Job is obliged to content
himself again with that of the friends, for they believe the continuance of the
contest to be just as binding upon them as upon Job. They cannot consider
themselves overcome, for their dogma has grown up in such inseparable
connection with their idea of God, and therefore is so much raised above
human contradiction, that nothing but a divine fact can break through it. And
they are too closely connected with Job by their friendship to leave him to
himself as a heretic; they regard Job as one who is self-deluded, and have
really the good intention of converting their friend.



Eliphaz’ speech, however, also shows that they become still more and more
incapable of producing a salutary impression on Job. For, on the one hand, in
this second stage of the controversy also they turn about everywhere only in
the circle of their old syllogism: suffering is the punishment of sin, Job suffers,
therefore he is a sinner who has to make atonement for his sin; on the other
hand, instead of being disconcerted by an unconditioned acceptation of this
maxim, they are strengthened in it. For while at the beginning the conclusio
was urged upon them only by premises raised above any proof, so that they
take for granted sins of Job which were not otherwise known to them; now, as
they think, Job has himself furnished them with proof that he is a sinner who
has merited such severe suffering. For whoever can speak so thoughtlessly and
passionately, so vexatiously and irreverently, as Job has done, is, in their
opinion, his own accuser and judge. It remains unperceived by them that Job’s
mind has lost its balance by reason of the fierceness of his temptation, and that
in it nature and grace have fallen into a wild, confused conflict. In those
speeches they see the true state of Job’s spirit revealed. What, before his
affliction, was the determining principle of his inner life, seems to them now to
be brought to light in the words of the sufferer. Job is a godless one; and if he
does affirm his innocence so solemnly and strongly, and challenges the
decision of God, this assurance is only hypocritical, and put on against his
better knowledge and conscience, in order to disconcert his accusers, and to
evade their admonitions to repentance. It is �YMWR� �W�L, a mere stratagem,
like that of one who is guilty, who thinks he can overthrow the accusations
brought against him by assuming the bold bearing of the accuser. Seb. Schmid
counts up quinque vitia, with which Eliphaz in the introduction to his speech
(Job. 15: 1-13) reproaches Job: vexatious impious words, a crafty perversion of
the matter, blind assumption of wisdom, contempt of the divine word, and
defiance against God. Of these reproaches the first and last are well-grounded;
Job does really sin in his language and attitude towards God. With respect to
the reproach of assumed wisdom, Eliphaz pays Job in the same coin; and when
he reproaches Job with despising the divine consolations and gentle
admonitions they have addressed to him, we must not blame the friends, since
their intention is good. If, however, Eliphaz reproaches Job with calculating
craftiness, and thus regards his affirmation of his innocence as a mere artifice,
the charge cannot be more unjust, and must certainly produce the extremest
alienation between them. It is indeed hard that Eliphaz regards the testimony of
Job’s conscience as self-delusion; he goes still further, and pronounces it a
fine-spun lie, and denies not only its objective but also its subjective truth.
Thus the breach between Job and the friends widens, the entanglement of the
controversy becomes more complicated, and the poet allows the solution of the
enigma to ripen, by its becoming increasingly enigmatical and entangled.



In this second round of the friends’ speeches we meet with no new thoughts
whatever; only “in the second circle of the dispute everything is more fiery
than in the first” (Oetinger): the only new thing is the harsher and more
decided tone of their maintenance of the doctrine of punishment, with which
they confront Job. They cannot go beyond the narrow limits of their dogma of
retribution, and confine themselves now to even the half of that narrowness;
for since Job contemns the consolations of God with which they have hitherto
closed their speeches, they now exclusively bring forward the terrible and
gloomy phase of their dogma in opposition to him. After Eliphaz has again
given prominence to the universal sinfulness of mankind, which Job does not
at all deny, he sketches from his own experience and the tradition of his
ancestors, which demands respect by reason of their freedom from all foreign
influence, with brilliant lines, a picture of the evil-doer, who, being tortured by
the horrors of an evil conscience, is overwhelmed by the wrath of God in the
midst of his prosperity; and his possessions, children, and whole household are
involved in his ruin. The picture is so drawn, that in it, as in a mirror, Job shall
behold himself and his fate, both what he has already endured and what yet
awaits him. HMRM is the final word of the admonitory conclusion of his
speech: Job is to know that that which satisfies his inward nature is a fearful
lie.

But what Job affirms of himself as the righteous one, is not HMRM. He knows
that he is JM�M JM� (Job. 14: 4), but he also knows that he is as �YMT QYDC
(Job. 12: 4). He is conscious of the righteousness of his endeavour, which rests
on the groundwork of a mind turned to the God of salvation, therefore a
believing mind, — a righteousness which is also accepted of God. The friends
know nothing whatever of this righteousness which is available before God.
Fateor quidem, says Calvin in his Institutiones, iii. 12, in libro Iob mentionem
fieri justitiae, quae excelsior est observatione legis; et hanc distinctionem
tenere operae pretium est, quia etiamsi quis legi satisfaceret, ne sic quidem
staret ad examen illius justitiae, quae sensus omnes exsuperat. Mercier rightly
observes: Eliphas perstringit hominis naturam, quae tamen per fidem pura
redditur. In man Eliphaz sees only the life of nature and not the life of grace,
which, because it is the word of God, makes man irreproachable before God.
He sees in Job only the rough shell, and not the kernel; only the hard shell, and
not the pearl. We know, however, from the prologue, that Jehovah
acknowledged Job as His servant when he decreed suffering for him; and this
sufferer, whom the friends regard as one smitten of God, is and remains, as this
truly evangelical book will show to us, the servant of Jehovah.



Job’s First Answer. — Job 16-17.

SCHEMA: 10. 10. 5. 8. 6. 10 | 5. 6. 8. 7. 8.

[Then began Job, and said:]

2 I have now heard such things in abundance,
Troublesome comforters are ye all!

3 Are windy words now at an end,
Or what goadeth thee that thou answerest?

4 I also would speak like you,
If only your soul were in my soul’s stead.

I would weave words against you,
And shake my head at you;

5 I would encourage you with my mouth,
And the solace of my lips should soothe you.

Job. 16: 2-5. The speech of Eliphaz, as of the other two, is meant to be
comforting. It is, however, primarily an accusation; it wounds instead of
soothing. Of this kind of speech, says Job, one has now heard TWbORA, much,
i.e., (in a pregnant sense) amply sufficient, although the word might signify
elliptically (Psa. 106:43; comp. Neh. 9:28) many times (Jer. frequenter); multa
(as Job. 23:14) is, however, equally suitable, and therefore is to be preferred as
the more natural. V. 2b shows how HlEJ�ki is intended; they are altogether LMF�F
YM�XáNAMi, consolatores onerosi (Jer.), such as, instead of alleviating, only cause
LM�, molestiam (comp. on Job. 13: 4). In v. 3a Job returns their reproach of
being windy, i.e., one without any purpose and substance, which they brought
against him, Job. 15: 2 f.: have windy words an end, or (WLO vel = �JI in a
disjunctive question, Ges. § 155, 2, b) if not, what goads thee on to reply? �RM
has been already discussed on Job. 6:25. The Targ. takes it in the sense of
�LM: what makes it sweet to thee, etc.; the Jewish interpreters give it, without
any proof, the signification, to be strong; the LXX transl. parenoxlhÂsei, which
is not transparent. Hirz., Ew., Schlottm., and others, call in the help of the
Arabic marid¾a (Aramaic �RAMi), to be sick, the IV. form of which signifies “to
make sick,” not “to injure.” f122

 We keep to the primary meaning, to pierce, penetrate; Hiph. to goad, bring
out, lacessere: what incites thee, that (YK as Job. 6:11, quod not quum) thou
repliest again? The collective thought of what follows is not that he also, if
they were in his place, could do as they have done; that he, however, would
not so act (thus e.g., Blumenfeld: with reasons for comfort I would overwhelm



you, and sympathizingly shake my head over you, etc.). This rendering is
destroyed by the shaking of the head, which is never a gesture of pure
compassion, but always of malignant joy, Sir. 12:18; or of mockery at
another’s fall, Isa. 37:22; and misfortune, Psa. 22: 8, Jer. 18:16, Mat. 27:39.
Hence Merc. considers the antithesis to begin with v. 5, where, however, there
is nothing to indicate it: minime id facerem, quin potius vos confirmarem ore
meo  — rather: that he also could display the same miserable consolation; he
represents to them a change of their respective positions, in order that, as in a
mirror, they may recognise the hatefulness of their conduct. The negative
antecedent clause si essem (with wL, according to Ges. § 155, 2, f) is
surrounded by cohortatives, which (since the interrogative form of
interpretation is inadmissible) signify not only loquerer, but loqui possem, or
rather loqui vellem (comp. e.g., Psa. 51:18, dare vellem). When he says: I
would range together, etc. (Carey: I would combine), he gives them to
understand that their speeches are more artificial than natural, more
declamations than the outgushings of the heart; instead of �YlIMI, it is �YlIMIbi,
since the object of the action is thought is as the means, as in v. 4 Y�IJRO WMObi,
capite meo (for caput meum, Psa. 22: 8), and �HEYPIbi, v. 10, for �HEypI, comp.
Jer. 18:16, Lam. 1:17, Ges. § 138†; Ew. takes RYBXH by comparison of the
Arabic chbr, to know (the IV. form of which, achbara, however, signifies to
cause to know, announce), in a sense that belongs neither to the Heb. nor to the
Arab.: to affect wisdom. In v. 5 the chief stress is upon “with my mouth,”
without the heart being there, so also on the word “my lips,” solace (DYNI aÎÂp.
leg., recalling Isa. 57:19, �YTPV BYN, offspring or fruit of the lips) of my lips,
i.e., dwelling only on the lips, and not coming from the heart. In �KCmJJ
(Piel, not Hiph.) the Ssere is shortened to Chirek (Ges. § 60, rem. 4).
According to v. 6, �KBJK is to be supplied to ¥VOXiYA. He also could offer such
superficial condolence without the sympathy which places itself in the
condition and mood of the sufferer, and desires to afford that relief which it
cannot. And yet how urgently did he need right and effectual consolation! He
is not able to console himself, as the next strophe says: neither by words nor by
silence is his pain assuaged.

6 If I speak, my pain is not soothed;
And if I forbear, what alleviation do I experience?

7 Nevertheless now hath He exhausted me;
Thou hast desolated all my household,

8 And Thou filledst me with wrinkles — for a witness was it,
And my leanness rose up against me

Complaining to my face.



9 His wrath tore me, and made war upon me;
He hath gnashed upon me with His teeth,

As mine enemy He sharpeneth His eyes against me.

Job. 16: 6-9. �JI stands with the cohortative in the hypothetical antecedent
clause v. 6a, and in 6b the cohortative stands alone as Job. 11:17, Psa. 73:16,
139: 8, which is more usual, and more in accordance with the meaning which
the cohortative has in itself, Nägelsbach, § 89, 3. The interrogative, What goes
from me? is equivalent to, what (= nothing) of pain forsakes me. The subject of
the assertion which follows (v. 7) is not the pain — Aben-Ezra thinks even that
this is addressed in v. 7b  — still less Eliphaz, whom some think, particularly
on account of the sharp expressions which follow, must be understood (vid., on
the other hand, p. 133), but God, whose wrath Job regards as the cause of his
suffering, and feels as the most intolerable part of it. A strained connection is
obtained by taking ¥JA either in an affirmative sense (Ew.: surely), as
Job. 18:21, or in a restrictive sense: only (= entirely) He has now exhausted me
(Hirz., Hahn, also Schlottm.: only I feel myself oppressed, at least to express
this), by which interpretation the HtF�A, which stands between ¥JA and the verb,
is in the way. We render it therefore in the adversative signification:
nevertheless (verum tamen) now he seeks neither by speaking to alleviate his
pain, nor by silence to control himself; God has placed him in a condition in
which all his strength is exhausted. He is absolutely incapable of offering any
resistance to his pain, and care has also been taken that no solacing word shall
come to him from any quarter: Thou hast made all my society desolate (Carey:
all my clan); HDF�� of the household, as in Job. 15:34. Jerome: in nihilum
redacti sunt omnes artus mei (YRBJ LK, as explained by the Jewish
expositors, e.g., Ralbag), as though the human organism could be called HDF��.
Hahn: Thou hast destroyed all my testimony, which must have been YTIDF��
(from Dw�, whereas HDF��, from D�AWF, has a changeable Ssere). He means to say
that he stands entirely alone, and neither sees nor hears anything consolatory,
for he does not count his wife. He is therefore completely shut up to himself;
God has shrivelled him up; and this suffering form to which God has reduced
him, is become an evidence, i.e., for himself and for others, as the three
friends, an accusation de facto, which puts him down as a sinner, although his
self-consciousness testifies the opposite to him.

Ver. 8. The verb �MAQF (Aram. �MAQi), which occurs only once beside
(Job. 22:16), has, like Arab. qmt¾ (in Gecatilia’s transl.), the primary meaning
of binding and grasping firmly (LXX eÏpelaÂbou, Symm. kateÂdhsaj, Targ. for
DKALF, ¥MAtF, lengthened to a quadriliteral in Arab. qmt¾r, cogn. �MAQF f123),
constringere, from which the significations comprehendere and corrugare



have branched off; the signification, to wrinkle (make wrinkled), to shrivel up,
is the most common, and the reference which follows, to his emaciation, and
the lines which occur further on from the picture of one sick with
elephantiasis, show that the poet here has this in his mind. Ewald’s conjecture,
which changes HYFHF into HyFHA, Job. 6: 2, 30:13 = HwFHA, as subject to YN�MQTW
(calamity seizes me as a witness), deprives the thought contained in D��Li,
which renders the inferential clause HYFHF D�L prominent, of much of its force
and emphasis. In v. 8bc this thought is continued: �XAkA signifies here,
according to Psa. 109:24 (which see), a wasting away; the verb-group �XK,
DXK, Arab. jh¾d, kh¾t, qh¾t¾, etc., has the primary meaning of taking away and
decrease: he becomes thin from whom the fat begins to fail; to disown is
equivalent to holding back recognition and admission; the metaphor, water that
deceives = dries up, is similar. His wasted, emaciated appearance, since God
has thus shrivelled him up, came forth against him, told him to his face, i.e.,
accused him not merely behind his back, but boldly and directly, as a
convicted criminal. God has changed himself in relation to him into an enraged
enemy. Schlottm. wrongly translates: one tears and tortures me fiercely;
Raschi erroneously understands Satan by YRICF. In general, it is the wrath of
God whence Job thinks his suffering proceeds. It was the wrath of God which
tore him so (like Hos. 6: 1, comp. Amo. 1:11), and pursued him hostilely (as he
says with the same word in Job. 30:21); God has gnashed against him with His
teeth; God drew or sharpened (Aq., Symm., Theod., wÏÂcunen, vfæl; like
Psa. 7:13). His eyes or looks like swords (Targ. as a sharp knife, lmez]ai, smiÂlh)
for him, i.e., to pierce him through. Observe the aorr. interchanging with perff.
and imperff. He describes the final calamity which has made him such a
piteous form with the mark of the criminal. His present suffering is only the
continuation of the decree of wrath which is gone forth concerning him.

10 They have gaped against me with their mouth,
In contempt they smite my cheeks;
They conspire together against me.

11 God left me to the mercy of the ungodly,
And cast me into the hands of the evil-doer.

Job. 16:10, 11. He does not mean the friends by those who mock and vex
him with their contemptuous words, but the men around him who envied his
prosperity and now rejoice at his misfortune; those to whom his uprightness
was a burden, and who now consider themselves disencumbered of their liege
lord, the over-righteous, censorious, godly man. The perfects here also have
not a present signification; he depicts his suffering according to the change it
has wrought since it came upon him. The verb R�ApF is used with the



instrumental Beth instead of with the acc., as Job. 29:23 (comp. on �YLMB, v.
4): they make an opening with their mouth (similar to Psa. 22: 8, they make an
opening with the lips, for diducunt labia). Smiting on the cheeks is in itself an
insult (Lam. 3:30); the additional HpFRiXEbi will therefore refer to insulting
words which accompany the act. The Hithpa. Jl�MATiHI, which occurs only here,
signifies not only to gather together a JLOMi in general, Isa. 31: 4, but (after the
Arab. tamaÑlaèa ala, to conspire against any one f124) to complete one’s self, to
strengthen one’s self (for a like hostile purpose): Reiske correctly: sibi invicem
mutuam et auxiliatricem operam contra me simul omnes ferunt. f125

 The meaning of LYWI�á is manifest from Job. 21:11; from Lw�, to suckle, alere
(Arab. èaÑl med. Wau, whence the inf. èaul, uwuÑl, and èijaÑle), it signifies boys,
knaves; and it is as unnecessary to suppose two forms, LYWI�F and LYWI�á, as two
meanings, puer and pravus, since the language and particularly the book of Job
has coined LwF�A for the latter signification: it signifies in all three passages
(here and Job. 19:18, 21:11) boys, or the boyish, childish, knavish. The Arabic
warratta leaves no doubt as to the derivation and meaning of YNI��RiYI; it signifies
to cast down to destruction (warttah, a precipice, ruin, danger), and so here the
fut. Kal YNI��RiYI for YNI��RiYYI (Ges. § 69, rem. 3), praecipitem me dabat (LXX
eÏÂrÏrÎiye, Symm. eÏneÂbale), as the praet. Kal, Num. 22:32: praeceps = exitiosa
est via. The preformative Jod has Metheg in correct texts, so that we need not
suppose, with Ralbag, a H�FRF, similar in meaning to �RAYF.

12 I was at ease, but He hath broken me in pieces;
And He hath taken me by the neck and shaken me to pieces,

And set me up for a mark for himself.

13 His arrows whistled about me;
He pierced my reins without sparing;

He poured out my gall upon the ground.

14 He brake through me breach upon breach,
He ran upon me like a mighty warrior.

Job. 16:12-14. He was prosperous and contented, when all at once God
began to be enraged against him; the intensive form RpARipA (Arab. farfara)
signifies to break up entirely, crush, crumble in pieces (Hithpo. to become
fragile, Isa. 24:19); the corresponding intensive form �p�CipI (from �CApF, Arab.
fd¾d¾, cogn. �PANF), to beat in pieces (Polel of a hammer, Jer. 23:29), to dash to
pieces: taking him by the neck, God raised him on high in order to dash him to
the ground with all His might. HRF«FMA (from R�ANF, threiÚn, like skopoÂj from
skeÂptesqai) is the target, as in the similar passage, Lam. 3:12, distinct from



�gFPiMI, Job. 7:20, object of attack and point of attack: God has set me up for a
target for himself, in order as it were to try what He and His arrows can do.
Accordingly WYbFRA (from BBARF = HBFRF, HMFRF, jacere) signifies not: His archers
(although this figure would be admissible after Job. 10:17, 19:12, and the form
after the analogy of BRA, �RA, etc., is naturally taken as a substantival adj.), but,
especially since God appears directly as the actor: His arrows (= WYcFXI,
Job. 6: 4), from BRA, formed after the analogy of ZbA, SMA, etc., according to
which it is translated by LXX, Targ., Jer., while most of the Jewish expositors,
referring to Jer. 50:29 (where we need not, with Böttch., point �YBIRO, and here
WYBFRO), interpret by �YCXH YRWM. On all sides, whichever way he might turn
himself, the arrows of God flew about him, mercilessly piercing his reins, so
that his gall-bladder became empty (comp. Lam. 2:11, and vid., Psychol. S.
268). It is difficult to conceive what is here said; f126 it is, moreover, not meant
to be understood strictly according to the sense: the divine arrows, which are
only an image for divinely decreed sufferings, pressed into his inward parts,
and wounded the noblest organs of his nature. In v. 14 follows another figure.
He was as a wall which was again and again broken through by the missiles or
battering-rams of God, and against which He ran after the manner of besiegers
when storming. �REpE is the proper word for such breaches and holes in a wall
generally; here it is connected as obj. with its own verb, according to Ges. §
138, rem. 1. The second �RP (�REpF with Kametz) has Ssade minusculum, for
some reason unknown to us.

The next strophe says what change took place in his own conduct in
consequence of this incomprehensible wrathful disposition of God which had
vented itself on him.

15 I sewed sackcloth upon my skin,
And defiled my horn with dust.

16 My face is exceeding red with weeping,
And on mine eyelids is the shadow of death,

17 Although there is no wrong in my hand,
And my prayer is pure.

Job. 16:15-17. Coarse-haired cloth is the recognised clothing which the
deeply sorrowful puts on, iÎmaÂtion stenoxwriÂaj kaiÃ peÂnqouj, as the Greek
expositors remark. Job does not say of it that he put it on or slung it round him,
but that he sewed it upon his naked body; and this is to be attributed to the
hideous distortion of the body by elephantiasis, which will not admit of the use
of the ordinary form of clothes. For the same reason he also uses, not YRIW�O, but
YdILigI, which signifies either the scurfy scaly surface (as DLEgE and DYLIGiHI in



Talmudic of the scab of a healing wound, but also occurring e.g., of the
bedaggled edge of clothes when it has become dry), or scornfully describes the
skin as already almost dead; for the healthy skin is called RW�O, DLEgE, on the
other hand, buÂrsa (LXX), hide (esp. when removed from the body), Talm.
e.g., sole-leather. We prefer the former interpretation (adopted by Raschi and
others): The crust in which the terrible lepra has clothed his skin (vid., on
Job. 7: 5, 30:18, 19, 30) is intended. YtILiLA�O in v. 15b is referred by Rosenm.,
Hirz., Ges., and others (as indeed by Saad. and Gecat., who transl. “I digged
into”), to LLA�á (Arab. gll), to enter, penetrate: “I stuck my horn in the dust;”
but this signification of the Hebrew LL��O is unknown, it signifies rather to
inflict pain, or scorn (e.g., Lam. 3:51, mine eye causeth pain to my soul),
generally with Li, here with the accusative: I have misused, i.e., injured or
defiled (as the Jewish expositors explain), my horn with dust. This is not
equivalent to my head (as in the Syr. version), but he calls everything that was
hitherto his power and pride YNIRiQA (LXX, Targ.); all this he has together at the
same time injured, i.e., represented as come to destruction, by covering his
head with dust and ashes.

Ver. 16a. The construction of the Chethib is like 1Sa. 4:15, of the Keri on the
other hand like Lam. 1:20, 2:11 (where the same is said of Y�AM�, viscera mea);
RMARiMAXæ is a passive intensive form (Ges. § 55, 3), not in the signification: they
are completely kindled (LXX sugkeÂkautai, Jer. intumuit, from the RMAXF, Arab.
chmr, which signifies to ferment), but: they are red all over (from RMAXF, Arab.
h¾mr, whence the Alhambra, as a red building, takes its name), reddened, i.e.,
from weeping; and this has so weakened them, that the shadow of death (vid.,
on Job. 10:21 f.) seems to rest upon his eyelids; they are therefore sad even to
the deepest gloom. Thus exceedingly miserable is his state and appearance,
although he is no disguised hypocrite, who might need to do penance in
sackcloth and ashes, and shed tears of penitence without any solace. Hirz.
explains L�A as a preposition: by the absence of evil in my hands; but v. 17a
and 17b are substantival clauses, and L� is therefore just, like Isa. 53: 9, a
conjunction (= R�J�L�). His hands are clean from wrong-doing, free from
violence and oppression; his prayer is pure, pura; as Merc. observes, ex
puritate cordis et fidei. From the feeling of the strong contrast between his
piety and his being stigmatized as an evil-doer by such terrible suffering, —
from this extreme contrast which has risen now to its highest in his
consciousness of patient endurance of suffering, the lofty thoughts of the next
strophe take their rise.

18 Oh earth, cover thou not my blood,
And let my cry find no resting-place!! —   



19 Even now behold in heaven is my Witness,
And One who acknowledgeth me is in the heights!

20 Though the mockers of me are my friends —   
To Eloah mine eyes pour forth tears,

21 That He may decide for man against Eloah,
And for the son of man against his friend.

22 For the years that may be numbered are coming on,
And I shall go a way without return.

Job. 16:18-22. Blood that is not covered up cries for vengeance,
Eze. 24: 7 f.; so also blood still unavenged is laid bare that it may find
vengeance, Isa. 26:21. According to this idea, in the lofty consciousness of his
innocence, Job calls upon the earth not to suck in his blood as of one
innocently slain, but to let it lie bare, thereby showing that it must be first of all
avenged ere the earth can take it up; f127 and for his cry, i.e., the cry (YTIQF�áZA to
be explained according to Gen. 4:10) proceeding from his blood as from his
poured-out soul, he desires that it may urge its way unhindered and unstilled
towards heaven without finding a place of rest (Symm. staÂsij). Therefore, in
the very God who appears to him to be a blood-thirsty enemy in pursuit of him,
Job nevertheless hopes to find a witness of his innocence: He will
acknowledge his blood, like that of Abel, to be the blood of an innocent man. It
is an inward irresistible demand made by his faith which here brings together
two opposite principles — principles which the understanding cannot unite —
with bewildering boldness. Job believes that God will even finally avenge the
blood which His wrath has shed, as blood that has been innocently shed. This
faith, which sends forth beyond death itself the word of absolute command
contained in v. 18, in v. 19 brightens and becomes a certain confidence, which
draws from the future into the present that acknowledgment which God
afterwards makes of him as innocent. The thought of what is unmerited in that
decree of wrath which delivers him over to death, is here forced into the
background, and in the front stands only the thought of the exaltation of the
God in heaven above human short-sightedness, and the thought that no one
else but He is the final refuge of the oppressed: even now (i.e., this side of
death) f128 behold in heaven is my witness (Hn�HI an expression of the actus
directus fidei) and my confessor (DH�VF a poetic Aramaism, similar in meaning
to D��, LXX oÎ suniÂstwr mou) in the heights. To whom should he flee from the
mockery of his friends, who consider his appeal to the testimony of his
conscience as the stratagem of a hypocrite! YCAYLIMi from �YLIH�, Psa. 119:51, my
mockers, i.e., those mocking me, lascivientes in me (vid., Gesch. der jüd.
Poesie, S. 200. The short clause, v. 20a, is, logically at least, like a disjunctive



clause with YK or YK��G, Ewald, § 362, b: if his friends mock him-to Eloah,
who is after all the best of friends, his eyes pour forth tears (HPFLidF, stillat,
comp. wldA of languishing, Isa. 38:14), that He may decide (XKAWYOWi voluntative
in a final signification, as Job. 9:33) for man (Li here, as Isa. 11: 4, 2: 4, of the
client) against (��I, as Psa. 55:19, 94:16, of an opponent) Eloah, and for the
son of man (Li to be supplied here in a similar sense to v. 21a, comp.
Job. 15: 3) in relation to (Li as it is used in Li � �Yb�, e.g., Eze. 34:22) his
friend. Job longs and hopes for two things from God: (1) that He would finally
decide in favour of RBG, i.e., just himself, the patient sufferer, in opposition to
God, that therefore God would acknowledge that Job is not a criminal, nor his
suffering a merited punishment; (2) that He would decide in favour of
�DJ��B, i.e., himself, who is become an Ecce homo, in relation to his human
opponent (wH��R�, not collective, but individualizing or distributive instead of
WY�FR�), who regards him as a sinner undergoing punishment, and preaches to
him the penitence that becomes one who has fallen. XKWYW is purposely only
used once, and the expression v. 21b is contracted in comparison with 21a: the
one decision includes the other; for when God himself destroys the idea of his
lot being merited punishment, He also at the same time delivers judgment
against the friends who have zealously defended Him against Job as a just
judge.

Olsh. approves Ewald’s translation: “That He allows man to be in the right
rather than God, and that He judges man against his friend:” but granted even
that XAYKIWHO, like �PA�F followed by an acc., may be used in the signification: to
grant any one to be in the right (although, with such a construction, it
everywhere signifies eÏleÂgxein), this rendering would still not commend itself,
on account of the specific gravity of the hope which is here struggling through
the darkness of conflict. Job appeals from God to God; he hopes that truth and
love will finally decide against wrath. The meaning of XYKWH has reference to
the duty of an arbitrator, as in Job. 9:33. Schlottm. aptly recalls the saying of
the philosophers, which applies here in a different sense from that in which it
is meant, nemo contra Deum, nisi Deus ipse. In v. 22 Job now establishes the
fact that the heavenly witness will not allow him to die a death that he and
others would regard as the death of a sinner, from the brevity of the term of life
yet granted him, and the hopelessness of man when he is once dead. RpFSiMI
TWNO�i are years of number = few years (LXX eÏÂth aÏriqmhtaÂ); comp. the position
of the words as they are to be differently understood, Job. 15:20. On the
inflexion jeethaÑju, vid., on Job. 12: 6. Jerome transl. transeunt, but HTJ
cannot signify this in any Semitic dialect. But even that Job (though certainly



the course of elephantiasis can continue for years) is intended to refer to the
prospect of some, although few, years of life (Hirz. and others: the few years
which I can still look forward to, are drawing on), does not altogether suit the
tragic picture. The approach of the years that can be numbered is rather
thought of as the approach of their end; and the few years are not those which
still remain, but in general the but short span of life allotted to him (Hahn). The
arrangement of the words in v. 22b also agrees with this, as not having the
form of a conclusion (then shall I go, etc.), but that of an independent co-
ordinate clause: and a path, there (whence) I come not back (an attributive
relative clause according to Ges. § 123, 3, b) I shall go (¥LOHåJE poetic, and in
order to gain a rhythmical fall at the close, for ¥L�J�). Now follow, in the next
strophe, short ejaculatory clauses: as Oetinger observes, Job chants his own
requiem while living.

1 My breath is corrupt,
My days are extinct,

The graves are ready for me.

2 Truly mockery surrounds me,
And mine eye shall loiter over their disputings.

Job. 17: 1, 2. Hirz., Hlgst., and others, wrongly consider the division of the
chapter here to be incorrect. The thought in Job. 16:22 is really a concluding
thought, like Job. 10:20 ff., 7:21. Then in Job. 17: 1 another strain is taken up;
and as Job. 16:22 is related, as a confirmation, to the request expressed in
Job. 16:19-21, so Job. 17: 1, 2 are related to that expressed in Job. 17: 3. The
connection with the conclusion of Job 16 is none the less close: the thoughts
move on somewhat crosswise (chiastisch). We do not translate with Ewald:
“My spirit is destroyed,” because LbAXU (here and Isa. 10:27) signifies not, to be
destroyed, but, to be corrupted, disturbed, troubled; not the spirit (after Arab.
chbl, usually of disturbance of spirit), but the breath is generally meant, which
is become short (Job. 7:15) and offensive (Job. 19:17), announcing suffocation
and decay as no longer far distant. In v. 1b the aÎÂp. gegr. wK�FZiNI is equivalent to
WK�DN, found elsewhere. In v. 1c �YRIBFQi is used as if the dead were called,
Arab. ssaÑchib el-kubuÑr, grave-companions. He is indeed one who is dying,
from whom the grave is but a step distant, and still the friends promise him
long life if he will only repent! This is the mockery which is with him, i.e.,
surrounds him, as he affirms, v. 2a. A secondary verb, LTAHF, is formed from
the Hiph. LT�H� (of which we had the non-syncopated form of the fut. in
Job. 13: 9), the Piel of which occurs in 1Ki. 18:27 of Elijah’s derision of the
priests of Baal, and from this is formed the pluralet. �YLOTUHá (or, according to
another reading, �YlITUHá, with the same doubling of the L as in TWlOTAHáMA,



deceitful things, Isa. 30:10; comp. the same thing in Job. 33: 7, �lJRJ, their
lions of God = heroes), which has the meaning foolery, — a meaning
questioned by Hirz. without right, — in which the idea of deceit and mockery
are united. Gecatilia and Ralbag take it as a part.: mockers; Stick., Wolfson,
Hahn: deluded; but the analogy of �Y����, �YLWL�T, and the like, speaks in
favour of taking it as a substantive. JLO��JI is affirmative (Ges. § 155, 2, f).
Ewald renders it as expressive of desire: if only not (Hlgst.: dummodo ne); but
this signification (Ew. § 329, b) cannot be supported. On the other hand, it
might be intended interrogatively (as Job. 30:25): annon illusiones mecum
(Rosenm.); but this JL��J, corresponding to the second member of a
disjunctive question, has no right connection in the preceding. We therefore
prefer the affirmative meaning, and explain it like Job. 22:20, 31:36, comp.
2: 5. Truly what he continually hears, i.e., from the side of the friends, is only
false and delusive utterances, which consequently sound to him like jesting
and mockery. The suff. in v. 2b refers to them. TWROmiHA (with Dag. dirimens,
which renders the sound of the word more pathetic, as Job. 9:18, Joe. 1:17, and
in the Hiph. form �TLnK, Isa. 33: 1), elsewhere generally (Jos. 1:18 only
excepted) of rebellion against God, denotes here the contradictory,
quarrelsome bearing of the friends, not the dispute in itself (comp. Arab. mry,
III. to attack, VI. to contend with another), but coming forward controversially;
only to this is YNIY�� �LAtF suitable. �YLIH� must not be taken as = �YlIHI here;
Ewald’s translation, “only let not mine eye come against their irritation,”
forces upon this verb, which always signifies to murmur, gogguÂzein, a meaning
foreign to it, and one that does not well suit it here. The voluntative form �LAtF
= �L�tF (here not the pausal form, as Jud. 19:20, comp. 2Sa. 17:16) quite
accords with the sense: mine eye shall linger on their janglings; it shall not
look on anything that is cheering, but be held fast by this cheerless spectacle,
which increases his bodily suffering and his inward pain. From these
comforters, who are become his adversaries, Job turns in supplication to God.

3 Lay down now, be bondsman for me with Thyself;
Who else should furnish surety to me?!

4 For Thou hast closed their heart from understanding,
Therefore wilt Thou not give authority to them.

5 He who giveth his friends for spoil,
The eyes of his children shall languish.

Job. 17: 3-5. It is unnecessary, with Reiske and Olsh., to read YNIBORi�� (pone
quaeso arrhabonem meum = pro me) in order that HMFYVI may not stand
without an object; HMYV has this meaning included in it, and the YNIB�Ri�F which



follows shows that neither �BL (Ralbag) nor �DY (Carey) is to be supplied;
accordingly �YV here, like Arab. wd¾è (waÑd¾è), and in the classics both tiqeÂnai
and ponere, signifies alone the laying down of a pledge. Treated by the friends
as a criminal justly undergoing punishment, he seeks his refuge in God, who
has set the mark of a horrible disease upon him contrary to his desert, as
though he were guilty, and implores Him to confirm the reality of his
innocence in some way or other by laying down a pledge for him (uÎpoqhÂkh).
The further prayer is YNIB�Ri�F, as word of entreaty which occurs also in
Hezekiah’s psalm, Isa. 38:14, and Psa. 119:122; BRA�F seq. acc. signifies, as
noted on the latter passage, to furnish surety for any one, and gen. to take the
place of a mediator (comp. also on Heb. 7:22, where eÏÂgguoj is a synon. of
mesiÂthj). Here, however, the significant ¥mF�I is added: furnish security for me
with Thyself; elsewhere the form is Li BR�, to furnish security for (Pro. 6: 1),
or YN�PiLI before, any one, here with ��I of the person by whom the security is to
be accepted. The thought already expressed in Job. 16:21 a receives a still
stronger expression here: God is conceived of as two persons, on the one side
as a judge who treats Job as one deserving of punishment, on the other side as
a bondsman who pledges himself for the innocence of the sufferer before the
judge, and stands as it were as surety against the future. In the question, v. 3b,
the representation is again somewhat changed: Job appears here as the one to
whom surety is given. �QATiNI, described by expositors as reciprocal, is rather
reflexive: to give one’s hand (the only instance of the med. form of �kA �QAtF) =
to give surety by striking hands, dextera data sponsionem in se recipere
(Hlgst.). And YDIYFLi is not to be explained after the analogy of the passive, as
the usual Li of the agents: who would allow himself to be struck by my hand,
i.e., who would accept the surety from me (Wolfson), which is unnatural both
in representation and expression; but it is, according to Pro. 6: 1 (vid.,
Bertheau), intended of the hand of him who receives the stroke of the hand of
him who gives the pledge. This is therefore the meaning of the question: who
else (JwH YMI), if not God himself, should strike (his hand) to my hand, i.e.,
should furnish to me a pledge (viz., of my innocence) by joining hands? There
is none but God alone who can intercede for him, as a guarantee of his
innocence before himself and others. This negative answer: None but Thou
alone, is established in v. 4. God has closed the heart of the friends against
understanding, prop. concealed, i.e., He has fixed a curtain, a wall of partition,
between their hearts and the right understanding of the matter; He has smitten
them with blindness, therefore He will not (since they are suffering from a
want of perception which He has ordained, and which is consequently known
to Him) allow them to be exalted, i.e., to conquer and triumph. “The exaltation
of the friends,” observes Hirzel rightly, “would be, that God should openly



justify their assertion of Job’s guilt.” Löwenthal translates: therefore art thou
not honoured; but it is not pointed �M�ROt� = �M�ROTitI, but �M�ROti, whether it be
that �TFJO is to be supplied, or that it is equivalent to �M�MiROti (Ew. § 62, a,
who, however, prefers to take is as n. Hithpa. like �M�QOti in the unimproved
signification: improvement, since he maintains this affords no right idea),
according to the analogy of similar verb-forms (Job. 31:15, Isa. 64: 6), by a
resolving of the two similar consonants which occur together.

The hope thus expressed Job establishes (v. 5) by a principle from general
experience, that he who offers his friends as spoil for distribution will be
punished most severely for the same upon his children: he shall not escape the
divine retribution which visits him, upon his own children, for the wrong done
to his friends. Almost all modern expositors are agreed in this rendering of
QLEX�Li as regards v. 5a; but QLX must not be translated “lot” (Ewald), which it
never means; it signifies a share of spoil, as e.g., Num. 31:36 (Jerome
praedam), or even with a verbal force: plundering (from QLAXF, 2Ch. 28:21), or
even in antithesis to entering into bond for a friend with all that one possesses
(Stick., Schlottm.), a dividing (of one’s property) = distraining, as a result of
the surrender to the creditor, to which the verb DYgIHI is appropriate, which
would then denote denouncing before a court of justice, as Jer. 20:10, not
merely proclaiming openly, as Isa. 3: 9. We have translated “spoil,” which
admits of all these modifications and excludes none; the general meaning is
certainly: one deserts (instead of shielding as an intercessor) his friends and
delivers them up; DYgIYA with a general subj., as Job. 4: 2 (if any one attempts),
15: 3, 27:23. With respect to the other half of the verse, 5b, the optative
rendering: may they languish (Vaih.), to the adoption of which the old
expositors have been misled by parallels like Psa. 109: 9 f., is to be rejected; it
is contrary to the character of Job (Job. 31:30). We agree with Mercerus:
Nequaquam hoc per imprecationem, sed ut consequentis justissimae poenae
denunciationem ab Iobo dictum putamus. For v. 5b is also not to be taken as a
circumstantial clause: even if the eyes of his children languish (Ew., Hlgst.
Stick., Hahn, Schl.). It is not wH��R�, but �Y�IR�; and before supposing here a
Synallage num. so liable to be misunderstood, one must try to get over the
difficulty without it, which is here easy enough. Hence Job is made, in the
intended application of the general principle, to allude to his own children, and
Ewald really considers him the father of infant children, which, however, as
may be seen from the prologue, is nothing but an invention unsupported by the
history. Since it is WYNB and not �HYNB, we refer the suff. to the subj. of DYGY.
The Waw of YN�Y��Wi Mich. calls Waw consecutivum; it, however, rather
combines things that are inseparable (certainly as cause and effect, sin and
punishment). And it is DYGY, not DYGH, because the perf. would describe the



fact as past, while the fut. places us in the midst of this faithless conduct. Job
says God cannot possibly allow these, his three friends, the upper hand. One
proclaims his friends as spoil (comp. Job. 6:27), and the eyes of his children
languish (comp. Job. 11:20), i.e., he who so faithlessly disowns the claims of
affection, is punished for it on that which he holds most dear. But this
uncharitableness which he experiences is also a visitation of God. In the next
strophe he refers all that he meets with from man to Him as the final cause, but
not without a presage of the purpose for which it is designed.

6 And He hath made me a proverb to the world,
And I became as one in whose face they spit.

7 Then mine eye became dim with grief,
And all my members were like a shadow.

8 The upright were astonished at it,
And the innocent is stirred up over the godless;

9 Nevertheless the righteous holdeth fast on his way,
And he that hath clean hands waxeth stronger and stronger.

Job. 17: 6-9. Without a question, the subj. of v. 6a is God. It is the same
thing whether L�OMi is taken as inf. followed by the subject in the nominative
(Ges. § 133, 2), or as a subst. (LXX qruÂllhma; Aq., Symm., Theod.,
parabolhÂn), like QWXOVi, Job. 12: 4, followed by the gen. subjectivus. L�AMF is
the usual word for ridicule, expressed in parables of a satirical character, e.g.,
Joe. 2:17 (according to which, if L�OMi were intended as inf., �YmI�A YbI�L�OMi
might have been expected); �YmI�A signifies both nations and races, and tribes
or people, i.e., members of this and that nation, or in gen. of mankind
(Job. 12: 2). We have intentionally chosen an ambiguous expression in the
translation, for what Job says can be meant of a wide range of people (comp.
on Job. 2:11 ad fin.), as well as of those in the immediate neighbourhood; the
friends themselves represent different tribes; and a perishable gipsy-like
troglodyte race, to whom Job is become a derision, is specially described
further on (Job. 24, 30).

Ver. 6b. By TPEtO (translated by Jer. exemplum, and consequently mistaken for
TPWM) the older expositors are reminded of the name of the place where the
sacrifices were offered to Moloch in the valley of the sons of Hinnom (whence
�nOHIYg�, geÂenna, hell), since they explain it by “the fire of hell,” but only from
want of a right perception; the �YNIPFLi standing with it, which nowhere signifies
palam, and cannot here (where HYHJ, although in the signification eÏgenoÂmhn,
follows) signify a multo tempore, shows that TPT here is to be derived from



�wt, to spit out (as TPENO, gum, from �wN). This verb certainly cannot be
supported in Hebr. and Aram. (since QQR is the commoner word), except two
passages in the Talmud (Nidda 42a, comp. Sabbath 99b, and Chethuboth 61b);
but it is confirmed by the Aethiopic and Coptic and an onomatopoetic origin,
as the words ptuÂein, yuÂein, spuere, Germ. speien, etc., show. f129

 Cognate is the Arabic taffafa, to treat with contempt, and the interjection
tuffan, fie upon thee, f130 e.g., in the proverb (quoted by Umbreit): ‘aini fihi
watuffan ‘aleihi, my eye rests on it wishfully, and yet I feel disgust at it.
Therefore �YNPL (spitting upon the face) is equivalent to �YNPB, Num. 12:14,
Deu. 25: 9 (to spit in the face). In consequence of this deep debasement of the
object of scorn and spitting, the brightness and vision of his eye (sense of
sight) are become dim (comp. Psa. 6: 8, 31:10) V�AkAMI (always written with V,
not S, in the book of Job), from grief, and his frames, i.e., bodily frame =
members (Jer. membra, Targ. incorrectly: features), are become like a shadow
all of them, as fleshless and powerless as a shadow, which is only appearance
without substance. His suffering, his miserable form (TJZO), is of such a kind
that the upright are astonished (�M��F, to become desolate, silent), and the
guiltless (like himself and other innocent sufferers) become excited (here with
vexation as in Psa. 37: 1, as in Job. 31:29 with joy) over the godless (who is
none the less prosperous); but the righteous holds firm (without allowing
himself to be disconcerted by this anomalous condition of things, though
impenetrably mysterious) on his way (the way of good to which he has
pledged himself), and the pure of hands (�RHF�iw as Pro. 22:11, according to
another mode of writing �RHF�æw with Chateph-Kametz under the � and Gaja
under the W; comp. Isa. 54: 9, where the form of writing �R�FgæMIw umiggoor is
well authorized) increases (�YSIWYO, of inward increase, as Ecc. 1:18) in strength
(�MEJO only here in the book of Job); i.e., far from allowing suffering to draw
him from God to the side of the godless, he gathers strength thereby only still
more perseveringly to pursue righteousness of life and purity of conduct, since
suffering, especially in connection with such experiences as Job now has with
the three friends, drives him to God and makes his communion with Him
closer and firmer. These words of Job (if we may be allowed the figure) are
like a rocket which shoots above the tragic darkness of the book, lighting it up
suddenly, although only for a short time. The confession which breaks through
in lyric form in Psalm 73 here finds expression of a more brief, sententious
kind. The point of Eliphaz’ reproach (Job. 15: 4), that Job makes void the fear
of God, and depreciates communion with God, is destroyed by this confession,
and the assurance of Satan (Job. 2: 5) is confronted by a fact of experience,



which, if it should also become manifest in the case of Job, puts to shame and
makes void the hope of the evil spirit.

10 But only come again all of you!
I shall not find a wise man among you. —   

11 My days are past,
My purposes cut off,

The cherished thoughts of my heart, —   

12 Ye explain night as day,
Light is near when darkness sets in.

Job. 17:10-12. The truly righteous man, even if in the midst of his affliction
he should see destruction before him, does not however forsake God. But
(nevertheless) ye — he exclaims to the friends, who promise him a long and
prosperous life if he will only humble himself as a sinner who is receiving
punishment — repeat again and again your hortatory words on penitence! a
wise man who might be able to see into my real condition, I shall not find
among you. He means that they deceive themselves concerning the actual state
of the case before them; for in reality he is meeting death without being
deceived, or allowing himself to be deceived, about the matter. His appeal is
similar to Job. 6:29. Carey translates correctly: Attack me again with another
round of arguments, etc. Instead of �LFwJWi, as it is written everywhere else
(generally when the speech is drawing to a close), we find �lFJUWi (as the form
of writing �LFJU, �lFJU occurs also in the subst. �LFwJ), perh. in order to
harmonize with �lFkU, which is here according to rule instead of �KElikU, which
corresponds more to our form of a vocative clause, just as in 1Ki. 22:28,
Mic. 1: 2 (Ewald, § 327, a). f131

 In wJBOw wBw�tF the jussive and imper. (for the Chethib WJBY, which occurs in
some Codd. and editions, is meaningless) are united, the former being
occasioned by the arrangement of the words, which is unfavourable to the
imper. (comp. Ew. § 229); moreover, the first verb gives the adverbial notion
iterum, denuo to the second, according to Ges. § 142, 3, a.

What follows, v. 11, is the confirmation of the fact that there is no wise man
among them who might be able to give him efficient solace by a right estimate
of the magnitude and undeservedness of his suffering. His life is indeed run
out; and the most cherished plans and hopes which he had hedged in and
fostered for the future in his heart, he has utterly and long since given up. The
plur. (occurring only here) of HmFZI, which occurs also sensu malo, signifies
projects, as TWMZM, Job. 21:27, 42: 2, from �MZ, to tie; Aben-Ezra refers to the
Arab. zamaÑm (a thread, band, esp. a rein). These plans which are now become



useless, these cherished thoughts, he calls Y��RFWMO, peculia (from �RY, to take
possession of) of his heart. Thus, after Oba. 1:17, Gecatilia (in Aben-Ezra) also
explains, while, according to Ewald, Beiträge, S. 98, he understands the heart-
strings, i.e., the trunks of the arteries (for thus is Arab. n−Ñèt¾ to be explained), and
consequently, as Ewald himself, and even Farisol, most improbably combines
�RFWMO with RTAWMO (RTEYE). Similarly the LXX taÃ aÏÂrqra thÚj kardiÂaj, as though
the joints (instead of the valves) of the heart were intended; probably with
Middeldorpf, after the Syriac Hexapla, aÏÂkra is to be read instead of aÏÂrqra;
this, however, rests upon a mistaking of Y�RWM for Y�JR. While he is now
almost dead, and his life-plans of the future are torn away (wQtiNI), the friends
turn night into day (�YV, as Isa. 5:20); light is (i.e., according to their opinion)
nearer than the face of darkness, i.e., than the darkness which is in reality
turned to him, and which is as though it stared at him from the immediate
future. Thus Nolde explains it as comparative, but connecting v. 12b with
WMYVY, and considering YNP (which is impossible by this compar. rendering) as
meaningless: lucem magis propinquam quam tenebras. It is however possible
that YNPM is used the same as in Job. 23:17: light is, as they think near before
darkness, i.e., while darkness sets in (ingruentibus tenebris), according to
which we have translated. If we understand v. 12b from Job’s standpoint, and
not from that of the friends, �M BWRQ is to be explained according to the Arab.
qr−Ñb mn, prope abest ab, as the LXX even translates: fwÚj eÏgguÃj aÏpoÃ proswÂpou
skoÂtouj, which Olympiodorus interprets by ouÏ makraÃn skoÂtouj. But by this
rendering YNP makes the expression, which really needs investigation, only still
lamer. Renderings, however, like Renan’s Ah! votre lumière resemble aux
tenèbres, are removed from all criticism. The subjective rendering, by which v.
12b is under the government of WMYVY, is after all the most natural. That he has
darkness before him, while the friends present to him the approach of light on
condition of penitence, is the thought that is developed in the next strophe.

13 If I hope, it is for SheoÑl as my house,
In darkness I make my bed.

14 I cry to corruption: Thou art my father! —   
To the worm: Thou art my mother and sister!

15 Where now therefore is my hope?
And my hope, who seeth it?

16 To the bars of SheoÑl it descends,
When at the same time there is rest in the dust.

Job. 17:13-16. All modern expositors transl.: If I hope (wait) for SheoÑl as
my house, etc., since they regard vv. 13 f. as a hypothetical antecedent clause



to v. 15, consisting of four members, where the conclusion should begin with
Hy�JAWi, and should be indicated by Waw apodosis. There is no objection to this
explanation so far as the syntax is concerned, but there will then be weighty
thoughts which are also expressed in the form of fresh thoughts, for which
independent clauses seem more appropriate, under the government of �JI, as if
they were presuppositions. The transition from the preceding strophe to this
becomes also easier, if we take vv. 13 f. as independent clauses from which, in
v. 15, an inference is drawn, with Waw indicative of the train of thought (Ew. §
348). Accordingly, we regard HWQJ��J in v. 13 as antecedent (denoted by
Dech−Ñ, i.e., Tiphcha anterius, just as Psa. 139: 8a) and YTYB LWJ$ as
conclusion; the Waw apod. is wanting, as e.g., Job. 9:27 f., and the structure of
the sentence is similar to Job. 9:19. If I hope, says Job, �SheoÑl is my house” =
this is the substance of my hope, that SheoÑl will be my house. In darkness he
has (i.e., in his consciousness, which anticipates that which is before him as
near and inevitable) fixed his resting-place (poet. strata, as Psa. 132: 3). To
corruption and the worm he already cries, father! and, mother! sister! It is, as it
seems, that bold figure which is indicated in the Job-like Psa. 88:19 (“my
acquaintances are the realms of darkness”), which is here (comp. Job. 30:29)
worked out; and, differently applied, perhaps Pro. 7: 4 echoes it. Since the fem.
HmFRI is used as the object addressed by YMJ and YTWXJ, which is besides, on
account of its always collective meaning (in distinction from T�LWT), well
suited for this double apostrophe, we may assume that the poet will have used
a masc. object for YBJ; and there is really no reason against TXA�A here being,
with Ramban, Rosenm., Schlottm., Böttcher (de inferis, § 179), derived not
from XAw� (as TXANA, v. 16b, from XWN), but from TXA�F (as TXANA, Isa. 30:30, from
TXN), especially since the old versions transl. TX$ also elsewhere diafqoraÂ
(putredo), and thereby prove that both derivations accord with the structure of
the language. Now already conscious of his belonging to corruption and the
worm as by the closest ties of relationship, he asks: Itaque ubi tandem spes
mea?

The accentuation connects WPOJ� to the following word, instead of uniting it
with Hy�JA, just as in Isa. 19:12; Luzzatto (on Isa. 19:12) considers this as a
mistake in the Codd., and certainly the accentuation Jud. 9:38 (HYJ Kadma,
JWPJ Mercha) is not according to our model, and even in this passage another
arrangement of the accents is found, e.g., in the edition of Brescia. f132

 No other hope, in Job’s opinion, but speedy death is before him; no human
eye is capable of seeing, i.e., of discovering (so e.g., Hahn), any other hope
than just this. Somewhat differently Hirz. and others: and my hope, viz., of my



recovery, who will it see in process of fulfilment? Certainly YTWQT is in both
instances equivalent to a hope which he dared to harbour; and the meaning is,
that beside the one hope which he has, and which is a hope only per
antiphrasin, there is no room for another hope; there is none such (v. 15a), and
no one will attain a sight of such, be it visible in the distance or experienced as
near at hand (v. 15b). The subj. of v. 16a is not the hope of recovery which the
friends present to him (so e.g., Ew.), but his only real hope: this, avoiding
human ken, descends to the lower world, for it is the hope of death, and
consequently the death of hope. Yd�bA signifies bars, bolts, which Hahn denies,
although he says himself that �YDB signifies beams of wood among other
things; “bolts” is not here intended to imply such as are now used in locks, but
the cross bars and beams of wood of any size that serve as a fastening to a
door; vectis in exactly the same manner combines the meanings, a carrying-
pole and a bar, in which signification DbA is the synon. of XAYRIbi. f133

 The meanings assigned to the word, wastes (Schnurrer and others), bounds
(Hahn), clefts (Böttch.), and the like, are fanciful and superfluous. On HNFDiRAt�,
instead of DR�t�, vid., Caspari on Oba. 1:13, Ges. § 47, rem. 3. It is sing., not
plur. (Böttch.), for v. 15 does not speak of two hopes, not even if, as it seems
according to the ancient versions, another word of cognate meaning had stood
in the place of the second YTWQT originally. His hope goes down to the regions
of the dead, when altogether there is rest in the dust. This “together, DXAYA,”
Hahn explains: to me and it, to this hope; but that would be pursuing the figure
to an inadmissible length, extending far beyond Job. 20:11, and must then be
expressed DXAYA wNLF. Others (e.g., Hirz., Ew.) explain: if at the same time, i.e.,
simultaneously with this descent of my hope, there is rest to me in the dust.
Considering the use of DXY in itself, it might be explained: if altogether
[entirely] there is rest in the dust; but this meaning integer, totus quantus, the
word has elsewhere always in connection with a subj. or obj. to which it is
referable, e.g., Job. 10: 8, Psa. 33:15; and, moreover, it may be rendered also in
the like passages by “all together,” as Job. 3:18, 21:26, 40:13, instead of
“altogether, entirely.” Since, on the other hand, the signification “at the same
time” can at least with probability be supported by Psa. 141:10, and since �J,
which is certainly used temporally, brings contemporary things together, we
prefer the translation: “when at the same time in the dust there is rest.” The
descent of his hope to the bars of Hades is at the same time his own, who
hopes for nothing but this. When the death of his hope becomes a reality, then
at the same time his turmoil of suffering will pass over to the rest of the grave.

As from the first speech of Eliphaz, so also from this first speech of Job, it may
be seen that the controversy takes a fresh turn, which brings it nearer to the



maturity of decision. From Eliphaz’ speech Job has seen that no assertion of
his innocence can avail to convince the friends, and that the more strongly he
maintains his innocence, even before God, he only confirms them in the
opinion that he is suffering the punishment of his godlessness, which now
comes to light, like a wrong that has been hitherto concealed. Job thus
perceives that he is incapable of convincing the friends; for whatever he may
say only tends to confirm them in the false judgment, which they first of all
inferred from their false premises, but now from his own words and conduct.
He is accounted by them as one who is punished of God, whom they address as
the preachers of repentance; now, however, they address him so that the chief
point of their sermon is no longer bright promises descriptive of the glorious
future of the penitent, but fearful descriptions of the desolating judgment
which comes upon the impenitent sinner. This zealous solicitude for his
welfare seems to be clever and to the point, according to their view; it is,
however, only a vexatious method of treating their friend’s case; it is only
roughly and superficially moulded according to the order of redemption, but
without an insight into the spiritual experience and condition of him with
whom they have here to do. Their prudentia pastoralis is carnal and legal; they
know nothing of a righteousness which avails before God, and nothing of a
state of grace which frees from the divine vengeance; they know not how to
deal with one who is passing through the fierce conflict of temptation, and
understand not the mystery of the cross.

Can we wonder, then, that Job is compelled to regard their words as nothing
more than XWR YRBD, as they regarded his? In the words of Job they miss their
certainly compact dogma, in which they believe they possess the philosopher’s
stone, by means of which all earthly suffering is to be changed into earthly
prosperity. Job, however, can find nothing in their words that reminds him of
anything he ought to know in his present position, or that teaches him anything
respecting it. He is compelled to regard them as LM� YMXNM, who make the
burden of his suffering only more grievous, instead of lightening it for him.
For their consolation rests upon an unjust judgment of himself, against which
his moral consciousness rebels, and upon a one-sided notion of God, which is
contradicted by his experience. Their speeches exhibit skill as to their form,
but the sympathy of the heart is wanting. Instead of plunging with Job into the
profound mystery of God’s providence, which appoints such a hard lot for the
righteous man to endure, they shake their heads, and think: What a great sinner
Job must be, that God should visit him with so severe a punishment! It is the
same shaking of the head of which David complains Psa. 22: 8 and 109:25, and
which the incomparably righteous One experienced from those who passed by
His cross, Mat. 27:39, Mar. 15:29. These comparisons give us the opportunity
of noting the remarkable coincidence of these pictures of suffering, in outline



and expression; the agreement of Job. 16: 8 with Psa. 109:24, comp. 109:23
with Job. 17: 7, puts it beyond a doubt, that there is a mutual relation between
Job. 16: 4 and Psa. 109:25 which is not merely accidental.

By such unjust and uncharitable treatment from the friends, Job’s sufferings
stand forth before him in increased magnitude. He exceeds himself in the most
terrible figures, in order to depict the sudden change which the divine
dispensation of suffering has brought upon him. The figures are so terrible, for
Job sees behind his sufferings a hostile hideous God as their author; they are
the outburst of His anger, His quivering looks, His piercing darts, His
shattering missiles. His sufferings are a witness de facto against him, the
sufferer; but they are this not merely in themselves, but also in the eyes of the
people around him. To the sufferings which he has directly to endure in body
and soul there is added, as it were, as their other equally painful part,
misconstruction and scorn, which he has to suffer from without. Not only does
he experience the wrath of God contrary to the testimony to his righteousness
which is consciousness gives him, but also the scoff of the ungodly, who now
deridingly triumph over him. Therefore he clothes himself in mourning, and
lies with his former majesty in the dust; his face is red with weeping, and his
eyes are become almost blind, although there is no wrong in his hand, and his
prayer is free from hypocrisy. Who does not here think of the servant of
Jehovah, of whom Isaiah, Isa. 53: 9 (in similar words to those which Job uses
of himself, Job. 16:16), says, that he is buried among the godless WYPB HMRM
JLW HV� SMX�JL L�? All that Job says here of the scorn that he has to
endure by being regarded as one who is punished of God and tormented,
agrees exactly with the description of the sufferings of the servant of Jehovah
in the Psalms and the second part of Isaiah. Job says: they gape at me with
their mouth; and in Psa. 22: 8 (comp. 35:21) it is: all they that see me laugh me
to scorn, they open wide the lips, they shake the head. Job says: they smite my
cheeks in contempt; and the servant of Jehovah, Isa. 50: 6, is compelled to
confess: I gave my back to the smiters, and my cheeks to them that pluck off
the hair; I hid not my face from shame and spitting. Like Job, the servant of
Jehovah in the Psalms and in Isaiah II. is delivered over into the hands of the
unrighteous, and reckoned among evil-doers, although he is the servant of
Jehovah, and knows himself to be Jehovah’s servant. The same hope that he
expresses in Isa. 50: 8 f. in the words: he is near who justifieth me, who will
condemn me! — the same hope in Job breaks through the night of conflict,
with which his direct and indirect suffering has surrounded him.

Just when Job becomes conscious of his doubled affliction in all its heaviness,
when he feels himself equally rejected of men as of God, must this hope break
forth. For there is only a twofold possibility for a man who thinks God has
become his enemy, and that he has not a friend among men: either he sinks



into the abyss of despair; or if faith still exists, he struggles upwards through
his desertion by God and man to the love that lies deep in the heart of God,
which in spite of hostile manifestation cannot abandon the righteous. Whither
shall Job turn when God seems to him as an enemy, and when he nevertheless
will not renounce God? He can only turn from the hostile God to the God who
is differently disposed towards him, and that is equivalent to saying from the
imaginary to the real God, to whom faith clings throughout every outward
manifestation of wrath and wrathful feeling. f134

 Since both, however, is one God, who only seems to be other than He is, that
bold grasp of faith is the exchange of the phantom-god of the conflict of
temptation for the true God. Faith, which in its essence is a perception capable
of taking root, seizes the real existence behind the appearance, the heart behind
the countenance, that which remains the same behind the change, and defies a
thousand contradictions with the saintly Nevertheless: God nevertheless does
not belie himself.

Job challenges the earth not to hide his blood; unceasingly without restraint
shall the cry of his blood rise up. What he says in Job. 16:18 is to be taken not
so much as the expression of a desire as of a demand, and better still as a
command; for even in case he should succumb to his sufferings, and
consequently in the eyes of men die the death of a sinner, his clear
consciousness of innocence does not allow him to renounce his claim to a
public declaration that he has died guiltless. But to whom shall the blood of the
slain cry out? To whom else but God; and yet it is God who has slain him? We
see distinctly here how Job’s idea of God is lighted up by the prospect of a
decisive trial of his cause. The God who abandons Job to death as guilty, and
the God who cannot (and though it should be even after death) leave him
unvindicated, come forth distinct and separate as darkness from light from the
chaos of the conflict of temptation. Since, however, the thought of a
vindication after death for Job, which knows only of a seeming life after death,
according to the notion that rules him, and which is here not yet broken
through, is only the extreme demanded by his moral consciousness, he is
compelled to believe in a vindication in this world; and he expresses this faith
(Job. 16:19) in these words: “Even now, behold, my Witness is in heaven, and
One who acknowledgeth me is in the heights.” He pours forth tears to this God
that He would decide between God and him, between his friends and him. He
longs for this decision now, for he will now soon be gone beyond return. Thus
Job becomes here the prophet of the issue of his own course of suffering; and
over his relation to Eloah and to the friends, of whom the former abandons him
to the sinner’s death, and the latter declare him to be guilty, hovers the form of
the God of the future, which now breaks through the darkness, from whom Job



believingly awaits and implores what the God of the present withholds from
him. f135

What Job (Job. 16:20 f.), by reason of that confident “Behold, my Witness is in
heaven,” had expressed as the end of his longing, — that God would vindicate
him both before Himself, and before the friends and the world, — urges him
onward, when he reflects upon his twofold affliction, that he is sick unto death
and one who is misjudged even to mockery, to the importunate request: Lay
down now (a pledge), be surety for me with Thyself; for who else should strike
his hand into mine, i.e., in order to become bondsman to me, that Thou dost
not regard me as an unrighteous person? The friends are far from furnishing a
guarantee of this; for they, on the contrary, are desirous of persuading him,
that, if he would only let his conscience speak, he must regard himself as an
unrighteous one, and that he is regarded as such by God. Therefore God cannot
give them the victory; on the contrary, he who so uncompassionately abandons
his friends, must on his own children experience similar suffering to that which
he made heavier for his friend, instead of making it lighter to him. The three
have no insight into the affliction of the righteous one; they dispose of him
mercilessly, as of spoil or property that has fallen into the hands of the
creditor; therefore he cannot hope to obtain justice unless God become surety
for him with himself, — a thought so extraordinary and bold, that one cannot
wonder that the old expositors were misled by it: God was in Christ, and
reconciled the world with Himself, 2Co. 5:19. The God of holy love has
reconciled the world with himself, the God of righteous anger, as Job here
prays that the God of truth may become surety for him with the God of
absolute sovereignty.

When Job then complains of the misconstruction of his character, and tracing it
to God, says: He hath made me �YM� L�OMiLI, one is reminded, in connection
with this extravagant expression, of complaints of a like tone in the mouth of
the true people of Israel, Psa. 44:15, and of the great sufferer, Psa. 69:12.
When we further read, that, according to Job’s affirmation, the godly are
scared at his affliction, the parallel Isa. 52:14 forces itself upon us, where it is
said of the servant of Jehovah, “How were many astonied at thee.” And when,
with reference to himself, Job says that the suffering of the righteous must at
length prove a gain to him that hath clean hands, who does not call to mind the
fact that the glorious issue of the suffering of the servant of Jehovah which the
Old Testament evangelist sets before us, — that servant of Jehovah who, once
himself a prey to oppression and mocking, now divides the spoil among the
mighty, —  tends to the reviving, strengthening, and exaltation of Israel? All
these parallels cannot and are not intended to prove that the book of Job is an
allegorical poem; but they prove that the book of Job stands in the closest
connection, both retrospective and prospective, with the literature of Israel;



that the poet, by the relation to the passion-psalms stamped on the picture of
the affliction of Job, has marked Job, whether consciously or unconsciously, as
a typical person; that, by taking up, probably not unintentionally, many
national traits, he has made it natural to interpret Job as a Mashal of Israel; and
that Isaiah himself confirms this typical relation, by borrowing some Job-like
expressions in the figure of the HWHY DB�, who is a personification of the true
Israel. The book of Job has proved itself a mirror of consolation for the people,
faithful to God, who had cause to complain, as in Psalm 44, and a mirror of
warning to their scoffers and persecutors, who had neither true sympathy with
the miserable state of God’s people, nor a true perception of God’s dealings.
At the same time, however, Job appears in the light which the New Testament
history, by the fulfilment of the prophecies of suffering in the Psalms, Isaiah,
and also Zechariah, throws upon him, as a type of Him who suffers in like
manner, in order that Satan may have his deserts, and thereby by confounded;
who also has an affliction to bear which in itself has the nature and form of
wrath, but has its motive and end in the love of God; who is just so misjudged
and scorned of men, in order at length to be exalted, and to enter in as
intercessor for those who despised and rejected Him. At the same time, it must
not be forgotten that there remains an infinite distance between the type and
antitype, which, however, must be in the very nature of a type, and does not
annul the typical relation, which exists only exceptis excipiendis. Who could
fail to recognise the involuntary picture of the three friends in the penitent ones
of Isa. 53, who esteemed the servant of Jehovah as one smitten of God, for
whom, however, at last His sacrifice and intercession avail?

Job at last considers his friends as devoid of wisdom, because they try to
comfort him with the nearness of light, while darkness is before him; because
they give him the hope of a bodily restoration, while he has nothing to expect
but death, and earnestly longs for the rest of death. It is surprising that the
speech of Job plunges again into complete hopelessness, after he has risen to
the prospect of being vindicated in this life. He certainly does not again put
forth that prospect, but he does not even venture to hope that it can be realized
by a blessing in this life after a seeming curse. It is in this hopelessness that the
true greatness of Job’s faith becomes manifest. He meets death, and to every
appearance so overwhelmed by death, as a sinner, while he is still conscious
that he is righteous. Is it not faith in and fidelity to God, then, that, without
praying for recovery, he is satisfied with this one thing, that God
acknowledges him? The promises of the friends ought to have rested on a
different foundation, if he was to have the joy of appropriating them to
himself. He feels himself to be inevitably given up as a prey to death, and as
from the depth of Hades, into which he is sinking, he stretches out his hands to
God, not that He would sustain him in life, but that He would acknowledge



him before the world as His. If he is to die even, he desires only that he may
not die the death of a criminal. And is this intended at the same time for the
rescue of his honour? No, after all, for the honour of God, who cannot possibly
destroy as an evil-doer one who is in everything faithful to Him. When, then,
the issue of the history is that God acknowledges Job as His servant, and after
he is proved and refined by the temptation, preserves to him a doubly rich and
prosperous life, Job receives beyond his prayer and comprehension; and after
he has learned from his own experience that God brings to Hades and out
again, he has for ever conquered all fear of death, and the germs of a hope of a
future life, which in the midst of his affliction have broken through his
consciousness, can joyously expand. For Job appears to himself as one who is
risen from the dead, and is a pledge to himself of the resurrection from the
dead.

Bildad’s Second Speech. — Job 18.

SCHEMA: 4. 9. 8. 8. 8. 4.

[Then began Bildad the Shuhite, and said:]

2 How long will ye hunt for words?!
Attend, and afterwards we will speak.

3 Wherefore are we accounted as beasts,
And narrow-minded in your eyes?

Job. 18: 2, 3. Job’s speeches are long, and certainly are a trial of patience to
the three, and the heaviest trial to Bildad, whose turn now comes on, because
he is at pains throughout to be brief. Hence the reproach of endless babbling
with which he begins here, as at Job. 8: 2, when he at last has an opportunity of
speaking; in connection with which it must, however, not be forgotten that Job
also, Job. 16: 3, satirically calls upon them to cease. He is indeed more entitled
than his opponents to the entreaty not to weary him with long speeches. The
question, v. 2a, if YC�NiQI six derived from �Q�, furnishes no sense, unless
perhaps it is, with Ralbag, explained: how long do you make close upon close
in order, when you seem to have come to an end, to begin continually anew?
For to give the thought: how long do you make no end of speaking, it must
have been JLO HNFJF�D�A, as the LXX (meÂxri tiÂnoj ouÏ pauÂshÙ:) involuntarily
inserts the negative. And what should the plur. mean by this rendering? The
form YC�NiQI = Yc�QI would not cause doubt; for though �YcIQI does not occur
elsewhere in the Old Testament, it is nevertheless sufficient that it is good
Aramaic (�YcIQI), and that another Hebr. plural, as YC�Qi, YW�CiQA, TWWOCiQA, would
have been hardly in accordance with the usage of the language. But the plural
would not be suitable here generally, the over-delicate explanation of Ralbag



perhaps excepted. Since the book of Job abounds in Arabisms, and in Arabic
qanas¾a (as synon. of s¾aÑd) signifies venari, venando capere, and qans¾un
(maqnas¾un) cassis, rete venatorium; since, further, �YCINFQi �YVI (comp. BREJO
�YVI, Jer. 9: 7) is an incontrovertible reading, and all the difficulties in
connection with the reference to �Q� lying in the HNJ�D� for JL HNJ�D� and
in the plur. vanish, we translate with Castell., Schultens, J. D. Mich., and most
modern expositors: how long (here not different from Job. 8: 2, 19: 2) will ye
lay snares (construction, as also by the other rendering, like Job. 24: 5, 36:16,
according to Ges. § 116, 1) for words; which, however, is not equivalent to
hunt for words in order to contradict, but in order to talk on continually. f136

 Job is the person addressed, for Bildad agrees with the two others. It is
remarkable, however, that he addresses Job with “you.” Some say that he
thinks of Job as one of a number; Ewald observes that the controversy
becomes more wide and general; and Schlottm. conjectures that Bildad fixes
his eye on individuals of his hearers, on whose countenances he believed he
saw a certain inclination to side with Job. This conjecture we will leave to
itself; but the remark which Schlottm. also makes, that Bildad regards Job as a
type of a whole class, is correct, only one must also add, this address in the
plur. is a reply to Job’s sarcasm by a similar one. As Job has told the friends
that they act as if they were mankind in general, and all wisdom were
concentrated in them, so Bildad has taken it amiss that Job connects himself
with the whole of the truly upright, righteous, and pure; and he addresses him
in the plural, because he, the unit, has puffed himself up as such a collective
whole. This wrangler — he means —with such a train behind him, cannot
accomplish anything: Oh that you would understand (�YBIH�, as e.g., Job. 42: 3,
not causative, as Job. 6:24), i.e., come to your senses, and afterward we will
speak, i.e., it is only then possible to walk in the way of understanding. That is
not now possible, when he, as one who plays the part of their many, treats
them, the three who are agreed in opposition to him, as totally void of
understanding, and each one of them unwise, in expressions like Job. 17: 4, 10.
Looking to Psa. 49:13, 21, one might be tempted to regard wNYMI�iNI (on the
vowel −Ñ instead of eÑ, vid., Ges. § 75, rem. 7) as an interchange of consonants
from WNYMDN: be silent, make an end, ye profligati; but the supposition of this
interchange of consonants would be arbitrary. On the other hand, there is no
suitable thought in “why are we accounted unclean?” (Vulg. sorduimus), from
HMF�F = JM��F, Lev. 11:43 (Ges. § 75, vi.); the complaint would have no right
connection, except it were a very slight one, with Job. 17: 9. On the contrary, if
we suppose a verb HMF�F in the signification opplere, obturare, which is
peculiar to this consonant-combination in the whole range of the Semitic
languages (comp. ��A�JF, Arab. èt¾m, obstruere, Aram. �m��A, ���Mi�A, Arab. t¾mm,



e.g., Talm.: transgression stoppeth up, TM�M�M, man’s heart), and after which
this HM� has been explained by the Jewish expositors (Raschi: �YMWM�
WNB�XN), and is interpreted by �TS (Parchon: WNT�D HMTSN), we gain a
sense which corresponds both with previous reproaches of Job and the
parallelism, and we decide in its favour with the majority of modern
expositors. With the interrogative Wherefore, Bildad appeals to Job’s
conscience. These invectives proceed from an impassioned self-delusion
towards the truth, which he wards off from himself, but cannot however alter.

4 Thou art he who teareth himself in his anger:
Shall the earth become desolate for thy sake,

And a rock remove from its place?

5 Notwithstanding, the light of the wicked shall be put out,
And the glow of his fire shineth not;

6 The light becometh dark in his tent,
And his lamp above him is extinguished;

7 His vigorous steps are straitened,
And his own counsel casteth him down.

Job. 18: 4-7. The meaning of the strophe is this: Dost thou imagine that, by
thy vehement conduct, by which thou art become enraged against thyself, thou
canst effect any change in the established divine order of the world? It is a
divine law, that sufferings are the punishment of sin; thou canst no more alter
this, than that at thy command, or for thy sake, the earth, which is appointed to
be the habitation of man (Isa. 45:18), will become desolate (teÑèaÑzab with the
tone drawn back, according to Ges. § 29, 3, b, Arab. with similar signification
in intrans. Kal t’azibu), or a rock remove from its place (on QtA�iYE, vid.,
Job. 14:18). Bildad here lays to Job’s charge what Job, in Job. 16: 9, has said
of God’s anger, that it tears him: he himself tears himself in his rage at the
inevitable lot under which he ought penitently to bow. The address, v. 4a, as
apud Arabes ubique fere (Schult.), is put objectively (not: Oh thou, who);
comp. what is said on �LFkU, Job. 17:10, which is influenced by the same
syntactic custom. The LXX transl. v. 4b: Why! will Hades be tenantless if thou
diest (eÏaÃn suÃ aÏpoqaÂnhÙj)? after which Rosenm. explains: tuaÑ causaÑ h. e. te
cadente. But that ought to be ¦TiwMBiHA. The peopling of the earth is only an
example of the arrangements of divine omnipotence and wisdom, the
continuance of which is exalted over the human power of volition, and does
not in the least yield to human self-will, as (v. 4c) the rock is an example, and
at the same time an emblem, of what God has fixed and rendered immoveable.
That of which he here treats as fixed by God is the law of retribution. However



much Job may rage, this law is and remains the unavoidable power that rules
over the evil-doer.

Ver. 5. �gA is here equivalent to nevertheless, or prop. even, oÎÂmwj, as e.g.,
Psa. 129: 2 (Ew. § 354, a). The light of the evil-doer goes out, and the
comfortable brightness and warmth which the blaze (BYBI�i, only here as a
Hebr. word; according to Raschi and others, étincelle, a spark; but according to
LXX, Theod., Syr., Jer., a flame; Targ. the brightness of light) of his fire in his
dwelling throws out, comes to an end. In one word, as the praet. ¥�AXF implies,
the light in his tent is changed into darkness; and his lamp above him, i.e., the
lamp hanging from the covering of his tent (Job. 29: 3, comp. Job. 21:17), goes
out. When misfortune breaks in upon him, the Arab says: ed-dahru attfaa es-
siraÑgi, fate has put out my lamp; this figure of the decline of prosperity
receives here a fourfold application. The figure of straitening one’s steps is just
as Arabic as it is biblical; WNOWJO YD��áCA, the steps of his strength (�WJO synon. of
XAkO, Job. 40:16) become narrow (comp. Pro. 4:12, Arab. takaÑssarat), by the
wide space which he could pass over with a self-confident feeling of power
becoming more and more contracted; and the purpose formed selfishly and
without any recognition of God, the success of which he considered infallible,
becomes his overthrow.

8 For he is driven into the net by his own feet,
And he walketh over a snare.

9 The trap holdeth his heel fast,
The noose bindeth him.

10 His snare lieth hidden in the earth,
His nets upon the path;

11 Terrors affright him on every side,
And scare him at every step.

Job. 18: 8-11. The Pual XlÁ�U signifies not merely to be betrayed into, but
driven into, like the Piel, Job. 30:12, to drive away, and as it is to be translated
in the similar passage in the song of Deborah, Jud. 5:15: “And as Issachar,
Barak was driven (i.e., with desire for fighting) behind him down into the
valley (the place of meeting under Mount Tabor);” WYLFGiRÁbI, which there
signifies, according to Jud. 4:10, 8: 5, “upon his feet = close behind him,” is
here intended of the intermediate cause: by his own feet he is hurried into the
net, i.e., against his will, and yet with his own feet he runs into destruction.
The same thing is said in v. 8b; the way on which he complacently wanders up
and down (which the Hithp. signifies here) is HKFBFVi, lattice-work, here a snare
(Arab. schabacah, a net, from ¥BÁVF, schabaca, to intertwine, weave), and



consequently will suddenly break in and bring him to ruin. This fact of
delivering himself over to destruction is established in apocopated futt. (v. 9)
used as praes., and without the voluntative signification in accordance with the
poetic licence: a trap catches a heel (poetic brevity for: the trap catches his
heel), a noose seizes upon him, WYLFI�F (but with the accompanying notion of
overpowering him, which the translation “bind” is intended to express). Such
is the meaning of �YmICÁ here, which is not plur., but sing., from �MÁCF (Arab.
dååmm), to tie, and it unites in itself the meanings of snare-layer (Job. 5: 5) and
of snare; the form (as RYbIJÁ, RYdIJÁ) corresponds more to the former, but does
not, however, exclude the latter, as �YnItÁ and DYpILÁ (lampaÂj) show.

The continuation in v. 10 of the figure of the fowler affirms that that issue of
his life (v. 9) has been preparing long beforehand; the prosperity of the evil-
doer from the beginning tends towards ruin. Instead of �LBiXE we have the
pointing �LBiXÁ, as it would be in Arab. in a similar sense hhabluhu (from
hhabl, a cord, a net). The nearer destruction is now to him, the stronger is the
hold which his foreboding has over him, since, as v. 11 adds, terrible thoughts
(T�HlFbÁ) and terrible apparitions fill him with dismay, and haunt him,
following upon his feet. WYLFGiRÁLi, close behind him, as Gen. 30:30, 1Sa. 25:42,
Isa. 41: 2, Hab. 3: 5. The best authorized pointing of the verb is wHCUYPiHeWE, with
Segol (Ges. § 104, 2, c), Chateph-Segol, and Kibbutz. Except in Hab. 3:14,
where the prophet includes himself with his people, �YPiH�, diffundere,
dissipare (vid., Job. 37:11, 40:11), never has a person as its obj. elsewhere. It
would also probably not be used, but for the idea that the spectres of terror
pursue him at every step, and are now here, now there, and his person is as it
were multiplied.

12 His calamity looketh hunger-bitten,
And misfortune is ready for his fall.

13 It devoureth the members of his skin;
The first-born of death devoureth his members.

14 That in which he trusted is torn away out of his tent,
And he must march on to the king of terrors.

15 Beings strange to him dwell in his tent;
Brimstone is strewn over his habitation.

Job. 18:12-15. The description of the actual and total destruction of the evil-
doer now begins with YHIYi (as Job. 24:14, after the manner of the voluntative
forms already used in v. 9). Step by step it traces his course to the total
destruction, which leaves no trace of him, but still bears evident marks of



being the fulfilment of the curse pronounced upon him. In opposition to this
explanation, Targ., Raschi, and others, explain �NJO according to Gen. 49: 3: the
son of his manhood’s strength becomes hungry, which sounds comical rather
than tragic; another Targ. transl.: he becomes hungry in his mourning, which is
indeed inadmissible, because the signif. planctus, luctus, belongs to the
derivatives of HNJ, �NJ, but not to �WJ. But even the translation recently
adopted by Ew., Stick., and Schlottm., “his strength becomes hungry,” is
unsatisfactory; for it is in itself no misfortune to be hungry, and B��RF does not
in itself signify “exhausted with hunger.” It is also an odd metaphor, that
strength becomes hungry; we would then rather read with Reiske, WNJB B�R,
famelicus in media potentia sua. But as ��J signifies strength (Job. 18: 7), so
�WEJF (root �J, to breathe and pant) signifies both wickedness and evil (the latter
either as evil = calamity, or as anhelitus, sorrow, Arab. ain); and the thought
that his (i.e., appointed to the evil-doer) calamity is hungry to swallow him up
(Syr., Hirz., Hahn, and others), suits the parallelism perfectly: “and misfortune
stands ready for his fall.” f137 DYJ� signifies prop. a weight, burden, then a load
of suffering, and gen. calamity (root DJ, Arab. aÑÑda, e.g., Sur. 2, 256, la
jauÑduhu, it is not difficult for him, and adda, comp. on Psa. 31:12); and ��LiCÁLi
not: at his side (Ges., Ew., Schlottm., Hahn), but, according to Psa. 35:15,
38:18: for his fall (LXX freely, but correctly: eÏcaiÂsion); for instead of “at the
side” (Arab. ila ganbi), they no more say in Hebrew than in Germ. “at the
ribs.”

Ver. 13 figuratively describes how calamity takes possession of him. The
members, which are called �YRICUYi in Job. 17: 7, as parts of the form of the
body, are here called �YdIbÁ, as the parts into which the body branches out, or
rather, since the word originally signifies a part, as that which is actually split
off (vid., on Job. 17:16, where it denotes “cross-bars”), or according to
appearance that which rises up, and from this primary signification applied to
the body and plants, the members (not merely as Farisol interprets: the veins)
of which the body consists and into which it is distributed. R�� (distinct from
DLEGE, Job. 16:15, similar in meaning to Arab. baschar, but also to the Arab.
gild, of which the former signifies rather the epidermis, the latter the skin in
the widest sense) is the soluble surface of the naked animal body. TWEMF R�KbI
devours this, and indeed, as the repetition implies, gradually, but surely and
entirely. “The first-born of the poor,” Isa. 14:30, are those not merely who
belong (YN�bI) to the race of the poor, but the poor in the highest sense and first
rank. So here diseases are conceived of as children of death, as in the Arabic
malignant fevers are called benaÑt el-men−Ñjeh, daughters of fate or death; that
disease which Bildad has in his mind, as the one more terrible and dangerous



than all others, he calls the “first-born of death,” as that in which the whole
destroying power of death is contained, as in the first-born the whole strength
of his parent. f138

The Targ. understands the figure similarly, since it transl. JT�FM ¥JÁLiMÁ (angel
of death); another Targ. has instead JT�FM YwR��, the firstling of death, which is
intended in the sense of the primogenita (= praematura) mors of Jerome. Least
of all is it to be understood with Ewald as an intensive expression for TWM��B,
1Sa. 20:31, of the evil-doer as liable to death. While now disease in the most
fearful form consumes the body of the evil-doer, �X�ABiMI (with Dag.f. impl., as
Job. 8:14, 31:24, Olsh. § 198, b) (a collective word, which signifies everything
in which he trusted) is torn away out of his tent; thus also Rosenm., Ew., and
Umbr. explain, while Hirz., Hlgst., Schlottm., and Hahn regard WX�BM as in
apposition to WLHJ, in favour of which Job. 8:14 is only a seemingly suitable
parallel. It means everything that made the ungodly man happy as head of a
household, and gave him the brightest hopes of the future. This is torn away
(evellitur) from his household, so that he, who is dying off, alone survives.
Thus, therefore, v. 14b describes how he also himself dies at last. Several
modern expositors, especially Stickel, after the example of Jerome (et calcet
super eum quasi rex interitus), and of the Syr. (praecipitem eum reddent
terrores regis), take T�HlFbÁ as subj., which is syntactically possible (vid.,
Job. 27:20, 30:15): and destruction causes him to march towards itself (Ges.:
fugant eum) like a military leader; but since DY�ICiHI signifies to cause to
approach, and since no WYLFJ� (to itself) stands with it, ¥LEMELi is to be considered
as denoting the goal, especially as Li never directly signifies instar. In the
passage advanced in its favour it denotes that which anything becomes, that
which one makes a thing by the mode of treatment (Job. 39:16), or whither
anything extends (e.g., in Schultens on Job. 13:12: they had claws li-machaÑl−Ñbi,
i.e., “approaching to the claws” of wild beasts). f139

One falls into these strange interpretations when one departs from the
accentuation, which unites TWHLB �LM quite correctly by Munach.

Death itself is called “the king of terrors,” in distinction from the terrible
disease which is called its first-born. Death is also personified elsewhere, as
Isa. 28:15, and esp. Psa. 49:15, where it appears as a H�ERO, ruler in Hades, as in
the Indian mythology the name of the infernal king Jamas signifies the tyrant
or the tamer. The biblical representation does not recognise a king of Hades, as
Jamas and Pluto: the judicial power of death is allotted to angels, of whom
one, the angel of the abyss, is called Abaddon (�WDBJ), Rev. 9:11; and the
chief possessor of this judicial power, oÎ toÃ kraÂtoj eÏÂxwn touÌ qanaÂtou, is,



according to Heb. 2:14, the angel-prince, who, according to the prologue of
our book, has also brought a fatal disease upon Job, without, however, in this
instance being able to go further than to bring him to the brink of the abyss. It
would therefore not be contrary to the spirit of the book if we were to
understand Satan by the king of terrors, who, among other appellations in
Jewish theology, is called WHTH�L� RV, because he has his existence in the
Thohu, and seeks to hurl back every living being into the Thohu. But since the
prologue casts a veil over that which remains unknown in this world in the
midst of tragic woes, and since a reference to Satan is found nowhere else in
the book — on the contrary, Job himself and the friends trace back directly to
God that mysterious affliction which forms the dramatic knot — we
understand (which is perfectly sufficient) by the king of terrors death itself,
and with Hirz., Ew., and most expositors, transl.: “and it causes him to march
onward to the king of terrors.” The “it” is a secret power, as also elsewhere the
fem. is used as neut. to denote the “dark power” (Ewald, § 294, b) of natural
and supernatural events, although sometimes, e.g., Job. 4:16, Isa. 14: 9, the
masc. is also so applied. After the evil-doer is tormented for a while with
temporary TWHLB, and made tender, and reduced to ripeness for death by the
first-born of death, he falls into the possession of the king of TWHLB himself;
slowly and solemnly, but surely and inevitably (as DY�CT implies, with which
is combined the idea of the march of a criminal to the place of execution), he is
led to this king by an unseen arm.

In v. 15 the description advances another step deeper into the calamity of the
evil-doer’s habitation, which is now become completely desolate. Since v. 15b
says that brimstone (from heaven, Gen. 19:24, Psa. 11: 6) is strewn over the
evil-doer’s habitation, i.e., in order to mark it as a place that, having been
visited with the fulfilment of the curse, shall not henceforth be rebuilt and
inhabited (vid., Deu. 29:22 f., and supra, on Job. 15:28), v. 15a cannot be
intended to affirm that a company of men strange to him take up their abode in
his tent. But we shall not, however, on that account take TWHLB as the subj. of
��k�itI. The only natural translation is: what does not belong to him dwells in
his tent (Ew. § 294, b); YLIbIMI, elsewhere praepos. (Job. 4:11, 20, 24: 7 f.), is
here an adverb of negation, as which it is often used as an intensive of �YJ�,
e.g., Exo. 14:11. It is unnecessary to take the M as partitive (Hirz.), although it
can have a special signification, as Deu. 28:55 (because not), by being
separated from YLB. The neutral fem. �WK�T refers to such inhabitants as are
described in Isa. 13:20 ff., 27:10 f., 34:11 ff., Zep. 2: 9, and in other
descriptions of desolation. Creatures and things which are strange to the
deceased rich man, as jackals and nettles, inhabit his domain, which is
appointed to eternal unfruitfulness; neither children nor possessions survive



him to keep up his name. What does dwell in his tent serves only to keep up
the recollection of the curse which has overtaken him. f140

16 His roots wither beneath,
And above his branch is lopped off.

17 His remembrance is vanished from the land,
And he hath no name far and wide on the plain;

18 They drive him from light into darkness,
And chase him out of the world.

19 He hath neither offspring nor descendant among his people,
Nor is there an escaped one in his dwellings.

Job. 18:16-19. The evil-doer is represented under the figure of a plant, v. 16,
as we have had similar figures already, Job. 8:16 f., 15:30, 32 f.; f141 his
complete extirpation is like the dying off of the root and of the branch, as
Amo. 2: 9, Isa. 5:24, and “let him not have a root below and a branch above”
in the inscription on the sarcophagus of Eschmunazar. Here we again meet
with LmAYI, the proper meaning of which is so disputed; it is translated by the
Targ. (as by us) as Niph. LL��MTiYI, but the meaning “to wither” is near at hand,
which, as we said on Job. 14: 2, may be gained as well from the primary notion
“to fall to pieces” (whence LXX eÏpipeseiÌtai), as from the primary notion “to
parch, dry.” LM�JF (whence LLÁMiJU, formed after the manner of the Arabic IX.
form, usually of failing; vid., Caspari, § 59) offers a third possible explanation;
it signifies originally to be long and lax, to let anything hang down, and thence
in Arab. (amala) to hope, i.e., to look out into the distance. Not the evil-doer’s
family alone is rooted out, but also his memory. With �wX, a very relative
notion, both the street outside in front of the house (Job. 31:32), and the
pasture beyond the dwelling (Job. 5:10), are described; here it is to be
explained according to Pro. 8:26 (TWCWXW �RJ), where Hitz. remarks: “The
LXX translates correctly aÏoikhÂtouj. The districts beyond each persons’ land,
which also belong to no one else, the desert, whither one goes forth, is meant.”
So �RJ seems also here (comp. Job. 30: 8) to denote the land that is regularly
inhabited — Job himself is a large proprietor within the range of a city
(Job. 29: 7) — and �WX the steppe traversed by the wandering tribes which lies
out beyond. Thus also the Syr. version transl. ‘al apai barito, over the plain of
the desert, after which the Arabic version is el-barr−Ñje (the synon. of bedw,
baÑdije, whence the name of the Beduin f142).

What is directly said in v. 17 is repeated figuratively in v. 18; as also what has
been figuratively expressed in v. 16 is repeated in v. 19 without figure. The
subj. of the verbs in v. 18 remains in the background, as Job. 4:19, Psa. 63:11,



Luk. 12:20: they thrust him out of the light (of life, prosperity, and fame) into
the darkness (of misfortune, death, and oblivion); so that the illustris becomes
not merely ignobilis, but totally ignotus, and they hunt him forth (wHDUNIYi from
the Hiph. DN�H� of the verb DDN, instead of which it might also be WHDNAY from
HdFNI, they banish him) out of the habitable world (for this is the signification of
LB�T�, the earth as built upon and inhabited). There remains to him in his race
neither sprout nor shoot; thus the rhyming alliteration �YNI and DKENE (according
to Luzzatto on Isa. 14:22, used only of the descendants of persons in high rank,
and certainly a nobler expression than our rhyming pairs: Germ. Stumpf und
Stiel, Mann und Maus, Kind und Kegel). And there is no escaped one (as
Deu. 2:34 and freq., Arab. shaÑrid, one fleeing; sharuÑd, a fugitive) in his abodes
(RwGMF, as only besides Psa. 55:16). Thus to die away without descendant and
remembrance is still at the present day among the Arab races that profess D−Ñn
IbraÑh−Ñm (the religion of Abraham) the most unhappy thought, for the point of
gravitation of continuance beyond the grave is transferred by them to the
immortality of the righteous in the continuance of his posterity and works in
this world (vid., supra, p. 386); and where else should it be at the time of Job,
since no revelation had as yet drawn the curtain aside from the future world?
Now follows the declamatory conclusion of the speech.

20 Those who dwell in the west are astonished at his day,
And trembling seizeth those who dwell in the east;

21 Surely thus it befalleth the dwellings of the unrighteous,
And thus the place of him that knew not God.

Job. 18:20, 21. It is as much in accordance with the usage of Arabic as it is
biblical, to call the day of a man’s doom “his day,” the day of a battle at a
place “the day of that place.” Who are the �YNIROXáJÁ who are astonished at it,
and the �YNIMODiQA whom terror (RJAVA as twice besides in this sense in Ezek.)
seizes, or as it is properly, who seize terror, i.e., of themselves, without being
able to do otherwise than yield to the emotion (as Job. 21: 6, Isa. 13: 8; comp.
on the contrary Exo. 15:14 f.)? Hirz., Schlottm., Hahn, and others, understand
posterity by �YNRXJ, and by �YNMDQ their ancestors, therefore Job’s
contemporaries. But the return from the posterity to those then living is
strange, and the usage of the language is opposed to it; for �YNMDQ is
elsewhere always what belongs to the previous age in relation to the speaker
(e.g., 1Sa. 24:14, comp. Ecc. 4:16). Since, then, YNMDQ is used in the
signification eastern (e.g., YNWMDQH �YH, the eastern sea = the Dead Sea), and
�WRXJ in the signification western (e.g., �WRXJH �YH, the western sea = the
Mediterranean), it is much more suited both to the order of the words and the



usage of the language to understand, with Schult., Oetinger, Umbr., and Ew.,
the former of those dwelling in the west, and the latter of those dwelling in the
east. In the summarizing v. 21, the retrospective pronouns are also praegn.,
like Job. 8:19, 20:29, comp. Job. 26:14: Thus is it, viz., according to their fate,
i.e., thus it befalls them; and ¥JÁ here retains its original affirmative
signification (as in the concluding verse of Psa. 58), although in Hebrew this is
blended with the restrictive. HZEWi has Rebia mugrasch instead of great
Schalscheleth, f143 and ��QMi has in correct texts Legarme, which must be
followed by �DAYF�JLO with Illuj on the penult. On the relative clause LJ�
�DAYF�JLO without R�EJá, comp. e.g., Job. 29:16; and on this use of the st.
constr., vid., Ges. § 116, 3. The last verse is as though those mentioned in v.
20 pointed with the finger to the example of punishment in the “desolated”
dwellings which have been visited by the curse.

This second speech of Bildad begins, like the first (Job. 8: 2), with the
reproach of endless babbling; but it does not end like the first (Job. 8:22). The
first closed with the words: “Thy haters shall be clothed with shame, and the
tent of the godless is no more;” the second is only an amplification of the
second half of this conclusion, without taking up again anywhere the tone of
promise, which there also embraces the threatening.

It is manifest also from this speech, that the friends, to express it in the words
of the old commentators, know nothing of evangelical but only of legal
suffering, and also only of legal, nothing of evangelical, righteousness. For the
righteousness of which Job boasts is not the righteousness of single works of
the law, but of a disposition directed to God, of conduct proceeding from faith,
or (as the Old Testament generally says) from trust in God’s mercy, the
weaknesses of which are forgiven because they are exonerated by the habitual
disposition of the man and the primary aim of his actions. The fact that the
principle, “suffering is the consequence of human unrighteousness,” is
accounted by Bildad as the formula of an inviolable law of the moral order of
the world, is closely connected with that outward aspect of human
righteousness. One can only thus judge when one regards human righteousness
and human destiny from the purely legal point of view. A man, as soon as we
conceive him in faith, and therefore under grace, is no longer under that
supposed exclusive fundamental law of the divine dealing. Brentius is quite
right when he observes that the sentence of the law certainly is modified for
the sake of the godly who have the word of promise. Bildad knows nothing of
the worth and power which a man attains by a righteous heart. By faith he is
removed from the domain of God’s justice, which recompenses according to
the law of works; and before the power of faith even rocks move from their
place.



Bildad then goes off into a detailed description of the total destruction into
which the evil-doer, after going about for a time oppressed with the terrors of
his conscience as one walking over snares, at last sinks beneath a painful
sickness. The description is terribly brilliant, solemn, and pathetic, as becomes
the stern preacher of repentance with haughty mien and pharisaic self-
confidence; it is none the less beautiful, and, considered in itself, also true — a
masterpiece of the poet’s skill in poetic idealizing, and in apportioning out the
truth in dramatic form. The speech only becomes untrue through the
application of the truth advanced, and this untruthfulness the poet has most
delicately presented in it. For with a view of terrifying Job, Bildad interweaves
distinct references to Job in his description; he knows, however, also how to
conceal them under the rich drapery of diversified figures. The first-born of
death, that hands the ungodly over to death itself, the king of terrors, by
consuming the limbs of the ungodly, is the Arabian leprosy, which slowly
destroys the body. The brimstone indicates the fire of God, which, having
fallen from heaven, has burned up one part of the herds and servants of Job;
the withering of the branch, the death of Job’s children, whom he himself, as a
drying-up root that will also soon die off, has survived. Job is the ungodly
man, who, with wealth, children, name, and all that he possessed, is being
destroyed as an example of punishment for posterity both far and near.

But, in reality, Job is not an example of punishment, but an example for
consolation to posterity; and what posterity has to relate is not Job’s ruin, but
his wondrous deliverance (Psa. 22:31 f.). He is no LwFJA, but a righteous man;
not one who LJ���DAYF JLO, but he knows God better than the friends, although
he contends with Him, and they defend Him. It is with him as with the
righteous One, who complains, Psa. 69:21: “Contempt hath broken my heart,
and I became sick: I hoped for sympathy, but in vain; for comforters, and
found none;” and Psa. 38:12 (comp. Psa. 31:12, 55:13-15, 69: 9, 88: 9, 19):
“My lovers and my friends stand aloof from my stroke, and my kinsmen stand
afar off.” Not without a deep purpose does the poet make Bildad to address Job
in the plural. The address is first directed to Job alone; nevertheless it is so put,
that what Bildad says to Job is also intended to be said to others of a like way
of thinking, therefore to a whole party of the opposite opinion to himself. Who
are these like-minded? Hirzel rightly refers to Job. 17: 8 f. Job is the
representative of the suffering and misjudged righteous, in other words: of the
“congregation,” whose blessedness is hidden beneath an outward form of
suffering. One is hereby reminded that in the second part of Isaiah the HWHY
DB� is also at one time spoken of in the sing., and at another time in the plur.;
since this idea, by a remarkable contraction and expansion of expression
(systole and diastole), at one time describes the one servant of Jehovah, and at
another the congregation of the servants of Jehovah, which has its head in



Him. Thus we again have a trace of the fact that the poet is narrating a history
that is of universal significance, and that, although Job is no mere
personification, he has in him brought forth to view an idea connected with the
history of redemption. The ancient interpreters were on the track of this idea
when they said in their way, that in Job we behold the image of Christ, and the
figure of His church. Christi personam figuraliter gessit, says Beda; and
Gregory, after having stated and explained that there is not in the Old
Testament a righteous man who does not typically point to Christ, says: Beatus
Iob venturi cum suo corpore typum redemtoris insinuat.

Job's Second Answer. — Job 19.

SCHEMA: 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10.

[Then began Job, and said:]

2 How long will ye vex my soul,
And crush me with your words?

3 These ten times have ye reproached me;
Without being ashamed ye astound me.

4 And if I have really erred,
My error rests with myself.

5 If ye will really magnify yourselves against me,
And prove my reproach to me:

6 Know then that Eloah hath wronged me,
And hath compassed me with His net.

Job. 19: 2-6. This controversy is torture to Job’s spirit; enduring in himself
unutterable agony, both bodily and spiritually, and in addition stretched upon
the rack by the three friends with their united strength, he begins his answer
with a well-justified quousque tandem. �wYGitO (Norzi: �wYGi�t) is fut. energicum
from HGFwH (HGFYF), with the retention of the third radical., Ges. § 75, rem. 16.
And in YNINAwJkiDATiw (Norzi: YNINAwJkDATiw with quiescent Aleph) the suff. is
attached to the uÑn of the fut. energicum, Ges. § 60, rem. 3; the connecting
vowel is a, and the suff. is ani, without epenthesis, not anni or aneni, Ges. § 58,
5. In v. 3 Job establishes his How long? Ten times is not to be taken strictly
(Saad.), but it is a round number; ten, from being the number of the fingers on
the human hand, is the number of human possibility, and from its position at
the end of the row of numbers (in the decimal system) is the number of that
which is perfected (vid., Genesis, S. 640 f.); as not only the Sanskrit daçan is
traceable to the radical notion “to seize, embrace,” but also the Semitic R§� is



traceable to the radical notion “to bind, gather together” (cogn. R�Q). They
have already exhausted what is possible in reproaches, they have done their
utmost. Renan, in accordance with the Hebr. expression, transl.: Voilà (HZE, as
e.g., Gen. 27:36) la dixième fois que vous m’insultez. The aÎÂp. gegr. wRkiHitÁ is
connected by the Targ. with RYkIHI (of respect of persons = partiality), by the
Syr. with JRFki (to pain, of creÑvecoeur), by Raschi and Parchon with RkANI (to
mistake) or Rk�NATiHI (to alienate one’s self), by Saadia (vid., Ewald’s Beitr. S.
99) with RKA�F (to dim, grieve f144); he, however, compares the Arab. hkr,
stupere (which he erroneously regards as differing only in sound from Arab.
qhr, to overpower, oppress); and Abulwalid (vid., Rödiger in Thes. p. 84
suppl.) explains Arab. thkruÑn mn-n−Ñ, ye gaze at me, since at the same time he
mentions as possible that RKH may be = Arab. khr, to treat indignantly,
insultingly (which is only a different shade in sound of Arab. hkr, f145 and
therefore refers to Saadia’s interpretation). David Kimchi interprets according
to Abulwalid, WL WHMTT; he however remarks at the same time, that his father
Jos. Kimchi interprets after the Arab. RKH, which also signifies
“shamelessness,” YL �KYNP WZY�T. Since the idea of dark wild looks is
connected with Arab. hkr, he has undoubtedly this verb in his mind, not that
compared by Ewald (who translates, “ye are devoid of feeling towards me”),
and especially Arab. håkr, to deal unfairly, used of usurious trade in corn (which
may also have been thought of by the LXX eÏpiÂkeisqeÂ moi, and Jerome
opprimentes), which signifies as intrans. to be obstinate about anything,
pertinacious. Gesenius also, Thes. p. 84, suppl., suggests whether wRkiHitÁ may
not perhaps be the reading. But the comparison with Arab. hkr is certainly
safer, and gives a perfectly satisfactory meaning, only wRkiHitÁ must not be
regarded as fut. Kal (as �LOHiYA, Psa. 74: 6, according to the received text), but as
fut. Hiph. for wRYkIHitÁ, according to Ges. § 53, rem. 4, 5, after which Schultens
transl.: quod me ad stuporem redigatis. The connection of the two verbs in v.
3b is to be judged of according to Ges. § 142, 3, a: ye shamelessly cause me
astonishment (by the assurance of your accusations). One need not hesitate
because it is YL�WRKHT instead of YNWRKHT; this indication of the obj. by Li,
which is become a rule in Arabic with the inf. and part.) whence e.g., it would
here be muhkerina li), and is still more extended in Aramaic, is also frequent in
Hebrew (e.g., Isa. 53:11, Psa. 116:16, 129: 3, and 2Ch. 32:17, �R�X�, after
which Olsh. proposes to read YL�WPRXT in the passage before us).

Much depends upon the correct perception of the structure of the clauses in v.
4. The rendering, e.g., of Olshausen, gained by taking the two halves of the
verse as independent clauses, “yea certainly I have erred, I am fully conscious



of my error,” puts a confession into Job’s mouth, which is at present neither
mature nor valid. Hirz., Hahn, Schlottm., rightly take v. 4a as a hypothetical
antecedent clause (comp. Job. 7:20, 11:18): and if I have really erred
(�NFMiJF��JÁ, as Job. 34:12, yea truly; Gen. 18:13, and if I should really), my
error remains with me, i.e., I shall have to expiate it, without your having on
this account any right to take upon yourselves the office of God and to treat me
uncharitably; or what still better corresponds with �YLITf YtIJI: my transgression
remains with me, without being communicated to another, i.e., without having
any influence over you or others to lead you astray or involve you in
participation of the guilt. V. 6 stands in a similar relation to v. 5. Hirz., Ew.,
and Hahn take v. 5 as a double question: “or will ye really boast against me,
and prove to me my fault?” Schlottm., on the contrary, takes �JI conditionally,
and begins the conclusion with v. 5b: “if ye will really look proudly down
upon me, it rests with you at least, to prove to me by valid reasons, the
contempt which ye attach to me.” But by both of these interpretations,
especially by the latter, v. 6 comes in abruptly. Even �PJ� (written thus in three
other passages besides this) indicates in v. 5 the conditional antecedent clause
(comp. Job. 9:24, 24:25) of the expressive gnwÌste ouçn (dhÂ): if ye really boast
yourselves against me (vid., Psa. 55:13 f., comp. 35:26, 38:17), and prove upon
me, i.e., in a way of punishment (as ye think), my shame, i.e., the sins which
put me to shame (not: the right of shame, which has come upon me on account
of my sins, an interpretation which the conclusion does not justify), therefore:
if ye really continue (which is implied by the futt.) to do this, then know, etc. If
they really maintain that he is suffering on account of flagrant sins, he meets
them on the ground of this assumption with the assertion that God has wronged
him (YNITFwi�I short for Y�IpF�iMI Tw��I, Job. 8: 3, 34:12, as Lam. 3:36), and has cast
His net (�DwCMi, with the change of the oÑ of D�CMF from DwC, to search, hunt,
into the deeper uÑ in inflexion, as YSIwNMi from S�NMF, ¦REwCMi, Eze. 4: 8, from
R�CMF) over him, together with his right and his freedom, so that he is indeed
obliged to endure punishment. In other words: if his suffering is really not to
be regarded otherwise than as the punishment of sin, as they would
uncharitably and censoriously persuade him, it urges on his self-consciousness,
which rebels against it, to the conclusion which he hurls into their face as one
which they themselves have provoked.



7 Behold I cry violence, and I am not heard;
I cry for help, and there is no justice.

8 My way He hath fenced round, that I cannot pass over,
And He hath set darkness on my paths.
9 He hath stripped me of mine honour,

And taken away the crown from my head.
10 He destroyed me on every side, then I perished,

And lifted out as a tree my hope.
11 He kindled His wrath against me,

And He regarded me as one of His foes.

Job. 19: 7-11. He cries aloud SMFXF (that which is called out regarded as
accusa. or as an interjection, vid., on Hab. 1: 2), i.e., that illegal force is
exercised over him. He finds, however, neither with God nor among men any
response of sympathy and help; he cries for help (which �wA�I, perhaps
connected with ��AY�, Arab. s’t, from ��Y, Arab. ws’, seems to signify), without
justice, i.e., the right of an impartial hearing and verdict, being attainable by
him. He is like a prisoner who is confined to a narrow space (comp. Job. 3:23,
13:27) and has no way out, since darkness is laid upon him wherever he may
go. One is here reminded of Lam. 3: 7-9; and, in fact, this speech generally
stands in no accidental mutual relation to the lamentations of Jeremiah. The
“crown of my head” has also its parallel in Lam. 5:16; that which was Job’s
greatest ornament and most costly jewel is meant. According to Job. 29:14,
QDC and �P�M were his robe and diadem. These robes of honour God has
stripped from him, this adornment more precious than a regal diadem He has
taken from him since, i.e., his affliction puts him down as a transgressor, and
abandons him to the insult of those around him. God destroyed him
roundabout (destruxit), as a house that is broken down on all sides, and lifted
out as a tree his hope. JAYsIHI does not in itself signify to root out, but only to
lift out (Job. 4:21, of the tent-cord, and with it the tent-pin) of a plant: to
remove it from the ground in which it has grown, either to plant it elsewhere,
as Psa. 80: 9, or as here, to put it aside. The ground was taken away from his
hope, so that its greenness faded away like that of a tree that is rooted up. The
fut. consec. is here to be translated: then I perished (different from Job. 14:20:
and consequently he perishes); he is now already one who is passed away, his
existence is only the shadow of life. God has caused, fut. Hiph. apoc. RXÁyAWA,
His wrath to kindle against him, and regarded him in relation to Himself as His
opponents, therefore as one of them. Perhaps, however, the expression is
intentionally intensified here, in contrast with Job. 13:24: he, the one, is
accounted by God as the host of His foes; He treats him as if all hostility to
God were concentrated in him.



12 His troops came together,
And threw up their way against me,
And encamped round about my tent.

13 My brethren hath He removed far from me,
And my acquaintance are quite estranged from me.

14 My kinsfolk fail,
And those that knew me have forgotten me.

15 The slaves of my house and my maidens,
They regard me as a stranger,

I am become a perfect stranger in their eyes.

Job. 19:12-15. It may seem strange that we do not connect v. 12 with the
preceding strophe or group of verses; but between vv. 7 and 21 there are thirty
stiÂxoi, which, in connection with the arrangement of the rest of this speech in
decastichs (accidentally coinciding remarkably with the prominence given to
the number ten in v. 3a), seem intended to be divided into three decastichs, and
can be so divided without doing violence to the connection. While in v. 12, in
connection with v. 11, Job describes the course of the wrath, which he has to
withstand as if he were an enemy of God, in vv. 13 ff. he refers back to the
degradation complained of in v. 9. In v. 12 he compares himself to a besieged
(perhaps on account of revolt) city. God’s �YDIwDgi (not: bands of marauders, as
Dietr. interprets, but: troops, i.e., of regular soldiers, synon. of JBC,
Job. 10:17, comp. Job. 25: 3, 29:25, from the root DG, to unite, join, therefore
prop. the assembled, a heap; vid., Fürst’s Handwörterbuch) are the bands of
outwards and inward sufferings sent forth against him for a combined attack
(DXÁYA). Heaping up a way, i.e., by filling up the ramparts, is for the purpose of
making the attack upon the city with battering-rams (Job. 16:14) and javelins,
and then the storm, more effective (on this erection of offensive ramparts
(approches), called elsewhere HLLS �P�, vid., Keil’s Archäologie, § 159).
One result of this condition of siege in which God’s wrath has placed him is
that he is avoided and despised as one smitten of God: neither love and
fidelity, nor obedience and dependence, meet him from any quarter. What he
has said in Job. 17: 6, that he is become a byword and an abomination (an
object to spit upon), he here describes in detail. There is no ground for
understanding YXÁJÁ in the wider sense of relations; brethren is meant here, as in
Psa. 69: 9. He calls his relations YBÁ�RQi, as Psa. 38:12. YJADiYO are (in accordance
with the pregnant biblical use of this word in the sense of nosse cum affectu et
effectu) those who know him intimately (with objective suff. as Psa. 87: 4), and
YJAdFYUMi, as Psa. 31:12, and freq., those intimately known to him; both,
therefore, so-called heart- or bosom-friends. YTIYB� YR�gF Jer. well translates



inquilinin domus meae; they are, in distinction from those who by birth belong
to the nearer and wider circle of the family, persons who are received into this
circle as servants, as vassals (comp. Exo. 3:22, and Arabic jaÑr, an associate,
one sojourning in a strange country under the protection of its government, a
neighbour), here espec. the domestics. The verb YNIwB�iXitÁ (Ges. § 60) is
construed with the nearest feminine subject. These people, who ought to thank
him for taking them into his house, regard him as one who does not belong to
it (RZF); he is looked upon by them as a perfect stranger (YRIKiNF), as an intruder
from another country.

16 I call to my servant and he answereth not,
I am obliged to entreat him with my mouth.

17 My breath is offensive to my wife,
And my stench to my own brethren.

18 Even boys act contemptuously towards me;
If I will rise up, they speak against me.

19 All my confidential friends abhor me,
And those whom I loved have turned against me.

20 My bone cleaveth to my skin and flesh,
And I am escaped only with the skin of my teeth.

Job. 19:16-20. His servant, who otherwise saw every command in his eyes,
and was attent upon his wink, now not only does not come at his call, but does
not return him any answer. The one of the home-born slaves (vid., on
Gen. 14:14 f146), who stood in the same near connection to Job as Eliezer to
Abraham, is intended here, in distinction from YTYB YRG, v. 15. If he, his
master, now in such need of assistance, desires any service from him, he is
obliged (fut. with the sense of being compelled, as e.g., Job. 15:30b, 17: 2) to
entreat him with his mouth. �n�XÁTiHI, to beg �X� of any one for one’s self (vid.,
supra, p. 365), therefore to implore, supplicare; and YPi��MbI here (as
Psa. 89: 2, 109:30) as a more significant expression of that which is loud and
intentional (not as Job. 16: 5, in contrast to that which proceeds from the
heart). In v. 17a, YXIwR signifies neither my vexation (Hirz.) nor my spirit = I
(Umbr., Hahn, with the Syr.), for XWR in the sense of angry humour (as
Job. 15:13) does not properly suit the predicate, and Arab. ruÑhåy in the
signification ipse may certainly be used in Arabic, where ruÑhå (perhaps under
the influence of the philosophical usage of the language) signifies the animal
spirit-life (Psychol. S. 154), not however in Hebrew, where Y�PN is the
stereotype form in that sense. If one considers that the elephantiasis, although
its proper pathological symptom consists in an enormous hypertrophy of the



cellular tissue of single distinct portions of the body, still easily, if the bronchia
are drawn into sympathy, or if (what is still more natural) putrefaction of the
blood with a scorbutic ulcerous formation in the mouth comes on, has
difficulty of breathing (Job. 7:15) and stinking breath as its result, as also a
stinking exhalation and the discharge of a stinking fluid from the decaying
limbs is connected with it (vid., the testimony of the Arabian physicians in
Stickel, S. 169 f.), it cannot be doubted that Jer. has lighted upon the correct
thing when he transl. halitum meum exhorruit uxor mea. YXWR is intended as in
Job. 17: 1, and it is unnecessary to derive HRZ from a special verb RYZI,
although in Arab. the notions which are united in the Hebr. RwZ, deflectere and
abhorrere (to turn one’s self away from what is disgusting or horrible), are
divided between Arab. zaÑr med. Wau and Arab. dÜaÑr med. Je (vid., Fürst’s
Handwörterbuch).

In v. 17 the meaning of YTI�nXÁ is specially questionable. In Psa. 77:10, T�nXÁ is,
like T�m�A, Eze. 36: 3, an infinitive from �NAXF, formed after the manner of the
Lamed He verbs. Ges. and Olsh. indeed prefer to regard these forms as plurals
of substantives (HnFXÁ, HmF�A), but the respective passages, regarded syntactically
and logically, require infinitives. As regards the accentuation, according to
which YTWNXW is accented by Rebia mugrasch on the ultima, this does not
necessarily decide in favour of its being infin., since in the 1 praet. YTIbOSA,
which, according to rule, has the tone on the penultima, the ultima is also
sometimes (apart from the perf. consec.) found accented (on this, vid., on
Psa. 17: 3, and Ew. § 197, a), as wbSA, HMFwQ, YMIwQ, also admit of both
accentuations. f147

If YTWNXW is infin., the clause is a nominal clause, or a verbal one, that is to be
supplemented by the v. fin. HRFZF; if it is first pers. praet., we have a verbal
clause. It must be determined from the matter and the connection which of
these explanations, both of which are in form and syntax possible, is the
correct one.

The translation, “I entreat (groan to) the sons of my body,” is not a thought that
accords with the context, as would be obtained by the infin. explanation: my
entreating (is offensive); this signif. (prop. to Hithp. as above) assigned to Kal
by von Hofmann (Schriftbew. ii. 2, 612) is at least not to be derived from the
derivative �X�; it might be more easily deduced from tiNiXÁN�, Jer. 22:23, which
appears to be a Niph. like �XÁNI, XNAJåNE, from �NAXF, but might also be derived from
tiXiNAN� = tiXiNAJåNE by means of a transposition (vid., Hitz.). In the present passage
one might certainly compare Arab. hånn, the usual word for the utterance and
emotion of longing and sympathy, or also Arab. chnn, fut. i (with the infin.



noun chan−Ñn), which occurs in the signifn. of weeping, and transl.: my
imploring, groaning, weeping, is offensive, etc. Since, however, the X. form of
the Arab. chnn (istachanna) signifies to give forth an offensive smell (esp. of
the stinking refuse of a well that is dried up); and besides, since the significatn.
foetere is supported for the root �X (comp. �XÁCF) by the Syriac chan−Ñno (e.g.,
meshcho chan−Ñno, rancid oil), we may also translate: “My stinking is
offensive,” etc., or: “I stink to the children of my body” (Rosenm., Ew., Hahn,
Schlottm.); and this translation is not only not hazardous in a book that so
abounds in derivations from the dialects, but it furnishes a thought that is as
closely as possible connected with v. 17a. f148

The further question now arises, who are meant by YNI�iBI YN�BiLI. Perhaps his
children? But in the prologue these have utterly perished. Are we to suppose,
with Eichhorn and Olshausen, that the poet, in the heat of discourse, forgets
what he has laid down in the prologue? When we consider that this poet,
within the compass of his work, — a work into which he has thrown his whole
soul, — has allowed no anachronism, and no reference to anything Israelitish
that is contradictory to its extra-Israelitish character, to escape him, such
forgetfulness is very improbable; and when we, moreover, bear in mind that he
often makes the friends refer to the destruction of Job’s children (as Job. 8: 4,
15:30, 18:16), it is altogether inconceivable. Hence Schröring has proposed the
following explanation: “My soul [a substitution of which Hahn is also guilty]
is strange to my wife; my entreaty does not even penetrate to the sons of my
body, it cannot reach their ear, for they are long since in SheoÑl.� But he himself
thinks this interpretation very hazardous and insecure; and, in fact, it is
improbable that in the division, vv. 13-19, where Job complains of the neglect
and indifference which he now experiences from those around him, YN�B YNB
should be the only dead ones among the living, in which case it would
moreover be better, after the Arabic version, to translate: “My longing is for,
or: I yearn after, the children of my body.” Grandchildren (Hirz., Ew., Hlgst.
Hahn) might be more readily thought of; but it is not even probable, that after
having introduced the ruin of all of Job’s children, the poet would represent
their children as still living, some mention of whom might then at least be
expected in the epilogue. Others, again (Rosenm. Justi, Gleiss), after the
precedent of the LXX (uiÎoiÃ pallakiÂdwn mou), understand the sons of
concubines (slaves). Where, however, should a trace be found of the poet
having conceived of his hero as a polygamist, — a hero who is even a model
of chastity and continence (Job. 31: 1)?

But must YN�B YNB really signify his sons or grandsons? Children certainly are
frequently called, in relation to the father, WN�B YRP (e.g., Deu. 7:13), and the
father himself can call them YN�B YRP (Mic. 6: 7); but ��B in this reference is



not the body of the father, but the mother’s womb, whence, begotten by him,
the children issue forth. Hence “son of my body” occurs only once (Pro. 31: 2)
in the mother’s mouth. In the mouth of Job even (where the first origin of man
is spoken of), YN�B signifies not Job’s body, but the womb that conceived him
(vid., Job. 3:10); and thus, therefore, it is not merely possible, but it is natural,
with Stuhlm., Ges., Umbr., and Schlottm., to understand YN�B YNB of the sons
of his mother’s womb, i.e., of her who bare him; consequently, as YmIJI YNB,
Psa. 69: 9, of natural brethren (brothers and sisters, sorores uterinae), in which
sense, regarding YTWNXW according to the most natural influence of the tone as
infin., we transl.: “and my stinking is offensive (supply HRZ) to the children of
my mother’s womb.” It is also possible that the expression, as the words seem
to be taken by Symmachus (uiÎouÃj paidwÌn mou, my slaves’ children), and as
they are taken by Kosegarten, in comparison with the Arab. btån in the
signification race, subdivision (in the downward gradation, the third) of a
greater tribe, may denote those who with him belong in a wider sense to one
mother’s bosom, i.e., to the same clan, although the mention of YN�B YNB in
close connection with YT�J is not favourable to this extension of the idea. The
circle of observation is certainly widened in v. 18, where �YLIYWI�á are not Job’s
grandchildren (Hahn), but the children of neighbouring families and tribes;
LYWI�á (vid., Job. 16:11) is a boy, and especially (perh. on account of the
similarity in sound between Lw�JAMi and LwFJA) a rude, frolicsome, mischievous
boy. Even such make him feel their contempt; and if with difficulty, and under
the influence of pain which distorts his countenance, he attempts to raise
himself (HMFwQJF, LXX oÎÂtan aÏnastwÌ, hypothetical cohortative, as Job. 11:17,
16: 6), they make him the butt of their jesting talk (bI Rb�dI, as Psa. 50:20).

Ver. 19. YDI�S YT�Mi is the name he gives those to whom he confides his most
secret affairs; D�S (vid., on Psa. 25:14) signifies either with a verbal notion,
secret speaking (Arab. saÑwada, III. form from saÑda, to press one’s self close
upon, esp. as saÑrra, to speak in secret with any one), or what is made firm, i.e.,
what is impenetrable, therefore a secret (from saÑda, to be or make close, firm,
compact; cognate root, DSAYF, wasada, cognate in signification, sirr, a secret,
from sarra, RRÁ�i, which likewise signifies to make firm). Those to whom he
has made known his most secret plans (comp. Psa. 55:13-15) now abhor him;
and those whom he has thus (HZE, as Job. 15:17) become attached to, and to
whom he has shown his affection, — he says this with an allusion to the three,
— have turned against him. They gave tokens of their love and honour to him,
when he was in the height of his happiness and prosperity, but they have not
even shown any sympathy with him in his present form of distress. f149



His bones cleave (HQFBiDF, Aq. eÏkollhÂqh, LXX erroneously eÏsaÂphsan, i.e.,
HBQR) to his skin, i.e., the bones may be felt and seen through the skin, and
the little flesh that remains is wasted away almost to a skeleton (vid.,
Job. 7:15). This is not contradictory to the primary characteristic symptom of
the lepra nodosa; for the wasting away of the rest of the body may attain an
extraordinarily high degree in connection with the hypertrophy of single parts.
He can indeed say of himself, that he is only escaped (se soit échappé) with the
skin of his teeth. By the “skin of his teeth” the gums are generally understood.
But

(1) the gum is not skin, and can therefore not be called “skin of the
teeth” in any language;
(2) Job complains in v. 17 of his offensive breath, which in itself does
not admit of the idea of healthy gums, and especially if it be the result
of a scorbutic ulceration of the mouth, presupposes an ulcerous
destruction of the gums.

The current translation, “with my gums,” is therefore to be rejected on account
both of the language and the matter. For this reason Stickel (whom Hahn
follows) takes RW� as inf. from RR�, and translates: “I am escaped from it
with my teeth naked” [lit. with the being naked of my teeth], i.e., with teeth
that are no longer covered, standing forward uncovered. This explanation is
pathologically satisfactory; but it has against it

(1) the translation of RW�, which is wide of the most natural
interpretation of the word;
(2) that in close connection with H�LMTJW one expects the mention of
a part of the body that has remained whole.

Is there not, then, really a skin of the teeth in the proper sense? The gum is not
skin, but the teeth are surrounded with a skin in the jaw, the so-called
periosteum. If we suppose, what is natural enough, that his offensive breath, v.
17, arises from ulcers in the mouth (in connection with scorbutus, as is known,
the breath has a terribly offensive smell), we obtain the following picture of
Job’s disease: his flesh is in part hypertrophically swollen, in part fearfully
wasted away; the gums especially are destroyed and wasted away from the
teeth, only the periosteum round about the teeth is still left to him, and single
remnants of the covering of his loose and projecting teeth.

Thus we interpret YnA�I R�� in the first signification of the words, and have also
no need for supposing that v. 20b is a proverbial phrase for “I have with great
care and difficulty escaped the extreme.” The declaration perfectly
corresponds to the description of the disease; and it is altogether needless with



Hupfeld, after Job. 13:14, to read YN�B RW�, vitam solam et nudam vix
reportavi, which is moreover inappropriate, since Job regards himself as one
who is dying. Symm. alters the position of the bI similarly, since he translates
after the Syriac Hexapla: kaiÃ eÏceÂtillon (T�LTW) toÃ deÂrma toiÌj oÏdouÌsin mou,
from �LM = �RM, Arab. mlltå, nudare pilis, which J. D. Michaelis also
compares; the sense, however, which is thereby gained, is beneath all criticism.
On the aoristic H�FliMÁTiJEWF, vid., on Job. 1:15. Stickel has on this passage an
excursus on this ah, to which he also attributes, in this addition to the historic
tense, the idea of striving after a goal: “I slip away, I escape;” it certainly gives
vividness to the notion of the action, if it may not always have the force of
direction towards anything. Therefore: with a destroyed flesh, and indeed so
completely destroyed that there is even nothing left to him of sound skin
except the skin of his teeth, wasted away to a skeleton, and become both to
sight and smell a loathsome object; — such is the sufferer the friends have
before them, — one who is tortured, besides, by a dark conflict which they
only make more severe, — one who now implores them for pity, and because
he has no pity to expect from man, presses forward to a hope which reaches
beyond the grave.

21 Have pity upon me, have pity upon me, O ye my friends,
For the hand of Eloah hath touched me.

22 Wherefore do ye persecute me as God,
And are never satisfied with my flesh?

23 Oh that my words were but written,
That they were recorded in a book,

24 With an iron pen, filled in with lead,
Graven in the rock for ever!

25 And I know: my Redeemer liveth,
And as the last One will He arise from the dust.

Job. 19:21-25. In v. 21 Job takes up a strain we have not heard previously.
His natural strength becomes more and more feeble, and his voice weaker and
weaker. It is a feeling of sadness that prevails in the preceding description of
suffering, and now even stamps the address to the friends with a tone of
importunate entreaty which shall, if possible, affect their heart. They are
indeed his friends, as the emphatic Y�FR� �tEJÁ affirms; impelled towards him by
sympathy they are come, and at least stand by him while all other men flee
from him. They are therefore to grant him favour (�NAXF, prop. to incline to) in
the place of right; it is enough that the hand of Eloah has touched him (in
connection with this, one is reminded that leprosy is called �GANE, and is pre-



eminently accounted as plaga divina; wherefore the suffering Messiah also
bears the significant name YbIRÁ YB�Di JRFwFXI, “the leprous one from the school
of Rabbi,” in the Talmud, after Isa. 53: 4, 8), they are not to make the divine
decree heavier to him by their uncharitableness. Wherefore do ye persecute me
— he asks them in v. 22 — like as God (LJ���Mki, according to Saad. and
Ralbag = HlEJ��WMK, which would be very tame); by which he means not
merely that they add their persecution to God’s, but that they take upon
themselves God’s work, that they usurp to themselves a judicial divine
authority, they act towards him as if they were superhuman (vid., Isa. 31: 3),
and therefore inhumanly, since they, who are but his equals, look down upon
him from an assumed and false elevation. The other half of the question:
wherefore are ye not full of my flesh (de ma chair, with �MI, as Job. 31:31), but
still continue to devour it? is founded upon a common Semitic figurative
expression, with which may be compared our [Germ.] expression, “to gnaw
with the tooth of slander” [comp. Engl. “backbiting”]. In Chaldee, YDI YHI�CRiQA
LKAJá, to eat the pieces of (any one), is equivalent to, to slander him; in Syriac,
ochelqarsso is the name of Satan, like diaÂboloj. The Arabic here, as almost
everywhere in the book of Job, presents a still closer parallel; for Arab. ÿkl lhåm
signifies to eat any one’s flesh, then (different from RVB LKJ, Psa. 27: 2)
equivalent to, to slander, f150 since an evil report is conceived of as a wild beast,
which delights in tearing a neighbour to pieces, as the friends do not refrain
from doing, since, from the love of their assumption that his suffering must be
the retributive punishment of heinous sins, they lay sins to his charge of which
he is not conscious, and which he never committed. Against these uncharitable
and groundless accusations he wishes (vv. 23 f.) that the testimony of his
innocence, to which they will not listen, might be recorded in a book for
posterity, or because a book may easily perish, graven in a rock (therefore not
on leaden plates) with an iron style, and the addition of lead, with which to fill
up the engraved letters, and render them still more imperishable. In connection
with the remarkable fidelity with which the poet throws himself back into the
pre-Israelitish patriarchal time of his hero, it is of no small importance that he
ascribes to him an acquaintance not only with monumental writing, but also
with book and documentary writing (comp. Job. 31:35).

The fut., which also elsewhere (Job. 6: 8, 13: 5, 14:13, once the praet.,
Job. 23: 3, noverim) follows �tEYI�YMI, quis dabat = utinam, has Waw consec.
here (as Deu. 5:26 the praet.); the arrangement of the words is extremely
elegant, RPEs�bÁ stands per hyperbaton emphatically prominent. BTAkF and QQAXF
(whence fut. Hoph. wQXFYU with Dag. implicitum in the X, comp. Job. 4:20, and
the Dag. of the Q omitted, for wqXFwY, according to Ges. § 67, rem. 8)



interchange also elsewhere, Isa. 30: 8. RPES�, according to its etymon, is a book
formed of the skin of an animal, as Arab. sufre, the leathern table-mat spread
on the ground instead of a table. It is as unnecessary to read D��Li (comp.
Job. 16: 8, LXX, eiÏj martuÂrion) instead of DJALF here, as in Isa. 30: 8. He
wishes that his own declaration, in opposition to his accusers, may be inscribed
as on a monument, that it may be immortalized, f151 in order that posterity may
behold it, and, it is to be hoped, judge him more justly than his contemporaries.
He wishes this, and is certain that his wish is not vain. His testimony to his
innocence will not descend to posterity without being justified to it by God, the
living God.

Thus is YtI�iDAYF YNIJáWA connected with what precedes. YT�DY is followed, as in
Job. 30:23, Psa. 9:21, by the oratio directa. The monosyllable tone-word YXF
(on account of which YLIJágO has the accent drawn back to the penult.) is 3
praet.: I know: my redeemer liveth; in connection with this we recall the name
of God, �LW�H YX, Dan. 12: 7, after which the Jewish oath per Anchialum in
Martial is to be explained. LJ�gO might (with Umbr. and others), in comparison
with Job. 16:18, as Num. 35:12, be equivalent to �dFHA LJ�gO: he who will
redeem, demand back, avenge the shedding of his blood and maintain his
honour as of blood that has been innocently shed; in general, however, LJG
signifies to procure compensation for the down-trodden and unjustly
oppressed, Pro. 23:11, Lam. 3:58, Psa. 119:154. This Rescuer of his honour
lives and will rise up as the last One, as one who holds out over everything,
and therefore as one who will speak the final decisive word. To ��RXáJÁ have
been given the significations Afterman in the sense of vindex (Hirz., Ewald), or
Rearman in the sense of a second [lit. in a duel,] (Hahn), but contrary to the
usage of the language: the word signifies postremus, novissimus, and is to be
understood according to Isa. 44: 6, 48:12, comp. 41: 4. But what is the
meaning of RPF�F�LJA? Is it: upon the dust of the earth, having descended from
heaven? The words may, according to Job. 41:25 [Hebr., Engl. 41:33], be
understood thus (without the accompanying notion, formerly supposed by
Umbreit, of pulvis or arena = palaestra, which is Classic, not Hebraic); but
looking to the process of destruction going on in his body, which has been
previously the subject of his words, and is so further on, it is far more probable
that RP��L� is to be interpreted according to Job. 17:16, 20:11, 21:26,
Psa. 30:10. Moreover, an Arab would think of nothing else but the dust of the
grave if he read Arab. ÿalaÑ turaÑbin in this connection. f152

Besides, it is unnecessary to connect L� �WQ, as perhaps 2Ch. 21: 4, and the
Arab. qaÑm ÿalaÑ (to stand by, help): RP��L� is first of all nothing more than a



defining of locality. To affirm that if it refer to Job it ought to be YRP�, is
unfounded. Upon the dust in which he is now soon to be laid, into which he is
now soon to be changed, will He, the Rescuer of his honour, arise (�wQ, as in
Deu. 19:15, Psa. 27:12, 35:11, of the rising up of a witness, and as e.g.,
Psa. 12: 6, comp. 94:16, Isa. 33:10, of the rising up and interposing of a
rescuer and help) and set His divine seal to Job’s own testimony thus made
permanent in the monumental inscription. Oetinger’s interpretation is
substantially the same: “I know that He will at last come, place himself over
the dust in which I have mouldered away, pronounce my cause just, and place
upon me the crown of victory.”

A somewhat different connection of the thought is obtained, if YNIJáWA is taken
not progressively, but adversatively: “Yet I know,” etc. The thought is then,
that his testimony of his innocence need not at all be inscribed in the rock; on
the contrary, God, the ever living One, will verify it. It is difficult to decide
between them; still the progressive rendering seems to be preferable, because
the human vindication after death, which is the object of the wish expressed in
vv. 23 f., is still not essentially different from the divine vindication hoped for
in v. 25, which must not be regarded as an antithesis, but rather as a perfecting
of the other designed for posterity. V. 25 is, however, certainly a higher hope,
to which the wish in vv. 23 f. forms the stepping-stone. God himself will
avenge Job’s blood, i.e., against his accusers, who say that it is the blood of
one who is guilty; over the dust of the departed He will arise, and by His
majestic testimony put to silence those who regard this dust of decay as the
dust of a sinner, who has received the reward of his deeds.

But is it perhaps this his hope of God’s vindication, expressed in vv. 25-27,
which (as Schlottmann and Hahn, f153 though in other respects giving very
different interpretations, think) is, according to Job’s wish, to be permanently
inscribed on the monument, in order to testify to posterity with what a stedfast
and undismayed conviction he had died? The high-toned introitus, vv. 23 f.,
would be worthy of the important inscription it introduces. But

(1) it is improbable that the inscription would begin with YNJW, consequently
with Waw,  — a difficulty which is not removed by the translation, “Yea, I
know,” but only covered up; the appeal to Psa. 2: 6, Isa. 3:14, is inadmissible,
since there the divine utterance, which begins with Waw, per aposiopesin
continues a suppressed clause; YNJ YK would be more admissible, but that
which is to be written down does not even begin with YK in either Hab. 2: 3 or
Jer. 30: 3.

(2.) According to the whole of Job’s previous conduct and habitual state of
mind, it is to be supposed that the contents of the inscription would be the



expression of the stedfast consciousness of his innocence, not the hope of his
vindication, which only here and there flashes through the darkness of the
conflict and temptation, but is always again swallowed up by this darkness, so
that the thought of a perpetual preservation, as on a monument, of this hope
can by no means have its origin in Job; it forms everywhere only, so to speak,
the golden weft of the tragic warp, which in itself even resists the tension of
the two opposites: Job’s consciousness of innocence, and the dogmatic
postulate of the friends; and their intensity gradually increases with the
intensity of this very tension. So also here, where the strongest expression is
given both to the confession of his innocence as a confession which does not
shun, but even desires, to be recorded in a permanent form for posterity, and
also at the same time in connection with this to the confidence that to him, who
is misunderstood by men, the vindication from the side of God, although it
may be so long delayed that he even dies, can nevertheless not be wanting.
Accordingly, by YlFMI we understand not what immediately follows, but the
words concerning his innocence which have already been often repeated by
him, and which remain unalterably the same; and we are authorized in closing
one strophe with v. 25, and in beginning a new one with v. 26, which indeed is
commended by the prevalence of the decastich in this speech, although we do
not allow to this observance of the strophe division any influence in
determining the exposition. It is, however, of use in our exposition. The
strophe which now follows develops the chief reason of believing hope which
is expressed in v. 25; comp. the hexastich Job. 12:11-13, also there in vv. 14 ff.
is the expansion of v. 13, which expresses the chief thought as in the form of a
thema.

26 And after my skin, thus torn to pieces,
And without my flesh shall I behold Eloah,

27 Whom I shall behold for my good,
And mine eyes shall see Him and no other —

My veins languish in my bosom.

28 Ye think: “How shall we persecute him?”
Since the root of the matter is found in me —

29 Therefore be ye afraid of the sword,
For wrath meeteth the transgressions of the sword,

That ye may know there is a judgment!

Job. 19:26-29. If we have correctly understood RP��L�, v. 25b, we cannot
in this speech find that the hope of a bodily recovery is expressed. In
connection with this rendering, the oldest representative of which is
Chrysostom, YRIVFbIMI is translated either: free from my flesh = having become
a skeleton (Umbr., Hirz., and Stickel, in comm. in Iobi loc. de Goële, 1832, and



in the transl., Gleiss, Hlgst., Renan), but this YRVBM, if the �M is taken as
privative, can signify nothing else but fleshless = bodiless; or: from my flesh,
i.e., the flesh when made whole again (viz., Eichhorn in the Essay, which has
exercised considerable influence, to his Allg. Bibl. d. bibl. Lit. i. 3, 1787, von
Cölln, BCr., Knapp, von Hofm., f154 and others), but hereby the relation of v.
26b to 26a becomes a contrast, without there being anything to indicate it.
Moreover, this rendering, as YRVBM may also be explained, is in itself
contrary to the spirit and plan of the book; for the character of Job’s present
state of mind is, that he looks for certain death, and will hear nothing of the
consolation of recovery (Job. 17:10-16), which sounds to him as mere
mockery; that he, however, notwithstanding, does not despair of God, but, by
the consciousness of his innocence and the uncharitableness of the friends, is
more and more impelled from the God of wrath and caprice to the God of love,
his future Redeemer; and that then, when at the end of the course of suffering
the actual proof of God’s love breaks through the seeming manifestation of
wrath, even that which Job had not ventured to hope is realized: a return of
temporal prosperity beyond his entreaty and comprehension.

On the other hand, the mode of interpretation of the older translators and
expositors, who find an expression of the hope of a resurrection at the end of
the preceding strophe or the beginning of this, cannot be accepted. The LXX,
by reading �YQY instead of �WQY, and connecting TJZ WPQN YRW� �YQY,
translates: aÏnasthÂsei deÂ (Cod. Vat. only aÏnasthÌsai) mou toÃ swÌma (Cod. Vat.
toÃ deÂrma mou) toÃ aÏnantlouÌn moi (Cod. Vat. om. moi) tauÌta, — but how can
any one’s skin be said to awake (Italic: super terram resurget cutis mea), f155

and whence does the verb �QN obtain the signification exhaurire or exantlare?
Jerome’s translation is not less bold: Scio enim quod redemptor meus vivit et in
novissimo die de terra surrecturus sum, as though it were �WQJ, not �WQY, and
as though �WRXJ could signify in novissimo die (in favour of which Isa. 8:23
can only seemingly be quoted)! The Targ. translates: “I know that my
Redeemer liveth, and hereafter His redemption will arise (become a reality)
over the dust (into which I shall be dissolved), and after my skin is again made
whole (thus f156 XPAtiJI seems to require to be translated, not intumuit) this will
happen; and from my flesh I shall again behold God.” It is evident that this is
intended of a future restoration of the corporeal nature that has become dust,
but the idea assigned to WPQN is without foundation. Luther also cuts the knot
by translating: (But I know that my Redeemer liveth), and He will hereafter
raise me up out of the ground, which is an impossible sense that is word for
word forced upon the text. There is just as little ground for translating v. 26a
with Jerome: et rursum circumdabor pelle mea (after which Luther: and shall
then be surrounded with this my skin); for wPqiNI can as Niph. not signify



circumdabor, and as Piel does not give the meaning cutis mea circumdabit
(scil. me), since WPQN cannot be predicate to the sing. YRW�. In general, WPQN
cannot be understood as Niph., but only as Piel; the Piel �qANI, however,
signifies not: to surround, but: to strike down, e.g., olives from the tree,
Isa. 17: 6, or the trees themselves, so that they lie felled on the ground,
Isa. 10:34, comp. Arab. nqf, to strike into the skull and injure the soft brain,
then: to strike forcibly on the head (gen. on the upper part), or also: to deal a
blow with a lance or stick. f157

Therefore v. 26a, according to the usage of the Semitic languages, can only be
intended of the complete destruction of the skin, which is become cracked and
broken by the leprosy; and this was, moreover, the subject spoken of above (v.
20, comp. Job. 30:19). For the present we leave it undecided whether Job here
confesses the hope of the resurrection, and only repel those forced
misconstructions of his words which arbitrarily discern this hope in the text.
Free from such violence is the translation: and after this my skin is destroyed,
i.e., after I shall have put off this my body, from my flesh (i.e., restored and
transfigured), I shall behold God. Thus is YRVBM understood by Rosenm.,
Kosegarten (diss. in Iob, xix. 1815), Umbreit (Stud. u. Krit. 1840, i.), Welte,
Carey, and others. But this interpretation is also untenable. For,

1. In this explanation v. 26a is taken as an antecedent; a praepos., however,
like RXÁJÁ or DJA, used as a conj., has, according to Hirzel’s correct remark, the
verb always immediately after it, as Job. 42: 7, Lev. 14:43; whereas
1Sa. 20:41, the single exception, is critically doubtful.

2. It is not probable that the poet by YRW� should have thought of the body,
which disease is rapidly hurrying on to death, and by YRVBI, on the other hand,
of a body raised up and glorified.

3. Still more improbable is it that RVB should be so used here as in the
church’s term, resurrectio carnis, which is certainly an allowable expression,
but one which exceeds the meaning of the language of Scripture. RVB, saÂrc,
is in general, and especially in the Old Testament, a notion which has grown
up in almost inseparable connection with the marks of frailty and sinfulness.
And

4. The hope of a resurrection as a settled principle in the creed of Israel is
certainly more recent than the Salomonic period. Therefore by far the majority
of modern expositors have decided that Job does not indeed here avow the
hope of the resurrection, but the hope of a future spiritual beholding of God,
and therefore of a future life; and thus the popular idea of Hades, which
elsewhere has sway over him, breaks out. Thus, of a future spiritual beholding



of God, are Job’s words understood by Ewald, Umbreit (who at first explained
them differently), Vaihinger, Von Gerlach, Schlottmann, Hölemann (Sächs.
Kirchen- u. Schulbl. 1853, Nos. 48, 50, 62), König (Die Unsterblichkeitsidee
im B. Iob, 1855), and others, also by the Jewish expositors Arnheim and
Löwenthal. This rendering, which is also adopted in the Art. Hiob in Herzog’s
Real-Encyclopädie, does not necessitate any impossible misconstruction of the
language, but, as we shall see further on, it does not exhaust the meaning of
Job’s confession.

First of all, we will continue the explanation of each expression RXÁJÁ is a
praepos., and used in the same way as the Arabic ba’da is sometimes used:
after my skin, i.e., after the loss of it (comp. Job. 21:21, WYRXJ, after he is
dead). wPqiNI is to be understood relatively: which they have torn in pieces, i.e.,
which has been torn in pieces (comp. the same use of the 3 pers., Job. 4:19,
Job. 18:18); and TJZO, which, according to Targ., Koseg., Stickel de Goële, and
Ges. Thes., ought to be taken inferentially, equivalent to hoc erit (this,
however, cannot be accepted, because it must have been `WGW RXJ TJZW, Arab.
w-dÜlk b’d ‘n, idque postquam, and moreover would require the words to be
arranged YRW� WPQN RXJ), commonly however taken together with YRW�
(which is nevertheless masc.), is understood as pointing to his decayed body,
seems better to be taken adverbially: in this manner (Arnheim, Stickel in his
translation, von Gerl., Hahn); it is the acc. of reference, as Job. 33:12. The �M
of YRIVFbIMI is the negative �M: free from my flesh (prop. away, far from,
Num. 15:25, Pro. 20: 3), — a rather frequent way of using this preposition
(vid., Job. 11:15, 21: 9; Gen. 27:39; 2Sa. 1:22; Jer. 48:45). Accordingly, we
translate: “and after my skin, which they tear to pieces thus, and free from my
flesh, shall I behold Eloah.” That Job, after all, is permitted to behold God in
this life, and also in this life receives the testimony of his justification, does
not, as already observed, form any objection to this rendering of v. 26: it is the
reward of his faith, which, even in the face of certain death, has not despaired
of God, that he does not fall into the power of death at all, and that God
forthwith condescends to him in love. And that Job here holds firm, even
beyond death, to the hope of beholding God in the future as a witness to his
innocence, does not, after Job. 14:13-15, 16:18-21, come unexpectedly; and it
is entirely in accordance with the inner progress of the drama, that the thought
of a redemption from Hades, expressed in the former passage, and the demand
expressed in the latter passage, for the rescue of the honour of his blood, which
is even now guaranteed him by his witness in heaven, are here comprehended,
in the confident certainty that his blood and his dust will not be declared by
God the Redeemer as innocent, without his being in some way conscious of it,
though freed from this his decaying body. In v. 27 he declares how he will



behold God: whom I shall behold to me, i.e., I, the deceased one, as being for
me (YLI, like Psa. 61:10, 118: 6), and my eyes see Him, and not a stranger. Thus
(neque alius) LXX, Targ., Jerome, and most others translate; on the other
hand, Ges. Thes., Umbr., Vaih., Stick., Hahn, and von Hofm. translate: my
eyes see Him, and indeed not as an enemy; but RZF signifies alienus and alius,
not however adversarius, which latter meaning it in general obtains only in a
national connection; here (used as in Pro. 27: 2) it excludes the three: none
other but Job, by which he means his opponents, will see God rising up for
him, taking up his cause. wJRF is praet. of the future, therefore praet.
propheticum, or praet. confidentiae (as frequently in the Psalms). His reins
within him pine after this vision of God. Hahn, referring to Job. 16:13,
translates incorrectly: “If even my reins within me perish,” which is
impossible, according to the syntax; for Psa. 73:26 has HLK in the sense of
licet defecerit as hypothetical antecedent. The Syriac version is altogether
wrong: my reins (culjot) vanish completely away by reason of my lot (YqIXUbI).
It would be expressed in Arabic exactly as it is here: culaÑja (or, dual, culataÑja)
tadhuÑbu, my reins melt; for in Arab. also, as in the Semitic languages
generally, the reins are considered as the seat of the tenderest and deepest
affections (Psychol. S. 268, f), especially of love, desire, longing, as here,
where HLFkF, as in Psa. 119:123 and freq., is intended of wasting away in
earnest longing for salvation.

Having now ended the exposition of the single expressions, we inquire
whether those do justice to the text who understand it of an absolutely bodiless
future beholding of God. We doubt it. Job says not merely that he, but that his
eyes, shall behold God. He therefore imagines the spirit as clothed with a new
spiritual body instead of the old decayed one; not so, however, that this
spiritual body, these eyes which shall behold in the future world, are brought
into combination with the present decaying body of flesh. But his faith is here
on the direct road to the hope of a resurrection; we see it germinating and
struggling towards the light. Among the three pearls which become visible in
the book of Job above the waves of conflict, viz., Job. 14:13-15, 16:18-21,
19:25-27, there is none more costly than this third. As in the second part of
Isaiah, the fifty-third chapter is outwardly and inwardly the middle and highest
point of the 3 x 9 prophetic utterances, so the poet of the book of Job has
adorned the middle of his work with this confession of his hero, wherein he
himself plants the flag of victory above his own grave.

Now in v. 28 Job turns towards the friends. He who comes forth on his side as
his advocate, will make Himself felt by them to be a judge, if they continue to
persecute the suffering servant of God (comp. Job. 13:10-12). It is not to be
translated: for then ye will say, or: forsooth then will ye say. This would be



WRMJT ZJF YK, and certainly imply that the opponents will experience just the
same theophany, that therefore it will be on the earth. Oehler (in his Veteris
Test. sententia de rebus post mortem futuris, 1846) maintains this instance
against the interpretation of this confession of Job of a future beholding; it has,
however, no place in the text, and Oehler rightly gives no decisive conclusion.
f158

For v. 28, as is rightly observed by C. W. G. Köstlin (in his Essay, de
immortalitatis spe, quae in l. Iobi apparere dicitur, 1846) against Oehler, and
is even explained by Oetinger, is the antecedent to v. 29 (comp. Job. 21:28 f.):
if ye say: how, i.e., under what pretence of right, shall we prosecute him
(�L��dFRiNI, prop. pursue him, comp. Jud. 7:25), and (so that) the root of the
matter (treated of) is found in me (YBI, not �B, since the oratio directa, as in
Job. 22:17, passes into the oratio obliqua, Ew. § 338, a); in other words: if ye
continue to seek the cause of my suffering in my guilt, fear ye the sword, i.e.,
God’s sword of vengeance (as Job. 15:22, and perhaps as Isa. 31: 8: a sword,
without the art. in order to combine the idea of what is boundless, endless, and
terrific with the indefinite — the indetermination ad amplificandum described
on Psa. 2:12). The confirmatory substantival clause which follows has been
very variously interpreted. It is inadmissible to understand HMFX� of the rage of
the friends against Job (Umbr., Schlottm., and others), or BREXE T�N��á of their
murderous sinning respecting Job; both expressions are too strong to be
referred to the friends. We must explain either: the glow, i.e., the glow of the
wrath of God, are the expiations which the sword enjoins (Hirz., Ew., and
others); but apart from �WO�F not signifying directly the punishment of sin, this
thought is strained; or, which we with Rosenm. and others prefer: glow, i.e.,
the glow of the wrath of God, are the sword’s crimes, i.e., they carry glowing
anger as their reward in themselves, wrath overtakes them. Crimes of the
sword are not such as are committed with the sword — for such are not treated
of here, and, with Arnh. and Hahn, to understand BRX of the sword “of
hostilely mocking words,” is arbitrary and artificial — but such as have
incurred the sword. Job thinks of slander and blasphemy. These are even
before a human tribunal capital offences (comp. Job. 31:11, 28). He warns the
friends of a higher sword and a higher power, which they will not escape: “that
ye may know it.” �yDivi, for which the Keri is �WDvæ. An ancient various reading
(in Pinkster) is �w�DiY� (instead of �w�DiT�). The LXX shows how it is to be
interpreted: qumoÃj gaÃr eÏp� aÏnoÂmouj (Cod. Alex.  — oij) eÏpeleuÂsetai, kaiÃ toÂte
gnwÂsontai. According to Cod. Vat. the translation continues pouÌ eÏÂstin auÏtwÌn
hÎ uÎÂlh (�dc, comp. Job. 29: 5, where YD� is translated by uÎlwÂdhj); according
to Cod. Alex. oÎÂti ouÏdamouÌ auÏtwÌn hÎ iÏÂsxuj eÏstiÂn (�ydv from DD�). Ewald in



the first edition, which Hahn follows, considers, as Eichhorn already had, �yDivæ
as a secondary form of YdF�A; Hlgst. wishes to read YdF�A at once. It might
sooner, with Raschi, be explained: that ye might only know the powers of
justice, i.e., the manifold power of destruction which the judge has at his
disposal. But all these explanations are unsupported by the usage of the
language, and Ewald’s conjecture in his second edition: �KEdi�F YJ� (where is
your violence), has nothing to commend it; it goes too far from the received
text, calls the error of the friends by an unsuitable name, and gives no
impressive termination to the speech.

On the other hand, the speech could not end more suitably than by Job’s
bringing home to the friends the fact that there is a judgment; accordingly it is
translated by Aq. oÎÂti kriÂsij; by Symm., Theod., oÎÂti eÏÂsti kriÂsij. � is = R�J
once in the book of Job, as probably also once in the Pentateuch, Gen. 6: 3. �YdI
or �wd are infinitive forms; the latter from the Kal, which occurs only in
Gen. 6: 3, with Cholem, which being made a substantive (as e.g., Zwb),
signifies the judging, the judgment. Why the Keri substitutes �WD, which does
not occur elsewhere in the signification judicium, for the more common �YD, is
certainly lost to view, and it shows only that the reading �wdv was regarded in
the synagogue as the traditional. �YdI has everywhere else the signification
judicium, e.g., by Elihu, Job. 36:17, and also often in the book of Proverbs,
e.g., Pro. 20: 8 (comp. in the Arabizing supplement, Job. 31: 8). The final
judgment is in Aramaic JbFRÁ JNFYdI; the last day in Hebrew and Arabic, �YdIHA
��Y, jaum ed-d−Ñn. To give to “�ydv, that [there is] a judgment,” this
dogmatically definite meaning, is indeed, from its connection with the
historical recognition of the plan of redemption, inadmissible; but there is
nothing against understanding the conclusion of Job’s speech according to the
conclusion of the book of Ecclesiastes, which belongs to the same age of
literature.

The speech of Job, now explained, most clearly shows us how Job’s affliction,
interpreted by the friends as a divine retribution, becomes for Job’s nature a
wholesome refining crucible. We see also from this speech of Job, that he can
only regard his affliction as a kindling of divine wrath, and God’s meeting him
as an enemy (Job. 19:11). But the more decidedly the friends affirm this, and
describe the root of the manifestation as lying in himself, in his own
transgression; and the more uncharitably, as we have seen it at last in Bildad’s
speech, they go to an excess in their terrible representations of the fate of the
ungodly with unmistakeable reference to him: the more clearly is it seen that
this indirect affliction of misconstruction must tend to help him in his suffering
generally to the right relation towards God. For since the consolation expected



from man is changed into still more cutting accusation, no other consolation
remains to him in all the world but the consolation of God; and if the friends
are to be in the right when they persist unceasingly in demonstrating to him
that he must be a heinous sinner, because he is suffering so severely, the
conclusion is forced upon him in connection with his consciousness of
innocence, that the divine decree is an unjust one (Job. 19: 5 f.). From such a
conclusion, however, he shrinks back; and this produces a twofold result. The
crushing anguish of soul which the friends inflict on him, by forcing upon him
a view of his suffering which is as strongly opposed to his self-consciousness
as to his idea of God, and must therefore bring him into the extremest
difficulty of conscience, drives him to the mournful request, “Have pity upon,
have pity upon me, O ye my friends” (Job. 19:21); they shall not also pursue
him whom God’s hand has touched, as if they were a second divine power in
authority over him, that could dispose of him at its will and pleasures; they
shall, moreover, cease from satisfying the insatiable greed of their nature upon
him. He treats the friends in the right manner; so that if their heart were not
encrusted by their dogma, they would be obliged to change their opinion. This
in Job’s conduct is an unmistakeable step forward to a more spiritual state of
mind. But the stern inference of the friends has a beneficial influence not
merely on his relation to them, but also on his relation to God. To the wrathful
God, whom they compel him to regard also as unjust, he cannot in itself cling.
He is so much the less able to do this, as he is compelled the more earnestly to
long for vindication, the more confidently he is accused.

When he now wishes that the testimony which he has laid down concerning his
innocence, and which is contemporaries do not credit, might be graven in the
rock with an iron pen, and filled in with lead, the memorial in words of stone is
but a dead witness; and he cannot even for the future rely on men, since he is
so contemptuously misunderstood and deceived by them in the present. This
impels his longing after vindication forward from a lifeless thing to a living
person, and turns his longing from man below to God above. He has One who
will acknowledge his misjudged cause, and set it right, — a Goël, who will not
first come into being in a later generation, but liveth  — who has not to come
into being, but is. There can be no doubt that by the words YX LJG he means
the same person of whom in Job. 16:19 he says: “Behold, even now in heaven
is my Witness, and One who acknowledges me is in the heights.” The YX here
corresponds to the HT� �G in that passage; and from this — that the heights of
heaven is the place where this witness dwells — is to be explained the manner
in which Job (Job. 19:25 b) expresses his confident belief in the realization of
that which he (Job. 16:20 f.) at first only importunately implores: as the Last
One, whose word shall avail in the ages of eternity, when the strife of human
voices shall have long been silent, He shall stand forth as finally decisive



witness over the dust, in which Job passed away as one who in the eye of man
was regarded as an object of divine punishment. And after his skin, in such a
manner destroyed, and free from his flesh, which is even now already so fallen
in that the bones may be seen through it (Job. 19:20), he will behold Eloah;
and he who, according to human judgment, has died the death of the
unrighteous, shall behold Eloah on his side, his eyes shall see and not a
stranger; for entirely for his profit, in order that he may bask in the light of His
countenance, will He reveal himself.

This is the picture of the future, for the realization of which Job longs so
exceedingly, that his reins within him pine away with longing. Whence we see,
that Job does not here give utterance to a transient emotional feeling, a merely
momentary flight of faith; but his hidden faith, which during the whole
controversy rests at the bottom of his soul, and over which the waves of
despair roll away, here comes forth to view. He knows, that although his
outward man may decay, God cannot, however, fail to acknowledge his inner
man. But does this confidence of faith of Job really extend to the future life? It
has, on the contrary, been observed, that if the hope expressed with such
confidence were a hope respecting the future life, Job’s despondency would be
trifling, and to be rejected; further, that this hope stands in contradiction to his
own assertion, Job. 14:14: “If man dies, shall he live again? All the days of my
warfare would I wait, till my change should come;” thirdly, that Job’s
character would be altogether wrongly drawn, and would be a psychological
caricature, if the thought slumbering in Job’s mind, which finds utterance in
Job. 19:25-27, were the thought of a future vision of God; and finally, that the
unravelling of the knot of the puzzle, which continually increases in
entanglement by the controversy with the friends, at the close of the drama, is
effected by a theophany, which issues in favour of one still living, not, as
ought to be expected by that rendering, a celestial scene unveiled over the
grave of Job. But such a conclusion was impossible in an Old Testament book.
The Old Testament as yet knew nothing of a heaven peopled with happy
human spirits, arrayed in white robes (the stola prima). And at the time when
the book of Job was composed, there was also neither a positive revelation nor
a dogmatic confession of the resurrection of the dead, which forms the
boundary of the course of this world, in existence. The book of Job, however,
shows us how, from the conflict concerning the mystery of this present life,
faith struggled forth towards a future solution. The hope which Job expresses
is not one prevailing in his age — not one that has come to him from tradition
— not one embracing mankind, or even only the righteous in general. All the
above objections would be really applicable, if it were evident here that Job
was acquainted with the doctrine of a beholding of God after death, which
should recompense the pious for the sufferings of this present time. But such is
not the case. The hope expressed is not a finished and believingly



appropriating hope; on the contrary, it is a hope which is first conceived and
begotten under the pressure of divinely decreed sufferings, which make him
appear to be a transgressor, and of human accusations which charge him with
transgression. It is impossible for him to suppose that God should remain, as
now, so hostilely turned from him, without ever again acknowledging him. The
truth must at last break through the false appearance, and wrath again give
place to love. That it should take place after his death, is only the extreme
which his faith assigns to it.

If we place ourselves on the standpoint of the poet, he certainly here gives
utterance to a confession, to which, as the book of Proverbs also shows, the
Salomonic Chokma began to rise in the course of believing thought; but also
on the part of the Chokma, this confession was primarily only a
theologoumenon, and was first in the course of centuries made sure under the
combined agency of the progressive perception of the revelation and facts
connected with redemption; and it is first of all in the New Testament, by the
descent to Hades and the ascension to heaven of the Prince of Life, that it
became a fully decided and well-defined element of the church’s creed. If,
however, we place ourselves on the standpoint of the hero of the drama, this
hope of future vindication which flashes through the fierceness of the conflict,
far from making it a caricature, f159 gives to the delineation of his faith, which
does not forsake God, the final perfecting stroke. Job is, as he thinks, meeting
certain death. Why then should not the poet allow him to give utterance to that
demand of faith, that he, even if God should permit him apparently to die the
sinner’s death, nevertheless cannot remain unvindicated? Why should he not
allow him here, in the middle of the drama, to rise from the thought, that the
cry of his blood should not ascend in vain, to the thought that this vindication
of his blood, as of one who is innocent, should not take place without his being
consciously present, and beholding with his own eyes the God by whose
judicial wrath he is overwhelmed, as his Redeemer? This hope, regarded in the
light of the later perception of the plan of redemption, is none other than the
hope of a resurrection; but it appears here only in the germ, and comes forward
as purely personal: Job rises from the dust, and, after the storm of wrath is
passed, sees Eloah, as one who acknowledges him in love, while his surviving
opponents fall before the tribunal of this very God. It is therefore not a share in
the resurrection of the righteous (in Isaiah 26, which is uttered prophetically,
but first of all nationally), and not a share in the general resurrection of the
dead (first expressed in Dan. 12: 2), with which Job consoled himself; he does
not speak of what shall happen at the end of the days, but of a purely personal
matter after his death. Considering himself as one who must die, and thinking
of himself as deceased, and indeed, according to appearance, overwhelmed by
the punishment of his misdeeds, he would be compelled to despair of God, if
he were not willing to regard even the incredible as unfailing, this, viz., that



God will not permit this mark of wrath and of false accusation to attach to his
blood and dust. That the conclusion of the drama should be shaped in
accordance with this future hope, is, as we have already observed, not possible,
because the poet (apart from his transferring himself to the position and
consciousness of his patriarchal hero) was not yet in possession, as a dogma, of
that hope which Job gives utterance to as an aspiration of his faith, and which
even he himself only at first, like the psalmists (vid., on Psa. 17:15, 49:15 f.,
73:26), had as an aspiration of faith; f160 it was, however, also entirely
unnecessary, since it is indeed not the idea of the drama that there is a life after
death, which adjusts the mystery of the present, but that there is a suffering of
the righteous which bears the disguise of wrath, but nevertheless, as is finally
manifest, is a dispensation of love.

If, however, it is a germinating hope, which in this speech of Job is urged forth
by the strength of his faith, we can, without anachronistically confusing the
different periods of the development of the knowledge of redemption, regard it
as a full, but certainly only developing, preformation of the later belief in the
resurrection. When Job says that with his own eyes he shall behold Eloah, it is
indeed possible by these eyes to understand the eyes of the spirit; f161 but it is
just as possible to understand him to mean the eyes of his renewed body
(which the old theologians describe as stola secunda, in distinction from the
stola prima of the intermediate state); and when Job thinks of himself (v. 25b)
as a mouldering corpse, should he not by his eyes, which shall behold Eloah,
mean those which have been dimmed in death, and are now again become
capable of seeing? While, if we wish to expound grammatical-historically, not
practically, not homiletically, we also dare not introduce the definiteness of the
later dogma into the affirmation of Job. It is related to eschatology as the
protevangelium is to soteriology; it presents only the first lines of the picture,
which is worked up in detail later on, but also an outline, sketched in such a
way that every later perception may be added to it. Hence Schlottmann is
perfectly correct when he considers that it is justifiable to understand these
grand and powerful words, in hymns, and compositions, and liturgies, and
monumental inscriptions, of the God-man, and to use them in the sense which
“the more richly developed conception of the last things might so easily put
upon them.” It must not surprise us that this sublime hope is not again
expressed further on. On the one hand, what Sanctius remarks is not untrue: ab
hoc loco ad finem usque libri aliter se habet Iobus quam prius; on the other
hand, Job here, indeed in the middle of the book, soars triumphantly over his
opponents to the height of a believing consciousness of victory, but as yet he is
not in that state of mind in which he can attain to the beholding of God on his
behalf, be it in this world or in the world to come. He has still further to learn
submission in relation to God, gentleness in relation to the friends. Hence,
inexhaustibly rich in thought and variations of thought, the poet allows the



controversy to become more and more involved, and the fire in which Job is to
be proved, but also purified, to burn still longer.

Zophar's Second Speech. — Job 20.

SCHEMA: 8. 12. 10. 8. 12. 7. 2.

[Then began Zophar the Naamathite, and said:]

2 Therefore do my thoughts furnish me with a reply,
And indeed by reason of my feeling within me.

3 The correction of my reproach I must hear,
Nevertheless the spirit of my understanding informeth me.

4 Knowest thou this which is from everlasting,
Since man was placed upon the earth:

5 That the triumphing of the evil-doer is not long,
And the joy of the godless is but for a moment?

Job. 20: 2-5. All modern expositors take v. 2 as an apology for the
opposition which follows, and the majority of them consider RwB�ábÁ as
elliptical for TJZ RWB�B, as Tremell., Piscator, and others have done, partly
(but wrongly) by referring to the Rebia mugrasch. Ewald observes: “RWB�B
stands without addition, because this is easily understood from the �K in �K�LF.”
But although this ellipsis is not inadmissible (comp. �KL = R�J �KL,
Job. 34:25; L�K, Isa. 59:18), in spite of it v. 2b furnishes no meaning that can
be accepted. Most expositors translate: “and hence the storm within me” (thus
e.g., Ewald); but the signification perturbatio animi, proposed by Schultens for
Y�IwX, after the Arab. håaÑsÔ, is too remote from the usage of Hebrew. Moreover,
this Arab. håaÑsÔ signifies prop. to scare, hunt, of game; not, however: to be
agitated, to storm, — a signification which even the corresponding Hebr. �wX,
properare, does not support. Only a few expositors (as Umbreit, who
translates: because of my storm within me) take RWB�B (which occurs only
this once in the book of Job) as praepos., as it must be taken in consideration
of the infin. which follows (comp. Exo. 9:16, 20:20; 1Sa. 1: 6; 2Sa. 10: 3).
Further, �K�LF (only by Umbreit translated by “yet,” after the Arab. laÑkin,
laÑkinna, which it never signifies in Hebr., where LF is not = JL, but = Li with
Kametz before the tone) with that which follows is referred by several
expositors to the preceding speech of Job, e.g., Hahn: “under such
circumstances, if thou behavest thus;” by most, however, it is referred to v. 3,
e.g., Ew.: “On this account he feels called upon by his thoughts to answer, and
hence his inward impulse leaves him no rest: because he hears from Job a



contemptuous wounding reproof of himself.” In other words: in consequence
of the reproach which Job casts upon him, especially with his threat of
judgment, Zophar’s mind and feelings fall into a state of excitement, and give
him an answer to which he now gives utterance. This prospective sense of �KL
may at any rate be retained, though RWB�B is taken as a preposition
(wherefore...and indeed on account of my inward commotion); but it is far
more natural that the beginning of Zophar’s speech should be connected with
the last word of Job’s. V. 2 may really be so understood if we connect Y�WX,
not with Arab. håaÑsÔ, �WX, to excite, to make haste (after which also Saad. and
Aben-Ezra: on account of my inward hastening or urging), but with Arab. hås,
to feel; in this meaning �X is usual in all the Semitic dialects, and is even
biblical also; for Ecc. 2:25 is to be translated: who hath feeling (pleasure)
except from Him (read WNMM)? i.e., even in pleasure man is not free, but has
conditions fixed by God.

With �KL (used as in Job. 42: 3) Zophar draws an inference from Job’s
conduct, esp. from the turn which his last speech has taken, which, as YNIwBY�IYi
YPAY�IVi f162 affirms, urges him involuntarily and irresistibly forward, and indeed,
as he adds with Waw explic.: on account of the power of feeling dwelling in
him, by which he means both his sense of truth and his moral feeling, in
general the capacity of direct perception, not perception that is only attained
after long reflection. On YPY�V, of thoughts which, as it were, branch out, vid.,
on Job. 4:13, and Psychol. S. 181. BY�IH� signifies, as everywhere, to answer,
not causative, to compel to answer. Y�IwX is n. actionis in the sense of YtI�iYGIRi
(Targ.), or Y�YGRH (Ralbag), which also signifies “my feeling (aiÏÂsqhsij),” and
the combination YB Y�WX is like Job. 4:21, 6:13. Wherein the inference
consists in self-evident, and proceeds from vv. 4 f. In v. 3 expression is given
to the ground of the conclusion intended in �KL: the chastisement of my
dishonour, i.e., which tends to my dishonour (comp. Isa. 53: 5, chastisement
which conduces to our peace), I must hear (comp. on this modal signification
of the future, e.g., Job. 17: 2); and in v. 3b Zophar repeats what he has said in
v. 2, only somewhat differently applied: the spirit, this inner light (vid.,
Job. 32: 8; Psychol. S. 154, f), answers him from the perception which is
peculiar to himself, i.e., out of the fulness of this perception it furnishes him
with information as to what is to be thought of Job with his insulting attacks,
viz., (this is the substance of the BY�IHF of the thoughts, and of the T�N�á of the
spirit), that in this conduct of Job only his godlessness is manifest. This is what
he warningly brings against him, vv. 4 f.: knowest thou indeed (which,
according to Job. 41: 1, 1Ki. 21:19, sarcastically is equivalent to: thou surely
knowest, or in astonishment: what dost thou not know?!) this from the



beginning, i.e., this law, which has been in operation from time immemorial
(or as Ew.: hoccine scis aeternum esse, so that D��YNM is not a virtual adj., but
virtual predicate-acc.), since man was placed (�YVI infin., therefore prop., since
one has placed man) upon the earth (comp. the model passage, Deu. 4:32), that
the exulting of the wicked is B�RqFMI, from near, i.e., not extending far,
enduring only a short time (Arab. qr−Ñb often directly signifies brevis); and the
joy of the godless �GARF�YD��á, only for a moment, and continuing no longer?

6 If his aspiration riseth to the heavens,
And he causeth his head to touch the clouds:

7 Like his dung he perisheth for ever;
Those who see him say: Where is he?

8 As a dream he flieth away, and they cannot find him;
And he is scared away as a vision of the night.

9 The eye hath seen him, and never again,
And his place beholdeth him no more.

10 His children must appease the poor,
And his hands give up his wealth.

11 His bones were full of youthful vigour;
Now it is laid down with him in the dust.

Job. 20: 6-11. If the exaltation of the evil-doer rises to heaven, and he causes
his head to reach to the clouds, i.e., to touch the clouds, he notwithstanding
perishes like his own dung. We are here reminded of what Obadiah, 1: 4, says
of Edom, and Isaiah, Isa. 14:13-15, says of the king of Babylon. JYVI is
equivalent to JYVINi, like J�V, Psa. 89:10 = J�VNi; the first weak radical is cast
away, as in YLÁYkI = YLÁYKINi, fraudulentus, machinator, Isa. 32: 5, and according
to Olsh. in HBFY�I = HBFY�IYi, 2Sa. 19:33. JAYgIHI is to be understood as causative
(at least this is the most natural) in the same manner as in Isa. 25:12, and freq.
It is unnecessary, with Ew., Hirz., and Hlgst., after Schultens, to transl. WLLGK,
v. 7a, according to the Arab. jlaÑl (whence the name GelaÑl-ed-d−Ñn): secundum
majestatem suam, or with Reiske to read WLLGB, in magnificentia sua, and it is
very hazardous, since the Hebrew LLG has not the meaning of Arab. jll,
illustrem esse. Even Schultens, in his Commentary, has retracted the
explanation commended in his Animadv., and maintained the correctness of the
translation, sicut stercus suum (Jer. sicut sterquilinium), which is also favoured
by the similar figurative words in 1Ki. 14:10: as one burneth up (not: brushes
away) dung (LLFgFHA), probably cow-dung as fuel, until it is completely gone.
�LLiGE (or �LLáGE with an audible ShêvaÑ) may be derived from LLFgF, but the



analogy of �LLiCI favours the primary form Lg� (Ew. § 255, b); on no account is
it LLEg�. The word is not low, as Eze. 4:12, comp. Zep. 1:17, shows, and the
figure, though revolting, is still very expressive; and how the fulfilment is to be
thought of may be seen from an example from 2Ki. 9:37, according to which,
“as dung upon the face of the field shall it be, so that they cannot say: this is
Jezebel.” f163

The continuation here, v. 7b, is just the same: they who saw him (partic. of
what is past, Ges. § 134, 1) say: where is he? As a dream he flieth away, so
that he is not found, and is scared away (DdAYU Hoph., not DdAYI Kal) as a vision
of the night (��YzFXI everywhere in the book of Job instead of ��ZXF, from which
it perhaps differs, as visum from visio), which one banishes on waking as a
trick of his fancy (comp. Psa. 73:20, Isa. 29: 7 f.). Eyes looked upon him (�ZA�F
only in the book of Job in this signification of a fixed scorching look, cogn.
�DA�F, adurere, as is manifest from Son. 1: 6), and do it no more; and his place
(�M�QMi construed as fem., as Gen. 18:24, 2Sa. 17:12, Cheth.) shall not
henceforth regard him (Rw�, especially frequent in the book of Job, prop. to go
about, cogn. RWT, then to look about one). The futt. here everywhere describe
what shall meet the evil-doer. Therefore Ewald’s transl., “his fists smote down
the weak,” cannot be received. Moreover, WYNFPiXF, which must then be read
instead of WYNFbF, does not occur elsewhere in this athletic signification; and it is
quite unnecessary to derive wcRÁYi from a HcFRI = �cARI (to crush, to hurl to the
ground), or to change it to wcROYF (Schnurrer) or wCciRÁYi (Olsh.); for although the
thought, filios ejus vexabunt egeni (LXX according to the reading qlaÂseian,
and Targ. according to the reading �w��áRÁYi), is not unsuitable for v. 10b, a
sense more natural in connection with the position of WYNB, and still more
pleasing, is gained if HcFRI is taken in the usual signification: to conciliate,
appease, as the Targ. according to the reading �w�RÁYi (Peschito-word for
aÏpokatallaÂssein), and Ges., Vaih., Schlottm., and others, after Aben-Ezra,
Ralbag, Merc.: filii ejus placabunt tenues, quos scilicet eorum pater diripuerat,
vel eo inopiae adigentur, ut pauperibus sese adjungere et ab illis inire gratiam
cognantur. Its retributive relation to v. 19a is also retained by this rendering.
The children of the unfeeling oppressor of the poor will be obliged, when the
tyrant is dead, to conciliate the destitute; and his hands, by means of his
children, will be obliged to give back his property, i.e., to those whom his
covetousness had brought to beggary (��J, exertion, strength, Job. 18: 7, then
as ��H, and synon. LYIXÁ, wealth, prob. from the radical meaning to breathe,
which is differently applied in the Arabic aun, rest, and haun, lightness). Carey
thinks that the description is retrospective: even he himself, in his lifetime,



which, however, does not commend itself, since here it is throughout the
deceased who is spoken of. As in v. 9, so now in v. 11 also, perf. and fut.
interchange, the former of the past, the latter of the future. Jerome, by an
amalgamation of two distinct radical significations, translates: ossa ejus
implebuntur (it should be impleta erant) vitiis adolescentiae ejus, which is to
be rejected, because �wL�F, Psa. 90: 8, is indeed intended of secret sin, but
signifies generally that which is secret (veiled). On the contrary, �YMIwL�á,
Job. 33:25, certainly signifies adolescentia (Arab. guluÑmat), and is
accordingly, after LXX, Targ., and Syr., to be translated: his bones were full of
youthful vigour. In v. 11b, BkF�itI, as Job. 14:19, can refer to the purely plural
WYT�FMCiJA, but the predicate belonging to it would then be plur. in v. 11a, and
sing. in v. 11b; on which account the reference to WMFwL�á, which is in itself far
more suitable, is to be preferred (Hirz., Schlottm.): his youthful vigour, on
which he relied, lies with him in the dust (of the grave).

12 If wickedness tasted sweet in his mouth,
He hid it under his tongue;

13 He carefully cherished it and did not let it go,
And retained it in his palate:

14 His bread is now changed in his bowels,
It is the gall of vipers within him.

15 He hath swallowed down riches and now he spitteth them out,
God shall drive them out of his belly.

16 He sucked in the poison of vipers,
The tongue of the adder slayeth him.

Job. 20:12-16. The evil-doer is, in vv. 12 f., likened to an epicure; he keeps
hold of wickedness as long as possible, like a delicate morsel that is retained in
the mouth (Renan: comme un bonbon qu’on laisse fondre dans la bouche), and
seeks to enjoy it to the very last. QYtIMiHI, to make sweet, has here the
intransitive signification dulcescere, Ew. § 122, c. DYXIKiHI, to remove from
sight, signifies elsewhere to destroy, here to conceal (as the Piel, Job. 6:10,
15:18). LMÁXF, to spare, is construed with LJA, which is usual with verbs of
covering and protecting. The conclusion of the hypothetical antecedent clauses
begins with v. 14; the perf. ¥pFHiNE (with Kametz by Athnach) describes the
suddenness of the change; the TRÁ�RMi which follows is not equivalent to
TRWRMiLI (Luther: His food shall be turned to adder’s gall in his body), but v.
14b expresses the result of the change in a substantival clause. The bitter and
poisonous are synonymous in the ancient languages; hence we find the



meanings poison and gall (v. 25) in HRFROMi, and �JRO signifies both a
poisonous plant which is known by its bitterness, and the poison of plants like
to the poison of serpents (v. 16; Deu. 32:33). LYIXÁ (v. 15) is property, without
the accompanying notion of forcible acquisition (Hirz.), which, on the
contrary, is indicated by the �LÁbF. The following fut. consec. is here not aor.,
but expressive of the inevitable result which the performance of an act
assuredly brings: he must vomit back the property which he has swallowed
down; God casts it out of his belly, i.e., (which is implied in �YRI�H, expellere)
forcibly, and therefore as by the pains of colic. The LXX, according to whose
taste the mention of God here was contrary to decorum, trans. eÏc oiÏkiÂaj (read
koiliÂaj, according to Cod. Alex.) auÏtouÌ eÏcelkuÂsei auÏtoÃn aÏÂggeloj (Theod.
dunaÂsthj). The perf., v. 15a, is in v. 16a changed into the imperf. fut. QNFYYI,
which more strongly represents the past action as that which has gone before
what is now described; and the aÏsundeÂtwj, fut. which follows, describes the
consequence which is necessarily and directly involved in it. Psa. 140: 4 may
be compared with v. 16a, Pro. 23:32 with 16b. He who sucked in the poison of
low desire with a relish, will meet his punishment in that in which he sinned:
he is destroyed by the poisonous deadly bite of the serpent, for the punishment
of sin is fundamentally nothing but the nature of sin itself brought fully out.

17 He shall not delight himself in streams,
Like to rivers and brooks of honey and cream.

18 Giving back that for which he laboured, he shall not swallow it;
He shall not rejoice according to the riches he hath gotten.

19 Because he cast down, let the destitute lie helpless;
He shall not, in case he hath seized a house, finish building it.

20 Because he knew no rest in his craving,
He shall not be able to rescue himself with what he most loveth.

Job. 20:17-20. As poets sing of the aurea aetas of the paradise-like primeval
age: Flumina jam lactis, jam flumina nectaris ibant, f164 and as the land of
promise is called in the words of Jehovah in the Thora, “a land flowing with
milk and honey,” the puffed-up prosperity to which the evil-doer has attained
by injustice is likened to streams (T�gLÁpi, prop. dividings, and indeed perhaps
of a country = districts, Jud. 5:15 f., or as here, of a fountain = streams) of
rivers, of brooks (two gen. appositionis which are co-ordinate, of which
Hupfeld thinks one must be crossed out; they, however, are not unpoetical,
since, just as in Psa. 78: 9, the flow of words is suspended, Ew. § 289, c) of
honey and cream (comp. cream and oil, Job. 29: 6), if YLXN YRHN is not
perhaps (which is more in accordance with the accentuation) intended as an



explanatory permutative of TWGLPB: he shall not feast himself upon streams,
streamings of rivers of honey and cream (Dachselt); and by JREY��LJÁ (seq.
Beth, to fasten one’s gaze upon anything = feast one’s self upon it), the
prospect of enjoying this prosperity, and indeed, since the moral judgment and
feeling are concerned in the affirmation of the fact (LJÁ, as Job. 5:22,
Psa. 41: 3, Pro. 3: 3, 25), the privilege of this prospect, is denied. This thought,
that the enjoyment aimed at and anticipated shall not follow the attainment of
this height of prosperity, is reiterated in a twofold form in v. 18.

Ver. 18a is not to be translated: He gives back that which he has gained
without swallowing it down, which must have been BY�IYF; the syntactic
relation is a different one: the Waw of JLOWi is not expressive of detail; the
detailing is implied in the partic., which is made prominent as an antecedent,
as if it were: because, or since, he gives out again that which he has acquired
(�GFYF only here instead of JAYGIYi, Job. 10: 3 and freq.), he has no pleasure in it, he
shall or may not altogether swallow it down (Targ. incorrectly RMGY�JLW, after
the Arabic blg, to penetrate, attain an object). The formation of the clause
corresponds entirely with v. 18b. All attempts at interpretation which connect
�TRFwMti LYX�ki with BY�IM�, v. 18a, are to be objected to: (he gives it back
again) as property of his restitution, i.e., property that is to be restored
(Schlottm.), or the property of another (Hahn). Apart from the unsuitableness
of the expression to the meaning found in it, it is contrary to the relative
independence of the separate lines of the verse, which our poet almost always
preserves, and is also opposed by the interposing of �LBY JLW. The
explanation chosen by Schult., Oet., Umbr., Hirz., Renan, and others, after the
Targ., is utterly impossible: as his possession, so his exchange (which is
intended to mean: restitution, giving up); this, instead of LYX�ki, must have been
not merely LYIXÁki, but �LYX�ki. The designed relation of the members of the
sentence is, without doubt, that WTRWMT LYXK is a nearer defining of SL�Y
JLW, after the manner of an antecedent clause, and from which, that it may be
emphatically introduced, it begins by means of Waw apod. (to which Schult.
not unsuitably compares Jer. 6:19, 1Ki. 15:13). The following explanation is
very suitable: according to the power, i.e., entire fulness of his exchange, but
not in the sense of “to the full amount of its value” (Carey, as Rosenm.),
connected with BY�IM�, but connected with what follows: “how great soever his
exchange (gain), still he does not rejoice” (Ew.). But it is not probable that LYX�
here signifies power = a great quantity, where property and possessions are
spoken of. The most natural rendering appears to me to be this: according to
the relation of the property of his exchange (HRWMT from RWM, Syr. directly



emere, cogn. RHM, RXM, and perhaps also RKM, here of exchange, barter, or
even acquisition, as Job. 15:31; comp. Job. 28:17, of the means of exchange),
i.e., of the property exchanged, bartered, gained by barter by him, he is not to
enjoy, i.e., the rejoicing which might have been expected in connection with
the greatness of the wealth he has amassed, departs from him.

Jerome is not the only expositor who (as though the Hebrew tenses were
subject to no rule, and might mean everything) translates v. 19, domum rapuit
et non aedificvit eam (equivalent to quam non aedificaverat). Even Hupfeld
translates thus, by taking WHNBY JLW as imperfect = wHN�BO JLO JwHWi; but he, of
course, fails to furnish a grammatical proof for the possibility of inferring a
plusquamperfectum sense. It might sooner be explained: instead of building it
(Lit. Centralblatt, 1853, Nr. 24). But according to the syntax, v. 19a must be
an antecedent clause: because he crushed, left (therefore: crushed by himself)
the destitute alone; f165 and 19b the conclusion: he has pillaged a house, and
will not build it, i.e., in case he has plundered a house, he will not build it up.
For LZAgF TYIbÁ, according to the accents, which are here correct, is not to be
translated: domus, quam rapuit, but hypothetically: si (eÏaÃn) domum rapuit, to
which WHNBY JLW is connected by Waw apod. (comp. Job. 7:21 b); and HNFbF
signifies here, as frequently, not: to build, but: to build round, build additions
to, continue building (comp. 2Ch. 11: 5, 6; Psa. 89: 3, 5). In v. 20 similar
periodizing occurs: because he knew not WL��F (neutral = HWFLi�A, Pro. 17: 1; Ew.
§ 293, c), contentment, rest, and sufficiency (comp. Isa. 59: 8, �WL� �DY JL)
in his belly, i.e., his craving, which swallows up everything: he will not be able
to deliver himself (�l�MI like �l�pI, Job. 23: 7, as intensive of Kal: to escape, or
also = ��PiNA �l�MI, which Amo. 2:25 seems to favour) with (bI as Job. 19:20)
his dearest treasure (thus e.g., Ewald), or: he will not be able to rescue his
dearest object, prop. not to effect a rescue with his dearest object, the obj., as
Job. 16: 4, 10, 31:12, conceived of as the instrument (vid., e.g., Schlottm.). The
former explanation is more natural and simple. DwMXF, that which is
exceedingly desired (Psa. 39:12), of health and pleasantness; Isa. 44: 9, of
idols, as the cherished objects of their worshippers), is the dearest and most
precious thing to which the sinner clung with all his soul, not, as Böttch.
thinks, the soul itself. f166

21 Nothing escaped his covetousness,
Therefore his prosperity shall not continue.

22 In the fulness of his need it shall be strait with him,
Every hand of the needy shall come upon him.



23 It shall come to pass: in order to fill his belly,
He sendeth forth the glow of His anger into him,
And He causeth it to rain upon him into his flesh.

24 He must flee from an iron weapon,
Therefore a brazen bow pierceth him through.

25 It teareth, then it cometh forth out of his body,
And the steel out of his gall,

The terrors of death come upon him.

Job. 20:21-25. The words of v. 21a are: there was nothing that escaped
(DYRIVF, as Job. 18:19, from DRÁVF, Arab. sÔarada, aufugere) his eating (from
LKOJå, not from LKEJO), i.e., he devoured everything without sparing, even to the
last remnant; therefore �Bw�, his prosperity, his abundant wealth, will not
continue or hold out (LYXIYF, as Psa. 10: 5, to be solid, powerful, enduring,
whence LYIXÁ, Arab. hå−Ñlat, håawl). Hupf. transl. differently: nihil ei superstes ad
vescendum, itaque non durant ejus bona; but DYRV signifies first elapsum, and
�K�L� propterea; and we may retain these first significations, especially since
v. 21a is not future like 21b. The tone of prediction taken up in v. 21b is
continued in what follows. The inf. constr. TWJLOMi (prop. T�JLMi, but with
Cholem by the Aleph, since the Waw is regarded as RYTY, superfluous), formed
after the manner of the verbs Lamed He (Ew. 238, c), is written like TWJROQi,
Jud. 8: 1 (comp. on the other hand the scriptio devectiva, Lev. 8:33, 12: 4); and
�QPiVI (with Sin, as Norzi decides after Codd., Kimchi, and Farisol, not
Samech) is to be derived from QPEV� (QPES�), sufficientia (comp. the verb,
1Ki. 20:10): if his sufficiency exists in abundance, not from QPEV� = Arab.
safqat, såafqat, complosio, according to which Schultens explains: if his joyous
clapping of hands has reached its highest point (Elizabeth Smith: “while
clapping the hands in the fulness of joy”), to which TWJLM is not suitable, and
which ought at least to be WYpFkA QPEV�. Therefore: in the fulness of his need
shall he be straitened (RCEY� with the tone drawn back for RCÁY� on account of the
following monosyllable, although also apocopated futt. follow further on in the
strict future signification, according to poetic usage), by which not merely the
fearful foreboding is meant, which just in the fullest overflow makes known
his impending lot, but the real calamity, into which his towering prosperity
suddenly changes, as v. 22b shows: All the hands of the destitute come upon
him (J�b seq. acc.: invadere) to avenge on him the injustice done to the
needy. It is not necessary to understand merely such as he has made destitute,
it is DYA�LkF; the assertion is therefore general: the rich uncompassionate man
becomes a defenceless prey of the proletaries.



Ver. 23. The YHIYi which opens this verse (and which also occurs elsewhere,
e.g., Job. 18:12, in a purely future signification), here, like YHIYWI, 2Sa. 5:24
(Ew. § 333, b), serves to introduce the following XlÁ�AYi (it shall happen: He
shall send forth); YHIYiWA (e.g., Gen. 40: 1) frequent in the historical style, and
HYFHFWi in the prophetical, are similarly used. In order to fill his belly, which is
insatiable, God will send forth against him His glowing wrath (comp.
Lam. 1:13, from on high hath He sent fire into my bones), and will rain upon
him into his flesh, or his plumpness (Arab. fi lachmihi). Thus we believe
�MwXLibI must be understood by referring to Zep. 1:17; where, perhaps not
without reference to this speech of Zophar, the �YLILFgikA, which serves to
explain v. 7, coincides with �mFXULiw, which serves to explain this WMWXLB; and
the right meaning is not even missed by the LXX, which translates kaiÃ taÃj
saÂrkaj auÏtwÌn wÎj boÂlbita. f167

A suitable thought is obtained if �wXLi is taken in the signification, food: He
will rain upon him his food, i.e., what is fit for him (with Beth of the
instrument instead of the accusative of the object), or: He will rain down (His
wrath) upon him as his food (with Beth essent., according to which Ew.: what
can satisfy him; Bridel: pour son aliment; Renan: en guise de pain); but we
give the preference to the other interpretation, because it is at once natural in
this book, abounding in Arabisms, to suppose for �WXL the signification of the
Arab. lahåm, which is also supported in Hebrew by Zep. 1:17; further, because
the Targ. favours it, which transl. hYD�Li�IbI, and expositors, as Aben-Ezra and
Ralbag, who interpret by WRVBB; finally, because it gives an appropriate idea,
to which Lam. 1:13 presents a commendable parallel, comp. also Jam. 5: 3,
and Koran, Sur. 2, 169: “those who hide what God has sent down by the
Scripture, and thereby obtain a small profit, eat only fire into their belly.” That
�MYL��F can be used pathetically for WYLF�F is unmistakeably clear from
Job. 22: 2, comp. 27:23, and on Psa. 11: 7; the morally indignant speech which
threatens punishment, intentionally seeks after rare solemn words and
darksome tones. Therefore: Upon his flesh, which has been nourished in
unsympathizing greediness, God rains down, i.e., rain of fire, which scorches
it. This is the hidden background of the lot of punishment, the active principle
of which, though it be effected by human agency, is the punitive power of the
fire of divine wrath. Vv. 24 f. describe, by illustration, how it is worked out.
The evil-doer flees from a hostile superior power, is hit in the back by the
enemy’s arrows; and since he, one who is overthrown, seeks to get free from
them, he is made to feel the terrors of inevitably approaching death.

Ver. 24. The two futt. may be arranged as in a conditional clause, like
Psa. 91: 7a, comp. Amo. 9: 2-4; and this is, as it seems, the mutual relation of



the two expressions designed by the poet (similar to Isa. 24:18): if he flee from
the weapons of iron, i.e., the deadly weapon in the thick of the fight, he
succumbs to that which is destructive by and by: the bow of brass (H�FwXNi
poet. for T�EXONi, as Psa. 18:35, although it might also be an adj., since eth, as
the Arab. qaws shows, is really a feminine termination) will pierce him
through (fut. Kal of �LÁXF, Arab. chlf, to press further and further, press after,
here as in Jud. 5:26). The flight of the disheartened is a punishment which is
completed by his being hit while fleeing by the arrow which the brazen bow
sends with swift power after him. In v. 25 the Targ. reads hWFg�MI with He
mappic., and translates: he (the enemy, or God) draws (stringit), and it (the
sword) comes out of its sheath, which is to be rejected because Wg� cannot
signify vagina. Kimchi and most Jewish expositors interpret HWFg�MI by �wgMI;
the LXX also translates it swÌma. To understand it according to Wg� (back), of the
hinder part of the body, gives no suitable sense, since the evil-doer is imagined
as hit in the back, the arrow consequently passing out at the front; f168 whereas
the signification body is suitable, and is also made sufficiently certain by the
cognate form HyFWIgi. The verb �LÁ�F, however, is used as in Jud. 3:22: he who is
hit drawn the arrow out, then it comes out of his body, into which it is driven
deep; and the glance, i.e., the metal head of the arrow (like BHALÁ, Jud. 3:22, the
point in distinction from the shaft), out of his gall (HRFROMi = HRFR�Mi, Job. 16:13,
so called from its bitterness, as xolhÂ, xoÂloj, comp. xloÂoj, xlwroÂj, from the
green-yellow colour), since, as the Syriac version freely translates, his gall-
bladder is burst. f169

Is ¥LOHáYA, as a parallel word to JC�y�WA, to be connected with WTRRMM, or with
what follows? The accentuation varies. The ordinary interpunction is QRBW
with Dech−Ñ, WTRRMM Mercha, or more correctly Mercha-Zinnorith, �LHY
Rebia mugrasch (according to which, Ew., Umbr., Vaih., Welte, Hahn,
Schlottm., and Olsh. divide); WTRRMM is, however, also found with Athnach.
Although the latter mode of accentuation is only feebly supported, we
nevertheless consider it as the more correct, for �YMIJ� WYLF�F, in the mind of the
poet, can hardly have formed a line of the verse. If, however, �YMJ WYL�
¥LHY is now taken together, it is a matter for inquiry whether it is to be
explained: he passes away, since terrors come upon him (Schult., Rosenm.,
Hirz., Von Gerl., Carey), or: terrors come upon him (LXX, Targ., Syr., Jer.,
Ramban). We consider the latter as the only correct interpretation; for if ¥LHY
ought to be understood after Job. 14:20, 16:22, the poet would have expressed
himself ambiguously, since it is at least as natural to consider �YMJ as the
subject of ¥LHY, as to take �YMJ WYL� as an adverbial clause. The former,



however, is both natural according to the syntax (vid., Ges. § 147, a) and
suitable in matter: terrors (i.e., of certain death to him in a short time) draw on
upon him, and accordingly we decide in its favour.

26 All darkness is reserved for his treasured things,
A fire that is not blown upon devoureth him;

It feedeth upon what is left in his tent.

27 The heavens reveal his iniquity,
And the earth riseth up against him.

28 The produce of his house must vanish,
Flowing away in the day of God’s wrath.

. . . . . .

29 This is the lot of the wicked man from Elohim,
And the heritage decreed for him from God.

Job. 20:26-29. As in Psa. 17:14 God’s store of earthly goods for the children
of men is called �wPCF (�YPiCF), so here the stores laid up by man himself are
called WYNFwPCi. Total darkness, which will finally destroy them, is decreed by
God against these stores of the godless, which are brought together not as
coming from the hand of God, but covetously, and regardless of Him. Instead
of �wM�F it might also have been �wPCF (Job. 15:20, 21:19, 24: 1), and instead of
WYNFwPCiLI also WYNFwM�iLI (Deu. 33:19); but �wM�F is, as Job. 40:13 shows, better
suited to darkness (on account of the �, this dull-toned muta, with which the
word begins). ¥�EXO�LkF signifies sheer darkness, as in Psa. 39: 6, LBH�LK,
sheer nothingness; Psa. 45:14, HDWBK�LK, sheer splendour; and perhaps
Isa. 4: 5, DWBK�LK, sheer glory. And the thought, expressed with somewhat of
a play upon words, is, that to the qhsauriÂzein of the godless corresponds a
qhsauriÂzein of God, the Judge (Rom. 2: 5; Jam. 5: 3): the one gathers up
treasures, and the other nothing but darkness, to whom at an appointed season
they shall be surrendered. The wHL�KiJFti which follows is regarded by Ges. as
Piel instead of wHL�kiJÁti, but such a resolving of the characteristic sharpened
syllable of Piel is unsupportable; by Hirz., Olsh. § 250, b, and Pual instead of
wHL�kiJUti, but LkAJU signifies to be eaten, not (so that it might be connected with
an accusative of the obj.) to get to eat; by Ew., Hupf., as Kal for wHL�KiJtO,
which is possible both from the letters and the matter (vid., on Psa. 94:20); but
more correctly it is regarded as Poel, for such Poel forms from strong roots do
occur, as �P��O (vid., on Job. 9:15), and that the Cholem of these forms can be
shortened into Kametz-chatuph is seen from w�RiDæWi, Psa. 109:10 (vid., Psalter
in loc.). f170



The Poel is in the passage before us the intensive of Kal: a fire which is not
blown upon shall eat him up. By this translation XpFNU is equivalent to HXFpiNU,
since attention is given to the gender of �J� in the verb immediately connected
with it, but it is left out of consideration in the verbs XPN and �RÁY� which stand
further form it, which Olshausen thinks doubtful; there are, however, not a few
examples which may be adduced in favour of it, as 1Ki. 19:11, Isa. 33: 9;
comp. Ges. § 147, rem. 1. Certainly the relative clause XPN JL may also be
explained by supplying hbF: into which one has not blown, or that one has not
blown on (Symm., Theod., aÏÂneu fushÂmatoj): both renderings are possible,
according to Eze. 22:20, 22; but since the masc. �RÁY� follows, having
undoubtedly �J as its subject, we can unhesitatingly take the Synallage gen.
as beginning even with XPN. A fire which needs no human help for its kindling
and its maintenance is intended (comp. on DYFBi JLO, Job. 34:20); therefore “fire
of God,” Job. 1:16. This fire feasts upon what has escaped (DYRIVF, as v. 21,
Job. 18:19), i.e., whatever has escaped other fates, in his tent. �RÁY� (Milel) is
fut. apoc. Kal; the form of writing �RFY� (fut. apoc. Niph.) proposed by Olsh. on
account of the change of gender, i.e., it is devoured, is to be rejected for the
reason assigned in connection with XPN. The correct interpretation has been
brought forward by Schultens.

It is not without reference to Job. 16:18, 19, where Job has called upon earth
and heaven as witnesses, that in v. 27 Zophar continues: “the heavens reveal
his guilt, and the earth rises against him;” heaven and earth bear witness to his
being an abhorrence, not worthy of being borne by the earth and shone upon
by the light of heaven; they testify this, since their powers from below and
above vie with one another to get rid of him. HMFM�FQTiMI is connected closely
with �L (which has Lamed raphatum) by means of Mercha-Zinnorith, and
under the influence of the law, according to which before a monosyllabic
accented word the tone is drawn back from the last syllable of the preceding
word to the penultima (Ew. § 73, 3), is accented as Milel on account of the
pause. f171

In v. 28, Ges., Olsh., and others translate: the produce of his house, that which
is swept together, must vanish away in the day of His wrath; T�RgFNI corrasae
(opes), Niph. from RRÁgF. But first, the suff. is wanting to TWRGN; and secondly,
�pJÁ ��YbI has no natural connection in what precedes. The Niph. TWRGN in the
signification diffluentia, derived from RGANF, to flow away (comp. Arab. jry, to
flow), is incomparably better suited to the passage (comp. 2Sa. 14:14, where
Luther transl.: as water which glides away into the earth). The close of the



description is similar to Isa. 17:11: “In the day that thou plantedst, thou
causedst it to increase, and with the morning thy seed was in flower — a
harvest-head in the day of deep wounding and deadly sorrow.” So here
everything that the evil-doer hoards up is spoken of as “vanishing in the day of
God’s wrath.”

The speech now closes by summing up like Bildad’s, Job. 18:21: “This is the
portion or inheritance of, i.e., the lot that is assigned or falls to, the wicked
man (��FRF �DFJF, a rare application of �DJ, comp. Pro. 6:12, instead of which
�YJ is more usual) from Elohim, and this the heritage of his (i.e., concerning
him) decree from God.” RMEJ� (RMEJO) with an objective suff., which also occurs
elsewhere of the almighty word of command of God (vid., on Hab. 3: 9),
signifies here God’s judicial arrangement or order, in this sense just as Arabic
as Hebraic, for also in Arab. amr (plur. awaÑmir) signifies command and order.

The speech of Zophar, Job 20, is his ultimatum, for in the third course of the
controversy he takes no part. We have already seen from his first speech,
Job 11, that he is the most impassioned of the friends. His vehemence is now
the less excusable, since Job in his previous speech has used the truly spiritual
language of importunate entreaty and earnest warning in reply to the friends.
The friends would now have done well if they had been silent, and still better
if they had recognised in the sufferer the tried and buffeted servant of God, and
had withdrawn their charges, which his innermost nature repudiates. But
Zophar is not disposed to allow the reproach of the correction which they
received to rest upon him; in him we have an illustration of the fact that a man
is never more eloquent than when he has to defend his injured honour, but that
he is also never more in danger of regarding the extravagant images of natural
excitement as a higher inspiration, or, however, as striking justifications
coming from the fulness of a superior perception. It has been rightly remarked,
that in Zophar the poet described to us one of those hot-heads who pretend to
fight for religion that is imperilled, while they are zealous for their own
wounded vanity. Instead of being warned by Job’s threat of judgment, he
thrusts back his attempt at producing dismay be a similar attempt. He has
nothing new to bring forward in reply to Job; the poet has skilfully understood
how to turn the heart of his readers step by step from the friends, and in the
same degree to gain its sympathy for Job. For they are completely spent in
their one dogma; and while in Job an endless multitude of thoughts and
feelings surge up one after another, their heart is as hermetically closed against
every new perception and emotion. All that is new in the speech of Zophar,
and in those of the friends generally, in this second course of the controversy,
is, that they no longer try to lure Job on to penitence by promises, but
endeavour to bring him to a right state of mind, or rather to weaken his
supposedly-mad assault upon themselves, by presenting to him only the most



terrible images. It is not possible to illustrate the principle that the covetous,
uncompassionate rich man is torn away from his prosperity by the punishment
God decrees for him, more fearfully and more graphically than Zophar does it;
and this terrible description is not overdrawn, but true and appropriate, — but
in opposition to Job it is the extreme of uncharitableness which outdoes itself:
applied to him, the fearful truth becomes a fearful lie. For in Zophar’s mind
Job is the godless man, whose rejoicing does not last long, who indeed raises
himself towards heaven, but as his own dung must he perish, and to whom the
sin of his unjust gain is become as the poison of the viper in his belly. The
arrow of God’s wrath sticks fast in him; and though he draw it out, it has
already inflicted on him a deservedly mortal wound! The fire of God which
has already begun to consume his possessions, does not rest until even the last
remnant in his tent is consumed. The heavens, where in his self-delusion he
seeks the defender of his innocence, reveal his guilt, and the earth, which he
hopes to have as a witness in his favour, rises up as his accuser. Thus
mercilessly does Zophar seek to stifle the new trust which Job conceives
towards God, to extinguish the faith which bursts upwards from beneath the
ashes of the conflict. Zophar’s method of treatment is soul-destroying; he
seeks to slay that life which germinates from the feeling of death, instead of
strengthening it. He does not, however, succeed; for so long as Job does not
become doubtful of his innocence, the uncharitableness of the friends must be
to him the thread by which he finds his way through the labyrinth of his
sufferings to the God who loves him, although He seems to be angry with him.

Job's Third Answer.  — Job 21

SCHEMA: 10. 10. 10. 11. 10. 10. 5. 2

[Then began Job, and said:]

2 Hear, oh hear, my speech,
And let this be instead of your consolations.

3 Suffer me, and I will speak,
And after I have spoken thou mayest mock.

4 As for me, then, doth my complaint concern man,
Or wherefore should I not become impatient?

5 Turn ye to me and be astonished,
And lay your hand upon your mouth.

6 Even if I think of it I am bewildered,
And my flesh taketh hold on trembling — :



Job. 21: 2-6. The friends, far from being able to solve the enigma of Job’s
affliction, do not once recognise the mystery as such. They cut the knot by
wounding Job most deeply by ever more and more frivolous accusations.
Therefore he entreats them to be at least willing to listen (w�Mi�I with the
gerund) to his utterance (HlFMI) respecting the unsolved enigma; then (Waw
apodosis imper.) shall this attention supply the place of their consolations, i.e.,
be comforting to him, which their previous supposed consolations could not
be. They are to bear with him, i.e., without interruption allow him to answer
for himself (YNIwJVF with Kametz before the tone, as Jon. 1:12, comp. wHXUQF,
1Ki. 20:33, not as Hirz. thinks under the influence of the distinctive accent, but
according to the established rule, Ges. § 60, rem. 1); then he will speak (YKNJ
contrast to the “ye” in YNWJV without further force), and after he has expressed
himself they may mock. It is, however, not wGY�ILiTA (as Olshausen corrects),
but GY�ILiTA (in a voluntative signific. = G��LiTA), since Job here addresses himself
specially to Zophar, the whole of whose last speech must have left the
impression on him of a bitter sarcasm (sarkasmoÂj from sarkaÂzein in the sense
of Job. 19:22 b), and has dealt him the freshest deep blow. In v. 4 YXIYVI is not
to be understood otherwise than as in Job. 7:13, 9:27, 10: 1, 23: 2, and is to be
translated “my complaint.” Then the prominently placed YKINOJF is to be taken,
after Eze. 33:17, Ges. § 121, 3, as an emphatic strengthening of the “my”: he
places his complaint in contrast with another. This emphasizing is not easily
understood, if one, with Hupf., explains: nonne hominis est querela mea, so
that Há is equivalent to JLOHá (which here in the double question is doubly
doubtful), and Li is the sign of the cause. Schultens and Berg, who translate
�DFJFLi more humano, explain similarly, by again bringing their suspicious L
comparativum f172 here to bear upon it. The Li by YXYV (if it may not also be
compared with Job. 12: 8) may certainly be expected to denote those to whom
the complaint is addressed. We translate: As for me, then, does my complaint
concern men? The YKNJ which is placed at the beginning of the sentence
comes no less under the rule, Ges. § 145, 2, than § 121, 3. In general, sufferers
seek to obtain alleviation of their sufferings by imploring by words and groans
the pity of sympathizing men; the complaint, however, which the three hear
from him is of a different kind, for he has long since given up the hope of
human sympathy, — his complaint concerns not men, but God (comp.
Job. 16:20). f173

He reminds them of this by asking further: or (�JIWi, as Job. 8: 3, 34:17, 40: 9,
not: and if it were so, as it is explained by Nolde contrary to the usage of the
language) why (interrogative upon interrogative: an quare, as Psa. 94: 9, JLH



�J, an nonne) should not my spirit (disposition of mind, qumoÂj) be short, i.e.,
why should I not be short-tempered (comp. Jud. 10:16, Zec. 11: 8, with
Pro. 13:29) = impatient? Dürr, in his commentatio super voce XÁwR, 1776, 4,
explains the expression habito simul halitus, qui iratis brevis esse solet,
respectu, but the signification breath is far from the nature of the language
here; XWR signifies emotional excitement (comp. Job. 15:13), either long
restrained (with �RJ), or not allowing itself to be restrained and breaking out
after a short time (RCQ). That which causes his vexation to burst forth is such
that the three also, if they would attentively turn to him who thus openly
expresses himself, will be astonished and lay their hand on their mouth (comp.
Job. 29: 9, 40: 4), i.e., they must become dumb in recognition of the puzzle, —
a puzzle insoluble to them, but which is nevertheless not to be denied. WM�H is
found in Codd. and among grammarians both as Hiph. wm�AHF hashammu
(Kimchi) and as Hoph. wmªAHF, or what is the same, wmªAHæ hoÔshshammu
(Abulwalid) with the sharpening of the first radical, which also occurs
elsewhere in the Hoph. of this verb (Lev. 26:34 f.) and of others (Olsh. § 259,
b, 260). The pointing as Hiph. (wm�AHF for wm��HF) in the signification
obstupescite is the better attested. Job himself has only to think of this mystery,
and he is perplexed, and his flesh lays hold on terror. The expression is like
Job. 18:20. The emotion is conceived of as a want arising from the subject of
it, which that which produces it must as of necessity satisfy.

In the following strophe the representation of that which thus excites terror
begins. The divine government does not harmonize with, but contradicts, the
law maintained by the friends.

7 Wherefore do the wicked live,
Become old, yea, become mighty in power?

8 Their posterity is established before them about them,
And their offspring before their eyes.

9 Their houses have peace without fear,
And the rod of Eloah cometh not upon them.

10 His (the evil-doer’s) bull gendereth and faileth not;
His cow calveth easily, and casteth not her calf.

11 They let their little ones run about as a flock,
And their children jump about.

Job. 21: 7-11. The question in v. 7 is the same as that which Jeremiah also
puts forth, Jer. 12: 1-3. It is the antithesis of Zophar’s thesis, Job. 20: 5, and
seeks the reason of the fact established by experience which had also well-nigh



proved the ruin of Asaph (Psalm 73: comp. Mal. 3:13-15), viz., that the
ungodly, far from being overtaken by the punishment of their godlessness,
continued in the enjoyment of life, that they attain to old age, and also a
proportionately increasing power and wealth. The verb QTA�F, which in
Job. 14:18, 18: 4 (comp. the Hiph. Job. 9: 5, 32:15), we read in the
signification promoveri, has here, like the Arabic ‘ataqa, ‘atuqa, the
signification to become old, aetate provehi; and LYIXÁ RBÁgF, to become strong in
property, is a synonym of LYIXÁ HgFViHI, to acquire constantly increasing
possessions, used in a similar connection in Psa. 73:12. The first feature in the
picture of the prosperity of the wicked, which the pang of being bereft of his
own children brings home to Job, is that they are spared the same kind of loss:
their posterity is established (��KNF, constitutus, elsewhere standing in
readiness, Job. 12: 5, 15:23, 18:12, here standing firm, as e.g., Psa. 93: 2) in
their sight about them (so that they have to mourn neither their loss by death
nor by separation from their home), and their offspring (�YJICFJåCE, a word
common only to the undisputed as well as to the disputed prophecies of Isaiah
and the book of Job) before their eyes; �WKN must be carried over to v. 8b as
predicate: they are, without any loss, before their eyes. The description passes
over from the children, the corner-stones of the house (vid., Ges. Thes., s.v.
HNB), to the houses themselves. It is just as questionable here as in Job. 5:24,
Isa. 41: 3, and elsewhere, whether ��L�F is a subst. (= �WL�B) or an adj.; the
substantival rendering is at least equally admissible in such an elevated poetic
speech, and the plur. subject �HEYT�bF, which, if the predicate were intended to
be taken as an adj., leads one to expect �YMWL�, decides in its favour. On
DXÁPAMI, without (far from) terrifying misfortune, as Isa. 22: 3, T�QM, without a
bow, vid., on Job. 19:26. That which is expressed in v. 9a, according to
external appearance, is in v. 9b referred to the final cause; Eloah’s �BE��, rod,
with which He smites in punishment (Job. 9:34, 37:13, comp. Isa. 10:24-26,
where ���, scourge, interchanges with it), is not over them, i.e., threatens and
smites them not.

Ver. 10 comes specially to the state of the cattle, after the state of the
household in general has been treated of. Since �R�� and �TRFpF are
interchangeable, and are construed according to their genus, the former
undoubtedly is intended of the male, not also eÏpikoiÂnwj of the female (LXX hÎ
bouÌj, Jerome, Saadia), as Rosenm., after Bochart, believes it must be taken,
because RB� is never said de mare feminam ineunte, but always de femina
quae concipit. In reality, however, it is with RB� otherwise than with HD�,
whose Pael and Aphel certainly signify concipere (prop. transmittere sc.



semen in a passive sense). On the other hand, RB�, even in Kal, signifies to be
impregnated (whence RBÁ��, the embryo, and the biblical RwBJF, like the extra-
biblical Rwb�I, the produce of the land), the Pael consequently to impregnate,
whence JRFbIJAMi (from the part. pass. RbÁJAMi) impregnated (pregnant), the
Ithpa. to be impregnated, as Rabb. Pual TREbE�UMi, impregnated (by which
TREBE�O also signifies pregnant, which would be hardly possible if RB� in this
sexual sense were not radically distinct from RB�, per-aÌn). Accordingly the
Targ. translates RbÁ�I by �Y�BM (impraegnans), and Gecatilia translates WRW�
by Arab. fhålhm (admissarius eorum), after which nearly all Jewish expositors
explain. This explanation also suits L�IGiYA JLO, which LXX translates ouÏk
wÏmotoÂkhse (Jer. non abortivit), Symm. in a like sense ouÏk eÏceÂtrwse, Aq. ouÏk
eÏceÂbale, Saad. la julziq. The reference of WRW� to the female animal
everywhere assumed is incorrect; on the contrary, the bullock kept for
breeding is the subject; but proceeding from this, that which is affirmed is
certainly referred to the female animal. For LJAgF signifies to cast out, cast
away; the Hiph. therefore: to cause to cast out; Rabb. in the specified
signification: so to heat what has sucked in that which is unclean, that it gives
it back or lets it go (�WLBH �WLPL). Accordingly Raschi explains: “he injects
not useless seed into her, which might come back and be again separated
(flpn) from her inward part, without impregnation taking place.” What
therefore RbÁ�I says positively, LY�GY JLW says negatively: neque efficit ut
ejiciat. f174

It is then further, in v. 9b, said of the female animal which has been
impregnated that she does not allow it to glide away, i.e., the fruit, therefore
that she brings forth (�l�pI as �l�MI, �YLIMiHI), and that she does not cause or
suffer any untimely birth.

At the end of the strophe, v. 11, the poet with delicate tact makes the sufferer,
who is become childless, return to the joy of the wicked in the abundance of
children. XÁl��I signifies here, as Isa. 32:20, to allow freedom for motion and
exercise. On LYWI�á, vid., on Job. 16:11, 19:18. It has a similar root (Arab. ÿaÑl,
alere) to the Arab. ‘ajjil (collect. ÿijaÑl), servants, but not a similar meaning. The
subj. to v. 12 are not the children, but the “wicked” themselves, the happy
fathers of the flocks of children that are let loose.

12 They raise their voice with the playing of timbrel and harp,
And rejoice at the sound of the pipe.

13 They enjoy their days in prosperity,
And in a moment they go down to SehoÑl.



14 And yet they said to God: “Depart from us!
We desire not the knowledge of Thy ways.

15 What is the Almighty, that we should serve Him?
And what doth it profit us that we should importune Him?”  —

16 Lo! they have not their prosperity by their own hand,
The thought of the wicked be far from me!

Job. 21:12-16. �L�FQ is to be supplied to wJViYI, as in Isa. 42:11; and instead
of �TObI with bI of the musical accompaniment (as Psa. 4: 1, 49: 5), it is to be
read �TOki after the Masora with Kimchi, Ramban, Ralbag, and Farisol, f175 but
not with Rosenm. to be explained: personant velut tympano et cythera, but:
they raise their voice as the timbrel and harp sound forth simultaneously; ki as
Isa. 18: 4 (which is to be transl.: during the clear warmth of the sunshine,
during the dew-clouds in the heat of harvest). �tO (Arabic duff, Spanish adufe)
is tuÂmpanon, tuÂpanon), R�nkI (Arab. canaÑre) kinuÂra or kiqaÂra) Dan. 3: 5),
BGFw� or BGF�U, Job. 30:31 (from BGA�F, flare; vid., on Gen. 4:21), the Pan-pipe
(Targ. from a similar root JBFwbJÁ, whence the name of the ambubajae). In v.
13a and Keri gives the more usual wlKAYi (Job. 36:11) in place of the Chethib
wlBÁYi, though wlBÁYi occurs in Isa. 65:22 without this Keri; WLKY signifies
consument, and WLBY usu deterent: they use up their life, enjoy it to the last
drop. In connection with this one thinks of a coat which is not laid aside until it
is entirely worn out. It is therefore not, as the friends say, that the ungodly is
swept away before his time (Job. 15:32), also a lingering sickness does not
hand him over to death (Job. 18:13 f.), but �GAREbI, in a moment (comp.
Job. 34:20, not: in rest, i.e., freedom from pain, which �GARE never signifies),
they sink down to Hades (acc. loci). The matter does not admit of one’s
deriving the fut. wtXÁY� here, as Job. 39:22, 31:34, from the Niph. of the verb
TTAXF, terrore percelli; it is to be referred to TXÁNF or TX�NF (Aram. for DRÁYF),
which is the only certain example of a Hebrew verb Pe Nun ending with T,
whose fut. TXÁNiYI, Psa. 38: 3, also TXÁY� (Pro. 17:10; Jer. 21:13), instead of TXÁYI,
and in the inflexion its T (after the analogy of wtcAYI, Isa. 33:12) is doubled; as
an exception (vid., Psalter, ii. 468), the lengthening of the short vowel (wTXFY�,
Olsh. § 83 b) by Silluk does not take place, as e.g., by Athnach, Job. 34: 5.

The fut. consec. wRMiJyOWA, in which v. 14 is continued, does not here denote
temporally that which follows upon and from something else, but generally
that which is inwardly connected with something else, and even with that
which is contradictory, and still occurring at the same time, exactly as
Gen. 19: 9, 2Sa. 3: 8, comp. Ew. § 231, b: they sink down after a life that is



completely consumed away, without a death-struggle, into Hades, and yet they
denied God, would not concern themselves about His sways (comp. the similar
passage, Isa. 58: 2), and accounted the service of God and prayer (bI �GApF,
precibus adire) as useless. The words of the ungodly extend to v. 15b;
according to Hirz., Hlgst., Welte, and Hahn, v. 16a resumes the description:
behold, is not their prosperity in their hand? i.e., is it not at their free disposal?
or: do they not everywhere carry it away with them? But v. 16b is not
favourable to this interrogative rendering of JLO (= JLOHá). Schlottm. explains
more correctly: behold, their prosperity is not in their power; but by taking not
only v. 16a (like Schnurrer), but the whole of v. 16, as an utterance of an
opponent, which is indeed impossible, because the declining of all fellowship
with the godless would be entirely without aim in the mouth of the opponent.
For it is not the friends who draw the picture of the lot of the punishment of the
godless with the most terrible lines possible, who suggest the appearance of
looking wishfully towards the godless, but Job, who paints the prosperity of
the godless in such brilliant colours. On the other hand, both sides are agreed
in referring prosperity and misfortune to God as final cause. And for this very
reason Job thinks that �YHILOJåHF�TJE ¥R�bF, which he makes the godless, in vv.
14, 15, express in their own words, so horrible.

Ver. 16a is therefore to be taken as Job’s judgment, and 16b as the moral effect
which it produces upon him. �H� introduces the true relation of things; �BFw�
signifies, as Job. 20:21, their prosperity; and �DFYFBi JLO (the emphatic position
of �DYB is to be observed) that this is not in their hand, i.e., arbitrary power, or
perhaps better: that it is not by their own hand, i.e., that it is not their own
work, but a gift from above, the gift even of the God whom they so
shamelessly deny. That God grants them such great and lasting prosperity, is
just the mystery which Job is not able to bring forth to view, without, however,
his abhorrence of this denying of God being in the slightest degree lessened
thereby. Not by their own hand, says he, do they possess such prosperity — the
counsel (TCÁ�á, similar to Job. 5:13, 10: 3, 18: 7: design, principle, and general
disposition, or way of thinking) of the wicked be far from me; i.e., be it far
from me that so I should speak according to their way of thinking, with which,
on the contrary, I disavow all fellowship. The relation of the clauses is exactly
like Job. 22:18, where this formula of detestation is repeated. HQFXáRF is,
according to the meaning, optative or precative (EW. § 223, b, and Ges. § 126,
4*), which Hahn and Schlottm. think impossible, without assigning any reason.
It is the perf. of certainty, which expresses that which is wished as a fact, but
with an emotional exclamative accent. In ancient Arabic it is a rule to use the
perf. as optative; and also still in modern Arabic (which often makes use of the
fut. instead of the perf.), they say e.g., la caÑn, i.e., he must never have been!



The more detestable the conduct of the prosperous towards Him to whom they
owe their prosperity is, the sooner, one would think, the justice of God would
be called forth to recompense them according to their deeds; but —

17 How rarely is the light of the wicked put out,
And their calamity breaketh in upon them,
That He distributeth snares in his wrath,

18 That they become as straw before the wind,
And as chaff which the storm sweepeth away!?

19 “Eloah layeth up his iniquity for his children!”
May He recompense it to him that he may feel it.

20 May his own eyes see his ruin,
And let him drink of the glowing wrath of the Almighty.

21 For what careth he for his house after him,
When the number of his months is cut off?

Job. 21:17-21. The interrogative HmFkA has here the same signification as in
Psa. 78:40: how often (comp. Job. 7:19, how long? Job. 13:23, how many?),
but in the sense of “how seldom?!” How seldom does what the friends preach
to him come to pass, that the lamp of the wicked is put out (thus Bildad,
Job. 13: 5 f.), and their misfortune breaks in upon them (JBOYF, ingruit; thus
Bildad, Job. 18:12: misfortune, DYJ�, prop. pressure of suffering, stands ready
for his fall), that He distributes (comp. Zophar’s “this is the portion of the
wicked man,” i.e., what is allotted to him, Job. 20:29) snares in His wrath.
Hirz., Ew., Schlottm., and others, translate �YLIBFXá, after the precedent of the
Targ. (�YBIDi�á, sortes), “lots,” since they understand it, after Psa. 16: 6, of
visitations of punishment allotted, and as it were measured out with a
measuring-line; but that passage is to be translated, “the measuring-lines have
fallen to me in pleasant places,” and indeed LBEXE can signify the land that is
allotted to one (Jos. 17:14, comp. 5); but the plural does not occur in that
tropical sense, and if it were so intended here, �HEYL�BiXÁ or �HELF �YLIBFXá might
at least be expected. Rosenm., Ges., Vaih., and Carey transl. with LXX and
Jer. (wÏdiÌnej, dolores) “pains,” but �YLBX is the peculiar word for the
writhings of those in travail (Job. 39: 3), which is not suited here. Schnurr. and
Umbr. are nearer to the correct interpretation when they understand �YLBX
like �YXP, Psa. 11: 6, of lightning, as it were fiery strings cast down from
above. If we call to mind in how many ways Bildad, Job. 18: 8-10, has
represented the end of the godless as a divinely decreed seizure, it is certainly
the most natural, with Stick. and Hahn, to translate (as if it were Arabic



håabaÑÿilin) “snares,” to be understood after the idea, however, not of lightning,
but generally of ensnaring destinies (e.g., YNI�f YL�BiXÁ, Job. 36: 8).

Both v. 17 with its three members and v. 18 with two, are under the control of
HMK. The figure of straw, or rather chopped straw (Arab. tibn, tabn), occurs
only here. The figure of chaff is more frequent, e.g., Psa. 1: 4. Job here puts in
the form of a question what Psalm chp. 1 maintains, being urged on by
Zophar’s false application and superficial comprehension of the truth
expressed in the opening of the Psalter. What next follows in v. 19a is an
objection of the friends in vindication of their thesis, which he anticipates and
answers; perhaps the clause is to be spoken with an interrogative accent: Eloah
will — so ye object — reserve his evil for his children? �N�J, not from ��J,
strength, wealth, as Job. 18: 7, 12, 20:10, 40:16, but from �WEJF, wickedness
(Job. 11:11) and evil (Job. 15:35), here (without making it clear which) of
wickedness punishing itself by calamity, or of calamity which must come forth
from the wickedness as a moral necessity [comp. on Job. 15:31]. That this is
really the opinion of the friends: God punishes the guilt of the godless, if not in
himself, at least in his children, is seen from Job. 20:10, 5: 4. Job as little as
Ezekiel, Eze. 18, disputes the doctrine of retribution in itself, but that imperfect
apprehension, which, in order that the necessary satisfaction may be rendered
to divine justice, maintains a transfer of the punishment which is opposed to
the very nature of personality and freedom: may He recompense him himself,
�DFY�Wi, that he may feel it, i.e., repent (which would be in Arab. in a similar
sense, faja’lamu; �DAYF as Isa. 9: 8, Hos. 9: 7, Eze. 25:14).

Ver. 20 continues in the same jussive forms; the aÎÂp. gegr. DYkI signifies
destruction (prop. a thrust, blow), in which sense the Arab. caid (commonly:
cunning) is also sometimes used. The primary signification of the root DK,
Arab. kd, is to strike, push; from this, in the stems Arab. kaÑd, med. Wau and
med. Je, Arab. kdd, kdkd, the most diversified turns and applications are
developed; from it the signif. of D�DYkI, Job. 41:11, ��DYkI, 39:23, and
according to Fleischer (vid., supra, pp. 388) also of R�DYkI, are explained. V.
20b, as Psa. 60: 5, Oba. 1:16, refers to the figure of the cup of the wrath of God
which is worked out by Asaph, Psa. 75: 9, and then by the prophets, and by the
apocalyptic seer in the New Testament. The emphasis lies on the signs of the
person in WNFY�� (WYNFY��) and HtE�iYI. The rather may his own eyes see his ruin,
may he himself have to drink of the divine wrath; for what is his interest (what
interest has he) in his house after him? HM puts a question with a negative
meaning (hence Arab. maÑ is directly used as non); �PEX�, prop. inclination,
corresponds exactly to the word “interest” (quid ejus interest), as Job. 22: 3,
comp. Isa. 58: 3, 13 (following his own interest), without being weakened to



the signification, affair, pragma, a meaning which does not occur in our poet or
in Isaiah. V. 21b is added as a circumstantial clause to the question in 21a:
while the number of his own months..., and the predicate, as in Job. 15:20
(which see), is in the plur. per attractionem. Schnurr., Hirz., Umbr., and others
explain: if the number of his months is drawn by lot, i.e., is run out; but �CÁXF
as v. denom. from �X�, in the signification to shake up arrows as sticks for
drawing lots (Arab. sahm, an arrow and a lot, just so Persian t−Ñr) in the helmet
or elsewhere (comp. Eze. 21:26), is foreign to the usage of the Hebrew
language (for �YCCXM, Jud. 5:11, signifies not those drawing lots, but the
archers); besides, �c�XI (pass. �cAXU) would signify “to draw lots,” not “to
dispose of by lot,” and “disposed of by lot” is an awkward metaphor for “run
out.” Cocceius also gives the choice of returning to �CFXF, yhÌfoj, in connection
with this derivation: calculati sive ad calculum, i.e., pleno numero egressi,
which has still less ground. Better Ges., Ew., and others: if the number of his
months is distributed, i.e., to him, so that he (this is the meaning according to
Ew.) can at least enjoy his prosperity undisturbed within the limit of life
appointed to him. By this interpretation one misses the �L which is wanting,
and an interpretation which does not require it to be supplied is therefore to be
preferred. All the divers significations of the verbs �CÁXF (to divide, whence
Pro. 30:27, �C�XO, forming divisions, i.e., in rank and file, denom. to shoot with
the arrow, Talm. to distribute, to halve, to form a partition), HCFXF (to divide,
Job. 40:30; to divide in two equal parts), Arab. hsåså (to divide, whence Arab.
hsåsåah, portio), and Arab. chsåså (to separate, particularize) — to which, however,
Arab. chtåtå (to draw, write), which Ew. compares here, does not belong — are
referable to the primary signification scindere, to cut through, split (whence
�X�, an arrow, LXX 1Sa. 20:20, sxiÂza); accordingly the present passage is to
be explained: when the number of his months is cut off (Hlgst., Hahn), or cut
through, i.e., when a bound is set to the course of his life at which it ends
(comp. JAc�bI, of the cutting off of the thread of life, Job. 6: 9, 27: 8, Arab. sårm).
Ch. 14:21 f., Ecc. 3:22, are parallels to v. 21. Death is the end of all clear
thought and perception. If therefore the godless receives the reward of his
deeds, he should receive it not in his children, but in his own body during life.
But this is the very thing that is too frequently found to be wanting.

22 Shall one teach God knowledge,
Who judgeth those who are in heaven?

23 One dieth in his full strength,
Being still cheerful and free from care.

24 His troughs are full of milk,
And the marrow of his bones is well watered.



25 And another dieth with a sorrowing spirit,
And hath not enjoyed wealth.

26 They lie beside one another in the dust,
And worms cover them both.

Job. 21:22-26. The question, v. 22, concerns the friends. Since they
maintain that necessarily and constantly virtue is rewarded by prosperity, and
sin by misfortune, but without this law of the divine order of the world which
is maintained by them being supported by experience: if they set themselves up
as teachers of God, they will teach Him the right understanding of the conduct
which is to be followed by Him as a ruler and judge of men, while nevertheless
He is the Absolute One, beneath whose judicial rule not merely man, but also
the heavenly spirits, are placed, and to which they must conform and bow. The
verb Dm�LI, instead of being construed with two acc., as in the dependent
passage Isa. 40:14, is here construed with the dat. of the person (which is not
to be judged according to Job. 5: 2, 19: 3, but according to didaÂskein tiniÂ ti, to
teach one anything, beside the other prevailing construction). With JWHW a
circumstantial clause begins regularly: while He, however, etc. Arnh. and
Löwenth. translate: while, however, He exaltedly judges, i.e., according to a
law that infinitely transcends man; but that must have been ��RMF (and even
thus it would still be liable to be misunderstood). Hahn (whom Olsh. is
inclined to support): but He will judge the proud, to which first the
circumstantial clause, and secondly the parallels, Job. 35: 2, 15:15, 4:18
(comp. Isa. 24:21), from which it is evident that �YMIRF signifies the heavenly
beings (as Psa. 78:69, the heights of heaven), are opposed: it is a fundamental
thought of this book, which abounds in allusions to the angels, that the angels,
although exalted above men, are nevertheless in contrast with God imperfect,
and therefore are removed neither from the possibility of sin nor the necessity
of a government which holds them together in unity, and exercises a judicial
authority over them. The rule of the all-exalted Judge is different from that
which the three presumptuously prescribe to Him.

The one (viz., the evil-doer) dies �mtU �CE�EbI, in ipsa sua integritate, like �WYH
�C�B, ipso illo die; the Arabic would be f−Ñ ÿyn, since there the eye, here the
bone (comp. Uhlemann, Syr. Gramm. § 58), denote corporeality, duration,
existence, and therefore identity. �tO is intended of perfect external health, as
elsewhere �TOMi; comp. �YMIYMIti, Pro. 1:12. In v. 23b the pointing �NFJáLi�A (adj.)
and �NAJáLi�A (3 praet.) are interchanged in the Codd.; the following verbal
adjective favours the form of writing with Kametz. As to the form, however
(which Röd. and Olsh. consider to be an error in writing), it is either a mixed
form from �NJ� and WL� with the blended meaning of both (Ew. § 106, c), to



which the comparison with WYL��F (= WL��F) is not altogether suitable, or it is
formed from �NJ� by means of an epenthesis (as ��LZ from ��Z, aestuare,
and �SLB, baÂlsamon, from �VB), and of similar but intensified signification;
we prefer the latter, without however denying the real existence of such mixed
forms (vid., on Job. 26: 9, 33:25). This fulness of health and prosperity is
depicted in v. 24. The ancient translators think, because the bones are
mentioned in the parallel line, WYNFY�I�á must also be understood of a part of the
body: LXX eÏÂgkata, Jer. viscera; Targ. Y�ZYbI, his breasts, buziÂa f176 (for Hebr.
�YIDA�F, D�O); Syr. version gabauh (= ganbauh), his sides in regard to JMF�i�I,
Syr. ‘attmo = JMF�iJI, side, hip; Saad. audaÑguhu, his jugular veins, in
connection with which (not, however, by this last rendering) BLEX� is read
instead of BLFXF: his bowels, etc., are full of fat. f177

But the assumption that WYNY�� must be a part of the body is without
satisfactory ground (comp. against it e.g., Job. 20:17, and for it Job. 20:11);
and Schlottm. very correctly observes, that in the contrast in connection with
the representation of the well-watered marrow one expects a reference to a rich
nutritious drink. To this expectation corresponds the translation: “his resting-
places (i.e., of his flocks) are full of milk,” after the Arab. ÿatåan or maÿtåin .
which was not first compared by Schultens and Reiske (epaulia), but even by
Abul-walid, Aben-Ezra, and others.

But since the reference of what was intended to be said of the cattle at the
watering-places to the places where the water is, possesses no poetic beauty,
and the Hebrew language furnished the poet with an abundance of other words
for pastures and meadows, it is from the first more probable that WYNY�� are
large troughs, — like Talm. ��F�áMÁ, a trough, in which the unripe olives were
laid in order that they might become tender and give forth oil, that they may
then be ready for the oil-press (DbÁ), and ��F�F denotes this laying in itself, —
and indeed either milk-tubs or milk-pails (�KWTL �YBLWX�), or with Kimchi
(who rightly characterizes this as more in accordance with the prosperous
condition which is intended to be described), the troughs for the store of milk,
which also accords better with the meaning of the verb ���, Arab. ÿatåana, to
lay in, confire. f178

From the abundance of nutriment in v. 24a, the description passes over in 24b
to the well-nourished condition of the rich man himself in consequence of this
abundance. XÁMO (Arab. muchch, or even nuchch, as �NO = �MO, naurag = GRÁ�M) is
the marrow in the bones, e.g., the spinal marrow, but also the brain as the
marrow of the head (Psychol. S. 233). The bones (Pro. 3: 8), or as it is here
more exactly expressed, their marrow, is watered, when the body is inwardly



filled with vigour, strength, and health; Isaiah, Isa. 58:11, fills up the picture
more (as a well-watered garden), and carries it still further in Isa. 66:14 (thy
bones shall blossom like a tender herb). The counterpart now follows with HZEWi
(and the other, like Job. 1:16). The other (viz., the righteous) dies with a
sorrowful soul (comp. Job’s lament, Job. 7:11, 10: 1), i.e., one which is called
to experience the bitterness of a suffering life; he dies and has not enjoyed
HB�F«bÁ, any of the wealth (with partitive Beth, as Psa. 141: 4, comp. supra,
Job. 7:13), has had no portion in the enjoyment of it (comp. Job’s lament,
Job. 9:25). In death they are then both, unrighteous and righteous, alike, as the
Preacher said: DXJ HRQM comes upon the wise as upon the fool, Ecc. 2:15,
comp. 9: 2 f. They lie together in the dust, i.e., the dust of the grave (vid., on
Job. 19:25), and worms cover them. What then is become of the law of
retribution in the present world, which the friends maintained with such rigid
pertinacity, and so regardless of the deep wound they were inflicting on Job?

27 Behold I know your thoughts
And the stratagems, with which ye overpower me!

28 When ye say: Where is the house of the tyrant,
And where the pavilions of the wicked — :

29 Have ye not asked those who travel,
Their memorable things ye could surely not disown:

30 That the wicked was spared in the day of calamity,
In the day of the outburst of wrath they were led away.

31 Who liketh to declare to him his way to his face?
And hath he done aught, who will recompense it to him?

Job. 21:27-31. Their thoughts which he sees through, are their secret
thoughts that he is such an evil-doer reaping the reward of his deeds. T�mZIMi
(which occurs both of right measures, good wise designs, Pro. 5: 2, 8:12, and
of artful devices, malicious intrigues, Pro. 12: 2, 14:17, comp. the definition of
T�mZIMi LJAbÁ, Pro. 24: 8) is the name he gives to the delicately developed
reasoning with which they attack him; SMÁXF (comp. Arab. tahåammasa, to act
harshly, violently, and overbearingly) is construed with LJA in the sense of
forcing, apart from the idea of overcoming. In v. 28, which is the antecedent to
v. 29, beginning with wRMiJTO YkI (as Job. 19:28), he refers to words of the
friends like Job. 8:22, 15:34, 18:15, 21. BYDINF is prop. the noble man, whose
heart impels (BDANF, Arab. nadaba) him to what is good, or who is ready and
willing, and does spontaneously that which is good (Arab. naduba), vid.,
Psychol. S. 165; then, however, since the notion takes the reverse way of
generosus, the noble man (princely) by birth and station, with which the



secondary notion of pride and abuse of power, therefore of a despot or tyrant,
is easily as here (parall. �Y�I�FRi, comp. RY�I�F, Isa. 53: 9, with the same word
in the parallel) combined (just so in Isa. 13: 2, and similarly at least above,
Job. 12:21, — an anomaly of name and conduct, which will be for the future
put aside, according to Isa. 32: 5). It is not admissible to understand the double
question as antithetical, with Wolfson, after Pro. 14:11; for the interrogative
Hy�JÁ is not appropriate to the house of the BYDN, in the proper sense of the
word. V. 28, TWNK�M is not an externally but internally multiplying plur.;
perhaps the poet by TYB intends a palace in the city, and by TWNK�M LHJ a
tent among the wandering tribes, rendered prominent by its spaciousness and
the splendour of the establishment. f179

Job thinks the friends reason a priori since they inquire thus; the permanent
fact of experience is quite different, as they can learn from ¥REDE YR�Bi�O,
travellers, i.e., here: people who have travelled much, and therefore are well
acquainted with the stories of human destinies. The Piel RkANI, proceeding from
the radical meaning to gaze fixedly, is an eÏnantioÂshmon, since it signifies both
to have regard to, Job. 34:19, and to disown, Deu. 32:27; here it is to be
translated: their TTOJO ye cannot nevertheless deny, ignore (as Arab. nakira and
ankara). TTOJO are tokens, here: remarkable things, and indeed the remarkable
histories related by them; Arab. aÑyatun (collective plur. aÑyun), signs, is also
similarly used in the signification of Arab. ‘ibrat, example, historical teaching.

That the YkI, v. 30, as in v. 28, introduces the view of the friends, and is the
antecedent clause to v. 31: quod (si) vos dicitis, in tempora cladis per iram
divinam immissae servari et nescium futuri velut pecudem eo deduci improbum
(Böttcher, de fin. § 76), has in the double Li an apparent support, which is not
to be denied, especially in regard to Job. 38:23; it is, however, on account of
the omission of the indispensable WRMJT in this instance, an explanation
which does violence to the words. The YkI, on the contrary, introduces that
which the accounts of the travellers affirm. Further, the L in ��YLi indicates
here not the terminus ad quem, but as in BR�L, in the evening, the terminus
quo. And the verb ¥VAXF, cohibere, signifies here to hold back from danger, as
Job. 33:18, therefore to preserve uninjured. Ew. translates v. 30b erroneously:
“in the day when the floods of wrath come on.” How tame would this LBÁwH,
“to be led near,” be! This Hoph. signifies elsewhere to be brought and
conducted, and occurs in v. 32, as in Isa. 55:12 and elsewhere, of an
honourable escort; here, in accordance with the connection: to be led away out
of the danger (somewhat as Lot and his family by the escort of angels). At the
time, when streams of wrath (HRFBi�E, the overflowing of vexation = outburst of



wrath, like the Arab. ‘abrt, the overflowing of the eye = tears) go forth, they
remain untouched: they escape them, as being under a special, higher
protection. f180

V. 31 is commonly taken as a reflection on the exemption of the evil-doer:
God’s mode of action is exalted above all human scrutiny, although it is not
reconcilable with the idea of justice, Job. 9:12, 23:13. But the �L��lE�AYi YMI,
who will recompense it to him, which, used of man in relation to God, has no
suitable meaning, and must therefore mean: who, after God has left the evil-
doer unpunished — for which, however, HVF�F JwH would be an unsuitable
expression — shall recompense him, the evil-doer? is opposed to it. Therefore,
against Ew., Hirz., and Hlgst., it must with most expositors be supposed that v.
31 is a reflection referable not to God, but to the evil-doer: so powerful is the
wicked generally, that no one can oppose his pernicious doings and call him to
account for them, much less that any one would venture to repay him
according to his desert when he has brought anything to a completion (HVF�F
JwH, intentionally thus seriously expressed, as elsewhere of God, e.g.,
Isa. 38:15). In the next strophe, that which is gathered from the accounts of
travellers is continued, and is then followed by a declamatory summing up.

32 And he is brought to the grave,
And over the tomb he still keepeth watch.

33 The clods of the valley are sweet to him,
And all men draw after him,

As they preceded him without number.
. . . . . .

34 And how will ye comfort me so vainly!
Your replies are and remain perfidy.

Job. 21:32-34. During life removed at the time of dire calamity, this
unapproachable evil-doer is after his death carried to the grave with all honour
(LBFwY, comp. Job. 10:19), and indeed to a splendid tomb; for, like TWNK�M
above, TWRBQ is also an amplificative plural. It is certainly the most natural to
refer DQO�iYI, like LBFwY, to the deceased. The explanation: and over the tomb
one keeps watch (Böttch., Hahn, Röd., Olsh.), is indeed in itself admissible,
since that which serves as the efficient subject is often left unexpressed
(Gen. 48: 2; 2Ki. 9:21; Isa. 53: 9; comp. supra, on Job. 18:18); but that,
according to the prevalent usage of the language, DQ�Y would denote only a
guard of honour at night, not also in the day, and that for clearness it would
have required ��YDIgi instead of �YDIgF, are considerations which do not favour
this explanation, for DQA�F signifies to watch, to be active, instead of sleeping



or resting; and moreover, the placing of guards of honour by graves is an
assumed, but not proved, custom of antiquity. Nevertheless, DQ�Y might also
in general denote the watchful, careful tending of the grave, and the maqaÑm
(the tomb) of one who is highly honoured has, according to Moslem custom,
servants (chaÑdim−Ñn) who are appointed for this duty. But though the translation
“one watches” should not be objected to on this ground, the preference is to be
given to a commendable rendering which makes the deceased the subject of
DQ�Y. Raschi’s explanation does not, however, commend itself: “buried in his
own land, he also in death still keeps watch over the heaps of sheaves.” The
LXX translates similarly, eÏpiÃ swrwÌn, which Jerome improperly, but according
to a right sentiment, translates, in congerie mortuorum. For after the preceding
mention of the pomp of burial, �YDIgF, which certainly signifies a heap of
sheaves in Job. 5:26, is favoured by the assumption of its signifying a
sepulchral heap, with reference to which also in that passage (where interment
is likewise the subject of discourse) the expression is chosen. Haji Gaon
observes that the dome (HbFQU, Arab. qbbt, the dome and the sepulchral
monument vaulted over by it) f181 erected over graves according to Arab custom
is intended; and Aben-Ezra says, that not exactly this, but in general the grave-
mound formed of earth, etc., is to be understood. In reality, �YDG (from the
verb �DG, cumulare, commonly used in the Talmud and Aramaic) signifies
cumulus, in the most diversified connections, which in Arabic are distributed
among the verbs jds, kds, and jdsÔ, especially tumulus, Arab. jadat¯un (broader
pronunciation jadÜafun). If by grave-mound a mound with the grave upon it can
be understood, a beautiful explanation is presented which accords with the
preference of the Beduin for being buried on an eminence, in order that even in
death he may be surrounded by his relations, and as it were be able still to
overlook their encampment: the one who should have had a better lot is buried
in the best place of the plain, in an insignificant grave; the rich man, however,
is brought up to an eminence and keeps watch on his elevated tomb, since from
this eminence as from a watch-tower he even in death, as it were, enjoys the
wide prospect which delighted him so while living. f182

But the signification collis cannot be supported; �YDG signifies the hill which
is formed by the grave itself, and v. 33 indeed directs us to the wady as the
place of burial, not to the hill. But if �YDG is the grave-mound, it is also not
possible with Schlottm. to think of the pictures on the wall and images of the
deceased, as they are found in the Egyptian vaults (although in Job. 3:14 we
recognised an allusion to the pyramids), for it cannot then be a �YDG in the
strict sense that is spoken of; the word ought, like the Arabic jdt¯ (which the
Arab. translation of the New Testament in the London Polyglott uses of the
mnhmeiÌon of Jesus), with a mingling of its original signification, to have been



used in the general signification sepulcrum. This would be possible, but it need
not be supposed. Job’s words are the pictorial antithesis to Bildad’s assertion,
Job. 18:17, that the godless man dies away without trace or memorial; it is not
so, but as may be heard from the mouth of people who have experience in the
world: he keeps watch over his tomb, he continues to watch although asleep,
since he is continually brought to remembrance by the monument built over his
tomb. A keeping watch that no one approaches the tomb disrespectfully (Ew.),
is not to be thought of. DQ� is a relative negation of the sleep of death: he is
dead, but in a certain manner he continues to live, viz., in the monument
planting forward his memory, which it remains for the imagination to conceive
of as a mausoleum, or weapons, or other votive offerings hung upon the walls,
etc. In connection with such honour, which follows him even to and beyond
death, the clods of the valley (est ei terra levis) are sweet (wQTiMF is accentuated
with Mercha, and �L without Makkeph with little-Rebia) to him; and if death
in itself ought to be accounted an evil, he has shared the common fate which
all men after him will meet, and which all before him have met; it is the
common end of all made sweet to him by the pageantry of his burial and his
after-fame. Most modern expositors (Ew., Hirz., Umbr., Hlgst., Welte)
understand the ¥�OMiYI, which is used, certainly, not in the transitive
signification: to draw after one’s self, but in the intransitive: to draw towards
(LXX aÏpeleuÂsetai), as Jud. 4: 6 (vid., Ges. Thes.), of an imitative treading of
the same way; but �DFJF�LkF would then be an untrue hyperbole, by which Job
would expose himself to the attack of his adversaries.

In v. 34 Job concludes his speech; the Waw of ¥YJ�Wi, according to the idea (as
e.g., the Waw in YNJW, Isa. 43:12), is an inferential ergo. Their consolation,
which is only available on condition of penitence, is useless; and their replies,
which are intended to make him an evil-doer against the testimony of his
conscience, remain LJAMF. It is not necessary to construe: and as to your
answers, only L�M remains. The predicate stands per attractionem in the sing.:
their answers, reduced to their true value, leave nothing behind but L�M, end
in L�M, viz., �YHLJB, Jos. 22:22, perfidious sinning against God, i.e., on
account of the sanctimonious injustice and uncharitableness with which they
look suspiciously on him.

Job has hitherto answered the accusations of the friends, which they express in
ever-increasingly terrible representations of the end of the godless, presenting
only the terrible side of their dogma of the justice of God, with a stedfast
attestation of his innocence, and with the ever-increasing hope of divine
vindication against human accusation. In him was manifest that faith which,
being thrust back by men, clings to God, and, thrust back by God, even soars



aloft from the present wrath of God to His faithfulness and mercy. The friends,
however, instead of learning in Job’s spiritual condition to distinguish between
the appearance and the reality in this confidence, which comes back to itself,
see in it only a constant wilful hardening of himself against their exhortations
to penitence. It does not confound them, that he over whom, according to their
firm opinion, the sword of God’s vengeance hangs, warns them of that same
sword, but only confirms them still more in their conviction, that they have to
do with one who is grievously self-deluded.

Zophar has painted anew the end of the evil-doer in the most hideous colours,
in order that Job might behold himself in this mirror, and be astonished at
himself. We see also, from the answer of Job to Zophar’s speech, that the
passionate excitement which Job displayed at first in opposition to the friends
has given place to a calmer tone; he has already got over the first impression of
disappointed expectation, and the more confidently certain of the infallibility
of divine justice he becomes, the more does he feel raised above his accusers.
He now expects no further comfort; careful attention to what he has to say
shall henceforth be his consolation. He will also complain against and of men
no more, for he has long since ceased to hope for anything for himself from
men; his vexation concerns the objective indefensibility of that which his
opponents maintain as a primeval law of the divine government in the world.
The maxim that godlessness always works its own punishment by a calamitous
issue, is by no means supported by experience. One sees godless persons who
are determined to know nothing of God, and are at the same time prosperous. It
is not to be said that God treasures up the punishment they have deserved for
their children. The godless ought rather to bear the punishment themselves,
since the destiny of their children no longer concerns them after they have
enjoyed their fill of life. That law is therefore a precept which human short-
sightedness has laid down for God, but one by which, however, He is not
guided. The godless who have lived prosperously all their days, and the
righteous who have experienced only sorrow, share the common lot of death.
One has only to ask persons who have had experience of the world: they can
relate instances of notorious sinners who maintained their high position until
death, and who, without being overtaken by divine judgments, and without
human opposition and contradiction, were carried in honour to the grave, and
their memory is immortalized by the monuments erected over their tomb. From
this Job infers that the connection into which the friends bring his suffering
with supposed guilt, is a false one, and that all their answers are, after all,
reducible to an unjust and uncharitable judgment, by which they attack (LJAMÁ)
God.

Job has more than once given expression to the thought, that a just distribution
of prosperity and misfortune is not to be found in the world, Job. 9:22-24,



12: 6. But now for the first time he designedly brings it forward in reply to the
friends, after he has found every form of assertion of his innocence unavailing,
and their behaviour towards him with their dogma is become still more and
more inconsiderate and rash. Job sins in this speech; but in order to form a
correct judgment of this sinning, two things must be attended to. Job does not
revel in the contradiction in which this lasting fact of experience stands to the
justice of divine retribution, he had rather be ignorant of it; for he has no need
of it in order, in spite of his affliction, to be able to hold fast the consciousness
of his innocence. No indeed! if he thinks of this mystery he is perplexed, and
shuddering comes over him, Job. 21: 6. And when he depicts the prosperity of
sinners, he expresses his horror of the sins of such prosperous men in the
words: The counsel of the ungodly be far from me! (Job. 21:16), in order that it
may not be erroneously imagined that he lusts after such prosperity.

If we compare Zophar’s and Job’s speeches one with another, we are obliged
to say, that relatively the greater right is on the side of Job. True, the Scriptures
confirm what Zophar says of the destruction of the evil-doer in innumerable
passages; and this calamitous end of one who has long been prosperous and
defiant, is the solution by which the Old Testament Scriptures (Psa. 37, 73;
Jer. 12: 1-3; Hab. 1:13-2: 1) remove the stumbling-block of the mysterious
phenomenon of the prosperity of the evil-doer. But if we bear in mind that this
solution is insufficient, so long as that calamitous end is regarded only
outwardly, and with reference to the present world, — that the solution only
becomes satisfactory when, as in the book of Ecclesiastes, in reply to a similar
doubt to that which Job expresses (Ecc. 7:15, 8:14), the end is regarded as the
end of all, and as the decision of a final judgment which sets all contradictions
right, — that, however, neither Zophar nor Job know anything of a decision
beyond death, but regard death as the end whither human destiny and divine
retribution tend, without being capable of any further distinction: we cannot
deny that Job is most in the right in placing the prosperous life and death of the
godless as based upon the incontrovertible facts of experience, in opposition to
Zophar’s primeval exceptionless law of the terrible end of the godless. The
speeches of Zophar and of Job are both true and false, — both one-sided, and
therefore mutually supplementary. The real final end of the evil-doer is indeed
none other than Zophar describes; and the temporal prosperity of the evil-doer,
lasting often until death, is really a frequent phenomenon. If, however, we
consider further, that Job is not able to deny the occurrence of such examples
of punishment, such revelations of the retributive justice of God, as those
which Zophar represents as occurring regularly and without exception; that,
however, on the other hand, exceptional instances undeniably do exist, and the
friends are obliged to be blind to them, because otherwise the whole structure
of their opposition would fall in, — it is manifest that Job is nearer to the truth
than Zophar. For it is truer that the retributive justice of God is often, but by



far not always, revealed in the present world and outwardly, than that it never
becomes manifest.

Wherein, then, does Job’s sin in this speech consist? Herein, that he altogether
ignores the palpably just distribution of human destinies, which does occur
frequently enough. In this he becomes unjust towards his opponent, and
incapable of convincing him. From it, it appears as though in the divine
government there is not merely a preponderance of what is mysterious, of what
is irreconcilable with divine justice, but as though justice were altogether
contradicted. The reproach with which he reproaches his opponents: Shall one
teach God understanding? is one which also applies to himself; for when he
says that God, if He punishes, must visit punishment upon the evil-doer
himself, and not on his children, it is an unbecoming dictation with regard to
God’s doing. We should be mistaken in supposing that the poet, in Job. 21:19-
21, brings forward a concealed contradiction to the Mosaic doctrine of
retribution; nowhere in the Old Testament, not even in the Mosaic law, is it
taught, that God visits the sins of the fathers on the children, while He allows
them themselves to go free, Exo. 20: 5, comp. Deu. 24:16, Ezekiel 18,
Jer. 31:29 f. What Job asserts, that the sinner himself must endure the
punishment of his sins, not his children instead of him, is true; but the thought
lying in the background, that God does not punish where He ought to punish,
is sinful. Thus here Job again falls into error, which he must by and by
penitently acknowledge and confess, by speaking unbecomingly of God: the
God of the future is again vanished from him behind the clouds of temptation,
and he is unable to understand and love the God of the present; He is a mystery
to him, the incomprehensibility of which causes him pain. “The joyous thought
of the future, which a little before struggled forth, again vanishes, because the
present, into the abyss of which he is again drawn down, has remained
perfectly dark the whole time, and as yet no bridge has been revealed crossing
from this side to that.”

THE THIRD COURSE OF THE CONTROVERSY. — CH. 22-26.

Eliphaz' Third Speech. — Job 22.

SCHEMA: 8. 8. 4. 6. 8. 4. 10. 10.

[Then began Eliphaz the Temanite, and said:]

2 Is a man profitable unto God?
No, indeed! the intelligent man is profitable to himself.

3 Hath the Almighty any profit if thou art righteous,
Or gain if thou strivest to walk uprightly?



4 Will He reprove thee for thy fear of God,
Will He go with thee into judgment?

5 Is not thy wickedness great,
Thine iniquities infinite?

Job. 22: 2-5. The verb �KASF, in the signification to be profitable, is peculiar
to the book of Job (although also �K�SO and TNEKESO elsewhere, according to its
primary signification, does not differ from LY�I�M, HLFY�I�M, by which it is
explained by Kimchi); the correct development of the notion of this verb is to
be perceived from the Hiph., which occurs in v. 21 in this speech of Eliphaz
(vid., Ges. Thes.): it signifies originally, like �K�, Arab. skn, to rest, dwell,
especially to dwell beside one another, then to become accustomed to one
another (comp. �K��F, a neighbour, and Arab. sakanun, a friend, confidant), and
to assist one another, to be serviceable, to be profitable; we can say both
YtINiKASF, I have profit, Job. 34: 9, and �KASF, it is profitable, Job. 15: 3, 35: 3, here
twice with a personal subj., and first followed by Li, then with the LJA usual
also elsewhere in later prose (e.g., L� BW�, 1Ch. 13: 2, comp. supra,
Job. 10: 3, to be pleasant) and poetry, which gladly adopts Aramaisms (as here
and Psa. 16: 6, L� RP�, well-pleased), instead of L, whence here �MYL��F, as
Job. 20:23, pathetic for WYLF�F. The question, which is intended as a negative, is
followed by the negative answer (which establishes its negative meaning) with
YkI; LYkIViMÁ is, like Psa. 14: 2, the intelligent, who wills and does what is good,
with an insight into the nature of the extremes in morality, as in Pro. 1: 3
independent morality which rests not merely on blind custom is called LKVH
RSWM. Li �PEX� HYH, it is to the interest of any one (different from 1Sa. 15:22,
vid., on Job. 21:21), and Li �CÁBE HYH, it is to the gain of any one (prop. the act
of cutting, cutting off, i.e., what one tears in pieces), follow as synonyms of
�KS. On the Aramaizing doubling of the first radical in the Hiph. �T�TA (instead
of �T�TF), vid., Ges. § 67, rem. 8, comp. 3. It is translated an lucrum (ei) si
integras facias vias tuas. The meaning of the whole strophe is mainly
determined according to the rendering of ¦TiJFRiyIMIHá (like �TNYBMH,
Job. 39:26, with Dech−Ñ, and as an exception with Munach, not removed to the
place of the Metheg; vid., Psalter, ii. 491, Anm. 1). If the suff. is taken
objectively (from fear of thee), e.g., Hirz., we have the following line of
thought: God is neither benefited by human virtue nor injured by human sin, so
that when He corrects the sinner He is turning danger from himself; He neither
rewards the godly because He is benefited by his piety, nor punishes the sinner
because by his sinning he threatens Him with injury. Since, therefore, if God
chastises a man, the reason of it is not to be found in any selfish purpose of



God, it must be in the sin of the man, which is on its own account worthy of
punishment. But the logical relation in which v. 5 stands to v. 4 does not suit
this: perhaps from fear of thee...? no, rather because of thy many and great
sins! Hahn is more just to this relation when he explains: “God has no personal
profit to expect from man, so that, somewhat from fear, to prevent him from
being injurious, He should have any occasion to torment him with sufferings
unjustly.” But if the personal profit, which is denied, is one that grows out of
the piety of the man, the personal harm, which is denied as one which God by
punishment will keep far from Himself, is to be thought of as growing out of
the sin of the man; and the logical relation of v. 5 to 4 is not suited to this, for.
v. 5 assigns the reason of the chastisement to the sin, and denies, as it runs, not
merely any motive whatever in connection with the sin, but that the reason can
lie in the opposite of sin, as it appears according to Job’s assertion that,
although guiltless, he is still suffering from the wrath of God.

Thus, then, the suff. of �TJRYMH is to be taken subjectively: on account of
thy fear of God, as Eliphaz has used �TJRY twice already, Job. 4: 6, 15: 4. By
this subjective rendering vv. 4 and 5 form a true antithesis: Does God perhaps
punish thee on account of thy fear of God? Does He go (on that account) with
thee into judgment? No (it would be absurd to suppose that); therefore thy
wickedness must be great (in proportion to the greatness of thy suffering), and
thy misdeeds infinitely many. If we now look at what precedes, we shall have
to put aside the thought drawn into vv. 2 and 3 by Ewald (and also by Hahn):
whether God, perhaps with the purpose of gaining greater advantage from
piety, seeks to raise it by unjustly decreed suffering; for this thought has
nothing to indicate it, and is indeed certainly false, but on account of the force
of truth which lies in it (there is a decreeing of suffering for the godly to raise
their piety) is only perplexing.

First of all, we must inquire how it is that Eliphaz begins his speech thus. All
the exhortations to penitence in which the three exhaust themselves, rebound
from Job without affecting him. Even Eliphaz, the oldest among them, full of a
lofty, almost prophetic consciousness, has with the utmost solicitude allured
and terrified him, but in vain. And it is the cause of God which he brings
against him, or rather his own well-being that he seeks, without making an
impression upon him. Then he reminds him that God is in Himself the all-
sufficient One; that no advantage accrues to Him from human uprightness,
since His nature, existing before and transcending all created things, can suffer
neither diminution nor increase from the creature; that Job therefore, since he
remains inaccessible to that well-meant call to penitent humiliation, has
refused not to benefit Him, but himself; or, what is the reverse side of this
thought (which is not, however, expressed), that he does no injury to Him, only
to himself. And yet in what except in Job’s sin should this decree of suffering



have its ground? If it is a self-contradiction that God should chastise a man
because he fears Him, there must be sin on the side of Job; and indeed, since
the nature of the sin is to be measured according to the nature of the suffering,
great and measureless sin. This logical necessity Eliphaz now regards as real,
without further investigation, by opening out this bundle of sins in the next
strophe, and reproaching Job directly with that which Zophar, Job. 20:19-21,
aiming at Job, has said of the ��R. In the next strophe he continues, with YK
explic.:

6 For thou distrainedst thy brother without cause,
And the clothes of the naked thou strippedst off.

7 Thou gavest no water to the languishing,
And thou refusedst bread to the hungry.

8 And the man of the arm — the land was his,
And the honourable man dwelt therein.

9 Thou sentest widows away empty,
And the arms of the orphan are broken.

Job. 22: 6-9. The reason of exceeding great suffering most be exceeding
great sins. Job must have committed such sins as are here cited; therefore
Eliphaz directly attributes guilt to him, since he thinks thus to tear down the
disguise of the hypocrite. The strophe contains no reference to the Mosaic law:
the compassionate Mosaic laws respecting duties towards widows and
orphans, and the poor who pledge their few and indispensable goods, may have
passed before the poet’s mind; but it is not safe to infer it from the expression.
As specific Mohammedan commandments among the wandering tribes even in
the present day have no sound, so the poet dare not assume, in connection with
the characters of his drama, any knowledge, of the Sinaitic law; and of this he
remains conscious throughout: their standpoint is and remains that of the
Abrahamic faith, the primary commands (later called the ten commands of
piety, el-felaÑhh) of which were amply sufficient for stigmatizing that to which
this strophe gives prominence as sin. It is only the force of the connection of
the matter here which gives the futt. which follow YK a retrospective meaning.
LBÁXF is connected either with the accusative of the thing for which the pledge
is taken, as in the law, which meets a response in the heart, Exo. 22:25 f.; or
with the accus. of the person who is seized, as here ¦YXEJÁ; or, if this is really
(as Bär asserts) a mistake that has gained a footing, which has Codd. and old
printed editions against it, rather ¦YXIJF. LXX, Targ., Syr., and Jer. read the
word as plural. �YMIwR�á (from ��R�F), like gumnoiÂ, James 2:15, nudi (comp.
Seneca, de beneficiis, v. 13: si quis male vestitum et pannosum videt, nudum se



vidisse dicit), are, according to our mode of expression, the half-naked, only
scantily (vid., Isa. 20: 2) clothed.

Ver. 8. The man of the arm, JA�RZi, is in Eliphaz’ mind Job himself. He has by
degrees acquired the territory far and wide for himself, by having brought
down the rightful possessors by open violence (Job. 20:19), or even by
cunning and unfeeling practices, and is not deterred by any threat of a curse
(Job. 15:28): �REJFHF �L, he looked upon it as his, and his it must become; and
since with his possessions his authority increased, he planted himself firmly in
it, filled it out alone, like a stout fellow who takes the room of all others away.
Umbr., Hahn, and others think Job’s partiality for power and rank is described
in v. 8; but both assertions read straightforward, without any intimation of co-
operation. The address is here only suspended, in order to describe the man as
he was and is. The all-absorbing love of self regulated his dealings. In
possession of the highest power and highest rank, he was not easy of access.
Widows and orphans, that they might not perish, were obliged to turn
suppliantly to him. But the widows he chased away with empty hands, and the
arms of the orphans were crushed. From the address a turn is also here taken to
an objective utterance turned from the person addressed, intended however for
him; the construction is like LK�JFY� TWCM, unleavened bread is eaten,
Exo. 13: 7, according to Ew. § 295, b. The arms are not conceived of as
stretched out for help (which would rather be YD�Yi), nor as demanding back
their perverted right, but the crushing of the arms, as Psa. 37:17, Eze. 30:22,
and frequently implies a total destruction of every power, support, and help,
after the analogy of the Arabic phrase compared by Ges. in his Thes. pp. 268b,
433b. The arm, JA�RZi (Arab. dÜiraÑÿ, oftener ÿadåud or saÑÿid), signifies power,
Job. 40: 9, Psa. 57:16; force and violence, v. 8, Job. 35: 9; self-help, and help
from without, Psa. 83: 9 (comp. Psa. 44: 4). Whatever the orphans possessed of
goods, honour, and help still available, is not merely broken, it is beaten into
fragments.

10 Therefore snares are round about thee,
And fear terrifieth thee suddenly;

11 Or percievest thou not the darkness,
And the overflow of waters, which covereth thee?

Job. 22:10, 11. On account of this inhuman mode of action by which he has
challenged the punishment of justice, snares are round about him (comp.
Bildad’s picture of this fate of the evil-doer, Job. 18: 8-10), destruction
encompasses him on every side, so that he sees no way out, and must without
any escape succumb to it. And the approaching ruin makes itself known to him
time after time by terrors which come suddenly upon him and disconcert him;



so that his outward circumstances being deranged and his mind discomposed,
he has already in anticipation to taste that which is before him. In v. 11, HJERiTI
JLO is by no means to be taken as an eventual circumstantial clause, whether it
is translated affirmatively: or darkness (covers thee), that thou canst not see; or
interrogatively: or does darkness (surround thee), that thou seest not? In both
cases the verb in the principal clause is wanting; apart from the new turn,
which WJ introduces, being none, it would then have to be explained with
Löwenthal: or has the habit of sinning already so dulled thy feeling and
darkened thine eye, that thou canst not perceive the enormity of thy
transgression? But this is a meaning forced from the words which they are not
capable of; it must have been at least ¦DiJAbÁ ��EXO �J, or something similar.
Since ¥�X WJ (to be accented without Makkeph with MuÑnach, Dech−Ñ) cannot
form a principal clause of itself, HJRT is without doubt the verb belonging to
it: or (WJ as Job. 16: 3) seest thou not darkness? Because, according to his
preceding speeches, Job does not question the magnitude of his sufferings, but
acknowledges them in all their fearfulness; therefore Hahn believes it must be
explained: or shouldst thou really not be willing to see thy sins, which
encompass thee as thick dark clouds, which cover thee as floods of water? The
two figures, however, can only be understood of the destruction which entirely
shrouds Job in darkness, and threatens to drown him. But destruction, in the
sense in which Eliphaz asks if Job does not see it, is certainly intended
differently to what it was in Job’s complaints. Job complains of it as being
unmerited, and therefore mysterious; Eliphaz, on the other hand, is desirous
that he should open his eyes that he may perceive in this darkness of sorrow,
this flood of suffering, the well-deserved punishment of his heinous sins, and
anticipate the worst by penitence. kFsEKATi JLO is a relative clause, and belongs
logically also to ��X, comp. Isa. 60: 2, where TJAPi�I is also found in v. 6
(from �P�, abundare; comp. Arab. sÔfÿ, QPS, Job. 20:22). Eliphaz now
insinuates that Job denies the special providence of God, because he doubts the
exceptionless, just government of God. In the second strophe he has explained
his affliction as the result of his uncharitableness; now he explains it as the
result of his unbelief, which is now become manifest.

12 Is not Eloah high as the heavens?
See but the head of the stars, how exalted!

13 So then thou thinkest: “What doth God know?
Can He judge through the thick cloud?

14 Clouds veil Him that He seeth not,
And in the vault of heaven He walketh at His pleasure.”



Job. 22:12-14. Because Job has denied the distribution of worldly fortune,
of outward prosperity and adversity, according to the law of the justice that
recompenses like for like, Eliphaz charges him with that unbelief often
mentioned in the Psalms (Psa. 73:11, 94: 7; comp. Isa. 29:15, Eze. 8:12),
which denies to the God in heaven, as Epicurus did to the gods who lead a
blessed life in the spaces between the worlds, a knowledge of earthly things,
and therefore the preliminary condition for a right comprehension of them. The
mode of expression here is altogether peculiar. �YIMÁ�F hBÁgO is not acc. loci, as
the like accusatives in combination with the verb �K�, Isa. 57:15, may be
taken: the substantival clause would lead one to expect hBÁGObI, or better YH�BiGFbI
(Job. 11: 8); it is rather (similar to Job. 11: 8) nomin. praedicati: Eloah is the
height of the heavens = heaven-high, as high as the heavens, therefore
certainly highly, and indeed very highly, exalted above this earth. In this sense
it is continued with Waw explic.: and behold (= behold then) the head of the
stars, that, or how (YkI as in Gen. 49:15, 1Sa. 14:29, quod = quam) exalted they
are. HJ�Riw has Asla (Kadma) in correct texts, and WMR is written wmRF (raÑmmu)
with a so-called Dag. affectuosum (Olsh. § 83, b). It may be received as certain
that �JRO, the head (vertex), beside HJ�Ri (not RPOSi), does not signify the sum
(Aben-Ezra). But it is questionable whether the genitive that follows �JR is
gen. partitivus: the highest among the stars (Ew., Hirz., Schlottm.), or gen.
epexegeticus: the head, i.e., (in relation to the rest of the universe) the height,
which is formed by the stars, or even which they occupy (Ges. coelum
stellatum); the partitive rendering is to be preferred, for the Semitic perception
recognises, as the plural �YIMÁ�F implies, nearer and more distant celestial
spheres. The expression “head of the stars” is therefore somewhat like
fastigium coeli (the extreme height, i.e., the middle of the vault of heaven), or
culmen aereum (of the aether separating the strata of air above); the summit of
the stars rising up into the extremest spheres is intended (we should say: the
fixed stars, or to use a still more modern expression, the milky way), as also
the WMR naturally refers to �YBKWK �JR as one notion (summitas astrorum =
summa astra).

The connection of what follows with Waw is not adversative (Hirz., Ew., and
others: and yet thou speakest), it is rather consecutive (Hahn: and since thou
speakest; better: and in consequence of this thou speakest; or: thus speakest
thou, thinkest thou then). The undeniable truth that God is exalted, and indeed
absolute in His exaltation, is misapplied by Job to the false conclusion: what
does God know, or (since the perf. in interrogative sentences frequently
corresponds to the Latin conjunctive, vid., on Psa. 11: 3) how should God
know, or take knowledge, i.e., of anything that happens on earth? In v. 13b the
potential takes the place of this modal perfect: can He rule judicially behind



the dark clouds, i.e., over the world below from which He is shut out? DJAbI (of
like verbal origin with the Arab. b’da, post, prop. distance, separation,
succession, but of wider use) signifies here, as in Job. 1:10, 9: 7, behind, pone,
with the secondary notion of being encompassed or covered by that which
shuts off. Far from having an unlimited view of everything earthly from His
absolute height, it is veiled from His by the clouds, so that He sees not what
occurs here below, and unconcerned about it He walks the circle of the
heavens (that which vaults the earth, the inhabitants of which seem to Him,
according to Isa. 40:22, as grasshoppers); ¥l�HATiHI is here, after the analogy of
Kal, joined with the accus. of the way over which He walks at His pleasure:
orbem coelum obambulat. By such unworthy views of the Deity, Job puts
himself on a par with the godless race that was swept away by the flood in
ancient days, without allowing himself to be warned by this example of
punishment.

15 Wilt thou observe the way of the ancient world,
Which evil men have trodden,

16 Who were withered up before their time,
Their foundation was poured out as a stream,

17 Who said unto God: Depart from us!
And what can the Almighty do to them?

18 And notwithstanding He had filled their houses with good —
The counsel of the wicked be far from me!

Job. 22:15-18. While in Psa. 139:24 �LW� �RD prospectively signifies a
way of eternal duration (comp. Eze. 26:20, �LW� ��, of the people who sleep
the interminably long sleep of the grave), �L�F� XRÁJO signifies here
retrospectively the way of the ancient world, but not, as in Jer. 6:16, 18:15, the
way of thinking and acting of the pious forefathers which put their posterity to
shame, but of a godless race of the ancient world which stands out as a terrible
example to posterity. Eliphaz asks if Job will observe, i.e., keep (RM� as in
Psa. 18:22), this way trodden by people (YT�Mi, comp. Y��NiJÁ, Job. 34:36) of
wickedness. Those worthless ones were withered up, i.e., forcibly seized and
crushed, T���JLOWi, when it was not yet time (JLW after the manner of a
circumstantial clause: quum nondum, as Psa. 139:16), i.e., when according to
God’s creative order their time was not yet come. On w�miQU, f183 vid., on
Job. 16: 8; LXX correctly, sunelhÂfqhsan aÏÂwroi, nevertheless sullambaÂnein
is too feeble as a translation of �MQ; for as Arab. qbså signifies to take with the
tip of the finer, whereas Arab. qbdå signifies to take with the whole bent hand,
so �MQ, in conformity to the dull, emphatic final consonant, signifies “to bind



firmly together.” In v. 16b QCÁwY is not perf. Pual for QcAYU (Ew. § 83, b), for this
exchange, contrary to the law of vowels, of the sharp form with the lengthened
form is without example; it must at least have been written QcAwY (comp.
Jud. 18:29). It is fut. Hoph., which, according to Job. 11:15, might be QcAYU;
here, however, it is with a resolving, not assimilation, of the Jod, as in
Lev. 21:10. The fut. has the signification of the imperfect which it acquires in
an historic connection. It is not to be translated: their place became a stream
which has flowed away (Hirz.), for the HYH which would be required by such
an interpretation could not be omitted; also not: flumen effusum est in
fundamentum eorum (Rosenm., Hahn, and others), which would be �D�FSYLI,
and would still be very liable to be misunderstood; also not: whose foundation
was a poured-out stream (Umbr., Olsh.), for then there would be one
attributive clause inserted in the other; but: their solid ground became fluid like
a stream (Ew., Hlgst., Schlottm.), so that RHFNF, after the analogy of the verbs
with two accusative, Ges. § 139, 2, is a so-called second acc. of the obj. which
by the passive becomes a nominative (comp. Job. 28: 2), although it might also
be an apposition of the following subj. placed first: a stream (as such, like such
a one) their solid ground was brought into a river; the ground on which they
and their habitations stood was placed under water and floated away: without
doubt the flood is intended; reference to this perfectly accords with the
patriarchal pre- and extra-Israelitish standpoint of the book of Job; and the
generation of the time of the flood (LWBMH RWD) is accounted in the holy
scriptures of the Old and New Testament as a paragon of godlessness, the
contemporaries of Noah are the aÏpeiqouÌntej, �YRRWS, kat� eÏcoxhÂn (comp.
1Pe. 3:20 with Psa. 68:19).

Accordingly they are now here also further described (v. 17) as those who said
to God, “Depart from us,” and what could the Almighty do to them (�MLF
instead of wNLF, which was to be expected, since, as in Job. 19:28, there is a
change from the oratio directa to obliqua)! Olshausen explains with Hahn:
“with respect to what thou sayest: and what then does the Almighty do to them
(for it)? He fills their houses with prosperity, while the counsel of the wicked
is far from me (notwithstanding I am unfortunate).” But this explanation is as
forced (since HMW without a TRMJ or RMJT standing with it is taken as the
word of Job) as it is contrary to the syntax (since the circumstantial clause with
JWHW is not recognised, and on the other hand `WGW TCÁ�áWA, instead of which it
ought at least to have been `WGW YnImEMIw, is regarded as such an one). No indeed,
just this is an exceedingly powerful effect, that Eliphaz describes those godless
ones who dismiss God with WNMM RWS, to whom, according to Job’s assertion,
Job. 21:13 f., undimmed prosperity is portioned out, by referring to a



memorable fact as that which has fallen under the strict judgment of God; and
that with the very same words with which Job, Job. 21:16, declines
communion with such prosperous evil-doers: “the counsel of the wicked be far
from me,” he will have nothing more to do, not with the wicked alone, but,
with a side glance at Job, even with those who place themselves on a level
with them by a denial of the just government of God in the world. Li LJApF, as
the following circumstantial clause shows, is intended like Psa. 68:29, comp.
31:20, Isa. 26:12: how can the Almighty then help or profit them? Thus they
asked, while He had filled their houses with wealth — Eliphaz will have
nothing to do with this contemptible misconstruction of the God who proves
himself so kind to those who dwell below on the earth, but who, though He is
rewarded with ingratitude, is so just. The truly godly are not terrified like Job
Job. 17: 8, that retributive justice is not to be found in God’s government of the
world; on the contrary, they rejoice over its actual manifestation in their own
case, which makes them free, and therefore so joyous.

19 The righteous see it and rejoice,
And the innocent mock at them:

20 “Verily our opponent is destroyed,
And the fire hath devoured their abundance.”

Job. 22:19, 20. This thought corresponds to that expressed as a wish, hope,
or anticipation at the close of many of the Psalms, that the retributive justice of
God, though we may have to wait a long time for it, becomes at length the
more gloriously manifest to the joy of those hitherto innocently persecuted,
Psa. 58:11 f. The obj. of wJRiYI, as in Psa. 107:42, is this its manifestation. �MLF
is not an ethical dative, as in Psa. 80: 7, but as in Psa. 2: 4 refers to the ungodly
whose mocking pride comes to such an ignominious end. What follow in v. 20
are the words of the godly; the introductory RMJL is wanting, as e.g.,
Psa. 2: 3. JLO��JI can signify neither si non, as Job. 9:24, 24:25, 31:31, nor
annon, as in a disjunctive question, Job. 17: 2, 30:25; it is affirmative, as
Job. 1:11, 2: 5, 31:36 — an Amen to God’s peremptory judgment. On DXÁKiNI
(he is drawn away, put aside, become annulled), vid., supra, p. 398. wNMFYQI (for
which Aben-Ezra is also acquainted with the reading wNM�YQI with ��Q �MQ,
i.e., YRYC) has a pausal aÑ springing from eÑ, as Job. 20:27, HMMFWQTM for
HMM�WQTM; Rut. 3: 2, WNTF�DWM; Isa. 47:10, yNIJFRO (together with the reading
YNJÁR, comp. 1Ch. 12:17, YNTAWMRL). The form �YQI is remarkable; it may be
more readily taken as part. pass. (like �YVI, positus) than as nom. infin. (the act
of raising for those who raise themselves); perhaps the original text had WNYMQ
(wNYM�QF). �RFTiYI is no more to be translated their remnant (Hirz.) here than in



Psa. 17:14, at least not in the sense of Exo. 23:11; that which exceeds the
necessity is intended, their surplus, their riches. It is said of Job in b. Megilla,
28a: HWH HYNWMMB �RFTiWA BWYJ, he was extravagant (prodigus) with his
property. The fire devouring the wealth of the godless is an allusion to the
misfortune which has befallen him.

After this terrible picture, Eliphaz turns to the exhortation of him who may be
now perhaps become ripe for repentance.

21 Make friends now with Him, so hast thou peace;
Thereby good will come unto thee.

22 Receive now teaching from His mouth,
And place His utterances in thy heart.

23 If thou returnest to the Almighty, thou shalt be built up again;
If thou puttest away iniquity far from thy tents.

24 And lay by in the dust the gold ore,
And under the pebbles of the brooks the gold of Ophir.

25 So shall the Almighty be to thee gold ore in abundance,
And silver to thee of the brightest lustre.

Job. 22:21-25. The relationship of the verbs �KASF, �KA�F, and Arab. sakana,
has been already discussed on v. 2: the Hiph. signifies to be on friendly terms
with any one; to enter into, or to stand in, an intimate relationship to any one
(Psa. 139: 3); then also (as the Greek fileiÌn) to get accustomed to, to be used
to (Num. 22:30). The second imper. is consecutive, as e.g., Pro. 3: 4: and have
as the result of it peace (Arab. faÿaÑslam) = so shalt thou have peace, Ges. §
130, 2. In v. 21 the first thing to be done is to clear up the form ¦TiJÁ�Bti or
(according to another reading which is likewise well attested) ¦TiJ�FBti.
Olshausen (in Hirz. and in his Gramm.) and Rödiger (in Thes. p. 11, suppl.)
explain this form the same as the other forms which come under consideration
in connection with it, viz., HTFJ�BTf (veniat), Deu. 33:16, and YTIJBOTfWA, Keri
TJBOTfWA (et venisses, addressed to Abigail), 1Sa. 25:34, as errors in writing;
whereas Ew., § 191, c, sees in ¦TiJÁ�Bti the erroneous form HJ�FBTf = J�BTf
with a superfluous feminine termination, in HTFJ�BTf an extension of the
double feminine by the unaccented ah of intention, and in YTIJBOTf a transfer of
the inflexion of the perf. to the fut. Confining ourselves to the form which
occurs here, we refer to what was said above, p. 346, note 2: �TJWBT is not a
forma mixta from ¦Já�Bti and ¦TiJÁbF, but the mistaken double feminine
HJ�FBTf with suff., the ah of which, although the tone is on the penult., is not
He voluntativum, as Isa. 5:19, but He femin. The exception of such double



feminines is made as certain in Hebrew by the regular form HTFLiGiNI ( = TLÁGiNI
with a second feminine termination), and by examples like Pro. 1:20,
Eze. 23:20, and also Jos. 6:17, 2Sa. 1:26, Amo. 4: 3 (comp. even Olsh. in his
Gramm. S. 449), as the double plural and its further formation by a feminine
termination in Arabic. It is therefore unnecessary, with Olsh. and Röd., after
the precedent of the ancient versions, to read ¦TiJFwBti (which is found in 19
Codd. in de Rossi): proventus tuus bonus erit. The suff. in �HEbF, as Isa. 64: 4,
Eze. 23:18, comp. �HEYL��á, Isa. 38:16, is intended as neuter, as the fem. is used
elsewhere (e.g., Isa. 38:16, �HEbF): by it, i.e., by such conduct, good (prosperity)
shall come to thee, and indeed, as the JWB construed with the acc. implies, in a
sudden change of thy previous lot, coming about without any further effort on
thy part. In the certainty that it is God’s word which he presents to his friend
(the very certainty which Eliphaz also expresses elsewhere, e.g., Job. 15:11),
he further admonishes him (v. 22) to receive instruction from God’s mouth
(WYpIMI as Pro. 2: 6), and to allow His (God’s) utterances a place in his heart,
not to let them die away without effect, but to imprint them deeply on his
mind.

Ver. 23. If he return to the Almighty (DJA Bw� as freq., e.g., Isa. 19:22, comp.
45:24, instead of the otherwise usual LJ BW�, of thorough and complete
conversion), he will be built up again, by his former prosperity being again
raised from its ruins. HNFbF, to build, always according to the connection, has at
one time the idea of building round about, continuing to build, or finishing
building (vid., on Job. 20:19); at another of building up again (Job. 12:14;
Isa. 58:12), referred to persons, the idea of increasing prosperity (Mal. 3:15),
or of the restoration of ruined prosperity (Jer. 24: 6, 33: 7), here in the latter
sense. The promissory HNEbFtI is surrounded by conditional clauses, for v. 23b
(comp. Job. 11:14) is a second conditional clause still under the government of
�JI, which is added for embellishment; it opens the statement of that in which
penitence must be manifested, if it is to be thorough. The LXX translates eÏaÃn
deÃ eÏpistrafhÌÄj kaiÃ tapeinwÂshÄj, i.e., HNE�FT�, which Ewald considers as the
original; the omission of the �JI (which the poet otherwise in such connections
has formerly heaped up, e.g., Job. 8: 5 f., 11:13 f.) is certainly inconvenient.
And yet we should not on that account like to give up the figure indicated in
HNBT, which is so beautiful and so suited to our poet. The statement advanced
in the latter conditional clause is then continued in v. 24 in an independent
imperative clause, which the old versions regard as a promise instead of
exhortation, and therefore grossly misinterpret. The Targ. translates: and place
on the dust a strong city (i.e., thou shalt then, where there is now nothing but
dust, raise up such), as if RCEbE could be equivalent to ��RcFbI or RCFBiMI, — a



rendering to which Saadia at least gives a turn which accords with the
connection: “regard the stronghold (Arab. ÿl-håsån) as dust, and account as the
stones of the valleys the gold of Ophir;” better than Eichhorn: “pull down thy
stronghold of violence, and demolish (RYPH) the castles of thy valleys.” On
the other hand, Gecatilia, who understands RCB proportionately more
correctly of treasures, translates it as a promise: so shalt thou inherit treasures
(Arab. dchaÑyr) more numerous than dust, and gold ore (Arab. tbr’) (more than)
the stones of the valleys; and again also Rosenm. (repones prae pulvere
argentum) and Welte interpret v. 24 as a promise; whereas other expositors,
who are true to the imperative TY�, explain TY�I aestimare, and RP��L�
pulveris instar (Grot., Cocc., Schult., Dathe, Umbr.), by falsely assigning to
LJA here, as to Li elsewhere, a meaning which it never has anywhere; how
blind, on the other hand, since the words in their first meaning, pone super
pulverem, furnish an excellent thought which is closely connected with the
admonition to rid one’s self of unjust possessions. RCEbE, like Arab. tibr (by
which Abulwalid explains it), is gold and silver ore, i.e., gold and silver as they
are broken out of the mine, therefore (since silver is partially pure, gold almost
pure, and always containing more or less silver) the most precious metal in its
pure natural state before being worked, and consequently also unalloyed
(comp. Arab. ndå−Ñr and nudåaÑr, which likewise signifies aurum argentumve
nativum, but not ab excidendo, but a nitore); and “to lay in the dust” is
equivalent to, to part with a thing as entirely worthless and devoid of
attraction. The meaning is therefore: put away from thee the idol of previous
metal with contempt (comp. Isa. 2:20), which is only somewhat differently
expressed in the parallel: lay the Ophir under the quartz (RwCBiw agreeing with
RCB) of the brooks (such as is found in the beds of empty waÑdys), i.e., place it
under the rubble, after it has lost for thee its previous bewitching spell. As
cloth woven from the filaments of the nettle is called muslin, from Mossul, and
cloth with figures on it “damask, Q�EMEdi“ (Amo. 3:12), from Damascus, f184 and
aloes-wood Arab. mndl, from Coromandel; so the gold from Ophir, i.e., from
the coast of the Abh−Ñra, on the north coast of the Runn (Old Indian Irina, i.e.,
Salt Sea), east of the mouth of the Indus, f185 is directly called RYPWJ. When
Job thus casts from him temporal things, by the excessive cherishing of which
he has hitherto sinned, then God himself will be his imperishable treasure, his
everlasting higher delight. He frees himself from temporal RCEbE; and the
Almighty, therefore the absolute personality of God himself, will be to him
instead of it �YRICFbI, gold as from the mine, in rich abundance. This is what the
contrast of the plur. (�RECB without Jod plur. is a false reading) with the sing.
implies; the LXX, Syriac version, Jerome, and Arabic version err here, since
they take the bI of ¦YRECÁbI as a preposition.



The ancient versions and lexicographers furnish no explanation of T�P��Ft.
The Targ. translates it JMFwR ��Qti, and accordingly it is explained by both
�SX (strength) and HBG (height), without any reason being assigned for these
significations. In the passage before us the LXX transl. aÏrguÂrion pepurwmeÂnon
from ��, in the Targum signification to blow, forge; the Syriac versions,
argentum computationum (�YNB�WX), from �� in the Targum-Talmudic
signification to double (= Hebr. LPK). According to the usage of the language
in question, ���YF, from the Hiph. of which TWP�WT is formed, signifies to
become feeble, to be wearied; but even if, starting from the primary notion, an
available signification is attained for the passage before us (fatigues = toilsome
excitement, synon. JAYGIYi) and Psa. 95: 4 (climbings = heights), the use of the
word in the most ancient passages citable, Num. 23:22, 24: 8, �L �J�Ri
TPO�á�Tki, still remains unexplained; for here the notion of being incapable of
fatigue, invincibility, or another of the like kind, is required, without any
means at hand for rightly deriving it from ���YF, to become feeble, especially as
the radical signification anhelare supposed by Gesenius (comp. ��J from the
root �J) is unattested. Accordingly, we must go back to the root �W, �Y,
discussed on Psa. 95: 4, which signifies to rise aloft, to be high, and from
which �PY, or with a transposition of the consonants ��Y (comp. �Y��F and
���YF), acquires the signification of standing out, rising radiantly, shining afar
off, since ���YF, to become weary, is allied to the Arab. wgf, fut. i; this ��Y
(�PY), on the other hand, to Arab. yf’, ascendere, adolescere, Arab. wf’,
elatum, adultum esse, and Arab. wfaÑ, eminere, and tropically completum,
perfectum esse. Thus we obtain the signification enimentiae for TWP�WT. In
Psa. 95: 4, as a numerical plur., it signifies the towerings (tops) of the
mountains, and here, as in the passages cited from Numbers, either prominent,
eminent attributes, or as an intensive plur. excellence; whence, agreeing with
Ewald, we have translated “silver of the brightest lustre” (comp. H�FPiYI,
eminentia, splendor, Eze. 28: 7).

29 For then thou shalt delight thyself in the Almighty,
And lift up they countenance to Eloah;

27 If thou prayest to Him, He will hear thee,
And thou shalt pay thy vows.

28 And thou devisest a plan, and it shall be established to thee,
And light shineth upon thy ways.

29 If they are cast down, thou sayest, “Arise!”
And him that hath low eyes He saveth.



30 He shall rescue him who is not guiltless,
And he is rescued by the purity of thy hands.

Job. 22:29-30. ZJF�YkI might also be translated “then indeed” (vid., on
Job. 11:15), as an emphatic resumption of the promissory HYFHFWi (tum erit), v.
25; but what follows is really the confirmation of the promise that God will be
to him a rich recompense for the earthly treasures that he resigns; therefore: for
then thou shalt delight thyself in the Almighty (vid., the primary passage,
Psa. 37: 4, and the dependent one, Isa. 58:14; comp. infra, Job. 27:10), i.e., He
will become a source of highest, heartfelt joy to thee (LJA as interchanging with
bI by XMÁVF). Then shall he be able to raise his countenance, which was
previously depressed (wLPiNF, Gen. 4: 6,f.), in the consciousness of his
estrangement from God by dearly cherished sin and unexpiated guilt, free and
open, confident and joyous, to God. If he prays to Him (RYtI�itÁ may be thus
regarded as the antecedent of a conditional clause, like XRÁBiYI, Job. 20:24), He
will hear him; and what he has vowed in prayer he will now, after that which
he supplicated is granted, thankfully perform; the Hiph. RYtI�åHE (according to
its etymon: to offer the incense of prayer) occurs only in Exo. 8-10 beside this
passage, whereas RZAgF (to cut in pieces, cut off) occurs here for the first time in
the signification, to decide, resolve, which is the usual meaning of the word in
the later period of the language. On RZAGTW (with Pathach, according to another
reading with Kametz-chatuph), vid., Ges. § 47, rem. 2. Moreover, the
paratactic clauses of v. 28 are to be arranged as we have translated them; �wQ
signifies to come to pass, as freq. (e.g., Isa. 7: 7, in connection with HYFHF, to
come into being). That which he designs (RMEJO) is successful, and is realized,
and light shines upon his ways, so that he cannot stumble and does not miss his
aim, — light like moonlight or morning light; for, as the author of the
introductory Proverbs, to which we have already so often referred as being
borrowed from the book of Job (comp. Job. 21:24 with Pro. 3: 8), ingeniously
says, Job. 4:18: “The path of the righteous is as the morning light (hGANO R�Jki,
comp. Dan. 6:20), which shineth brighter and brighter into the height of day
(i.e., noonday brightness).”

Ver. 29. wLYpI�iHI refers to ¦YKERFdi; for if it is translated: in case they lower
(Schlottm., Renan, and others), the suff. is wanting, and the thought is halting.
As LYpI�iHI signifies to make low, it can also signify to go down (Jer. 13:18),
and said of ways, “to lead downwards” (Rosenm., Ew., Hahn). The old
expositors go altogether astray in v. 29a, because they did not discern the
exclamative idea of HWFg�. The noun HWFg� — which is formed from the verb HWFgF =
HJFgF, as hJFg�, arrogance, Pro. 8:13; HHFg�, healing, Pro. 17:22; HHFk�, mitigation,



Nah. 3:19 (distinct from HWFg�, the body, the fem. of Wg�), without the necessity of
regarding it as syncopated from HWFJ�gi (Olsh. § 154, b), as HLF��, 1Sa. 1:17,
from HLFJ��i — does not here signify pride or haughtiness, as in Job. 33:17,
Jer. 13:17, but signifies adverbially sursum (therefore synon. of HLFSE, which,
being formed from LSA, elevatio, with He of direction and Dag. forte implic., as
HNFdEPA, HRFHE = paddannah, harrah,  — perhaps, however, it is to be read
directly HlFSA, with He fem.,  — is accordingly a substantive made directly into
an adverb, like HWFg�): suppose that (YkI = eÏaÂn, as �JI = eiÏ) thy ways lead
downwards, thou sayest: on high! i.e., thy will being mighty in God, thy
confidence derived from the Almighty, will all at once give them another and
more favourable direction: God will again place in a condition of prosperity
and happiness, — which JA�I�Y (defectively written; LXX: swÂsei; Jer. and Syr.,
however, reading JA��wFYI: salvabitur), according to its etymon, Arab. ‘ws’,
signifies, — him who has downcast eyes (LXX kuÂfonta oÏfqalmoiÌj).

Ver. 30. It may seem at first sight, that by YQINF�YJI, the not-guiltless (YJI f186 =
�YJI = �YJ�, e.g., Isa. 40:29, 2Ch. 14:10, Ges. § 152, 1), Eliphaz means Job
himself in his present condition; it would then be a mild periphrastic
expression for “the guilty, who has merited his suffering.” If thou returnest in
this manner to God, He will — this would be the idea of v. 30a  — free thee,
although thy suffering is not undeserved. Instead now of proceeding: and thou
shalt be rescued on account of the purity of thy hands, i.e., because thou hast
cleansed them from wrong, Eliphaz would say: and this not-guiltless one will
be rescued, i.e., thou, the not-guiltless, wilt be rescued, by the purity of thy
hands. But one feels at once how harsh this synallage would be. Even Hirzel,
who refers v. 30a to Job, refers 30b to some one else. In reality, however,
another is intended in both cases (Ew., Schlottm., Hahn, Olsh.); and v. 30a is
just so arranged as to be supplemented by ¦YpEkA RBObI, v. 30b. Even old
expositors, as Seb. Schmid and J. H. Michaelis, have correctly perceived the
relation: liberabit Deus et propter puritatem manuum tuarum alios, quos
propria innocentia ipsos deficiens non esset liberatura. The purity of the hands
(Psa. 18:21) is that which Job will have attained when he has put from him that
which defiles him (comp. Job. 9:30 with Job. 17: 9). Hirzel has referred to
Mat. 6:33 in connection with vv. 24 f.; one is here reminded of the words of
our Lord to Peter, Luke 22:32: suÂ poteÃ eÏpistreÂyaj sthÂricon touÃj aÏdelfouÂj
sou. Eliphaz, although unconsciously, in these last words expresses
prophetically what will be fulfilled in the issue of the history in Job himself.

The speech of Eliphaz opens the third course of the controversy. In the first
course of the controversy the speeches of the friends, though bearing upon the
question of punishment, were embellished with alluring promises; but these



promises were incapable of comforting Job, because they proceeded upon the
assumption that he is suffering as a sinner deserving of punishment, and can
only become free from his punishment by turning to God. In the second course
of the controversy, since Job gave no heed to their exhortations to penitence,
the friends drew back their promises, and began the more unreservedly to
punish and to threaten, by presenting to Job, in the most terrifying pictures of
the ruin of the evil-doer, his own threatening destruction. The misconstruction
which Job experiences from the friends has the salutary effect on him of
rooting him still more deeply in the hope that God will not let him die without
having borne witness to his innocence. But the mystery of the present is
nevertheless not cleared up for Job by this glimpse of faith into the future. On
the contrary, the second course of the controversy ends so, that to the friends
who unjustly and uncharitably deny instead of solving the mystery of his
individual lot, Job now presents that which is mysterious in the divine
distribution of human fortune in general, the total irreconcilableness of
experience with the idea of the just divine retribution maintained by them. In
that speech of his, Job 21, which forms the transition to the third course of the
controversy, Job uses the language of the doubter not without sinning against
God. But since it is true that the outward lot of man by no means always
corresponds to his true moral condition, and never warrants an infallible
conclusion respecting it, he certainly in that speech gives the death-blow to the
dogma of the friends. The poet cannot possibly allow them to be silent over it.
Eliphaz, the most discreet and intelligent, speaks. His speech, considered in
itself, is the purest truth, uttered in the most appropriate and beautiful form.
But as an answer to the speech of Job the dogma of the friends itself is
destroyed in it, by the false conclusion by which it is obliged to justify itself to
itself. The greatness of the poet is manifest from this, that he makes the
speeches of the friends, considered in themselves, and apart from the
connection of the drama, express the most glorious truths, while they are
proved to be inadequate, indeed perverted and false, in so far as they are
designed to solve the existing mystery. According to their general substance,
these speeches are genuine diamonds; according to their special application,
they are false ones.

How true is what Eliphaz says, that God neither blesses the pious because he is
profitable to Him, nor punishes the wicked because he is hurtful to Him; that
the pious is profitable not to God, but to himself; the wicked is hurtful not to
God, but himself; that therefore the conduct of God towards both is neither
arbitrary nor selfish! But if we consider the conclusion to which, in these
thoughts, Eliphaz only takes a spring, they prove themselves to be only the
premises of a false conclusion. For Eliphaz infers from them that God rewards
virtue as such, and punishes vice as such; that therefore where a man suffers,
the reason of it is not to be sought in any secondary purpose on the part of



God, but solely and absolutely in the purpose of God to punish the sins of the
man. The fallacy of the conclusion is this, that the possibility of any other
purpose, which is just as far removed from self-interest, in connection with
God’s purpose of punishing the sins of the man, is excluded. It is now manifest
how near theoretical error and practical falsehood border on one another, so
that dogmatical error is really in the rule at the same time aÏdikiÂa. For after
Eliphaz, in order to defend the justice of divine retribution against Job, has
again indissolubly connected suffering and the punishment of sin, without
acknowledging any other form of divine rule but His justice, any other purpose
in decreeing suffering than the infliction of punishment (from the recognition
of which the right and true comfort for Job would have sprung up), he is
obliged in the present instance, against his better knowledge and conscience, to
distort an established fact, to play the hypocrite to himself, and persuade
himself of the existence of sins in Job, of which the confirmation fails him, and
to become false and unjust towards Job even in favour of the false dogma. For
the dogma demands wickedness in an equal degree to correspond to a great
evil, unlimited sins to unlimited sufferings. Therefore the former wealth of Job
must furnish him with the ground of heavy accusations, which he now
expresses directly and unconditionally to Job. He whose conscience, however,
does not accuse him of mammon-worship, Job. 31:24 f., is suffering the
punishment of a covetous and compassionless rich man. Thus is the dogma of
the justice of God rescued by the unjust abandonment of Job.

Further, how true is Eliphaz’ condemnatory judgment against the free-
thinking, which, if it does not deny the existence of God, still regards God as
shut up in the heavens, without concerning himself about anything that takes
place on earth! The divine judgment of total destruction came upon a former
generation that had thought thus insolently of God, and to the joy of the
righteous the same judgment is still executed upon evil-doers of the same
mind. This is true, but it does not apply to Job, for whom it is intended. Job has
denied the universality of a just divine retribution, but not the special
providence of God. Eliphaz sets retributive justice and special providence
again here in a false correlation. He thinks that, so far as a man fails to
perceive the one, he must at once doubt the other, — another instance of the
absurd reasoning of their dogmatic one-sidedness. Such is Job’s relation to
God, that even if he failed to discover a single trace of retributive justice
anywhere, he would not deny His rule in nature and among men. For his God
is not a mere notion, but a person to whom he stands in a living relation. A
notion falls to pieces as soon as it is found to be self-contradictory; but God
remains what He is, however much the phenomenon of His rule contradicts the
nature of His person. The rule of God on earth Job firmly holds, although in
manifold instances he can only explain it by God’s absolute and arbitrary
power. Thus he really knows no higher motive in God to which to refer his



affliction; but nevertheless he knows that God interests himself about him, and
that He who is even now his Witness in heaven will soon arise on the dust of
the grave in his behalf. For such utterances of Job’s faith Eliphaz has no ear.
He knows no faith beyond the circle of his dogma.

The exhortations and promises by which Eliphaz then (Job. 22:21-30) seeks to
lead Job back to God are in and of themselves true and most glorious. There is
also somewhat in them which reflects shame on Job; they direct him to that
inward peace, to that joy in God, which he had entirely lost sight of when he
spoke of the misfortune of the righteous in contrast with the prosperity of the
wicked. f187

But even these beauteous words of promise are blemished by the false
assumption from which they proceed. The promise, the Almighty shall become
Job’s precious ore, rests on the assumption that Job is now suffering the
punishment of his avarice, and has as its antecedent: “Lay thine ore in the dust,
and thine Ophir beneath the pebbles of the brook.” Thus do even the holiest
and truest words lose their value when they are not uttered at the right time,
and the most brilliant sermon that exhorts to penitence remains without effect
when it is prompted by pharisaic uncharitableness. The poet, who is general
has regarded the character of Eliphaz as similar to that of a prophet (vid.,
Job. 4:12 ff.), makes him here at the close of his speech against his will
prophesy the issue of the controversy. He who now, considering himself as
YQN, preaches penitence to Job, shall at last stand forth as YQN YJ, and will be
one of the first who need Job’s intercession as the servant of God, and whom
he is able mediatorially to rescue by the purity of his hands.

Translator's Preface

[TO THE ORIGINAL ENGLISH EDITION, VOLUME 2]

It is with no ordinary feeling of relief and satisfaction that I am at length able
to send forth the second and concluding volume of this Commentary. And I am
confident that the trifling delay in this year’s issues of the Foreign Theological
Library will be readily pardoned, when the tedious toil involved in carrying
such a work through the press amidst the pressure of other duties is considered.
No pains have been spared to render the work worthy its position; and the care
bestowed upon the work by myself has been fully seconded by the attention of
the printers.

The duties of translation have been carefully discharged, and it has been my
aim to preserve the complexion of the original as far as possible, even
sometimes at the expense of an easy flow of language. Conscious of
imperfection in the working out of my design, I have nevertheless sought to



put the reader in the position of a student of the original volume. The task
which I imposed upon myself has not been confined to mere translation; but
close attention has been given to the accurate reproduction of the critical
portions, with the hope of contributing in some small degree to the diffusion of
sound exegetical knowledge for the elucidation of one of the grandest and most
practical books of the Old Testament Scriptures, and from a conviction of the
need there is for the cultivation of the cognate Semitic languages. This latter
branch of study is specially applicable and necessary in the interpretation of
the book of Job, and the established scholarship of Dr. Delitzsch eminently
qualifies him for the effective execution of the work.

Further explanation need scarcely be added, except in reference to the
retention of the word Chokma, and the character of the translation of the text.
As to the former, I regret that I did not append a note to p. 247, to the effect
that the word Chokma (HMFKiXF, Wisdom) was reproduced because used
technically by the author. I presumed that students of the volume would at
once recognise the word; but from the consideration that the Commentary may
also be used, so far as the practical parts are concerned, even by readers
unacquainted with Hebrew, this explanation has been deemed needful.

And it may further suffice, in connection with the second section of the
Introduction, to define Chokma as the one word for the lofty spirit of wisdom
which dwelt in the minds of the wise men of Israel in the Salomonic age, — a
wisdom taught, inspired, by the Holy Spirit of God — the culmination of
which is found in Solomon himself. In brief, the Chokma is the divine
philosophy of the Jewish church.

With reference to the new rendering of the text: it aims at a literal and faithful
reproduction of Dr. Delitzsch’s translation, as representing his “sense and
appreciation of the original,” and as the embodiment of the results of the
critical notes. Therefore I have not felt at liberty to use that freedom of
expression which I regard as most desirably in adapting the translation of the
original text to the requirements of the general reader. This portion of my
undertaking has not been free from difficulty; and occasionally an amount of
stiffness has seemed unavoidable, owing to the different structure of the
Hebrew and English languages, while, form the plastic nature of the German
language, the author is enabled to mould his translation closely after the
original text, and still render it elegant, and at times rhythmical.

A note on the transcription of Arabic words will be found at the end of the
Appendix. The references have been verified, so far as the means of
verification have been accessible; and I believe I may speak with confidence of
those that I have not been able to verify, from the general accuracy I found in
the others.



To clear up the misapprehension which has been manifested in many quarters,
I would add that this Commentary forms a part of the Biblical Commentary on
the Old Testament by Drs. Keil and Delitzsch. But the name of the latter only
is appended to these volumes, because Dr. Delitzsch is the writer of this
portion, just as Dr. Keil only is the author of the Commentary on the
Pentateuch, and all the other volumes that have appeared to this date.

I have still to acknowledge the kind promptitude with which my esteemed
friend Dr. Delitzsch has, in more than one instance, given me an explanation of
a difficulty point, and favoured me with an additional amendment of the
original work during the progress of this translation through the press.

In the hope that the usefulness of Dr. Delitzsch’s valuable contribution to
Biblical Exegesis may be extended beyond his original design, I commend it to
all earnest students of the Holy Word, with the prayer that the blessing of the
Spirit of Jehovah may rest upon the labours of our hands.

F.B.
Elland, November 2, 1866.

Job's First Answer. — Job 23-24

SCHEMA: 8. 8. 8. 8. | 8. 9. 9. 9. 5. 10. 9.

[Then began Job, and said:]

2 Even to-day my complaint still biddeth defiance,
My hand lieth heavy upon my groaning.

3 Oh that I knew where I might find Him,
That I might come even to His dwelling-place!

4 I would lay the cause before Him,
And fill my mouth with arguments:

5 I should like to know the words He would answer me,
And attend to what He would say to me.

Job. 23: 2-5. Since YRIMi (for which the LXX reads eÏk touÌ xeiroÂj mou, YDYM;
Ew. WDYM, from his hand) usually elsewhere signifies obstinacy, it appears that
v. 2a ought to be explained: My complaint is always accounted as rebellion
(against God); but by this rendering v. 2b requires some sort of expletive, in
order to furnish a connected thought: although the hand which is upon me
stifles my groaning (Hirz.); or, according to another rendering of the LJA: et
pourtant mes gémissements n’égalent pas mes souffrances (Renan. Schlottm.).
These interpretations are objectionable on account of the artificial restoration



of the connection between the two members of the verse, which they require;
they lead one to expect YDIYFWi (as a circumstantial clause: LXX, Cod. Vat. kaiÃ hÎ
xeiÃr auÏtouÌ). As the words stand, it is to be supposed that the definition of time,
��yHA��gA (even to-day still, as Zec. 9:12), belongs to both divisions of the
verse. How, then, is YRM to be understood? If we compare Job. 7:11, 10: 1,
where RM, which is combined with XYV, signifies amarum = amartiduo, it is
natural to take YRM also in the signification amaritudo, acerbitas (Targ., Syr.,
Jer.); and this is also possible, since, as is evident from Exo. 23:21, comp.
Zec. 12:10, the verbal forms RRM and HRM run into one another, as they are
really cognates. f188

But it is more satisfactory, and more in accordance with the relation of the two
divisions of the verse, if we keep to the usual signification of YRIMi; not,
however, understanding it of obstinacy, revolt, rebellion (viz., in the sense of
the friends), but, like HREMO, 2Ki. 14:26) which describes the affliction as stiff-
necked, obstinate), of stubbornness, defiance, continuance in opposition, and
explain with Raschi: My complaint is still always defiance, i.e., still maintains
itself in opposition, viz., against God, without yielding (Hahn, Olsh.:
unsubmitting); or rather: against such exhortations to penitence as those which
Eliphaz has just addressed to him. In reply to these, Job considers his complain
to be well justified even to-day, i.e., even now (for it is not, with Ewald, to be
imagined that, in the mind of the poet, the controversy extends over several
days, — an idea which would only be indicated by this one word).

In v. 2b he continues the same thought under a different form of expression.
My hand lies heavy on my groaning, i.e., I hold it immoveably fast (as
Fleischer proposes to take the words); or better: I am driven to a continued
utterance of it. f189

By this interpretation YDY retains its most natural meaning, manus mea, and the
connection of the two members of the verse without any particle is best
explained. On the other hand, all modern expositors, who do not, as Olsh., at
once correct YDY into WDY, explain the suffix as objective: the hand, i.e., the
destiny to which I have to submit, weighs upon my sighing, irresistibly forcing
it out from me. Then v. 2b is related to v. 2a as a confirmation; and if,
therefore, a particle is to be supplied, it is YkI (Olsh.) and no other. Thus, even
the Targ. renders it YTIXáMÁ, plaga mea. Job’s affliction is frequently traced back
to the hand of God, Job. 19:21, comp. Job. 1:11, 2: 5, 13:21; and on the suffix
used objectively (pass.) we may compare v. 14, YqIXU; Job. 20:29, �RMiJI; and
especially Job. 34: 6, YcIXI. The interpretation: the hand upon me is heavy
above my sighing, i.e., heavier than it (Ramban, Rosenm., Ges., Schlottm.,



Renan), also accords with the connection. LJA can indeed be used in this
comparative meaning, Exo. 16: 5, Ecc. 1:16; but L� DY HDBK is an
established phrase, and commonly used of the burden of the hand upon any
one, Psa. 32: 4 (comp. Job. 33: 7, in the division in which Elihu is introduced;
and the connection with LJE, 1Sa. 5: 6, and ��F, 1Sa. 5:11); and this usage of
the language renders the comparative rendering very improbable. But it is also
improbable that “my hand” is = the hand [that is] upon me, since it cannot be
shown that DY was directly used in the sense of plaga; even the Arabic, among
the many turns of meaning which it gives to Arab. yd, does not support this,
and least of all would an Arab conceive of Arab. ydaÑ passively, plaga quam
patior. Explain, therefore: his complain now, as before, offers resistance to the
exhortation of the friends, which is not able to lessen it, his (Job’s) hand
presses upon his lamentation so that it is forced to break forth, but — without
its justification being recognised by men. This thought urges him on to the
wish that he might be able to pour forth his complain directly before God.
�T�YI�YMI is at one time followed by an accusative (Job. 14: 4, 29: 2, 31:31, 35,
to which belongs also the construction with the inf., Job. 11: 5), at another by
the fut., with or without Waw (as here, v. 3b, Job. 6: 8, 13: 5, 14:13, 19:23),
and at another by the perf., with or without Waw (as here, v. 3a: utinam
noverim, and Deu. 5:26). And YtI�iDAYF is, as in Job. 32:22, joined with the fut.:
scirem (noverim) et invenirem instead of possim invenire eum (�JCiMFLi), Ges. §
142, 3, c. If he but knew [how] to reach Him (God), could attain to His throne;
HNFwKti (everywhere from �wk, not from �KATf) signifies the setting up, i.e.,
arrangement (Eze. 43:11) or establishment (Nah. 2:10) of a dwelling, and the
thing itself which is set out and established, here of the place where God’s
throne is established. Having attained to this, he would lay his cause (instuere
causam, as Job. 13:18, comp. Job. 33: 5) before Him, and fill his mouth with
arguments to prove that he has right on his side (T�XK�FT, as Psa. 38:15, of the
grounds of defence, or proof that he is in the right and his opponent in the
wrong). In v. 5 we may translate: I would, or: I should like (to learn); in the
Hebrew, as in cognoscerem, both are expressed; the substance of v. 5a makes
the optative rendering more natural. He would like to know the words with
which He would meet him, f190 and would give heed to what He would say to
him. But will He condescend? will He have anything to do with the matter? —

6 Will He contend with me with great power?
No, indeed; He will only regard me!

7 Then the upright would be disputing with Him,
And I should for ever escape my judge.



8 Yet I go eastward, He is not there,
And westward, but I perceive Him not;

9 Northwards where He worketh, but I behold Him not;
He turneth aside southwards, and I see Him not.

Job. 23: 6-9. The question which Job, in v. 6a, puts forth: will He contend
with me in the greatness or fulness of His strength, i.e., (as Job. 30:18) with a
calling forth of all His strength? he himself answers in v. 6b, hoping that the
contrary may be the case: no, indeed, He will not do that. f191 JLO is here
followed not by the YkI, which is otherwise customary after a negation in the
signification imo, but by the restrictive exceptive ¥JÁ, which never signifies
sed, sometimes verum tamen (Psa. 49:16; comp. supra, Job. 13:15, p. 361), but
here, as frequently, tantummodo, and, according to the hyperbaton which has
been mentioned so often (pp. 283, 374, and also 361), is placed at the
beginning of the sentence, and belongs not to the member of the sentence
immediately following it, but to the whole sentence (as in Arabic also the
restrictive force of the Arab. innamaÑ never falls upon what immediately
follows it): He will do nothing but regard me (�YVIYF, scil. BL�, elsewhere with
LJA of the object of regard or reflection, Job. 34:23, 37:15, Jud. 19:30, and
without an ellipsis, Job. 1: 8; also with LJE, Job. 2: 3, or Li, 1Sa. 9:20; here
designedly with bI, which unites in itself the significations of the Arab. b and
f−Ñ, of seizing, and of plunging into anything). Many expositors (Hirz., Ew., and
others) understand v. 6b as expressing a wish: “Shall He contend with me with
overwhelming power? No, I do not desire that; only that He may be a judge
attentive to the cause, not a ruler manifesting His almighty power.” But v. 6a,
taken thus, would be purely rhetorical, since this question (shall He, etc.)
certainly cannot be seriously propounded by Job; accordingly, v. 6b is not
intended as expressing a wish, but a hope. Job certainly wishes the same thing
in Job. 9:34, 13:21; but in the course of the discussion he has gradually
acquired new confidence in God, which here once more breaks through. He
knows that God, if He would but be found, would also condescend to hear his
defence of himself, that He would allow him to speak, and not overwhelm him
with His majesty.

Ver. 7. The question arises here, whether the ��F which follows is to be
understood locally (Arab. t¯amma) or temporally (Arab. t¯umma); it is evident
from Job. 35:12, Psa. 14: 5, 66: 6, Hos. 2:17, Zep. 1:14, that it may be used
temporally; in many passages, e.g., Psa. 36:13, the two significations run into
one another, so that they cannot be distinguished. We here decide in favour of
the temporal signification, against Rosenm., Schlottm., and Hahn; for if �� be
understood locally, a “then” must be supplied, and it may therefore be



concluded that this �� is the expression for it. We assume at the same time
that XKWN is correctly pointed as part. with Kametz; accordingly it is to be
explained: then, if He would thus pay attention to me, an upright man would be
contending with Him, i.e., then it would be satisfactorily proved that an upright
man may contend with Him. In v. 7b, �l�pI, like �l�MI, Job. 20:20 (comp. XÁT�pI,
to have open, to stand open), is intensive of Kal: I should for ever escape my
judge, i.e., come off most completely free from unmerited punishment. Thus it
ought to be if God could be found, but He cannot be found. The �H�, which
according to the sense may be translated by “yet” (comp. Job. 21:16),
introduces this antithetical relation: Yet I go towards the east (�H� with
Mahpach, �DEQE with Munach), and He is not there; and towards the west
(R�XJF, comp. �YNRXJ, occidentales, Job. 18:20), and perceive Him not
(expressed as in Job. 9:11; Li �YbI elsewhere: to attend to anything, Job. 14:21,
Deu. 32:29, Psa. 73:17; here, as there, to perceive anything, so that �L is
equivalent to �TJO). In v. 9 the left (LWJMOVi, Arab. shemaÑl, or even without the
substantival termination, on which comp. Jesurun, pp. 222-227, sham, shaÑm) is
undoubtedly an appellation of the north, and the right (�YMIYF, Arab. jem−Ñn) an
appellation of the south; both words are locatives which outwardly are
undefined. And if the usual signification of HV� and ��� are retained, it is to
be explained thus: northwards or in the north, if He should be active — I
behold not; if He veil himself southwards or in the south — I see not. This
explanation is also satisfactory so far as v. 9a is concerned, so that it is
unnecessary to understand �TVO�ábÁ other than in Job. 28:26, and with
Blumenfeld to translate according to the phrase �kRiDA HVF�F, Jud. 17: 8: if He
makes His way northwards; or even with Umbr. to call in the assistance of the
Arab. gsÔaÑ (to cover), which neither here nor Job. 9: 9, 15:27, is admissible,
since even then WTV�B LWJMV cannot signify: if He hath concealed himself
on the left hand (in the north). Ewald’s combination of HV� with H��, in the
assumed signification “to incline to” of the latter, is to be passed over as
useless. On the other hand, much can be said in favour of Ewald’s translation
of v. 9b: “if He turn to the right hand — I see Him not;” for

(1) the Arab. gtåf, by virtue of the radical notion, f192 which is also traceable in
the Heb. ���, signifies both trans. and intrans. to turn up, bend aside;

(2) Saadia translates: “and if He turns southwards (ÿatafa gunuÑban);”

(3) Schultens correctly observes: ��� significatione operiendi commodum non
efficit sensum, nam quid mirum is quem occultantem se non conspiciamus. We
therefore give the preference to this Arabic rendering of ���Y. If ���Y, in the



sense of obvelat se, does not call to mind the �MFT� YR�DiXÁ, penetralia austri,
Job. 9: 9 (comp. Arab. chidr, velamen, adytum), neither will WTV�B point to
the north as the limit of the divine dominion. Such conceptions of the extreme
north and south are nowhere found among the Arabs as among the Arian races
(vid., Isa. 14:13); f193 and, moreover, the conception of the north as the abode of
God cannot be shown to be biblical, either from Job. 37:22, Eze. 1: 4, or still
less from Psa. 48: 3. With regard to the syntax, ���Y is a hypothetical fut., as
Job. 20:24, 22:27 f. The use of the fut. apoc. ZXÁJÁ, like �JÁ, v. 11, without a
voluntative or aoristic signification, is poetic. Towards all quarters of the
heavens he turns, i.e., with his eyes and the longing of his whole nature, if he
may by any means find God. But He evades him, does not reveal Himself in
any place whatever.

The YkI which now follows does not give the reason of Job’s earnest search
after God, but the reason of His not being found by him. He does not allow
Himself to be seen anywhere; He conceals Himself from him, lest He should
be compelled to acknowledge the right of the sufferer, and to withdraw His
chastening hand from him.

10 For He knoweth the way that is with me:
If He should prove me, I should come forth as gold.

11 My foot held firm to His steps;
His way I kept, and turned not aside.

12 The command of His lips — I departed not from it;
More than my own determination I kept the words of His mouth.

13 Yet He remaineth by one thing, and who can turn Him?
And He accomplisheth what His soul desireth.

Job. 23:10-13. That which is not merely outwardly, but inwardly with (�JI)
any one, is that which he thinks and knows (his consciousness), Job. 9:35,
15: 9, or his willing and acting, Job. 10:13, 27:11: he is conscious of it, he
intends to do it; here, v. 10, �� is intended in the former sense, in v. 14 in the
latter. The “way with me” is that which his conscience (suneiÂdhsij) approves
(summartureiÌ); comp. Psychol. S. 134. This is known to God, so that he who is
now set down as a criminal would come forth as tried gold, in the event of God
allowing him to appear before Him, and subjecting him to judicial trial. YNINAXFbI
is the praet. hypotheticum so often mentioned, which is based upon the
paratactic character of the Hebrew style, as Gen. 44:22, Rut. 2: 9, Zec. 13: 6;
Ges. § 155, 4, a. His foot has held firmly f194 to the steps of God (Rw�JF,
together with RwªJÁ, Job. 31: 7, from R�J Piel, to go on), so that he was



always close behind Him as his predecessor (ZXÁJF synon. ¥MÁTf, Psa. 17: 5,
Pro. 5: 5). He guarded, i.e., observed His way, and turned not aside (�JÁ fut.
apoc. Hiph. in the intransitive sense of deflectere, as e.g., Psa. 125: 5).

In v. 12a, WYTFPFVi TWACiMI precedes as cas. absolutus (as respects the command
of His lips); and what is said in this respect follows with Waw apod. (= Arab.
f) without the retrospective pronoun HnFmEMI (which is omitted for poetic
brevity). On this prominence of a separate notion after the manner of an
antecedent, comp. p. 293, note 1. The Hiph. �YMIH�, like H«FHI, v. 11, and ZYlIHI,
Pro. 4:21, is not causative, but simply active in signification. In v. 12b the
question arises, whether �MI �PACF is one expression, as in Job. 17: 4, in the
sense of “hiding from another,” or whether �MI is comparative. In the former
sense Hirz. explains: I removed the divine will from the possible ascendancy
of my own. But since �PACF is familiar to the poet in the sense of preserving and
laying by (�YNIwPCi, treasures, Job. 20:26), it is more natural to explain,
according to Psa. 119:11: I kept the words (commands) of Thy mouth, i.e.,
esteemed them high and precious, more than my statute, i.e., more than what
my own will prescribed for me. f195

The meaning is substantially the same; the LXX, which translates eÏn deÃ koÂlpwÄ
mou (YQIX�bI), which Olsh. considers to be “perhaps correct,” destroys the
significance of the confession. Hirz. rightly refers to the “law in the members,”
Rom. 7:23: YqIXU is the expression Job uses for the law of the sinful nature
which strives against the law of God, the wilful impulse of selfishness and evil
passion, the law which the apostle describes as eÎÂteroj noÂmoj, in distinction
from the noÂmoj touÌ QeouÌ (Psychol. S. 379). Job’s conscience can give him this
testimony, but He, the God who so studiously avoids him, remains in one
mind, viz., to treat him as a criminal; and who can turn Him from His purpose?
(the same question as Job. 9:12, 11:10); His soul wills it (stat pro ratione
voluntas), and He accomplishes it. Most expositors explain permanet in uno in
this sense; the Beth is the usual Bi with verbs of entering upon and persisting in
anything. Others, however, take the Bi as Beth essentiae: He remains one and
the same, viz., in His conduct towards me (Umbr., Vaih.), or: He is one, is
alone, viz., in absolute majesty (Targ. Jer.; Schult., Ew., Hlgst., Schlottm.),
which is admissible, since this Beth occurs not only in the complements of a
sentence (Psa. 39: 7, like a shadow; Isa. 48:10, after the manner of silver;
Psa. 55:19, in great number; Psa. 35: 2, as my help), but also with the predicate
of a simple sentence, be it verbal (Job. 24:13; Pro. 3:26) or substantival
(Exo. 18: 4; Psa. 118: 7). The same construction is found also in Arabic,
where, however, it is more frequent in simple negative clauses than in
affirmative (vid., Psalter, i. 272). The assertion: He is one (as in the primary



monotheistic confession, Deu. 6: 4), is, however, an expression for the
absoluteness of God, which is not suited to this connection; and if DXJB JWH
is intended to be understood of the unchangeable uniformity of His purpose
concerning Job, the explanation: versatur (perstat) in uno, Arab. hua fi
waÑhidin, is not only equally, but more natural, and we therefore prefer it.

Here again God appears to Job to be his enemy. His confidence towards God is
again overrun by all kinds of evil, suspicious thoughts. He seems to him to be a
God of absolute caprice, who punishes where there is no ground for
punishment. There is indeed a phrase of the abiding fact which he considers
superior to God and himself, both being conceived of as contending parties;
and this phase God avoids, He will not hear it. Into this vortex of thoughts, as
terrible as they are puerile, Job is hurried forward by the persuasion that his
affliction is a decree of divine justice. The friends have greatly confirmed him
in this persuasion; so that his consciousness of innocence, and the idea of God
as inflicting punishment, are become widely opposite extremes, between which
his faith is hardly able to maintain itself. It is not his affliction in itself, but this
persuasion, which precipitates him into such a depth of conflict, as the
following strophe shows.

14 For He accomplisheth that which is appointed for me,
And much of a like kind is with Him.

15 Therefore I am troubled at His presence;
If I consider it, I am afraid of Him.

16 And God hath caused my heart to be dejected,
And the Almighty hath put me to confusion;

17 For I have not been destroyed before darkness,
And before my countenance, which thick darkness covereth.

Job. 23:14-17. Now it is the will of God, the absolute, which has all at once
turned against him, the innocent (v. 13); for what He has decreed against him
(YqIXU) He also brings to a complete fulfilment (�YLI�iHI, as e.g., Isa. 44:26); and
the same troubles as those which he already suffers, God has still more
abundantly decreed for him, in order to torture him gradually, but surely, to
death. Job intends v. 14b in reference to himself, not as a general assertion: it
is, in general, God’s way of acting. Hahn’s objection to the other explanation,
that Job’s affliction, according to his own previous assertions, has already
attained its highest degree, does not refute it; for Job certainly has a term of
life before him, though it be but short, in which the wondrously inventive
(Job. 10:16) hostility of God can heap up ever new troubles for him. On the
other hand, the interpretation of the expression in a general sense is opposed
by the form of the expression itself, which is not that God delights to do this,



but that He purposes (�m�I) to do it. It is a conclusion from the present
concerning the future, such as Job is able to make with reference to himself;
while he, moreover, abides by the reality in respect to the mysterious
distribution of the fortunes of men. Therefore, because he is a mark for the
enmity of God, without having merited it, he is confounded before His
countenance, which is so angrily turned upon him (comp. �YNP, Psa. 21:10,
Lam. 4:16); if he considers it (according to the sense fut. hypothet., as v. 9b),
he trembles before Him, who recompenses faithful attachment by such
torturing pain. The following connection with Li and the mention of God twice
at the beginning of the affirmations, is intended to mean: (I tremble before
Him), and He it is who has made me faint-hearted (¥RÁH� Hiph. from the Kal,
Deu. 20: 3, and freq., to be tender, soft, disconcerted), and has troubled me;
which is then supported in v. 17.

His suffering which draws him on to ruin he perceives, but it is not the proper
ground of his inward destruction; it is not the encircling darkness of affliction,
not the mysterious form of his suffering which disconcerts him, but God’s
hostile conduct towards him, His angry countenance as he seems to see it, and
which he is nevertheless unable to explain. Thus also Ew., Hirz., Vaih., Hlgst.,
and Schlottm. explain the passage. The only other explanation worthy of
mention is that which finds in v. 17 the thought already expressed in Job. 3:10:
For I was not then destroyed, in order that I might experience such mysterious
suffering; and interpretation with which most of the old expositors were
satisfied, and which has been revived by Rosenm., Stick., and Hahn. We
translate: for I have not been destroyed before darkness (in order to be taken
away from it before it came upon me), and He has not hidden darkness before
my face; or as an exclamation: that I have not been destroyed! which is to be
equivalent to: Had I but been...! Apart from this rendering of the quod non =
utinam, which cannot be supported,

(1) It is doubly hazardous thus to carry the JLO forward to the second line in
connection with verbs of different persons.

(2) The darkness in v. 17b appears (at least according to the usual interpret.
caliginem) as that which is being covered, whereas it is naturally that which
covers something else; wherefore Blumenfeld explains: and darkness has not
hidden, viz., such pain as I must now endure, from my face.

(3) The whole thought which is thus gained is without point, and meaningless,
in this connection. On the other hand, the antithesis between WYNFpFMI and YNApFMI,
wnmEMI and ¥�EXO�YN�piMI, is at once obvious; and this antithesis, which forces
itself upon the attention, also furnishes the thought which might be expected



from the context. It is unnecessary to take TMÁCiNI in a different signification
from Job. 6:17; in Arabic såmt signifies conticescere; the idea of the root,
however, is in general a constraining depriving of free movement. ¥�EXO is
intended as in the question of Eliphaz, Job. 22:11: “Or seest thou not the
darkness?” to which it perhaps refers. It is impossible, with Schlottm., to
translate v. 17b: and before that darkness covers my face; �MI is never other
than a praep., not a conjunction with power over a whole clause. It must be
translated: et a facie mea quam obtegit caligo. As the absolute �YNP, Job. 9:27,
signifies the appearance of the countenance under pain, so here by it Job
means his countenance distorted by pain, his deformed appearance, which, as
the attributive clause affirms, is thoroughly darkened by suffering (comp.
Job. 30:30). But it is not this darkness which stares him in the face, and
threatens to swallow him up (comp. ¥�X�YNPM, Job. 17:12); not this his
miserable form, which the extremest darkness covers (on LPEJO, vid.,
Job. 10:22), that destroys his inmost nature; but the thought that God stands
forth in hostility against him, which makes his affliction so terrific, and doubly
so in connection with the inalienable consciousness of his innocence. From the
incomprehensible punishment which, without reason, is passing over him, he
now again comes to speak of the incomprehensible connivance of God, which
permits the godlessness of the world to go on unpunished.

24: 1 Wherefore are not bounds reserved by the Almighty,
And they who honour Him see not His days?

2 They remove the landmarks,
They steal flocks and shepherd them.

3 They carry away the ass of the orphan,
And distrain the ox of the widow.

4 They thrust the needy out of the way,
The poor of the land are obliged to slink away together.

Job. 24: 1-4. The supposition that the text originally stood YdAªAMI �Y�I�FRiLF
JAwdMÁ is natural; but it is at once destroyed by the fact that v. 1a becomes
thereby disproportionately long, and yet cannot be divided into two lines of
comparatively independent contents. In fact, �Y��RL is by no means
absolutely necessary. The usage of the language assumes it, according to
which T�� followed by the genitive signifies the point of time at which any
one’s fate is decided. Isa. 13:22, Jer. 27: 7, Eze. 22: 3, 30: 3; the period when
reckoning is made, or even the terminus ad quem, Ecc. 9:12; and �WY followed
by the gen. of a man, the day of his end, Job. 15:32, 18:20, Eze. 21:30, and
freq.; or with HWHY, the day when God’s judgment is revealed, Joe. 1:15, and



freq. The boldness of poetic language goes beyond this usage, by using �YtI�I
directly of the period of punishment, as is almost universally acknowledged
since Schultens’ day, and WYMFYF of God’s days of judgment or of vengeance; f196

and it is the less ambiguous, since �PACF, in the sense of the divine
predetermination of what is future, Job. 15:20, especially of God’s storing up
merited punishment, Job. 21:19, is an acknowledged word of our poet. On �MI
with the passive, vid., Ew. § 295, c (where, however, Job. 28: 4 is erroneously
cited in its favour); it is never more than equivalent to aÏpoÂ, for to use �MI
directly as uÎpoÂ with the passive is admissible neither in Hebrew nor in Arabic.
W�DY (Keri WY�FDiYO, for which the Targ. unsuitably reads YJADiYO) are, as in
Psa. 36:11, 87: 4, comp. supra, Job. 18:21, those who know God, not merely
superficially, but from experience of His ways, consequently those who are in
fellowship with Him. wZXF JLO is to be written with Zinnorith over the JL, and
Mercha by the first syllable of WZX. The Zinnorith necessitates the retreat of the
tone of WZX to its first syllable, as in HRX�YK, Psa. 18: 8 (Bär’s Pslaterium, p.
xiii.); for if WZX remained Milra, JL ought to be connected with it by Makkeph,
and consequently remain toneless (Psalter, ii. 507).

Next follows the description of the moral, abhorrence which, while the friends
(Job. 22:19) maintain a divine retribution everywhere manifest, is painfully
conscious of the absence of any determination of the periods and days of
judicial punishment. Fearlessly and unpunished, the oppression of the helpless
and defenceless, though deserving of a curse, rages in every form. They
remove the landmarks; comp. Deu. 27:17, “Cursed is he who removeth his
neighbour’s landmark” (GYsIMÁ, here once written with V, while otherwise GYvIHI
from GVANF signifies assequi, on the other hand GYsIHI from GwS signifies
dimovere). They steal flocks, w�RiyIWA, i.e., they are so barefaced, that after they
have stolen them they pasture them openly. The ass of the orphans, the one that
is their whole possession, and their only beast for labour, they carry away as
prey (GHANF, as e.g., Isa. 20: 4); they distrain, i.e., take away with them as a
pledge (on LBÁXF, to bind by a pledge, obstringere, and also to take as a pledge,
vid., on Job. 22: 6, and Köhler on Zec. 11: 7), the yoke-ox of the widow (this is
the exact meaning of R��, as of the Arab. thoÑr). They turn the needy aside
from the way which they are going, so that they are obliged to wander hither
and thither without home or right: the poor of the land are obliged to hide
themselves altogether. The Hiph. H«FHI, with �YNI�YBiJE as its obj., is used as in
Amo. 5:12; there it is used of turning away from a right that belongs to them,
here of turning out of the way into trackless regions. ��YBiJE (vid., on
Job. 29:16) here, as frequently, is the parallel word with WNF�F, the humble one,



the patient sufferer; instead of which the Keri is YNI�F, the humbled, bowed
down with suffering (vid., on Psa. 9:13). �RJ�YW�NiJA occurs without any Keri in
Psa. 76:10, Zep. 2: 3, and might less suitably appear here, where it is not so
much the moral attribute as the outward condition that is intended to be
described. The Pual wJbIXU describes that which they are forced to do.

The description of these unfortunate ones is now continued; and by a
comparison with Job. 30: 1-8, it is probable that aborigines who are turned out
of their original possessions and dwellings are intended (comp. Job. 15:19,
according to which the poet takes his stand in an age in which the original
relations of the races had been already disturbed by the calamities of war and
the incursions of aliens). If the central point of the narrative lies in HauraÑn, or,
more exactly, in the Nukra, it is natural, with Wetzstein, to think of the Arab.
‘hl ‘l-wukr or ÿrb ÿl-håujr, i.e., the (perhaps Ituraean) “races of the caves” in
Trachonitis.

5 Behold, as wild asses in the desert,
They go forth in their work seeking for prey,
The steppe is food to them for the children.

6 In the field they reap the fodder for his cattle,
And they glean the vineyard of the evil-doer.

7 They pass the night in nakedness without a garment,
And have no covering in the cold.

8 They are wet with the torrents of rain upon the mountains,
And they hug the rocks for want of shelter.

Job. 24: 5-8. The poet could only draw such a picture as this, after having
himself seen the home of his hero, and the calamitous fate of such as were
driven forth from their original abodes to live a vagrant, poverty-stricken gipsy
life. By v. 5, one is reminded of Psa. 104:21-23, especially since in v. 11 of
this Psalm the �YJIRFpi, onagri (Kulans), are mentioned, — those beautiful
animals f197 which, while young, as difficult to be broken in, and when grown
up are difficult to be caught; which in their love of freedom are an image of the
Beduin, Gen. 16:12; their untractableness an image of that which cannot be
bound, Job. 11:12; and from their roaming about in herds in waste regions, are
here an image of a gregarious, vagrant, and freebooter kind of life. The old
expositors, as also Rosenm., Umbr., Arnh., and Vaih., are mistaken in thinking
that aliud hominum sceleratorum genus is described in vv. 5 ff. Ewald and
Hirz. were the first to perceive that vv. 5-8 is the further development of v. 4b,
and that here, as in Job. 30: 1 ff., those who are driven back into the wastes and
caves, and a remnant of the ejected and oppressed aborigines who drag out a
miserable existence, are described.



The accentuation rightly connects RBDMB �YJRP; by the omission of the
Caph similit., as e.g., Isa. 51:12, the comparison (like a wild ass) becomes an
equalization (as a wild ass). The perf. wJCiYF is a general uncoloured expression
of that which is usual: they go forth �LF�fPFBi, in their work (not: to their work,
as the Psalmist, in Psa. 104:23, expresses himself, exchanging Bi for Li). �RE«FLÁ
YR�Xá�AMi, searching after prey, i.e., to satisfy their hunger (Psa. 104:21), from
�RÁ�F, in the primary signification decerpere (vid., Hupfeld on Psa. 7: 3),
describes that which in general forms their daily occupation as they roam
about; the constructivus is used here, without any proper genitive relation, as a
form of connection, according to Ges. § 116, 1. The idea of waylaying is not to
be connected with the expression. Job describes those who are perishing in
want and misery, not so much as those who themselves are guilty of evil
practices, as those who have been brought down to poverty by the wrongdoing
of others. As is implied in YRX�M (comp. the morning Psalm, Psa. 63: 2,
Isa. 26: 9), Job describes their going forth in the early morning; the children
(�YRI�FNi, as Job. 1:19, 29: 5) are those who first feel the pangs of hunger. �L
refers individually to the father in the company: the steppe (with its scant
supply of roots and herbs) is to him food for the children; he snatches it from
it, it must furnish it for him. The idea is not: for himself and his family (Hirz.,
Hahn, and others); for v. 6, which has been much misunderstood, describes
how they, particularly the adults, obtain their necessary subsistence. There is
no MS authority for reading �L�YLIbI instead of �LYLIbI; the translation “what is
not to him” (LXX, Targ., and partially also the Syriac version) is therefore to
be rejected. Raschi correctly interprets WLWBY as a general explanation, and
Ralbag WTJWBT: it is, as in Job. 6: 5, mixed fodder for cattle, farrago,
consisting of oats or barley sown among vetches and beans, that is intended.
The meaning is not, however, as most expositors explain it, that they seek to
satisfy their hunger with food for cattle grown in the fields of the rich evil-
doer; for RCÁQF does not signify to sweep together, but to reap in an orderly
manner; and if they meant to steal, why did they not seize the better portion of
the produce? It is correct to take the suff. as referring to the ��FRF which is
mentioned in the next clause, but it is not to be understood that they plunder
his fields per nefas; on the contrary, that he hires them to cut the fodder for his
cattle, but does not like to entrust the reaping of the better kinds of corn to
them. It is impracticable to press the Hiph. WRYCQY of the Chethib to favour
this rendering; on the contrary, RYCQH stands to RCQ in like (not causative)
signification as HXNH to HXN (vid., on Job. 31:18). In like manner, v. 6b is to
be understood of hired labour. The rich man prudently hesitates to employ
these poor people as vintagers; but he makes use of their labour (whilst his



own men are fully employed at the wine-vats) to gather the straggling grapes
which ripen late, and were therefore left at the vintage season. the older
expositors are reminded of �QELE, late hay, and explain w�q�LÁYi as denom. by
W�QL WTRKY (Aben-Ezra, Immanuel, and others) or W�QL WLKJY (Parchon);
but how unnatural to think of the second mowing, or even of eating the after-
growth of grass, where the vineyard is the subject referred to! On the contrary,
�q�LI signifies, as it were, serotinare, i.e., serotinos fructus colligere
(Rosenm.): f198 this is the work which the rich man assigns to them, because he
gains by it, and even in the worst case can lose but little.

Vv. 7 f. tell how miserably they are obliged to shift for themselves during this
autumnal season of labour, and also at other times. Naked (��R�F, whether an
adverbial form or not, is conceived of after the manner of an accusative: in a
naked, stripped condition, Arabic ÿurjaÑnan) they pass the night, without having
anything on the body (on �wBLi, vid., on Psa. 22:19), and they have no (�YJ�
supply �HELF) covering or veil (corresponding to the notion of DGEbE) in the cold.
f199

They become thoroughly drenched by the frequent and continuous storms that
visit the mountains, and for want of other shelter are obliged to shelter
themselves under the overhanging rocks, lying close up to them, and clinging
to them, — an idea which is expressed here by wQbIXI, as in Lam. 4: 5, where,
of those who were luxuriously brought up on purple cushions, it is said that
they “embrace dunghills;” for in Palestine and Syria, the forlorn one, who,
being afflicted with some loathsome disease, is not allowed to enter the
habitations of men, lies ion the dunghill (mezaÑbil), asking alms by day of the
passers-by, and at night hiding himself among the ashes which the sun has
warmed. f200

The usual accentuation, �RZM with Dech−Ñ, �YRH with Munach, after which it
should be translated ab inundatione montes humectantur, is false; in correct
Codd. �RZ has also Munach; the other Munach is, as in Job. 23: 5a, 9a, 24: 6b,
and freq., a substitute for Dech−Ñ. Having sketched this special class of the
oppressed, and those who are abandoned to the bitterest want, Job proceeds
with his description of the many forms of wrong which prevail unpunished on
the earth:

9 They tear the fatherless from the breast,
And defraud the poor.

10 Naked, they slink away without clothes,
And hungering they bear the sheaves.



11 Between their walls they squeeze out the oil;
They tread the wine-presses, and suffer thirst.

12 In the city vassals groan,
And the soul of the oppressed crieth out —

And Eloah heedeth not the anomaly.

Job. 24: 9-12. The accentuation of v. 9a (WLZGY with Dech−Ñ, D�M with
Munach) makes the relation of ��TYF D�O genitival. Heidenheim (in a MS
annotation to Kimchi’s Lex.) accordingly badly interprets: they plunder from
the spoil of the orphan; Ramban better: from the ruin, i.e., the shattered
patrimony; both appeal to the Targum, which translates �WTY TZYBM, like the
Syriac version, men bezto de-jatme (comp. Jerome: vim fecerunt depraedantes
pupillos). The original reading, however, is perhaps (vid., Buxtorf, Lex. col.
295) JZFYbIMI, aÏpoÃ buziÂou, from the mother’s breast, as it is also, the LXX (aÏpoÃ
mastouÌ), to be translated contrary to the accentuation. Inhuman creditors take
the fatherless and still tender orphan away from its mother, in order to bring it
up as a slave, and so to obtain payment. If this is the meaning of the passage, it
is natural to understand wLbOXiYA, v. 9b, of distraining; but (1) the poet would
then repeat himself tautologically, vid., v. 3, where the same thing is far more
evidently said; (2) LBÁXF, to distrain, would be construed with LJA, contrary to
the logic of the word. Certainly the phrase L� LBX may be in some degree
explained by the interpretation, “to impose a fine” (Ew., Hahn), or “to distrain”
(Hirz., Welte), or “to oppress with fines” (Schlottm.); but violence is thus done
to the usage of the language, which is better satisfied by the explanation of
Ralbag (among modern expositors, Ges., Arnh., Vaih., Stick., Hlgst.): and
what the unfortunate one possesses they seize; but this LJA = LJA R�EJá directly
as object is impossible. The passage, Deu. 7:25, cited by Schultens in its
favour, is of a totally different kind.

But throughout the Semitic dialects the verb LBÁXF also signifies “to destroy, to
treat injuriously” (e.g., Arab. el-chaÑbil, a by-name of Satan); it occurs in this
signification in Job. 34:31, and according to the analogy of LJA JAR�H�,
1Ki. 17:20, can be construed with L� as well as with Li. The poet, therefore, by
this construction will have intended to distinguish the one LBX from the other,
Job. 22: 6, 24: 3; and it is with Umbreit to be translated: they bring destruction
upon the poor; or better: they take undue advantage of those who otherwise are
placed in trying circumstances.

The subjects of v. 10 are these �YYN�, who are made serfs, and become objects
of merciless oppression, and the poet here in v. 10a indeed repeats what he has
already said almost word for word in v. 7a (comp. Job. 31:19); but there the



nakedness was the general calamity of a race oppressed by subjugation, here it
is the consequence of the sin of merces retenta laborum, which cries aloud to
heaven, practised on those of their own race: they slink away (¥l�HI, as
Job. 30:28) naked (nude), without (YLIbI = YLIbIMI, as perhaps sine = absque)
clothing, and while suffering hunger they carry the sheaves (since their masters
deny them what, according to Deu. 25: 4, shall not be withheld even from the
beasts). Between their walls (TROw� like T�R�F, Jer. 5:10, Chaldee JyFRÁw�), i.e.,
the walls of their masters who have made them slaves, therefore under strict
oversight, they press out the oil (wRYHICiYA, aÎÂp. gegr.), they tread the wine-vats
(�YBIQFYi, lacus), and suffer thirst withal (fut. consec. according to Ew. § 342,
a), without being allowed to quench their thirst from the must which runs out
of the presses (T�tgI, torcularia, from which the verb ¥RÁdF is here transferred
to the vats). Böttch. translates: between their rows of trees, without being able
to reach out right or left; but that is least of all suitable with the olives. Carey
correctly explains: “the factories or the garden enclosures of these cruel
slaveholders.” This reference of the word to the wall of the enclosure is more
suitable than to walls of the press-house in particular. From tyrannical
oppression in the country, f201 Job now passes over to the abominations of
discord and was in the cities.

Ver. 12a. It is natural, with Umbr., Ew., Hirz., and others, to read �YTIM� like
the Peschito; but as m−Ñte in Syriac, so also �YTM in Hebrew as a noun
everywhere signifies the dead (Arab. mauta), not the dying, mortals (Arab.
maïtuÑna); wherefore Ephrem interprets the praes. “they groan” by the perf.
“they have groaned.” The pointing �YTIMi, therefore, is quite correct; but the
accentuation which, by giving Mehupach Zinnorith to RY�M, and Asla
legarmeh to �YTM, places the two words in a genitival relation, is hardly
correct: in the city of men, i.e., the inhabited, thickly-populated city, they
groan; not: men (as Rosenm. explains, according to Gen. 9: 6, Pro. 11: 6)
groan; for just because �YTIMi appeared to be too inexpressive as a subject, this
accentuation seems to have been preferred. It is also possible that the
signification fierce anger (Hos. 11: 9), or anguish (Jer. 15: 8), was combined
with RY�I, comp. Arab. gayrt, jealousy, fury (= HJFNiQI), of which, however, no
trace is anywhere visible. f202

With Jer., Symm., and Theod., we take �YTM as the sighing ones themselves;
the feebleness of the subject disappears if we explain the passage according to
such passages as Deu. 2:34, 3: 6, comp. Jud. 20:48: it is the male inhabitants
that are intended, whom any conqueror would put to the sword; we have
therefore translated men (men of war), although “people” (Job. 11: 3) also



would not have been unsuitable according to the ancient use of the word. QJÁNF
is intended of the groans of the dying, as Jer. 51:52, Eze. 30:24, as v. 12b also
shows: the soul of those that are mortally wounded cries out. �YLILFXÁ signifies
not merely the slain and already dead, but, according to its etymon, those who
are pierced through those who have received their death-blow; their soul cries
out, since it does not leave the body without a struggle. Such things happen
without God preventing them. HLFPitI �YVIYF�JLO, He observeth not the
abomination, either = WBLB �YVY JL, Job. 22:22 (He layeth it not to heart),
or, since the phrase occurs nowhere elliptically, = L� WBL �YVY JL, Job. 1: 8,
34:23) He does not direct His heart, His attention to it), here as elliptical, as in
Job. 4:20, Isa. 41:20. True, the latter phrase is never joined with the acc. of the
object; but if we translate after bI �YVI, Job. 4:18: non imputat, He does not
reckon such HLPT, i.e., does not punish it, �bF (�HEbF) ought to be supplied,
which is still somewhat liable to misconstruction, since the preceding subject
is not the oppressors, but those who suffer oppression. HLFPitI is properly
insipidity (comp. Arab. tafila, to stink), absurdity, self-contradiction, here the
immorality which sets at nought the moral order of the world, and remains
nevertheless unpunished. The Syriac version reads HlFPiti, and translates, like
Louis Bridel (1818): et Dieu ne fait aucune attention à leur prière.

13 Others are those that rebel against the light,
They will know nothing of its ways,

And abide not in its paths.

14 The murderer riseth up at dawn,
He slayeth the sufferer and the poor,

And in the night he acteth like a thief.

15 And the eye of the adulterer watcheth for the twilight;
He thinks: “no eye shall recognise me,”

And he putteth a veil before his face.

Job. 24:13-15. With HmFH� begins a new turn in the description of the moral
confusion which has escaped God’s observation; it is to be translated neither as
retrospective, “since they” (Ewald), nor as distinctive, “they even” (Böttch.),
i.e., the powerful in distinction from the oppressed, but “those” (for HMH
corresponds to our use of “those,” HlEJ� to “these”), by which Job passes on to
another class of evil-disposed and wicked men. Their general characteristic is,
that they shun the light. Those who are described in vv. 14 f. are described
according to their general characteristic in v. 13; accordingly it is not to be
interpreted: those belong to the enemies of the light, but: those are, according
to their very nature, enemies of the light. The Beth is the so-called Beth essent.;



wYHF (comp. Pro. 3:26) affirms what they are become by their own inclination,
or as what they are fashioned, viz., as aÏpostaÂtai fwtoÂj (Symm.); DRÁMF (on the
root RM, vid., on Job. 23: 2) signifies properly to push one’s self against
anything, to lean upon, to rebel; DR�MO therefore signifies one who strives
against another, one who is obstinate (like the Arabic maÑrid, mer−Ñd, comp.
mumaÑri, not conformable to the will of another). The improvement R�J YD�RiMO
(not with Makkeph, but with Mahpach of mercha mahpach. placed between
the two words, vid., Bär’s Psalterium, p. x.) assumes the possibility of the
construction with the acc., which occurs at least once, Jos. 22:19. They are
hostile to the light, they have no familiarity with its ways (RYkIHI, as v. 17,
Psa. 142: 5, Rut. 2:19, to take knowledge of anything, to interest one’s self in
its favour), and do not dwell (wB�iYF, Jer. reversi sunt, according to the false
reading wB�UYF) in its paths, i.e., they neither make nor feel themselves at home
there, they have no peace therein. The light is the light of day, which, however,
stands in deeper, closer relation to the higher light, for the vicious man hateth
toÃ fwÌj, Joh. 3:20, in every sense; and the works which are concealed in the
darkness of the night are also eÏÂrga touÌ skoÂtouj, Rom. 13:12 (comp.
Isa. 29:15), in the sense in which light and darkness are two opposite principles
of the spiritual world. It need not seem strange that the more minute
description of the conduct of these enemies of the light now begins with R�JLF.
It is impossible that this should mean: still in the darkness of the night (Stick.),
prop. towards the light, when it is not yet light. Moreover, in biblical Hebrew,
R�J does not signify evening, in which sense it occurs in Talmudic Hebrew
(Pesachim 1a, Seder olam rabba, c. 5, Y�YB� RWJ, vespera septima), like
JTfRi�J (= ��ENE) in Talmudic Aramaic. The meaning, on the contrary, is that
towards daybreak (comp. RWJ RQBH, Gen. 44: 3), therefore with early
morning, the murderer rises up, to go about his work, which veils itself in
darkness (Psa. 10: 8-10) by day, viz., to slay (comp. on L�OQiYI � �wQYF, Ges. §
142, 3, c) the unfortunate and the poor, who pass by defenceless and alone.
One has to supply the idea of the ambush in which the waylayer lies in wait;
and it is certainly inconvenient that it is not expressed.

The antithesis HLFYilÁBÁw, v. 14c, shows that nothing but primo mane is meant by
R�JLF. He who in the day-time goes forth to murder and plunder, at night
commits petty thefts, where no one whom he could attack passes by. Stickel
translates: to slay the poor and wretched, and in the night to play the thief; but
then the subjunctivus YHIYWI ought to precede (vid., e.g., Job. 13: 5), and in
general it cannot be proved without straining it, that the voluntative form of the
future everywhere has a modal signification. Moreover, here YHIYi does not



differ from Job. 18:12, 20:23, but is only a poetic shorter form for HYEHiYI: in the
night he is like a thief, i.e., plays the part of the thief. And the adulterer’s eye
observes the darkness of evening (vid., Pro. 7: 9), i.e., watches closely for its
coming on (RMÁ�F, in the usual signification observare, to be on the watch, to
take care, observe anxiously), since he hopes to render himself invisible; and
that he may not be recognised even if seen, he puts on a mask. �YNIpF RTES� is
something by which his countenance is rendered unrecognisable (LXX
aÏpokrubhÃ proswÂpou), like the Arab. sitr, sitaÑreh, a curtain, veil, therefore a
veil for the face, or, as we say in one word borrowed from the Arabic
mascharat, a farce (masquerade): the mask, but not in the proper sense. f203

16 In the dark they dig through houses,
By day they shut themselves up,

They will know nothing of the light.

17 For the depth of night is to them even as the dawn of the morning,
For they know the terrors of the depth of night.

Job. 24:16-17. The handiwork of the thief, which is but slightly referred to
in v. 14c, is here more particularly described. The indefinite subj. of RTAXF, as is
manifest from what follows, is the band of thieves. The bI, which is elsewhere
joined with RTX (to break into anything), is here followed by the acc. �YtIbF
(to be pronounced baÑttim, not bottim), f204 as in the Talmudic, �n�I RTAXF, to pick
one’s teeth (and thereby to make them loose), b. Kidduschin, 24 b. According
to the Talmud, Ralbag, and the ancient Jewish interpretation in general, v. 16b
is closely connected to �YTB: houses which they have marked by day for
breaking into, and the mode of its accomplishment; but �TAXF nowhere signifies
designare, always obsignare, to seal up, to put under lock and key, Job. 14:17,
9: 7, 37: 7; according to which the Piel, which occurs only here, is to be
explained: by day they seal up, i.e., shut themselves up for their safety (�MLF is
not to be accented with Athnach, but with Rebia mugrasch): they know not the
light, i.e., as Schlottm. well explains: they have no fellowship with it; for the
biblical �DAYF, ginwÂskein, mostly signifies a knowledge which enters into the
subject, and intimately unites itself with it. In v. 17 one confirmation follows
another. Umbr. and Hirz. explain: for the morning is to them at once the
shadow of death; but WdFXiYA, in the signification at the same time, as we have
taken DXÁYA in Job. 17:16 (nevertheless of simultaneousness of time), is
unsupportable: it signifies together, Job. 2:11, 9:32; and the arrangement of the
words �MLF � WdFXiYA (to them together) is like Isa. 9:20, 31: 3, Jer. 46:12. Also,
apart from the erroneous translation of the WDXY, which is easily set aside,
Hirzel’s rendering of v. 17 is forced: the morning, i.e., the bright day, is to



them all as the shadow of death, for each and every one of them knows the
terrors of the daylight, which is to them as the shadow of death, viz., the
danger of being discovered and condemned. The interpretation, which is also
preferred by Olshausen, is far more natural: the depth of night is to them as the
dawn of the morning (on the precedence of the predicate, comp. Amo. 4:13
and 5: 8: walking in the darkness of the early morning), for they are acquainted
with the terrors of the depth of night, i.e., they are not surprised by them, but
know how to anticipate and to escape them. Ch. 38:15 also, where the night,
which vanishes before the rising of the sun, is called the “light” of the evil-
doer, favours this interpretation (not the other, as Olsh. thinks). The
accentuation also favours it; for is RQB had been the subj., and were to be
translated: the morning is to them the shadow of death, it ought to have been
accented TWMLC WML RQB, Dech−Ñ, Mercha, Athnach. It is, however, accented
Munach, Munach, Athnach, and the second Munach stands as the deputy of
Dech−Ñ, whose value in the interpunction it represents; therefore WML RQB is
the predicate: the shadow of death is morning to them. From the plur. the
description now, with RYkIYA, passes into the sing., as individualizing it. T�HLibÁ
constr. of T�HlFbÁ, is without a Dagesh in the second consonant. Mercier
admirably remarks here: sunt ei familiares et noti nocturni terrores, neque eos
timet aut curat, quasi sibi cum illis necessitudo et familiaritas intercederet et
cum illis ne noceant foedus aut pactum inierit. Thus by their skill and
contrivance they escape danger, and divine justice allows them to remain
undiscovered and unpunished, — a fact which is most incomprehensible.

It is now time that this thought was once again definitely expressed, that one
may not forget what these accumulated illustrations are designed to prove. But
what now follows in vv. 18-21 seems to express not Job’s opinion, but that of
his opponents. Ew., Hirz., and Hlgst. regard vv. 18-21, 22-25, as thesis and
antithesis. To the question, What is the lot that befalls all these evil-doers? Job
is thought to give a twofold answer: first, to v. 21, an ironical answer in the
sense of the friends, that those men are overtaken by the merited punishment;
then from v. 22 is his own serious answer, which stands in direct contrast to
the former. But (1) in vv. 18-21 there is not the slightest trace observable that
Job does not express his own view: a consideration which is also against
Schlottman, who regards vv. 18-21 as expressive of the view of an opponent.
(2) There is no such decided contrast between vv. 18-21 and 22-25, for vv. 19
and 24 both affirm substantially the same thing concerning the end of the evil-
doer. In like manner, it is also not to be supposed, with Stick., Löwenth.,
Böttch., Welte, and Hahn, that Job, outstripping the friends, as far as v. 21,
describes how the evil-doer certainly often comes to a terrible end, and in vv.
22 ff. how the very opposite of this, however, is often witnessed; so that this
consequently furnishes no evidence in support of the exclusive assertion of the



friends. Moreover, v. 24 compared with v. 19, where there is nothing to
indicate a direct contrast, is opposed to it; and v. 22, which has no appearance
of referring to a direct contrast with what has been previously said, is opposed
to such an antithetical rendering of the two final strophes. V. 22 might more
readily be regarded as a transition to the antithesis, if vv. 18-21 could, with
Eichh., Schnurr., Dathe, Umbr., and Vaih., after the LXX, Syriac, and Jerome,
be understood as optative: “Let such an one be light on the surface of the
water, let...be cursed, let him not turn towards,” etc., but v. 18a is not of the
optative form; and 18c, where in that case HNPY�LJ would be expected,
instead of HNPY�JL, shows that 18b, where, according to the syntax, the
optative rendering is natural, is nevertheless not to be so rendered. The right
interpretation is that which regards both vv. 18-21 and 22 ff. as Job’s own
view, without allowing him absolutely to contradict himself. Thus it is
interpreted, e.g., by Rosenmüller, who, however, as also Renan, errs in
connecting v. 18 with the description of the thieves, and understands v. 18a of
their slipping away, 18b of their dwelling in horrible places, and 18c of their
avoidance of the vicinity of towns.

18 For he is light upon the surface of the water;
Their heritage is cursed upon the earth;

He turneth no more in the way of the vineyard.

19 Drought, also heat, snatch away snow water —
So doth SheoÑl those who have sinned.

20 The womb forgetteth him, worms shall feast on him,
He is no more remembered;

So the desire of the wicked is broken as a tree —

21 He who hath plundered the barren that bare not,
And did no good to the widow.

Job. 24:18-21. The point of comparison in v. 18a is the swiftness of the
disappearing: he is carried swiftly past, as any light substance on the surface of
the water is hurried along by the swiftness of the current, and can scarcely be
seen; comp. Job. 9:26: “My days shoot by as ships of reeds, as an eagle which
dasheth upon its prey,” and Hos. 10: 7, “Samaria’s king is destroyed like a
bundle of brushwood (LXX, Theod., fruÂganon) on the face of the water,”
which is quickly drawn into the whirlpool, or buried by the approaching wave.
f205

But here the idea is not that of being swallowed up by the waters, as in the
passage in Hosea, but, on the contrary, of vanishing from sight, by being
carried rapidly past by the rush of the waters. If, then, the evil-doer dies a
quick, easy death, his heritage (HQFLiXE, from QLÁXF, to divide) is cursed by men,



since no one will dwell in it or use it, because it is appointed by God to
desolation on account of the sin which is connected with it (vid., on
Job. 15:28); even he, the evil-doer, no more turns the way of the vineyard
(HNFpF, with ¥REdE, not an acc. of the obj., but as indicating the direction =
¥REdE�LJE; comp. 1Sa. 13:18 with v. 17 of the same chapter), proudly to inspect
his wide extended domain, and overlook the labourers. The curse therefore
does not come upon him, nor can one any longer lie in wait for him to take
vengeance on him; it is useless to think of venting upon him the rage which his
conduct during life provoked; he is long since out of reach in SheoÑl.

That which Job says figuratively in v. 18a, and in Job. 21:13 without a figure:
“in a moment they go down to SheoÑl,� he expresses in v. 19 under a new
figure, and, moreover, in the form of an emblematic proverb (vid., Herzog’s
Real-Encyklopädie, xiv. 696), according to the peculiarity of which, not �k�,
but either only the copulative Waw (Pro. 25:25) or nothing whatever
(Pro. 11:22), is to be supplied before WJ�X LWJ�. wJ�FXF is virtually an object:
eos qui peccarunt. V. 19b is a model-example of extreme brevity of
expression, Ges. § 155, 4, b. Sandy ground (HyFCI, arid land, without natural
moisture), added to it (�gA, not: likewise) the heat of the sun — these two,
working simultaneously from beneath and above, snatch away (wLZigF, cogn.
RZAgF, root ZG, to cut, cut away, tear away; Arab. jzr, fut. i, used of sinking,
decreasing water) GLE�E YM�YM�, water of (melted) snow (which is fed from no
fountain, and therefore is quickly absorbed), and SheoÑl snatches away those
who have sinned (= wJ�FXF R�EJá�TJE HLFZigF). The two incidents are alike: the
death of those whose life has been a life of sin, follows as a consequence easily
and unobserved, without any painful and protracted struggle. The sinner
disappears suddenly; the womb, i.e., the mother that bare him, forgets him
(�XERE, matrix = mater; according to Ralbag: friendship, from �XÁRF, to love
tenderly; others: relationship, in which sense Arab. rahåimun = �XERE is used),
worms suck at him (�QTFMi for wtQATFMi, according to Ges. § 147, a, sugit eum,
from which primary notion of sucking comes the signification to be sweet,
Job. 21:33: Syriac, metkat ennun remto; Ar. imtasahum, from the synonymous
Arab. masåsåa = �CM, HCM, HZM), he is no more thought of, and thus then is
mischief (abstr. pro concr. as Job. 5:16) broken like a tree (not: a staff, which
��� never, not even in Hos. 4:12, directly, like the Arabic ÿasa, ÿasaÑt, signifies).
Since HLFWiJA is used personally, `WGW H�ERO, v. 21, can be connected with it as an
appositional permutative. His want of compassion (as is still too often seen in
the present day in connection with the tyrannical conduct of the executive in
Syria and Palestine, especially on the part of those who collected the taxes)
goes the length of eating up, i.e., entirely plundering, the barren, childless



(Gen. 11:30; Isa. 54: 1), and therefore helpless woman, who has no sons to
protect and defend her, and never showing favour to the widow, but, on the
contrary, thrusting her away from him. There is as little need for regarding the
verb H�FRF here, with Rosenm. after the Targ., in the signification confringere,
as cognate with �JARF, �CÁRF, as conversely to change ���ROti, Psa. 2: 9, into
���RitI; it signifies depascere, as in Job. 20:26, here in the sense of depopulari.
On the form BY�IY�Yi for BY�IYY�, vid., Ges. § 70, 2, rem.; and on the transition
from the part. to the v. fin., vid., Ges. § 134, rem. 2. Certainly the memory of
such an one is not affectionately cherished; this is equally true with what Job
maintains in Job. 21:32, that the memory of the evil-doer is immortalized by
monuments. Here the allusion is to the remembrance of a mother’s love and
sympathetic feeling. The fundamental thought of the strophe is this, that
neither in life nor in death had he suffered the punishment of his evil-doing.
The figure of the broken tree (broken in its full vigour) also corresponds to this
thought; comp. on the other hand what Bildad says, Job. 18:16: “his roots dry
up beneath, and above his branch is lopped off” (or: withered). The severity of
his oppression is not manifest till after his death.

In the next strophe Job goes somewhat further. But after having, in vv. 22, 23,
said that the life of the ungodly passes away as if they were the favoured of
God, he returns to their death, which the friends, contrary to experience, have
so fearfully described, whilst it is only now and then distinguished from the
death of other men by coming on late and painlessly.

22 And He preserveth the mighty by His strength;
Such an one riseth again, though he despaired of life.

23 He giveth him rest, and he is sustained,
And His eyes are over their ways.

24 They are exalted — a little while, — then they are no more,
And they are sunken away, snatched away like all others,

And as the top of the stalk they are cut off. —

25 And if it is not so, who will charge me with lying,
And make my assertion worthless?

Job. 24:22-25. Though it becomes manifest after their death how little the
ungodly, who were only feared by men, were beloved, the form of their death
itself is by no means such as to reveal the retributive justice of God. And does
it become at all manifest during their life? The Waw, with which the strophe
begins, is, according to our rendering, not adversative, but progressive. God is
the subject. ¥�AMF, to extend in length, used elsewhere of love, Psa. 36:11,
109:12, and anger, Psa. 85: 6, is here transferred to persons: to prolong,



preserve long in life. �YRIYbIJÁ are the strong, who bid defiance not only to
every danger (Psa. 76: 6), but also to all divine influences and noble impulses
(Isa. 46:12). These, whose trust in their own strength God might smite down
by His almighty power, He preserves alive even in critical positions by that
very power: he (the RYbIJÁ) stands up (again), whilst he does not trust to life,
i.e., whilst he believes that he must succumb to death (�YMIJåHE as Psa. 27:13,
comp. Genesis, S. 368; �YyIXÁ, Aramaic form, like �YlIMI, Job. 4: 2, 12:11; the
whole is a contracted circumstantial clause for `WGW JL JWHW). He (God) grants
him X�ABELF, in security, viz., to live, or even directly: a secure peaceful
existence, since X�BL is virtually an object, and the LF is that of condition
(comp. BROLF, Job. 26: 3). Thus Hahn, who, however, here is only to be
followed in this one particular, takes it correctly: and that he can support
himself, which would only be possible if an inf. with Li had preceded.
Therefore: and he is supported or he can support himself, i.e., be comforted,
though this absolute use of �JA�iNI cannot be supported; in this instance we miss
�Bw��LJA, or some such expression (Job. 8:15). God sustains him and raises
him up again: His eyes (wHYN�Y�� = WYNFY��) are (rest) on the ways of these men,
they stand as it were beneath His special protection, or, as it is expressed in
Job. 10: 3: He causes light to shine from above upon the doings of the wicked.
“They are risen up, and are conscious of the height (of prosperity) — a little
while, and they are no more.” Thus v. 24a is to be explained. The accentuation
WMWR with Mahpach, ��M with Asla legarmeh (according to which it would
have to be translated: they stand on high a short time), is erroneous. The verb
�wR signifies not merely to be high, but also to rise up, raise one’s self, e.g.,
Pro. 11:11, and to show one’s self exalted, here extulerunt se in altum or
exaltati sunt; according to the form of writing wm�R, �wR is treated as an Ayin
Waw verb med. O, and the Dagesh is a so-called Dag. affecuosum (Olsh. § 83,
b), while wmRO (like wbRO, Gen. 49:23) appears to assume the form of a double
Ayin verb med. O, consequently �MORF (Ges. § 67, rem. 1).

�JAMi, followed by Waw of the conclusion, forms a clause of itself, as more
frequently Wi �JAMi D�� (yet a little while, then...), as, e.g., in an exactly similar
connection in Psa. 37:10; here, however, not expressive of the sudden
judgment of the ungodly, but of their easy death without a struggle
(euÏqanasiÂa): a little, then he is not (again a transition from the plur. to the
distributive or individualizing sing.). They are, viz., as v. 24b further describes,
bowed down all at once (an idea which is expressed by the perf.), are snatched
off like all other men. wKmiHU is an Aramaizing Hophal -form, approaching the
Hoph. of strong verbs, for wkMÁwH (Ges. § 67, rem. 8), from ¥KAMF, to bow one’s



self (Psa. 106:43), to be brought low (Ecc. 10:18); comp. Arab. mkk, to cause
to vanish, to annul. �wCPiqFYI (for which it is unnecessary with Olsh. to read
�wCBiqFYI, after Eze. 29: 5) signifies, according to the primary signification of
�PQ, comprehendere, constringere, contrahere (cogn. �BQ, �MQ, �MQ,
comp. supra, p. 481): they are hurried together, or snatched off, i.e., deprived
of life, like the Arabic qbdåh allaÑh (�YHLJ WCPQ) and passive qubidåa,
equivalent to, he has died. There is no reference in the phrase to the componere
artus, Gen. 49:33; it is rather the figure of housing (gathering into the barn)
that underlies it; the word, however, only implies seizing and drawing in. Thus
the figure which follows is also naturally (comp. �MEQO, Arab. qabdåat,
manipulus) connected with what precedes, and, like the head of an ear of corn,
i.e., the corn-bearing head of the wheat-stalk, they are cut off (by which one
must bear in mind that the ears are reaped higher up than with us, and the
standing stalk is usually burnt to make dressing for the field; vid., Ges. Thes.
s.v. �QA f206).

On wLmFYI (fut. Niph. = wlmAYI), vid., on Job. 14: 2, 18:16; the signification
praedicuntur, as observed above, is more suitable here than marcescunt (in
connection with which signification Job. 5:26 ought to be compared, and the
form regarded as fut. Kal). Assured of the truth, in conformity with experience,
of that which has been said, he appeals finally to the friends: if it be not so (on
�PJ� = J�PJ� in conditional clauses, vid., Job. 9:24), who (by proving the
opposite) is able to charge me with lying and bring to nought (LJÁLi = �YIJÁLi,
Ew. § 321, b, perhaps by LJÁ being conceived of as originally infin. from LLÁJF
(comp. LYLIJå), in the sense of non-existence, Arab. ‘l-’adam) my assertion?

The bold accusations in the speech of Eliphaz, in which the uncharitableness of
the friends attains its height, must penetrate most deeply into Job’s spirit. But
Job does not answer like by like. Even in this speech in opposition to the
friends, he maintains the passionless repose which has once been gained.
Although the misjudgment of his character has attained its height in the speech
of Eliphaz, his answer does not contain a single bitter personal word. In
general, he does not address them, not as though he did not wish to show
respect to them, but because he has nothing to say concerning their unjust and
wrong conduct that he would not already have said, and because he has lost all
hope of his reproof taking effect, all hope of sympathy with his entreaty that
they would spare him, all hope of understanding and information on their part.

In the first part of the speech (Job 23) he occupies himself with the mystery of
his own suffering lot, and in the second part (Job 24) with the reverse of this
mystery, the evil-doers’ prosperity and immunity from punishment. How is he



to vindicate himself against Eliphaz, since his lament over his sufferings as
unmerited as accounted by the friends more and more as defiant obstinacy
(YRM), and consequently tends to bring him still deeper into that suspicion
which he is trying to remove? His testimony concerning himself is of no avail;
for it appears to the friends more self-delusive, hypocritical, and sinful, the
more decidedly he maintains it; consequently the judgment of God can alone
decide between him and his accusers. But while the friends accuse him by
word of mouth, God himself is pronouncing sentence against him by His acts,
— his affliction is a de facto accusation of God against him. Therefore, before
the judgment of God can become a vindication of his affliction against the
friends, he must first of all himself have defended and proved his innocence in
opposition to the Author of his affliction. Hence the accusation of the friends,
which in the speech of Eliphaz is become more direct and cutting than
heretofore, must urge on anew with all its power the desire in Job of being able
to bring his cause before God.

At the outset he is confident of victory, for his consciousness does not deceive
him; and God, although He is both one party in the cause and judge, is
influenced by the irresistible force of the truth. Herein the want of harmony in
Job’s conception of God, the elevation of which into a higher unity is the goal
of the development of the drama, again shows itself. He is not able to think of
the God who pursues him, the innocent one, at the present time with suffering,
as the just God; on the other hand, the justice of the God who will permit him
to approach His judgment throne, is to him indisputably sure: He will attend to
him, and for ever acquit him. Now Job yields to the arbitrary power of God,
but then he will rise by virtue of the justice and truth of God. His longing is,
therefore, that the God who now afflicts him may condescend to hear him: this
seems to him the only way of convincing God, and indirectly the friends, of his
innocence, and himself of God’s justice. The basis of this longing is the desire
of being free from the painful conception of God which he is obliged to give
way to. For it is not the darkness of affliction that enshrouds him which causes
Job the intensest suffering, but the darkness in which it has enshrouded God to
him, — the angry countenance of God which is turned to him. But if this is sin,
that he is engaged in a conflict concerning the justice of the Author of his
affliction, it is still greater that he indulges evil thoughts respecting the Judge
towards whose throne of judgment he presses forward. He thinks that God
designedly avoids him, because He is well aware of his innocence; now,
however, he will admit no other thought but that of suffering him to endure to
the end the affliction decreed. Job’s suspicion against God is as dreadful as it is
childish. This is a profoundly tragic stroke. It is not to be understood as the
sarcasm of defiance; on the contrary, as one of the childish thoughts into which
melancholy bordering on madness falls. From the bright height of faith to



which Job soars in Job. 19:25 ff. he is here again drawn down into the most
terrible depth of conflict, in which, like a blind man, he gropes after God, and
because he cannot find Him thinks that He flees before him lest He should be
overcome by him. The God of the present, Job accounts his enemy; and the
God of the future, to whom his faith clings, who will and must vindicate him
so soon as He only allows himself to be found and seen — this God is not to be
found! He cannot get free either from his suffering or from his ignominy. The
future for him is again veiled in a twofold darkness.

Thus Job does not so much answer Eliphaz as himself, concerning the cutting
rebukes he has brought against him. He is not able to put them aside, for his
consciousness does not help him; and God, whose judgment he desires to have,
leaves him still in difficulty. But the mystery of his lot of affliction, which
thereby becomes constantly more torturing, becomes still more mysterious
from a consideration of the reverse side, which he is urged by Eliphaz more
closely to consider, terrible as it may be to him. He, the innocent one, is being
tortured to death by an angry God, while for the ungodly there come no times
of punishment, no days of vengeance: greedy conquerors, merciless rulers,
oppress the poor to the last drop of blood, who are obliged to yield to them,
and must serve them without wrong being helped by the right; murderers, who
shun the light, thieves, and adulterers, carry on their evil courses unpunished;
and swiftly and easily, without punishment overtaking them, or being able to
overtake them, SheoÑl snatches them away, as heat does the melted snow; even
God himself preserves the oppressors long in the midst of extreme danger, and
after a long life, free from care and laden with honour, permits them to die a
natural death, as a ripe ear of corn is cut off. Bold in the certainty of the truth
of his assertion, Job meets the friends: if it is not so, who will convict me as a
liar?! What answer will they give? They cannot long disown the mystery, for
experience outstrips them. Will they therefore solve it? They might, had they
but the key of the future state to do it with! But neither they nor Job were in
possession of that, and we shall therefore see how the mystery, without a
knowledge of the future state, struggled through towards solution; or even if
this were impossible, how the doubts which it excites are changed to faith, and
so are conquered.

Bildad's Third Speech. — Job 25

SCHEMA: 10.

[Then began Bildad the Shuhite, and said:]

2 Dominion and terror are with Him,
He maketh peace in His high places.



3 Is there any number to His armies,
And whom doth not His light surpass?

4 How could a mortal be just with God,
And how could one born of woman be pure?

5 Behold, even the moon, it shineth not brightly,
And the stars are not pure in His eyes.

6 How much less mortal man, a worm,
And the son of man, a worm!

Job. 25: 2-6. Ultimum hocce classicum, observes Schultens, quod a parte
triumvirorum sonuit, magis receptui canentis videtur, quam praelium
renovantis. Bildad only repeats the two commonplaces, that man cannot
possibly maintain his supposedly perverted right before God, the all-just and
all-controlling One, to whom, even in heaven above, all things cheerfully
submit, and that man cannot possibly be accounted spotlessly pure, and
consequently exalted above all punishment before Him, the most holy One,
before whom even the brightest stars do not appear absolutely pure. L��MiHA is
an inf. abs. made into a substantive, like �Q��iHA; the Hiph. (to cause to rule),
which is otherwise causative, can also, like Kal, signify to rule, or properly,
without destroying the Hiphil -signification, to exercise authority (vid., on
Job. 31:18); L�MH therefore signifies sovereign rule. HVE�O, with JwH to be
supplied, which is not unfrequently omitted both in participial principal clauses
(Job. 12:17 ff., Psa. 22:29, Isa. 26: 3, 29: 8, 40:19, comp. Zec. 9:12, where YNJ
is to be supplied) and in partic. subordinate clauses (Psa. 7:10, 55:20,
Hab. 2:10), is an expression of the simple praes., which is represented by the
partic. used thus absolutely (including the personal pronoun) as a proper tense-
form (Ew. § 168, c, 306, d). Schlottman refers HV� to DXPW L�MH; but the
analogy of such attributive descriptions of God is against it. Umbreit and Hahn
connect WYM�FRMibI with the subject: He in His heights, i.e., down from His
throne in the heavens. But most expositors rightly take it as descriptive of the
place and object of the action expressed: He establishes peace in His heights,
i.e., among the celestial beings immediately surrounding Him. This, only
assuming the abstract possibility of discord, might mean: facit magestate sua
ut in summa pace et promptissima obedientia ipsi ministrent angeli ipsius in
excelsis (Schmid). But although from Job. 4:18, 15:15, nothing more than that
even the holy ones above are neither removed from the possibility of sin nor
the necessity of a judicial authority which is high above them, can be inferred;
yet, on the other hand, from Job. 3: 8, 9:13 (comp. 26:12 f.), it is clear that the
poet, in whose conception, as in scripture generally, the angels and the stars
stand in the closest relation, knows of actual, and not merely past, but possibly



recurring, instances of hostile dissension and titanic rebellion among the
celestial powers; so that �WL� HV�, therefore, is intended not merely of a
harmonizing reconciliation among creatures which have been contending one
against another, but of an actual restoration of the equilibrium that had been
disturbed through self-will, by an act of mediation and the exercise of judicial
authority on the part of God.

Ver. 3. Instead of the appellation WYM�FRMi, which reminds one of Isa. 24:21, —
where a like peacemaking act of judgment on the part of God is promised in
reference to the spirit-host of the heights that have been working seductively
among the nations on earth, — WYDFwDgi, of similar meaning to WYJFBFCi, used
elsewhere, occurs in this verse. The stars, according to biblical representation,
are like an army arrayed for battle, but not as after the Persian representation
— as an army divided into troops of the AhuramazdaÑ and Angramainyus
(Ahriman), but a standing army of the children of light, clad in the armour of
light, under the guidance of the one God the Creator (Isa. 40:26, comp. the
anti-dualistic assertion in Isa. 45: 7). The one God is the Lord among these
numberless legions, who commands their reverence, and maintains unity
among them; and over whom does not His light arise? Umbr. explains: who
does not His light, which He communicates to the hosts of heaven, vanquish
(LJA �wQ in the usual warlike meaning: to rise against any one); but this is a
thought that is devoid of purpose in this connection. WHRWJ with the emphatic
suff. eÑhu (as Job. 24:23, wHYN�Y��) at any rate refers directly to God: His light in
distinction from the derived light of the hosts of heaven. This distinction is
better brought out if we interpret (Merc., Hirz., Hahn, Schlottm., and others):
over whom does (would) not His light arise? i.e., all receive their light from
His, and do but reflect it back. But �wQYF = XRÁZiYI cannot be justified by
Job. 11:17. Therefore we interpret with Ew. and Hlgst. thus: whom does not
His light surpass, or, literally, over whom (i.e., which of these beings of light)
does it not rise, leaving it behind and exceeding it in brightness (�wQYF as
synon. of �wRYF)? How then could a mortal be just with God, i.e., at His side or
standing up before Him; and how could one of woman born be spotless! How
could he (which is hereby indirectly said) enter into a controversy with God,
who is infinitely exalted above him, and maintain before Him a moral
character faultless, and therefore absolutely free from condemnation! In the
heights of heaven God’s decision is revered; and should man, the feeble one,
and born flesh of flesh (vid., Job. 14: 1), dare to contend with God? Behold,
XÁR�YF�DJA (DJA, as usually when preceded by a negation, adeo, ne...quidem, e.g.,
Exo. 14:28, comp. Nah. 1:10, where J. H. Michaelis correctly renders: adeo up
spinas perplexitate aequent, and LJE used in the same way, Job. 5: 5, Ew. §



219, c), even as to the moon, it does not (JLW with Waw apod., Ges. § 145, 2,
although there is a reading JLO without Wi) shine bright, LYHIJáYA = LH�YF, from
LHAJF = LLÁHF. f207

Thus LXX, Targ. Jer., and Gecatilia translate; whereas Saadia translates: it
turns not in (Arab. laÑ ydchl), or properly, it does not pitch its tent, fix its
habitation. But to pitch one’s tent is LHAJF or LH�JI, whence LH�YA, Isa. 13:20, =
LH�JÁYi; and what is still more decisive, one would naturally expect ��F LYHJY
in connection with this thought. We therefore render LHJ as a form for once
boldly used in the scriptural language for LLH, as in Isa. 28:28 �DAJF once
occurs for �wd. Even the moon is only a feeble light before God, and the stars
are not clean in His eyes; there is a vast distance between Him and His highest
and most glorious creatures — how much more between Him and man, the
worm of the dust!

The friends, as was to be expected, are unable to furnish any solution of the
mystery, why the ungodly often live and die happily; and yet they ought to be
able to give this solution, if the language which they employ against Job were
authorized. Bildad alone speaks in the above speech, Zophar is silent. But
Bildad does not utter a word that affects the question. This designed omission
shows the inability of the friends to solve it, as much as the tenacity with
which they firmly maintain their dogma; and the breach that has been made in
it, either they will not perceive or yet not acknowledge, because they think that
thereby they are approaching too near to the honour of God. Moreover, it must
be observed with what delicate tact, and how directly to the purpose in the
structure of the whole, this short speech of Bildad’s closes the opposition of
the friends. Two things are manifest from this last speech of the friends: First,
that they know nothing new to bring forward against Job, and nothing just to
Job’s advantage; that all their darts bound back from Job; and that, though not
according to their judgment, yet in reality, they are beaten. This is evident
from the fact that Bildad is unable to give any answer to Job’s questions, but
can only take up the one idea in Job’s speech, that he confidently and boldly
thinks of being able to approach God’s throne of judgment; he repeats with
slight variation what Eliphaz has said twice already, concerning the infinite
distance between man and God, Job. 4:17-21, 15:14-16, and is not even denied
by Job himself, Job. 9: 2, 14: 4. But, secondly, the poet cannot allow us to part
from the friends with too great repugnance; for they are Job’s friends
notwithstanding, and at the close we see them willingly obedient to God’s
instruction, to go to Job that he may pray for them and make sacrifice on their
behalf. For this reason he does not make Bildad at last repeat those unjust
incriminations which were put prominently forward in the speech of Eliphaz,
Job. 22: 5-11. Bildad only reminds Job of the universal sinfulness of the



human race once again, without direct accusation, in order that Job may
himself derive from it the admonition to humble himself; and this admonition
Job really needs, for his speeches are in many ways contrary to that humility
which is still the duty of sinful man, even in connection with the best justified
consciousness of right thoughts and actions towards the holy God.

Job's Second Answer. — Job 26.

SCHEMA: 6. 6. 6. 6. 3.

[Then Job began, and said:]

2 How has thou helped him that is without power,
Raised the arm that hath no strength!

3 How hast thou counselled him that hath no wisdom,
And fully declared the essence of the matter!

4 To whom hast thou uttered words,
And whose breath proceeded from thee?

Job. 26: 2-4. Bildad is the person addressed, and the exclamations in vv. 2, 3
are ironical: how thy speech contains nothing whatever that might help me, the
supposedly feeble one, in conquering my affliction and my temptation; me, the
supposedly ignorant one, in comprehending man’s mysterious lot, and mine!
XÁKO�JLOLi, according to the idea, is only equivalent to WL XK (�YJ) JL R�JL,
and Z�O�JLO JA�RZi equivalent to Z��JLB �WRZ (WL Z� JL); the former is the
abstr. pro concreto, the latter the genitival connection — the arm of the no-
power, i.e., powerless (Ges. § 152, 1). The powerless one is Job himself, not
God (Merc., Schlottm.), as even the choice of the verbs, vv. 2b, 3a, shows.
Respecting HyF�Iwt, which we have translated essentiality, duration,
completion, we said, on Job. 5:12, that it is formed from �Y� (vid., Pro. 8:21),
not directly indeed, but by means of a verb Y�AWF (H�FWF), in the signification
subsistere (comp. Arab. kaÑn, and Syriac �WQ f208); it is a Hophal -formation
(like HGFwt), and signifies, so to speak, durability, subsistentia, substantia,
uÎpoÂstasij, so that the comparison of Y�W with J, Arab. ‘ss (whence �Y�IJF,
Arab. as−Ñs, asaÑs, etc., fundamentum) is forced upon one, and the relationship to
the Sanskrit as (asmi = eiÏmiÂ) can remain undecided. The observation of J. D.
Michaelis f209 to the contrary, Supplem. p. 1167: non placent in linguis
ejusmodi etyma metaphysica nimis a vulgari sensu remota; philosophi in
scholis ejusmodi vocabula condunt, non plebs, is removed by the consideration
that HY�WT, which out of Pro. and Job occurs only in Isa. 28:29, Mic. 6: 9, is a
Chokma-word: it signifies here, as frequently, vera et realis sapientia (J. H.



Michaelis). The speech of Bildad is a proof of poverty of thought, of which he
himself gives the evidence. His words — such is the thought of v. 4 — are
altogether inappropriate, inasmuch as they have no reference whatever to the
chief point of Job’s speech; and they are, moreover, not his own, but the
suggestion of another, and that not God, but Eliphaz, from whom Bildad has
borrowed the substance of his brief declamation. Since this is the meaning of
v. 4b, it might seem as though YMI�TJE were intended to signify by whose
assistance (Arnh., Hahn); but as the poet also, in Job. 31:37, comp. Eze. 43:10,
uses DYgIHI seq. acc., in the sense of explaining anything to any one, to instruct
him concerning anything, it is to be interpreted: to whom hast thou divulged
the words (LXX, tiÂni aÏnhÂggeilaj rÎhÂmata), i.e., thinking and designing thereby
to affect him?

In what follows, Job now continues the description of God’s exalted rule,
which Bildad had attempted, by tracing it through every department of
creation; and thus proves by fact, that he is wanting neither in a recognition nor
reverence of God the almighty Ruler.

5  — The shades are put to pain
Deep under the waters and their inhabitants.

6 SheoÑl is naked before him,
And the abyss hath no covering.

7 He stretched the northern sky over the emptiness;
He hung the earth upon nothing.

Job. 26: 5-7. Bildad has extolled God’s majestic, awe-inspiring rule in the
heights of heaven, His immediate surrounding; Job continues the strain, and
celebrates the extension of this rule, even to the depths of the lower world. The
operation of the majesty of the heavenly Ruler extends even to the realm of
shades; the sea with the multitude of its inhabitants forms no barrier between
God and the realm of shades; the marrowless, bloodless phantoms or shades
below writhe like a woman in travail as often as this majesty is felt by them,
as, perhaps, by the raging of the sea or the quaking of the earth. On �YJIPFRi,
which also occurs in Phoenician inscriptions, vid., Psychol. S. 409; the book of
Job corresponds with Psa. 88:11 in the use of this appellation. The sing. is not
YJIPFRi (whence �YJPR, as the name of a people), but JPFRF (HPFRF), which
signifies both giants or heroes of colossal stature (from HPR = Arab. rafu’a, to
be high), and the relaxed (from HPR, to be loose, like Arab. rafa’a, to soften,
to soothe), i.e., those who are bodiless in the state after death (comp. HlFXU,
Isa. 14:10, to be weakened, i.e., placed in the condition of a rapha). It is a
question whether wLL�FXYi be Pilel (Ges.) or Pulal (Olsh.); the Pul., indeed,



signifies elsewhere to be brought forth with writing (Job. 15: 7); it can,
however, just as well signify to be put in pain. On account of the reference
implied in it to a higher causation here at the commencement of the speech, the
Pul. is more appropriate than the Pil.; and the pausal aÑ, which is often found
elsewhere with Hithpael (Hithpal.), v. 14, Job. 33: 5, but never with Piel (Pil.),
proves that the form is intended to be regarded as passive.

Ver. 6a. L�J�i is seemingly used as fem., as in Isa. 14: 9b; but in reality the
adj. precedes in the primitive form, without being changed by the gender of
LWJ�. ��dBÁJá alternates with LWJ�, like RBEQE in Psa. 88:12. As Psa. 139: 8
testifies to the presence of God in SheoÑl, so here Job (comp. Job. 38:17, and
especially Pro. 15:11) that SheoÑl is present to God, that He possesses a
knowledge which extends into the depths of the realm of the dead, before
whom all things are gumnaÃ kaiÃ tetraxhlismeÂna (Heb. 4:13). The following
partt., v. 7, depending logically upon the chief subject which precedes, are to
be determined according to Job. 25: 2; they are conceived as present, and
indeed of God’s primeval act of creation, but intended of the acts which
continue by virtue of His creative power.

Ver. 7. By ��PCF many modern expositors understand the northern part of the
earth, where the highest mountains and rocks rise aloft (accordingly, in
Isa. 14:13, �WPC YTKRY are mentioned parallel with the starry heights), and
consequently the earth is the heaviest (Hirz., Ew., Hlgst., Welte, Schlottm., and
others). But

(1) it is not probable that the poet would first have mentioned the northern part
of the earth, and then in v. 7b the earth itself — first the part, and then the
whole;

(2) H�N is never said of the earth, always of the heavens, for the expansion of
which it is the stereotype word (H�ENO, Job. 9: 8, Isa. 40:22, 44:24, 51:13,
Zec. 14: 1, Psa. 104: 2; �HY�WN, Isa. 42: 5; H�N, Jer. 10:12, 51:15; W�N YDAY,
Isa. 45:12);

(3) one expects some mention of the sky in connection with the mention of the
earth; and thus is �WPC, f210 with Rosenm., Ges., Umbr., Vaih., Hahn, and Olsh.,
to be understood of the northern sky, which is prominently mentioned, because
there is the pole of the vault of heaven, which is marked by the Pole-star, there
the constellation of the greater Bear (��F, Job. 9: 9) formed by the seven bright
stars, there (in the back of the bull, one of the northern constellations of the
ecliptic) the group of the Pleiades (HMFYkI), there also, below the bull and the
twins, Orion (LYSIki). On the derivation, notion, and synonyms of wHtO, vid.,



Genesis, S. 93; here (where it may be compared with the Arab. teh−Ñj-un, empty,
and t−Ñh, desert) it signifies nothing more than the unmeasurable vacuum of
space, parall. HMFYLIbI, not anything = nothing (comp. modern Arabic laÑsh, or
even maÑsh, compounded of Arab. laÑ or maÑ and sÔaÑ, a thing, e.g., bilaÑs, for
nothing, ragul maÑsh, useless men). The sky which vaults the earth from the
arctic pole, and the earth itself, hang free without support in space. That which
is elsewhere (e.g., Job. 9: 6) said of the pillars and foundations of the earth, is
intended of the internal support of the body of the earth, which is, as it were,
fastened together by the mountains, with their roots extending into the
innermost part of the earth; for the idea that the earth rests upon the bases of
the mountains would be, indeed, as Löwenthal correctly observes, an absurd
inversion. On the other side, we are also not justified in inferring from Job’s
expression the laws of the mechanism of the heavens, which were unknown to
the ancients, especially the law of attraction or gravitation. The knowledge of
nature on the part of the Israelitish Chokma, expressed in v. 7, however,
remains still worthy of respect. On the ground of similar passages of the book
of Job, Keppler says of the yet unsolved problems of astronomy: Haec et
cetera hujusmodi latent in Pandectis aevi sequentis, non antea discenda, quam
librum hunc Deus arbiter seculorum recluserit mortalibus. From the starry
heavens and the earth Job turns to the celestial and sub-celestial waters.

8 He bindeth up the waters in His clouds,
Without the clouds being rent under their burden.

9 He enshroudeth the face of His throne,
Spreading His clouds upon it.

10 He compasseth the face of the waters with bounds,
To the boundary between light and darkness.

Job. 26: 8-10. The clouds consist of masses of water rolled together, which,
if they were suddenly set free, would deluge the ground; but the omnipotence
of God holds the waters together in the hollow of the clouds (RR�CO, Milel,
according to a recognised law, although it is also found in Codd. accented as
Milra, but contrary to the Masora), so that they do not burst asunder under the
burden of the waters (�TfXitÁ); by which nothing more nor less is meant, than
that the physical and meteorological laws of rain are of God’s appointment. V.
9 describes the dark and thickly-clouded sky that showers down the rain in the
appointed rainy season. ZXÁJF signifies to take hold of, in architecture to hold
together by means of beams, or to fasten together (vid., Thenius on 1Ki. 6:10,
comp. 2Ch. 9:18, �YZIXFJfMF, coagmentata), then also, as usually in Chald. and
Syr., to shut (by means of cross-bars, Neh. 7: 3), here to shut off by
surrounding with clouds: He shuts off Hs�KI�YN�pi, the front of God’s throne,



which is turned towards the earth, so that it is hidden by storm-clouds as by a
HkFSU, Job. 36:29, Psa. 18:12. God’s throne, which is here, as in 1Ki. 10:19,
written Hs�kI instead of Js�kI (comp. Arab. cursi, of the throne of God the
Judge, in distinction from Arab. ÿl-ÿarsÔ, the throne of God who rules over the
world f211), is indeed in other respects invisible, but the cloudless blue of
heaven is His reflected splendour (Exo. 24:10) which is cast over the earth.
God veils this His radiance which shines forth towards the earth, �NNF�á WYLFJF
Z��RiPA, by spreading over it the clouds which are led forth by Him. Z��RiPA is
commonly regarded as a Chaldaism for Z��RipI (Ges. § 56, Olsh. § 276), but
without any similar instance in favour of this vocalizaton of the 3 pr. Piel
(Pil.). Although �NA�áRÁ and �NAJá�A, Job. 15:32, 3:18, have given up the i of the
Pil., it has been under the influence of the following guttural; and although,
moreover, i before Resh sometimes passes into a, e.g., JRiyAWA, it is more reliable
to regard Z§RPA as inf. absol. (Ew. § 141, c): expandendo. Ges. and others
regard this Z§RP as a mixed form, composed from �RP and ZRP; but the verb
�RP (with Shin) has not the signification to expand, which is assumed in
connection with this derivation; it signifies to separate (also Eze. 34:12, vid.,
Hitzig on that passage), whereas VRP certainly signifies to expand
(Job. 36:29, 30); wherefore the reading ZV�RiPA (with Sin), which some Codd.
give, is preferred by Bär, and in agreement with him by Luzzatto (vid., Bär’s
Leket zebi, p. 244), and it seems to underlie the interpretation where WYL�
Z§RP is translated by WYL� (VRÁpF) §RP, He spreadeth over it (e.g., by Aben-
Ezra, Kimchi, Ralbag). But the Talmud, b. Sabbath, 88 b (WYL� WNN�W WTNYK§
WYZM YD§ §RYP, the Almighty separated part of the splendour of His Shechina
and His cloud, and laid it upon him, i.e., Moses, as the passage is applied in the
Haggada), follows the reading Z��RiPA (with Shin), which is to be retained on
account of the want of naturalness in the consonantal combination ZV; but the
word is not to be regarded as a mixed formation (although we do not deny the
possibility of such forms in themselves, vid., supra, p. 468), but as an intensive
form of VRP formed by Prosthesis and an Arabic change of Sin into Shin, like
Arab. frsÔhå, frsÔd, frsÔtå, which, being formed from Arab. frsÔ = VRÁpF (VRÁpi), to
expand, signifies to spread out (the legs).

Ver. 10 passes from the waters above to the lower waters. TYLIKitÁ signifies, as
in Job. 11: 7, 28: 3, Neh. 3:21, the extremity, the extreme boundary; and the
connection of R�J TYLIKitÁ is genitival, as the Tarcha by the first word
correctly indicates, whereas RWJ with Munach, the substitute for Rebia
mugrasch In this instance (according to Psalter, ii. 503, § 2), is a mistake. God



has marked out (GX, LXX eÏguÂrwsen) a law, i.e., here according to the sense: a
fixed bound (comp. Pro. 8:29 with Psa. 104: 9), over the surface of the waters
(i.e., describing a circle over them which defines their circuit) unto the extreme
point of light by darkness, i.e., where the light is touched by the darkness.
Most expositors (Rosenm., Hirz., Hahn, Schlottm., and others) take
TYLKT�D� adverbially: most accurately, and refer GXF to RWJ as a second
object, which is contrary to the usage of the language, and doubtful and
unnecessary. Pareau has correctly interpreted: ad lucis usque tenebrarumque
confinia; ��I in the local sense, not aeque ac, although it might also have this
meaning, as e.g., Ecc. 2:16. The idea is, that God has appointed a fixed limit to
the waters, as far as to the point at which they wash the terra firma of the
extreme horizon, and where the boundary line of the realms of light and
darkness is; and the basis of the expression, as Bouillier, by reference to
Virgil’s Georg. i. 240 f., has shown, is the conception of the ancients, that the
earth is surrounded by the ocean, on the other side of which the region of
darkness begins.

11 The pillars of heaven tremble
And are astonished at His threatening.

12 By His power He rouseth up the sea,
And by His understanding He breaketh Rahab in pieces.

13 By His breath the heavens become cheerful;
His hand hath formed the fugitive dragon.

Job. 26:11-13. The mountains towering up to the sky, which seem to support
the vault of the sky, are called poetically “the pillars of heaven.” wPP�FRYi is
Pulal, like wLL�FXYi, v. 5; the signification of violent and quick motion
backwards and forwards is secured to the verb �wR by the Targ. �P��RTiJI =
�l�PATiHI, Job. 9: 6, and the Talm. �R�PiRI of churned milk, blinding eyes (comp.
�YIJA �REHE, the twinkling of the eye, and Arab. rff, fut. i. o. nictare), flapping
wings (comp. Arab. rff and rfrf, movere, motitare alas), of wavering thinking.
HRF�Fgi is the divine command which looses or binds the powers of nature; the
astonishment of the supports of heaven is, according to the radical signification
of hMÁTf (cogn. �M��F), to be conceived of as a torpidity which follows the
divine impulse, without offering any resistance whatever. That �GARF, v. 12a, is
to be understood transitively, not like Job. 7: 5, intransitively, is proved by the
dependent (borrowed) passages, Isa. 51:15, Jer. 31:35, from which it is also
evident that �GR cannot with the LXX be translated kateÂpausen. The verb
combines in itself the opposite significations of starting up, i.e., entering into
an excited state, and of being startled, from which the significations of stilling



(Niph., Hiph.), and of standing back or retreat (Arab. rj’), branch off. The
conjecture RJAgF after the Syriac version (which translates, go’ar bejamo) is
superfluous. BHARÁ, which here also is translated by the LXX toÃ khÌtoj, has been
discussed already on Job. 9:13. It is not meant of the turbulence of the sea, to
which �XÁMF is not appropriate, but of a sea monster, which, like the crocodile
and the dragon, are become an emblem of Pharaoh and his power, as
Isa. 51: 9 f. has applied this primary passage: the writer of the book of Job
purposely abstains from such references to the history of Israel. Without doubt,
BHR denotes a demoniacal monster, like the demons that shall be destroyed at
the end of the world, one of which is called by the Persians akomano, evil
thought, another taromaiti, pride. This view is supported by v. 13, where one is
not at liberty to determine the meaning by Isa. 51: 9, and to understand XÁRIbF
�XFNF, like �YnItÁ in that passage, of Egypt. But this dependent passage is an
important indication for the correct rendering of HLFLiXO. One thing is certain at
the outset, that HRFPi�I is not perf. Piel = HRFpi�I, and for this reason, that the
Dagesh which characterizes Piel cannot be omitted from any of the six mutae;
the translation of Jerome, spiritus ejus ornavit coelos, and all similar ones, are
therefore false. But it is possible to translate: “by His spirit (creative spirit) the
heavens are beauty, His hand has formed the flying dragon.” Thus, in the
signification to bring forth (as Pro. 25:23, 8:24 f.), HLLX is rendered by
Rosenm., Arnh., Vaih., Welte, Renan, and others, of whom Vaih. and Renan,
however, do not understand v. 13a of the creation of the heavens, but of their
illumination. By this rendering vv. 13a and 13b are severed, as being without
connection; in general, however, the course of thought in the description does
not favour the reference of the whole of half of v. 13 to the creation.
Accordingly, HLLX is not to be taken as Pilel from LWX (LYL), but after
Isa. 57: 9, as Poel from LLX, according to which the idea of v. 13a is
determined, since both lines of the verse are most closely connected.

(XÁYRIbF) XÁRIbF �XFNF is, to wit, the constellation of the Dragon, f212 one of the
most straggling constellations, which winds itself between the Greater and
Lesser Bears almost half through the polar circle.

“Maximus hic plexu sinuoso elabitur Anguis
Circum perque duas in morem fluminis Arctos.”

Virgil, Georg. i. 244 f.

Aratus in Cicero, de nat. Deorum, ii. 42, describes it more graphically, both in
general, and in regard to the many stars of different magnitudes which form its
body from head to tail. Among the Arabs it is called el-hajje, the serpent, e.g.,
in FiruzabaÑdi: the hajje is a constellation between the Lesser Bear (farqadaÑn,
the two calves) and the Greater Bear (benaÑt en-naÿsch, the daughters of the



bier), “or et-tan−Ñn, the dragon, e.g., in one of the authors quoted by Hyde on
Ulugh Beigh’s Tables of the Stars, p. 18: the tan−Ñn lies round about the north
pole in the form of a long serpent, with many bends and windings.” Thus far
the testimony of the old expositors is found in Rosenmüller. The Hebrew name
YLIti (the quiver) is perhaps to be distinguished from YLI�i and YLIdi, the Zodiac
constellations Aries and Aquarius. f213

It is questionable how XÁRIbI is to be understood. The LXX translates draÂkonta
aÏpostaÂthn in this passage, which is certainly incorrect, since XYRB beside
�XN may naturally be assumed to be an attributive word referring to the
motion or form of the serpent. Accordingly, Isa. 27: 1, oÏÂfin feiÂgonta is more
correct, where the Syr. version is JNFMFRiXÁ JYFWiXE, the fierce serpent, which is
devoid of support in the language; in the passage before us the Syr. also has
QRÁ�DA JYFWiXE, the fleeing serpent, but this translation does not satisfy the more
neuter signification of the adjective. Aquila in Isaiah translates oÏÂfin moÂxlon, as
Jerome translates the same passage serpentem vectem (whereas he translates
coluber tortuosus in our passage), as though it were XÁYRIbI; Symm. is better,
and without doubt a substantially similar thought, oÏÂfin sugkleiÂonta, the
serpent that joins by a bolt, which agrees with the traditional Jewish
explanation, for the dragon in Aben-Ezra and Kimchi (in Lex.) — after the
example of the learned Babylonian teacher of astronomy, Mar-Samuel (died
257), who says of himself that the paths of the heavens are as familiar to him
as the places of Nehardea f214 — is called �WTLQ� �XN, because it is as though
it were wounded, and XYRB, because it forms a bar (XYRBM) from one end of
the sky to the other; or as Sabbatai Donolo (about 94), the Italian astronomer,
f215 expresses it: “When God created the two lights (the sun and moon) and the
five stars (planets) and the twelve TWLZM (the constellations of the Zodiac), He
also created the YLT (dragon), to unite these heavenly bodies as by a weaver’s
beam (�YGRWJ RWNM), and made it stretch itself on the firmament from one end
to another as a bar (XYRBK), like a wounded serpent furnished with the head
and tail.” By this explanation XÁYRIbF is either taken directly as XÁYRIbI, vectis, in
which signification it does not, however, occur elsewhere, or the signification
transversus (transversarius) is assigned to the XÁYRIbF (= barr−Ñah) with an
unchangeable Kametz,  — a signification which it might have, for XRB Arab.
brhå signifies properly to go through, to go slanting across, of which the
meanings to unite slanting and to slip away are only variations. XÁYRIbF,
notwithstanding, has in the language, so far as it is preserved to us, everywhere
the signification fugitivus, and we will also keep to this: the dragon in the
heavens is so called, as having the appearance of fleeing and hastening away.



But in what sense is it said of God, that He pierces or slays it? In Isa. 51: 9,
where the �YNT is the emblem of Egypt (Pharaoh), and 27: 1, where XYRB �XN
is the emblem of Assyria, the empire of the Tigris, the idea of destruction by
the sword of Jehovah is clear. The present passage is to be explained according
to Job. 3: 8, where �TFYFWiLI is only another name for XYRB §XN (comp.
Isa. 27: 1). It is the dragon in the heavens which produces the eclipse of the
sun, by winding itself round about the sun; and God must continually wound it
anew, and thus weaken it, if the sun is to be set free again. That it is God who
disperses the clouds of heaven by the breath of His spirit, the representative of
which in the elements is the wind, so that the azure becomes visible again; and
that it is He who causes the darkening of the sun to cease, so that the earth can
again rejoice in the full brightness of that great light, — these two
contemplations of the almighty working of God in nature are so expressed by
the poet, that he clothes the second in the mythological garb of the popular
conception.

In the closing words which now follow, Job concludes his illustrative
description: it must indeed, notwithstanding, come infinitely short of the
reality.

14 Behold, these are the edges of His ways,
And how do we hear only a whisper thereof!

But the thunder of His might — who comprehendeth it?

These (HlEJ� retrospective, as in Job. 18:21) are only T�CQi, the extremest end-
points or outlines of the ways of God, which Job has depicted; the wondrous
fulness of His might, which extends through the whole creation, transcends
human comprehension; it is only RBFdF �ME�� therefrom that becomes audible to
us men. �ME�� (�ME�E) is translated by Symm. here yiquÂrisma, Job. 4:12,
yiqurismoÂj; the Arab. sÔamisåa (to speak very quickly, mutter) confirms this
idea of the word; Jerome’s translation, vix. parvam stillam sermonis ejus
(comp. Job. 4:12, venas, tropical for parts), is doubly erroneous: the rendering
of the �M� has the antithesis of �JARÁ against it, and RBFdF is not to be
understood here otherwise than in RBFdF TWARi�E, Deu. 23:15, 24: 1: shame of
something = something that excites a feeling of shame, a whisper of something
= some whisper. The notion “somewhat,” which the old expositors attribute to
�M�, lies therefore in RBD. HM is exclamatory in a similar manner as in
Psa. 89:48: how we hear (�MÁ�iNI, not �MF�iNI) only some whisper thereof (�b
partitive, as e.g., Isa. 10:22), i.e., how little therefrom is audible to us, only as
the murmur of a word, not loud and distinct, which reaches us!

As in the speech of Bildad the poet makes the opposition of the friends to fade
away and cease altogether, as incapable of any further counsel, and hence as



conquered, so in Job’s closing speech, which consists of three parts, Job 26,
27-28, 29-31, he shows how Job in every respect, as victor, maintains the field
against the friends. The friends have neither been able to loose the knot of
Job’s lot of suffering, nor the universal distribution of prosperity and
misfortune. Instead of loosing the knot of Job’s lot of suffering, they have cut
it, by adding to Job’s heavy affliction the invention of heinous guilt as its
ground of explanation; and the knot of the contradictions of human life in
general with divine justice they have ignored, in order that they may not be
compelled to abandon their dogma, that suffering everywhere necessarily
presupposes sin, and sin is everywhere necessarily followed by suffering. Even
Job, indeed, is not at present able to solve either one or other of the mysteries;
but while the friends’ treatment of these mysteries is untrue, he honours the
truth, and keenly perceives that which is mysterious. Then he proves by
testimony and an appeal to facts, that the mystery may be acknowledged
without therefore being compelled to abandon the fear of God. Job firmly
holds to the objective reality and the testimony of his consciousness; in the fear
of God he places himself above all those contradictions which are unsolvable
by and perplexing to human reason; his faith triumphs over the rationalism of
the friends, which is devoid of truth, of justice, and of love.

Job first answers Bildad, Job 26. He characterizes his poor reply as what it is:
as useless, and not pertinent in regard to the questions before them: it is of no
service to him, it does not affect him, and is, moreover, a borrowed weapon.
For he also is conscious of and can praise God’s exalted and awe-inspiring
majesty. He has already shown this twice, Job. 9: 4-10, 12:13-25, and shows
here for the third time: its operation is not confined merely to those creatures
that immediately surround God in the heavens; it extends, without being
restrained by the sea, even down to the lower world; and as it makes the angels
above to tremble, so there it sets the shades in consternation. From the lower
world, Job’s contemplation rises to the earth, as a body suspended in space
without support; to the clouds above, which contain the upper waters without
bursting, and veil the divine throne, of which the sapphire blue of heaven is the
reflection; and then he speaks of the sea lying between SheoÑl and heaven,
which is confined within fixed bounds, at the extreme boundaries of which
light passes over into darkness; — he celebrates all this as proof of the creative
might of God. Then he describes the sovereign power of God in the realm of
His creation, how He shakes the pillars of heaven, rouses the sea, breaks the
monster in pieces, lights up the heavens by chasing away the clouds and
piercing the serpent, and thus setting free the sun. But all these — thus he
closes — are only meagre outlines of the divine rule, only a faint whisper,
which is heard by us as coming from the far distance. Who has the
comprehension necessary to take in and speak exhaustively of all the wonders
of His infinite nature, which extends throughout the whole creation? From



such a profound recognition and so glorious a description of the exaltation of
God, the infinite distance between God and man is most clearly proved. Job
has adequately shown that his whole soul is full of that which Bildad is
anxious to teach him; a soul that only requires a slight impulse to make it
overflow with such praise of God, as is not wanting in an universal perception
of God, nor is it full of wicked devices. When therefore Bildad maintains
against Job that no man is righteous before such an exalted God, Job ought
indeed to take it as a warning against such unbecoming utterances concerning
God as those which have escaped him; but the universal sinfulness of man is
no ground of explanation for his sufferings, for there is a righteousness which
avails before God; and of this, job, the suffering servant of God, has a
consciousness that cannot be shaken.

THIRD PART. — THE TRANSITION TO THE UNRAVELMENT.

Job's Final Speech to the Friends. — Job 27-28

SCHEMA: 12. 10. 12. 10 | 10. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 10.

[Then Job continued to take up his proverb, and said:]

2 As God liveth, who hath deprived me of my right,
And the Almighty, who hath sorely saddened my soul —

3 For still all my breath is in me,
And the breath of Eloah in my nostrils —

4 My lips do not speak what is false,
And my tongue uttereth not deceit!

5 Far be it from me, to grant that you are in the right:
Till I die I will not remove my innocence from me.

6 My righteousness I hold fast, and let it not go:
My heart reproacheth not any of my days.

7 Mine enemy must appear as an evil-doer,
And he who riseth up against me as unrighteous.

Job. 27: 2-7. The friends are silent, Job remains master of the discourse, and
his continued speech is introduced as a continued �L�FMi TJ�Vi (after the
analogy of the phrase LWQ JVN), as in Num. 23: 7 and further on, the oracles
of Balaam. L�FMF is speech of a more elevated tone and more figurative
character; here, as frequently, the unaffected outgrowth of an elevated solemn
mood. The introduction of the ultimatum, as L�M, reminds one of “the proverb



(el-methel) seals it” in the mouth of the Arab, since in common life it is
customary to use a pithy saying as the final proof at the conclusion of a speech.

Job begins with an asseveration of his truthfulness (i.e., the agreement of his
confession with his consciousness) by the life of God. From this oath, which in
the form bi-hajaÑt allaÑh has become later on a common formula of assurance, R.
Joshua, in his tractate Sota, infers that Job served God from love to Him, for
we only swear by the life of that which we honour and love; it is more natural
to conclude that the God by whom on the one hand, he believes himself to be
so unjustly treated, still appears to him, on the other hand, to be the highest
manifestation of truth. The interjectional clause: living is God! is equivalent to,
as true as God liveth. That which is affirmed is not what immediately follows:
He has set aside my right, and the Almighty has sorely grieved my soul
(Raschi); but Y�P�M RYSH and Y�PN RMH are attributive clauses, by which
what is denied in the form of an oath introduced by �JI (as Gen. 42:15,
1Sa. 14:45, 2Sa. 11:11, Ges. § 155, 2, f) is contained in v. 4; his special
reference to the false semblance of an evil-doer shows that semblance which
suffering casts upon him, but which he constantly repudiates as surely not
lying, as that God liveth. Among moderns, Schlottm. (comp. Ges. § 150, 3),
like most of the old expositors, translates: so long as my breath is in me,...my
lips shall speak no wrong, so that vv. 3 and 4 together contain what is
affirmed. By

(1) YkI indeed sometimes introduces that which shall happen as affirmed by
oath, Jer. 22: 5, 49:13; but here that which shall not take place is affirmed,
which would be introduced first in a general form by YkI explic. s. recitativum,
then according to its special negative contents by �JI, — a construction which
is perhaps possible according to syntax, but it is nevertheless perplexing;

(2) it may perhaps be thought that “the whole continuance of my breath in me”
is conceived as accusative and adverbial, and is equivalent to, so long as my
breath may remain in me (DW� LK, as long as ever, like the Arab. cullama, as
often as ever); but the usage of the language does not favour this explanation,
for 2Sa. 1: 9, YB Y�PN DW��LK, signifies my whole soul (my full life) is still
in me; and we have a third instance of this prominently placed LK per
hypallagen in Hos. 14: 3, �W� JVT�LK, omnem auferas iniquitatem, Ew. §
289, a (comp. Ges. § 114, rem. 1). Accordingly, with Ew., Hirz., Hahn, and
most modern expositors, we take v. 3 as a parenthetical confirmatory clause,
by which Job gives the ground of his solemn affirmation that he is still in
possession of his full consciousness, and cannot help feeling and expressing
the contradiction between his lot of suffering, which brand shim as an evil-
doer, and his moral integrity. The YTIMF�iNI which precedes the XWR signifies,



according to the prevailing usage of the language, the intellectual, and
therefore self-conscious, soul of man (Psychol. S. 76 f.). This is in man and in
his nostrils, inasmuch as the breath which passes in and out by these is the
outward and visible form of its being, which is in every respect the condition
of life (ib. S. 82 f.). The suff. of YTM�N is unaccented; on account of the word
which follows being a monosyllable, the tone has retreated (RWXJ GWSN, to use
a technical grammatical expression), as e.g., also in Job. 19:25, 20: 2,
Psa. 22:20. Because he lives, and, living, cannot deny his own existence, he
swears that his own testimony, which is suspected by the friends, and on
account of which they charge him with falsehood, is perfect truth.

Ver. 4 is not to be translated: “my lips shall never speak what is false;” for it is
not a resolve which Job thus strongly makes, after the manner of a vow, but the
agreement of his confession, which he has now so frequently made, and which
remains unalterable, with the abiding fact. Far be from me — he continues in
v. 5 — to admit that you are right (YlI HLFYLIXF with unaccented ah, not of the
fem., comp. Job. 34:10, but of direction: for a profanation to me, i.e., let it be
profane to me, Ew. § 329, a, Arab. haÑshaÑ li, in the like sense); until I expire
(prop.: sink together), I will not put my innocence (HmFtU, perfection, in the
sense of purity of character) away from me, i.e., I will not cease from asserting
it. I will hold fast (as ever) my righteousness, and leave it not, i.e., let it not go
or fall away; my heart does not reproach even one of my days. YMFyFMI is
virtually an obj. in a partitive sense: mon coeur ne me reproche pas un seul de
mes jours (Renan). The heart is used here as the seat of the conscience, which
is the knowledge possessed by the heart, by which it excuses or accuses a man
(Psychol. S. 134); �RÁXF (whence �REXO, the season in which the fruits are
gathered) signifies carpere, to pluck = to pinch, lash, inveigh against. Jos.
Kimchi and Ralbag explain: my heart draws not back) from the confession of
my innocence) my whole life long (as Maimonides explains TPRXN,
Lev. 19:20, of the female slave who is inclined to, i.e., stands near to, the
position of a free woman), by comparison with the Arabic inhåarafa, deflectere;
it is not, however, Arab. hårf, but chrf, decerpere, that is to be compared in the
tropical sense of the prevailing usage of the Hebrew specified. The old
expositors were all misled by the misunderstood partitive YMYM, which they
translated ex (= inde a) diebus meis. There is in v. 7 no ground for taking YHIYi,
with Hahn, as a strong affirmative, as supposed in Job. 18:12, and not as
expressive of desire; but the meaning is not: let my opponents be evil-doers, I
at least am not one (Hirz.). The voluntative expresses far more emotion: the
relation must be reversed; he who will brand me as an evil-doer, must by that
very act brand himself as such, inasmuch as the �Y�RM of a QYDC really
shows himself to be a ��R, and by recklessly judging the righteous, is



bringing down upon himself a like well-merited judgment. The ki is the so-
called Caph veritatis, since ki, instar, signifies not only similarity, but also
quality. Instead of YMIYQI, the less manageable, primitive form, which the poet
used in Job. 22:20 (comp. p. 483), and beside which �QF (��Q, 2Ki. 16: 7) does
not occur in the book, we here find the more usual form YMIMi�QTiMI (comp.
Job. 20:27). f216

The description of the misfortune of the ungodly which now follows,
beginning with YK, requires no connecting thought, as for instance: My enemy
must be accounted as ungodly, on account of his hostility; I abhor ungodliness,
for, etc.; but that he who regards him as a ��R is himself a ��R, Job shows
from the fact of the ��R having no hope in death, whilst, when dying, he can
give no confident hope of a divine vindication of his innocence.

8 For what is the hope of the godless, when He cutteth off,
When Eloah taketh away his soul?

9 Will God hear his cry
When distress cometh upon him?

10 Or can he delight himself in the Almighty,
Can he call upon Eloah at all times?

11 I will teach you concerning the hand of God,
I will not conceal the dealings of the Almighty.

12 Behold, ye have all seen it,
Why then do ye cherish foolish notions?

Job. 27: 8-12. In comparing himself with the ��R, Job is conscious that he
has a God who does not leave him unheard, in whom he delights himself, and
to whom he can at all times draw near; as, in fact, Job’s fellowship with God
rests upon the freedom of the most intimate confidence. He is not one of the
godless; for what is the hope of one who is estranged from God, when he
comes to die? He has no God on whom his hope might establish itself, to
whom it could cling. The old expositors err in many ways respecting v. 8, by
taking �CB, abscindere (root �B), in the sense of (opes) corradere (thus also
more recently Rosenm. after the Targ., Syr., and Jer.), and referring L�EY� to
HLF�F in the signification tranquillum esse (thus even Blumenfeld after Ralbag
and others). ��PiNA is the object to both verbs, and �PN �CB, abscindere
animam, to cut off the thread of life, is to be explained according to Job. 6: 9,
Isa. 38:12. �PN HL�, extrahere animam (from HLF�F, whence HYFLi�I Arab.
salan, the after-birth, cogn. LLÁ�F Arab. sll, L�N Arab. nsl, ntÜl, nsÔl), is of similar



signification, according to another figure, wince the body is conceived of as
the sheath (HNEDiNI, Dan. 7:15) of the soul f217 (comp. Arab. sll in the universal
signification evaginare ensem). The fut. apoc. Kal L�EY� (= Li�iYI) is therefore in
meaning equivalent to the intrans. LªAYI, Deu. 28:40 (according to Ew. § 235, c,
obtained from this by change of vowel), decidere; and Schnurrer’s supposition
that L�Y, like the Arab. ysl, is equivalent to LJ�Y (when God demands it), or
such a violent correction as De Lagarde’s f218 (when he is in distress QCY, when
one demeans his soul with a curse HLFJFbI LJ�ªFYI), is unnecessary.

The ungodly man, Job goes on to say, has no God to hear his cry when distress
comes upon him; he cannot delight himself (GnFJATiYI, pausal form of GNA�TY, the
primary form of GN��TY) in the Almighty; he cannot call upon Eloah at any time
(i.e., in the manifold circumstances of life under which we are called to feel the
dependence of our nature). Torn away from God, he cannot be heard, he
cannot indeed pray and find any consolation in God. It is most clearly manifest
here, since Job compares his condition of suffering with that of a �NX, what
comfort, what power of endurance, yea, what spiritual joy in the midst of
suffering (GN�TH, as Job. 22:26, Psa. 37: 4, 11, Isa. 55: 2, 58:13 f.), which
must all remain unknown to the ungodly, he can draw from his fellowship with
God; and seizing the very root of the distinction between the man who fears
God and one who is utterly godless, his view of the outward appearance of the
misfortune of both becomes changed; and after having allowed himself
hitherto to be driven from one extreme to another by the friends, as the heat of
the controversy gradually cools down, and as, regaining his independence, he
stands before them as their teacher, he now experiences the truth of docendo
discimus in rich abundance. I will instruct you, says he, in the hand, i.e., the
mode of action, of God (bI just as in Psa. 25: 8, 12, 32: 8, Pro. 4:11, of the
province and subject of instruction); I will not conceal YdA�A���I R�EJá, i.e.,
according to the sense of the passage: what are the principles upon which He
acts; for that which is with (�JI) any one is the matter of his consciousness and
volition (vid., on Job. 23:10, p. 496).

Ver. 12a is of the greatest importance in the right interpretation of what
follows from v. 13 onwards. The instruction which Job desires to impart to the
friends has reference to the lot of the evil-doer; and when he says: Behold, ye
yourselves have beheld (learnt) it all, — in connection with which it is to be
observed that �KElikU �tEJÁ does not signify merely vos omnes, but vosmet ipsi
omnes,  — he grants to them what he appeared hitherto to deny, that the lot of
the evil-doer, certainly in the rule, although not without exceptions, is such as
they have said. The application, however, which they have made of this



abiding fact of experience, as and remains all the more false: Wherefore then
(HZE makes the question sharper) are ye vain (blinded) in vanity (self-delusion),
viz., in reference to me, who do not so completely bear about the characteristic
marks of a ��R? The verb LBÁHF signifies to think and act vainly (without
ground or connection), 2Ki. 17:15 (comp. eÏmataiwÂqhsan, Rom. 1:21); the
combination LBEHE LBÁHF is not to be judged of according to Ges. § 138, rem. 1,
as it is also by Ew. § 281, a, but LBEHE may also be taken as the representative
of the gerund, as e.g., HYFRi�E, Hab. 3: 9.

In the following strophe Job now begins as Zophar (Job. 20:29) concluded. He
gives back to the friends the doctrine they have fully imparted to him. They
have held the lot of the evil-doer before him as a mirror, that he may behold
himself in it and be astounded; he holds it before them, that they may perceive
how not only his bearing under suffering, but also the form of his affliction, is
of a totally different kind.

13 This is the lot of the wicked man with God,
And the heritage of the violent which they receive from the Almighty:

14 If his children multiply, it is for the sword,
And his offspring have not bread enough.

15 His survivors shall be buried by the pestilence,
And his widows shall not weep.

16 If he heapeth silver together as dust,
And prepareth garments for himself as mire:

17 He prepareth it, and the righteous clothe themselves,
And the innocent divide the silver among themselves.

18 He hath built as a moth his house,
And as a hut that a watchman setteth up.

We have already had the combination ��FRF �DFJF for ��FRF �YJI in Job. 20:29;
it is a favourite expression in Proverbs, and reminds one of aÏÂnqrwpoj oÎdiÂthj in
Homer, and aÏÂnqrwpoj speiÂrwn, eÏxqroÂj, eÏÂmporoj, in the parables Matthew 13.
Psik (Pasek) stands under ��R, to separate the wicked man and God, as in
Pro. 15:29 (Norzi). �MLi, exclusively peculiar to the book of Job in the Old
Testament (here and Job. 29:21, 38:40, 40: 4), is Li rendered capable of an
independent position by means of WM = HM, Arab. maÑ . The sword, famine, and
pestilence are the three punishing powers by which the evil-doer’s posterity,
however numerous it may be, is blotted out; these three, BREXE, B�FRF, and TWEMF,
appear also side by side in Jer. 15: 2; TWEMF, instead of YT��MMi, diris mortibus, is



(as also Jer. 18:21) equivalent to RBEdE in the same trio, Jer. 14:12; the plague is
personified (as when it is called by an Arabian poet umm el-farit, the mother of
death), and Vavassor correctly observes: Mors illos sua sepeliet, nihil
praeterea honoris supremi consecuturos. Böttcher (de inferis, § 72) asserts that
TWMB can only signify pestilentiae tempore, or better, ipso mortis momento;
but since bI occurs by the passive elsewhere in the sense of ab or per, e.g.,
Num. 36: 2, Hos. 14: 4, it can also by RBQN denote the efficient cause.
Olshausen’s correction WRBQY JLO TWMB, they will not be buried when dead
(Jer. 16: 4), is still less required; “to be buried by the pestilence” is equivalent
to, not to be interred with the usual solemnities, but to be buried as hastily as
possible.

Ver. 15b (common to our poet and the psalm of Asaph, 78:64, which likewise
belongs to the Salomonic age) is also to be correspondingly interpreted: the
women that he leaves behind do not celebrate the usual mourning rites (comp.
Gen. 23: 2), because the decreed punishment which, stroke after stroke,
deprives them of husbands and children, prevents all observance of the
customs of mourning, and because the shock stifles the feeling of pity. The
treasure in gold which his avarice has heaped up, and in garments which his
love of display has gathered together, come into the possession of the righteous
and the innocent, who are spared when these three powers of judgment sweep
away the evil-doer and his family. Dust and dirt (i.e., of the streets, TWCWX)
are, as in Zec. 9: 3, the emblem of a great abundance that depreciates even that
which is valuable. The house of the ungodly man, though a palace, is, as the
fate of the fabric shows, as brittle and perishable a thing, and can be as easily
destroyed, as the fine spinning of a moth, ��F (according to the Jewish proverb,
the brother of the SSF), or even the small case which it makes from remnants of
gnawed articles, and drags about with it; it is like a light hut, perhaps for the
watchman of a vineyard (Isa. 1: 8), which is put together only for the season
during which the grapes are ripening. f219

19 He lieth down rich, and doeth it not again,
He openeth his eyes and — is no more.

20 Terrors take hold of him as a flood;
By night a tempest stealeth him away.

21 The east wind lifteth him up, that he departeth,
And hurleth him forth from his place.

22 God casteth upon him without sparing,
Before His hand he fleeth utterly away.



23 They clap their hands at him,
And hiss him away from his place.

Job. 27:19-23. The pointing of the text �S�JFY� JLW is explained by Schnurr.,
Umbr., and Stick.: He goes rich to bed and nothing is taken as yet, he opens his
eyes and nothing more is there; but if this were the thought intended, it ought
at least to have been �SFJåNE �YJ�Wi, since JL signifies non, not nihil; and
Stickel’s translation, “while nothing is carried away,” makes the fut. instead of
the praet., which was to be expected, none the more tolerable; also �SJ can
indeed signify to gather hastily together, to take away (e.g., Isa. 33: 4), when
the connection favours it, but not here, where the first impression is that ��R
is the subj. both to �SJY JLW and to WNNYJW. Böttcher’s translation, “He lieth
down rich and cannot be displaced,” gives the words a meaning that is
ridiculed by the usage of the language. On the other hand, �S�JFY� JLW can
signify: and he is not conveyed away (comp. e.g., Jer. 8: 2, Eze. 29: 5; but not
Isa. 57: 1, where it signifies to be swept away, and also not Num. 20:26, where
it signifies to be gathered to the fathers), and is probably intended to be
explained after the pointing that we have, as Rosenm. and even Ralbag explain
it: “he is not conveyed away; one opens his eyes and he is not;” or even as
Schlottm.: “he is not conveyed away; in one moment he still looks about him,
in the next he is no more;” but the relation of the two parts of the verse in this
interpretation is unsatisfactory, and the preceding strophe has already referred
to his not being buried. Since, therefore, only an unsuitable, and what is more,
a badly-expressed thought, is gained by this reading, it may be that the
expression should be regarded with Hahn as interrogative: is he not swept
away? This, however, is only a makeshift, and therefore we must see whether
it may not perhaps be susceptible of another pointing. Jerome transl.: dives
cum dormierit, nihil secum auferet; the thought is not bad, but HMFwJMi is
wanting, and JLO alone does not signify nihil. Better LXX (Ital., Syr.):
plouÂsioj koimhqhÂsetai kaiÃ ouÏ prosqhÂsei. This translation follows the form of
reading �SIJYO = �YSI�Y, gives a suitable sense, places both parts of the verse in
the right relation, and accords with the style of the poet (vid., Job. 20: 9, 40: 5);
and accordingly, with Ew., Hirz., and Hlgst., we decide in favour of this
reading: he lieth down to sleep rich, and he doeth it no more, since in the night
he is removed from life and also from riches by sudden death; or also: in the
morning he openeth his eyes without imagining it is the last time, for,
overwhelmed by sudden death, he closes them for ever. Vv. 20a and 20b are
attached crosswise (chiastisch) to this picture of sudden destruction, be it by
night or by day: the terrors of death seize him (sing. fem. with a plur. subj.
following it, according to Ges. § 146, 3) like a flood (comp. the floods of
Belial, Psa. 18: 5), by night a whirlwind (HPFwS wtBÁNFgi, as Job. 21:18) carrieth



him away. The Syriac and Arabic versions add, as a sort of interpolation: as a
fluttering (large white) night-moth, — an addition which no one can consider
beautiful.

Ver. 21 extends the figure of the whirlwind. In Hebrew, even when the
narrative has reference to Egyptian matters (Gen. 41:23), the �YDIQF which
comes from the Arabian desert is the destructive, devastating, and parching
wind kat� eÏcoxhÃn. f220 ¥LÁY�Wi signifies peribit (ut pereat), as Job. 14:20, 19:10.
RJAV� (comp. HRF�áSO, O storm-chased one) is connected with the accus. of the
person pursued, as in Psa. 58:10. The subj. of ¥L��iYAWi, v. 22, is God, and the
verb stands without an obj.: to cast at any one (shoot), as Num. 35:22 (for the
figure, comp. Job. 16:13); LXX correctly: eÏpirÏrÎiÂyei (whereas Job. 18: 7,
sfaÂlai = WHLY�KTW). The gerundive with XRÁBiYI lays stress upon the idea of
the exertion of flight: whithersoever he may flee before the hand of God, every
attempt is in vain. The suff. eÑmo, v. 23a, both according to the syntax and the
matter, may be taken as the plural suff.; but the fact that �MYp�kA can be
equivalent to WYpFkA (comp. Psa. 11: 7), �MYL��F to WYLF�F (comp. Job. 20:23,
22: 2), as �MLF is equivalent to �L (vid., Isa. 44:15, 53: 8), is established, and
there is no reason why the same may not be the case here. The accumulation of
the terminations eÑmo and oÑmo gives a tone of thunder and a gloomy impress to
this conclusion of the description of judgment, as these terminations frequently
occur in the book of Psalms, where moral depravity is mourned and divine
judgment threatened (e.g., in Psa. 17, 49, 58, 59, 73). The clapping of hands
(�YIPAkA QPAVF = QPASF, Lam. 2:15, comp. �QATf, Nah. 3:19) is a token of
malignant joy, and hissing (QRÁ�F, Zep. 2:15, Jer. 49:17) a token of scorn. The
expression in v. 23b is a pregnant one. Clapping of hands and hissing
accompany the evil-doer when merited punishment overtakes him, and chases
him forth from the place which he hitherto occupied (comp. Job. 8:18).

Earlier expositors have thought it exceedingly remarkable that Job, in
Job. 27:13-23, should agree with the assertions of the three friends concerning
the destiny of the ungodly and his descendants, while he has previously
opposed them on this point, Job. 12: 6, 21, 24. Kennicott thinks the confusion
is cleared away by regarding Job. 26: 2-27:12 as Job’s answer to the third
speech of Bildad, Job. 27:13 ff. as the third speech of Zophar, and 28 (to which
the superscription Job. 27: 1 belongs) as Job’s reply thereto; but this reply
begins with YkI, and is specially appropriate as a striking repartee to the speech
of Zophar. Stuhlmann (1804) makes this third speech of Zophar begin with
Job. 27:11, and imagines a gap between Job. 27:10 and Job. 27:11; but who
then are the persons whom Zophar addresses by “you”? The three everywhere
address themselves to Job, while here Zophar, contrary to custom, would



address himself not to him, but, according to Stuhlmann’s exposition, to the
others with reference to Job. Ch. 28 Stuhlmann removes and places after
Job. 25 as a continuation of Bildad’s speech; Zophar’s speech therefore
remains unanswered, and Zophar may thank this critic not only for allowing
him another opportunity of speaking, but also for allowing him the last word.
Bernstein (Keil-Tzschirner’s Analekten, Bd. i. St. 3) removes the contradiction
into which Job seems to fall respecting himself in a more thorough manner, by
rejecting the division Job. 27: 7-28:28, which is certainly indissolubly
connected as a whole, as a later interpolation; but there is no difference of
language and poetic spirit here betraying an interpolator; and had there been
one, even he ought indeed to have proceeded on the assumption that such an
insertion should be appropriate to Job’s mouth, so that the task of proving its
relative fitness, from his standpoint at least, remains. Hosse (1849) goes still
further: he puts Job. 27:10, 31:35-37, 38: 1, etc., together, and leaves out all
that comes between these passages. There is then no transition whatever from
the entanglement to the unravelment. Job’s final reply, Job 27-28, with the
monologue Job 29-31, in which even a feeble perception must recognise one of
the most essential and most beautiful portions of the dramatic whole, forms
this transition.

Eichhorn (in his translation of Job, 1824), who formerly (Allgem. Bibliothek
der bibl. Lit. Bd. 2) inclined to Kennicott’s view, and Böckel (2nd edition,
1804) seek another explanation of the difficulty, by supposing that in
Job. 27:13-23 Job reproduces the view of the friends. But in v. 11 Job
announces the setting forth of his own view; and the supposition that with
��R �DJ QLX HZ he does not begin the enunciation of his own view, but
that of his opponents, is refuted by the consideration that there is nothing by
which he indicates this, and that he would not enter so earnestly into the
description if it were not the feeling of his heart. Feeling the worthlessness of
these attempted solutions, De Wette (Einleitung, § 288), with his customary
spirit of criticism with which he depreciates the sacred writers, turns against
the poet himself. Certainly, says he, the division Job. 27:11-28:28 is
inappropriate and self-contradictory in the mouth of Job; but this wan to
clearness, not to say inconsistency, must be brought against the poet, who,
despite his utmost endeavour, has not been able to liberate himself altogether
from the influence of the common doctrine of retribution.

This judgment is erroneous and unjust. Umbreit (2nd edition, S. 261 [Clark’s
edition, 1836, ii. 122]) correctly remarks, that “without this apparent
contradiction in Job’s speeches, the interchange of words would have been
endless;” in other words: had Job’s standpoint been absolutely immoveable,
the controversy could not possibly have come to a well-adjusted decision,
which the poet must have planned, and which he also really brings about, by



causing his hero still to retain an imperturbable consciousness of his
innocence, but also allowing his irritation to subside, and his extreme
harshness to become moderated. The latter, in reference to the final destiny of
the godless, is already indicated in Job 24, but is still more apparent here in
Job 27, and indeed in the following line of thought: “As truly as God lives,
who afflicts me, the innocent one, I will not incur the guilt of lying, by
allowing myself to be persuaded against my conscience to regard myself as an
evil-doer. I am not an evil-doer, but my enemy who regards me and treats me
as such must be accounted wicked; for how unlike the hopelessness and
estrangement from God, in which the evil-doer dies, is my hope and entreaty in
the midst of the heaviest affliction! Yea, indeed, the fate of the evil-doer is a
different one from mine. I will teach it you; ye have all, indeed, observed it for
yourselves, and nevertheless ye cherish such vain thoughts concerning me.”
What is peculiar in the description that then follows — a description agreeing
in its substance with that of the three, and similar in its form — is therefore
this, that Job holds up the end of the evil-doer before the friends, that form it
they may infer that he is not an evil-doer, whereas the friends held it up before
Job that he might infer from it that he is an evil-doer, and only by a penitent
acknowledgment of this can he escape the extreme of the punishment he has
merited. Thus in Job 27 Job turns their own weapon against the friends.

But does he not, by doing so, fall into contradiction with himself? Yes; and yet
not so. The Job who has become calmer here comes into contradiction with the
impassioned Job who had, without modification, placed the exceptional cases
in opposition to the exclusive assertion that the evil-doer comes to a fearful
end, which the friends advance, as if it were the rule that the prosperity of the
evil-doer continues uninterrupted to the very end of his days. But Job does not
come into collision with his true view. For how could he deny that in the rule
the retributive justice of God is manifest in the cast of the evil-doer! We can
only perceive his true opinion when we compare the views he here expresses
with his earlier extreme antitheses: hitherto, in the heat of the controversy, he
has opposed that which the friends onesidedly maintained by the direct
opposite; now he has got upon the right track of thought, in which the fate of
the evil-doer presents itself to him from another and hitherto mistaken side, —
a phase which is also but imperfectly appreciated in Job 24; so that now at last
he involuntarily does justice to what truth there is in the assertion of his
opponent. Nevertheless, it is not Job’s intention to correct himself here, and to
make an admission to the friends which has hitherto been refused. Hirzel’s
explanation of this part inclines too much to this erroneous standpoint. On the
contrary, our rendering accords with that of Ewald, who observes (S. 252 f.
2nd edition, 1854) that Job here maintains in his own favour, and against them,
what the friends directed against him, since the hope of not experiencing such
an evil-doer’s fate becomes strong in him: “Job is here on the right track for



more confidently anticipating his own rescue, or, what is the same thing, the
impossibility of his perishing just as if he were an evil-doer.” Moreover, how
well designed is it that the description vv. 24 ff. is put into Job’s mouth! While
the poet allows the friends designedly to interweave lines taken from Job’s
misfortunes into their descriptions of the evil-doer’s fate, in Job’s description
not one single line is found which coincides with his own lot, whether with
that which he has already experience, or even with that which his faith presents
to him as in prospect. And although the heavy lot which has befallen him looks
like the punitive suffering of the evil-doer, he cannot acknowledge it as such,
and even denies its bearing the marks of such a character, since even in the
midst of affliction he clings to God, and confidently hopes for His vindication.
With this rendering of Job. 27:13 ff. all doubts of its genuineness, which is
indeed admitted by all modern expositors, vanish; and, far from charging the
poet with inconsistency, one is led to admire the undiminished skill with which
he brings the idea of the drama by concealed ways to its goal.

But the question still comes up, whether Job. 28: 1, opening with YkI, does not
militate against this genuineness. Hirzel and others observe, that this YK
introduces the confirmation of Job. 27:12b: “But wherefore then do ye cherish
such vain imaginations concerning me? For human sagacity and perseverance
can accomplish much, but the depths of divine wisdom are impenetrable to
man.” But how is it possible that the YK, Job. 28: 1, should introduce the
confirmation of Job. 27:12b, passing over Job. 27:13-23? If it cannot be
explained in any other way, it appears that Job. 27:13-23 must be rejected.
There is the same difficulty in comprehending it by supplying some suppressed
thought, as e.g., Ewald explains it: For, as there may also be much in the
divine dealings that is dark, etc.; and Hahn: Because evil-doers perish
according to their desert, it does not necessarily follow that every one who
perishes is an evil-doer, and that every prosperous person is godly, for  — the
wisdom of God is unsearchable. This mode of explanation, which supposes,
between the close of Job 27 and the beginning of Job 28, what is not found
there, is manifestly forced; and in comparison with it, it would be preferable,
with Stickel, to translate YK “because,” and take Job. 28: 1, 2 as the antecedent
to v. 3. Then after Job 27 a dash might be made; but this dash would indicate
an ugly blank, which would be no honour to the poet. Schlottmann explains it
more satisfactorily. He takes Job. 27:13 ff. as a warning addressed to the
friends, lest they bring down upon themselves, by their unjust judgment, the
evil-doer’s punishment which they have so often proclaimed. If this rendering
of Job. 27:13 ff. were correct, the description of the fate of the evil-doer would
be influenced by an underlying thought, to which the following statement of
the exalted nature of the divine wisdom would be suitably connected as a
confirmation. We cannot, however, consider this rendering as correct. The



picture ought to have been differently drawn, if it had been designed to serve
as a warning to the friends.

It has a different design. Job depicts the revelation of the divine justice which
is exhibited in the issue of the life of the evil doer, to teach the friends that they
judge him and his lot falsely. To this description of punishment, which is
intended thus and not otherwise, Job 28 with its confirmatory YK must be
rightly connected. If this were not feasible, one would be disposed, with
Pareau, to alter the position of Job 28, as if it were removed from its right
place, and put it after Job 26. But we are cautioned against such a violent
measure, by the consideration that it is not evident from Job 26 why the course
of thought in Job 28, which begins with YK, should assume the exact form in
which we find it; whereas, on the other hand, it was said in Job 27 that the
ungodly heaps up silver, �SK, like dust, but that the innocent who live to see
his fall divide this silver, �SK, among themselves; so that when in Job. 28: 1 it
continues: JCWM �SKL �Y YK, there is a connection of thought for which the
way has been previously prepared.

If we further take into consideration the fact of Job 28 being only an
amplification of the one closing thought to which everything tends, viz., that
the fear of God is man’s true wisdom, then Job 28, also in reference to this its
special point, is suitably attached to the description of the evil-doer’s fate,
Job. 27:13 ff. The miserable end of the ungodly is confirmed by this, that the
wisdom of man, which he has despised, consists in the fear of God; and Job
thereby at the same time attains the special aim of his teaching, which is
announced at Job. 27:11 by LJ�DYB �KTJ HRWJ: viz., he has at the same
time proved that he who retains the fear of God in the midst of his sufferings,
though those sufferings are an insoluble mystery, cannot be a ��R. This
design of the conformation, and that connection of thought, which should be
well noted, prove that Job 28 stands in its original position. And if we ponder
the fact, that Job has depicted the ungodly as a covetous rich man who is
snatched away by sudden death from his immense possession of silver and
other costly treasures, we see that Job 28 confirms the preceding picture of
punitive judgment in the following manner: silver and other precious metals
come out of the earth, but wisdom, whose value exceeds all these earthly
treasures, is to be found nowhere within the province of the creature; God
alone possesses it, and from God alone it comes; and so as man can and is to
attain to it, it consists in the fear of the Lord, and the forsaking of evil. This is
the close connection of Job 28 with what immediately precedes, which most
expositors since Schultens have missed, by transferring the central point to the
unsearchableness of the divine wisdom which rules in the world; whereas
Bouiller correctly observes that the whole of Job 28 treats not so much of the



wisdom of God as of the wisdom of man, which God, the sole possessor of
wisdom, imparts to him: omnibus divitiis, fluxis et evanidis illis possessio
praeponderat sapientiae, quae in pio Dei cultu et fuga mali est posita. The
view of von Hofmann (Schriftbeweis, i. 96, 2nd edit.) accords with this: “If
Job. 28: 1, where a confirmatory or explanatory YK forms the transition, is
taken together with 28:12, where another part of the speech is introduced with
a Waw, and finally with Job. 28:28, where this is rounded off, as forming the
unity of one thought: it thus proves that the final destruction of the godless,
who is happy and prosperous in worldly things, is explained by the fact that
man can obtain every kind of hidden riches by his own exertion and courage,
but not the wisdom which is not indigenous to this outward world, but is
known to God alone, and is to be learned from Him only; and the teaching
concerning it is: behold, the fear of God, that is wisdom, and to depart from
evil is understanding.”

Before we now pass on to the detailed exposition of Job 28, we may perhaps
here, without anticipating, put the question. Whence has the poet obtained the
knowledge of the different modes of mining operations which is displayed in
Job. 28: 1 ff., and which has every appearance of being the result of personal
observation? Since, as we have often remarked already, he is well acquainted
with Egypt, it is most natural that he derived this his knowledge from Egypt
and the Sinaitic peninsula. The ruins of mines found there show that the
Sinaitic peninsula has been worked as a mining district from the earliest times.
The first of these mining districts is the Wadi Nasb, where Lepsius (Briefe, S.
338) found traces of old smelting-places, and where also Graul and his
companions, having their attention drawn to it by Wilkinson’s work, searched
for the remains of a mine, and found at least traces of copper slag, but could
see nothing more (Reise, ii. 202). E. Rüppell explored the spot at the desire of
the Viceroy Mehemed Ali, and Russegger with less successful result (vid., the
particular sin Ritter’s Erdkunde, xiv. 784-788). f221

A second mining district is denoted by the ruins of a temple of Hathor, on the
steep terrace of the rising ground Sarbut (SeraÑb−Ñt) el-chaÑdim, which stretches
out into a spacious valley. This field of ruins, with its many lofty columns
within the still recognisable area of a temple, and round about it, gives the
impression of a large burying-ground, and it is described and represented as
such by Carsten Niebuhr (Reise, 235, Tafel xliv.). In February 1854, Graul
(Reise, ii. 203) and Tischendorf spent a short time upon this eminence of the
desert, which is hard to climb, and abounds in monuments. It produced a
strong impression upon us — says the latter (Aus dem heiligen Lande, S. 35)
— as we tarried in the midst of the grotesque forms of these monuments, while
the setting sun cast its deep red gleam over the wild terrific-looking copper
rocks that lay around in their varied shades, now light, now dark. That these



copper rocks were worked in ancient days, is proved by the large black heaps
of slag which Lepsius (Briefe, S. 338) discovered to the east and west of the
temple. Moreover, in the inscriptions Hathor bears the by-name “Queen of
Mafkat,” i.e., the copper country (mafka, copper, with the feminine post-
positive article t). It even bears this name on the monuments in the Wadi
maghaÑra, one of the side-gorges of the Wadi mucatteb (i.e., the Written Valley,
valley full of inscriptions). These signs of another ancient mining colony
belong almost entirely to the earliest Egyptian antiquity, while those on Sarbut
el-chaÑdim extend back only to Amenemha III, consequently to the last dynasty
of the old kingdom. Even the second king of the fifth dynasty, Snefru, and
indeed his predecessor (according to Lepsius, his successor) Chufu  — that
XeÂoy who built the largest pyramid — appear here as conquerors of foreign
peoples, and the mountainous district dedicated to Hathor is also called
Mafka.t. The remains of a mine, discovered by J. Wilson, at the eastern end of
the north side of the Wady mucatteb, also belongs to this copper country: they
lie near the road, but in back gorges; there is a very high wall of rock of granite
or porphyry, which is penetrated by dark seams of metal, which have been
worked out from above downwards, thus forming artificial caverns, pits, and
shafts; and it may be inferred that the yield of ore was very abundant, and,
from the simplicity of the manner of working, that it is of very great antiquity.
This art of mining thus laid open, as Ritter says, f222 furnishes the most
important explanation of Job’s remarkable description of mining operations.

As to Egypt itself, it has but few places where iron-ore was obtained, and it
was not very plentiful, as iron occurs much more rarely than bronze on the
tombs, although Wilkinson has observed important copper mines almost as
extensive as the copper country of Sinai: we only, however, possess more
exact information concerning the gold mines on the borders of Upper Egypt.
Agatharchides mentions them in his Periplus; and Diodorus (iii. 11 ff.) gives a
minute description of them, from which it is evident that mining in those days
was much the same as it was with us about a hundred years ago: we recognise
in it the day and night relays, the structure of shafts, the crushing and washing
apparatus, and the smelting-place. f223

There are the gold mines of Nubia, the name of which signifies the gold
country, for NOYB is the old Egyptian name for gold. From the time of
Sethoshi I, the father of Sesostris, we still possess the plan of a gold mine,
which Birch (Upon a historical tablet of Rameses II of the XIX dynasty,
relating to the gold mines of Aethiopia) has first of all correctly determined.
Moreover, on monuments of all ages frequent mention is made of other metals
(silver, iron, lead), as of precious stones, with which e.g., harps were
ornamented; the diamond can also be traced. In the Papyrus Prisse, which
Chabas has worked up under the title Le plus ancien livre du monde, Phtha-



hotep, the author of this moral tractate, i. 14, says: “Esteem my good word
more highly than the (green) emerald, which is found by slaves under the
pebbles.” f224 The emerald-hills near Berenice produced the emerald.

But if the scene of the book of Job is to be sought in Idumaea proper (Gebal)
or in Hauran, there were certainly mines that were nearer than the Egyptian. In
Phunon (Phinon), between Petra and Zoar, there were pits from which copper
(xalkouÌ meÂtalla, aeris metalla) was obtained even to the time of Moses, as
may be inferred from the fact of Moses having erected the brazen serpent there
(Num. 21: 9 f., comp. 33:42 f.), and whither, during the persecutions of the
Christians in the time of the emperors, many witnesses for the faith were
banished, that they might fall victims to the destructive labour of pit life
(Athanasius extravagantly says: eÏÂnqa kaiÃ foneuÃj katadikazoÂmenoj oÏliÂgaj
hÎmeÂraj moÂgij duÂnatai zhÌsai f225). But Edr−Ñsi also knew of gold and silver mines
in the mountains of Edom, the ÿGebel esh-SheraÑ (Arab. ÿl-sÔraÑt), i.e., RY�IV� RHA.
According to the Onomasticon, BHFZF YdI, Deu. 1: 1 (LXX kataxruÂsea),
indicates such gold mines in Arabia Petraea; and Jerome (under Cata ta
chrysea f226) observes on that passage: sed et metallo aeris Phaeno, quod nostro
tempore corruit, montes venarum auri plenos olim fuisse vicinos existimant.
Eupolemus’ account (in Euseb. praep. ix. 30) of an island OuÏrfhÌ, rich in gold,
in the Red Sea, does not belong here; for by the red sea, eÏruqraÃ qaÂlassa, f227 it
is not the Arabian Gulf that is meant; and the reference of the name of the
range of hills TeluÑl ed-dhahab in ancient Gilead to gold mines rests only on
hearsay up to the present time. But it is all the more worthy of mention that
traces of former copper mines are still found on the Lebanon (vid., Knobel on
Deu. 8: 9); that Edr−Ñsi (Syria, ed. Rosenm. p. 12) was acquainted with the
existence of a rich iron mine near Beirut; and that, even in the present day, the
Jews who dwell in Deir el-kamar, on the Lebanon, work the iron on leases,
and especially forge horse-shoes from it, which are sent all over Palestine. f228

The poet of the book of Job might therefore have learned mining in its
diversified modes of operation from his own observation, both in the kingdom
of Egypt, which he had doubtless visited, and also in Arabia Petraea and in the
Lebanon districts, so as to be able to put a description of them into the mouth
of his hero. It is unnecessary, with Stickel, to give the preference to the mining
of Arabia proper, where iron and lead are still obtained, and where, according
to ancient testimony, even gold is said to have been worked at one time. “Since
he places his hero in the country east of Jordan, the poet may in v. 2 have
thought chiefly of the mines of the Iron mountain (toÃ sidhrouÌn kalouÂmenon
oÏÂroj, Jos. Bell. iv. 8, 2), which is also called the ‘cross mountain,’ el-miÿraÑd,
because it runs from west to east, while the Gebel ÿAgluÑn stretches from north
to south. It lies between the gorges of the WaÑd−Ñ ZerkaÑ and WaÑd−Ñ ÿArabuÑn,
begins at the mouths of the two WaÑd−Ñs in the GhoÑr, and ends in the east with a



precipitous descent towards the town of Gerash, which from its height, and
being seen from afar, is called the Negde (HdFGiNA). The ancient worked-out iron
mines lie on the south declivity of the mountain south-west of the village of
BurmaÑ, and about six miles from the level bed of the WaÑd−Ñ ZerkaÑ. The material
is a brittle, red, brown, and violet sandstone, which has a strong addition of
iron. It also contains here and there a large number of small shells, where it is
then considerably harder. Of these ancient mines, some which were known in
Syria under the name of the ‘rose mines,’ maÿaÑdin el-ward, were worked by
Ibrahim Pasha from 1835 till 1839; but when, in 1840, Syria reverted to
Turkey, this mining, which had been carried on with great success, because
there was an abundance of wood for the smelting furnaces, ceased. A large
forest, without a proprietor, covers the back and the whole north side of this
mountain down to the bed of the WaÑd−Ñ ÿArabuÑn; and as no tree has been cut
down in it for centuries, the thicket, with the fallen and decaying stems, gives
one an idea of a primeval forest. We passed through the forest from Kefrengi
to BurmaÑ in June 1860. Except North Gilead, in which the Iron mountain is
situated, no other province of Basan admits of a mine; they are exclusively
volcanic, their mountains are slag, lava, and basalt; and probably the last-
mentioned kind of stone owes its name to the word BasaÂltij, the secondary
form of BasaÂltij (= Basan).”  — Wetzst.

28: 1 For there is a mine for the silver,
And a place for gold which they fine.

2 Iron is taken out of the dust,
And he poureth forth stone as copper.
3 He hath made an end of darkness,

And he searcheth all extremities
For the stone of darkness and of the shadow of death.

4 He breaketh away a shaft from those who tarry above:
There, forgotten by every foot,

They hang and swing far from men.  f229

Job. 28: 1-4. According to the most natural connection demonstrated by us,
Job desires to show that the final lot of the rich man is well merited, because
the treasures which he made the object of his avarice and pride, though ever so
costly, are still earthy in their nature and origin. Therefore he begins with the
most precious metals, with silver, which has the precedence in reference to
Job. 27:16 f., and with gold. JC�FM without any secondary notion of fulness
(Schultens) signifies the issuing place, i.e., the place fro which anything
naturally comes forth (Job. 38:27), or whence it is obtained (1Ki. 10:28); here
in the latter sense of the place where a mineral is found, or the mine, as the
parall. ��QMF, the place where the gold comes forth, therefore a gold mine.
According to the accentuation (Rebia mugrasch, Mercha, Silluk), it is not to be



translated: and a place for the gold where they refine it; but: a place for the
gold which they refine. QQAZF, to strain, filter, is the technical expression for
purifying the precious metals from the rock that is mingled with them
(Mal. 3: 3) by washing. The pure gold or silver thus obtained is called QqFZUMi
(Psa. 12: 7; 1Ch. 28:18, 29: 4). Diodorus, in his description of mining in Upper
Egypt (Job. 3:11 ff.), after having described the operation of crushing the stone
to small fragments, f230 proceeds: “Then artificers take the crushed stone and
lay it on a broad table, which is slightly inclined, and pour water over it; this
washes away the earthy parts, and the gold remains on the slab. This operation
is repeated several times, the mass being at first gently rubbed with the hand;
then they press it lightly with thin sponges, and thus draw off all that is earthy
and light, so that the gold dust is left quite clean. And, finally, other artificers
take it up in a mass, shake it in an earthen crucible, and add a proportionate
quantity of lead, grains of salt, and a little tin and barley bran; they then place a
close-fitting cover over the crucible, and cement it with clay, and leave it five
days and nights to seethe constantly in the furnace. After this they allow it to
cool, and then finding nothing of the flux in the crucible, they take the pure
gold out with only slight diminution.” The expression for the first of these
operations, the separation of the gold from the quartz by washing, or indeed
sifting (straining, Seihen), is QQAZF; and for the other, the separation by exposure
to heat, or smelting, is �RÁCF.

Ver. 2. From the mention of silver and gold, the description passes on to iron
and ore (copper, cuprum = aes Cyprium). Iron is called LZERibÁ, not with the
noun-ending el like LMERikA (thus Ges., Olsh., and others), but probably
expanded from LzEbÁ (Fürst), like �YbIRi�A from �YbI�A = �BE��, RYpIMiSA from
RYpISA, baÂlsamon from �VFbF, since, as Pliny testifies, the name of basalt (iron-
marble) and iron are related, f231 and copper is called T�EXONi, for which the book
of Job (Job. 20:24, 28: 2, 40:18, 41:19; comp. even Lev. 26:19) always has
H�FwXNi (aereum = aes, Arab. nuhaÑs). Of the iron it is said that it is procured
from the RPF�F, by which the bowels of the earth are meant here, as the surface
of the earth in Job. 41:25; and of copper it is said that they pour out the stone
into copper (vid., Ges. § 139, 2), i.e., smelt copper from it: QwCYF as Job. 29: 6,
fundit, here with a subj. of the most general kind: one pours; on the contrary,
Job. 41:15 f. partic. of QCÁYF. V. 3 distinctly shows that it is the bowels of the
earth from which these metals are obtained: he (man) has made an end of the
darkness, since he turns out and lights up the lightless interior of the earth; and
TYLIKitÁ�LKFLi, to every extremity, i.e., to the remotest depths, he searches out
the stone of deep darkness and of the shadow of death, i.e., hidden in the
deepest darkness, far beneath the surface of the earth (vid., on Job. 10:22; and



comp. Pliny, h. n. xxxiii. proaem. of mining: imus in viscera ejus [terrae] et in
sede Manium opes quaerimus). Most expositors (Hirz., Ew., Hahn, Schlottm.,
and others) take TYLKT�LKL adverbially, “to the utmost” or “most closely,”
but vid., on Job. 26:10; TYLKTL might be used thus adverbially, but
TYLKT�LKL is to be explained according to XWR�LKL, Eze. 5:10 (to all the
winds).

Ver. 4. Job now describes the operation of mining more minutely; and it is
worthy of observation that the last-mentioned metal, with which the
description is closely connected, is copper. LXÁNA, which signifies elsewhere a
valley, the bed of a river, and the river itself, like the Arab. waÑdin (not from
LXÁNF = LHANF, to flow on, as Ges. Thes. and Fürst, but from LXÁNF, root LX to
hollow, whence HLFYXINi = LYLIXF, a flute, as being a hollowed musical
instrument), signifies here the excavation made in the earth, and in fact, as
what follows shows, in a perpendicular direction, therefore the shaft. Nasse
contends for the signification “valley,” by which one might very well conceive
of “the working of a surface vein:” “By this mode of working, a small shaft is
made in the vein (consequently in a perpendicular direction), and the ore is
worked from both sides at once. At a short distance from the first shaft a
second is formed, and worked in the same way. Since thus the work progresses
lengthwise, a cutting becomes formed in the mountain which may well be
compared to a deep valley, if, as is generally the case where the stone is firm
and the ways are almost perpendicular, the space that is hewn out remains
open (that is, not broken in or filled in).” But if LXN everywhere else denotes a
valley with its watercourse, it has not necessarily a like signification in mining
technology. It signifies, perhaps not without reference to its usual signification,
the shafts open above and surrounded by walls of rock (in distinction from the
more or less horizontal galleries or pit-ways, as they were cut through the
excavated rocks in the gold mines of Upper Egypt, often so crooked that, as
Diodorus relates, the miners, provided with lights on their forehead, were
always obliged to vary the posture of the body (according to the windings of
the galleries); and RgF���IM�, away from him who remains above, shows that
one is to imagine these shafts as being of considerable depth,; but what follows
even more clearly indicates this: there forgotten (�YXIkF�inIHA with the
demonstrative art. as Job. 26: 5, Psa. 18:31, 19:11, Ges. § 109 ad init.) of
(every) foot (that walks above), they hang (comp. Rabb. LdFLiDUMi, pendulus f232)
far from men, hang and swing or are suspended: comp. Pliny, h. n. xxxiii. 4,
21, according to Sillig’s text: is qui caedit funibus pendet, ut procul intuenti
species no ferarum quidem sed alitum fiat. Pendentes majori ex parte librant et
linias itineri praeducunt. LLÁdF has here the primary signification proper also to



the Arab. dÜll, deorsum pendeÝre; and JAwN is related to DwN, as nuere, neuÂein, to
nutare. The YNM of LGERF�YnIMI, taken strictly, does not correspond to the Greek
uÎpoÂ, neither does it form an adverbial secondary definition standing by itself:
far away from the foot; but it is to be understood as �M is also used elsewhere
after XK�N, Deu. 31:21, Psa. 31:13: forgotten out of the mouth, out of the
heart; here: forgotten away from the foot, so that this advances without
knowing that there is a man beneath; therefore: totally vanished from the
remembrance of those who pass by above. ��NJåM� is not to be connected with
w�NF (Hahn, Schlottm.), but with wldA, for Munach is the representative of Rebia
mugrasch, according to Psalter, ii. 503, § 2; and WLD is regularly Milel,
whereas Isa. 38:14 is Milra without any evident reason. The accentuation here
follows no fixed law with equally regulated exceptions (vid., Olsh. § 233, c).

Moreover, the perception that v. 4 speaks of the shaft of the mine, and the
descent of the miners by a rope, is due to modern exegesis; even Schultens,
who here exclaims: Cimmeriae tenebrae, quas me exsuperaturum vix sperare
ausim, perceived the right thing, but only imperfectly as yet. By LXN he
understands the course or vein of the metal, where it is embedded; and, since
he understands RG after the Arab. ‘garr, foot of the mountain, he translates:
rumpit (homo) alveum de pede montis. Rosenm., on the other hand, correctly
translates: canalem deorsum actum ex loco quo versatur homo. Schlottm.
understands by gr the miner himself dwelling as a stranger in his loneliness;
and if we imagine to ourselves the mining districts of the peninsula of Sinai,
we might certainly at once conceive the miners’ dwellings themselves which
are found in the neighbourhood of the shaft in connection with RG���M. But
in and for itself RG signifies only those settled (above), without the secondary
idea of strangers.

5 The earth — from it cometh forth bread,
And beneath it is turned up like fire.

6 The place of the sapphire are its stones,
And it containeth gold ore.

7 The way, that no bird of prey knoweth,
And the eye of the hawk hath not gazed at,

8 Which the proud beast of prey hath not trodden,
Over which the lion hath not walked.

Job. 28: 5-6. Ver. 5 is not to be construed as Rosenm.: ad terram quod
attinet, ex qua egreditur panis, quod subtus est subvertitur quasi igne; nor with
Schlottm.: (they swing) in the earth, out of which comes bread, which beneath



one turns about with fire; for v. 5a is not formed so that the Waw of HFYtEXiTAWi
could be Waw apod., and �REJE cannot signify “in the interior of the earth” as
locativus; on the contrary, it stands in opposition to HYTXT, that which is
beneath the earth, as denoting the surface of the earth (the proper name of
which is HMFDFJá, from the root �D, with the primary notion of a flat covering).
They are two grammatically independent predicates, the first of which is only
the foil of the other: the earth, out of it cometh forth bread (�XELE as
Psa. 104:14), and beneath it (the surface of the earth) = that which lies beneath
it (HYTXTW only virtually a subj. in the sense of HFYT�EytIXiTAWi, since YT�XitÁ
occurs only as a preposition), is turned about (comp. the construction of the
sing. of the verb with the plur. subj. Job. 30:15) as (by) fire Instar ignis, scil.
subvertentis); i.e., the earth above furnishes nourishment to man, but that not
satisfying him, he also digs out its inward parts (comp. Pliny, h. n. xxxiii.
proaem.: in sede Manium opes quaerimus, tanquam parum benigna fertilique
quaqua calcatur), since this is turned or tossed about (comp. HKFp�HiMÁ, the
special word for the overthrow of Sodom by fire) by mining work, as when fire
breaks out in a house, or even as when a volcanic fire rumbles within a
mountain (Castalio: agunt per magna spatia cuniculos et terram subeunt non
secus ac ignis facet ut in Aetna et Vesuvio). The reading WMB (Schlottm.)
instead of WMK is natural, since fire is really used to blast the rock, and to
separate the ore from the stone; but, with the exception of Jerome, who has
arbitrarily altered the text (terra, de qua oriebatur panis in loco suo, igni
subversa est), all the old translations reproduce WMK, which even Nasse, in
opposition to von Veltheim, thinks suitable: Man’s restless search, which
rummages everything through, is compared to the unrestrainable ravaging fire.

Ver. 6 also consists of two grammatically independent assertions: the place
(bed) of the sapphire is its rock. Must we refer �L to RYpISA, and translate: “and
it contains fine dust of gold” (Hirz., Umbr., Stick., Nasse)? It is possible, for
Theophrastus (p. 692, ed. Schneider) says of the sapphire it is wÎÂsper
xrusoÂpastoj, as it were covered with gold dust or grains of gold; and Pliny, h.
n. xxxvii. 9, 38 f.: Inest ei (cyano) aliquando et aureus pulvis qualis in
sapphiris, in iis enim aurum punctis conlucet, which nevertheless does not
hold good of the proper sapphire, but of the azure stone (lapis lazuli) which is
confounded with it, a variegated species of which, with gold, or rather with
iron pyrites glittering like gold, is specially valued. f233

But Schultens rightly observes: vix cerdiderim, illum auratilem pulvisculum
sapphiri peculiari mentione dignum; and Schlottm.: such a collateral definition
to RYPS, expressed in a special clause (not a relative one), has something
awkward about it. On the other hand, BHFZF TROPiJA is a perfectly suitable



appellation of gold ore. “The earth, which is in itself black,” says Diodorus in
the passage quoted before, “is interspersed with veins of marble, which is of
such pre-eminent whiteness, that its brilliance surpasses everything that
glitters, and from it the overseers of the mine prepare gold with a large number
of workmen.” And further on, of the heating of this gold ore he says: “the
hardest auriferous earth they burn thoroughly in a large fire; thus they make it
soft, so that it can be worked by the hand.” BHZ TRP� is a still more suitable
expression for such auriferous earth and ore than for the nuggets of aÏÂpuroj
xrusoÂj (i.e., unsmelted) of the size of a chestnut, which, according to
Diodorus, ii. 50, are obtained in mines in Arabia (metalleuÂetai). But it is
inadmissible to refer WL to man, for the clause would then require to be
translated: and gold ore is to him = he has, while it is the rather intended to be
said that the interior of the earth has gold ore. WL is therefore, with Hahn and
Schlottm., to be referred to ��QMi: and this place of the sapphire, it contains
gold. The poet might have written hLF but WL implies that where the sapphire is
found, gold is also found. The following BYTINF (with Dech−Ñ), together with the
following relative clause, is connected with HFYNEBFJá, or even with �WQM, which
through v. 6b is become the chief subj.: the place of the sapphire and of the
gold is the rock of the bowels of the earth, — a way, which, etc., i.e., such a
place is the interior of the earth, accessible to no living being of the earth’s
surface except to man alone. The sight of the bird of prey, the �YIJA, aÏetoÂj, and
of the HyFJÁ, i.e., the hawk or kite, reaches from above far and wide beneath; f234

the sons of pride, �XÁ�F (also Talmud. arrogance, ferocia, from �XÁ�F = Arab.
sÔachasåa, to raise one’s self, not: fatness, as Meier, after Arab. sÔachusåa, to be fat,
thick), i.e., the beasts of prey, especially the lion, LXÁ�A (vid., on Job. 4:10,
from LXÁ�F, Arab. shål, to roar, Arab. of the ass, comp. the Lat. rudere used both
of the lion and of the ass), seek the most secret retreat, and shun no danger; but
the way by which man presses forward to the treasures of the earth is
imperceptible and inaccessible to them.

9 He layeth his hand upon the pebbles;
He turneth up the mountains from the root.

10 He cutteth canals through the rocks;
And his eye seeth all kinds of precious things.

11 That they may not leak, he dammeth up rivers;
And that which is hidden he bringeth to light.

12 But wisdom, whence is it obtained?
And where is the place of understanding?



Job. 28: 9-12. Beneath, whither no other being of the upper world
penetrates, man puts his hand upon the quartz or rock. �YMIlFXÁ (perhaps from
�LX, to be strong, firm: Arabic, with the reduplication resolved, chalnubuÑs,
like �YBIkF�á, Arab. ÿancabuÑth, vid., Jesurun, p. 229) signifies here the quartz,
and in general the hard stone; bI DYF XLÁ�F something like our “to take in hand”
of an undertaking requiring strong determination and courage, which here
consists in blasting and clearing away the rock that contains no ore, as Pliny, h.
n. xxxiii. 4, 21, describes it:

 Occursant...silices; hos igne et aceto rumpunt, saepius vero, quoniam
id cuniculos vapore et fumo strangulat, caedunt fractariis CL libras
ferri habentibus egeruntque umeris noctibus ac diebus per tenebras
proxumis tradentes; lucem novissimi cernunt.

Further: he (man, devoted to mining) overturns (subvertit according to the
primary signification of �PH, Arab. ‘fk, ‘ft, to turn, twist) mountains from the
roots. The accentuation �PH with Rebia mugrasch, �R�M with Mercha, is
false; it is, according to Codd. and old editions, to be accented �PH with
Tarcha, �R�M with Munach, and to be translated accordingly: subvertit a
radice montes (for Munach is the transformation of a Rebia mugrasch), not a
radice montium. Blasting in mining which lays bare the roots (the lowest parts)
of the mountains is intended, the conclusion of which — the signal for the
flight of the workmen, and the effective crash — is so graphically described by
Pliny in the passage cited above:

 Peracto opere cervices fornicum ab ultumo cadunt; dat signum ruina
eamque solus intellegit in cacumine ejus montis vigil. Hic voce, nutu
evocari jubet operas pariterque ipse devolat. Mons fractus cadit ab
sese longe fragore qui concipi humana mente non possit eque efflatu
incredibili spectant victores ruinam naturae.

The meaning of v. 10 depends upon the signification of the �YRIJOYi. It is
certainly the most natural that it should signify canals. The word is Egyptian;
aur in the language of the hieroglyphs signifies a river, and especially the Nile;
wherefore at the close of the Laterculus of Eratosthenes the name of the king,
FrouorwÌ (FouorwÌ), is explained by hÏÂtoi NeiÌloj. If water-canals are intended,
they may be either such as go in or come away. In the first case it may mean
water let in like a cataract over the ruins of the blasted auriferous rock, the
corrugi of Pliny:

 Alius par labor ac vel majoris impendi: flumina ad lavandam hanc
ruinam jugis montium obiter duxere a centesimo plerumque lapide;
corrugos vocant, a corrivatione credo; mille et hic labores.



But JAq�bI is not a suitable word for such an extensive and powerful flooding
with water for the purpose of washing the gold. It suits far better to understand
the expression of galleries or ways cut horizontally in the rock to carry the
water away. Thus von Veltheim explains it: “The miner makes ways through
the hard rock into his section [in which the perpendicular shaft terminates],
guides the water which is found in abundance at that depth through it [i.e., the
water as the bottom of the pit that hinders the progress of the work], and is able
[thus v. 10b naturally is connected with what precedes] to judge of the ore and
fragments that are at the bottom, and bring them to the light. This mode of
mining by constantly forming one gallery under the other [so that a new
gallery is made under the pit that is worked out by extending the shaft, and
also freeing this from water by making another outlet below the previous one]
is the oldest of all, of which anything certain is known in the history of mining,
and the most natural in the days when they had no notion of hydraulics.” This
explanation is far more satisfactory than that of Herm. Sam. Reimarus, of the
“Wolfenbütteler Fragmente” (in his edition of the Neue Erkl. des B. Hiob, by
Joh. Ad. Hoffmann, 1734, iv. S. 772):

 “He breaks open watercourses in the rocks. What the miners call
coming upon water, is when they break into a fissure from which
strong streams of water gush forth. The miner not only knows how to
turn such water to good account, but it is also a sign that there are rich
veins of ore near at hand, as there is the most water by these courses
and fissures. Hence follows: and then his eye sees all kinds of precious
things.”

\But there is no ground for saying that water indicates rich veins of ore, and
�QB is much more appropriate to describe the designed formation of courses
to carry off the water than an accidental discovery of water in course of the
work; moreover, �YRJY is as appropriate to the former as it is inappropriate to
the latter explanation, for it signifies elsewhere the arms of the Nile, into which
the Nile is artificially divided; and therefore it may easily be transferred to the
horizontal canals of the mine cut through the hard rock (or through the upper
earth). Nevertheless, although the water plays an important part in mining
operations, by giving rise to the greatest difficulties, as it frequently happens
that a pit is deluged with water, and must be abandoned because no one can get
down to it: it is improbable that v. 10 as well as v. 11 refers to this; we
therefore prefer to understand �YRIJOYi as meaning the (horizontal) courses
(galleries or drifts) in which the ore is dug, — a rendering which is all the
more possible, since, on the one hand, in Coptic jaro (Sahidic jero) signifies
the Nile of Egypt (phiaro ente cheÑmi); on the other, ior (eioor) signifies a
ditch, diwÂruc (comp. Isa. 33:21, �YRJY, LXX diwÂrugej), vid., Ges. Thes. Thus



also v. 10b is consistently connected with what precedes, since by cutting these
cuniculi the courses of the ore (veins), and any precious stones that may also
be embedded there, are laid bare.

Ver. 11a. Contrary to the correct indication of the accentuation, Hahn
translates: he stops up the droppings of the watercourses; YKIbIMI has Dech−Ñ, and
is therefore not to be connected with what follows as a genitive. But Reimarus’
translation: from the drops he connects the streams, is inadmissible. “The
trickling water,” he observes, “is carefully caught in channels by the miners for
use, and is thus brought together from several parts of the reservoir and the
water-wheel. What Pliny calls corrugus, corrivatio,.” On the contrary,
Schlottm. remarks that �BX cannot signify such a connection, i.e., gathering
together of watercourses; it occurs elsewhere only of hunting, i.e., binding up
wounds. Nevertheless, although �BX cannot directly signify “to collect,” the
signification coercere (Job. 34:17), which is not far from this idea, — as is
evident from the Arab. håibs (håabs), a dam or sluice for collecting water, and
Arab. mahåbas ÿl-maÑÿ, a reservoir, cistern, — is easily transferable to water, in
the sense of binding = catching up and accumulating. But it is contrary to the
form of the expression that YKBM, with this use of §BX, should denote the
materia ex qua, and that T�RHFNi should be referred to the miry ditches in which
“the crushed ore is washed, for the purpose of separating the good from the
worthless.” On the contrary, from the form of the expression, it is to be
translated: a fletu (not e fletu) flumina obligat, whether it be that a fletu is
equivalent to ne flent s. stillent (Simeon Duran: WLZY JL�), or obligat
equivalent to cohibet (Ralbag: HLFzFHAM�). Thus von Veltheim explains the
passage, since he here, as in v. 10, understands the channels for carrying off
the water.

 “The miner covers the bottom with mire, and fills up the crevices so
exactly [i.e., he besmears it, where the channel is broken through, with
some water-tight substance, e.g., clay], that it may entirely carry off the
water that is caught by it out of the pit [in which the shaft terminates],
and not let it fall through the fissures [crevices] to the company of
miners below [to the vein that lies farther down]; then the miner can
descend still deeper [since the water runs outwards and does not soak
through], and bring forth the ore that lies below the channel.”

This explanation overlooks the fact that �YRJY is used in v. 10, whereas v. 11
has TWRHN. It is not probable that these are only interchangeable expressions
for the channels that carry off the water. �YRJY is an appropriate expression



for it, but not TWRHN, which as appropriately describes the conflux of water in
the mine itself.

The meaning of v. 11a is, that he (the miner) binds or stops the watercourses
which his working out of the pit has interfered with and injured, so that they
may not leak, i.e., that they may not in the least ooze through, whether by
building up a wall or by collecting the water that streams forth in reservoirs
(Arab. mahbas) or in the channels which carry it outwards, — all these modes
of draining off the water may be included in v. 11a, only the channel itself is
not, with von Veltheim, to be understood by TWRHN, but the concourse of the
water which, in one way or the other, is rendered harmless to the pit-work, so
that he (the miner), as v. 11b says, can bring to light (R�J = R�JLF) whatever
precious things the bowels of the earth conceals (hMFLU�átÁ, according to Kimchi
and others, with euphonic Mappik, as according to the Masora hRFWKBK
Isa. 28: 4, hMF�GO Eze. 22:24, and also hLFGW Zec. 4: 2, only YWNYKL JLW
HJYRQH TRJPTL, i.e., they have Mappik only for euphony, not as the
expression of the suff.).

With the question in v. 12 the description of mining attains the end designed:
man can search after and find out silver, gold, and others metals and precious
stones, by making the foundations of the earth accessible to him; but wisdom,
whence shall be obtain it, and which (HZE�YJ�Wi, according to another reading
HZEYJ�Wi) is the place of understanding? HMFKiXFHA has the art. to give prominence
to its transcendency over the other attainable things. HMKX is the principal
name, and HNFYbI interchanges with it, as HNFwBti, Pro. 8: 1, and other synonyms
in which the Chokma literature abounds elsewhere in Pro. 1-9. HNYB is
properly the faculty of seeing through that which is distinguishable, consisting
of the possession of the right criteria; HMKX, however, is the perception, in
general, of things in their true nature and their final causes.

13 A mortal knoweth not its price,
And it is not found in the land of the living.

14 The abyss saith: It is not in me,
And the sea saith: It is not with me.

15 Pure gold cannot be given for it,
And silver cannot be weighed as its price;

16 And it is not outweighed with fine gold of Ophir,
With the precious onyx and the sapphire.



Job. 28:13-16. It is self-evident that wisdom is found nowhere directly
present and within a limited space, as at the bottom of the sea, and cannot be
obtained by a direct exchange by means of earthly treasures. It is, moreover,
not this self-evident fact that is denied here; but the meaning is, that even if a
man should search in every direction through the land of the living, i.e., (as
e.g., Psa. 52: 7) the world — if he should search through the ��Hti, i.e., the
subterranean waters that feed the visible waters (vid., Gen. 39:25) — if he
should search through the sea, the largest bounded expanse of this water that
wells up from beneath — yea, even if he would offer all riches and precious
things to put himself in possession of the means and instruments for the
acquirement of wisdom, — wisdom, i.e., the profoundest perception of the
nature of things, would still be beyond him, and unattainable. ¥RE��, v. 13, an
equivalent (from ¥RÁ�F, to range beside, to place at the side of), interchanges
with RYXIMi (from RXÁMF, cogn. RHAMF, RKAMF, mercari). R�GSi is RwGSF BHFZF,
1Ki. 6:20 and freq., which hardly signifies gold shut up = carefully preserved,
rather: closed = compressed, unmixed; Targ. �YNISi BHAdi, aurum colatum
(purgatum). Ewald compares Arab. sajara, to seethe, heat; therefore: heated,
gained by smelting. On the other hand, �TEkE from �TAKF, Arab. ktm, occulere,
seems originally to denote that which is precious, then precious gold in
particular, LXX xrusiÂwÄ WfeiÂr, Cod. Vat. and Cod. Sinaiticus, SwfiÂr
(Egyptized by prefixing the Egyptian sa, part, district, side, whence e.g., sa-
reÝs, the upper country, and sa-heÝt, the lower country, therefore = sa-ofir, land
of Ophir). �HA�O is translated here by the LXX oÏÂnuc (elsewhere sardoÂnuc or
saÂrdioj), of which Pliny, h. n. xxxvii. 6, 24, appealing to Sudeines, says, in
gemma esse candorem unguis humanii similitudinem; wherefore Knobel,
Rödiger, and others, compare the Arab. saÑhim, which, however, does not
signify pale, but lean, and parched by the heat, with which, in hot countries at
least, not pallor, but, on the contrary, a dark brown-black colour, is identified
(Fl.). Arab. musahham, striped (Mich.), would be more appropriate, since the
onyx is marked through by white veins; but this is a denom. from sahm, a dart,
prop. darted, and is therefore wide of the mark. On the etymology of RYpISA,
vid., Jesurun, p. 61. Nevertheless both �H� and RYpISA are perhaps foreign
names, as the name of the emerald (vid., ib. p. 108), which is Indian (Sanskr.
marakata, or even marakta); and, on the other hand, it is called in hieroglyph
(determined by the stone) uot, the green stone (in Coptic p. auanneÝse, the green
colour) (Lauth).

The transcendent excellence of wisdom above the most precious earthly
treasures, which the author of the introduction to the book of Proverbs briefly
describes, Pro. 3:14 f., is now drawn out in detail.



17 Gold and glass are not equal to it,
Nor is it exchanged for jewels of gold.

18 Pearls and crystal are not to be mentioned,
And the acquisition of wisdom is beyond corals.

19 The topaz of Ethiopia is not equal to it,
It is not outweighed by pure fine gold.

20 Whence, then, cometh wisdom,
And which is the place of understanding?

Job. 28:17-20. Among the separate �YCPX, Pro. 3:15, which are here
detailed, apart from BHZ, glass has the transparent name TYKIwKZi, or, as it is
pointed in Codd., in old editions, and by Kimchi, TYKI�KZi, with Cholem (in the
dialects with G instead of K). Symm. indeed translates crystal, and in fact the
ancient languages have common names for glass and crystal; but the crystal is
here called �YBIgF, which signifies prop., like the Arab. ‘gibs, ice; kruÂstalloj
also signifies prop. ice, and this only in Homer, then crystal, exactly as the
cognate XRÁQE unites both significations in itself. The reason of this homonymy
lies deeper than in the outward similarity, — the ancients really thought the
crystal was a product of the cold; Pliny, xxxvii. 2, 9, says: non alibi certe
reperitur quam ubi maxume hibernae nives rigent, glaciemque esse certum est,
unde nomen Graeci dedere. The Targ. translates �YBG by �YLIwRYb�, certainly in
the sense of the Arabico-Persic bulluÑr (buluÑr), which signifies crystal, or even
glass, and moreover is the primary word for bhÂrulloj, although the identical
Sanskrit word, according to the laws of sound, vaidurja (Pali, velurija), is,
according to the lexicons, a name of the lapis lazuli (Persic, lagurd). Of the
two words T�MJRF and �YNIYNIpi, the one appears to mean pearls and the other
corals; the ancient appellations of these precious things which belong to the
sea are also blended; the Persic mergaÑn (Sanskr. mangara) unites the
signification pearl and coral in itself. The root �P, Arab. fn, which has the
primary notion of pushing, especially of vegetation (whence Arab. fann, a
branch, shoot, prop. motion; French, jet), and Lam. 4: 7, where snow and milk,
as figures of whiteness (purity), are placed in contrast with �YNYNP as a figure
of redness, favour the signification corals for �YNYNP. The Coptic be noÑni,
which signifies gemma, favours (so far as it may be compared) corals rather
than pearls. And the fact that TWMJR, Eze. 27:16, appears as an Aramaean
article of commerce in the market of Tyre, is more favourable to the
signification pearls than corals; for the Babylonians sailed far into the Indian
Ocean, and brought pearls from the fisheries of Bahrein, perhaps even from
Ceylon, into the home markets (vid., Layard, New Discoveries, 536). The



name is perhaps, from the Western Asiatic name of the pearl, f235 mutilated and
Hebraized. f236

The name of the HdF�ipI of Ethiopia appears to be derived from toÂpaz by
transposition; Pliny says of the topaz, xxxvii. 8, 32, among other passages;

 Juba Topazum insulam in rubro mari a continenti stadiis CCC abesse
dicit, nebulosam et ideo quaesitam saepius navigantibus; ex ea causa
nomen accepisse: topazin enim Troglodytarum lingua significationem
habere quaerendi.

This topaz, however, which is said to be named after an island of the same
name, the Isle of Serpents in Agatharchides and Diodorus, is, according to
Pliny, yellowish green, and therefore distinct from the otherwise so-called
topaz. To make a candid confession, we grope about everywhere in the dark
here, and the ancient versions are not able to help us out of our difficulty. f237

The poet lays everything under contribution to illustrate the thought, that the
worth of wisdom exceeds the worth of the most valuable earthly thing; besides
which, in �YNYNPM HMKX ¥�EME, “the acquisition or possession (from ¥�AMF,
Arab. msk, to draw to one’s self, to take hold of) of wisdom is above corals,”
there is an indication that, although not by the precious things of the earth, still
in some way or other, wisdom can be possessed, so that consequently the
question repeated at the end of the strophe will not remain unanswered. This is
its meaning: now if wisdom is not to be found in any of the places named, and
is not to be attained by any of the means mentioned, whence can man hope to
attain it, and whither must he turn to find it? for its existence is certain, and it
is an indisputable need of man that he should partake of it.

21 It is veiled from the eyes of all living,
And concealed from the fowls of heaven.

22 Destruction and death say:
With our ears we heard a report of it. —

23 Elohim understandeth the way to it,
And He — He knoweth its place.

24 For He looketh to the ends of the earth,
Under the whole heaven He seeth.

Job. 28:21-24. No living created being (YXÁ�LkF, as Job. 12:10, 30:23) is able
to answer the question; even the birds that fly aloft, that have keener and
farther-seeing eyes than man, can give us no information concerning wisdom;
and the world at least proclaims its existence in a rich variety of its operations,
but in the realm of Abaddon and of death below (comp. the combination



�WDBJW LWJ�, Pro. 15:11, aÎÂÄdou kaiÃ touÌ qanaÂtou, Rev. 1:18) it is known only
by an indistinct hearsay, and from confused impressions. Therefore: no
creature, whether in the realm of the living or the dead, can help us to get
wisdom. There is but One who possesses a perfect knowledge concerning
wisdom, namely Elohim, whose gave extends to the ends of the earth, and who
sees under the whole heaven, i.e., is everywhere present (TXÁtÁ, definition of
place, not equivalent to TXÁtÁ R�EJá; comp. on Job. 24: 9b), who therefore, after
the removal of everything earthly (sub-celestial), alone remains. And why
should He with His knowledge, which embraces everything, not also know the
way and place of wisdom? Wisdom is indeed the ideal, according to which He
has created the world.

25 When He appointed to the wind its weight,
And weighed the water according to a measure,

26 When He appointed to the rain its law,
And the course to the lightning of the thunder:

27 Then He saw it and declared it,
Took it as a pattern and tested it also,

28 And said to man: Behold, the fear of the Lord is wisdom,
And to depart from evil is understanding.

Job. 28:25-28. It is impracticable to attach the inf. T�V�áLÁ to v. 24 as the
purpose, because it is contrary to the meaning; but it is impossible, according
to the syntax, to refer it to v. 27 as the purpose placed in advance, or to take it
in the sense of perfecturus, because in both instances it ought to have been
�k�TAYi instead of �k�tI, or at least �k�TIWi with the verb placed first (vid.,
Job. 37:15). But even the temporal use of L in T�NPiLI at the turn (of morning,
of evening, e.g., Gen. 24:63) cannot be compared, but TWV�L signifies
perficiendo = quum perficeret (as e.g., 2Sa. 18:29, mittendo = quum mitteret),
it is a gerundival inf. Nägelsb. S. 197 f., 2nd edition); and because it is the past
that is spoken of, the modal inf. can be continued in the perf., Ges. § 132, rem.
2. The thought that God, when He created the world, appointed fixed laws of
equable and salutary duration, he particularizes by examples: He appointed to
the wind its weight, i.e., the measure of its force or feebleness; distributed the
masses of water by measure; appointed to the rain its law, i.e., the conditions
of its development and of its beginning; appointed the way, i.e., origin and
course, to the lightning (ZYZIXá from ZZAXF, Arab. håzz, secare). When He thus
created the world, and regulated what was created by laws, then He perceived
(hJFRF with He Mappic. according to the testimony of the Masora) it, wisdom,
viz., as the ideal of all things; then He declared it, enarravit, viz., by creating



the world, which is the development and realization of its substance; then He
gave it a place hNFYKIHe (for which Döderl. and Ewald unnecessarily read
hNFYBIHe), viz., to create the world after its pattern, and to commit the
arrangement of the world as a whole to its supreme protection and guidance;
then He also searched it out or tested it, viz., its demiurgic powers, by setting
them in motion to realize itself.

If we compare Pro. 8:22-31 with this passage, we may say: the HMKX is the
divine ideal-world, the divine imagination of all things before their creation,
the complex unity of all the ideas, which are the essence of created things and
the end of their development. “Wisdom,” says one of the old theologians, f238

“is a divine imagination, in which the ideas of the angels and souls and all
things were seen from eternity, not as already actual creatures, but as a man
beholds himself in a mirror.” It is not directly one with the Logos, but the
Logos is the demiurg by which God has called the world into existence
according to that ideal which was in the divine mind. Wisdom is the
impersonal model, the Logos the personal master-builder according to that
model. Nevertheless the notions, here or in the alter cognate portion of
Scripture, Pro. 8:22-31, are not as yet so distinct as the New Testament
revelation of God has first of all rendered possible. In those days, when God
realized the substance of the HMKX, this eternal mirror of the world, in the
creation of the world, He also gave man the law, corresponding to which he
corresponds to His idea and participates in wisdom. Fearing the supreme Lord
(YNFDOJá) only here in the book of Job, one of the 134 �YJDW, i.e., passages,
where YNDJ is not merely to be read instead of HWHY, but is actually written
f239), and renouncing evil (�RFM� RwS, according to another less authorized
mode of writing �RÁM�), — this is man’s share of wisdom, this is his relative
wisdom, by which he remains in connection with the absolute. This is true
human filosofiÂa, in contrast to all high-flown and profound speculations;
comp. Pro. 3: 7, where, in like manner, “fear Jehovah” is placed side by side
with “depart from evil,” and Pro. 16: 6, according to which it is rendered
possible �RM RWS, to escape the evil of sin and its punishment by fearing
God. “The fear of God is the beginning of wisdom” (Pro. 1: 7; comp.
Psa. 111:10) is the symbolum, the motto and uppermost principle, of that
Israelitish Chokma, whose greatest achievement is the book of Job. The whole
of Job 28 is a minute panegyric of this principle, the materials of which are
taken from the far-distant past; and it is very characteristic, that, in the
structure of the book, this twenty-eighth chapter is the clasp which unites the
half of the deÂsij with the half of the luÂsij, and that the poet has inscribed upon
this clasp that sentence, “The fear of God is the beginning of wisdom.” But,
moreover, Job’s closing speech, which ends in this celebration of the praise of



the HMKX, also occupies an important position, which must not be determined,
in the structure of the whole.

After Job has refuted Bildad, and, continuing his description, has celebrated in
such lofty strains the majesty of God, it can hardly be expected that the poet
will allow Zophar to speak fore the third time. Bildad is unable to advance
anything new, and Zophar has already tried his utmost to terrify Job for the
second time; besides, Job’s speech furnishes no material for a reply (a motive
which is generally overlooked), unless the controversy were designed to
ramble on into mere personalities. Accordingly the poet allows Job to address
the friends once more, but no longer in the extreme and excited tone of the
previous dialogue, but, since the silence of the friends must produce a soothing
impression on Job, tempering him to gentleness and forbearance, in a tone of
confession conscious of victory, yet altogether devoid of haughty triumph, — a
confession in which only one single word of reproach (Job. 27:12b) escapes
him. Ch. 27-28 contain this confession — Job’s final address to his friends.

Job once again most solemnly asserts his innocence before the friends; all
attempts on the part of the friends to entice or to extort from him a confession
which is against his conscience, have therefore been in vain: joyous and
victorious he raises his head, invincible, even to death, in the conviction of that
which is a fact of his consciousness that cannot be got rid of by denial. He is
not an evil-doer; accordingly he must stand convicted as an evil-doer who
treats him as such. For although he is not far from death, and is in sore
vexation, he has not manifested the hopelessness and defection from God in
which the evil-doer passes away. Job has indeed even expressed himself
despondingly, and complained of God’s wrath; but the true essence of his
relation to God came to light in such words as Job. 16:19-21, 17: 9, 19:25-27.
If the friends had not been blind to such brilliant aspirations of his life in God,
how could they regard him as a godless man, and his affliction as the
punishment of such an one! His affliction has, indeed, no connection with the
terrible end of the evil-doer. Job here comes before the friends with the very
doctrine they have so frequently advanced, but infatuated with the foolish
notion that it is suited to his case. He here gives it back to them, to show them
that it is not suited to him. He also does not deny, that in the rule the evil-doer
meets a terrible end, although he has hitherto disputed the assertion of the
friends, because of the exclusiveness with which it was maintained by them.
His counter-assertion respecting the prosperity of the evil-doer, which from the
beginning was not meant by him so exclusively as the friends meant theirs
respecting the misfortune of the evil-doer, is here indirectly freed from the
extreme appearance of exclusiveness by Job himself, and receives the
necessary modification. Job does not deny, yea, he here brings it under the
notice of the friends, that the sword, famine, and pestilence carry off the



descendants of the evil-doer, and even himself; that his possessions at length
fall into the hands of the righteous, and contain within themselves the germ of
destruction from the very first; that God’s curse pursues, and suddenly
destroys, the godless rich man himself. Thus it comes to pass; for while silver
and other precious things come from the depths of the earth, wisdom, whose
worth far transcends all earthly treasures, is to be found with no created being,
but is with God alone; and the fear of God, to avoid evil, is the share of
wisdom to which man is directed according to God’s primeval decree.

The object of the section, Job 28, is primarily to confirm the assertion
concerning the judgment that befalls the evil-doer, Job. 27:13-23; the
confirmation is, however, at the same time, according to the delicately laid
plan of the poet, a glorious general confession, in which Job’s dialogue with
the friends comes to a close. This panegyric of wisdom (similar to Paul’s
panegyric of charity, 1 Corinthians 13) is the presentation of Job’s
predominant principle, and as such, is like a song of triumph, with which,
without vain-glory, he closes the dialogue in the most appropriate manner. If
God’s life has such a basis, it is not possible that his affliction should be the
punishment of an ungodly man. And if the fear of God is the wisdom
appointed to man, he also teaches himself that, though unable to see through
the mystery of his affliction, he must still hold on to the fear of God, and
teaches the friends that they must do the same, and not lay themselves open to
the charge of injustice and uncharitableness towards him, the suffering one, in
order to solve the mystery. Job’s conclusion, which is first intended to show
that he who does not fear God is overtaken by the merited fate of a fool who
rebels against God’s moral government, shows at the same time that the
afflictive lot of those who fear God must be judged of in an essentially
different manner from that of the ungodly.

We may imagine what impression these last words of Job to the friends must
have made upon them. Since they were obliged to be silent, they will not have
admitted that they are vanquished, although the drying up of their thoughts,
and their involuntary silence, is an actual proof of it. But does Job make them
feel this oppressively? Now that they are become so insignificant, does he read
them a severe lecture? does he in general act towards them as vanquished? No
indeed, but solemnly, and without vaunting himself over his accusers, he
affirms his innocence; earnestly, but in a winning manner, he admonishes
them, by tempering and modifying what was vehement and extreme in his
previous replies. He humbly submits himself to the divine wisdom, by setting
the fear of God, as man’s true wisdom, before himself and the friends as their
common aim. Thus he utters “the loftiest words, which must surprise the
opponents as they exhibit him as the not merely mighty, but also wonderfully
calm and modest conqueror, who here for the first time wears the crown of true



victory, when, in outward victory conquering himself, he struggles on towards
a more exalted clearness of perception.”

Job's Monologue. — Job 29-31

FIRST PART. — CH. 29

SCHEMA: 10. 8. 8. 6. 6. 11.

[Then Job continued to take up his proverb, and said:]

2 O that I had months like the times of yore,
Like the days when Eloah protected me,

3 When He, when His lamp, shone above my head,
By His light I went about in the darkness;

4 As I was in the days of my vintage,
When the secret of Eloah was over my tent,

5 When the Almighty was still with me,
My children round about me;

6 When my steps were bathed in cream,
And the rock beside me poured forth streams of oil.

Job. 29: 2-6. Since the optative �T�YI�YMI (comp. on Job. 23: 3) is connected
with the acc. of the object desired, Job. 14: 4, 31:31, or of that respecting
which anything is desired, Job. 11: 5, it is in itself possible to explain: who
gives (makes) me like the months of yore; but since, when YNIN�tiYI�YMI occurs
elsewhere, Isa. 27: 4, Jer. 9: 1, the suff. is meant as the dative (= YL �TY�YM,
Job. 31:35), it is also here to be explained: who gives me (= O that one would
give me, O that I had) like (instar) the months of yore, i.e., months like those
of the past, and indeed those that lie far back in the past; for �DEQE�YX�RiYA means
more than wRBi�F (R�EJá) �YXIRFYi. Job begins to describe the olden times, that he
wishes back, with the virtually genitive relative clause: “when Eloah protected
me” (Ges. § 116, 3). It is impossible to take �lHIbI as Hiph.: when He caused to
shine (Targ. hYT�wRHFNiJÁbI); either �lHIHábÁ (Olsh.) or even �lHIbF (Ew. in his
Comm.) ought to be read then. On the other hand, �lHI can be justified as the
form for inf. Kal of LLÁHF (to shine, vid., Job. 25: 5) with a weakening of the a
to i (Ew. § 255, a), and the suff. may, according to the syntax, be taken as an
anticipatory statement of the object: when it, viz., His light, shone above my
head; comp. Exo. 2: 6 (him, the boy), Isa. 17: 6 (its, the fruit-tree’s, branches),
also Isa. 29:23 (he, his children); and Ew. § 309, c, also decides in its favour.



Nevertheless it commends itself still more to refer the suff. of WLHB to hA�LJå
(comp. Isa. 60: 2, Psa. 50: 2), and to take �RN� as a corrective, explanatory
permutative: when He, His lamp, shone above my head, as we have translated.
One is at any rate reminded of Isa. 60 in connection with v. 3; for as WLHB
corresponds to XRZY there, so WRWJL corresponds to ¥R��JLi in the 3rd v. of the
same: by His light I walked in darkness (¥�EXO locative = ¥�EXObÁ), i.e., rejoicing
in His light, which preserved me from its dangers (straying and falling).

In v. 4 R�EJákA is not a particle of time, but of comparison, which was obliged
here to stand in the place of the ki, which is used only as a preposition. And
YpIRiXF (to be written thus, not YPiRiXF with an aspirated P) may not be translated
“(in the days) of my spring,” as Symm. eÏn hÎmeÂraij neoÂthtoÂj mou, Jer. diebus
adolescentiae meae, and Targ. YTIwPYRIXá YM��YbI, whether it be that TWPYRX
here signifies the point, aÏkmhÂ (from �RX, Arab. hårf, acuere), or the early time
(spring time, from �RX, Arab. chrf, carpere). For in reference to agriculture
�REXO can certainly signify the early half of the year (on this, vid., Genesis, S.
270), inasmuch as sowing and ploughing time in Palestine and Syria is in
November and December; wherefore Arab. chr−Ñf signifies the early rain or
autumn rain; and in Talmudic, �R�XF, premature (ripe too early), is the opposite
of LP�JF, late, but the derivatives of �RX only obtain this signification
connotative, for, according to its proper signification, �REXO (Arab. chr−Ñf with
other forms) is the gathering time, i.e., the time of the fruit harvest (syn.
�YSIJF), while the Hebr. BYBIJF (BJ�) corresponds to the spring in our sense. If
Job meant his youth, he would have said YbIJI YM�YbI, or something similar; but
as v. 5b shows, he meant his manhood, and this he calls his autumn as the
season of maturity, or rather of the abundance of fruits (Schult.: aetatem
virilem suis fructibus faetum et exuberantum), f240 which, according to
Olympiodorus, also with oÎÂte hÏÂmhn eÏpibriÂqwn oÎdouÂj (perhaps karpouÂj) of the
LXX, is what is intended. Then the blessed fellowship of Eloah (D�S,
familiarity, confiding, unreserved intercourse, Psa. 55:15, Pro. 3:32, comp.
Psa. 25:14) ruled over his tent; the Almighty was still with him (protecting and
blessing him), His �YRI�FNi were round about him. It certainly does not mean
servants (Raschi: YTR�M), but children (as Job. 1:19, 24: 5); for one expects
the mention of the blessing of children first of all (Psa. 127: 3 ff., 128: 3). His
steps (¥YLIHá, aÎÂp. leg.) bathed then HMFX�bI = HJFMiXEbI, Job. 20:17 (as HLF�� =
HLFJ��i, 1Sa. 1:17, and possibly HWFg� = HWFJ�gi), and the rocks poured forth, close
by him, streams of oil (a figure which reminds one of Deu. 32:13). A rich



blessing surrounded him wherever he tarried or went, and flowed to him
wonderfully beyond desire and comprehension.

7 When I went forth to the gate of the city,
Prepared my seat in the market,

8 Then the young men hid themselves as soon as they saw me,
And the aged rose up, remained standing.

9 Princes refrained from speaking,
And laid their hand on their mouth.

10 The voice of the nobles was hidden,
And their tongue clave to their palate.

Job. 29: 7-10. When he left the bounds of his domain, and came into the
city, he was everywhere received with the profoundest respect. From the facts
of the case, it is inadmissible to translate quum egrederer portam after
Gen. 34:24, comp. infra, Job. 31:34, for the district where Job dwelt is to be
thought of as being without a gate. True, he did not dwell with his family in
tents, i.e., pavilions of hair, but in houses; he was not a nomad (a wandering
herdsman), or what is the same thing, a Beduin, otherwise his children would
not have been slain in a stone house, Job. 1:19. “The daughter of the duck,”
says an Arabian proverb, “is a swimmer,” and the son of a Beduin never dwells
in a stone house. He was, however, also, not a citizen, but a hadar−Ñ (YRICFXá), i.e.,
a permanent resident, a large landowner and husbandman. Thus therefore RJA�A
(for which Ew. after the LXX reads RXÁ�A: “when I went up early in the
morning to the city”) is locative, for HRF�i�A (comp. HDEvFHA JC�, go out into the
field, Gen. 27: 3): when he went forth to the gate above the city; or even, since
it is natural to imagine the city as situated on an eminence: up to the city (so
that TJC� includes in itself by implication the notion of T�L�á); not, however:
to the gate near the city (Stick., Hahn), since the gate of a city is not situated
near the city, but is part of the city itself. The gates of cities and large houses in
Western Asia are vaulted entrances, with large recesses on either side, where
people congregate for business and negotiations. f241

The open space at the gate, which here, as in Neh. 8: 1, 3, 16, is called B�XRi,
i.e., the open space within the gate and by the gate, was the forum (Job. 5: 4).

Ver. 8. When Job came hither to the meeting of the tribunal, or the council of
the elders of the city, within which he had a seat and a voice, the young men
hid themselves, conscious of his presence (which eiÏromeÂnhÄ leÂcei, or, is
expressed paratactically instead of as a period), i.e., they retired into the
background, since they feared his look of salutation; f242 and old men (hoary



heads) stood up, remained standing (aÏsundeÂtwj, as Job. 20:19, 28: 4). �wQ
signifies to stand up, DMÁ�F to advance towards any one and remain standing
(comp. p. 438, note 1). They rose in order not to seat themselves until he was
seated. �YRIVF are magnates (proceres) of the city. These �YlIMIBi wRCi�F,
cohibebant verba (RC� with Beth of the obj., as Job. 4: 2, 12:15), and keeping
a respectful silence, they laid their hand on their mouth (comp. Job. 21: 5). All
stepped back and desisted from speaking before him: The speech of illustrious
men (�YDIYGINi from DGN, Arab. njd, to be visible, pleasant to the sight, comp.
supra, p. 510) hid itself (not daring to be heard), and the tongue of the same
clave (motionless) to their palate. We do not translate: as to the voice
illustrious men hid themselves, for it is only the appearance produced by the
attractional construction [Ges. § 148, 1] that has led to the rendering of
�YDYGN�LWQ as an acc. of closer definition (Schult., Hahn: quod ad vocem
eminentium, comprimebantur). The verb is construed with the second member
of the genitival expression instead of with the first, as with RPSM, Job. 15:20,
21:21, 38:21, and with �JR, Job. 22:12; a construction which occurs with LWQ
not merely in such exclamatory sentences as Gen. 4:10, Isa. 52: 8, but also
under other conditions, 1Ki. 1:41, comp. 14: 6. This may be best called an
attraction of the predicate by the second member of the compound subject, like
the reverse instance, Isa. 2:11; and it is sometimes found even where this
second member is not logically the more important. Thus Ew. transl.: “the
voice of the nobles hides itself;” whereas Olsh., wrongly denying that the
partt. in passages like Gen. 4:10, 1Ki. 1:41, are to be taken as predicative,
wishes to read JBXN, which is the more inadmissible, as even the choice of the
verb is determined by the attractional construction.

The strophe which follows tells how it came to pass that those in authority
among the citizens submitted to him, and that on all sides the people were
zealous to show him tokens of respect.

11 For an ear heard, and called me happy;
And an eye saw, and bear witness to me:

12 For I rescued the sufferer who cried for help,
And the orphan, and him that had no helper.

13 The blessing of him that was ready to perish came upon me,
And I made the widow’s heart rejoice.

14 I put on justice, and it put me on;
As a robe and turban was my integrity.

Job. 29:11-14. Thus imposing was the impression of his personal
appearance wherever he appeared; for (YkI explic.) the fulness of the blessing of



the possession of power and of prosperity which he enjoyed was so
extraordinary, that one had only to hear of it to call him happy, and that,
especially if any one saw it with his own eyes, he was obliged to bear
laudatory testimony to him. The futt. consec. affirm what was the inevitable
consequence of hearing and seeing; DY�IH�, seq. acc., is used like RYkIZiHI in the
signification of laudatory recognition. The expression is not brachylogical for
YLI DJATfWA (vid., on Job. 31:18); for from 1Ki. 21:10, 13, we perceive that DY�H
with the acc. of the person signifies to make any one the subject of assertion,
whether he be lower or higher in rank (comp. the New Testament word,
especially in Luke, martureiÌsqai). It was, however, not merely the outward
manifestation of his unusual prosperity which called forth such admiration, but
his active benevolence united with the abundant resources at his command. For
where there was a sufferer who cried for help he, relieved him, especially
orphans and those who had no helper. �L RZ��O�JLOWi is either a new third object,
or a closer definition of what precedes: the orphan and (in this state of
orphanhood) helpless one. The latter is more probable both here and in the
Salomonic primary passage, Psa. 72:12; in the other case HL RZ���YJ R�JW
might be expected.

Ver. 13. The blessing (TkARibI with closely closed penult.) of those who stood
on the brink of destruction (DB��J, interiturus, as Job. 31:19, Pro. 31: 6), and
owed their rescue to him, came upon him; and the heart of the widow to whom
he gave assistance, compensating for the assistance of her lost husband, he
filled with gladness (�YNIRiHI causative, as Psa. 65: 9). For the primary attribute,
the fundamental character of his way of thinking and acting, was QDECE, a
holding fast to the will of God, which before everything else calls for
sympathizing love (root QDC, Arab. sådq, to be hard, firm, stiff, e.g., rumh-un
sadq-un, according to the Kamus: a hard, firm, straight spear), and �pF�iMI,
judgment and decision in favour of right and equity against wrong and
injustice. Righteousness is here called the garment which he put on (as
Psa. 132: 9, comp. Isa. 11: 5, 59:17), and right is the robe and turban with
which he adorns himself (comp. Isa. 61:10); as by Arabian poets noble
attributes are also called garments, which God puts on any one, or which any
one puts on himself (albasa). f243

Righteousness is compared to the �WBL (corresponding to the thob, i.e.,
garment, indusium, of the nomads) which is worn on the naked body, justice to
the �YNICF, a magnificent turban (corresponding to the kefije, consisting of a
thick cotton cloth, and fastened with a cord made of camel’s hair), and the
magnificent robe (corresponding to the second principal article of clothing, the
ÿabaÑ). The LXX, Jer., Syr., and Arab. wrongly refer YNI��bFLiyIWA to Y�P�M of the



second half of the verse, while, on the contrary, it is said of QDC, per
antanaclasin, that Job put this on, and this in turn put Job on, induit; for
YN�BLYW, as the usage of the language, as we have it, elsewhere shows, does
not signify: it (righteousness) clothed me well (Umbr.), or: adorned me (Ew.,
Vaih.), also not: it dressed me out (Schlottm.), but only: it put me on as a
garment, i.e., it made me so its own, that my whole appearance was the
representation of itself, as in Jud. 6:34 and twice in the Chronicles, of the Spirit
of Jehovah it is said that He puts on any one, induit, when He makes any one
the organ of His own manifestation.

15 I was eyes to the blind,
And feet was I to the lame.

16 I was a father to the needy,
And the cause of the unknown I found out,

17 And broke the teeth of the wicked,
And I cast the spoil forth out of his teeth.

Job. 29:15-17. The less it is Job’s purpose here to vindicate himself before
the friends, the more forcible is the refutation which the accusations of the
most hard-hearted uncharitableness raised against him by them, especially by
Eliphaz, Job 22, find everywhere here. His charity relieved the bodily and
spiritual wants of others — eyes to the blind (Rw��ILÁ with Pathach), feet to the
lame. A father was he to the needy, which is expressed by a beautiful play of
words, as if it were: the carer for the care-full ones; or what perhaps
corresponds to the primary significations of BJF and ��YBiJE: f244 the protector of
those needing (seeking) protection. The unknown he did not regard as those
who were nothing to him, but went unselfishly and impartially into the ground
of their cause. YtI�iDAYF�JLO is an attributive clause, as Job. 18:21, Isa. 55: 5,
41: 3, and freq., with a personal obj. (eorum) quos non noveram, for the
translation causam quam nesciebam (Jer.) gives a tame, almost meaningless,
thought. With reference to the suff. in wHR�QiXiJE, on the form ehu used seldom
by Waw consec. (Job. 12: 4), and by the imper. (Job. 40:11 f.), chiefly with a
solemn calm tone of speech, vid., Ew. § 250, c. Further: He spared not to
render wrong-doers harmless, and snatched from them what they had taken
from others. The cohortative form of the fut. consec., HRFbI�AJáWF, has been
discussed already on Job. 1:15, 19:20. The form T��liTAMi is a transposition of
T��tiLiMÁ, to render it more convenient for pronunciation, for the Arab. tålÿ,
efferre se, whence a secondary form, Arab. tl’, although used of the appearing
of the teeth, furnishes no such appropriate primary signification as the Arab.
ldÜg, pungere, mordere, whence a secondary form, Arab. ltg; the Aethiopic



maltaÑht, jawbone (maxilla), also favours H�TLM as the primary form. He
shattered the grinders of the roguish, and by moral indignation against the
robber he cast out of his teeth what he had stolen.

18 Then I thought: With my nest I shall expire,
And like the phoenix, have a long life.

19 My root will be open for water,
And the dew will lodge in my branches.

20 Mine honour will remain ever fresh to me,
And my bow will become young in my hand.

Job. 29:18-20. In itself, v. 18b might be translated: “and like to the sand I
shall live many days” (Targ., Syr., Arab., Saad., Gecat., Luther, and, among
moderns, Umbr., Stick., Vaih., Hahn, and others), so that the abundance of
days is compared to the multitude of the grains of sand. The calculation of the
immense total of grains of sand (atoms) in the world was, as is known, a
favourite problem of antiquity; and in the Old Testament Scriptures, the
comprehensive knowledge of Solomon is compared to “the sand upon the sea-
shore,” 1Ki. 5: 9, — how much more readily a long life reduced to days!
comp. Ovid, Metam. xiv. 136-138; quot haberet corpora pulvis, tot mihi
natales contingere vana rogavi. We would willingly decide in favour of this
rendering, which is admissible in itself, although a closer definition like �yFHA is
wanting by LWXK, if an extensive Jewish tradition did not secure the
signification of an immortal bird, or rather one rising ever anew from the dead.
The testimony is as follows:

(1) b. Sanhedrin 108b, according to which LWX is only another name for the
bird JNY�RWJ, f245 of which the fable is there recorded, that when Noah fed the
beasts in the ark, it sat quite still in its compartment, that it might not give
more trouble to the patriarch, who had otherwise plenty to do, and that Noah
wished it on this account the reward of immortality (TWMT JLD JW�RJHY).

(2) That this bird LWX is none other than the phoenix, is put beyond all doubt
by the Midrashim (collected in the Jalkut on Job, § 517). There it is said that
Eve gave all the beasts to eat of the fruit of the forbidden tree, and that only
one bird, the LWX by name, avoided this death-food: “it lives a thousand years,
at the expiration of which time fire springs up in its nest, and burns it up to
about the size of an egg;” or even: that of itself it diminishes to that size, from
which it then grows up again and continues to live (HYXW �YRBYJ LDGTMW
RZWXW).



(3) The Masora observes, that LWXK occurs in two different significations
(YN�YL YRTB), since in the present passage it does not, as elsewhere, signify
sand.

(4) Kimchi, in his Lex., says: “in a correct Jerusalem MS I found the
observation: YJBR�ML �LXBW Y�DRHNL QRW�B, i.e., LwXKAWi according to
the Nehardean (Babylonian) reading, L�XKAWi according to the western
(Palestine) reading;” according to which, therefore, the Babylonian Masoretic
school distinguished LWXKW in the present passage from LWXKW, Gen. 22:17,
even in the pronunciation. A conclusion respecting the great antiquity of this
lexical tradition may be drawn

(5) from the LXX, which translates wÎÂsper steÂlexoj foiÂnikoj, whence the
Italic sicut arbor palmae, Jerome sicut palma.

If we did not know from the testimonies quoted that LWX is the name of the
phoenix, one might suppose that the LXX has explained LWXKW according to
the Arab. nachl, the palm, as Schultens does; but by a comparison of those
testimonies, it is more probable that the translation was wÎÂsper foiÌnic
originally, and that wÎÂsper steÂlexoj foiÂnikoj is an interpolation, for foiÌnic
signifies both the immortal miraculous bird and the inexhaustibly youthful
palm. f246

We have the reverse case in Tertullian, de resurrectione carnis, c. xiii., which
explains the passage in Psalms, Psa. 

92:13, diÂkaioj wÎj foiÌnic aÏnqhÂsei, according to the translation justus velut
phoenix florebit, of the ales orientis or avis Arabiae, which symbolizes man’s
immortality. f247

Both figures, that of the phoenix and that of the palm, are equally appropriate
and pleasing in the mouth of Job; but apart from the fact that the palm
everywhere, where it otherwise occurs, is called RMFTf, this would be the only
passage where it occurs in the book of Job, which, in spite of its richness in
figures taken from plants, nowhere mentions the palm, — a fact which is
perhaps not accidental. f248

On the contrary, we must immediately welcome a reference to the Arabico-
Egyptian myth of the phoenix, that can be proved, in a book which also
otherwise thoroughly blends things Egyptian with Arabian, and the more so
since

(6) even the Egyptian language itself supports L�X or LwX as a name of the
phoenix; for ALLWH, ALLOH is explained in the Coptico-Arabic glossaries



by es-semendel (the Arab. name of the phoenix, or at least a phoenix-like bird,
that, like the salamander, semendar, cannot be burned), and in Kircher by avis
Indica, species Phoenicis. f249 LWX is Hebraized from this Egyptian name of the
phoenix; the word signifies rotation (comp. Arab. haul, the year; haula, round
about), and is a suitable designation of the bird that renews its youth
periodically after many centuries of life: quae reparat seque ipsa reseminat
ales (Ovid), not merely beginning a new life, but also bringing in a new great
year: conversionem anni magni (Pliny); in the hieroglyphic representations it
has the circle of the sun as a crown. In the full enjoyment of the divine favour
and blessing, and in the consciousness of having made a right use of his
prosperity, Job hoped foiÂnikoj eÏÂth biouÌn (Lucian, Hermot. 53), to use a Greek
expression, and to expire or die YnIQI���I, as the first half of the verse, now
brought into the right light, says. Looking to the form of the myth, according to
which Ovid sings:

Quassa cum fulvaÑ substravit cinnama myrrhaÑ,
Se super imponit finitque in odoribus aevum,

it might be translated: together with my nest (Umbr., Hirz., Hlgst.); but with
the wish that he may not see any of his dear ones die before himself, there is at
the same time connected the wish, that none of them should survive him,
which is in itself unnatural, and diametrically opposed to the character of an
Arab, who in the presence of death cherishes the twofold wish, that he may
continue to live in his children (a proverb says: men chalaf el-weled el-faÑlih ma
maÑt, he who leaves a noble child behind him is not dead), and that he may die
in the midst of his family. Expressly this latter wish, YNQ��� signifies: with =
in my nest, i.e., in the bosom of my family, not without reference to the
phoenix, which, according to the form of the myth in Herodotus, Pliny,
Clemens, and others, brings the remains of its father in a nest or egg of myrrh
to Heliopolis, into the sacred precincts of the temple of the sun, and thus pays
him the last and highest tribute of respect. A different but similar version if
given in Horapollo ii. 57, according to which the young bird came forth from
the blood of its sire, suÃn twÌÄ patriÃ poreuÂetai eiÏj thÃn HÎliÂou poÂlin thÃn eÏn
AiÏguÂptwÄ, oÎÃj kaiÃ paragenoÂmenoj eÏkeiÌ aÎÂma thÌÄ hÎliÂou aÏnatolhÌÄ teleutaÌÄ. The
father, therefore, in death receives the highest tribute of filial respect; and it is
this to which the hope of being able to die with (in) his nest, expressed by Job,
refers.

The following substantival clause, v. 19a, is to be understood as future, like the
similar clause, v. 16a, as perfect: my root — so I hoped — will remain open
(unclosed) towards the water, i.e., it will never be deficient of water in its
vicinity, that it may plentifully supply the stem and branches with
nourishment, and dew will lodge on my branches, i.e., will descend nightly,



and remain upon them to nourish them. YL�Jå (corresponding to the Arab. ila,
originally ilai) occurs only in the book of Job, and here for the fourth and last
time (comp. Job. 3:22, 5:26, 15:22). RYCIQF does not signify harvest here, as the
ancient expositors render it, but, like Job. 14: 9, 18:16, a branch, or the
intertwined branches. The figure of the root and branch, the flow of vitality
downwards and upwards, is the counterpart of Job. 18:16. In v. 20 a
substantival clause also comes first, as in vv. 19, 16 (for the established
reading is �DFXF, not �DAXF), and a verbal clause follows: his honour — so he
hoped — should continue fresh by him, i.e., should abide with him in
undiminished value and splendour. It is his honour before God and men that is
intended, not his soul (Hahn); D�BkF, doÂca, certainly is an appellation of the
�PENE (Psychol. S. 98), but �DFXF is not appropriate to it as predicate. By the side
of honour stands manliness, or the capability of self-defence, whose symbol is
the bow: and my bow should become young again in my hand, i.e., gain ever
new strength and elasticity. It is unnecessary to supply XÁKO (Hirz., Schlottm.,
and others). The verb �LX, Arab. chlf, signifies, as the Arab. shows, properly
to turn the back, then to go forth, exchange; the Hiph. to make progress, to
cause something new to come into the place of the old, to grow young again.
These hopes introduced with RMÁJOWF were themselves an element of his former
happiness. Its description can therefore be continued in connection with the
RMJW without any fresh indication.

21 They hearkened to me and waited,
And remained silent at my decision.

22 After my utterance they spake not again,
And my speech distilled upon them.

23 And they waited for me as for the rain,
And they opened their mouth wide for the latter rain.

24 I smiled to them in their hopelessness,
And the light of my countenance they cast not down.

25 I chose the way for them, and sat as chief,
And dwelt as a king in the army,

As one that comforteth the mourners.

Job. 29:21-25. Attentive, patient, and ready to be instructed, they hearkened
to him (this is the force of Li �MÁ�F), and waited, without interrupting, for what
he should say. wlX�YIWi, the pausal pronunciation with a reduplication of the last
radical, as Jud. 5: 7, wlD�XF (according to correct texts), Ges. § 20, 2, c; the
reading of Kimchi, wLX�YWI, is the reading of Ben-Naphtali, the former the



reading of Ben-Ascher (vid., Norzi). If he gave counsel, they waited in strictest
silence: this is the meaning of wMdiYI (fut. Kal of �MÁdF); �MLi, poetic for Li, refers
the silence to its outward cause (vid., on Hab. 3:16). After his words non
iterabant, i.e., as Jerome explanatorily translates: addere nihil audebant, and
his speech came down upon them relieving, rejoicing, and enlivening them.
The figure indicated in ��OtI is expanded in v. 23 after Deu. 32: 2: they waited
on his word, which penetrated deeply, even to the heart, as for rain, R�FMF, by
which, as v. 23b, the so-called (autumnal) early rain which moistens the seed is
prominently thought of. They open their mouth for the late rain, ��QLiMÁ (vid.,
on Job. 24: 6), i.e., they thirsted after his words, which were like the March or
April rain, which helps to bring to maturity the corn that is soon to be reaped;
this rain frequently fails, and is therefore the more longed for. HpE RJApF is to be
understood according to Psa. 119:131, comp. 81:11; and one must consider, in
connection with it, what raptures the beginning of the periodical rains produces
everywhere, where, as e.g., in Jerusalem, the people have been obliged for
some time to content themselves with cisterns that are almost dried to a marsh,
and how the old and young dance for joy at their arrival!

In v. 24a a thought as suited to the syntax as to the fact is gained if we
translate: “I smiled to them — they believed it not,” i.e., they considered such
condescension as scarcely possible (Saad., Raschi, Rosenm., De Wette,
Schlottm., and others); QXÁViJE is then fut. hypotheticum, as Job. 10:16, 20:24,
22:27 f., Ew. § 357, b. But it does not succeed in putting v. 24b in a consistent
relation to this thought; for, with Aben-Ezra, to explain: they did not esteem
my favour the less on that account, my respect suffered thereby no loss among
them, is not possible in connection with the biblical idea of “the light of the
countenance;” and with Schlottm. to explain: they let not the light of my
countenance, i.e., token of my favour, fall away, i.e., be in vain, is contrary to
the usage of the language, according to which �YNIpF LYpIHI signifies: to cause
the countenance to sink (gloomily, Gen. 4: 5), whether one’s own, Jer. 3:12, or
that of another. Instead of YNApF we have a more pictorial and poetical expression
here, YNApF R�J: light of my countenance, i.e., my cheerfulness (as Pro. 16:15).
Moreover, the �HYLJ QXVJ, therefore, furnishes the thought that he laughed,
and did not allow anything to dispossess him of his easy and contented
disposition. Thus, therefore, those to whom Job laughed are to be thought of as
in a condition and mood which his cheerfulness might easily sadden, but still
did not sadden; and this their condition is described by wNYMIJáYA JLO (a various
reading in Codd. and editions is JLOWi), a phrase which occurred before
(Job. 24:22) in the signification of being without faith or hope, despairing
(comp. �YMIJåHE, to gain faith, Psa. 116:10), — a clause which is not to be taken



as attributive (Umbr., Vaih.: who had not confidence), but as a neutral or
circumstantial subordinate clause (Ew. § 341, a). Therefore translate: I smiled
to them, if they believed not, i.e., despaired; and however despondent their
position appeared, the cheerfulness of my countenance they could not cause to
pass away. However gloomy they were, they could not make me gloomy and
off my guard. Thus also v. 25a is now suitably attached to the preceding: I
chose their way, i.e., I made the way plain, which they should take in order to
get out of their hopeless and miserable state, and sat as chief, as a king who is
surrounded by an armed host as a defence and as a guard of honour, attentive
to the motion of his eye; not, however, as a sovereign ruler, but as one who
condescended to the mourners, and comforted them (�XÁNI Piel, properly to
cause to breathe freely). This peaceful figure of a king brings to mind the
warlike one, Job. 15:24. R�EJákA is not a conj. here, but equivalent to R�J
�YJK, ut (quis) qui; consequently not: as one comforts, but: as he who
comforts; LXX correctly: oÎÃn troÂpon paqeinouÃj parakalwÌn. The accentuation
(R�JK Tarcha, �YLBJ Munach, �XNY Silluk) is erroneous; R�JK should be
marked with Rebia mugrasch, and �YLBJ with Mercha-Zinnorith.

From the prosperous and happy past, absolutely passed, Job now turns to the
present, which contrasts so harshly with it.

The Second Part of the Monologue. — Job 30

SCHEMA: 10. 8. 9. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8.

1 And now they who are younger than I have me in derision,
Those whose fathers I disdained
To set with the dogs of my flock.

2 Yea, the strength of their hands, what should it profit me?
They have lost vigour and strength.

3 They are benumbed from want and hunger,
They who gnaw the steppe,

The darkness of the wilderness and waste;

4 They who pluck mallows in the thicket,
And the root of the broom is their bread.

Job. 30: 1-4. With HTfJAWi, which also elsewhere expresses the turning-point
from the premises to the conclusion, from accusation to the threat of
punishment, and such like, Job here begins to bewail the sad turn which his
former prosperity has taken. The first line of the verse, which is marked off by
Mercha-Mahpach, is intentionally so disproportionately long, to form a deep
and long breathed beginning to the lamentation which is now begun. Formerly,



as he has related in the first part of the monologue, an object of reverential fear
to the respectable youth of the city (Job. 29: 8), he is now an object of derision
(LJA QXÁVF, to laugh at, distinct from LJE QXÁVF, Job. 29:24, to laugh to, smile
upon) to the young good-for-nothing vagabonds of a miserable class of men.
They are just the same �REJF Yy�NI�á, whose sorrowful lot he reckons among the
mysteries of divine providence, so difficulty of solution (Job. 24: 4b -8). The
less he belongs to the merciless ones, who take advantage of the calamities of
the poor for their own selfish ends, instead of relieving their distress as far as is
in their power, the more unjustifiable is the rude treatment which he now
experiences from them, when they who meanly hated him before because he
was rich, now rejoice at the destruction of his prosperity. Younger than he in
days (�YMIYFLi as Job. 32: 4, with Li of closer definition, instead of which the
simple acc. was inadmissible here, comp. on Job. 11: 9) laugh at him, sons of
those fathers who were so useless and abandoned that he scorned (Li SJÁMF,
comp. �MI SJÁMF, 1Sa. 15:26) to entrust to them even a service so menial as that
of the shepherd dogs. Schult., Rosenm., and Schlottm. take ��I TY�I for LJA
TY�I, praeficere, but that ought to be just simply L� TY�; �� TY� signifies to
range beside, i.e., to place alike, to associate; moreover, the oversight of the
shepherd dogs is no such menial post, while Job intends to say that he did not
once consider them fit to render such a subordinate service as is that of the
dogs which help the shepherds.

And even the strength of their (these youths’) hands (�gA is referable to the suff.
of �HEYD�Yi: even; not: now entirely, completely, as Hahn translates), of what use
should it be to him: (HmFLF not cur, but ad quid, quorsum, as Gen. 25:32,
27:46.) They are enervated, good-for-nothing fellows: XLÁkF is lost to them
(�MYL��F trebly emphatic: it is placed in a prominent position, has a pathetic
suff., and is LJA for Li, 1Sa. 9: 3). The signif. senectus, which suits Job. 5:26, is
here inapplicable, since it is not the aged that are spoken of, but the young; for
that “old age is lost to them” would be a forced expression for the thought —
which, moreover, does not accord with the connection — that they die off
early. One does not here expect the idea of senectus or senectus vegeta, but
vigor, as the Syriac (‘ushino) and Arabic also translate it. May not XLÁkE
perhaps be related to XÁKO, as �NFJáLi�A to �NFJá�A, the latter being a mixed form
from �NFJá�A and WL��F, the former from XÁKO and XÁL�, fresh juicy vigour, or as we
say: pith and marrow (Saft and Kraft)? At all events, if this is somewhat the
idea of the word, it may be derived from XLÁkF = HLFkF (LXX sunteÂleia), or
some other way (vid., on Job. 5:26): it signifies full strength or maturity. f250



With v. 3a begins a new clause. It is DwMLigA, not �YDIwMLigA, because the book of
Job does not inflect this Hebraeo-Arabic word, which is peculiar to it (besides
only Isa. 49:21, HDFwMLigA). It is also in Arab. more a substantive (stone, a mass)
than an adj. (hard as stone, massive, e.g., Hist. Tamerlani in Schultens: Arab.
ÿl-såchr ÿl-jlmuÑd, the hardest rock); and, similar to the Greek xeÂrsoj (vid.,
Passow), it denotes the condition or attribute of rigidity, i.e., sterility, Job. 3: 7;
or stiff as death, Job. 15:34; or, as here, extreme weakness and incapability of
working. The subj.: such are they, is wanting; it is ranged line upon line in the
manner of a mere sketch, participles with the demonstrative article follow the
elliptical substantival clause. The part. �YQIRi�OHF is explained by LXX, Targ.,
Saad. (Arab. faÑrr−Ñn), and most of the old expositors, after QRÁ�á, Arab. ‘araqa,
fut. ya’riq, fugere, abire, which, however, gives a tame and — since the desert
is to be thought of as the proper habitation of these people, be they the Seir
remnant of the displaced Horites, or the Hauran “races of the clefts” — even
an inappropriate sense. On the contrary, ‘rq in Arab. (also Pael ‘arreq in
Syriac) signifies to gnaw; and this Arabic signification of a word exclusively
peculiar to the book of Job (here and Job. 30:17) is perfectly suitable. We do
not, however, with Jerome, translate: qui rodebant in solitudine (which is
doubly false), but qui rodunt solitudinem, they gnaw the sunburnt parched
ground of the steppe, stretched out there more like beasts than men (what
Gecatilia also means by his Arab. laÑzmuÑ, adhaerent), and derive from it their
scanty food. HJF�OMiw HJ�F� �MEJE is added as an explanatory, or rather further
descriptive, permutative to HyFCI. The same alliterative union of substantives of
the same root occurs in Job. 38:27, Zep. 1:15, and a similar one in Nah. 2:11
(HQWBMW HQWB), Eze. 6:14, 33:29 (HM�MW HM�); on this expression of the
superlative by heaping up similar words, comp. Ew. § 313, c. The verb HJF�F
has the primary notion of wild confused din (e.g., Isa. 17:12 f.), which does not
pass over to the idea of desolation and destruction by means of the
intermediate notion of ruins that come together with a crash, but by the transfer
of what is confusing to the ear to confusing impressions and conditions of all
kinds; the desert is accordingly called also wHtO, Deu. 32:10, from HHFTf = HJF�F
(vid., Genesis, S. 93).

The noun �MEJE signifies elsewhere adverbially, in the past night, to grow
night-like, and in general yesterday, according to which it is translated: the
yesterday of waste and desolation; or, retaining the adverbial form: waste and
desolation are of yesterday = long since. It is undeniable that LwMTiJEM� and
LwMTiJE, Isa. 30:33, Mic. 2: 8, are used in the sense pridem (not only to-day,
but even yesterday); but our poet uses L�Mti, Job. 8: 9, in the opposite sense,
non pridem (not long since, but only of yesterday); and it is more natural to ask



whether �MJ then has not here the substantival signification from which it has
become an adverb, in the signification nightly or yesterday. Since it originally
signifies yesterday evening or night, then yesterday, it must have the primary
signification darkness, as the Arab. ams is also traceable to the primary notion
of the sinking of the sun towards the horizon; so that, consequently, although
the usage of Arabic does not allow this sense, f251 it can be translated (comp.
TWEMFLiCÁ, Jer. 2: 6), “the evening darkness (gloominess) of the waste and
wilderness” (�MEJE as regens, Ew. § 286, a). The Targ. also translated similarly,
but take �MJ as a special attribute: J�FMiwR ¥YH� JK�F�Xá, “darkness like the
late evening.” Olshausen’s conjecture of �REJE makes it easier, but puts a word
that affirms nothing in the place of an expressive one.

Ver. 4 tells what the scanty nourishment is which the chill, desolate, and
gloomy desert, with its steppes and gorges, furnishes them. XÁwlMÁ (also
Talmudic, Syriac, and Arabic) is the orach, and indeed the tall shrubby orach,
the so-called sea-purslain, the buds and young leaves of which are gathered
and eaten by the poor. That it is not merely a coast plant, but grows also in the
desert, is manifest from the narrative b. Kidduschin, 66a: “King Jannai
approached TYLXWK in the desert, and conquered sixty towns there [Ges.
translates wrongly, captis LX talentis ]; and on his return with great joy, he
called all the orphans of Israel to him, and said: Our fathers ate �YXWLM in
their time when they were engaged with the building of the temple (according
to Raschi: the second temple; according to Aruch: the tabernacle in the
wilderness); we will also eat �YXWLM in remembrance of our fathers! And
�YXWLM were served up on golden tables, and they ate.” The LXX translates,
aÎÂlima (not: aÏÂlima); as in Athenaeus, poor Pythagoreans are once called aÎÂlima
trwÂgontej kaiÃ kakaÃ toiauÌta sulleÂgontej. f252

The place where they seek for and find this kind of edible plant is indicated by
XÁYVI�YL��á. XÁYVI is a shrub in general, but certainly pre-eminently the Arab. sÔ−Ñhå,
that perennial, branchy, woody plant of uncultivated ground, about two-thirds
of a yard high, and the same in diameter, which is one of the greatest blessings
of Syria and of the steppe, since, with the exception of cow and camel’s dung,
it is often the only fuel of the peasants and nomads, — the principal, and often
in a day’s journey the only, vegetation of the steppe, in the shade of which,
then everything else is parched, a scanty vegetation is still preserved. f253

The poor in search of the purslain surround this Arab. sÔ−Ñhå (sh−Ñh), and as v. 4b
continues: the broom-root is their bread. Ges. understands �MFXiLÁ according to
Isa. 47:14, where it is certainly the pausal form for �MÁXáLÁ (“there is not a coal
to warm one’s self”), and that because the broom-root is not eatable. But why



should broom-root and not broom brushwood be mentioned as fuel? The root
of the steppe that serves as fuel, together with the sh−Ñh, is called gizl (from LZG,
to tear out), not retem, which is the broom (and is extraordinarily frequent in
the Belka). The Arabs, however, not only call Genista monosperma so, but
also Chamaerops humilis, a degenerate kind of which produces a kind of
arrow-root which the Indians in Florida use. f254

�MFXiLÁ in the signification cibus eorum is consequently not incomprehensible.
LXX (which throws vv. 4-6 into sad confusion): oiÎÃ kaiÃ rÎiÂzaj cuÂlwn
eÏmasswÌnto. f255

All the ancient versions translate similarly. One is here reminded of what
Agatharchides says in Strabo concerning the Egyptio-Ethiopian eaters of the
rush root and herb. f256

5 They are driven forth from society,
They cry after them as after a thief.

6 In the most dismal valleys they must dwell,
In holes of the earth and in rocks.

7 Among the bushes they croak,
Under nettles are they poured forth,

8 Sons of fools, yea sons of base men:
They are driven forth out of the land! —

Job. 30: 5-8. If, coming forth from their lurking-places, they allow
themselves to be seen in the villages of the plain or in the towns, they are
driven forth from among men, e medio pelluntur (to use a Ciceronian phrase).
Wg� (Syr. gau, Arab. gaww, guww) is that which is internal, here the circle of
social life, the organized human community. This expression also is Hebraeo-
Arabic; for if one contrasts a house of district with what is outside, he says in
Arabic, juÑwaÑ wa-barraÑ, guwwaÑ wa-berraÑ, within and without, or Arab. ÿl-juÑwaÑ-
n−Ñ wa-ÿl-brraÑ-n−Ñ, el-guwwaÑni waÿl-berraÑni, the inside and the outside. In v. 5b,
BnFgAkA, like the thief, is equivalent to, as after the thief, or since this generic Art.
is not usual with us [Germ. and Engl.]: after a thief; French, on crie après eux
comme après le voleur. In v. 6a, �KO�iLI is, according to Ges. § 132, rem. 1
(comp. on Hab. 1:17), equivalent to �KO�iLI wYHF, “they are to dwell” = they must
dwell; it might also signify, according to the still more frequent usage of the
language, habitaturi sunt; it here, however, signifies habitandum est eis, as
��LBiLI, Psa. 32: 9, obturanda sunt. Instead of �wR�ábÁ with Shurek, the reading
��R�ábÁ with Cholem (after the form R�GSi, Hos. 13: 8) is also found, but
without support. �wR�á is either a substantive after the form LwBgi (Ges., as



Kimchi), or the construct of �wR�F = �RF�áNA, feared = fearful, so that the
connection of the words, which we prefer, is a superlative one: in horridissima
vallium, in the most terrible valleys, as Job. 41:22, acutissimae testarum (Ew.,
according to § 313, c). The further description of the habitation of this race of
men: in holes (YR�XO = YR�XObI) of the earth (RPF�F, earth with respect to its
constituent parts) and rocks (LXX trwÌglai petrwÌn), may seem to indicate the
aborigines of the mountains of the district of Seir, who are called �YRIXOHA,
trwgloduÂntai (vid., Genesis, S. 507); but why not, which is equally natural,
�RFWiXÁ, Eze. 47:16, 18, the “district of caverns,” the broad country about Bosra,
with the two TrachoÑnes (traÂxwnej), of which the smaller western, the LegaÑ, is
the ancient Trachonitis, and with Ituraea (the mountains of the Druses)? f257

As Job. 6: 5 shows, there underlies v. 7a a comparison of this people with the
wild ass. The JREpE, feraÑ, goes about in herds under the guidance of a so-called
leader (vid., on Job. 39: 5), with which the poet in Job. 24: 5 compares the
bands that go forth for forage; here the point of comparison, according to
Job. 6: 5, is their bitter want, which urges from them the cry of pain; for wQHFNiYI,
although not too strong, would nevertheless be an inadequate expression for
their sermo barbarus (Pineda), in favour of which Schlottmann calls to mind
Herodotus’ (iv. 183) comparison of the language of the Troglodyte Ethiopians
with the screech of the night-owl (tetriÂgasi kataÂper aiÎ nukteriÂdej). Among
bushes (especially the bushes of the shih, which affords them some
nourishment and shade, and a green resting-place) one hears them, and hears
from their words, although he cannot understand them more closely, discontent
and lamentation over their desperate condition: there, under nettles (LwRXF,
root RX, Arab. hårr, as urtica from urere), i.e., useless weeds of the desert, they
are poured forth, i.e., spread about in disorder. Thus most moderns take XPS =
¥PA�F, Arab. sfhå, comp. XÁwRSF, profusus, Amo. 6: 4, 7, although one might also
abide by the usual Hebrew meaning of the verb XPS (hardened from HPS),
adjungere, associare (vid., Habak. S. 88), and with Hahn explain: under
nettles they are united together, i.e., they huddle together. But neither the fut.
nor the Pual (instead of which one would expect the Niph. or Hithpa.) is
favourable to the latter interpretation; wherefore we decide in favour of the
former, and find sufficient support for a Hebr.-Arabic XPS in the signification
effundere from a comparison of Job. 14:19 and the present passage. V. 8, by
dividing the hitherto latent subject, tells what sort of people they are: sons of
fools, profane, insane persons (vid., on Psa. 14: 1); moreover, or of the like
kind (�gA, not �JÁ), sons of the nameless, ignobilium or infamium, since
����YLIBi is here an adj. which stands in dependence, not filii infamiae =
infames (Hirz. and others), by which the second YNB is rendered unlike the first.



The assertion v. 8b may be taken as an attributive clause: who are driven
forth...; but the shortness of the line and the prominence of the verb are in
favour of the independence of the clause like an exclamation in its abrupt and
halting form. wJkiNI is Niph. of JKFNF = HKFNF (YKANF), root �N, to hew, pierce, strike.
f258

On �REJFHF, of arable land in opposition to the steppe, vid., on Job. 18:17.

9 And now I am become their song,
And a by-word to them.

10 They avoid me, they flee far from me,
And spare not my face with spitting.

11 For my cord of life He hath loosed, and afflicted me,
Therefore they let loose the bridle recklessly.

12 The rabble presses upon my right hand,
They thrust my feet away,

And cast up against me their destructive ways.

Job. 30: 9-12. The men of whom Job complains in this strophe are none
other than those in the preceding strophe, described from the side of their
coarse and degenerate behaviour, as Job. 24: 4-8 described them from the side
of the wrong which was practised against them. This rabble, constitutionally as
well as morally degraded, when it comes upon Job’s domain in its marauding
expeditions, makes sport of the sufferer, whose former earnest admonitions,
given from sympathizing anxiety for them, seemed to them as insults for which
they revenge themselves. He is become their song of derision (�TFNFYGINi to be
understood according to the dependent passage, Lam. 3:14, and Psa. 69:13),
and is HlFMILi to them, their qruÂllhma (LXX), the subject of their foolish talk
(HlFMI - Arab. mille, not = melle, according to which Schultens interprets it,
sum iis fastidio). Avoiding him, and standing at a distance from him, they
make their remarks upon him; and if they come up to him, it is only for the
sake of showing him still deeper scorn: a facie ejus non cohibent sputam. The
expositors who explain that, contrary to all decent bearing, they spit in his
presence (Eichh., Justi, Hirz., Vaih., Hlgst.), or with Fie! spit out before him
(Umbr., Hahn, Schlottm.), overlook the fact of its being YNApFMI, not YNAPFLi. The
expression as it stands can only affirm that they do not spare his face with
spitting (Jer. correctly: conspuere non veruntur), so that consequently he is
become, as he has complained in Job. 17: 6, a TPEtO, an object of spitting
(comp. also the declaration of the servant of Jehovah, Isa. 50: 6, which stands
in close connection with this declaration of Job, according to previous
explanations).



It now becomes a question, Who is the subj. in v. 11a? The Chethib �RTiYI
demands an attempt to retain the previous subj. Accordingly, most moderns
explain: solvit unusquisque eorum funem suum, i.e., frenum suum, quo
continebatur antea a me (Rosenm., Umbr., Stick., Vaih., Hlgst., and others),
but it is to be doubted whether RTY can mean frenum; it signifies a cord, the
string of a bow, and of a harp. The reconciliation of the signification
redundantia, Job. 22:20, and funis, is, in the idea of the root, to be stretched
tight and long. f259

Hirz. therefore imagines the loosing of the cord round the body, which served
them as a girdle, in order to strike Job with it. But whether one decides in
favour of the Chethib WRTY or of the Keri YRTY, the persons who insult Job
cannot in any case be intended. The isolated sing. form of the assertion, while
the rabble is everywhere spoken of in the plur., is against it; and also the YkI,
which introduces it, and after which Job here allows the reason to come in,
why he is abandoned without any means of defence to such brutal misconduct.
The subj. of v. 11a is God. If WRTY is read, it may not be interpreted: He hath
opened = taken off the covering of His string (= bow) (Ew., Hahn, and
similarly even LXX, Jer.), for RTY does not dignify the bow, but the string
(Arab. muwattar, ‘ stretched, of a bow); and while XTApF, Eze. 21:33 (usually
�LÁ�F or QYRIH�), can certainly be said of drawing a sword from its sheath, HRF��
is the appropriate and usual word (vid., Hab. S. 164) for making bare the bow
and shield. Used of the bow-string, XÁT�pI signifies to loose what is strained, by
sending the arrow swiftly forth from it, according to which, e.g., Elizabeth
Smith translates: Because He hath let go His bow-string and afflicted me. One
cannot, however, avoid feeling that YNIn�JAyiWA is not a right description of the
effect of shooting with arrows, whereas an idea is easily gained from the Keri
YRTY, to which the description of the effect corresponds. It has been
interpreted: He has loosed my rein or bridle, by means of which I hitherto
bound them and held them in check; but RTY in the signification rein or bridle,
is as already observed, not practicable. Better Capellus: metaphora ducta est ab
exarmato milite, cujus arcuÑs solvitur nervus sicque inermis redditur; but it is
more secure, and still more appropriate to the YNN�YW which follows, when it is
interpreted according to Job. 4:21: He has untied (loosened) my cord of life,
i.e., the cord which stretched out and held up my tent (the body) (Targ.
similarly: my chain and the threads of my cord, i.e., surely: my outward and
inward stay of life), and bowled me down, i.e., deprived me of strength (comp.
Psa. 102:24); or also: humbled me. Even in this his feebleness he is the butt of
unbridled arrogance: and they let go the bridle before me (not YNAPFLi, in my
presence, but YNApFMI, before me, before whom previously they had respect; YNPM



the same as Lev. 19:32), they cast or shake it off (XlÁ�I as Job. 39: 3, synon. of
¥YLI�iHI; comp. 1Ki. 9: 7 with 2Ch. 7:20).

Is it now possible that in this connection XXFRipI can denote any else but the
rabble of these good-for-nothing fellows? Ewald nevertheless understands by it
Job’s sufferings, which as a rank evil swarm rise up out of the ground to seize
upon him; Hahn follows Ew., and makes these sufferings the subj., as even in
v. 11b. But if we consider how Ew. translates: “they hung a bridle from my
head;” and Hahn: “they have cast a bit before my face,” this might make us
tired of all taste for this allegorical mode of interpretation. The stump over
which they must stumble is v. 13c, where all climax must be abandoned in
order to make the words WML RZ� JL intelligible in this allegorical
connection. No indeed; XXFRipI (instead of which XXRPA might be expected, as
supra, Job. 3: 5, YRYRMKA for YRYRMKI) is the offspring or rabble of those
fathers devoid of morals and honour, those �YRY�C of v. 1, whose laughing-
stock Job is now, as the children of priests are called in Talmudic HnFHUKi YX�RipI,
and in Arabic farch denotes not only the young of animals, but also a rascal or
vagabond. This young rabble rises �YMIYF�LJA, on Job’s right hand, which is the
place of an accuser (Psa. 109: 6), and generally one who follows him up
closely and oppresses him, and they press him continually further and further,
contending one foot’s-breadth after another with him: wXl��I YLÁGiRÁ, my feet
thrust them forth, protrudunt (XlÁ�I the same as Job. 14:20). By this pressing
from one place to another, a way is prepared for the description of their hostile
conduct, which begins in v. 12c under the figure of a siege. The fut. consec.
wlSOyFWA, v. 12c, is not meant retrospectively like YNN�YW, but places present with
present in the connection of cause and effect (comp. Ew. 343, a). We must be
misled by the fact that WLSYW, Job. 19:12 (which see), was said of the host of
sufferings which come against Job; here it is those young people who cast up
the ramparts of misfortune or burdensome suffering (DYJ�) against Job, which
they wish to make him feel. The tradition, supported by the LXX, that Job had
his seat outside his domain eÏpiÃ thÌj kopriÂaj, i.e., upon the mezbele, is
excellently suited to this and the following figures. Before each village in
Hauran there is a place where the households heap up the sweepings of their
stalls, and it gradually reaches a great circumference, and a height which rises
above the highest buildings of the village. f260

Notwithstanding, everything is intelligible without this thoroughly Hauranitish
conception of the scene of the history. Bereft of the protection of his children
and servants, become an object of disgust to his wife, and an abhorrence to his
brethren, forsaken by every attention of true affection, Job. 19:13-19, Job lies



out of doors; and in this condition, shelterless and defenceless, he is abandoned
to the hideous malignant joy of those gipsy hordes which wander hither and
thither.

13 They tear down my path,
They minister to my overthrow,

They who themselves are helpless.

14 As through a wide breach they approach,
Under the crash they roll onwards.

15 Terrors are turned against me,
They pursue my nobility like the wind,

And like a cloud my prosperity passed away. —

Job. 30:13-15. They make all freedom of motion and any escape impossible
to him, by pulling down, diruunt, the way which he might go. Thus is wSTiNF
(cogn. form of �TN, �TN, �TN) to be translated, not: they tear open
(proscindunt), which is contrary to the primary signification and the usage of
the language. They, who have no helper, who themselves are so miserable and
despised, and yet so feelingless and overbearing, contribute to his ruin. LY�I�H,
to be useful, to do any good,to furnish anything effective (e.g., Isa. 47:12), is
here united with Li of the purpose; comp. Li RZA�F, to help towards anything,
Zec. 1:15. HyFHF (for which the Keri substitutes the primary form HwFHA), as was
already said on Job. 6: 2, is prop. hiatus, and then barathrum, pernicies, like
HwFHA in the signification cupiditas, prop. inhiatio. The verb HWFHF, Arab. hwy,
also signifies delabi, whence it may be extended (vid., on Job. 37: 6) in like
manner to the signification abyss (rapid downfall); but a suitable medium for
the two significations, strong passion (Arab. hawa) and abyss (Arab. haÑwije,
huwwe, mahwa), is offered only by the signification of the root flare (whence
hawaÑ, air). �MLF RZ��O JLO is a genuine Arabic description of these Idumaean or
Hauranite pariahs. Schultens compares a passage of the HamaÑsa: “We behold
you ignoble, poor, laisa lakum min saÑir-in-naÑsi nasirun, i.e., without a helper
among the rest of men.” The interpretations of those who take �MLF for �L, and
this again for YLI (Eichh., Justi), condemn themselves. It might more readily be
explained, with Stick.: without any one helping them, i.e., with their own
strong hand; but the thought thus obtained is not only aimless and tame, but
also halting and even untrue (vid., Job. 19:13 ff.).

Ver. 14. The figure of a siege, which is begun with v. 12c and continued in v.
13, leaves us in no doubt concerning BXFRF �REpE and HJF�O. The Targ.
translates: like the force of the far-extending waves of the sea, not as though
�REpE could in itself signify a stream of water, but taking it as = �YIMÁ �RP,



2Sa. 5:20 (synon. diffusio aquarum). Hitzig’s translation: f261 “like a broad
forest stream they come, like a rapid brook they roll on,” gives unheard-of
significations to the doubtful words. In Job. 16:14 we heard Job complain: He
(Eloah) brake through me �RP�YNP�L� �RP, breach upon breach, — by the
divine decrees of sufferings, which are completed in this ill-treatment which he
receives from good-for-nothing fellows, he is become as a wall with a wide-
gaping breach, through which they rush in upon him (instar rupturae, a
concise mode of comparison instead of tanquam per rupt.), in order to get him
entirely into their power as a plaything for their coarse passions. HJF�O is the
crash of the wall with the wide breaches, and HJF�O TXÁtÁ signifies sub fragore
in a local sense: through the wall which is broken through and crashes above
the assailants. There is no ground in v. 15a for dividing, with Umbreit, thus:
He hath turned against me! Terrors drove away, etc., although this would not
be impossible according to the syntax (comp. Gen. 49:22, HDF�áCF T�NbF). It is
translated: terrors are turned against me; so that the predicate stands first in the
most natural, but still indefinite, personal form, Ges. § 147, a, although T�HlFbÁ
might also be taken as the accus. of the object after a passive, Ges. § 143, 1.
The subj. of v. 15b remains the same: they (these terrors) drive away my
dignity like the wind; the construction is like Job. 27:20, 14:19; on the matter,
comp. Job. 18:11. Hirz. makes XÁwRkF the subj.: quasi ventus aufert nobilitatem
meam, in which case the subj. would be not so much ventus as similitudo venti,
as when one says in Arabic, ÿgaÑani kazeidin, there came to me one of Zeid’s
equals, for in the Semitic languages ki has the manner of an indeclinable noun
in the signification instar. But the reference to TWHLB is more natural; and
Hahn’s objection, that calamity does not first, if it is there, drive away
prosperity, but takes the place of that which is driven away, is sophisticated
and inadequate, since the object of the driving away here is not Job’s
prosperity, but Job’s HBFYDINi, appearance and dignity, by which he hitherto
commanded the respect of others (Targ. YTIwNbFRÁ). The storms of suffering
which pass over him take this nobility away to the last fragment, and his
salvation — or rather, since this word in the mouth of an extra-Israelitish hero
has not the meaning it usually otherwise has, his prosperous condition (from
Arab. wasi’a, amplum esse) — is as a cloud, so rapidly and without trace
(Job. 7: 9; Isa. 44:22), passed away and vanished. Observe the music of the
expression HRFBi�F B�Fki, which cannot be reproduced in translation.

16 And now my soul is poured out within me,
Days of suffering hold me fast.

17 The night rendeth my bones from me,
And my gnawers sleep not.



18 By great force my garment is distorted,
As the collar of my shirt it encompasseth me.

19 He hath cast me into the mire,
And I am in appearance as dust and ashes.

Job. 30:16-19. With this third HTfJAWi (vv. 1, 9) the elegiac lament over the
harsh contrast between the present and the past begins for the third time. The
dash after our translation of the second and fourth strophes will indicate that a
division of the elegy ends there, after which it begins as it were anew. The soul
is poured out within a man (YLÁ�F as Job. 10: 1, Psychol. S. 152), when,
“yielding itself without resistance to sadness, it is dejected to the very bottom,
and all its organization flows together, and it is dissolved in the one condition
of sorrow” — a figure which is not, however, come about by water being
regarded as the symbol of the soul (thus Hitzig on Psa. 42: 5), but rather by the
intimate resemblance of the representation of a flood of tears (Lam. 2:19): the
life of the soul flows in the blood, and the anguish of the soul in tears and
lamentations; and since the outward man is as it were dissolved in the gently
flowing tears (Isa. 15: 3), his soul flows away as it were in itself, for the
outward incident is but the manifestation and result of an inward action.
YNI�O�YM�Yi we have translated days of suffering, for YNI�f, with its verb and the rest
of its derivatives, is the proper word for suffering, and especially the passion of
the Servant of Jehovah. Days of suffering — Job complains — hold him fast;
ZXÁJF unites in itself, like QYZIXåHE, the significations prehendere and prehensum
tenere. In v. 17a we must not, with Arnh. and others, translate: by night it
(affliction) pierces..., for YN� does not stand sufficiently in the foreground to be
the subject of what follows; it might sooner be rendered: by night it is pierced
through (Targ., Rosenm., Hahn); but why is not HLFYiLÁ to be the subject, and
RqANI consequently Piel (not Niph.)? The night has been personified already,
Job. 3: 2; and in general, as Herder once said, Job is the brother of Ossian for
personifications: Night (the restless night, Job. 7: 3 f., in which every malady,
or at least the painful feeling of it, increases) pierces his bones from him, i.e.,
roots out his limbs (synon. �YdIbÁ, Job. 18:13) so inwardly and completely. The
lepra Arabica (Arab. ÿl-brså, el-baras) terminates, like syphilis, with an eating
away of the limbs, and the disease has its name Arab. judÜaÑm from jdÜm,
truncare, mutilare: it feeds on the bones, and destroys the body in such a
manner that single limbs are completely detached.

In v. 17b, LXX (neuÌra), Parchon, Kimchi, and others translate YQIRi�O according
to the Targum. �YQIRiJA (= �YDIYgI), and the Arab. ÿruÑq, veins, after which
Blumenf.: my veins are in constant motion. But YQARi�O in the sense of
Job. 30: 3: my gnawers (Jer. qui me comedunt, Targ. YTIYF �sFJAMidI, qui me



conculcant, conterunt), is far more in accordance with the predicate and the
parallelism, whether it be gnawing pains that are thought of — pains are
unnatural to man, they come upon him against his will, he separates them from
himself as wild beasts — or, which we prefer, those worms (HmFRI, Job. 7: 5)
which were formed in Job’s ulcers (comp. Aruch, JQFRiJA, a leech, plur.
JTFQFRiJA, worms, e.g., in the liver), and which in the extra-biblical tradition of
Job’s decease are such a standing feature, that the pilgrims to Job’s monastery
even now-a-days take away with them thence these supposedly petrified
worms of Job. f262

Ver. 18a would be closely and naturally connected with what precedes if
Y�IwBLi could be understood of the skin and explained: By omnipotence (viz.,
divine, as Job. 23: 6, Ew. § 270a) the covering of my body is distorted, as even
Raschi: DLG RXJ DLG HNT�M, it is changed, by one skin or crust being
formed after another. But even Schultens rightly thinks it remarkable that
�WBL, v. 18a, is not meant to signify the proper upper garment but the
covering of the skin, but TNEtOkU, ver. 18b, the under garment in a proper sense.
The astonishment is increased by the fact that Vp�XÁTiHI signifies to disguise
one’s self, and thereby render one’s self unrecognisable, which leads to the
proper idea of �WBL, to a clothing which looks like a disguise. It cannot be
cited in favour of this unusual meaning that �WBL is used in Job. 41: 5 of the
scaly skin of the crocodile: an animal has no other �WBL but its skin.
Therefore, with Ew., Hirz., and Hlgst., we take �WBL strictly: “by (divine)
omnipotence my garment is distorted (becomes unlike itself), like the collar of
my shirt it fits close to me.” It is unnecessary to take YPiki as a compound
praep.: according to (comp. Zec. 2: 4, Mal. 2: 9: “according as”), in the sense
of �Mki, as Job. 33: 6, since TNEtOkU YpI is, according to the nature of the thing
mentioned, a designation of the upper opening, by means of which the shirt,
otherwise only provided with armholes (distinct from the Beduin shirt thoÑb,
which has wide and long sleeves), is put on. Also, Psa. 133: 2, WYT�FdMI YpI
signifies not the lower edge, but the opening at the head (�JROHF YpI,
Exo. 28:32) or the collar of the high priest’s vestment (vid., the passage cited).
Thus even LXX wÎÂsper toÃ peristoÂmion touÌ xitwÌnoÂj mou, and Jer.: velut capitio
tunicae meae. True, Schlottm. observes against this rendering of v. 18, that it is
unnatural according to substance, since on a wasted body it is not the outer
garment that assumes the appearance of a narrow under one, but on the
contrary the under garment assumes the appearance of a wide outer one. But
this objection is not to the point. If the body is wasted away to a skeleton, there
is an end to the rich appearance and beautiful flow which the outer garment
gains by the full and rounded forms of the limbs: it falls down straight and in



perpendicular folds upon the wasted body, and contributes in no small degree
to make him whom one formerly saw in all the fulness of health still less
recognisable than he otherwise is. YNIR�ZiJáYA, cingit me, is not merely the falling
together of the outer garment which was formerly filled out by the members of
the body, but its appearance when the sick man wraps himself in it: then it
girds him, fits close to him like his shirt-collar, lying round about the
shrivelled figure like the other about a thin neck. On the terrible wasting away
which is combined with hypertrophical formations in elephantiasis, vid.,
Job. 7:15, and especially Job. 19:20. The subject of v. 19 is God, whom v. 18
also describes as efficient cause: He has cast me into, or daubed f263 me with,
mud, and I am become as (ki instead of the dat., Ew. § 221, a) dust and ashes.
This is also intended pathologically: the skin of the sufferer with elephantiasis
becomes first an intense red, then assumes a black colour; scales like fishes’
scales are formed upon it, and the brittle, dark-coloured surface of the body is
like a lump of earth.

20 I cry to Thee for help, and Thou answerest not;
I stand there, and Thou lookest fixedly at me.

21 Thou changest Thyself to a cruel being towards me,
With the strength of Thy hand Thou makest war upon me.

22 Thou raisest me upon the stormy wind, Thou causest me to drive along
And vanish in the roaring of the storm.

23 For I know: Thou wilt bring me back to death,
Into the house of assembly for all living.

Job. 30:20-23. If he cries for help, his cry remains unanswered; if he stands
there looking up reverentially to God (perhaps DM�, with JAw�ªAMI to be
supplied, has the sense of desisting or restraining, as Gen. 29:35, 30: 9), the
troubling, fixed look of God, who looks fixedly and hostilely upon him,
anything but ready to help (comp. Job. 7:20, 16: 9), meets his upturned eye.
�N�bOTiHI, to look consideringly upon anything, is elsewhere joined with LJE, LJA,
DJA, or even with the acc; here, where a motionless fixed look is intended, with
bI (= fi). It is impossible to draw the JL, v. 20a, over to �NEbOTitIWA (Jer., Saad.,
Umbr., Welte, and others), both on account of the Waw consec. (Ew. § 351a),
and on account of the separation by the new antecedent YtIDiMÁ�F. On the
reading of two Codd. �NKTTW (“Thou settest Thyself against me”), which
Houbigant and Ew. prefer, Rosenm. has correctly pronounced judgment: est
potius pro mendo habenda. Instead of consolingly answering his prayer, and
instead of showing Himself willing to help, God, who was formerly so kind
towards him, changes towards him, His creature, into a cruel being, saevum



(RZFKiJÁ in the book of Job only here and Job. 41: 2, where it signifies
“foolhardy;” comp. BY��JLi in the dependent passage, Isa. 63:10), and makes
war upon him (��AVF as Job. 16: 9) by causing him to feel the strength of His
omnipotent hand (DYF �CE�O as Deu. 8:17, synon. QZEXO).

It is not necessary in v. 22a to forsake the accentuation, and to translate: Thou
raisest me up, Thou causest me go in the wind (Ew., Hirz., and others); the
accentuation of XWR is indeed not a disjunctive Dech−Ñ, but a conjunctive
Tarcha, but preceded by Munach, which, according to the rule, Psalter ii. 500,
§ 5, here, where two conjunctives come together, has a smaller conjunctive
value. Therefore: elevas me in ventum, equitare facis me, viz., super ventum
(Dachselt), for one does not only say LJA BYkIRiHI, 1Ch. 13: 7, or Li, Psa. 66:12,
but also LJE, 2Sa. 6: 3; and accordingly XÁwR�LJE YNIJ�vFtI is also not to be
translated: Thou snatchest me into the wind or storm (Hahn, Schlottm.), but:
Thou raisest me up to the wind or storm, as upon an animal for riding (Umbr.,
Olsh.). According to Oriental tradition, Solomon rode upon the east wind, and
in Arabic they say of one who hurried rapidly by, racab al-genaÑhai er-rih, he
rides upon the wings of the wind; in the present passage, the point of
comparison is the being absolutely passively hurried forth from the enjoyment
of a healthy and happy life to a dizzy height, whence a sudden overthrow
threatens him who is unwillingly removed (comp. Psa. 102:11, Thou hast lifted
me up and hurled me forth).

The lot which threatens him from this painful suspense Job expresses (v. 22b)
in the puzzling words: HyF�ITU YNIG�GiMOTiw. Thus the Keri, after which LXX transl.
(if it has not read H�Fw�YMI), kaiÃ aÏpeÂrÏrÎiyaÂj me aÏpoÃ swthriÂaj. The modern
expositors who follow the Keri, by taking YNGGMTW for YL GGMTW (according to
Ges. § 121, 4), translate: Thou causest counsel and understanding (Welte),
happiness (Blumenf.), and the like, to vanish from me; continuance, existence,
duration would be better (vid., Job. 6:13, and especially on Job. 26: 3). The
thought it appropriate, but the expression is halting. Jerome, who translates
valide, points to the correct thing, and Buxtorf (Lex. col. 2342 f.) by
interpreting the not less puzzling Targum translation in fundamento = funditus
or in essentia = essentialiter, has, without intending it, hit upon the idea of the
Hebr. Keri; HyF�ItU is intended as a closer defining, or adverbial, accusative:
Thou causest me to vanish as to existence, ita ut tota essentia pereat h.e.
totaliter et omnino. Perhaps this was really the meaning of the poet: most
completely, most thoroughly, altogether, like the Arab. håaqqan . But it is
unfavourable to this Keri, that HY�WT (from the verb Y�AWF), as might be
expected, is always written plene elsewhere; the correction of the HW�T is
violent, and moreover this form, correctly read, gives a sense far more



consistent with the figure, v. 22a. Ges., Umbr., and Carey falsely read HwE�Ati,
terres me; this verb is unknown in Hebr., and even in Chaldee is only used in
Ithpeal, YW�ti�iJI (= Hebr. DR�XF); for a similar reason Böttcher’s HWF�itI (which is
intended to mean: in despair) is also not to be used. Even Stuhlmann perceived
that HW�T is equivalent to HJFw�ti; it is, with Ew. and Olsh., to be read HwF�Uti
(not with Pareau and Hirz. HWF�Uti without the Dag.), and this form signifies, as
HJW�T, Job. 36:29, from J�� = HJF�F, from which it is derived by change of
consonants, the crash of thunder, or even the rumbling or roar as of a storm or
a falling in (procellae sive ruinae). The meaning is hardly, that he who rides
away upon the stormy wind melts and trickles down like drops of rain among
the pealing of the thunder, when the thunder-storm, whose harbinger is the
stormy wind, gathers; but that in the storm itself, which increases in fury to the
howling of a tempest, he dissolves away. HwF�Uti for HwF�UTibI, comp.
Psa. 107:26: their soul melted away (dissolved) H�FRFbI. The compulsory
journey in the air, therefore, passes into nothing or nearly nothing, as Job is
well aware, v. 23: “for I know: (without YkI, as Job. 19:25, Psa. 9:21) Thou wilt
bring me back to death” (acc. of the goal, or locative without any sign). If
YNIB�Y�Iti is taken in its most natural signification reduces, death is represented
as essentially one with the dust of death (comp. Job. 1:21 with Gen. 3:19), or
even with non-existence, out of which man is come into being; nevertheless
BY�H can also, by obliterating the notion of return, like redigere, have only
the signification of the turn of destiny and change of condition that is effected.
The assertion that Bw� always includes an “again,” and retains it inexorably
(vid., Köhler on Zec. 13: 7, S. 239), is untenable. In post-biblical Hebrew, at
least, it is certain that Bw� signifies not only “to become again,” but also “to
become,” as Arab. ÿaÑd is used as synon. of jaÑÿin, devenir. f264

With TWEMF, the designation of the condition, is coupled the designation of the
place: Hades (under the notion of which that of the grave is included) is the
great involuntary rendezvous of all who live in this world.

24 Doth one not, however, stretch out the hand in falling,
Doth he not raise a cry for help on that account in his ruin?

25 Or have I not wept for him that was in trouble,
Hath not my soul grieved for the needy? —

26 For I hoped for good, then evil came;
I waited for light, and darkness came.

27 My bowels boiled without ceasing,
Days of misery met me.



Job. 30:24-27. Most of the ancient versions indulge themselves in strange
fancies respecting v. 24 to make a translatable text, or find their fancies in the
text before them. The translation of the Targum follows the fancies of the
Midrash, and places itself beyond the range of criticism. The LXX reads YB
instead of Y�B, and finds in v. 24 a longing for suicide, or death by the hand of
another. The Syriac likewise reads YB, although it avoids this absurdity.
Jerome makes an address of the assertion, and, moreover, also moulds the text
under the influence of the Midrash. Aq., Symm., and Theod. strive after a
better rendering than the LXX, but (to judge from the fragment in the Hexapla)
without success. Saadia and Gecatilia wring a sense out of v. 24a, but at the
expense of the syntax, and by dragging v. 24b after it, contrary to the tenor of
the words. The old expositors also advance nothing available. They mostly
interpret it as though it were not �HL, but �HL (a reading which has been
forced into the Midrash texts and some Codd. instead of the reading of the text
that is handed down to us). Even Rosenm. thinks �HELF might, like the Ara.
��HLi, be equivalent to �HELF; and Carey explains the enallage generis from the
perhaps existing secondary idea of womanly fear, as 2Sa. 4: 6, HnFH� instead of
HmFH� is used of the two assassins to describe them as cowards. But the Hebr.
�HELF is fem.; and often as the enallage masc. pro fem. occurs, the enallage fem.
pro masc. is unknown; HnFH�, 2Sa. 4: 6, is an adv. of place (vid., moreover,
Thenius in loc.). It is just as absolutely inadmissible when the old expositors
combine JAw� with ��AYF (��AWF), or as e.g., Raschi with ��A�á�I, and translate,
“welfare” or “exhilaration” (refreshing). The signif. “wealth” would be more
readily admissible, so that JAw�, as Aben-Ezra observes, would be the subst. to
JA��, Job. 34:19; but in Job. 36:19 (which see), JAw� (as JA�� Isa. 22: 5)
signifies a cry of distress (= �WA�E), and an attempt must be made here with this
meaning before every other.

On the other hand comes the question whether Y�IBi is not perhaps to be
referred to the verb H�FbF, whether it be as subst. after the form YRIMi (Ralbag
after the Targ.) or as part. pass. (Saad. Arab. g−Ñr ÿnnh l−Ñs ÿl-mbtgan, “only that
it is not desired”). The verb does not, indeed, occur elsewhere in the book of
Job, but is very consistent with its style, which so abounds in Aramaisms, and
is at the same time so coloured with Arabic that we should almost say, its
Hauranitish style. f265

Thus taking Y�B as one word, Ralbag transl.: prayer stretched not forth the
hand, which is intended to mean: is not able to do anything, cannot cause the
will of God to miscarry. This meaning is only obtained by great violence; but
when Renan (together with Böckel and Carey, after Rosenm.) translates:



Vaines prières!...il étend sa main; à quoi bon protester contre ses coups? the
one may be measured with the other. If Y�B is to be derived from H�B, it must
be translated either: shall He, however, without prayer (sine imploratione), or:
shall He, however, unimplored (non imploratus), stretch out His hand? The
thought remains the same by both renderings of Y�B, and suits as a vindication
of the cry for help in the context. But H�FbF, in the specific signification
implorare, deprecari, is indeed the usage of the Targum, although strange to
the Hebr., which is here so rich in synonyms; then, in the former case, JL for
JLB is harsh, and in the other, Y�B as part. pass. is too strong an Aramaism.
We must therefore consider whether Y�IBi as Y�I with the praep. bI gives a
suitable sense. Since bI DYF XLÁ�F, e.g., Job. 28: 9 and elsewhere, most
commonly means “to lay the hand on anything, stretch out the hand to
anything,” it is most natural to take Y�B in dependence upon �DYF XLÁ�iYI, and
we really gain an impressive thought, if we translate: Only may He not stretch
out His hand (to continue His work of destruction) to a heap of rubbish (which
I am already become); but by this translation of v. 24a, v. 24b remains a
glaring puzzle, insoluble in itself and in respect of the further course of the
thought, for Schlottmann’s interpretation, “Only one does not touch ruins, or
the ruin of one is the salvation of another,” which is itself puzzling, is no
solution. The reproach against the friends which is said to lie in v. 24a is
contrary to the character of this monologue, which is turned away from his
human opponents; then JAw� does not signify salvation, and there is no “one”
and “another” to be found in the text. We must therefore, against our
inclination, give up this dependent relation of Y�B, so that Y�IBi signifies either,
upon a heap of rubbish, or, since this ought to be Y�I�LJA: by the falling in; Y�I
(from HWF�F = ‘iwj) can mean both: a falling in or overthrow (bouleversement)
as an event, and ruins or rubbish as its result.

Accordingly Hirz. translates: Only upon the ruins (more correctly at least:
upon ruins) one will not stretch out his hand, and Ew.: Only — does not one
stretch out one’s hand by one’s overthrow? But this “only” is awkward. Hahn
is of opinion that JLO ¥JÁ may be taken in the signification not once, and
translates: may one not for once raise one’s hand by one’s downfall; but even
this is lame, because then all connection with what precedes is wanting;
besides, JLO ¥JÁ does not signify ne quidem. The originally affirmative ¥JÁ has
certainly for the most part a restrictive signification, which, as we observed on
Job. 18:21, is blended with the affirmative in Hebr., but it is also, as more
frequently �K�JF, used adversatively, e.g., Job. 16: 7, and in the combination JLO
¥JÁ this adversative signification coincides with the restrictive, for this double
particle signifies everywhere else: only not, however not, Gen. 20:12,



1Ki. 11:39, 2Ki. 12:14, 13: 6, 23: 9, 26. It would be more natural to translate,
as we have stated above: only may be not, etc., but v. 24b puts in its veto
against this. If, as Hirz., Ew., and Hahn also suppose, JLO, v. 24a, is equivalent
to JLOHá, so that the sentence is to be spoken with an interrogative accent, we
must translate ¥JÁ as Jer. has done, by verumtamen. He knows that he is being
hurried forth to meet death; he knows it, and has also already made himself so
familiar with this thought, that the sooner he sees an end put to this his
sorrowful life the better — nevertheless does one not stretch out one’s hand
when one is falling? This involuntary reaction against destruction is the
inevitable result of man’s instinct of self-preservation. It needs no proof that
DY XL� can signify “to stretch out one’s hand for help;” XL�Y is used with a
general subj.: one stretches out, as Job. 17: 5, 21:22. With this determination of
the idea of v. 24a, 24b is now also naturally connected with what precedes. It
is not, however, to be translated, as Ew. and Hirz.: if one is in distress, is not a
cry for help heard on account of it? If �JI were intended hypothetically, a
continuation of the power of the interrogative JL from v. 24a would be
altogether impossible. Hahn and Loch-Reischl rightly take �JI in the sense of
an. It introduces another turn of the question: Does one, however, not stretch
out one’s hand to hasten the fall, or in his downfall (raise) a cry for help, or a
wail, on that account? Döderlein’s conjecture, �X�LF for �HELF (praying “for
favour”), deserves respectful mention, but it is not needed: �HELF signifies
neutrally: in (under) such circumstances (comp. �HEbF, Job. 22:21, Isa. 64: 5),
or is directly equivalent to �H�LF, which (Ruth 1:13) signifies propterea, and
even in biblical Chaldee, beside the Chaldee signif. sed, nisi, retains this
Hebrew signif. (Dan. 2: 6, 9, 4:24). DYpI, which signifies dying and destruction
(Talmud. in the peculiar signif.: that which is hewn or pecked open), synon. of
DYJ�, has been already discussed on Job. 12: 5.

Ver. 25. The further progress of the thoughts seems to be well carried out only
by our rendering of v. 24. The manifestation of feeling — Job means to say —
which he himself felt at the misfortune of others, will be still permitted to him
in his own misfortune, the seeking of compassion from the sympathising: or
have I not wept for the hard of day? i.e., him whose lot in life is hard (comp.
Arab. qas−Ñy, durus, miser); did not my soul grieve for the needy? Here, also,
JL from v. 25a continues its effect (comp. Job. 3:10, 28:17); �GA�F is aÎÂp. gegr.,
of like signification with �GAJF, whence �GFJF Isa. 19:10, HMFGiJÁ (sadness) b.
Moëd katan 14b, Arab. agima, to feel disgust. If the relation of v. 25 to v. 24 is
confirmatory, v. 26 and what follows refers directly to v. 24: he who felt
sympathy with the sufferings of others will nevertheless dare in his own
affliction to stretch out his hand for help in the face of certain ruin, and pour



forth his pain in lamentation; for his affliction is in reality inexpressibly great:
he hoped for good (for the future from his prosperous condition, in which he
rejoiced), f266 then came evil; and if I waited for light, deep darkness came.
Ewald (§ 232, h) regards HLFXáYAJáWA as contracted from HLXYJWF, but this
shortening of the vowel is a pure impossibility. The former signifies rather kaiÃ
hÏÂlpizon or eÏbouloÂmhn eÏlpiÂzein, the latter kaiÃ hÏÂlpisa, and that cohortative fut.
logically forms a hypothetical antecedent, exactly like Job. 19:18, if I desire to
rise (HMWQJ), they speak against me (vid., Ew. § 357, b). In feverish heat and
anxiety his bowels were set boiling (XTARF as Job. 41:23, comp. Talmud. �XFTiRÁ,
a hot-headed fellow), and rested not (from this boiling). The accentuation
Tarcha, Mercha, and Athnach is here incorrect; instead of Athnach, Rebia
mugrasch is required. Days of affliction came upon him (�d�QI as Psa. 18: 6),
viz., as a hostile power cutting off the previous way of his prosperity.

28 I wandered about in mourning without the sun;
I rose in the assembly, I gave free course to my complaint.

29 I am become a brother of the jackals
And a companion of ostriches.

30 My skin having become black, peels off from me,
And my bones are parched with dryness.

31 My harp was turned to mourning,
And my pipe to tones of sorrow.

Job. 30:28-31. Several expositors (Umbr., Vaih., Hlgst.) understand RD�QO of
the dirty-black skin of the leper, but contrary to the usage of the language,
according to which, in similar utterances (Psa. 35:14, 38: 7, 42:10, 43: 2,
comp. supra, Job. 5:11), it rather denotes the dirty-black dress of mourners
(comp. Arab. qd¯d̄r, conspurcare vestem); to understand it of the dirty-black
skin as quasi sordida veste (Welte) is inadmissible, since this distortion of the
skin which Job bewails in v. 30 would hardly be spoken of thus tautologically.
RDQ therefore means in the black of the QVA, or mourning-linen, Job. 16:15, by
which, however, also the interpretation of HmFXÁ JLObI, “without sunburn” (Ew.,
Hirz.), which has gained ground since Raschi’s day (�M�H YNTPZ JL), is
disposed of; for “one can perhaps say of the blackness of the skin that it does
not proceed from the sun, but not of the blackness of mourning attire” (Hahn).
RDQ also refutes the reading HMFX� JLB in LXX Complut. (aÏÂneu qumouÌ f267),
Syr., Jer. (sine furore), which ought to be understood of the deposition of the
gall-pigment on the skin, and therefore of jaundice, which turns it (especially
in tropical regions) not merely yellow, but a dark-brown. Hahn and a few
others render HMX JLB correctly in the sense of ��XB, “without the sun



having shone on him.” Bereft of all his possessions, and finally also of his
children, he wanders about in mourning (¥l�HI as Job. 24:10, Psa. 38: 7), and
even the sun had clothed itself in black to him (which is what �M�H RDAQF
means, Joe. 2:10 and freq.); the celestial light, which otherwise brightened his
path, Job. 29: 3, was become invisible. We must not forget that Job here
reviews the whole chain of afflictions which have come upon him, so that by v.
28a we have not to think exclusively, and also not prominently, of the leprosy,
since YTKLH indeed represents him as still able to move about freely.

In v. 28b the accentuation wavers between Dech−Ñ, Munach, Silluk, according to
which JAw��AJá LHFqFbÁ belong together, which is favoured by the Dagesh in the
Beth, and Tarcha, Munach, Silluk, according to which (because Munach,
according to Psalter ii. 503, § 2, is a transformation of Rebia mugrasch) LHFqFbÁ
YtIMiQA belong together. The latter mode of accentuation, according to which
LHQBÁ must be written without the Dag. instead of LHQbÁ (vid., Norzi), is the
only correct one (because Dech−Ñ cannot come in the last member of the
sentence before Silluk), and is also more pleasing as to matter: I rose (and
stood) in the assembly, crying for help, or more generally: wailing. The
assembly is not to be thought of as an assembly of the people, or even tribunal
(Ew.: “before the tribunal seeking a judge, with lamentations”), but as the
public; for the thought that Job sought help against his unmerited sufferings
before a human tribunal is absurd; and, moreover, the thought that he cried for
help before an assembly of the people called together to take counsel and
pronounce decisions is equally absurd. Welte, however, who interprets: I was
as one who, before an assembled tribunal, etc., introduces a quasi of which
there is no trace in the text. LHFqFBÁ must therefore, without pressing it further,
be taken in the sense of publice, before all the world (Hirz.: comp. LHFQFBi, eÏn
fanerwÌÄ, Pro. 26:26); JAw��AJá, however, is a circumstantial clause declaring the
purpose (Ew. § 337, b; comp. De Sacy, Gramm. Arabe ii. § 357), as is
frequently the case after �WQ, Job. 16: 8, Psa. 88:11, 102:14: surrexi in publico
ut lamentarer, or lamentaturus, or lamentando. In this lament, extorted by the
most intense pain, which he cannot hold back, however many may surround
him, he is become a brother of those �YnItÁ, jackals (canes aurei), whose
dolorous howling produces dejection and shuddering in all who hear it, and a
companion of HNF�áYA T�NbI, whose shrill cry is varied by wailing tones of deep
melancholy. f268

The point of comparison is not the insensibility of the hearers (Sforno), but the
fellowship of wailing and howling together with the accompanying idea of the
desert in which it is heard, which is connected with the idea itself (comp.
Mic. 1: 8).



Ver. 30. Now for the first time he speaks of his disfigurement by leprosy in
particular: my skin (YRI��, masc., as it is also used in Job. 19:26, only
apparently as fem.) is become black (nigruit) from me, i.e., being become
black, has peeled from me, and my bones (YMICiJA, construed as fem. like
Job. 19:20, Psa. 102: 6) are consumed, or put in a glow (HRFXF, Milel, from
RRÁXF, as Eze. 24:11) by a parching heat. Thus, then, his harp became mournful,
and his pipe (YBIGF�UWi with G raphatum) the cry of the weepers; the cheerful
music (comp. Job. 21:12) has been turned into gloomy weeping and sobbing
(comp. Lam. 5:15). Thus the second part of the monologue closes. It is
somewhat lengthened and tedious; it is Job’s last sorrowful lament before the
catastrophe. What a delicate touch of the poet is it that he makes this lament, v.
31, die away so melodiously! One hears the prolonged vibration of its elegiac
strains. The festive and joyous music is hushed; the only tones are tones of
sadness and lament, mesto, flebile.

The Third Part of the Monologue. — Job 31.

SCHEMA: 8. 9. 8. 6. 6. 10. 10. 4. 4. 5. 7. 6.

1 I have made a covenant with mine eyes,
And how should I fix my gaze upon a maiden!

2 What then would be the dispensation of Eloah from above,
And the inheritance of the Almighty from the heights —

3 Doth not calamity overtake the wicked,
And misfortune the workers of evil?

4 Doth He not see my ways
And count all my steps?

Job. 31: 1-4. After Job has described and bewailed the harsh contrast
between the former days and the present, he gives us a picture of his moral life
and endeavour, in connection with the character of which the explanation of
his present affliction as a divinely decreed punishment becomes impossible,
and the sudden overthrow of his prosperity into this abyss of suffering
becomes to him, for the same reason, the most painful mystery. Job is not an
Israelite, he is without the pale of the positive, Sinaitic revelation; his religion
is the old patriarchal religion, which even in the present day is called d−Ñn
IbraÑh−Ñm (the religion of Abraham), or d−Ñn el-bedu (the religion of the steppe) as
the religion of those Arabs who are not Moslem, or at least influenced by the
penetrating Islamism, and is called by MejaÑn−Ñsh−Ñ el-haniÑfiÑje (vid., supra, p.
362, note) as the patriarchally orthodox religion. f269



As little as this religion, even in the present day, is acquainted with the specific
Mohammedan commandments, so little knew Job of the specifically Israelitish.
On the contrary, his confession, which he lays down in this third monologue,
coincides remarkably with the ten commandments of piety (el-felaÑh) peculiar
to the d−Ñn IbraÑh−Ñm, although it differs in this respect, that it does not give the
prominence to submission to the dispensations of God, that tesl−Ñm which, as
the whole of this didactic poem teaches by its issue, is the duty of the perfectly
pious; also bravery in defence of holy property and rights is wanting, which
among the wandering tribes is accounted as an essential part of the hebbet er-
r−Ñh (inspiration of the Divine Being), i.e., active piety, and to which it is
similarly related, as to the binding notion of “honour” which was coined by the
western chivalry of the middle ages.

Job begins with the duty of chastity. Consistently with the prologue, which the
drama itself nowhere belies, he is living in monogamy, as at the present day
the orthodox Arabs, averse to Islamism, are not addicted to Moslem polygamy.
With the confession of having maintained this marriage (although, to infer
from the prologue, it was not an over-happy, deeply sympathetic one) sacred,
and restrained himself not only from every adulterous act, but also from
adulterous desires, his confessions begin. Here, in the middle of the Old
Testament, without the pale of the Old Testament noÂmoj, we meet just that
moral strictness and depth with which the Preacher on the mount, Mat. 5:27 f.,
opposes the spirit to the letter of the seventh commandment. It is YNAY��Li, not
YNAY�����I (comp. Job. 40:28), designedly; ��I TYRB TRK or TJ� is the usual
phrase where two equals are concerned; on the contrary, Li TYRB TRK where
two the superior —  Jehovah, or a king, or conqueror — binds himself to
another under prescribed conditions, or the covenant is made not so much by a
mutual advance as by the one taking the initiative. In this latter case, the
secondary notions of a promise given (e.g., Isa. 55: 3), or even, as here, of a
law prescribed, are combined with TYRB TRK: “as lord of my senses I
prescribed this law for my eyes” (Ew.). The eyes, says a Talmudic proverb, are
the procuresses of sin (WHNYN HJ�XD YRWSRS); “to close his eyes, that they
may not feast on evil,” is, in Isa. 33:15, a clearly defined line in the picture of
him on whom the everlasting burnings can have no hold. The exclamation, v.
1b, is spoken with self-conscious indignation: Why should I... (comp. Joseph’s
exclamation, Gen. 39: 9); Schultens correctly: est indignatio repellens
vehementissime et negans tale quicquam committi par esse; the transition of
the HM, Arab. maÑ, to the expression of negation, which is complete in Arabic,
is here in its incipient state, Ew. § 325, b. LJA �N��bTiHI is intended to express a
fixed and inspection (comp. LJE, 1Ki. 3:21) gaze upon an object, combined
with a lascivious imagination (comp. Sir. 9: 5, parqeÂnon mhÃ katamaÂnqane, and



9: 8, aÏpoÂstreyon oÏfqalmoÃn aÏpoÃ gunaikoÃj euÏmoÂrfou kaiÃ mhÃ katamaÂnqane
kaÂlloj aÏlloÂtrion), a bleÂpein which issues in eÏpiqumhÌsai auÏthÌn, Mat. 5:28.
Adulterium reale, and in fact two-sided, is first spoken of in the third strophe,
here it is adulterium mentale and one-sided; the object named is not any
maiden whatever, but any HLFwTbI, because virginity is ever to be revered, a
most sacred thing, the holy purity of which Job acknowledges himself to have
guarded against profanation from any lascivious gaze by keeping a strict watch
over his eyes. The Waw of HMFw is, as in v. 14, copulative: and if I had done it,
what punishment might I have looked for?

The question, v. 2, is proposed in order that it may be answered in v. 3 again in
the form of a question: in consideration of the just punishment which the
injurer of female innocence meets, Job disavows every unchaste look. On QLEX�
and HLFXáNA used of allotted, adjudged punishment, comp. Job. 20:29, 27:13; on
RKENE, which alternates with DYJI (burden of suffering, misfortune), comp.
Oba. 1:12, where in its stead RKENO occurs, as Arab. nukr, properly id quod
patienti paradoxum, insuetum, intolerabile videtur, omne ingratum (Reiske).
Conscious of the just punishment of the unchaste, and, as he adds in v. 4, of the
omniscience of the heavenly Judge, Job has made dominion over sin, even in
its first beginnings and motions, his principle.

The JwH, which gives prominence to the subject, means Him who punishes the
unchaste. By Him who observes his walk on every side, and counts (R�pSiYI,
plene, according to Ew. § 138, a, on account of the pause, but vid., the similar
form of writing, Job. 39: 2, 18:15) all his steps, Job has been kept back from
sin, and to Him Job can appeal as a witness.

5 If I had intercourse with falsehood,
And my foot hastened after deceit:

6 Let Him weigh me in the balances of justice,
And let Eloah know my innocence.

7 If my steps turned aside from the way,
And my heart followed mine eyes,

And any spot hath cleaved to my hands:

8 May I sow and another eat,
And let my shoots be rooted out.

Job. 31: 5-8. We have translated JWi�F (on the form vid., on Job. 15:31, and
the idea on Job. 11:11) falsehood, for it signifies desolateness and hollowness
under a concealing mask, therefore the contradiction between what is without
and within, lying and deceit, parall. HMFRiMI, deceit, delusion, imposition. The



phrase JWi�F���I ¥LÁHF is based on the personification of deceit, or on thinking
of it in connection with the JW��YTM (Job. 11:11). The form �XÁtÁWA cannot be
derived from �wX, from which it ought to be �XÁTfWA, like RSAyFWA Jud. 4:18 and
freq., RVAyFWA (serravit) 1Ch. 20: 3, �JAyFWA (increpavit) 1Sa. 25:14. Many
grammarians (Ges. § 72, rem. 9; Olsh. 257, g) explain the Pathach instead of
Kametz as arising from the virtual doubling of the guttural (Dagesh forte
implicitum), for which, however, no ground exists here; Ewald (§ 232, b)
explains it by “the hastening of the tone towards the beginning,” which
explains nothing, since the retreat of the tone has not this effect anywhere else.
We must content ourselves with the supposition that �XÁtÁWA is formed from a
H�FXF having a similar meaning to �wX (�YXI), as also �JAyAWA, 1Sa. 15:19, comp.
14:32, is from a H�F�F of similar signification with �Y�I. The hypothetical
antecedent, v. 5, is followed by the conclusion, v. 6: If he have done this, may
God not spare him. He has, however, not done it; and if God puts him to an
impartial trial, He will learn his HmFtU, integritas, purity of character. The
“balance of justice” is the balance of the final judgment, which the Arabs call
Arab. m−ÑzaÑn ÿl-aÿmaÑl, “the balance of actions (works).” f270

Ver. 7 also begins hypothetically: if my steps (YRÁwªJÁ from RwªJÁ, which is
used alternately with Rw�JF without distinction, contrary to Ew. § 260, b)
swerve (H«EtI, the predicate to the plur. which follows, designating a thing,
according to Ges. § 146, 3) from the way (i.e., the one right way), and my heart
went after my eyes, i.e., if it followed the drawing of the lust of the eye, viz., to
obtain by deceit or extortion the property of another, and if a spot (�wJM,
macula, as Dan. 1: 4, = �wM, Job. 11:15; according to Ew., equivalent to
�wXMi, what is blackened and blackens, then a blemish, and according to Olsh.,
in HMFwJMi � JLO, like the French ne...point) clave to my hands: I will sow,
and let another eat, and let my shoots be rooted out. The poet uses �YJICFJåCE
elsewhere of offspring of the body or posterity, Job. 5:25, 21: 8, 27:14; here,
however, as in Isaiah, with whom he has this word in common, Job. 34: 2,
42: 5, the produce of the ground is meant. V. 8a is, according to Joh. 4:37, a
loÂgoj, a proverb. In so far as he may have acted thus, Job calls down upon
himself the curse of Deu. 38:20 f.: what he sows, let strangers reap and eat; and
even when that which is sown does not fall into the hands of strangers, let it be
uprooted.

9 If my heart has been befooled about a woman,
And if I lay in wait at my neighbour’s door:

10 Let my wife grind unto another,
And let others bow down over her.



11 For this is an infamous act,
And this is a crime [to be brought before] judges;

12 Yea, it is a fire that consumeth to the abyss,
And should root out all my increase.

Job. 31: 9-12. As he has guarded himself against defiling virgin innocence
by lascivious glances, so is he also conscious of having made no attempt to
trespass upon the marriage relationship of his neighbour (JAR� as in the
Decalogue, Exo. 20:17): his heart was not persuaded, or he did not allow his
heart to be persuaded (HTfPiNI like peiÂqesqai), i.e., misled, on account of a
woman (HªFJI as �YJI T�EJ�, in post-bibl. usage, of another’s wife), and he lay
not in wait (according to the manner of adulterous lovers described at
Job. 24:15, which see) at his neighbour’s door. We may here, with Wetzstein,
compare the like-minded confession in a poem of MuhaÑdi ibn-Muhammel:
Arab. maÑ nabb klb ÿl-jaÑr mnaÑ w-laÑ ÿawaÑ, i.e., “The neighbour’s dog never
barked (BN, Beduin equivalent to XBN in the Syrian towns and villages) on our
account (because we have gone by night with an evil design to his tent), and it
never howled (being beaten by us, to make it cease its barking lest it should
betray us).” In v. 10 follows the punishment which he wishes might overtake
him in case he had acted thus: “may my wife grind to another,” i.e., may she
become his “maid behind the mill,” Exo. 11: 5, comp. Isa. 47: 2, who must
allow herself to be used for everything; aÏletriÂj and a common low woman
(comp. Plutarch, non posse suav. viv. c. 21, kaiÃ paxuskelhÃj aÏletriÃj proÃj
muÂlhn kinoumeÂnh) are almost one and the same. On the other hand, the Targ.
(coeat cum alio), LXX (euphemistically aÏreÂsai eÎteÂrwÄ, not, as the Syr. Hexapl.
shows, aÏleÂsai), and Jer. (scortum sit alterius), and in like manner Saad.,
Gecat., understand �XÁ�itI directly of carnal surrender; and, in fact, according to
the traditional opinion, b. Sota 10a: HRYB� �W�L JLJ HNYX� �YJ, i.e., “�X�
everywhere in Scripture is intended of (carnal) trespass.” With reference to
Jud. 16:21 and Lam. 5:13 (where ��X�i, like Arab. tåahåuÑn, signifies the upper
mill-stone, or in gen. the mill), this is certainly incorrect; the parallel, as well
as Deu. 28:30, favours this rendering of the word in the obscene sense of
muÂllein, molere, in this passage, which also is seen under the Arab. synon. of
grinding, Arab. dahaka (trudere); according to which it would have to be
interpreted: let her grind to another, i.e., serve him as it were as a nether mill-
stone. The verb �XÁ�F, used elsewhere (in Talmud.) of the man, would here be
transferred to the woman, like as it is used of the mill itself as that which
grinds. This rendering is therefore not refuted by its being �XÁ�itI and not
�X�«FtI. Moreover, the word thus understood is not unworthy of the poet, since
he designedly makes Job seize the strongest expressions. Among moderns,



�X�T is thus tropically explained by Ew., Umbr., Hahn, and a few others, but
most expositors prefer the proper sense, in connection with which molat
certainly, especially with respect to v. 9b, is also equivalent to fiat pellex. It is
hard to decide; nevertheless the preponderance of reasons seems to us to be on
the side of the traditional tropical rendering, by the side of which v. 10b is not
attached in progressive, but in synonymous parallelism: et super ea incurvent
se alii, �RÁkF of the man, as in the phrase Arab. krÿt ÿl-mraÑt ÿlaÑ ÿl-rjl (curvat se
mulier ad virum) of the acquiescence of the woman; �YRIX�Já is a poetical
Aramaism, Ew. § 177, a. The sin of adultery, in case he had committed it,
ought to be punished by another taking possession of his own wife, for that
(JwH a neutral masc., Keri JYHI in accordance with the fem. of the following
predicate, comp. Lev. 18:17) is an infamous act, and that (JYHI referring back
to HmFZI, Keri JwH in accordance with the masc. of the following predicate) is a
crime for the judges. On this wavering between JWH and JYH vid., Gesenius,
Handwörterbuch, 1863, s. v. JwH, S. 225. HmFZI is the usual Thora-word for the
shameless subtle encroachments of sensual desires (vid., Saalschütz,
Mosaisches Recht, S. 791 f.), and �YLIYLIpi ���F (not ���á), according to the
usual view equivalent to crimen et crimen quidem judicum (however, on the
form of connection intentionally avoided here, where the genitival relation
might easily give an erroneous sense, vid., Ges. § 116, rem.), signifies a crime
which falls within the province of the penal code, for which in v. 28 it is less
harshly YLIYLIpi �WO�F: a judicial, i.e., criminal offence. �YLIYLIpi is, moreover, not
the plur. of YLIYLIpi (Kimchi), but of LYLIpF, an arbitrator (root LP, findere,
dirimere).

The confirmatory clause, v. 12, is co-ordinate with the preceding: for it (this
criminal, adulterous enterprise) is a fire, a fire consuming him who allows the
sparks of sinful desire to rise up within him (Pro. 6:27 f.; Sir. 9: 8), which
devours even to the bottom of the abyss, not resting before it has dragged him
whom it has seized down with it into the deepest depth of ruin, and as it were
melted him away, and which ought to root out all my produce (all the fruit of
my labour). f271

The function of Bi is questionable. Ew. (§ 217, f) explains it as local: in my
whole revenue, i.e., throughout my whole domain. But it can also be Beth
objecti, whether it be that the obj. is conceived as the means of the action (vid.,
on Job. 16: 4, 5, 10, 20:20), or that, “corresponding to the Greek genitive, it
does not express an entire full coincidence, but an action about and upon the
object” (Ew. § 217, S. 557). We take it as Beth obj. in the latter sense, after the
analogy of the so-called pleonastic Arab. b (e.g., qaraa bi-suwari, he has



practised the act of reading upon the Suras of the Koran); and which ought to
undertake the act of outrooting upon my whole produce. f272

13 If I despised the cause of my servant and my maid,
When they contended with me:

14 What should I do, if God should rise up,
And if He should make search, what should I answer Him?

15 Hath not He who formed me in the womb formed him also,
And hath not One fashioned us in the belly?

Job. 31:13-15. It might happen, as v. 13 assumes, that his servant or his
maid (HMFJF, Arab. amatun, denotes a maid who is not necessarily a slave,
‘abde, as Job. 19:15, whereas HXFPi�I does not occur in the book) contended
with him, and in fact so that they on their part began the dispute (for, as the
Talmud correctly points out, it is not �mF�I YBIYRIbI, but YDImF�I �BFYRIbI), but he
did not then treat them as a despot; they were not accounted as res but
personae by him, he allowed them to maintain their personal right in
opposition to him. Christopher Scultetus observes here:

 Gentiles quidem non concedebant jus servo contra dominum, cui etiam
vitae necisque potestas in ipsum erat; sed Iob amore justitiae libere se
demisit, ut vel per alios judices aut arbitros litem talem curaret decidi
vel sibi ipsi sit moderatus, ut juste pronuntiaret.

If he were one who despised (SJÁMiJE not YtISiJÁMF) his servants’ cause: what
should he do if God arose and entered into judgment; and if He should appoint
an examination (thus Hahn correctly, for the conclusion shows that DQP is
here a synon. of �XB Psa. 17: 3, and RQX Psa. 44:22, Arab. fqd, V, VIII,
accurate inspicere), what should he answer?

Ver. 15. The same manner of birth, by the same divine creative power and the
same human agency, makes both master and servant substantially brethren
with equal claims: Has not He who brought me forth in my mother’s womb
(also) brought forth him (this my servant or my maid), and has not One
fashioned us in our mother’s belly? DXFJE, unus, viz., God, is the subj., as
Mal. 2:10, DXFJE (BJF) LJ� (for the thought comp. Eph. 6: 9), as it is also
translated by the Targ., Jer., Saad., and Gecat.; whereas the LXX (eÏn thÌÄ auÏthÌÄ
koiliÂaÄ), Syr., Symm. (as it appears from his translation eÏn oÎmoiÂwÄ troÂpwÄ),
construe DXJ as the adj. to �XEREbF, which is also the idea of the accentuation
(Rebia mugrasch, Mercha, Silluk). On the other hand, it has been observed
(also Norzi) that it ought to be DXFJEHF according to this meaning; but it was not
absolutely necessary, vid., Ges. § 111, 2, b. DXJ also would not be unsuitable



in this combination; it would, as e.g., in DXJ �WLX, not affirm identity of
number, but of character. But DXJ is far more significant, and as the final
word of the strophe more expressive, when referred to God. The form wnNEwKYiWA
is to be judged of just like wNG�wMtiWA, Isa. 54: 6; either they are forms of an
exceptionally transitive (as Bw�, Psa. 85: 5, and in TWB� BW�) use of the Kal
of these verbs (vid., e.g., Parchon and Kimchi), or they are syncopated forms
of the Pilel for wnNENiKOYiWA, wNG�GiMOtiWA, syncopated on account of the same letters
coming together, especially in WNNNKYW (Ew. § 81, a, and most others); but this
coincidence is sought elsewhere (e.g., Psa. 50:23, Pro. 1:28), and not avoided
in this manner (e.g., Psa. 119:73). Beside this syncope wnnEwKYiWA might also be
expected, while according to express testimony the first Nun is raphatum: we
therefore prefer to derive these forms from Kal, without regarding them, with
Olsh., as errors in writing. The suff. is rightly taken by LXX, Targ., Abulwalid,
and almost all expositors, f723 not as singular (ennu = eÑhu), but as plural (ennu =
eÑnu); The Babylonian school pointed wNN�wKYiWA, like WNMM where it signifies a
nobis, wNm�MI (Psalter ii. 459, and further information in Pinsker’s works, Zur
Geschichte des Karaismus, and Ueber das sogen. assyrische
Punktationssystem). Therefore: One, i.e., one and the same God, has fashioned
us in the womb without our co-operation, in an equally animal way, which
smites down all pride, in like absolute conditionedness.

16 If I held back the poor from what they desired,
And caused the eyes of the widow to languish,

17 And ate my morsel alone
Without letting the fatherless eat thereof: —

18 No indeed, from my youth he grew up to me as to a father,
And from my mother’s womb I guided her —

Job. 31:16-18. The whole strophe is the hypothetical antecedent of the
imprecative conclusion, v. 22 f., which closes the following strophe. Since
wnmEMI RBFdF �NAMF, cohibere aliquid ab aliquo (Job. 22: 7), is said as much in
accordance with the usage of the language as RBFdFMI ��NFMi, cohibere aliquem
ab aliquo (Num. 24:11, Ecc. 2:10), in the sense of denegare alicui aliquid,
there is no reason for taking �YlIdA �PEX�M� together as a genitival clause (a voto
tenuium), as the accentuation requires it. On �PEX�, vid., on Job. 21:21; it
signifies solicitude (what is ardently desired) and business, here the former:
what is ever the interest and want of the poor (the reduced or those without
means). From such like things he does not keep the poor back, i.e., does not
refuse them; and the eyes of the widow he did not cause or allow to languish
(HlFkI, to bring to an end, i.e., cause to languish, of the eyes, as Lev. 26:16,



1Sa. 2:33); he let not their longing for assistance be consumed of itself, let not
the fountain of their tears become dry without effect. If he had done the
opposite, if he had eaten his bread (TPA = �XELE TPA) alone, and not allowed the
orphan to eat of it with him — but no, he had not acted thus; on the contrary
(YkI as Psa. 130: 4 and frequently), he (the parentless one) grew up to him
(YNILÁD�gi = YLI LD�gF, Ges. § 121, 4, according to Ew. § 315, b, “by the
interweaving of the dialects of the people into the ancient form of the declining
language;” perhaps it is more correct to say it is by virtue of a poetic, forced,
and rare brevity of expression) as to a father (= BJFLi �Mki), and from his
mother’s womb he guided her, the helpless and defenceless widow, like a
faithful child leading its sick or aged mother. The hyperbolical expression YmIJI
��EbEMI dates this sympathizing and active charity back to the very beginning of
Job’s life. He means to say that it is in-born to him, and he has exercised it
ever since he was first able to do so. The brevity of the form YNILÁD�gi, brief to
incorrectness, might be removed by the pointing YNILÁdigI (Olsh.): from my youth
up he (the fatherless one) honoured me as a father; and YNILÁdigI (instead of
YNIDAbIkI would be explained by the consideration, that a veneration is meant that
attributed a dignity which exceed his age to the R�N who was not yet old
enough to be a father. But Ld�gI signifies “to cause to grow” in such a
connection elsewhere (parall. �M��R, to raise), wherefore LXX translates
eÏceÂtrefon (YtILidAgI); and YNILÁD�gi has similar examples of the construction of
intransitives with the acc. instead of the dat. (especially Zec. 7: 5) in its
favour: they became me great, i.e., became great in respect of me. Other ways
of getting over the difficulty are hardly worth mentioning: the Syriac version
reads BJ�ki (pain) and T�XNFJá; Raschi makes v. 18a, the idea of benevolence,
the subj., and v. 18b (as HdFMI, attribute) the obj. The suff. of HnFXENiJÁ Schlottm.
refers to the female orphan; but Job refers again to the orphan in the following
strophe, and the reference to the widow, more natural here on account of the
gender, has nothing against it. The choice of the verb (comp. Job. 38:32) also
corresponds to such a reference, since the Hiph. has an intensified Kal -
signification here. f274

From earliest youth, so far back as he can remember, he was wont to behave
like a father to the orphan, and like a child to the widow.

19 If I saw one perishing without clothing,
And that the needy had no covering;

20 If his loins blessed me not,
And he did not warm himself from the hide of my lambs;



21 If I have lifted up my hand over the orphan,
Because I saw my help in the gate:

22 Let my shoulder fall out of its shoulder-blade,
And mine arm be broken from its bone;

23 For terror would come upon me, the destruction of God,
And before His majesty I should not be able to stand.

Job. 31:19-23. On DB��J comp. on Job. 4:11, 29:13; he who is come down
from his right place and is perishing (root DB, to separate, still perfectly visible
through the Arab. baÑda, baÿida, to perish), or also he who is already perished,
periens and perditus. The clause, v. 19b, forms the second obj. to HJERiJE �JI,
which otherwise signifies si video, but here, in accordance with the connection,
signifies si videbam. The blessing of the thankful (Job. 29:13) is transferred
from the person to the limbs in v. 20a, which need and are benefited by the
warmth imparted. JLO��JI here is not an expression of an affirmative
asseveration, but a negative turn to the continuation of the hypothetical
antecedents. The shaking, �YNIHF, of the hand, v. 21a, is intended, like
Isa. 11:15, 19:16 (comp. the Pilel, ch. 10:32), Zec. 2:13, as a preparation for a
crushing stroke. Job refrained himself from such designs upon the defenceless
orphan, even when he saw his help in the gate, i.e., before the tribunal
(Job. 29: 7), i.e., even when he had a certain prospect or powerful assistance
there. If he has acted otherwise, his �T�kF, i.e., his upper arm together with the
shoulder, must fall out from its �KE�i, i.e., the back which bears it together with
the shoulder-blades, and his JAROZiJE, upper and lower arm, which is considered
here according to its outward flesh, must be broken out of its HNEQF, tube, i.e.,
the reed-like hollow bone which gives support to it, i.e., be broken asunder
from its basis (Syr. a radice sua), this sinning arm, which did not
compassionate the naked, and mercilessly threatened the defenceless and
helpless. The T raphatum which follows in both cases, and the express
testimony of the Masora, show that HMFKiªIMI and HNFqFMI have no Mappik. The
He quiescens, however, is in both instances softened from the He mappic. of
the suff., Ew. § 21,f. DXÁPA in v. 23 is taken by most expositors as predicate: for
terror is (was) to me evil as God, the righteous judge, decrees it. But YLÁJ� is not
favourable to this. It establishes the particular thing which he imprecates upon
himself, and that consequently which, according to his own conviction and
perception, ought justly to overtake him out of the general mass, viz., that
terror ought to come upon him, a divine decreed weight of affliction. LJ� DYJ�
is a permutative of DXP = �YHILOJå DXP, and YLJ with Dech−Ñ equivalent to
YLÁJ� (JBOYF) HYEHiYI, comp. Jer. 2:19 (where it is to be interpreted: and that thou



lettest no fear before me come over thee). Thus also v. 23b is suitably
connected with the preceding: and I should not overcome His majesty, i.e., I
should succumb to it. The �MI corresponds to the prae in praevalerem; TJ�Vi
(LXX falsely, lhÌmma, judgment, decision = JVM, Jer. pondus) is not intended
otherwise than Job. 13:11 (parall. DXP as here).

24 If I made gold my confidence,
And said to the fine gold: O my trust;

25 If I rejoiced that my wealth was great,
And that my hand had gained much; —

26 If I saw the sunlight when it shone,
And the moon walking in splendour,

27 And my heart was secretly enticed,
And I threw them a kiss by my hand:

28 This also would be a punishable crime,
For I should have played the hypocrite to God above.

Job. 31:24-28. Not only from covetous extortion of another’s goods was he
conscious of being clear, but also from an excessive delight in earthly
possessions. He has not made gold his LSEkE, confidence (vid., on ¦TiLFSikI,
Job. 4: 6); he has not said to �TEkE, fine gold (pure, Job. 28:19, of Ophir,
Job. 28:16), YXI�ABiMI (with Dag. forte implicitum as Job. 8:14, 18:14): object
(ground) of my trust! He has not rejoiced that his wealth is great (BRÁ, adj.),
and that his hand has attained RYbIkA, something great (neutral masc. Ew. §
172, b). His joy was the fear of God, which ennobles man, not earthly things,
which are not worthy to be accounted as man’s highest good. He indeed
avoided pleoneciÂa as eiÏlwlolatreiÂa (Col. 3: 5), how much more the
heathenish deification of the stars! R�J is here, as Job. 37:21 and faÂoj in
Homer, the sun as the great light of the earth. XÁR�YF is the moon as a wanderer
(from XR = XRJ), i.e., night-wanderer (noctivaga), as the Arab. taÑrik in a like
sense is the name of the morning-star. The two words �L�HO RQFYF describe with
exceeding beauty the solemn majestic wandering of the moon; RQY is acc. of
closer definition, like �YMT, Psa. 15: 2, and this “brilliantly rolling on” is the
acc. of the predicate to HJERiJE, corresponding to the LH�YF YkI, “that (or how) it
shoots forth rays” (Hiph. of LLÁHF, distinct from LH�YA Isa. 13:20), or even: that it
shot forth rays (fut. in signif. of an imperf. as Gen. 48:17).

Ver. 27 proceeds with futt. consec. in order to express the effect which this
imposing spectacle of the luminaries of the day and of the night might have



produced on him, but has not. The Kal tiPiyIWA is to be understood as in
Deu. 11:16 (comp. ib. iv. 19, XdANI): it was enticed, gave way to the seducing
influence. Kissing is called Q�ANF as being a joining of lip to lip. Accordingly
the kiss by hand can be described by HPELi DYF HQF�iNF; the kiss which the mouth
gives the hand is to a certain extent also a kiss which the hand gives the mouth,
since the hand joins itself to the mouth. Thus to kiss the hand in the direction
of the object of veneration, or also to turn to it the kissed hand and at the same
time the kiss which fastens on it (as compensation for the direct kiss,
1Ki. 19:18, Hos. 13: 2), is the proper gesture of the proskuÂnhsij and adoratio
mentioned; comp. Pliny, h. n. xxviii. 2, 5; Inter adorandum dexteram ad
osculum referimus et totum corpus circumagimus. Tacitus, Hist. iii. 24, says
that in Syria they value the rising sun; and that this was done by kissing the
hand (thÃn xeiÌra kuÂsantej) in Western Asia as in Greece, is to be inferred from
Lucians PeriÃ oÏrxhÂsewj, c. xvii. f275

In the passage before us Ew. finds an indication of the spread of the Zoroaster
doctrine in the beginning of the seventh century B.C., at which period he is of
opinion the book of Job was composed, but without any ground. The ancient
Persian worship has no knowledge of the act of adoration by throwing a kiss;
and the Avesta recognises in the sun and moon exalted genii, but created by
Ahuramazda, and consequently not such as are to be worshipped as gods. On
the other hand, star-worship is everywhere the oldest and also comparatively
the purest form of heathenism. That the ancient Arabs, especially the
Himjarites, adored the sun, �M�, and the moon, �YV (�YS, whence YNAYSI, the
mountain dedicated to the moon), as divine, we know from the ancient
testimonies, f276 and many inscriptions f277 which confirm and supplement them;
and the general result of Chwolsohn’s f278 researches is unimpeachable, that the
so-called Sabians (Arab. såaÑb−Ñwn with or without Hamza of the JeÑ), of whom a
section bore the name of worshippers of the sun, shems−Ñje, were the remnant of
the ancient heathenism of Western Asia, which lasted into the middle ages.
This heathenism, which consisted, according to its basis, in the worship of the
stars, was also spread over Syria, and its name, usually combined with �YIMÁªFHA
JBFCi (Deu. 4:19), perhaps is not wholly devoid of connection with the name of
a district of Syria, HB�FC �RÁJá; certainly our poet found it already there, where
he heard the tradition about Job, and in his hero presents to us a true adherent
of the patriarchal religion, who had kept himself free from the influence of the
worship of the stars, which was even in his time forcing its way among the
tribes.

It is questionable whether v. 28 is to be regarded as a conclusion, with Umbr.
and others, or as a parenthesis, with Ew., Hahn, Schlottm., and others. We take
it as a conclusion, against which there is no objection according to the syntax,



although strictly it is only a confirmation (vid., vv. 11, 23) of an implied
imprecatory conclusion: therefore it is (would be) also a judicial misdeed, i.e.,
one to be severely punished, for I should have played the hypocrite to God
above (LJAmAMI LJ�LF, recalling the universal Arabic expression allah taÿaÑla, God,
the Exalted One) by making gold and silver, the sun and moon my idols. By
YLIYLIpi both the sins belonging to the judgment-seat of God, as in eÏÂnoxoj twÌÄ
sunedriÂwÄ, Mat. 5:22, are not referred to a human tribunal, but only described
kat� aÏÂnqrwpon as punishable transgressions of the highest grade. Li �X�kI
signifies to play the hypocrite to any one, whereas to disown any one is
expressed by bI �XK. His worship of God would have been hypocrisy, if he
had disowned in secret the God whom he acknowledged openly and outwardly.

Now follow strophes to which the conclusion is wanting. The single
imprecatory conclusion which yet follows (v. 40), is not so worded that it
might avail for all the preceding hypothetical antecedents. There are therefore
in these strophes no conclusions that correspond to the other clauses. The
inward emotion of the confessor, which constantly increases in fervour the
more he feels himself superior to his accusers in the exemplariness of his life
hitherto, struggles against this rounding off of the periods. A “yea then — !” is
easily supplied in thought to these strophes which per aposiopesin are devoid
of conclusions.

29 If I rejoiced over the destruction of him who hated me,
And became excited when evil came upon him —

30 Yet I did not allow my palate to sin
By calling down a curse upon his life.

Job. 31:29, 30. The aposiopesis is here manifest, for v. 29 is evidently equal
to a solemn denial, to which v. 30 is then attached as a simple negative. He did
not rejoice at the destruction (DYP, Arab. feÑd, f279 as Job. 12: 5, 30:24) of his
enemy who was full of hatred towards him (YJINiVAMi, elsewhere also YJINiV), and
was not excited with delight (RR��OTiHI, to excite one’s self, a description of
emotion, whether it be pleasure, or as Job. 17: 8, displeasure, as a not merely
passive but moral incident) if calamity came upon him, and he did not allow
his palate (¥X� as the instrument of speech, like Job. 6:30) to sin by asking God
that he might die as a curse. Love towards an enemy is enjoined by the Thora,
Exo. 23: 4, but it is more or less with a national limitation, Lev. 19:18, because
the Thora is the law of a people shut out from the rest of the world, and in a
state of war against it (according to which Mat. 5:43 is to be understood); the
books of the Chokma, however (comp. Pro. 24:17, 25:21), remove every limit
from the love of enemies, and recognise no difference, but enjoin love towards
man as man. With v. 30 this strophe closes. Among modern expositors, only



Arnh. takes in v. 31 as belonging to it: “Would not the people of my tent then
have said: Would that we had of his flesh?! we have not had enough of it,” i.e.,
we would eat him up both skin and hair. Of course it does not mean after the
manner of cannibals, but figuratively, as Job. 19:22; but in a figurative sense
“to eat any one’s flesh” in Semitic is equivalent to lacerare, vellicare,
obtrectare (vid., on Job. 19:22, and comp. also Sur. xlix. 12 of the Koran, and
Schultens’ Erpenius, pp. 592 f.), which is not suitable here, as in general this
drawing of v. 31 to v. 29 f. is in every respect, and especially that of the
syntax, inadmissible. It is the duty of beneficence, which Job acknowledges
having practised, in v. 31 f.

31 If the people of my tent were not obliged to say:
Where would there be one who has not been satisfied with his flesh?! —

32 The stranger did not lodge out of doors,
I opened my door towards the street.

Job. 31:31, 32. Instead of wRMiJF, it might also be wRMiJYO (dicebant); the
perf., however, better denotes not merely what happens in a general way, but
what must come to pass. The “people of the tent” are all who belong to it, like
the Arab. ahl (tent, metonym. dwellers in the tent), here pre-eminently the
servants, but without the expression in itself excluding wife, children, and
relations. The optative �T�YI�YMI, so often spoken of already, is here, as in v. 35,
Job. 14: 4, 29: 2, followed by the acc. objecti, for �bFViNI is part. with the long
accented aÝ (quis exhibebit or exhibeat non saturatum), and �RVFbIMI is not
meant of the flesh of the person (as even the LXX in bad taste renders: that his
maids would have willingly eaten him, their kind master, up from love to him),
but of the flesh of the cattle of the host. Our translation follows the
accentuation, which, however, perhaps proceeds from an interpretation like
that of Arnheim given above. His constant and ready hospitality is connected
with the mention of his abundant care and provision for his own household. It
is unnecessary to take XRÁJO, with the ancient versions, for XÁR�JO, or so to read
it; XRÁJOLF signifies towards the street, where travellers are to be expected,
comp. Pirke aboth i. 5: “May thy house be open into the broad place (HXFWFRiLF),
and may the poor be thy guests.” The Arabs pride themselves on the exercise
of hospitality. “To open a guest-chamber” is the same as to establish one’s
own household in Arabic. Stories of judgments by which the want of
hospitality has been visited, form an important element of the popular
traditions of the Arabs. f280

33 If I have hidden my wickedness like Adam,
Concealing my guilt in my bosom,



34 Because I feared the great multitude
And the contempt of families affrighted me,

So that I acted secretly, went not out of the door. —

Job. 31:33, 34. Most expositors translate �DFJFki: after the manner of men;
but appropriate as this meaning of the expression is in Psa. 82: 7, in
accordance with the antithesis and the parallelism (which see), it would be as
tame here, and altogether expressionless in the parallel passage Hos. 6: 7 f281 —
the passage which comes mainly under consideration here — since the force of
the prophetic utterance: “they have �DJK transgressed the covenant,” consists
in this, “that Israel is accused of a transgression which is only to be compared
to that of the first man created: here, as there, a like transgression of the
expressed will of God” (von Hofmann, Schriftbeweis, i. 412 f.); as also,
according to Rom. 5:14, Israel’s transgression is that fact in the historical
development of redemption which stands by the side of Adam’s transgression.
And the mention of Adam in Hosea cannot surprise one, since he also shows
himself in other respects to be familiar with the contents of Genesis, and to
refer back to it (vid., Genesis, S. 11-13). Still much less surprising is such a
reference to primeval history in a book that belongs to the literature of the
Chokma (vid., Introduction, § 2). The descent of the human race from a single
pair, and the fall of those first created, are, moreover, elements in all the
ancient traditions; and it is questionable whether the designation of men by
beni Adama (children of Adam), among the Moslems, first sprang from the
contact of Judaism and Christianity, or whether it was not rather an old Arabic
expression. Therefore we translate with Targ., Schult., Boullier, Rosenm.,
Hitz., Kurtz, and von Hofm.: if I have hidden (disowned) like Adam my
transgression. The point of comparison is only the sinner’s dread of the light,
which became prominent as the prototype for every succeeding age in Adam’s
hiding himself. The ��M�iLI which follows is meant not so much as indicating
the aim, as gerundive (abscondendo); on this use of the inf. constr. with Li,
vid., Ew. § 280, d. BXO, bosom, is aÎp. gegr.; Ges. connects it with the Arab.
habba, to love; it is, however, to be derived from the BX, occulere, whence
chab−Ñbe, that which is deep within, a deep valley (comp. JBFXF, chabaa, with
their derivatives); in Aramaic it is the common word for the Hebr. QYX�.

Ver. 34a. With YkI follows the motive which Job might have had for hiding
himself with his sin: he has been neither an open sinner, nor from fear of men
and a feeling of honour a secret sinner. He cherished within him no secret
accursed thing, and had no need for playing the hypocrite, because he dreaded
(�RÁ�F only here with the acc. of the obj. feared) the great multitude of the
people (HbFRÁ not adv. but adj.; ��MHF with Mercha-Zinnorith, consequently



fem., as �JA sometimes, Ew. § 174, b), and consequently the moral judgment of
the people; and because he feared the stigma of the families, and therefore the
loss of honour in the higher circles of society, so that as a consequence he
should have kept himself quiet and retired, without going out of the door. One
might think of that abhorrence of voluptuousness, with which, in the
consciousness of its condemnatory nature, a man shuts himself up in deep
darkness; but according to v. 33 it is in general deeds that are intended, which
Job would have ground for studiously concealing, because if they had become
known he would have appeared a person to be scouted and despised: he could
frankly and freely meet any person’s gaze, and had no occasion to fear the
judgment of men, because he feared sin. He did nothing which he should have
caused for carefully keeping from the light of publicity. And yet his affliction
is to be accounted as the punishment of hidden sin! as proof that he has
committed punishable sin, which, however, he will not confess!

35 O that I had one who would hear me!
Behold my signature — the Almighty will answer me —

And the writing which my opponent hath written!

36 Truly I will carry it upon my shoulder,
I will wind it about me as a crown.

37 The number of my steps I will recount to Him,
As a prince will I draw near to Him.

Job. 31:35-37. The wish that he might find a ready willing hearer is put
forth in a general way, but, as is clear in itself, and as it becomes manifest from
what follows, refers to Him who, because it treats of a contradiction between
the outward appearance and the true but veiled fact, as searcher of the heart, is
the only competent judge. It may not be translated: et libellum (the indictment,
or even: the reply to Job’s self-defence) scribat meus adversarius (Dachselt,
Rosenm., Welte) — the accentuation seems to proceed from this rendering, but
it ought to be RPES� BTAKFWi; if BTAkF governed by YNIN��áYA were intended to be
equivalent to BtOKiYI, and referred to God, the longing would be, as it runs, an
unworthy and foolish one — nor: (O that I had one who would hear me...) and
had the indictment, which my adversary has written (Ew., Hirz., Schlottm.) —
for RPSW is too much separated from �T�YI YMI by what intervenes — in addition
to which comes the consideration that the wish, as it is expressed, cannot be
referred to God, but only to the human opponent, whose accusations Job has
no occasion to wish to hear, since he has already heard amply sufficient even
in detail. Therefore �HE (instead of �H� with a conjunctive accent, as otherwise
with Makkeph) will point not merely to YWITf, but also to liber quem scripsit
adversarius meus as now lying before them, and the parenthetical YNIN��áYA YdA�A



will express a desire for the divine decision in the cause now formally prepared
for trial, ripe for discussion. By YWITf, my sign, i.e., my signature (comp.
Eze. 9: 4, and Arab. tiwa, a branded sign in the form of a cross), Job intends
the last word to his defence which he has just spoken, Job 31; it is related to all
his former confessions as a confirmatory mark set below them; it is his
ultimatum, as it were, the letter and seal to all that he has hitherto said about
his innocence in opposition to the friends and God. Moreover, he also has the
indictment of the triumvirate which has come forward as his opponent in his
hands. Their so frequently repeated verbal accusations are fixed as if written;
both — their accusation and his defence — lie before him, as it were, in the
documentary form of legal writings. Thus, then, he wishes an observant
impartial hearer for this his defence; or more exactly: he wishes that the
Almighty may answer, i.e., decide. Hahn interprets just as much according to
the syntax, but understanding by YWT the witness which Job carries in his
breast, and by `WGW RPS the testimony to his innocence written by God in his
own consciousness; which is inadmissible, because, as we have often remarked
already, YBYR �YJ (comp. Job. 16:21) cannot be God himself.

In v. 36 Job now says how he will appear before Him with this indictment of
his opponent, if God will only condescend to speak the decisive word. He will
wear it upon his shoulder as a mark of his dignity (comp. Isa. 22:22, 9: 5), and
wind it about him as a magnificent crown of diadems intertwined and heaped
up one above another (Rev. 19:12, comp. Köhler on Zec. 6:11) — confident of
his victory at the outset; for he will give Him, the heart-searcher, an account of
all his steps, and in the exalted consciousness of his innocence, he will
approach Him as a prince (BR�Q� intensive of Kal). How totally different from
Adam, who was obliged to be drawn out of his hiding-place, and tremblingly,
because conscious of guilt, underwent the examination of the omniscient God!
Job is not conscious of cowardly and slyly hidden sins; no secret accursed
thing is cherished in the inmost recesses of his heart and home.

38 If my field cry out against me,
And all together its furrows weep;

39 If I have devoured its strength without payment,
And caused the soul of its possessor to expire:

40 May thistles spring up instead of wheat,
And darnel instead of barley.

Job. 31:38-40. The field which he tills has no reason to cry out on account
of violent treatment, nor its furrows to weep over wrong done to them by their
lord. f282 HMFDFJá, according to its radical signification, is the covering of earth
which fits close upon the body of the earth as its skin, and is drawn flat over it,



and therefore especially the arable land; �LEtE (Arab. telem, not however
directly referable to an Arab. root, but as also other words used in agriculture,
probably borrowed from the North Semitic, first of all the Aramaic or
Nabataic), according to the explanation of the Turkish Kamus, the “ditch-like
crack which the iron of the ploughman tears in the field,” not the ridge thrown
up between every two furrows (vid., on Psa. 65:11). He has not unlawfully
used (which would be the reason of the crying and weeping) the usufruct of the
field (XÁKO meton., as Gen. 4:12, of the produce, proportioned to its capability of
production) without having paid its value, by causing the life to expire from
the rightful owner, whether slowly or all at once (Jer. 15: 9). The wish in v. 40
is still stronger than in vv. 8, 12: there the loss and rooting out of the produce
of the field is desired, here the change of the nature of the land itself; the curse
shall and must come upon it, if its present possessor has been guilty of the sin
of unmerciful covetousness, which Eliphaz lays to his charge in Job. 22: 6-9.

According to the view of the Capuchin Bolducius (1637), this last strophe, vv.
38-40, stood originally after v. 8, according to Kennicott and Eichhorn after v.
25, according to Stuhlmann after v. 34. The modern expositors retain it in its
present position. Hirzel maintains the counter arguments: (1) that none of the
texts preserved to us favour the change of position; (2) that it lay in the plan of
the poet not to allow the speeches of Job to be rounded off, as would be the
case by vv. 35-37 being the concluding strophe, but to break off suddenly
without a rhetorical conclusion. If now we imagine the speeches of Elihu as
removed, God interrupts Job, and he must cease without having come to an
end with what he had to say. But these counter arguments are an insufficient
defence: for (1) there is a number of admitted misplacements in the Old
Testament which exceed the Masora (e.g., 1Sa. 13: 1, Jer. 27: 1), and also the
LXX (e.g., 1Sa. 17:12, �Y�NJB, LXX eÏn aÏndraÂsin, instead of �YN�B); (2)
Job’s speech would gain a rhetorical conclusion by vv. 38-40, if, as Hirzel in
contradiction of himself supposes, vv. 35-37 ought to be considered as a
parenthesis, and v. 40 as a grammatical conclusion to the hypothetical clauses
from v. 24 onwards. But if this strange view is abandoned, it must be supposed
that with v. 38 Job intends to begin the assertion of his innocence anew, and is
interrupted in this course of thought now begun, by Jehovah. But it is
improbable that one has to imagine this in the mind of such a careful poet.
Also the first word of Jehovah, “Who is this that darkeneth counsel with words
without knowledge?” Job. 38: 2, is much more appropriate to follow directly
on Job. 31:37 than Job. 31:40; for a new course of thought, which Jehovah’s
appearing interrupts, begins with v. 35; and the rash utterance, v. 37, is really a
“darkening of the divine decree.” For by declaring he will give an account to
God, his judge, concerning each of his steps, and approach Him like a prince,
Job does not merely express the injustice of the accusations raised by his



human opponents, but he casts a reflection of injustice upon the divine decree
itself, inasmuch as it appears to him to be a de facto accusation of God.

Nevertheless, whether Elihu’s speeches are not be put aside as not forming an
original portion of the book, or not, the impression that vv. 38-40 follow as
stragglers, and that vv. 35-37 would form a more appropriate close, and a more
appropriate connection for the remonstrance that follows, whether it be
Jehovah’s or Elihu’s, remains. For the assertion in vv. 38-40 cannot in itself be
considered to be a justifiable boldness; but in vv. 35-37 the whole condition of
Job’s inner nature is once more mirrored forth: his longing after God, by which
Satan’s prediction is destroyed; and his overstepping the bounds of humility,
on account of which his affliction, so far as it is of a tentative character, cannot
end before it is also become a refining fire to him. Therefore we cannot refrain
from the supposition that it is with vv. 38-40 just as with Isa. 38:21 f. The
LXX also found these two verses in this position; they belong, however, after
Isa. 38: 6, as is clear in itself, and as is evident from 2Ki. 20: 7 f. There they
are accidentally omitted, and are now added at the close of the narration as a
supplement. If the change of position, which is there an oversight, is
considered as too hazardous here, vv. 35-37 must be put in the special and
close relation to the preceding strophe indicated by us in the exposition, and
vv. 38-40 must be regarded as a final rounding off (not as the beginning of a
fresh course of thought); for instead of the previous aposiopeses, this
concluding strophe dies away, and with it the whole confession, in a
particularly vigorous, imprecative conclusion.

Let us once more take a review of the contents of the three sharply-defined
monologues. After Job, in Job 27-38, has closed the controversy with the
friends, in the first part to this trilogy, Job 29, he wishes himself back in the
months of the past, and describes the prosperity, the activity, for the good of
his fellow-men, and the respect in which he at that time rejoiced, when God
was with him. It is to be observed here, how, among all the good things of the
past which he longs to have back, Job gives the pre-eminence to the fellowship
and blessing of God as the highest good, the spring and fountain of every
other. Five times at the beginning of Job 29 in diversified expressions he
described the former days as a time when God was with him. Look still further
from the beginning of the monologue to its close, to the likewise very
expressive �XNY �YLBJ R�JK. The activity which won every heart to Job,
and toward which he now looks back so longingly, consisted of works of that
charity which weeps with them that weep, and rejoices not in injustice,
Job. 29:12-17. The righteousness of life with which Job was enamoured, and
which manifested itself in him, was therefore charity arising from faith (Liebe
aus Glauben). He knew and felt himself to be in fellowship with God; and
from the fulness of this state of being apprehended of God, he practised



charity. He, however, is blessed who knows himself to be in favour with God,
and in return loves his fellow-men, especially the poor and needy, with the
love with which he himself is loved of God. Therefore does Job wish himself
back in that past, for now God has withdrawn from him; and the prosperity, the
power, and the important position which were to him the means for the
exercise of his charity, are taken from him.

This contrast of the past and present is described in Job 30, which begins with
HT�W. Men who have become completely animalized, rough hordes driven
into the mountains, with whom he sympathized, but without being able to help
them as he had wished, on account of their degeneracy, — these mock at him
by their words and acts. Now scorn and persecution for the sake of God is the
greatest honour of which a man can be accounted worthy; but, apart from the
consideration that this idea could not yet attain its rightful expression in
connection with the present, temporal character of the Old Testament, it was
not further from any one than from him who in the midst of his sufferings for
God’s sake regards himself, as Job does now, as rejected of God. That scorn
and his painful and loathesome disease are to him a decree of divine wrath;
God has, according to his idea, changed to a tyrant; He will not hear his cry for
help. Accordingly, Job can say that his welfare as a cloud is passed away. He
is conscious of having had pity on those who needed help, and yet he himself
finds no pity now, when he implores pity like one who, seated upon a heap of
rubbish, involuntarily stretches forth his hand for deliverance. In this gloomy
picture of the present there is not even a single gleam of light; for the
mysterious darkness of his affliction has not been in the slightest degree
lighted up for Job by the treatment the friends have adopted. Also he is as little
able as the friends to think of suffering and sin as unconnected, for which very
reason his affliction appears to him as the effect of divine wrath; and the sting
of his affliction is, that he cannot consider this wrath just. From the demand
made by his faith, which here and there breaks through his conflict, that God
cannot allow him to die the death of a sinner without testifying to his
innocence, Job nowhere attains the conscious conclusion that the motive of his
affliction is love, and not wrath.

In the third part of the speech (Job 31), which begins with the words, “I had
made a covenant,” etc., without everywhere going into the detail of the visible
conjunction of the thought, Job asserts his earnest struggle after sanctification,
by delivering himself up to just divine punishment in case his conduct had
been the opposite. The poet allows us to gain a clear insight into that state of
his hero’s heart, and also of his house, which was well-pleasing to God. Not
merely outward adultery, even the adulterous look; not merely the unjust
acquisition of property and goods, but even the confidence of the heart in such
things; not merely the share in an open adoration of idols, but even the side-



glance of the heart after them, is accounted by him as condemnatory. He has
not merely guarded himself from using sinful curses against his enemies, but
he has also not rejoiced when misfortune overtook them. As to his servants,
even when he has had a dispute with any of them, he has not forgotten that
master and servant, without distinction of birth, are creatures of one God.
Towards orphans, from early youth onwards, he has practised such tender love
as if he were their father; towards widows, as if he were their son. With the
hungry he has shared his bread, with the naked his clothes; his subordinates
had no reason to complain of niggardly sustenance; his house always stood
open hospitably to the stranger; and, as the two final strophes affirm: he has
not hedged in any secret sin, anxious only not to appear as a sinner openly, and
has not drawn forth wailings and tears from the ground which he cultivated by
avarice and oppressive injustice. Who does not here recognise a righteousness
of life and endeavour, the final aim of which is purity of heart, and which, in
its relation to man, flows forth in that love which is the fulfilling of the law?
The righteousness of which Job (Job. 29:14) says, he has put it on like a
garment, and it has put him on, is essentially the same as that which the New
Testament Preacher on the mount enjoins. As the work of an Israelitish poet,
Job. 31 is a most important evidence in favour of the assertion, that a life well-
pleasing to God is not, even in the Old Testament, absolutely limited to the
Israelitish nation, and that it enjoins a love which includes man as man within
itself, and knows of no distinction.

If, now, Job can lay down the triumphant testimony of such a genuine
righteousness of life concerning himself, in opposition to men’s
misconstruction, the contrast of his past and present becomes for the first time
mysterious; but we are also standing upon the extreme boundary where the
knot that has been tied must be untied. The injustice done to Job in the
accusations which the friends bring against him must be laid bare by the
appearance of accusation on the part of God, which his affliction casts upon
him, being destroyed. With the highest confidence in a triumphant issue, even
before the trial of his cause, Job longs, in the concluding words, vv. 35-37, for
the judicial decision of God. As a prince he will go before the Judge, and bind
his indictment like a costly diadem upon his brow. For he is certain that he has
not merited his affliction, that neither human nor divine accusation can do
anything against him, and that he will remain conqueror — as over men, so
over God Himself.

Thus has the poet, in this threefold monologue of Job, prepared the way for the
catastrophe, the unravelment of the knot of the drama. But will God enter into
a controversy respecting His cause with Job? This is contrary to the honour of
God; and that Job desires it, is contrary to the lowliness which becomes him
towards God. On this very account God will not at once acknowledge Job as



His servant: Job will require first of all to be freed from the sinful presumption
concerning God with which he has handled the problem of his sufferings. But
he has proved himself to be a servant of God, in spite of the folly into which he
has fallen; the design of Satan to tear him away from God is completely
frustrated. Thus, therefore, after he has purified himself from his sin into
which, both in word and thought, he has allowed himself to be drawn by the
conflict of temptation, Job must be proved to be the servant of God in
opposition to the friends.

But before God Himself appears in order to bring about the unravelment, there
follow still four speeches, Job 32-37, of a speaker, for whose appearance the
former part of the drama has in no way prepared us. It is also remarkable that
they are marked off from the book of Job, as far as we have hitherto read, by
the formula B�yJI YR�BidI wmtÁ, are ended the words of Job. Carey is of the
opinion that these three words may possibly be Job’s own closing dixi.
According to Hahn, the poet means to imply by them that Job has now said all
that he intended to say, so that it would now have been the friends’ turn to
speak. These views involve a perplexity like that of those who think that
Psa. 72:20 must be regarded as a constituent part of the Psalm. As in that
position the words, “The prayers of David the son of Jesse are finished,” are as
a memorial-stone between the original collection and its later extensions, so
this BWYJ YRBD WMT, which is transferred by the LXX (kaiÃ eÏpauÂsato IÏwÃb
rÎhÂmasin) to the historical introduction of the Elihu section, seems to be an
important hint in reference to the origin of the book of Job in its present form.
Since Job has come to an end with his speeches, and is silent at the four
speeches of a new speaker, although they strongly enough provoke him to
reply; according to the idea of the poet, Elihu’s appearance is to be regarded as
belonging to the catastrophe itself. And since a hasty glance at the speeches of
Jehovah shows that they do not say anything concerning the motive and object
of Job’s affliction, these speeches of Elihu, in so far as they seem to be an
integral part of the whole, as they cast light upon this dark point, will therefore
prove in the midst of the action of the drama, what we know already from the
prologue, that Job’s affliction has not the wrath of God as its motive power,
nor the punishment of Job as ungodly for its object. If the four speeches really
furnish this, it is still not absolutely decisive in favour of their forming
originally a part of the book. For it would be even possible that a second poet
might have added a part, in harmony with its idea, to the work of the first.
What we expect, moreover, is the mark of the same high poetic genius which
we have hitherto regarded with amazement. But since we are now passing on
the the exposition of these speeches, it must be with the assumption that they
have a like origin with the whole, and that they also really belong to this whole
with which they are embodied, in the place where they now stand. We shall



only be able to form a conclusive judgment concerning the character of their
form, the solution of their problem, and the manner of their composition, after
the exposition is completed, by then taking a comprehensive and critical
review of the impressions produced, and our observations.

FOURTH PART. — THE UNRAVELMENT

The Speeches of Elihu which Prepare the Way for the
Unravelment. —  Job 32-37

HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION TO THE SECTION.  — CH. 32: 1-6A

Job. 32-42. A short introduction in historical prose, which introduces the
speaker and justifies his appearance, opens the section. It is not, like the
prologue and epilogue, accented as prose; but, like the introductions to the
speeches and the clause, Job. 31:40 extra, is taken up in the network of the
poetical mode of accentuation, because a change of the mode of accentuation
in the middle of the book, and especially in a piece of such small compass,
appeared awkward. The opposition of the three has exhausted itself, so that in
that respect Job seems to have come forth out the controversy as conqueror.

Vv. 1-3. So these three men ceased to answer Job, because he was
righteous in his own eyes. And the wrath of Elihu, the son of Barachel
the Buzite, of the family of Ram, was kindled: against Job was his
wrath kindled, because he justified himself at the expense of God. And
against his three friends was his wrath kindled, because they found no
answer, and condemned Job.

Job. 32: 1-3. The name of the speaker is JwHYLIJå (with Mahpach), son of
LJ�KiRÁbF (with Munach) the YZIwb (with Zarka). The name Elihu signifies “my
God is He,” and occurs also as an Israelitish name, although it is not
specifically Israelitish, like Elijah (my God is Jehovah). BaÑrachÿel (for which
the mode of writing LJ�KiRÁbÁ with Dag. implic. is also found) signifies “may
God bless!” (Olsh. § 277, S. 618); for proper names, as the Arabian
grammarians observe, can be formed both into the form of assertory clauses
(ichbaÑr), and also into the form of modal (inshaÑ); the name LJKRBF is in this
respect distinguished from the specifically Israelitish name HYFKiREbE (Jehovah
blesseth). The accompanying national name defines the scene; for on the one
side Zwb and �w�, according to Gen. 22:21, are the sons of Nahor, Abraham’s
brother, who removed with him (though not at the same time) from Ur Casdim
to Haran, therefore by family Aramaeans; on the other side, Zwb, Jer. 25:23,
appears as an Arab race, belonging to the HJFP� YC�wCQi (comp. Jer. 9:25,



49:32), i.e., to the Arabs proper, who cut the hair of their heads short all round
(peritroÂxala, Herodotus iii. 8), because wearing it long was accounted as
disgraceful (vid., Tebr−Ñzi in the HamaÑsa, p. 459, l. 10 ff.). Within the Buzite
race, Elihu sprang from the family of �RF. Since �R is the name of the family,
not the race, it cannot be equivalent to �RFJá (like �YmIRÁ, 2Ch. 22: 5, =
�YMRJ), and it is therefore useless to derive the Aramaic colouring of Elihu’s
speeches from design on the part of the poet. But by making him a Buzite, he
certainly appears to make him an Aramaean Arab, as Aristeas in Euseb. praep.
ix. 25 calls him EÏliouÌn toÃn BaraxihÃl toÃn ZwbiÂthn (from HBWC �RJ). It is
remarkable that Elihu’s origin is given so exactly, while the three are described
only according to their country, without any statement of father or family. It
would indeed be possible, as Lightfoot and Rosenm. suppose, for the poet to
conceal his own name in that of Elihu, or to make allusion to it; but an instance
of this later custom of Oriental poets is found nowhere else in Old Testament
literature.

The three friends are silenced, because all their attempts to move Job to a
penitent confession that his affliction is the punishment of his sins, have
rebounded against this fact, that he was righteous in his own eyes, i.e., that he
imagined himself righteous; and because they now (TBÁ�F of persons, in
distinction from LDX, has the secondary notion of involuntariness) know of
nothing more to say. Then Elihu’s indignation breaks forth in two directions.
First, concerning Job, that he justified himself �YHILOJåM�, i.e., not a Deo (so that
He would be obliged to account him righteous, as Job. 4:17), but prae Deo.
Elihu rightly does not find it censurable in Job, that as a more commonly self-
righteous man he in general does not consider himself a sinner, which the three
insinuate of him (Job. 15:14, 25: 4), but that, declaring himself to be righteous,
he brings upon God the appearance of injustice, or, as Jehovah also says
further on, Job. 40: 8, that he condemns God in order that he may be able to
maintain his own righteousness. Secondly, concerning the three, that they have
found no answer by which they might have been able to disarm Job in his
maintenance of his own righteousness at the expense of the divine justice, and
that in consequence of this they have condemned Job. Hahn translates: so that
they should have represented Job as guilty; but that they have not succeeded in
stamping the servant of God as a ��R, would wrongly excite Elihu’s
displeasure. And Ewald translates: and that they had nevertheless condemned
him (§ 345, a); but even this was not the real main defect of their opposition.
The fut. consec. describes the condemnation as the result of their inability to
hit upon the right answer; it was a miserable expedient to which they had
recourse. According to the Jewish view, B�yJI�TJE w�Y�IRiyAWA is one of the
eighteen �YRPWS YNWQT (correctiones scribarum), since it should be



�YHLJH�TJ W�Y�RYW. But it is not the friends who have been guilty of this
sin of JAY�IRiHA against God, but Job, Job. 40: 8, to whom Elihu opposes the
sentence �Y�RY�JL LJ, Job. 34:12. Our judgment of another such tiqquÑn,
Job. 7:20, was more favourable. That Elihu, notwithstanding the inward
conviction to the contrary by which he is followed during the course of the
controversial dialogue, now speaks for the first time, is explained by what
follows.

Vv. 4-6. And Elihu had waited for Job with words, for they were older
than he in days. And Elihu saw that there was no answer in the mouth
of the three men, then his wrath was kindled. And Elihu the son of
Barachel the Buzite began, and said.

Job. 32: 4-6. He had waited (perf. in the sense of the plusquamperf., Ew. §
135, a) for Job with words (�YRIBFDibI as elsewhere �YlIMIbI, �YlIMIbI), i.e., until
Job should have spoken his last word in the controversial dialogue. Thus he
considered it becoming on his part, for they (HmFH�, illi, whereas HlEJ� according
to the usage of the language is hi) were older (seniores) than he in days (�YMIYFLi
as v. 6, less harsh here, instead of the acc. of closer definition, Job. 15:10,
comp. Job. 11: 9). As it now became manifest that the friends made no reply to
Job’s last speeches for want of the right solution of problem, and therefore also
Job had nothing further to say, he believes that he may venture, without any
seeming want of courtesy, to give utterance to his long-restrained indignation;
and Elihu (with Mahpach) the son of Barach’el (Mercha) the Buzite (with
Rebia parvum) began and spoke (RMÁJyOWA not with Silluk, but Mercha
mahpach., and in fact with Mercha on the accented penult., as Job. 3: 2, and
further).

Elihu's First Speech. — Job. 32: 6 b-33

SCHEMA: 5. 6. 10. 6. 10. | 6. 8. 10. 13. 8. 6. 10. 10.

6b I am young in days, and ye are hoary,
Therefore I stood back and was afraid

To show you my knowledge.

7 I thought: Let age speak,
And the multitude of years teach wisdom.

Job. 32: 6-7. It becomes manifest even here that the Elihu section has in part
a peculiar usage of the language. LXÁZF in the signification of Arab. zhål, cogn.
with Arab. dhål, LXÁdi, to frighten back; f283 and JAd� for TJAdA (here and vv. 10,
17, Job. 36: 3, 37:16) occurs nowhere else in the Old Testament; �k��LJA



(comp. �K�LF, Job. 42: 3) is used only by Elihu within the book of Job. �YMIYF,
days = fulness of days, is equivalent to advanced age, old age with its rich
experience. BRO with its plural genitive is followed (as LK usually is) by the
predicate in the plur.; it is the attraction already described by RPSM,
Job. 15:10, 21:21, Ges. § 148, 1.

8 Still the spirit, it is in mortal man,
And the breath of the Almighty, that giveth them understanding.

9 Not the great in years are wise,
And the aged do not understand what is right.

10 Therefore I say: O hearken to me,
I will declare my knowledge, even I.

Job. 32: 8-10. The originally affirmative and then (like �LFwJ) adversative
�K�JF also does not occur elsewhere in the book of Job. In contradiction to
biblical psychology, Rosenm. and others take v. 8 as antithetical: Certainly
there is spirit in man, but.... The two halves of the verse are, on the contrary, a
synonymous (“the spirit, it is in man, viz., that is and acts”) or progressive
parallelism) thus according to the accents: “the spirit, even that which is in
man, and...”). It is the Spirit of God to which man owes his life as a living
being, according to Job. 33: 4; the spirit of man is the principle of life
creatively wrought, and indeed breathed into him, by the Spirit of God; so that
with regard to the author it can be just as much God’s XÁwR or HMF�FNi,
Job. 34:14, as in respect of the possessor: man’s XWR or HM�N. All man’s life,
his thinking as well as his bodily life, is effected by this inwrought principle of
life which he bears within him, and all true understanding, without being
confined to any special age of life, comes solely from this divinely originated
and divinely living spirit, so far as he acts according to his divine origin and
basis of life. �YbIRÁ are here (as the opposite of �YRY�C, Gen. 25:23) grandes
= grandaevi (LXX poluxroÂnioi). JLO governs both members of the verse, as
Job. 3:10, 28:17, 30:24 f. Understanding or ability to form a judgment is not
limited to old age, but only by our allowing the pneuÌma to rule in us in its
connection with the divine. Elihu begs a favourable hearing for that of which
he is conscious. JAd�, and the Hebr.-Aramaic HwFXI, which likewise belong to his
favourite words, recur here.

11 Behold, I waited upon your words,
Hearkened to your perceptions,
While ye searched out replies.



12 And I attended closely to you,
Yet behold: there was no one who refuted Job,

Who answered his sentences, from you.

13 Lest ye should say: “We found wisdom,
God is able to smite him, not man!”

14 Now he hath not arranged his words against me,
And with your sentences I will not reply to him.

Job. 32:11-14. He has waited for their words, viz., that they might give
utterance to such words as should tend to refute and silence Job. In what
follows, DJA still more emphatically than Li refers this aim to that to which
Elihu had paid great attention: I hearkened to your understandings, i.e.,
explanations of the matter, that, or whether, they came forth, (I hearkened) to
see if you searched or found out words, i.e., appropriate words. Such
abbreviated forms as �YZIJF = �YZIJáJÁ (comp. �YZIM� = �YZIYM� for �YZIJáMÁ, Pro. 17: 4,
Ges. § 68, rem. 1, if it does not signify nutriens, from �wZ) we shall frequently
meet with in this Elihu section. In v. 12, 12a evidently is related as an
antecedent to what follows: and I paid attention to you (�KEYD��F contrary to the
analogy of the cognate praep. instead of �KEYD��á, moreover for �KEYL�Já, with
the accompanying notion: intently, or, according to Aben-Duran: thoroughly,
without allowing a word to escape me), and behold, intently as I paid attention:
no one came forward to refute Job; there was no one from or among you who
answered (met successfully) his assertions. Every unbiassed reader will have
an impression of the remarkable expressions and constructions here, similar to
that which one has in passing from the book of the Kings to the characteristic
sections of the Chronicles. The three, Elihu goes on to say, shall not indeed
think that in Job a wisdom has opposed them — a false wisdom, indeed —
which only God and not any man can drive out of the field (�DANF, Arab. ndf,
discutere, dispellere, as the wind drives away chaff or dry leaves); while he
has not, however (JLOWi followed directly by a v. fin. forming a subordinate
clause, as Job. 42: 3, Psa. 44:18, and freq., Ew. § 341, a), arrayed (¥RÁ�F in a
military sense, Job. 33: 5; or forensic, 23: 4; or even as Job. 37:19, in the
general sense of proponere) words against him (Elihu), i.e., utterances before
which he would be compelled to confess himself affected and overcome. He
will not then also answer him with such opinions as those so frequently
repeated by them, i.e., he will take a totally different course from theirs in
order to refute him.

15 They are amazed, they answer no more,
Words have fled from them.



16 And I waited, for they spake not,
For they stand still, they answer no more.

17 Therefore I also will answer for my part,
I will declare my knowledge, even I.

Job. 32:15-17. In order to give a more rapid movement and an emotional
force to the speech, the figure asyndeton is introduced in v. 15, as perhaps in
Jer. 15: 7, Ew. § 349, a. Most expositors render wQYtI�iHE passively, according
to the sense: they have removed from them, i.e., are removed from them; but
why may QYT�H not signify, like Gen. 12: 8, 26:22, to move away, viz., the
tent = to wander on (Schlottm.)? The figure: words are moved away (as it were
according to an encampment broken up) from them, i.e., as we say: they have
left them, is quite in accordance with the figurative style of this section. It is
unnecessary to take YtILiXÁ�HWi, v. 16a, with Ew. (§ 342, c)2 and Hirz. as perf.
consec. and interrogative: and should I wait, because they speak no more?
Certainly the interrog. part. sometimes disappears after the Waw of
consequence, e.g., Eze. 18:13, 24 (and will he live?); but by what would
YTLXWHW be distinguished as perf. consec. here? Hahn’s interpretation: I have
waited, until they do not speak, for they stand..., also does not commend itself;
the poet would have expressed this by WRBDY JL D�, while the two YK,
especially with the poet’s predilection for repetition, appear to be co-ordinate.
Elihu means to say that he has waited a long time, surprised that the three did
not speak further, and that they stand still without speaking again. Therefore he
thinks the time is come for him also to answer Job. HNE�áJÁ cannot be fut. Kal,
since where the 1 fut. Kal and Hiph. cannot be distinguished by the vowel
within the word (as in the Ayin Awa and double Ayin verbs), the former has an
inalienable Segol; it is therefore 1 fut. Hiph., but not as in Ecc. 5:19 in the
signification to employ labour upon anything (LXX perispaÌn), but in an
intensive Kal signification (as QY�IZiHI for QJAZF, Job. 35: 9, comp. on
Job. 31:18): to answer, to give any one an answer when called upon. Ewald’s
supposedly proverbial: I also plough my field! (§ 192, c, Anm. 2) does
unnecessary violence to the usage of the language, which is unacquainted with
this HNF�åHE, to plough. It is perfectly consistent with Elihu’s diction, that YQILiXE
beside YNIJá as permutative signifies, “I, my part,” although it might also be an
acc. of closer definition (as pro parte mea, for my part), or even — which is,
however, less probable — acc. of the obj. (my part). Elihu speaks more in the
scholastic tone of controversy than the three.

18 For I am full of words,
The spirit of my inner nature constraineth me.



19 Behold, my interior is like wine which is not opened,
Like new bottles it is ready to burst.

20 I will speak, that I may gain air,
I will open my lips and reply.

21 No, indeed, I will accept no man’s person,
And I will flatter no man.

22 For I understand not how to flatter;
My Maker would easily snatch me away.

Job. 32:18-22. The young speaker continues still further his declaration,
promising so much. He has a rich store of �YlIMI, words, i.e., for replying.
YTIL�MF defective for YTIJL�MF, like YTICFYF for YTIJCFYF, Job. 1:21; whereas wLMF,
Eze. 28: 6, is not only written defectively, but is also conjugated after the
manner of a Lamed He verb, Ges. § § 23, 3, 74, rem. 4, 75, 21, c. The spirit of
his inner nature constrains him, since, on account of its intensity and the
fulness of this interior, it struggles to break through as through a space that is
too narrow for it. ��EbE, as Job. 15: 2, 35, not from the curved appearance of the
belly, but from the interior of the body with its organs, which serve the spirit
life as the strings of a harp; comp. Arab. batn, the middle or interior; baÑtin,
inwardly (opposite of zaÑhir, outwardly). His interior is like wine XÁT�pFYI JLO,
which, or (as an adverbial dependent clause) when it is not opened, i.e., is kept
closed, so that the accumulated gas has no vent, LXX dedemeÂnoj (bound up),
Jer. absque spiraculo; it will burst like new bottles. JAQ�bFYI is not a relative
clause referring distributively to each single one of these bottles (Hirz. and
others), and not an adverbial subordinate clause (Hahn: when it will explode),
but predicate to YNI�iBI: his interior is near bursting like new bottles (T�BJO
masc. like T�DJNO, Jos. 9:13), i.e., not such as are themselves new (aÏskoiÃ
kainoiÂ, Mat. 9:17, for these do not burst so easily), but like bottles of new
wine, which has to undergo the action of fermentation, LXX wÎÂsper fushthÃr
(Cod. Sinait.1 fushthÂj) xalkeÂwj, i.e., �Y�RX whence it is evident that a bottle
and also a pair of bellows were called B�J). Since he will now yield to his
irresistible impulse, in order that he may obtain air or free space, i.e.,
disburdening and ease (YLI XWARiYIWi), he intends to accept no man’s person, i.e.,
to show partiality to no one (vid., on Job. 13: 8), and he will flatter no one. HnFkI
signifies in all three dialects to call any one by an honourable name, to give a
surname, here with LJE, to speak fine words to any one, to flatter him. This
Elihu is determined he will not do; for HnEKAJá YtI�iDAYF JLO, I know not how to
flatter (French, je ne sais point flatter), for T�nKA or T�nKALi; comp. the similar
constructions, Job. 23: 3 (as Est. 8: 6), 10:16, 1Sa. 2: 3, Isa. 42:21, 51: 1, Ges.



142, 3, c; also in Arabic similar verbs, as “to be able” and “to prepare one’s
self,” are thus connected with the fut. without a particle between (e.g., anshaa
jef’alu, he began to act). Without partiality he will speak, flattery is not his
force. If by flattery he should deny the truth, his Maker would quickly carry
him off. �JAMikI followed by subjunct. fut.: for a little (with disjunctive accent,
because equivalent to haud multum abest quin), i.e., very soon indeed, or
easily would or might...; YNIJ�vFYI (as Job. 27:21) seems designedly to harmonize
with YNIV��O.

33: 1 But nevertheless, O Job, hear my speeches,
And hearken to all my words.

2 Behold now, I have opened my mouth,
My tongue speaketh in my palate.

3 Sincere as my heart are my utterances,
And knowledge that is pure my lips declare.

Job. 33: 1-3. The issue of the impartial discussion which Elihu designs to
effect, is subject to this one condition, that Job listens to it, and observes not
merely this or that, but the whole of its connected contents; and in this sense
�LFwJWi, which is used just as in Job. 1:11, 11: 5, 12: 7, 13: 4, 14:18, 17:10, in
the signification verumtamen, stands at the head of this new turn in his speech.
Elihu addresses Job, as none of the previous speakers have done, by name.
With JNF�Hn�HI (as Job. 13:18), he directs Job’s observation to that which he is
about to say: he has already opened his mouth, his tongue is already in motion,
— circumstantial statement, which solemnly inaugurate what follows with a
consciousness of its importance. Job has felt the absence of R�EYO�YR�MiJI,
Job. 6:25, in the speeches of the three; but Elihu can at the outset ensure his
word being “the sincerity of his heart,” i.e., altogether heartily well meant: and
— thus it would be to be translated according to the accentuation — the
knowledge of my lips, they (my lips) utter purely. But “the knowledge of the
lips” is a notion that seems strange with this translation, and RwRbF is hardly
intended thus adverbially. TJADA, contrary to the accentuation, is either taken as
the accusative of the obj., and RwRbF as the acc. of the predicate (masc. as
Pro. 2:10, 14: 6): knowledge my lips utter pure; or interpreted, if one is not
willing to depart from the accentuation, with Seb. Schmid: scientiam labiorum
meorum quod attinet (the knowledge proceeding from my lips), puram
loquentur sc. labia mea. The notions of purity and choice coincide in RWRB
(comp. Arab. ibtarra, to separate one’s self; asfa, to prove one’s self pure, and
to select). The perff., vv. 2 f., describe what is begun, and so, as relatively past,
extending into the present.



4 The Spirit of God hath made me,
And the breath of the Almighty hath given me life.

5 If thou canst, answer me,
Prepare in my presence, take thy stand!

6 Behold, I am like thyself, of God,
Formed out of clay am I also.

7 Behold, my terror shall not affright thee,
And my pressure shall not be heavy upon thee.

Job. 33: 4-7. He has both in common with Job: the spirituality as well as the
earthliness of man’s nature; but by virtue of the former he does not, indeed,
feel himself exalted above Job’s person, but above the present standpoint taken
up by Job; and in consideration of this, Job need not fear any unequal contest,
nor as before God, Job. 9:34, 13:21, in order that he may be able to defend
himself against Him, make it a stipulation that His majesty may not terrify
him. It is man’s twofold origin which Elihu, vv. 4, 6, gives utterance to in
harmony with Gen. 2: 7: the mode of man’s origin, which is exalted above that
of all other earthly beings that have life; for the life of the animal is only the
individualizing of the breath of the Divine Spirit already existing in matter.
The spirit of man, on the contrary (for which the language has reserved the
name HMF�FNi), is an inspiration directly coming forth from God the personal
being, transferred into the bodily frame, and therefore forming a person. f284

In the exalted consciousness of having been originated by the Spirit of God,
and being endowed with life from the inbreathed breath of the Almighty, Elihu
stands invincible before Job: if thou canst, refute me (BY�IH� with acc. of the
person, as Job. 33:32); array thyself (HKFRi�E for HKFRi�I, according to Ges. 63,
rem. 1) before me (here with the additional thought of HMFXFLiMI, as Job. 23: 4,
in a forensic sense with �pF�iMI), place thyself in position, or take thy post
(imper. Hithpa. with the ah less frequent by longer forms, Ew. § 228, a).

On the other side, he also, like Job, belongs to God, i.e., is dependent and
conditioned. YNIJá��HE is to be written with Segol (not Ssere); LJ�LF is intended
like �L, Job. 12:16; and ¦YPiki signifies properly, according to thine utterance,
i.e., standard, in accordance with, i.e., like thee, and is used even in the
Pentateuch (e.g., Exo. 16:21) in this sense pro ratione; YPK, Job. 30:18, we
took differently. He, Elihu, is also nipped from the clay, i.e., taken from the
earth, as when the potter nips off a piece of his clay (comp. Aram. �RÁQi, a
piece, Arab. qurs, a bread-cake, or a dung-cake, vid., supra, p. 449, from
qarasa, to pinch off, take off, cogn. qarada, to gnaw off, cut off, p. 512). Thus,
therefore, no terribleness in his appearing will disconcert Job, and his pressure



will not be a burden upon him. By a comparison of Job. 13:21a, it might seem
that YpIKiJÁ is equivalent to YpIkA (LXX hÎ xeiÂr mou), but DB�kF is everywhere
connected only with DYF, never with �kA; and the aÎp. gegr. is explained
according to Pro. 16:26, where �KAJF signifies to oppress, drive (Jer. compulit),
and from the dialects differently, for in Syr. ecaf signifies to be anxious about
anything (ecaf li, it causes me anxiety, curae mihi est), and in Arab. accafa, to
saddle, ucaÑf, Talmud. �kFwJ, a saddle, so that consequently the Targ.
translation of YpIKiJÁ by YNIw�, my burden, and the Syr. by YNPKWJ, my pressing
forward (Arabic version iqbaÑli, my touch), are supported, since �KEJE signifies
pressure, heavy weight, load, and burden; according to which it is also
translated by Saad. (my constraint), Gecat. (my might). It is therefore not an
opponent who is not on an equality with him by nature, with whom Job has to
do. If he is not able to answer him, he will have to be considered as beaten.

8 Verily thou hast said in mine ears,
And I heard the sound of thy words:

9 “I am pure, without transgression;
“Spotless am I, and I have no guilt.

10 “Behold, He findeth malicious things against me,
“He regardeth me as His enemy;

11 “He putteth my feet in the stocks,
“He observeth all my paths.”

12 Behold, therein thou art not right, I will answer thee,
For Eloah is too exalted for man.

Job. 33: 8-12. With TfRiMÁJF ¥JÁ Elihu establishes the undeniable fact,
whether it be that ¥JÁ is intended as restrictive (only thou hast said, it is not
otherwise than that thou...), or as we have translated, according to its primary
meaning, affirmative (forsooth, it is undeniable). To say anything YN�ZiJFbI of
another is in Hebrew equivalent to not saying it secretly, and so as to be liable
to misconstruction, but aloud and distinctly. In v. 9, Elihu falls back on Job’s
own utterances, as Job. 9:21, YNJ �T; Job. 16:17, HKZ YTLPT; 12: 4, where he
calls himself �YMT QYDC, comp. Job. 10: 7, 13:18, 23, 23:10 ff., 27: 5 f.,
Job. 29, 31. The expression �XÁ, tersus, did not occur in the mouth of Job;
Geiger connects �X with the Arab. han−Ñf (vid., on Job. 13:15); it is, however,
the adj. of the Semitic verb �XÁ, Arab. håff, to rub off, scrape off; Arab. to make
smooth by scraping off the hair; Targ., Talm., Syr., to make smooth by
washing and rubbing (after which Targ. GYZI�i, lotus). f285 YKINOJF has here, as an
exception, retained its accentuation of the final syllable in pause. In v. 10 Elihu



also makes use of a word that does not occur in Job’s mouth, viz., T�JwNti,
which, according to Num. 14:34, signifies “alienation,” from JwN (JYNIH�), to
hinder, restrain, turn aside, abalienare, Num. 32: 7; and according to the Arab.
na’a (to rise heavily), f286 III to lean one’s self upon, to oppose any one; it
might also signify directly, “hostile risings;” but according to the Hebr. it
signifies grounds and occasions for hostile aversion. Moreover, Elihu here
recapitulates what Job has in reality often in meaning said, e.g., Job. 10:13-17;
and v. 10b are his own words, Job. 13:24, �L BYWJL YNB�XTW; 19:11, WYRCK
WL YNB�XYW; 30:21, YL RZKJL ¥PHT. In like manner, v. 11 is a verbatim
quotation from Job. 13:27; �V�YF is poetic contracted fut. for �YVIYF. It is a
principal trait of Job’s speeches which Elihu here makes prominent: his
maintenance of his own righteousness at the expense of the divine justice. In v.
12 he first of all refutes this �YHILOJåM� ��PiNA Qª�CÁ in general. The verb QDACF
does not here signify to be righteous, but to be in the right (as Job. 11: 2,
13:18) — the prevailing signification in Arabic (sadaqa, to speak the truth, be
truthful). TJZO (with Munach, not Dech−Ñ) is acc. adv.: herein, in this case,
comp. on Job. 19:26. �MI HBFRF is like Deu. 14:24 (of the length of the way
exceeding any one’s strength), but used, as nowhere else, of God’s
superhuman greatness; the Arabic version has the preposition Arab. ‘an in this
instance for �MI. God is too exalted to enter into a defence of Himself against
such vainglorying interwoven with accusations against Him. And for this
reason Elihu will enter the lists for God.

13 Why hast thou contended against Him,
That He answereth not concerning all His doings?

14 Yet no — in one way God speaketh,
And in two, only one perceiveth it not.

15 In the dream, in a vision of the night,
When deep sleep falleth upon men,

In slumberings upon the bed:

16 Then He openeth the ear of men,
And sealeth admonition for them,

17 That He may withdraw man from mischief,
And hide pride from man;

18 That He may keep back his soul from the pit,
And his life from the overthrow of the sword.

Job. 33:13-18. Knowing himself to be righteous, and still considering
himself treated as an enemy by God, Job has frequently inquired of God, Why
then does He treat him thus with enmity, Job. 7:20, and why has He brought



him into being to be the mark of His attack? Job. 10:18. He has longed for
God’s answer to these questions; and because God has veiled Himself in
silence, he has fallen into complain against Him, as a ruler who governs
according to His own sovereign arbitrary will. This is what Elihu has before
his mind in v. 13. BYRI (elsewhere in the book of Job with ��I or the acc. of the
person with whom one contends) is here, as Jer. 12: 1 and freq., joined with
LJE and conjugated as a contracted Hiph. (T�FBYRI instead of TfBiRÁ, Ges. § 73,
1); and HNF�F with the acc. signifies here: to answer anything (comp. Job. 32:12,
40: 2, and especially 9: 3); the suff. does not refer back to ��NJå of the
preceding strophe (Hirz., Hahn), but to God. WYRFBFdi are the things, i.e., facts
and circumstances of His rule; all those things which are mysterious in it He
answers not, i.e., He answers concerning nothing in this respect (comp. JL
LK, Job. 34:27), He gives no kind of account of them (Schnurr., Ges., and
others). YkI, v. 14a, in the sense of imo, is attached to this negative thought,
which has become a ground of contention for Job: yet no, God does really
speak with men, although not as Job desires when challenged and in His own
defence. Many expositors take TXÁJÁBi and �YItÁ�iBI after LXX, Syr., and Jer., in
the signification semel, secundo (thus also Hahn, Schlottm.); but semel is TXÁJÁ,
whereas TXJB is nowhere equivalent to TXJ ��PB, for in Num. 10: 4 it
signifies with one, viz., trumpet; Pro. 28:18, on one, viz., of the many ways;
Jer. 10: 8, in one, i.e., in like folly (not: altogether, at once, which DXFJEki, Syr.
bachdo, signifies); then further on it is not twice, but two different modes or
means of divine attestation, viz., dreams and sicknesses, that are spoken of;
wherefore it is rightly translated by the Targ. una loquela, by Pagn. uno modo,
by Vatabl., Merc., una via. The form of the declaration: by one — by two, is
that of the so-called number-proverbs, like Job. 5:19. In diverse ways or by
different means God speaks to mortal man — he does not believe it, it is his
own fault if he does perceive it. HnFREw�Yi JLO, which is correctly denoted as a
separate clause by Rebia mugrasch, is neither with Schlottm. to be regarded as
a circumstantial clause (without one’s...), nor with Vatablus and Hahn as a
conditional clause (if one does not attend to it), nor with Montanus and
Piscator as a relative clause (to him who does not observe it), but with
Tremellius as a co-ordinate second predicative clause without a particle (one
might expect ¥JÁ): he (mortal man) or one observes it not (Rw� with neut. suff.
exactly like Job. 35:13).

Vv. 15 ff. Elihu now describes the first mode in which God speaks to man: He
Himself comes forward as a witness in man’s sleep, He makes use of dreams
or dream-like visions, which come upon one suddenly within the realm of
nocturnal thought (vid., Psychol. S. 282 f.), as a medium of revelation — a



usual form of divine revelation, especially in the heathen world, to which
positive revelation is wanting. The reading ��YZiXEbI (Codd., LXX, Syr., Symm.,
Jer.), as also the accentuation of the �WLXB with Mehupach Legarme,
proceeds from the correct assumption, that vision of the night and dream are
not coincident notions; moreover, the detailing v. 15, is formed according to
Job. 4:13. In this condition of deep or half sleep, revelat aurem hominum, a
phrase used of the preparation of the ear for the purpose of hearing by the
removal of hindrances, and, in general, of confidential communication,
therefore: He opens the ear of men, and seals their admonition, i.e., the
admonition that is wholesome and necessary for them. Elihu uses bI �TAXF here
and Job. 37: 7 as DJAbI �TAXF is used in Job. 9: 7: to seal anything (to seal up),
comp. Arab. hå−Ñm, sfragiÂzein, in the sense of infallible attestation and
confirmation (Joh. 6:27), especially (with Arab. b) of divine revelation or
inspiration, distinct in meaning from Arab. chtm, sfragiÂzein, in the proper
sense. Elihu means that by such dreams and visions, as rare overpowering facts
not to be forgotten, God puts the seal upon the warning directed to them
which, sent forth in any other way, would make no such impression. Most
ancient versions (also Luther) translate as though it were �T�XIYi (LXX
eÏcefoÂbhsen auÏtouÂj). RSFMO is a secondary form to RSFwM, Job. 36:10, which
occurs only here. Next comes the fuller statement of the object of the
admonition or warning delivered in such an impressive manner. According to
the text before us, it is to be explained: in order that man may remove (put
from himself) mischief from himself (Ges. § 133, 3); but this inconvenient
change of subject is avoided, if we supply a M to the second, and read HV�MM
�DJ, as LXX aÏpostreÂyai aÏÂnqrwpon aÏpoÃ aÏdikiÂaj auÏtouÌ (which does not
necessarily presuppose the reading WHV�MM), Targ. ab opere malo; Jer. not so
good; ab his quae fecit. HVE�áMÁ signifies facinus, an evil deed, as 1Sa. 20:19,
and LJApO, Job. 36: 9, evil-doing. The infin. constr. now passes into the v. fin.,
which would be very liable to misconstruction with different subjects: and in
order that He (God) may conceal arrogance from man, i.e., altogether remove
from him, unaccustom him to, render him weary of. the sin of pride (HWFg� from
HWFgF = HJFgF, as Job. 22:29, according to Ges., Ew., Olsh., for HWFJ�gi = HWFJágA).
Here everything in thought and expression is peculiar. Also HyFXÁ, v. 18b (as vv.
22, 28), for �YyIXÁ (v. 30) does not occur elsewhere in the book of Job, and the
phrase XLÁªEbÁ RBÁ�F here and Job. 36:12 (comp. TXÁªAbÁ RBÁ�F, v. 28) nowhere
else in the Old Testament. XLÁ�E (Arab. silaÑh, a weapon of offence, opp. metaÑÿ,
a weapon of defence) is the engine for shooting, from XLÁ�F, emmittere, to
shoot; and XL�B RB� is equivalent to XL�H D�B LPN, Joe. 2: 8, to pass
away by (precipitate one’s self into) the weapon for shooting. To deliver man



from sin, viz., sins of carnal security and imaginary self-importance, and at the
same time from an early death, whether natural or violent, this is the
disciplinary design which God has in view in connection with this first mode
of speaking to him; but there is also a second mode.

19 He is chastened also with pain upon his bed,
And with the unceasing conflict of his limbs;

20 And his life causeth him to loathe bread,
And his soul dainty meat.

21 His flesh consumeth away to uncomeliness,
And his deranged limbs are scarcely to be seen.

22 Then his soul draweth near to the grave,
And his life to the destroyers.

Job. 33:19-22. Another and severer lesson which God teaches man is by
painful sickness: he is chastened with pain (bI of the means) on his bed, he and
the vigorous number of his limbs, i.e., he with this hitherto vigorous (Raschi),
or: while the multitude of his limbs is still vigorous (Ew). Thus is the Keri BROWi
to be understood, for the interpretation: and the multitude of his limbs with
unceasing pain (Arnh. after Aben-Ezra), is unnatural. But the Chethib is far
more commendable: and with a constant tumult of his limbs (Hirz. and others).
V. 19b might also be taken as a substantival clause: and the tumult of his limbs
is unceasing (Umbr., Welte); but that taking over of bI from BWJKMB is
simpler and more pleasing. BYRI (opposite of ��L�F, e.g., Psa. 38: 4) is an
excellent description of disease which consists in a disturbance of the
equilibrium of the powers, in the dissolution of their harmony, in the
excitement of one against another (Psychol. S. 287). �TFJ� for �TFYJ� belongs to
the many defective forms of writing of this section. In v. 20 we again meet a
Hebraeo-Arabic hapaxlegomenon. �H�ZI from �HAZF. In Arab. zahuma signifies to
stink, like the Aram. �HAZi (whence �HAwZ, dirt and stench), zahama to thrust
back, restrain, after which Abu Suleiman DauÑd AlfaÑsi, in his Arabic Lexicon of
the Hebrew, interprets: “his soul thrusts back (HSPN �HZT) food and every
means of life,” f287 beside which the suff. of wtMÁHáZIWi is taken as an anticipation
of the following object (vid., on Job. 29: 3): his life feels disgust at it, at bread,
and his soul at dainty meat. The Piel has then only the intensive signification
of Kal (synon. B��tI, Psa. 107:18), according to which it is translated by Hahn
with many before him. But if the poet had wished to be so understood, he
would have made use of a less ambiguous arrangement of the words, WTYX
�XL WTMHZW. We take �H�ZI with Ew. § 122, b, as causative of Kal, in which
signification the Piel, it is true, occurs but rarely, yet it does sometimes,



instead of Hiph.; but without translating, with Hirz., HYX by hunger and �PN
by appetite, which gives a confused thought. Schlottm. appropriately remarks:
“It is very clearly expressed, as the proper vital power, the proper yuxhÂ, when
it is inwardly consumed by disease, gives one a loathing for that which it
otherwise likes as being a necessary condition of its own existence.” Thus it is:
health produces an appetite, sickness causes nausea; the soul that is in an
uninjured normal state longs for food, that which is severely weakened by
sickness turns the desire for dainties into loathing and aversion.

Ver. 21a. The contracted future form LKEYI, again, like �VEYF, v. 11a, is poetic
instead of the full form: his flesh vanishes YJIROM�, from sight, i.s. so that it is
seen no longer; or from comeliness, i.e., so that it becomes unsightly; the latter
(comp. 1Sa. 16:12 with Isa. 53: 2, HJRM�JLW) might be preferred. In v. 21b
the Keri corrects the text to WPvuw], et contrita sunt, whereas the Chethib is to be
read YPi�iw, et contritio. The verb HPF�F, which has been explained by Saadia
from the Talmudic, f288 signifies conterere, comminuere; Abulwal−Ñd (in Ges.
Thes.) interprets it here by suhifet wa-baradet, they are consumed and wasted
away, and explains it by wTtikU. The radical notion is that of scraping,
scratching, rubbing away (not to be interchanged with Arab. sf’, HPS, which,
starting from the radical notion of sweeping away, vanishing, comes to have
that of wasting away; cognate, however, with the above Arab. shåf, whence
suhaÑf, consumption, prop. a rasure of the plumpness of the body). According to
the Keri, v. 21b runs: and his bones (limbs) are shattered (fallen away), they
are not seen, i.e., in their wasting away and shrivelling up they have lost their
former pleasing form. Others, taking the bones in their strict sense, and HP� in
the signification to scrape away = lay bare, take WJR JL as a relative clause,
as Jer. has done: ossa quae tecta fuerant nudabuntur (rather nudata sunt), but
this ought with a change of mood to be WJR JL � wp�UYiWA. To the former
interpretation corresponds the unexceptionable Chethib: and the falling away
of his limbs are not seen, i.e., (per attractionem) his wasting limbs are
diminished until they are become invisible. wJrU is one of the four Old
Testament words (Gen. 43:26, Ezr. 8:18, Lev. 23:17) which have a Dagesh in
the Aleph; in all four the Aleph stands between two vowels, and the dageshing
(probably the remains of a custom in the system of pointing which has become
the prevailing one, which, with these few exceptions, has been suffered to fall
away) is intended to indicate that the Aleph is here to be carefully pronounced
as a guttural (to use an Arabic expression, as Hamza), therefore in this passage
ru-ÿuÑ. f289

Thus, then, the soul (the bearer of the life of the body) of the sick man, at last
succumbing to this process of decay, comes near to the pit, and his life to the



�YTIMIMi, destroying angels (comp. Psa. 78:49, 2Sa. 24:16), i.e., the angels who
are commissioned by God to slay the man, if he does not anticipate the decree
of death by penitence. To understand the powers of death in general, with
Rosenm., or the pains of death, with Schlottm. and others, does not commend
itself, because the Elihu section has a strong angelological colouring in
common with the book of Job. The following strophe, indeed, in contrast to the
�YTYMM, speaks of an angel that effects deliverance from death.

23 If there is an angel as mediator for him,
One of a thousand,

To declare to man what is for his profit:

24 He is gracious to him, and saith:
Deliver him, that he go not down to the pit —

I have found a ransom.

Job. 33:23, 24. The former case, vv. 15-18, was the easier; there a
strengthening of the testimony of man’s conscience by a divine warning, given
under remarkable circumstances, suffices. This second case, which the LXX
correctly distinguishes from the former (it translates v. 19, paÂlin deÃ hÏÂlegcen
auÏtoÃn eÏn malakiÂaÄ eÏpiÃ koiÂthj), is the more difficult: it treats not merely of a
warning against sin and its wages of death, but of a deliverance from the death
itself, to which the man is almost abandoned in consequence of sin. This
deliverance, as Elihu says, requires a mediator. This course of thought does not
admit of our understanding the ¥JFLiMÁ of a human messenger of God, such as
Job has before him in Elihu (Schult., Schnurr., Boullier, Eichh., Rosenm.,
Welte), an “interpreter of the divine will, such as one finds one man among a
thousand to be, a God-commissioned speaker, in one word: a prophet” (von
Hofmann in Schriftbew. i. 335 f.). The �LM appears not merely as a declarer of
the conditions of the deliverance, but as a mediator of this deliverance itself.
And if the �YTIMIMi, v. 22b, are angels by whom the man is threatened with the
execution of death, the ¥JLM who comes forward here for him who is upon
the brink of the abyss cannot be a man. We must therefore understand �JLM
not as in Job. 1:14, but as in Job. 4:18; and the more surely so, since we are
within the extra-Israelitish circle of a patriarchal history. In the extra-Israelitish
world a far more developed doctrine of angels and demons is everywhere
found than in Israel, which is to be understood not only subjectively, but also
objectively; and within the patriarchal history after Gen. 16, that (�YHLJ)
HWHY �JLM appears, who is instrumental in effecting the progress of the
history of redemption, and has so much the appearance of the God of
revelation, that He even calls himself God, and is called God. He it is whom
Jacob means, when (Gen. 48:15 f.), blessing Joseph, he distinguishes God the



Invisible, God the Shepherd, i.e., Leader and Ruler, and “the Angel who
delivered (LJ�gOHA) me from all evil;” it is the Angel who, according to
Psa. 34: 8, encampeth round about them that fear God, and delivereth them;
“the Angel of the presence” whom Isaiah in the Thephilla, ch. lxiii. 7 ff.,
places beside Jehovah and His Holy Spirit as a third hypostasis. Taking up this
perception, Elihu demands for the deliverance of man from the death which he
has incurred by his sins, a superhuman angelic mediator. The “Angel of
Jehovah” of primeval history is the oldest prefigurement in the history of
redemption of the future incarnation, without which the Old Testament history
would be a confused quodlibet of premises and radii, without a conclusion and
a centre; and the angelic form is accordingly the oldest form which gives the
hope of a deliverer, and to which it recurs, in conformity to the law of the
circular connection between the beginning and end, in Mal. 3: 1.

The strophe begins without any indication of connection with the preceding:
one would expect �JIWi or �JI ZJF, as we felt the absence of ¥JÁ in v. 14, and
�K�LF in Job. 32:17. We might take �YLIM� �JFLiMÁ together as substantive and
epitheton; the accentuation, however, which marks both �JLM and �YLM with
Rebia magnum (in which case, according to Bär’s Psalterium, p. xiv., the
second distinctive has somewhat less value than the first), takes ¥JLM as
subj., and �YLM as predicate: If there is then for him (WYL�, pro eo, Ew. § 217,
9) an angel as �YLM, i.e., mediator; for �YLM signifies elsewhere an
interpreter, Gen. 42:23; a negotiator, 2Ch. 32:31; a God-commissioned
speaker, i.e., prophet, Isa. 43:27; — everywhere (if it is not used as in
Job. 16:20, in malam parte) the shades of the notion of this word are
summarized under the general notion of internuncius, and therefore of
mediator (as the Jewish name of the mediating angel �WR��M, probably
equivalent to mediator, not metaÂqronoj, which is no usable Greek word). The
Targ. translates by J�YLQRP, paraÂklhtoj (opp. RWGY�Q, kathÂgoroj,
kathÂgwr). Therefore: if an angel undertakes the mediatorial office for the man,
and indeed one of a thousand, i.e., not any one whatever of the thousands of
the angels (Deu. 33: 2, Psa. 68:18, Dan. 7:10, comp. Tobit 12:15, eiÎj eÏk twÌn
eÎptaÃ), but one who soars above the thousands, and has not his equal among
them (as Ecc. 7:28). Hirz. and Hahn altogether falsely combine: one of the
thousands, whose business it is to announce.... The accentuation is correct, and
that forced mode of connection is without reason or occasion. It is the function
of the �JLM itself as �YLM, which the clause which expresses the purpose
affirms: if an angel appears for the good of the man as a mediator, to declare to
him �R�iYF, his uprightness, i.e., the right, straight way (comp. Pro. 14: 2), in
one word: the way of salvation, which he has to take to get free of sin and
death, viz., the way of repentance and of faith (trust in God): God takes pity on



the man.... Here the conclusion begins; Rosenm. and others erroneously
continue the antecedent here, so that what follows is the intercession of the
angel; the angel, however, is just as a mediator who brings about the favour of
God, and therefore not the �N�XO himself. He renders pardon possible, and brings
the man into the state for receiving it.

Therefore: then God pardons, and says to His angel: Deliver him from the
descent to the pit, I have found a ransom. Instead of wH��DFpi, it would be
admissible to read wH��RFpi, let him free (from �RP, Arab. frg), if the angel to
whom the command is given were the angel of death. �DApF is a cognate form,
perhaps dialectic, with HDFpF, root DP (as �PY, HPY, Arab. wf’, wfy, from the
common root �Y, �W f290). The verb JCFMF (J�FMi) signifies to come at, Job. 11: 7,
to attain something, and has its first signification here, starting from which it
signifies the finding on the part of the seeker, and then when weakened finding
without seeking. One is here reminded of Heb. 9:12, aiÏwniÂan luÂtrwsin
euÎraÂmenoj. RPEKO (on this word, vid., Hebräerbrief, S. 385, 740), according to
its primary notion, is not a covering = making good, more readily a covering =
cancelling (from RPAkF, Talmud. to wipe out, away), but, as the usual
combination with LJA shows, a covering of sin and guilt before wrath,
punishment, or execution on account of guilt, and in this sense luÂtron, a
means of getting free, ransom-money. The connection is satisfied if the
repentance of the chastened one (thus e.g., also von Hofm.) is understood by
this ransom, or better, his affliction, inasmuch as it has brought him to
repentance. But wherefore should the mediatorship of the angel be excluded
from the notion of the RPEKO. Just this mediatorship is meant, inasmuch as it
puts to right him who by his sins had worked death, i.e., places him in a
condition in which no further hindrance stands in the way of the divine pardon.
If we connect the mediating angel, like the angel of Jehovah of the primeval
history, with God Himself, as then the logos of this mediating angel to man can
be God’s own logos communicated by him, and he therefore as �YLM, God’s
speaker (if we consider Elihu’s disclosure in the light of the New Testament),
can be the divine Logos himself, we shall here readily recognise a presage of
the mystery which is unveiled in the New Testament: “God was in Christ, and
reconciled the world unto Himself.” A presage of this mystery, flashing
through the darkness, we have already read in Job. 17: 3 (comp. Job. 16:21;
and, on the other hand, in order to see how this anticipation is kindled by the
thought of the opposite, Job. 9:33). The presage which meets us here is like
another in Psalm 107 — a psalm which has many points of coincidence with
the book of Job — where in v. 20 we find, “He sent His word, and healed
them.” f291



At any rate, Elihu expresses it as a postulate, that the deliverance of man can
only be effected by a superhuman being, as it is in reality accomplished by the
man who is at the same time God, and from all eternity the Lord of the angels
of light.

The following strophe now describes the results of the favour wrought out for
man by the �YLM �JLM.

25 His flesh swelleth with the freshness of youth,
He returneth to the days of his youth.

26 If he prayeth to Eloah, He showeth him favour,
So that he seeth His face with joy,

And thus He recompenseth to man his uprightness.

27 He singeth to men and saith:
“I had sinned and perverted what was straight,

“And it was not recompensed to me.

28 “He hath delivered my soul from going down into the pit,
“And my life rejoiceth in the light.”

Job. 33:25-28. Misled by the change of the perf. and fut. in v. 25,
Jer. translates 25a: consumta est caro ejus a suppliciis; Targ.: His flesh had
been weakened (�YLIXáTiJI), or made thin (�YLIQiTiJI), more than the flesh of a
child; Raschi: it had become burst (French J§WQ§J, in connection with which
only �P appears to have been in his mind, in the sense of springing up,
prendre son escousse) from the shaking (of disease). All these interpretations
are worthless; RJANO, peculiar to the Elihu section in the book of Job (here and
Job. 36:14), does not signify shaking, but is equivalent to �YRI�UNi (Job. 13:26,
31:18); and �PA�áRU is in the perf. only because the passive quadriliteral would
not so easily accommodate itself to inflexion (by which all those asserted
significations, which suit only the perf. sense, fall to the ground). The Chateph
instead of the simple SehevaÑ is only in order to give greater importance to the
passive u. But as to the origin of the quadriliteral (on the four modes of the
origin of roots of more than three radicals, vid., Jesurun, pp. 160-166), there is
no reason for regarding it as a mixed form derived from two different verbs: it
is formed just like Z��RiPA (from �RÁpF, by Arabizing = VRÁpF) with a sibilant
termination from ��ARF = B�ARF, and therefore signifies to be (to have been
made) over moist or juicy. However, there is yet another almost more
commendable explanation possible. In Arab. tårfsÔ signifies to recover, prop. to
grow green, become fresh (perhaps from tarufa, as in the signification to blink,
from tarafa). From this Arab. tarfasha, or even from a Hebr. �p�Ri�I, f292



pinguefacere (which may with Fürst be regarded as springing from �PA�F, to be
fleshy, like Lb�RikI, �S�RikI), �PA�áRI might have sprung by transposition. In a
remarkable manner one and the same idea is attained by all these ways:
whether we regard �P�W as a mixed form from B�R and �P�, or as an
extended root-form from one or other of these verbs, it is always according to
the idea: a superabundance of fresh healthfulness. The �MI or RJAnOMI is chiefly
regarded as comparative: more than youth, i.e., leaving this behind, or
exceeding it, Ew. § 221, a; but v. 25b, according to which he who was hitherto
sick unto death actually renews his youth, makes it more natural to take the �MI
as causal: it swells from youth or youthfulness. In this description of the
renovation which the man experiences, it is everywhere assumed that he has
taken the right way announced to him by the mediating angel. Accordingly, v.
26a is not intended of prayer that is heard, which resulted in pardon, but of
prayer that may be heard continually, which results from the pardon: if he
prays to Eloah (fut. hypotheticum as Job. 22:27, vid., on 29:24), He receives
him favourably (HCFRF, Arab. radåiya, with B, Arab. b, to have pleasure in any
one, with the acc. eum gratum vel acceptum habere), and he (whose state of
favour is now established anew) sees God’s countenance (which has been
hitherto veiled from him, Job. 34:29) with rejoicing (as Psa. 33: 3 and freq.),
and He (God) recompenses to the man his uprightness (in his prolonged course
of life), or prop., since it is not �l��AyiWA, but B�EyFWA, He restores on His part his
relation in accordance with the order of redemption, for that is the idea of
HQDC; the word has either a legal or a so-to-speak evangelical meaning, in
which latter, used of God (as so frequently in Isaiah II), it describes His rule in
accordance with His counsel and order of redemption; the primary notion is
strict observance of a given rule.

In v. 27a the favoured one is again the subj. This change of person, without
any indication of the same, belongs to the peculiarities of the Hebrew, and, in
general, of the Oriental style, described in the Geschichte der jüd. Poesie, S.
189 [History of Jewish Poetry]; the reference of JRiyAWA, as Hiph., to God, which
is preferred by most expositors, is consequently unnecessary. Moreover, the
interpretation: He causes his (the favoured one’s) countenance to behold joy
(Umbr., Ew.), is improbable as regards the phrase (HJRN) `H YNP HJR, and
also syntactically lame; and the interpretation: He causes (him, the favoured
one) to behold His (the divine) countenance with joy (Hirz., Hahn, Schlottm.,
and others), halts in like manner, since this would be expressed by wHJ�RiyAWA
(wnJERiyAWA). By the reference to psalmody which follows in v. 27 (comp.
Job. 36:24), it becomes natural that we should understand v. 26b according to
such passages in the Psalms as Psa. 90: 2, 67: 2, 17:15. R�OYF is a poetically



contracted fut. after the manner of a jussive, for Rw�YF; and perhaps it is a
dialectic form, for the Kal Rw� = RY�I occurs only besides in 1Sa. 18: 6 as
Cheth−Ñb. With LJA (comp. Pro. 25:20) it signifies to address a song to any one,
to sing to him. Now follows the psalm of the favoured one in outline; v. 28
also belongs to it, where the Keri (Targ. Jer.), without any evident reason
whatever, gets rid of the 1 pers. (LXX, Syr.). I had sinned — he says, as he
looks back ashamed and thankful — and perverted what was straight (comp.
the confession of the penitent, Psa. 106: 6), YLI HWF�F JLOWi, et non aequale
factum s. non aequatum est mihi, f293 i.e., it has not been recompensed to me
according to my deserts, favour instead of right is come upon me. HWF�F (Arab.
sawaÑ) is intended neutrally, not so that God would be the subj. (LXX kaiÃ ouÏk
aÏÂcia hÏÂtaseÂ me wÌn hÎÂmarton). Now follows, v. 28, the positive expression of the
favour experienced. The phrase TX�B RB�, after the analogy of XL�B RB�
above, and also HyFXÁ for �YyIXÁ, are characteristic of the Elihu section. Beautiful
is the close of this psalm in nuce: “and my life refreshes itself (bI HJR as
Job. 20:17 and freq.) in the light,” viz., in the light of the divine countenance,
which has again risen upon me, i.e., in the gracious presence of God, which I
am again become fully conscious of.

29 Behold, God doeth all
Twice, thrice with man,

30 To bring back his soul from the pit,
That it may become light in the light of life.

31 Listen, O Job, hearken to me;
Be silent and let me speak on.

32 Yet if thou hast words, answer me;
Speak, for I desire thy justification.

33 If not, hearken thou to me;
Be silent and I will teach thee wisdom.

Job. 33:29-33. After having described two prominent modes of divine
interposition for the moral restoration and welfare of man, he adds, vv. 29 f.,
that God undertakes (observe the want of parallelism in the distich, v. 29)
everything with a man twice or thrice (asyndeton, as e.g., Isa. 17: 6, in the
sense of bis terve) in order to bring back his soul from the pit (TXÁ�A, here for
the fifth time in this speech, without being anywhere interchanged with L�J�i
or another synonym, which is remarkable), that it, having hitherto been
encompassed by the darkness of death, may be, or become, light (R�JL�, inf.
Niph., syncopated from R�JH�Li, Ew. § 244, b) in the light of life (as it were



bask in the new and restored light of life) — it does not always happen, for
these are experiences of no ordinary kind, which interrupt the daily course of
life; and it is not even repeated again and again constantly, for if it is without
effect the first time, it is repeated a second or third time, but it has an end if the
man trifles constantly with the disciplinary work of grace which designs his
good. Finally, Elihu calls upon Job quietly to ponder this, that he may proceed;
nevertheless, if he has words, i.e., if he thinks he is able to advance any
appropriate objections, he is continually to answer him (BY�IH� with acc. of the
person, as v. 5), for he (Elihu) would willingly justify him, i.e., he would
gladly be in the position to be able to acknowledge Job to be right, and to have
the accusation dispensed with. Hirz. and others render falsely: I wish thy
justification, i.e., thou shouldst justify thyself; in this case ¦�iPiNA ought to be
supplied, which is unnecessary: �P�XF, without a change of subject, has the inf.
constr. here without Li, as it has the inf. absol. in Job. 13: 3, and Qd�CI signifies
to vindicate (as Job. 32: 2), or acknowledge to be in the right (as the Piel of
QDACF, v. 12), both of which are blended here. The LXX, which translates qeÂlw
gaÃr dikaiwqhÌnaiÂ se, has probably read ¦QEDiCI (Psa. 35:27). If it is not so
(�YIJÁ��JI as Gen. 30: 1), viz., that he does not intend to defend himself with
reference to his expostulation with God on account of the affliction decreed for
him, he shall on his part (HTfJÁ) listen, shall be silent and be further taught
wisdom.

Quasi hac ratione Heliu sanctum Iob convicerit! exclaims Beda, after a
complete exposition of this speech. He regards Elihu as the type of the false
wisdom of the heathen, which fails to recognise and persecutes the servant of
God: Sunt alii extra ecclesiam, qui Christo ejusque ecclesiae similiter
adversantur, quorum imaginem praetulit Balaam ille ariolus, qui et Elieu sicut
patrum traditio habet (Balaam and Elihu, one person — a worthless conceit
repeated in the Talmud and Midrash), qui contra ipsum sanctum Iob multa
improbe et injuriose locutus est, in tantum ut etiam displiceret in una ejus et
indisciplinata loquacitas. f294

Gregory the Great, in his Moralia, expresses himself no less unfavourably at
the conclusion of this speech: f295

Magna Eliu ac valde fortia protulit, sed hoc unusquisque arrogans
habere proprium solet, quod dum vera ac mystica loquitur subito per
tumorem cordis quaedam inania et superba permiscet.

He also regards Elihu as an emblem of confident arrogance, yet not as a type of
a heathen philosopher, but of a believing yet vain and arrogant teacher. This
tone in judging of Elihu, first started by Jerome, has spread somewhat



extensively in the Western Church. In the age of the Reformation, e.g.,
Victorin Strigel takes this side: Elihu is regarded by him as exemplum
ambitiosi oratoris qui plenus sit ostentatione et audacia inusitate sine mente.
Also in the Greek Eastern Church such views are not wanting. Elihu says much
that is good, and excels the friends in this, that he does not condemn Job;
Olympiodorus adds, plhÃn ouÏk eÏnoÂhse touÌ dikaiÂou thÃn diaÂnoian, but he has not
understood the true idea of the servant of God! f296

In modern times, Herder entertains the same judgment. Elihu’s speech, in
comparison with the short, majestic, solemn language of the Creator, he calls
“the weak rambling speech of a boy.” “Elihu, a young prophet” — he says
further on his Geist der Ebr. Poesie, where he expounds the book of Job as a
composition — ”arrogant, bold, alone wise, draws fine pictures without end or
aim; hence no one answers him, and he stands there merely as a shadow.” f297

Among the latest expositors, Umbreit (Edition 2, 1832) consider’s Elihu’s
appearance as “an uncalled-for stumbling in of a conceited young philosopher
into the conflict that is already properly ended; the silent contempt with which
one allows him to speak is the merited reward of a babbler.” In later years
Umbreit gave up this depreciation of Elihu. f298

Nevertheless Hahn, in his Comm. zu Iob (1850), has sought anew to prove that
Elihu’s speeches are meant indeed to furnish a solution, but do not really do
so: on the contrary, the poet intentionally represents the character of Elihu as
that “of a most conceited and arrogant young man, boastful and officious in his
undeniable knowingness.” The unfavourable judgments have been carried still
further, inasmuch as an attempt has even been made to regard Elihu as a
disguise for Satan in the organism of the drama; f299 but it may be more suitable
to break off this unpleasant subject than to continue it.

In fact this dogmatic criticism of Elihu’s character and speeches produces a
painful impression. For, granted that it might be otherwise, and the poet really
had designed to bring forward in these speeches of Elihu respecting God’s own
appearing an incontrovertible apology for His holy love, as a love which is at
work even in such dispensations of affliction as that of Job: what offence
against the deep earnestness of this portion of Holy Scripture would there be in
this degradation of Elihu to an absurd character, in that depreciation of him to
a babbler promising much and performing little! But that the poet is really in
earnest in everything he puts into Elihu’s mouth, is at once shown by the
description, Job. 33:13-30, which forms the kernel of the contents of the first
speech. This description of the manifold ways of the divine communication to
man, upon a contrite attention to which his rescue from destruction depends,
belongs to the most comprehensive passages of the Old Testament; and I know
instances of the powerful effect which it can produce in arousing from the



sleep of security and awakening penitence. If one, further, casts a glance at the
historical introduction of Elihu, Job. 32: 1-5, the poet there gives no indication
that he intends in Elihu to bring the odd character of a young poltroon before
us. The motive and aim of his coming forward, as they are there given, are
fully authorized. If one considers, further, that the poet makes Job keep silence
at the speeches of Elihu, it may also be inferred therefrom that he believes he
has put answers into Elihu’s mouth by which he must feel himself most deeply
smitten; such truths as Job. 32:13-30, drawn from the depths of moral
experience, could not have been put forth if Job’s silence were intended to be
the punishment of contempt.

These counter-considerations also really affect another possible and milder
apprehension of the young speaker, inasmuch as, with von Hofmann, the
gravitating point of the book of Job is transferred to the fact of the Theophany
as the only satisfactory practical solution of the mystery of affliction: it is
solved by God Himself coming down and acknowledging Job as His servant.
Elihu — thus one can say from this point of view — is not one of Job’s
friends, whose duty it was to comfort him; but the moral judgment of man’s
perception of God is made known by this teacher, but without any other effect
than that Job is silent. There is one duty towards Job which he has not violated,
for he has not to fulfil the duty of friendship: The only art of correct theorizing
is to put an opponent to silence, and to have spoken to the wind is the one
punishment appropriate to it. This milder rendering also does not satisfy; for,
in the idea of the poet, Elihu’s speeches are not only a thus negative, but the
positive preparation for Jehovah’s appearing. In the idea of the poet, Job is
silent because he does not know how to answer Elihu, and therefore feels
himself overcome. f300

And, in fact, what answer should he give to this first speech? Elihu wishes to
dispute Job’s self-justification, which places God’s justice in the shade, but not
indeed in the friends’ judging, condemnatory manner: he wishes to dispute
Job’s notion that his affliction proceeds from a hostile purpose on the part of
God, and sets himself here, as there, a perfectly correct task, which he seeks to
accomplish by directing Job to regard his affliction, not indeed as a
punishment from the angry God, but as a chastisement of the God who desires
his highest good, as disciplinary affliction which is intended to secure him
against hurtful temptation to sin, especially to pride, by salutary humiliation,
and will have a glorious issue, as soon as it has in itself accomplished that at
which it aims.

It is true one must listen very closely to discover the difference between the
tone which Elihu takes and the tone in which Eliphaz began his first speech.
But there is a difference notwithstanding: both designate Job’s affliction as a



chastisement (RSWM), which will end gloriously, if he receives it without
murmuring; but Eliphaz at once demands of him humiliation under the mighty
hand of God; Elihu, on the contrary, makes this humiliation lighter to him, by
setting over against his longing for God to answer him, the pleasing teaching
that his affliction in itself is already the speech of God to him, — a speech
designed to educate him, and to bring about his spiritual well-being. What
objection could Job, who has hitherto maintained his own righteousness in
opposition to affliction as a hostile decree, now raise, when it is represented to
him as a wholesome medicine reached forth to him by the holy God of love?
What objection could Job now raise, without, in common, offensive self-
righteousness, falling into contradiction with his own confession that he is a
sinful man, Job. 14: 4, comp. 13:26? Therefore Elihu has not spoken to the
wind, and it cannot have been the design of the poet to represent the feebleness
of theory and rhetoric in contrast with the convincing power which there is in
the fact of Jehovah’s appearing.

But would it be possible, that from the earliest times one could form such a
condemnatory, depreciating judgment concerning Elihu’s speeches, if it had
not been a matter of certainty with them? If of two such enlightened men as
Augustine and Jerome, the former can say of Elihu: ut primas partes modestiae
habuit, ita et sapientiae, while the latter, and after his example Bede, can
consider him as a type of a heathen philosophy hostile to the faith, or of a
selfishly perverted spirit of prophecy: they must surely have two sides which
make it possible to form directly opposite opinions concerning them. Thus is it
also in reality. On the one side, they express great, earnest, humiliating truths,
which even the holiest man in his affliction must suffer himself to be told,
especially if he has fallen into such vainglorying and such murmuring against
God as Job did; on the other side, they do not give such sharply-defined
expression to that which is intended characteristically to distinguish them from
the speeches of the friends, viz., that they regard Job not as ��R, and his
affliction not as just retribution, but as a wholesome means of discipline, that
all misunderstanding would be excluded, as all the expositors who
acknowledge themselves unable to perceive an essential difference between
Elihu’s standpoint and the original standpoint of the friends, show. But the
most surprising thing is, that the peculiar, true aim of Job’s affliction, viz., his
being proved as God’s servant, is by no means thoroughly clear in them. From
the prologue we know that Job’s affliction is designed to show that there is a
piety which also retains its hold on God amid the loss of all earthly goods, and
even in the face of death in the midst of the darkest night of affliction; that it is
designed to justify God’s choice before Satan, and bring the latter to ruin; that
it is a part of the conflict with the serpent, whose head cannot be crushed
without its sting being felt in the heel of the conqueror; in fine, expressed in



New Testament language, that it falls under the point of view of the cross
(stauroÂj), which has its ground not so much in the sinfulness of the sufferer,
as in the share which is assigned to him in the conflict of good with evil that
exists in the world. It cannot be supposed that the poet would, in the speeches
of Elihu, set another design in opposition to the design of Job’s affliction
expressed in the prologue; on the contrary, he started from the assumption that
the one design does not exclude the other, and in connection with the
imperfectness of the righteousness even of the holiest man, the one is easily
added to the other; but it was not in his power to give expression to both
grounds of explanation of Job’s affliction side by side, and thus to make this
intermediate section “the beating heart” f301

of the whole. The aspect of the affliction as a chastisement so greatly
preponderates, that the other, viz., as a trial or proving, is as it were swallowed
up by it. One of the old writers f302 says,

 “Elihu proves that it can indeed be that a man may fear and honour
God from the heart, and consequently be in favour with God, and still
be heavily visited by God, either for a trial of faith, hope, and patience,
or for the revelation and improvement of the sinful blemishes which
now and then are also hidden from the pious.”

According to this, both aspects are found united in Elihu’s speeches; but in this
first speech, at least, we cannot find it.

There is another poet, whose charisma does not come up to that of the older
poet, who in this speech pursues the well-authorized purpose not only of
moderating what is extreme in Job’s speeches, but also of bringing out what is
true in the speeches of the friends. f303

While the book of Job, apart from these speeches, presents in the Old
Testament way the great truth which Paul, Rom. 8: 1, expresses in the words,
ouÏdeÂn kataÂkrima toiÌj eÏn XristwÌÄ IÏhsouÌ, this other poet has given expression at
the same time, in the connection of the drama, to the great truth, 1Co. 11:32,
krinoÂmenoi uÎpoÃ touÌ duriÂou paideuoÂmeqa, iÎÂna mhÃ suÃn twÌÄ koÂsmwÄ katakriqwÌmen.
That it is another poet, is already manifest from his inferior, or if it is
preferred, different, poetic gift. True, A. B. Davidson has again recently
asserted, that by supporting it by such observations, the critical question is
made “a question of subjective taste.” But if these speeches and the other parts
of the book are said to have been written by one poet, there is an end to all
critical judgment in such questions generally. One cannot avoid the impression
of the distance between them; and if it be suppressed for a time, it will
nevertheless make itself constantly felt. But do the prophecies of Malachi
stand lower in the scale of the historical development of revelation, because



the Salomonic glory of prophetic speech which we admire in Isaiah is wanting
in them? Just as little do we depreciate the spiritual glory of these speeches,
when we find the outward glory of the rest of the book wanting in them. They
occupy a position of the highest worth in the historical development of
revelation and redemption. They are a perfecting part of the canonical
Scriptures. In their origin, also, they are not much later; f304

indeed, I venture to assert that they are by a contemporary member even of the
Chokma-fellowship from which the book of Job has its rise. For they stand in
like intimate relation with the rest of the book to the two Ezrahite Psalms, 88,
89; they have, as to their doctrinal contents, the fundamental features of the
Israelitish Chokma in common; they speak another and still similar
Aramaizing and Arabizing language (hebraicum arabicumque sermonem et
interdum syrum, as Jerome expresses it in his Praef. in l. Iobi); in fact, we shall
further on meet with linguistic signs that the poet who wrote this addition has
lived together with the poet of the book of Job in one spot beyond the Holy
Land, and speaks a Hebrew bearing traces of a like dialectic influence.

Elihu's Second Speech. — Job 34

SCHEMA: 6. 10. 5. 8. 12. 6. 10. 9. 13.

[Then began Elihu and said:]

2 Hear, ye wise men, my words,
And ye experienced ones, give ear to me!

3 For the ear trieth words,
As the palate tasteth by eating.

4 Let us find out what is right,
Let us explore among ourselves what is good.

Job. 34: 2-4. After his first speech Elihu has made a brief pause; now since
Job is silent, he begins anew. RMJYW ��YW, LXX correctly, here as in all other
instances where the phrase occurs: uÎpolabwÃn leÂgei, taking up the word he
said. The wise and the knowing (Arab. ÿulamaÑ), whose attention he bespeaks,
are not Job and the three (Umbr., Hahn), who are indeed a party, and as such a
subject for the arbitrative appearance of Elihu; also not every one capable of
forming a judgment (Hirz.); but those in the circle of spectators and listeners
which, as is assumed, has assembled round the disputants (Schlottm.). In v. 3
Elihu does not expressly mean his own ear, but that of the persons addressed:
he establishes his summons to prove what he says by the general thought
brought over from Job. 12:11, and as there (comp. Job. 5: 7, 11:12), clothed in
the form of the emblematic proverb, — that as there is a bodily, so there is also



a mental organ of sense which tries its perceptions. LKOJåLE is not intended as
expressing a purpose (ad vescendum), but as a gerundive (vescendo). The
phrase �pF�iMI RXÁbF, occurring only here, signifies neither to institute a search
for the purpose of decision (Schult. and others), since RXB does not signify to
decide upon anything, nor to investigate a cause (Hahn), which would be
HNXBN, but to test and choose what is right, dokimaÂzein kaiÃ toÃ kaloÃn kateÂxein,
1Th. 5:21, after which the parallel runs: cognoscamus inter nos (i.e., in
common) quid bonum.

5 For Job hath said: “I am guiltless,
“And God hath put aside my right.

6 “Shall I lie in spite of my right,
“Incurable is mine arrow without transgression.”

7 Where is there a man like Job,
Who drinketh scorning like water,

8 And keepeth company with the workers of iniquity,
And walketh with wicked men,

9 So that he saith: “A man hath no profit
“From entering into fellowship with God”?!

Job. 34: 5-7. That in relation to God, thinking of Him as a punishing judge,
he is righteous or in the right, i.e., guiltless (YtIQiDACF with Pathach in pause,
according to Ew. § 93, c, from QD�CF = QDACF, but perhaps, comp. Pro. 24:30,
Psa. 102:26, because the Athnach is taken only as of the value of Zakeph), Job
has said verbatim in Job. 13:18, and according to meaning, Job. 23:10, 27: 7,
and throughout; that He puts aside his right (the right of the guiltless, and
therefore not of one coming under punishment): Job. 27: 2. That in spite of his
right (L�, to be interpreted, according to Schultens’ example, just like
Job. 10: 7, 16:17), i.e., although right is on his side, yet he must be accounted a
liar, since his own testimony is belied by the wrathful form of his affliction,
that therefore the appearance of wrong remains inalienably attached to him, we
find in idea in Job. 9:20 and freq. Elihu makes Job call his affliction YcIXI, i.e.,
an arrow sticking in him, viz., the arrow of the wrath of God (on the objective
suff. comp. on Job. 23: 2), after Job. 6: 4, 16: 9, 19:11; and that this his arrow,
i.e., the pain which it causes him, is incurably bad, desperately malignant
without (YLIbI as Job. 8:11) ��ApE, i.e., sins existing as the ground of it, from
which he would be obliged to suppose they had thrust him out of the condition
of favour, is Job’s constant complaint (vid., e.g., Job. 13:23 f.). Another
utterance of Job closely connected with it has so roused Elihu’s indignation,
that he prefaces it with the exclamation of astonishment: Who is a man like



Job, i.e., where in all the world (YMI as 2Sa. 7:23) has this Job his equal, who....
The attributive clause refers to Job; “to drink scorn (here: blasphemy) like
water,” is, according to Job. 15:16, equivalent to to give one’s self up to
mockery with delight, and to find satisfaction in it. HRFBiXELi XRÁJF, to go over to
any one’s side, looks like a poeticized prose expression. TKELELi is a
continuation of the XRÁJF, according to Ew. § 351, c, but not directly in the
sense “and he goes,” but, as in the similar examples, Jer. 17:10, 44:19,
2Ch. 7:17, and freq., in the sense of: “he is in the act of going;” comp. on
Job. 36:20 and Hab. 1:17. The utterance runs: a man does not profit, viz.,
himself (on the use of �KASF of persons as well as of things, vid., on Job. 22: 2),
by his having joyous and familiar intercourse (�TCORibI, as little equivalent to
�wRbI as in Psa. 50:18) with God. Job has nowhere expressly said this, but
certainly the declaration in Job. 9:22, in connection with the repeated
complaints concerning the anomalous distribution of human destinies (vid.,
especially Job. 21: 7 ff., 24: 1 ff.), are the premises for such a conclusion. That
Elihu, in vv. 7 f., is more harsh against Job than the friends ever were (comp.
e.g., the well-measured reproach of Eliphaz, Job. 15: 4), and that he puts words
into Job’s moth which occur nowhere verbatim in his speeches, is worked up
by the Latin fathers (Jer., Philippus Presbyter, Beda, f305 Gregory) in favour of
their unfavourable judgment of Elihu; the Greek fathers, however, are deprived
of all opportunity of understanding him by the translation of the LXX (in
which mukthrismoÂn signifies the scorn of others which Job must swallow
down, comp. Pro. 26: 6), which here perverts everything.

10 Therefore, men of understanding, hearken to me!
Far be it from god to do evil,

And the Almighty to act wrongfully.

11 No indeed, man’s work He recompenseth to him,
And according to man’s walk He causeth it to be with him.

Job. 34:10, 11. “Men of heart,” according to Psychol. S. 249, comp. 254, is
equivalent to nohÂmonej or nohroiÂ (LXX sunetoiÃ kardiÂaj). The clause which
Elihu makes prominent in the following reply is the very axiom which the
three defend, perfectly true in itself, but falsely applied by them: evil, wrong,
are inconceivable on the part of God; instead of YdA�ALiw it is only YdA�AWi in the
second member of the verse, with the omission of the praep.  — a frequent
form of ellipsis, particularly in Isaiah (Isa. 15: 8, 28: 6, 48:14, 61: 7, comp.
Eze. 25:15). Far removed from acting wickedly and wrongfully, on the
contrary He practises recompense exactly apportioned to man’s deeds, and
ever according to the walk of each one (XRÁJO like ¥REdE or YK�RidA, e.g.,
Jer. 32:19, in an ethical sense) He causes it to overtake him, i.e., to happen to



him (JYCIMiHI only here and Job. 37:13). The general assertion brought forward
against Job is now proved.

12 Yea verily God acteth not wickedly,
And the Almighty perverteth not the right.

13 Who hath given the earth in charge to Him?
And who hath disposed the whole globe?

14 If He only set His heart upon Himself,
If He took back His breath and His inspiration to Himself:

15 All flesh would expire together,
And man would return to dust.

Job. 34:12-15. With �NFMiJF �JÁ (Yea verily, as Job. 19: 4, “and really”) the
counter- assertion of v. 11 is repeated, but negatively expressed (comp.
Job. 8: 3). JAY�IRiHI signifies sometimes to act as ��FRF, and at others to be set
forth and condemned as a ��R; here, as the connection requires, it is the
former. V. 13 begins the proof. Ewald’s interpretation: who searcheth, and
Hahn’s: who careth for the earth beside Him, are hazardous and unnecessary.
DQApF with LJA of the person and the acc. of the thing signifies: to enjoin
anything as a duty on any one, to entrust anything to any one, Job. 36:23,
Num. 4:27, 2Ch. 36:23; therefore: who has made the earth, i.e., the care of it, a
duty to Him? HCFRiJÁ (Milel) is not to be refined into the meaning “to the earth”
(as here by Schultens and a few others, Isa. 8:23 by Luzzatto: he hath smitten
down, better: dishonoured, to the earth with a light stroke), but is poetically
equivalent to �REJE, as HLFYiLÁ (comp. modern Greek hÎ nuÂxqa) is in prose
equivalent to LYILÁ. V. 13b is by no means, with Ew. and Hahn, to be translated:
who observes (considers) the whole globe, �YVI as v. 23, Job. 4:20, 24:12 —
the expression would be too contracted to affirm that no one but God bestowed
providential attention upon the earth; and if we have understood v. 13a
correctly, the thought is also inappropriate. A more appropriate thought is
gained, if WYLF�F is supplied from v. 13a: who has enjoined upon Him the whole
circle of the earth (Saad., Gecat., Hirz., Schlottm.); but this continued force of
the WYL� into the second independent question is improbable in connection
with the repetition of YMI. Therefore: who has appointed, i.e., established (�VF
as Job. 38: 5, Isa. 44: 7), — a still somewhat more suitable thought, going
logically further, since the one giving the charge ought to be the lord of him
who receives the commission, and therefore the Creator of the world. This is
just God alone, by whose XÁwR and HMF�FNi the animal world as well as the world
of men (vid., Job. 32: 8, 33: 4) has its life, v. 14: if He should direct His heart,



i.e., His attention (LJE BL� �YVI, as Job. 2: 3), to Himself (emphatic: Himself
alone), draw in (�SAJF as Psa. 104:29; comp. for the matter Ecc. 12: 7, Psychol.
S. 406) to Himself His inspiration and breath (which emanated from Him or
was effected by Him), all flesh would sink together, i.e., die off at once (this,
as it appears, has reference to the taking back of the animal life, XWR), and man
would return (this has reference to the taking back of the human spirit, HM�N)
to dust (LJA instead of LJE, perhaps with reference to the usual use of the
RPF�F�LJA, Job. 17:16, 20:11, 21:26).

Only a few modern expositors refer WYLFJ�, as Targ. Jer. and Syr., to man
instead of reflexively to God; the majority rightly decide in favour of the idea
which even Grotius perceived: si sibi ipsi tantum bonus esse (sui unius curam
habere) vellet. �JI followed by the fut. signifies either si velit (LXX eiÏ
bouÂloito), as here, or as more frequently, si vellet, Psa. 50:12, 139: 8,
Oba. 1: 4, Isa. 10:22, Amo. 9: 2-4. It is worthy of remark that, according to
Norzi’s statement, the Babylonian texts presented BY�IYF, v. 14a, as Cheth−Ñb,
�YVY as Ker−Ñ (like our Palestine text, Dan. 11:18), which a MS of De Rossi,
with a Persian translation, confirms; the reading gives a fine idea: that God’s
heart is turned towards the world, and is unclosed; its ethical condition of life
would then be like its physical ground of life, that God’s spirit dwells in it; the
drawing back of the heart, and the taking back to Himself of the spirit, would
be equivalent to the exclusion of the world from God’s love and life. However,
�YVY implies the same; for a reference of God’s thinking and willing to
Himself, with the exclusion of the world, would be just a removal of His love.
Elihu’s proof is this: God does not act wrongly, for the government of the
world is not a duty imposed upon Him from without, but a relation entered into
freely by Him: the world is not the property of another, but of His free creative
appointment; and how unselfishly, how devoid of self-seeking He governs it, is
clear from the fact, that by the impartation of His living creative breath He
sustains every living thing, and does not, as He easily might, allow them to fall
away into nothingness. There is therefore a divine love which has called the
world into being and keeps it in being; and this love, as the perfect opposite of
sovereign caprice, is a pledge for the absolute righteousness of the divine rule.

16 And oh understand now, hear this;
Hearken to the sound of my words.

17 Would one who hateth right also be able to subdue?
Or wilt thou condemn the All-just?

18 Is it becoming to say to a king: Worthless One!?
Thou evil-doer! to princes?



19 To Him who accepteth not the person of rulers,
And regardeth not the noble before the poor:

For they are all the work of His hands.

20 In a moment they die, and at midnight
The people are overthrown and perish,

And they put aside the mighty — not by the hand of man.

Job. 34:16-20. This strophe contains several grammatical rarities. At first
sight it appears that v. 16a ought to be translated: “and if there is
understanding (viz., to thee = if thou hast), then hear this.” But HNFYbI is
accented as Milel and with Mercha, and can therefore not be a substantive
(Hirz., Hahn, and others); for the retreat of the accent would be absolutely
incomprehensible, and instead of a conjunctive, a distinctive, viz., Dech−Ñ,
ought to be expected. Several of the old expositors, therefore, interpret with
Nolde: quod quum ita sit, intellige; but this elliptical �JIWi, well as it might also
be used for Job. 21: 4, is unsupportable; the Makkeph between the two words
is also against it, which rather arises from the assumption that HNFYbI is the
imperat., and �JI as an exception, like Gen. 23:13, is an optative particle
joined to the imper. 2 instead of to the fut.: “and if thou shouldst observe” (=
�YBITf��JIWi). To translate v. 17a with Schultens: num iram osor judicii frenabit,
is impracticable on account of the order of the words, and gives a thought that
is inappropriate here. �JÁ is a particle, and the fut. is potentialis: is it also
possible that an enemy of right should govern? (�BÁXF, imperio coercere, as
RCÁJF 1Sa. 9:17, RSAJF Psa. 105:22); right and government are indeed mutually
conditioned, without right everything would fall into anarchy and confusion. In
v. 17b this is applied to the Ruler of the world: or (�JIWi, an, as Job. 8: 3, 21: 4,
40: 9) wilt thou condemn the mighty just One, i.e., the All-just? As Elihu calls
God XÁKO JYgIVA, Job. 37:23, as the Almighty, and as the Omniscient One, �Y�Id�
�YMIti, Job. 37:16, so here as the All-just One, RYbIkA QYdICÁ. The two adjectives
are put side by side aÏsundeÂtwj, as is frequently the case in Arabic, and form
one compound idea, Ew. § 270, d.

Ver. 18a. The interrogative Há is joined to the inf., not, however, as Job. 40: 2
(num litigare cum Deo castigator, scil. vult), with the inf. absol., but with the
inf. constr.; the form RMOJá for RMOJå occurs also in Pro. 25: 7, and is also
otherwise not rare, especially in combination with particles, e.g., LKOJábÁ,
Num. 26:10, Olsh. § 160, b. f306

It is unnecessary to suppose that the inf. constr., which sometimes, although
rarely, does occur (Ges. § 131, rem. 2), is used here instead of the inf. absol.; it



is thus, as after B��, e.g., Jud. 9: 2 (L�OMiHA), Pro. 24: 7, Psa. 133: 1, and
Psa. 40: 6 after �YJ�, used as n. actionis, since Há in a pregnant sense is
equivalent to num licet (B��Há), if one does not prefer, with Olsh., to suppose
an aposiopesis: “(dare one be so bold as) to say to a king: Thou worthless one!
Thou evil-doer! to princes?” The reading RM�JOHF is an unnecessary lightening
of the difficulty. It were a crimen laesae, if one reproached a king with being
unjust, and therefore thereby denied him the most essential requisite of a ruler;
and now even Him (Merc. correctly supplies tanto minus ei) who does not give
the preference to the person (YN�Pi JVFNF as Job. 13: 8, 32:21) of princes, and does
not (with preference) regard (on RkANI vid., on Job. 21:29, also here Piel, and
according to the statement of the Masora, Milel, for an acknowledged reason
which can be maintained even in remarkable instances, like Deu. 10: 5 in
WYHYW, Eze. 32:26 in YLLXM, whereas 1Sa. 23: 7 is Milra) the rich before (YN�PiLI
in the sense of prae) the poor! therefore the King of kings, who makes no
partial distinction, because the king and the beggar are the work of His hands:
they stand equally near to Him as being His creatures, and He is exalted above
both alike as their Creator, this order and partiality are excluded; — what a
nota bene against the doctrine of the decretum absolutum, which makes the
love of the Creator a partial love, and turns this love, which in its very nature is
perfect love, into caprice! In v. 20 Elihu appeals to human history in favour of
this impartiality of the Ruler of the world. It may there appear as though God
with partiality suffered rulers and peoples in authority in the world to do as
they please; but suddenly they die away, and in fact in the middle of the night
(here Mercha-mahpach), the individuals of a great people (thus must ��F be
understood in accordance with the prominently-placed plur. predicate, Ges. §
146, 1) tremble and perish; and they remove (wRYSIYFWi instead of the passive, as
Job. 4:20 and frequently) the mighty — DYFBi�JLO. It is not the hand of man
which does this, but an invisible higher power (which, if it is called DY, only
bears this name per anthropomorphismum); comp. Dan. 2:34, �YIDAYBI JLF;
Dan. 8:25, DYF SPEJEbI; and also Job. 20:26, like the New Testament use of ouÏ
xeiropoiÂhtoj. The subj. of v. 20a are the previously mentioned princes. The
division according to the accents may be received with hesitation, since the
symmetry of the sticks, which it restores, is not unfrequently wanting in the
Elihu section. V. 20c refers back to the possessors of power, and in the
interval, v. 20b describes the fate of those who belong to the people which has
become subservient to their lust of conquest, for ��F cannot signify “in
crowds” (Ew., Hahn); it is therefore, and especially when mentioned as here
between princes and rulers, the people, and in fact, in distinction from YWG, the
people together forming a state.



21 For His eyes are upon the ways of each one,
And He seeth all his steps.

22 There is no darkness nor shadow of death
Wherein the workers of iniquity might hide themselves.

23 For He needeth not long to regard a man
That he may enter into judgment with God.

Job. 34:21-23. As the preceding strophe showed that God’s creative order
excludes all partiality, so this strophe shows that His omniscience qualifies
Him to be an impartial judge. He sees everything, nothing can escape His gaze;
He sees through man without being obliged to wait for the result of a judicial
investigation. �YVI with LJA does not here signify: to lay upon (Saad., Gecat.),
but as Job. 37:15, and as with LJE (v. 14) or bI (Job. 23: 6); to direct one’s
attention (supply �bLI, Job. 1: 8) towards anything; the fut. has here a modal
signification; D�� is used as e.g., Gen. 46:29: again and again, continuously;
and in the clause expressive of purpose it is LJ��LJE (instead of WYLFJ�, a very
favourite combination used throughout the whole book, Job. 5: 8, 8: 5, 13: 3,
and so on) from the human standpoint: He, the all-seeing One, needs not to
observe him long that he should enter into judgment with God — He knows
him thoroughly before any investigation takes place, which is not said without
allusion to Job’s vehement longing to be able to appear before God’s tribunal.

24 He breaketh the mighty in pieces without investigation
And setteth others in their place.

25 Thus He seeth through their works,
And causeth their overthrow by night, thus they are crushed.

26 He smiteth them after the manner of evil-doers
In the sight of the public.

27 For for such purpose are they fallen away from Him
And have not considered any of His ways,

28 To cause the cry of the poor to come up to Him,
And that He should hear the cry of the needy.

Job. 34:24-28. He makes short work (RQEX��JLO for JLObI, as Job. 12:24,
38:26: without research, viz., into their conduct, which is at once manifest to
Him; not: in an incomprehensible manner, which is unsuitable, and still less:
innumerabiles, as Jer., Syr.) with the mighty (�YRIYbIkA, Arab. kibaÑr, kubaraÑ),
and in consequence of this (fut. consec.) sets up (constituit) others, i.e., better
and worthier rulers (comp. RX�JÁ, Job. 8:19, Isa. 55:15), in their stead. The
following �K�LF is not equivalent to R�J �KL, for which no satisfactory



instance exists; on the contrary, �KL here, as more frequently, introduces not
the real consequence (Job. 20: 2), but a logical inference, something that
directly follows in and with what precedes (corresponding to the Greek aÏÂra,
just so, consequently), comp. Job. 42: 3, Isa. 26:14, 61: 7, Jer. 2:33, 5: 2,
Zec. 11: 7 (vid., Köhler in loc.). Thus, then, as He hereby proves, He is
thoroughly acquainted with their actions (DbF�iMÁ, nowhere besides in the book
of Job, an Aramaizing expression for HV�M). This abiding fact of divine
omniscience, inferred from the previously-mentioned facts, then serves again
in its turn, in v. 25b, as the source of facts by which it is verified. HLFYiLÁ is by
no means an obj. The expositions: et inducit noctem (Jer.), He walks in the
night in which He has veiled Himself (Umbr.), convertit eos in noctem (Syr.,
Arab.), and such like, all read in the two words what they do not imply. It is
either to be translated: He throws them by night (HLYL as Job. 27:20) upon the
heaps (¥PAHF as Pro. 12: 7), or, since the verb has no objective suff.: He maketh
a reformation or overthrow during the night, i.e., creates during the night a new
order of things, and they who stood at the head of the former affairs are
crushed by the catastrophe.

Ver. 26. The following �Y�I�FRi TXÁtÁ cannot signify: on the place of the evil-
doers, i.e., in the place where evil-doers are punished (Hirz., Hahn, and
others), for TXÁtÁ (YT�XitÁ) only has this signification with the suff. (vid., on
Hab. 3:16); but not otherwise than: in the evil-doers’ stead, taking them and
treating them as such, as Jer. has correctly translated: quasi impios (comp.
Isa. 10: 4, Jerome, cum interfectis). The place first mentioned afterwards is not
exactly the usual place of judgment, but any place whatever where all can see
it. There He smites those who hitherto held positions of eminence, as of
unimpeachable honour, like the common criminal; QPASF, Arab. såfq,
complodere, and then ictu resonante percutere, as the likewise cognate Arab.
sf’ signifies first to box the ear (as Arab. sfq = såfq), then so to strike that it
smacks. As little as �K�LF, v. 25a, was = R�J �KL, just so little is �k��LJA R�EJá,
v. 27a, = R�J �K�L� (vid., on the other hand what is said on Gen. 18: 5
concerning �k��LJA�YkI). Elihu wishes to say that they endure such a destiny of
punishment, because they therefore, i.e., in order to suffer such, have turned
aside from following after God, and have not thought on all His ways, i.e.,
guidings, by which He manifested Himself to them: they have thus sought to
cause the cry of the poor to come (Jer. well renders: ut pervenire facerent ad
eum) before Him (WYLF�F, perhaps with the idea of urging forward = WYNFPFLi or
WYNFZiJFbI), and that He may hear the cry of the lowly (construction exactly like
Job. 33:17), i.e., have sought to bring forth His avenging justice by injustice
that cries aloud to heaven.



29 If He, however, maketh peace, who will then condemn?
And if He hideth His countenance — who then can behold Him? —

Both concerning numbers and individuals together:

30 That godless men reign not,
That they be not nets to the people.

31 For one, indeed, saith to God,
“I have been proud, I will not do evil;

32 “What I see not, show Thou me;
“If I have done wrong, I will do it no more”!? —

Job. 34:29-32. If God makes peace (�YQI�iYA as Psa. 94:13, comp. Isa. 14: 7,
�RJH�LK H�FQi�F, viz., after the overthrow of the tyrant) in connection with
such crying oppression of the poor, who will then condemn Him without the
rather recognising therein His comprehensive justice? The conjecture ��IRiYA f307

is not required either here or 1Sa. 14:47 (where �Y�RH signifies to punish the
guilty); JA�IRiYA is also not to be translated turbabit (Rosenm.), since ��ARF
(Arab. rs’, rsg) according to its primitive notion does not signify “to be
restless, to rage,” but “to be relaxed, hollow” (opposite of QDC, Arab. sådq, to
be hard, firm, tight). Further: If God hides His countenance, i.e., is angry and
punishes, who can then behold Him, i.e., make Him, the veiled One, visible
and claim back the favour withdrawn? The Waw of YMIw, if one marks off the
periods of the paratactic expression, is in both cases the Waw of conclusion
after hypothetical antecedents, and. v. 29b refers to Job’s impetuous
challenging of God. Thus exalted above human controversy and defiance, God
rules both over the mass and over individuals alike. DXÁYA gives intensity of the
equality thus correlatively (et — et) expressed (Targ., Syr.); to refer it to �DJ
as generalizing (LXX, Jer. et super omnes homines), is forbidden by the
antithesis of peoples and individuals. To the thought, that God giveth rest
(from oppressors) and hides His countenance (from the oppressors and in
general those who act wrongly), two co-ordinate negative final clauses are
attached: in order that godless men may not rule (¥LOmiMI, as e.g., 2Ki. 23:33,
Keri), in order that they may no longer be (M = T�YHiMI, under the influence of
the notion of putting aside contained in the preceding final clause, therefore
like Isa. 7: 8 ��M, 24: 2 RY�M, Jer. 48: 2 YWGM, and the like) snares of the
people, i.e., those whose evil example and bad government become the ruin of
the community.

In v. 31a the view of those who by some jugglery concerning the laws of the
vowel sounds explain RMÁJFHE as imper. Niph. (= RM�JFH�), be it in the sense of



RM�JFH�Li, dicendum est (Rosenm., Schlottm., and others, after Raschi), or even
in the unheard-of reflexive signification: express thyself (Stick., Hahn), is to be
rejected. The syncopated form of the infin. GR�HFbE, Eze. 26:15, does not serve as
a palliation of this adventurous imperative. It is, on the contrary, RMÁJF with HE
interrog., as Eze. 28: 9 RMOJFHE, and probably also RwMJFHE Mic. 2: 7 (vid.,
Hitz.). A direct exhortation to Job to penitence would also not be in place here,
although what Elihu says is levelled against Job. The YkI is confirmatory. Thus
God acts with that class of unscrupulous men who abuse their power for the
destruction of their subjects: for he (one of them) says (or: has said, from the
standpoint of the execution of punishment) to God, etc. Ew. differently: “for
one says thus to God even: I expiate what I do not commit,” by understanding
the speech quoted of a defiance which reproachfully demands an explanation.
It is, however, manifestly a compendious model confession. And since Elihu
with YK establishes the execution of punishment from this, that it never entered
the mind of the �N�XF �DFJF thus to humble himself before God, so YTIJVFNF here
cannot signify: I have repented (put up with and had to bear what I have
deserved); on the contrary, the confession begins with the avowal: I have
exalted myself (JVFNF, se efferre, in Hos. 13: 1, Psa. 89:10), which is then
followed by the vow: I will not (in the future) do evil (LBÁXF synon. HWF�F, as
Neh. 1: 7, and probably also supra, Job. 24: 9), and the entreaty, v. 32: beside
that which I behold (elliptical object-clause, Ew. § 333, b), i.e., what lies
beyond my vision (= T�RTfSiNI or �YMILU�á, Psa. 19:13, 90: 8, unacknowledged
sins), teach me; and the present vow has reference to acknowledged sins and
sins that have still to be acknowledged: if I have done wrong, I will do it no
more. Thus speaking — Elihu means — those high ones might have
anticipated the punishment of the All-just God, for favour instead of wrath
cannot be extorted, it is only reached by the way of lowly penitence.

33 Shall He recompense it as thou wilt? For thou hast found fault,
So that thou hast to determine, not I,
And what thou knowest speak out!

34 Men of understanding will say to me,
And a wise man who listeneth to me:

35 “Job speaketh without knowledge,
“And his words are without intelligence.”

36 O would that Job were proved to the extreme
On account of his answers after the manner of evil men;

37 For he addeth transgression to his sin,
Among us he clappeth

And multiplieth his speeches against God.



Job. 34:33-37. The question put to Job, whether then from him or according
to his idea (��I in ¦mi�IM� as Job. 23:10, 27:11, which see) shall God
recompense it (viz., as this “it” is to be understood according to v. 32b: man’s
evil-doing and actions in general), Elihu proves from this, that Job has
despised (shown himself discontented with it) the divine mode of recompense,
so that therefore (this second YkI signifies also nam, but is, because extending
further on account of the first, according to the sense equivalent to ita ut) he
has to choose (seek out) another mode of recompense, not Elihu (who is
perfectly satisfied with the mode with which history furnishes us); which is
then followed by the challenge (Rb�dA not infin., but as Job. 32:33): what (more
corresponding to just retribution) thou knowest, speak out then! Elihu on his
part knows that he does not stand alone against Job, the censurer of the divine
government of the world, but that men of heart (understanding) and (every)
wise man who listens to him will coincide with him in the opinion that Job’s
talk is devoid of knowledge and intelligence (on the form of writing LYk�ViHA as
Jer. 3:15, vid., Ges. § 53, rem. 2).

In v. 36 f. we will for the present leave the meaning of YBJ undecided; �X�bFYI is
certainly intended as optative: let Job be tried to the extreme or last, i.e., let his
trial by affliction continue until the matter is decided (comp. Hab. 1: 4), on
account of the opposition among men of iniquity, i.e., after the manner of such
(on this Beth of association comp. �Y�ID�qibÁ, Job. 36:14), for to TJ«FXÁ, by
which the purpose of his affliction is to be cleared up, he adds ��APE, viz., the
wickedness of blasphemous speeches: among us (therefore without fear) he
claps (viz., his hands scornfully together, Q�pSiYI only here thus absolute
instead of WYpFkA QpOViYI, Job. 27:23, comp. QPVB Job. 36:18 with WQPS
Job. 20:22 f308) and multiplies (BREYE, fut. apoc. Hiph. as Job. 10:17, and instead
of the full fut., as R�OYF, Job. 33:27) his speeches against God, i.e., exceeds
himself in speeches which irreverently dictate to and challenge God.

But we now ask, what does that YBIJF, v. 36a, signify? According to the
accentuation with Rebia, it appears to be intended to signify pater mi (Jer.),
according to which Saad. (jaÑ rabb−Ñ) and Gecat. (munchi−Ñ, my Creator) translate
it. This would be the only passage where an Old Testament saint calls God
YBJ; elsewhere God is called the Father of Israel, and Israel as a people, or the
individual comprehending himself with the nation, calls Him WNYBJ.
Nevertheless this pater mi for Elihu would not be inappropriate, for what the
writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews, Heb. 12: 7, says to believers on the
ground of Pro. 3:11: eiÏj paideiÂan uÎpomeÂnete, ye suffer for the purpose of
paternal discipline, is Elihu’s fundamental thought; he also calls God in



Job. 32:22, 36: 3, which a like reference to himself, YNV� and YL�P — this
ejaculatory “my Father!” especially in conjunction with the following wish,
remains none the less objectionable, and only in the absence of a more
agreeable interpretation should we, with Hirz., decide in its favour. It would be
disproportionately repulsive if v. 36 f. still belonged to the assenting language
of another, and Elihu represented himself as addressed by YBJ (Wolfson,
Maur.). Thus, therefore, YBJ must be taken somehow or other interjectionally.
It is untenable to compare it with Y�BJá, Pro. 23:29, for YWBJW YWJ (Arab. aÑh
wa-aÑwaÑh) is “ah! and alas!” The Aramaic JYYB JYYB, vae vae (Buxtorf, col.
294), compared by Ges. to YbI, signifies just the same. The Targ. translates
JNFYB�CF, I wish; after which Kimchi, among moderns, Umbr., Schlottm., Carey,
and others derive YBIJF from HBEJF, a wish (after the form HCEQF, HZEXF), but the
participial substantival-form badly suits this signification, which is at once
improbable according to the usage of the language so far as we at present know
it. This interpretation also does not well suit the YbI, which is to be explained at
the same time. Ewald, § 358, a, regards YBIJF as the fuller form of YbI, and
thinks YBJ is dialectic = YBILF = YWILF = wL, but this is an etymological leger-
demain. The two Schultens (died 1750 and 1793) were on the right track when
they traced back YBJ to JWB, but their interpretation: rem eo adducam ut (YBJ
= JYBJ, as it is certainly not unfrequently written, e.g., 1Ki. 21:29, with the
assumption of a root YB cognate with JB), is artificial and without support in
the usage of the language and in the syntax. Körber and Simonis opened up the
right way, but with inadequate means for following it out, by referring (vid.,
Ges. Thes. s.v. YbI) to the formula of a wish and of respect, bawwaÑk allah,
which, however, also is bajjaÑk. The Kamus interprets bajjaÑk, though
waveringly, by bawwaÑk, the meaning of which (may he give thee a resting-
place) is more transparent. In an annotated Codex of Zamachschari hajjaÑk allah
wa-bajjaÑk is explained: God preserve thy life and grant thee to come to a place
of rest, bawwaaka (therefore Arab. bawaÑ = bawa’a) menzilan. That YBIJF (as
also YbI) is connected with this bajjaÑk since the latter is the Piel -form of an old
verb bajja (vid., supra, p. 559), which with the forms Arab. baÑÿa (whence
Arab. b−Ñÿat, a sheltering house) and Arab. bw’ (bwaÑ) has one root similar in
signification with JWB, the following contributions of Wetzstein will show.

In elucidation of the present passage he observes: The expressions ab−Ñ teb−Ñ,
jeb−Ñ; neb−Ñ, tebuÑ, jebuÑ, are so frequent in Damascus, that they very soon struck
me, and on my first inquiry I always received the same answer, that they are a
mutilation of Arab. ‘bgy, abghi, I desire, etc. [vid. supra, p. 580], until one day
a fugitive came into the consulate, and with these words, ab−Ñ waÑlideÑk, seized



me in that part of the body where the Arabs wear the girdle (zunnaÑr), a
symbolic action by which one seeks some one’s protection. Since the word
here could not be equivalent to abghi (“I desire” thy parents), I turned to the
person best acquainted with the idiom of the country, the scribe AbderrahmaÑn
el-M−ÑdaÑni, which father had been a wandering minstrel in the camps for twenty
years; and he explained to me that abghi only signifies “I desire;” on the
contrary, ab−Ñ, “I implore importunately, I pray for God’s sake,” and the latter
belongs to a defective verb, Arab. bayya, from which, except the forms
mentioned, only the part. anaÑ baÑj, “I come as a suppliant,” and its plur. nahn
baÑjin, is used. The poet Musa RaÑraÑ from KreÑje in the south of Hauran, who
lived with me six months in Damascus in order to instruct me in the dialect of
his district, assured me that among the Beduins also the perf. forms b−Ñt, b−ÑnaÑ (I
have, we have entreated), and the fut. forms tab−Ñn (thou, woman...), jaben
(they, the women...), and taben (ye women...), are used. In the year 1858, in
the course of a journey in his native country, I came to D−ÑmaÑs, whither they
had brought two strange Beduins who had been robbed of their horses in that
desert (Sahra D−ÑmaÑs), and one of them had at the same time received a mortal
gunshot-wound. As I can to these men, who were totally forsaken, the
wounded man began to express his importunate desire for a surgeon with the
words jaÑ sheÑch neb−Ñ ÿarabak, “Sir, we claim the protection of thy Arabs,” i.e.,
we adjure thee by thy family. Naturally ab−Ñ occurs most frequently. It generally
has its obj. in the acc., often also with the praepos. Arab. ‘ly, exactly like
Arab. dchl (to enter, to flee anywhere and hide), which is its correct synonym
and usual substitute in common life. It is often used without an obj., and,
indeed, very variously. With women it is chiefly the introduction to a question
prompted by curiosity, as: ab−Ñ (ah, tell me), have you really betrothed your
daughter? Or the word is accompanied by a gesture by the five fingers of the
right hand, with the tips united, being stretched out towards the hasty or
impatient listener, as if one wished to show some costly object, when ab−Ñ
signifies as much as: I pray thee wait till I have shown thee this precious thing,
i.e., allow me to make one more remark to thee in reference to the matter.
Moreover, YbI (probably not corrupted from YBIJF, but a derived nomen
concretum in the sense of dach−Ñl or mustag−Ñr, one seeking protection, protégé,
after the form YJI, YCI, from HWB = JWB) still exists unaltered in Hauran and in
the steppe. The Beduin introduces an important request with the words anaÑ b−Ñ
ahlak, I am a protégé of thy family, or anaÑ b−Ñ ÿirdak, I trust to thine honour,
etc.; while in Damascus they say, anaÑ dach−Ñl ahlak, har−Ñmak, aulaÑdak, etc. The
Beduin women make use of this b−Ñ in a weakened signification, in order to beg
a piece of soap or sugar, and anaÑ b−Ñ lihjetak, I pray by thy beard, etc., is often
heard.



If now we combine that YBIJF of Elihu with abghi (from Arab. bgaÑ, Hebr. H�FbF,
Aram. J�FbI, fut. Y��BiYI, as YbI with Y�IbI) or with ab−Ñ = JBOJF, from the verb bajja
= JWB (YBf309), it always remains a remarkable instance in favour of the Arabic
colouring of the Elihu section similar to the rest of the book, — a colouring, so
to speak, dialectically Hauranitish; while, on the other hand, even by this
second speech, one cannot avoid the impression of a great distance between it
and the rest of the book: the language has a lofty tone, without its special
harshness, as there, being the necessary consequence of a carefully
concentrated fulness of thought; moreover, here in general the usual regularity
of the strophe-lines no longer prevails, and also the usual symmetrical balance
of thought in them.

If we confine our attention to the real substance of the speech, apart from the
emotional and rough accessories, Elihu casts back the reproach of injustice
which Job has raised, first as being contradictory to the being of God,
Job. 34:10 f.; then he seeks to refute it as contradicting God’s government, and
this he does

(1) apagogically from the unselfish love with which God’s protecting care
preserves the breath of every living thing, while He who has created all things
might bring back all created things to the former non-existence, Job. 34:12-15;

(2) by induction from the impartial judgment which He exercises over princes
and peoples, and from which it is inferred that the Ruler of the world is also
all-just, Job. 34:16-20. From this Elihu proves that God can exercise justice,
and from that, that He is omniscient, and sees into man’s inmost nature without
any judicial investigation, Job. 34:21-28; inaccessible to human accusation and
human defiance, He rules over peoples and individuals, even over kings, and
nothing turns His just punishment aside but lowly penitence blended with the
prayer for the disclosure of unperceived sin, Job. 34:29-32. For in His
retributive rule God does not follow the discontented demands of men arrogant
and yet devoid of counsel, Job. 34:33. It is worthy of recognition, that Elihu
does not here coincide with what has been already said (especially
Job. 12:15 ff.), without applying it to another purpose; and that his theodicy
differs essentially from that proclaimed by the friends. It is not derived from
mere appearance, but lays hold of the very principles. It does not attempt the
explanation of the many apparent contradictions to retributive justice which
outward events manifest, as agreeing with it; it does not solve the question by
mere empiricism, but from the idea of the Godhead and its relation to the
world, and by such inner necessity guarantees to the mysteries still remaining
to human shortsightedness, their future solution.

Elihu's Third Speech. — Job 35.



SCHEMA: 6. 8. 10. 6.

[Then began Elihu, and said:]

2 Dost thou consider this to be right,
Sayest thou: my righteousness exceedeth God’s,

3 That thou sayest, what advantage is it to thee,
What doth it profit me more than my sin?

4 I will answer thee words,
And thy companions with thee.

Job. 35: 2-4. The neutral TJZO, v. 2a, refers prospectively to RMÁJTO�YkI, v.
3a: this that thou sayest. B�AXF with acc. of the obj. and Li of the predicate, as
Job. 33:10, comp. Job. 13:24, and freq. The second interrogative clause, v. 2b,
is co-ordinate with the first, and the collective thought of this ponderous
construction, vv. 2, 3, is this: Considerest thou this to be right, and thinkest
thou on this account to be able to put thy righteousness above the divine, that,
as thou maintainest, no righteousness on the side of God corresponds to this
thy righteousness, because God makes no distinction between righteousness
and the sin of man, and allows the former to go unrewarded? YQIDiCI (for which
Olsh. wishes to read YtIQiDACÁ, as Job. 9:27 YTRMJ for YRIMiJF) forms with LJ�M� a
substantival clause: justitia mea est prae Deo (prae divina); �MI comparative as
Job. 32: 2, comp. on the matter Job. 34: 5, not equivalent to aÏpoÂ as Job. 4:17.
RMJT�YK is first followed by the oratio obliqua: what it (viz., �QDC)
advantageth thee, then by the or. directa (on this change vid., Ew. § 338, a):
what profit have I (viz., YQDCB), prae peccato meo; this �MI is also
comparative; the constantly ambiguous combination would be allowable from
the fact that, according to the usage of the language, “to obtain profit from
anything” is expressed by bI LY�I�H, not by �MI LY�WH. Moreover, prae peccato
meo is equivalent to plus quam inde quod pecco, comp. Psa. 18:24, YNI��áM�,
Hos. 4: 8 �NFWO�á�LJE. We have already on Job. 34: 9 observed that Job has not
directly said (he cites it, Job. 21:15, as the saying of the ungodly) what Elihu in
v. 3 puts into his mouth, but as an inference it certainly is implied in such
utterances as Job. 9:22. Elihu’s polemic against Job and his companions (¦Y�ER�
are not the three, as LXX and Jer. translate, but the �WEJF Y��NiJÁ, to whom Job is
likened by such words as Job. 34: 8, 36) is therefore not unauthorized;
especially since he assails the conclusion together with its premises. In the
second strophe the vindication of the conclusion is now refuted.

5 Look towards heaven and see,
And behold the ethereal heights: they are high above thee.



6 If thou sinnest, what dost thou effect with Him?
And if thy transgressions are many, what doest thou to Him?

7 If thou art righteous, what dost thou give Him,
Or what doth He take from thy hand?

8 To man like thee thy godlessness availeth,
And to thee, a son of man, thy righteousness.

Job. 35: 5-8. Towards heaven he is to direct his gaze, to obtain from the
height of heaven a notion of the exaltation of God who dwells above the
heavens. The combination HJFRFWi �YbIHI is like Psa. 80:15 and freq. �YQIXF�i
(QXÁ�F, Arab. shåq, to rub in pieces, make thin, therefore the opposite of �YBI�F)
are the thin transparent strata of the atmosphere above the hanging clouds. �MI
after hBÁgF denotes the height that is on the opposite side to the beholder. From
the exaltation of God it is then further inferred that it is impossible to exercise
any human influence upon Him, by which He might suffer. The pointing
wavers here between LJAPitI (the common fut. form) and L�FPitI (as a
contraction of L�OPitI after the form ��OZiJE, Num. 23: 8). Human wrong or right
doing neither diminishes nor increases His blessedness; injury or advantage is
only on the side of man, from whom it proceeds. Others, whom his conduct
affect, are not included in v. 8: righteous or ungodly doing, Elihu means to say,
as such and with its consequences, belongs solely to the doer himself, the man
“like thee” (�YJILi with Munach, ¦�MkF with Munach), the son of man, i.e.,
man, capable of evil as of good, and who always, after deciding in favour of
the latter or the former, determines his fortune or misfortune, in distinction
from God, who ever remains unchangeably the same in His perfect
righteousness. What Elihu here says we have already heard from Eliphaz,
Job. 22: 2 f., and Job even expresses himself similarly in Job. 7:20; but to
Elihu’s mind it all becomes for Job new and powerful motives to quiet
submission, for what objection should Job raise in justification of his
complaints concerning his affliction against such sentiments as these, that
goodness bears its reward and evil its punishment in itself, and that God’s
reward of goodness is not a work of indebtedness, nor His punishment of evil a
work of necessity? Before such truth he must really hold his peace.

9 By reason of the multitude of oppressions they raise a cry,
They call for help by reason of the arm of the great,

10 But none saith: Where is Eloah my Creator,
Who giveth songs of praise in the night,

11 Who teacheth us by the beasts of the earth,
And maketh us wise by the fowls of heaven?



12 Then they cry, yet He answereth not,
Because of the pride of evil men.

13 Vanity alone God heareth not,
And the Almighty observeth it not.

Job. 35: 9-13. In v. 9a the accentuation of B�RM� with Dech−Ñ, according to
which Dachselt interprets: prae multitudine (oppressionum) oppressi
clamabunt, is erroneous; it is to be written BROM�, as everywhere else, and this
(according to Codd. and the editions of Jablonski, Majus, Michaelis, and
others) is to be accented with Munach, which is followed by �YQIw��á with a
vicarious Munach: prae multitudine oppressionum (�YQW�� like Ecc. 4: 1a,
and probably also Amo. 3: 9) edunt clamorem (Hiph. in the intensive Kal
signification, as e.g., HNFZiHI, to commit fornication, Hos. 4:10, and freq., comp.
p. 590, note). On JA�RZi, v. 9b, vid., p. 479; �YbIRÁ are the great or lords (Arab.
arbaÑb). The plur. with a general subj. is followed by the sing. in v. 10a: and no
one says (exactly as in RMÁJFHE, Job. 34:31). Elihu weakens the doubt expressed
by Job in Job. 24:12, that God allows injustice to prevail, and oppressed
innocence remains without vindication. The failure of the latter arises from the
fact of the sufferers complaining, but not seeking earnestly the only true
helper, God their maker (�YVI�O, intensive plur., as Isa. 22:11, 54: 5,
Psa. 149: 2), who gives (to which may be compared a passage of the Edda:
“Wuodan gives songs to the Scalds”) songs (T�RMIZi, from the onomatopoetic
RMZ) in the night, i.e., who in the night of sorrow puts songs of praise
concerning the dawning light of help into the mouth of the sufferers. The
singing of the glory of the nightly heavens (Stick., Hahn) is to be as little
thought of as the music of the spheres; the night is, as Job. 34:20, 25, the time
of unexpectedly sudden change.

In v. 11 most expositors (last of all Schlottm.) take the two �MI as comparative.
Elihu would then, since he feels the absence of the asking after this God on the
part of the sufferers, mean the conscious relation in which He has placed us to
Himself, and in accordance with which the sufferer should not merely
instinctively complain, but humbly bow himself and earnestly offer up prayer.
But according to Job. 12: 7 (comp. Pro. 6: 6, �KXW), it is to be translated: who
teaches (wNP�liMÁ = wNP�liJÁMi, comp. 2Sa. 22:40, Psalter i. 160) us from the
beasts of the earth (so that from them as a means of instruction teaching comes
to us), and makes us wise from the birds of heaven. The fut. interchanging with
the part. better accords with this translation, according to which v. 11 is a
continuation of the assertion of a divine instruction, by means of the animal
creation; the thought also suits the connection better, for of the many things



that may be learned from the animal creation, prayer here comes under
consideration, — the lions roar, Psa. 104:21; the thirsty cattle cry to God,
Joe. 1:20; the ravens call upon God, Psa. 147: 9. It we now determine the
collective thought of vv. 10 f., that affliction does not drive most men to God
the almighty Helper, who will be humbly entreated for help: it is more natural
to take ��F (vid., on Job. 23: 7) in the sense of then (toÂte), than, with reference
to the scene of oppression, in the sense of there (LXX, Jer.: ibi). The division
of the verse is correct, and H. B. Starcke has correctly interpreted: Tunc
clamabunt (sed non respondebit) propter superbiam (insolentiam) malorum.
YN�piMI is not to be connected with HNE�áYA in the sense of non exaudiet et servabit,
by which constr. praegnans one would expect �MI, Psa. 22:22, instead of YNPM,
nor in the sense of non exaudiet propter (Hirz., Schlottm.), for the arrogant
�Y�IRF are not those who complain unheard: but, as the connection shows, those
from whom the occasion of complaint proceeds. Therefore: not allowing
themselves to be driven to God by oppression, they cry then, without,
however, being heard of God, by reason of the arrogance of evil men which
they have to endure. V. 13 gives the reason of their obtaining no answer: Only
emptiness (i.e., mere motion of the lips without the true spirit of prayer) God
heareth not, and the Almighty observeth it not. Hahn wrongly denies ¥JÁ the
significations certo and verumtamen; but we prefer the restrictive signification
(sheer emptiness or hollowness) which proceeds from the affirmative primary
signification f310 here, to the adversative (nevertheless emptiness), since the
adversative thought, verumtamen non exaudit, has found its expression already
in HNE�áYA JLOWi.

14 Although thou sayest, thou seest Him not:
The cause lieth before Him, and thou mayest wait for Him.

15 Now, then, if His wrath hath not yet punished,
Should He not be well acquainted with sullenness?

16 While Job openeth his mouth without reason,
Without knowledge multiplieth words.

Job. 35:14-16. The address is not direct to Job exclusively, for it here treats
first of the acts of injustice which prevail among men and remain apparently
unpunished; but to Job, however, also, so far as he has, Job. 23: 8-10, comp.
19: 7, 30:20, thus complained concerning his prayer being unanswered. YkI �JÁ
signifies elsewhere quanto minus, Job. 4:19, or also quanto magis, Pro. 15:11,
but nowhere quanto minus si (Hirz., Hlgst.) or quanto magis si (Hahn), also
not Eze. 15: 5, where it signifies etiamne quum. As it can, however, naturally
signify etiam quum, it can also signify etiamsi, etsi, as here and Neh. 9:18.
This quamvis dicas (opineris) is followed by the oratio obliqua, as Job. 35: 3a.



The relation of the matter — says the conclusion, v. 14b  — is other than thou
thinkest: the matter to be decided lies before Him, is therefore well known to
Him, and thou mightest only wait for Him (LL��X instead of LX�YI or LYXI�H only
here, comp. Psa. 37: 7, WL LLWXTHW); the decision, though it pass by, will not
fail. In vv. 15 f., v. 15 is taken by most modern commentators as antecedent to
v. 16, in which case, apart from the distortions introduced, two interpretations
are possible:

(1) However now, because His (God’s) wrath does not visit...Job opens
his mouth;

(2) However now, because He (God) does not visit his (Job’s) wrath
(comp. on this reference of the �pJÁ to Job, Job. 18: 4, 36:13, 18)...Job
opens, etc.

That a clause with a confirmatory YK is made to precede its principal clause is
not without example, Gen. 3:14, 17; but in connection with this arrangement
the verb is accustomed always, in the principal clause or in the conclusion, to
stand prominent (so that consequently we should expect BWYJ HCPYW),
although in Arabic this position of the words, HCPY BWYJW, and in fact Arab.
faÑyuÑb instead of waÑyuÑb (in connection with a difference of the subj. in the
antecedent and in the conclusion, vid., De Sacy, Gramm. Arabe, § 1201, 2), is
regular. Therefore for a long time I thought that v. 15 was to be taken
interrogatively: And now (HTfJAWi as logical inference and conclusion, which is
here its most probable function, Ew. § 353, b) should His wrath not punish
(DQApF as absolute as Job. 31:14), and should He not take notice, etc., YkI
interrogative as 1Sa. 24:20, 27:13, 1Ki. 11:22, as YKIHá (is it so that, or: should
it be so that), Job. 6:22, and freq., in connection with which, what is said on
Gen. 21: 7 concerning the modal use of the praet. might be compared on the
two praett. But by this rendering the connection of v. 16 with what precedes is
awkward. Ewald has given the correct rendering (apart from the
misunderstanding of �PA): Therefore, because His wrath has not yet punished,
He does not know much about foolishness! V. 15b requires to be taken as the
conclusion to v. 15a, yet not as an exclamation, but as an interrogative. The
interrogative use of JLW is not unusual, 2Sa. 19:44, Eze. 16:43, 47, 56, 32:27;
and just as here, this interrogative JLW is found after a hypothetical antecedent
clause, 1Sa. 20: 9, Exo. 8:22.

In connection with this interrogative rendering of v. 15, it still remains
questionable whether it refers to Job’s sin, or sin which prevails among men.
The theme of this third speech of Elihu requires the latter reference, although
perhaps not without a side-glance at Job’s won arrogant behaviour. The



translation shows how suitably v. 16 is connected with what precedes: v. 16 is
a circumstantial clause, or, if one is not willing to take it as a subordinate
clause, but prefers to take it as standing on a level with v. 15, an adversative
clause attached with Waw, as is frequently the case: but (nevertheless) Job...;
HpE HCFpF of opening the mouth in derision, as Lam. 2:16, 3:46; LBEHE is the acc.
of closer definition to it (= LBEHEbI), and the RYbIKiHI, which occurs only here
and Job. 36:31, signifies without distinction magnificare and multiplicare: Job
multiplies high emotional words. As this RYbIKiYA is, so to speak, Hebraeo-
Arabic (Arab. akbara), so is v. 15 full of Arabisims:

(1) The combination DQApF �YIJÁ, which has not its like in the Hebrew language
(whether it be originally intended as relative or not: non est quod visitaverit,
Ew. § 321, b), corresponds to the popular Arabic use of lys for laÑ, Ges. Thes. i.
82, b; probably �YIJÁ has the value of an intensive negation (Carey: not at all).

(2) The combination bI �DAYF, to know about anything, to take knowledge of
anything (differently Job. 12: 9, but comp. Job. 24:12 on the idea), is like the
Arab. construction of the verb ‘alima with bi (concerning) or bianna (because
that) of the obj.; DJOMi (on this vid., on Psa. 31:12) belongs not to �PB (which
is indeed possible), but, according to Psa. 139:14, to �DY.

(3) �PA is especially to be explained from the Arabic. The signification a
multitude (Jewish expositors, after �wp, Niph. se diffundere, Nah. 3:18) is not
suitable; the signification evil (LXX, Jer., and others: �P = ��P) presents a
forcibly mutilated word, and moreover one devoid of significance in this
connection; whereas the Arab. fsÔsÔ (but not in its derivatives, fashsh, empty-
headed; faÑshuÑsh, empty-headedness, imbecility, with its metaphorical sense)
indicates a development of signification which leads to the desired end,
especially in the Syro-Arabic usage most natural here. The Arab. verb fsÔsÔ (P,
cogn. Arab. fsÔr, frsÔ, to extend, expandere) is used originally of water (fashsh el-
maÑ): to overflow its dam, to overflow its banks, whence a valley by the lake of
el-H−ÑgaÑne, into which the waters of the lake flow after the winter rains, is
called el-mefeshsh; then of a leathern bottle: to run out (tarf mefshuÑsh, an
emptied bottle), of a tumour (waram): to disperse, disappear, and tropically of
anger (el-chulq): to break forth, vent itself on anything, hence the phrase: dost
thou make me a mefeshshe (an object for the venting) of thine anger? From this
Arab. fsÔsÔ (distinct from Arab. faÑsÔ med. Waw, to swim on the surface, trop. to be
above, not to allow one’s self to be kept down, and med. Je, comp. �WP,
Hab. 1: 8, Jer. 50:11, Mal. 3:20, signifies to be proud) is �PA, formed after the
forms DbÁ, DMÁ, SMÁ, a synon. of ��DZF, or even of HRFBi�E in the signification of
excessive haughtiness, pride that bursts forth violently. f311



Thus, even at the close of this third speech of Elihu, the Arabic, and in fact
Syro-Arabic colouring, common to this section with the rest of the book, is
confirmed; while, on the other hand, we miss the bold, original figures which
up to Job. 31 followed like waves one upon another, and we perceive a
deficiency of skill, as now and then between Koheleth and Solomon. The chief
thought of the speech we have also heard already from the three friends and
Job himself. That the piety of the pious profits himself without involving God
in any obligation to him, Eliphaz has already said, Job. 22: 2 f.; and that prayer
that is heard in time of need and the unanswered cry of the godly and the
ungodly are distinct, Job said, Job. 27: 9 f. Elihu, however, deprives these
thoughts of their hitherto erroneous application. If piety gives nothing to God
which He ought to reward, Job dare not regard his affliction, mysterious as it is
to him, as unjust; and if the godly do not directly experience the avenging
wrath of God on the haughtiness of their oppressors, the question, whether
then their prayer for help is of the right kind, is more natural than the complain
of a want of justice in God’s government of the world. Job is silent also after
this speech. It does not contain the right consolation; it contains, however,
censure which he ought humbly to receive. It touches his heart. But whether it
touches the heart of the idea of the book, is another question.

Elihu's Fourth Speech. — Job 36-37

SCHEMA: 6. 7. 6. 6. 6. 7. 6. 8. 8. 8. | 11. 11. 8. 6. 8. 11.

[Then Elihu continued and said:]

2 Suffer me a little, and I will inform thee,
For there is something still to be said for Eloah.

3 I will fetch my knowledge from afar,
And to my Creator will I ascribe right.

4 For truly my words are not lies,
One perfect in knowledge stands before thee.

Job. 36: 2-4. Elihu’s preceding three speeches were introduced by �JAyAWA; this
fourth, in honour of the number three, is introduced only as a continuation of
the others. Job is to wait yet a little while, for he still has (= YLI D��), or: there
still are, words in favour of Eloah; i.e., what may be said in vindication of God
against Job’s complaints and accusations is not yet exhausted. This appears to
be the only instance of the Aramaic RtÁkA being taken up as Hebr.; whereas
HwFXI, nunciare (Arab. whåaÑ, I, IV), is a poetic Aramaism occurring even in
Psa. 19: 3 (comp. on the construction Job. 32: 6); and RY��Zi (a diminutive form,
after the manner of the Arab. zu’air) belongs in Isa. 28:10, 13 to the popular



language (of Jerusalem), but is here used poetically. The verb JVFNF, v. 3a, is
not to be understood according to L�M JVN, but according to 1Ki. 10:11; and
Q�XRFM�Li signifies, as also Job. 39:29, Isa. 37:26, e longinquo, viz., out of the
wide realm of history and nature. The expression QDECE �TANF follows the analogy
of (Z�) DWBK �TN. H�Fd�, v. 4b, interchanges with the JAd� which belongs
exclusively to Elihu, since Elihu styles himself T��d� �YMIti, as Job. 37:16
God �Y�Id� �YMIti (comp. 1Sa. 2: 3, T��d� LJ�). �YMT in this combination with
TW�D cannot be intended of purity of character; but as Elihu there attributes
absolute perfection of knowledge in every direction to God, so here, in
reference to the theodicy which he opposes to Job, he claims faultlessness and
clearness of perception.

5 Behold, God is mighty, and yet doth not act scornfully,
Mighty in power of understanding.

6 He preserveth not the life of the ungodly,
And to the afflicted He giveth right.

7 He withdraweth not His eyes from the righteous,
But with kings on the throne

He establisheth them for ever, and they are exalted.

Job. 36: 5-7. The obj. that must be mentally supplied to SJFMiYI JLOWi is, as in
Job. 42: 6, to be derived from the connection. The idea of the verb is, as in
Job. 8:20: He is exalted, without however looking down disdainfully (non
despicit) from His height, or more definitely: without setting Himself above
the justice due to even the meanest of His creatures — great in power of heart
(comp. Job. 34:33 BBL Y�NJ, Arab. uÑluÑ-l-elbaÑb), i.e., understanding (nouÌj,
pneuÌma), to see through right and wrong everywhere and altogether. Vv. 6, 7
describe how His rule among men evinces this not merely outward but spiritual
superiority coupled with condescension to the lowly. The notion of the object,
Js�kILÁ �YKILFMi�TJEWi (as Isa. 9:11 the subject), becomes the more distinctly
prominent by virtue of the fut. consec. which follows like a conclusion, and
takes it up again. Ewald thinks this explanation contrary to the accents and the
structure of the sentence itself; but it is perfectly consistent with the former,
and indisputably syntactic (Ges. § 129, 2, b, and Ew. himself, § 344, b).
Psa. 9: 5, comp. Psa. 132:12, Isa. 47: 1, shows how JSKL is intended (He
causes them to sit upon the throne). Ch. 5:11, 1Sa. 2: 8, Psa. 113: 7 f. are
parallel passages.

8 And if they are bound with chains,
Holden in cords of affliction:



9 Then He declareth to them their doing
And their transgressions, that they have been vainglorious;

10 Then He openeth their ear to warning,
And commandeth them to turn from iniquity.

Job. 36: 8-10. The subj. is in no case the �Y��R (Hahn), but the �YQYDC, or
those who are as susceptible to discipline as it is needful to them, just as in
Psa. 107, which in general presents many instances for an extensive
comparison with the speeches of Elihu. The chains, v. 8a, are meant literally,
and the bands, v. 8b, figuratively; the Psalmist couples both in LZRBW YN�f
YRYSJ, 107:10. The conclusion begins with v. 9, and is repeated in another
application, v. 10. LJApO in the sense of maleficium, as Arab. fa’alat, recalls
HV�M, facinus, Job. 33:17. YkI, v. 9b, as in v. 10b, an objective quod. It is not
translated, however, quod invaluerint (Rosenm.), which is opposed to the most
natural sense of the Hithpa., but according to Job. 15:25: quod sese extulerint.
RSFwM, paideiÂa, disciplina, interchanges here with the more rare RSFMO used in
Job. 33:16; there we have already also met with the phrase �ZEJO HLFgF, to
uncover the ear, i.e., to open. YkI RMÁJF corresponds to the Arab. amara an (bi-
an), to command that. The fundamental thought of Elihu here once again
comes unmistakeably to view: the sufferings of the righteous are well-meant
chastisements, which are to wean them from the sins into which through carnal
security they have fallen — a warning from God to penitence, designed to
work their good.

11 If they hear and yield,
They pass their days in prosperity

And their years in pleasure.

12 And if they hear not,
They pass away by the bow

And expire in lack of knowledge.

Job. 36:11, 12. Since a declaration of the divine will has preceded in v. 10b,
it is more natural to take wDBO�áYAWi in the sense of obsequi, to do the will of
another (as 1Ki. 12: 7, comp. DbF�iMÁ from DBÁ�F in the generalized sense of
facere), than, with Umbr., in the sense of colere scil. Deum (as Isa. 19:23,
Arab. ÿaÑbid, one who reveres God, a godly person). Instead of wlBÁYi, Isa. 65:22
(on which the Masora observes TYL, i.e., “nowhere else”) and Job. 21:13
Cheth−Ñb, ‘ it is here without dispute wlKAYi (Targ. �wMli�AYi, peragent, as
Eze. 43:27). �YMIY�INi is, as Psa. 16: 6, a neutral masc.: amoena. On XL�B
RB�, to precipitate one’s self into the weapon, i.e., to incur peremptory



punishment, comp. Job. 33:18. On T�D YLBB comp. Job. 35:16, 4:21.
Impenitence changes affliction, which is intended to be a means of rescue, into
total destruction; yet there are some who will not be warned and affrighted by
it.

13 Yet the hypocrites in heart cherish wrath,
They cry not when He hath chained them.

14 Thus their soul dieth in the vigour of youth,
And their life is like that of the unclean.

15 Yet He delivereth the sufferer by his affliction,
And openeth their ear by oppression.

Job. 36:13-15. He who is angry with God in his affliction, and does not
humbly pray to Him, shows thereby that he is a �N�XF, one estranged from God
(on the idea of the root, vid., i. 216), and not a QYDC. This connection renders
it natural to understand not the divine wrath by �JF: qhsauriÂzousin oÏrghÂn
(Rosenm. after Rom. 2: 5), or: they heap up wrath upon themselves (Wolfson,
who supplies �HEYL��á), but the impatience, discontent, and murmuring of man
himself: they cherish or harbour wrath, viz., �bFLIbI (comp. Job. 22:22, where
BLB �YV signifies to take to heart, but at the same time to preserve in the
heart). Used thus absolutely, �YVI signifies elsewhere in the book, to give
attention to, Job. 4:20, 24:12, 34:23, or (as Arab. wdåÿ) to lay down a pledge;
here it signifies reponunt s. recondunt (with an implied in ipsis), as also Arab.
sÔaÑm, fut. i, to conceal with the idea of sinking into (immittentem), e.g., the
sword in the sheath. With TMOTf, for TMOTFWi (Isa. 50: 2) or TMFTfWA, the punishment
which issues forth undistinguished from this frustration of the divine purpose
of grace follows aÏsundeÂtwj, as e.g., Hos. 7:16. HyFXÁ interchanges with �PN, as
Job. 33:22, 28; RJANO (likewise a favourite word with Elihu) is intended just as
Job. 33:25, and in the Psa. 88:16, which resembles both the Elihu section and
the rest of the book. The Beth of �Y�ID�qibÁ has the sense of aeque ac (Targ.
¥YH�), as Job. 34:36, comp. TXÁtÁ, Job. 34:26. Jer. translates inter effeminatos;
for �Y�ID�Qi (heathenish, equivalent to �Y�I�DQi, as �YRIMFki, heathenish,
equivalent to �YNIHáKO) are the consecrated men, who yielded themselves up, like
the women in honour of the deity, to passive, prematurely-enervating
incontinence (vid., Keil on Deu. 23:18), a heathenish abomination prevailing
now and again even in Israel (1Ki. 14:24, 15:12, 22:47), which was connected
with the worship of Astarte and Baal that was transferred from Syria, and to
which allusion is here made, in accordance with the scene of the book. For the
sufferer, on the other hand, who suffers not merely of necessity, but willingly,
this his suffering is a means of rescue and moral purification. Observe the play



upon the words �l�XÁYi and �XÁLÁbI. The Beth in both instances is, in accordance
with Elihu’s fundamental thought, the Beth instrum.

16 And He even bringeth thee out of the jaws of distress
To a broad place, whose ground hath no straitness,

And the adorning of thy table shall be full of fatness.

17 Yet thou art become full of the judging of the evil-doer:
Judging and judgment lay hold on one another!

18 For let not anger indeed entice thee to scorning,
And let not the greatness of the ransom mislead thee.

Job. 36:16-18. With v. 16a Elihu passes over to the application to Job of
what he said in the preceding strophe. Since it is usual to place �JÁ (like �gA and
¥JÁ) at the beginning of the sentence, although not belonging to the member of
the sentence which immediately follows, ¦TiYSIHá �JÁWi for ¦TiJO �JÁ TYSIH�Wi
cannot be remarkable. The praet. �TYSH is not promissory, but Elihu says
with what design God has decreed the present suffering for Job. �MI TYSIH� is
like 2Ch. 18:31: out of distress (RCF for RCÁ by Rebia magnum), which has him
in its jaws, and threatens to swallow him, God brings him away to great
prosperity; a thought which Elihu expresses in the imagery of the Psalms of a
broad place and a bountiful table (comp. e.g., Psa. 4: 2, 23: 5). BXÁRÁ is locative,
and HFYtEXitÁ QCÁwM�JLO is either a relative clause: whose beneath (ground) is
not straitened, no-straitness (in which case QCÁwM would not be constr. from the
n. hophal. QCFwM, Isa. 8:23, but absol. after the form QNAXáMÁ, Job. 7:15, Ew. §
160, c, Anm. 4), Saad. Arab. laÑ då−Ñq f−Ñ muÑdåÿhaÑ (cujus in loco non angustiae); or
it is virtually an adj.: without (JLO = JLObI, as Job. 34:24), comp. on Job. 12:24)
straitness of what is beneath them, eorum quae sub se habet (comp. on
Job. 28: 5). BXÁRÁ is fem., like B�XRi, Dan. 9:25. A special clause takes the
place of the locative, v. 16c: and the settling or spreading, i.e., the provision
(from XÁwN, to come down gradually, to seat one’s self) of thy table shall be full
of fatness. JL�MF (whether it be adj. or verb) is treated by attraction, according
to the gender of the governed noun; and it is unnecessary, with Rosenm. and
others, to derive TXÁNA from TXÁNF (Aram. for DRÁYF).

In v. 17, �YdI is intended of Job’s negative judgment concerning God and His
dealings (comp. Psa. 76: 9, where it signifies a judicial decision, and
Pro. 22:10, where it signifies a wrangling refusal of a fair decision). V. 17a is
not a conditional clause (Hahn), in which case the praet. hypothet. would have
a prominent position, but an adversative predicative clause: but (nevertheless)
thou art full of the judging of the evil-doer (evil judging); after which, just as



aÏsundeÂtwj as v. 14a, the sad issue in which this judging after the manner of
evil-doers results is expressed: such judging and judgment border closely upon
one another. Röd., Dietr., and Schlottm. have wrongly reproduced this idea,
discerned by Ges., when they translate: judgment and sentence (guilt and
punishment) shall seize thee. wKMOTiYI, prehendunt scil. se (Ebr.: put forth the
hand), is used like the Aram. ¥MÁSi, to draw nearer, fasten together (Rabb.
¥wMSF, near at hand), Arab. tamaÑsaka (from Arab. msk = �MS, as e.g., hanash
= �XFNF). In v. 18 we leave the signification thick milk or cream (HMFX� = HJFMiXE,
as Job. 29: 6) to those who persuade themselves that cream can be
metaphorically equivalent to superfluity (Ew., Hirz., Vaih., Hlgst.). Renan’s
translation: N’espère pas détourner la colère de Dieu par une amende, we also
leave as a simple puzzle to its discoverer, who, with this one exception, is
destitute of thoughts proper to the book of Job. In general, the thought, “do not
imagine by riches, by a great ransom, to be able to satisfy the claims of God,”
is altogether out of place here. Moreover, HMFX�, which, as e.g., HGFJFdi,
Pro. 12:25 (Ew. § 174, g), is construed as masc., cannot be understood of
God’s wrath, since the poet by TYSIH� will not at one time have ascribed to God
a well-meant incitation, at another an enticement in malam partem. That which
allures is Job’s own HMFX�, and that not the excitement of his affliction (Hahn),
but of his passion; comp. �JF, v. 13. QPEVE is, however, to be explained
according to Job. 34:37, comp. Job. 27:23 (clapping of hands = derision); and
RPEKO signifies reconciliation or expiation, as Job. 33:24. Elihu admonishes Job
not to allow himself to be drawn by the heat of passion into derision, or to
deride; nor to be allured from the right way by the ransom which is required of
him as the price of restoration to happiness, viz., humble submission to the
divine chastisement, as though this ransom were exceeding great. The
connection is clear: an adverse verdict (�YdI) and condemnation (�pF�iMI) are
closely connected; for (YkI) hastiness of temper, let it not (�pE) lead thee
astray...thou wouldst not escape the judgment of God!

19 Shall thy crying place thee beyond distress,
And all the efforts of strength?

20 Long not for the night to come,
Which shall remove people from their place!

21 Take heed, incline not to evil;
For this thou hast desired more than affliction.

Job. 36:19-21. Those expositors who found in v. 18b the warning, that Job
should not imagine that he would be able to redeem himself from judgment by
a large ransom, go on to explain: will He esteem thy riches? (Farisol, Rosenm.,



Umbr., Carey, Ebr., and others); or: will thy riches suffice? (Hirz., Schlottm.);
or some other way (Ew.). But apart from the want of connection of this
insinuation, which is otherwise not mentioned in the book, and apart from the
violence which must be done to ¥RO�áYAHá to accommodate it to it, JAw�, although
it might, as the abstract of JA��, Job. 34:19, signify wealth (comp. Arab. sa’at,
amplitudo), is, however, according to the usage of the language (vid.,
Job. 30:24), so far as we can trace it, a secondary form of �WA�E (H�FWi�A), a cry
for help; and Job. 35: 9 f., v. 13, and other passages, also point to this
signification. What follows is still less appropriate to this thought of ransom;
Hirz. translates: Oh, not God and all the treasures of wealth! But RCFbI is
nowhere equivalent to RCEbE, Job. 22:24; but RCF, v. 16, signifies distress; and
the expression RCFBi JLO, in a condition devoid of distress, is like HMKXB JL,
Job. 4:21, and DYB JL, Job. 34:20. Finally, XÁKO �YmIJÁ signifies mighty in
physical strength, Job. 9: 4, 19, and XÁKO�Yc�MÁJáMÁ strong proofs of strength, not
“treasures of wealth.” Stick. correctly interprets: “Will thy wild raging cry,
then, and all thine exertions, as a warrior puts them forth in the tumult of battle
to work his way out, put thee where there is an open space?” but the figure of a
warrior is, with Hahn, to be rejected; ¥RÁ�F is only a nice word for �YVI TY�I, to
place, set up, Job. 37:19.

Ver. 20. Elihu calls upon Job to consider the uselessness of his vehement
contending with God, and then warns him against his dreadful provocation of
divine judgment: ne anheles (Job. 7: 2) noctem illam (with the emphatic art.)
sublaturam populos loco suo. T�L�áLÁ is equivalent to futuram (H�FHHA or
HDFYTI�áHF) ut tollat = sublaturam (vid., on Job. 5:11, �wVLF, collocaturus;
30: 6, �KO�iLI, habitandum est), syncopated from T�L�áHALi, in the sense of
Psa. 102:25; and �TfXitÁ signifies, as Job. 40:12 (comp. on Hab. 3:16), nothing
but that just where they are, firmly fixed without the possibility of escape, they
are deprived of being. If whole peoples are overtaken by such a fate, how
much less shall the individual be able to escape it! And yet Job presses forward
on to the tribunal of the terrible Judge, instead of humbling himself under His
mighty hand. Oh that in time he would shrink back from this absolute
wickedness (�WEJF), for he has given it the preference before YNI�f, quiet, resigned
endurance. LJA RXÁbF signifies, 2Sa. 19:39, to choose to lay anything on any
one; here as bI RXB, elsewhere to extend one’s choice to something, to make
something an object of choice; perhaps also under the influence of the phrase
LJA Gn�JATiHI, and similar phrases. The construction is remarkable, since one
would sooner have expected YNI�O�LJA TRXB HZ, hanc elegisti prae toleratione.



22 Behold, God acteth loftily in His strength;
Who is a teacher like unto Him?

23 Who hath appointed Him His way,
And who dare say: Thou doest iniquity!?

24 Remember that thou magnify His doing,
Which men have sung.

25 All men delight in it,
Mortal man looketh upon it from afar.

Job. 36:22-25. Most modern expositors, after the LXX dunaÂsthj, give
HR�EM the signification lord, by comparing the Arab. mar-un (imru-un), Syr.
mor (with the art. moro) or more (with the art. morjo), Chald. JR�MF, Talmud.
RMÁ (comp. Philo, ii. 522, ed. Mangey: ouÎÂtwj, viz., maÂrin, fasiÃ toÃn kuÂrion
oÏnomaÂzesqai paraÃ SuÂroij), with it; but Rosenm., Arnh., Löwenthal, Wolfson,
and Schlottm., after the Targ., Syr., and Jer., rightly abide by the signification:
teacher. For

(1) HR�EM (from HR�FH, Psa. 25: 8, 12, 32: 8) has no etymological connection
with RM (of JRFMF, Arab. maru’a, opimum, robustum esse);

(2) it is, moreover, peculiar to Elihu to represent God as a teacher both by
dreams and dispensations of affliction, Job. 33:14 ff., 34:32, and by His
creatures, Job. 35:11; and

(3) the designation of God as an incomparable teacher is also not inappropriate
here, after His rule is described in v. 22a as transcendently exalted, which on
that very account commands to human research a reverence which esteems
itself lightly. V. 23a is not to be translated: who overlooketh Him in His way?
(DQApF with LJA of the personal and acc. of the neutral obj.), which is without
support in the language; but: who has prescribed to Him (L� DQP as
Job. 34:13) His way? i.e., as Rosenm. correctly interprets: quis ei praescripsit
quae agere deberet, He is no mandatory, is responsible to no one, and under
obligation to no one, and who should dare to say (quis dixerit; on the perf.
comp. on Job. 35:15): Thou doest evil? — man shall be a docile learner, not a
self-satisfied, conceited censurer of the absolute One, whose rule is not to be
judged according to the laws of another, but according to His own laws. Thus,
then, shall Job remember (memento = cura ut) to extol (JYgIViTA, Job. 12:23)
God’s doings, which have been sung (comp. e.g., Psa. 104:22) by �Y�INFJá, men
of the right order (Job. 37:24); Jer. de quo cecinerunt viri. RR��O nowhere has
the signification intueri (Rosenm., Umbr.); on the other hand, Elihu is fond of
direct (Job. 33:27, 35:10) and indirect allusions to the Psalms. All men — he



continues, with reference to God’s LJApO, working — behold it, viz., as �B
implies, with pleasure and astonishment; mortals gaze upon it (reverentially)
from afar, — the same thought as that which has already (Job. 26:14) found the
grandest expression in Job’s mouth.

26 Behold, God is exalted — we know Him not entirely;
The number of His years, it is unsearchable.

27 For He draweth down the drops of water,
They distil as rain in connection with its mist,

28 Which the clouds do drop,
Distil upon the multitude of men.

29 Who can altogether understand the spreadings of the clouds,
The crash of His tabernacle?

Job. 36:26-29. The Waw of the quasi-conclusion in v. 26b corresponds to
the Waw of the train of thought in v. 26a (Ges. § 145, 2). WYNF�F RPASiMI is, as the
subject-notion, conceived as a nominative (vid., on Job. 4: 6, p. 293, note 1),
not as in similar quasi-antecedent clauses, e.g., Job. 23:12, as an acc. of
relation. JYgIVA here and Job. 37:23 occurs otherwise only in Old Testament
Chaldee. In what follows Elihu describes the wondrous origin of rain. “If Job
had only come,” says a Midrash (Jalkut, § 518), “to explain to us the matter of
the race of the deluge (vid., especially Job. 22:15-18), it had been sufficient;
and if Elihu had only come to explain to us the matter of the origin of rain
(�YM�G TDYRY HV�M), it had been enough.” In Gesenius’ Handwörterbuch,
v. 27 is translated: when He has drawn up the drops of water to Himself, then,
etc. But it is �RÁGFYi, not �RÁg�; and �RÁgF neither in Hebr. nor in Arab. signifies
attrahere in sublime (Rosenm.), but only attrahere (root RG) and detrahere; the
latter signification is the prevailing one in Hebr. (Job. 15: 8, 36: 7). With YkI
the transcendent exaltation of the Being who survives all changes of creation is
shown by an example: He draws away (draws off, as it were) the water-drops,
viz., from the waters that are confined above on the circle of the sky, which
pass over us as mist and cloud (vid., Genesis, S. 107); and these water-drops
distil down (QQAZF, to ooze, distil, here not in a transitive but an intransitive
signification, since the water-drops are the rain itself) as rain, �DJ�Li, with its
mist, i.e., since a mist produced by it (Gen. 2: 6) fills the expanse (JAYQIRF), the
downfall of which is just this rain, which, as v. 28 says, the clouds (called
�YQIXF�i on account of its thin strata of air, in distinction from the next mist-
circle) cause to flow gently down upon the multitude of men, i.e., far and wide
over the mass of men who inhabit the district visited by the rain; both verbs are
used transitively here, both LZANF as Isa. 45: 8, and �JARF, as evidently Pro. 3:20.



�JI �JÁ, v. 29a, commences an intensive question: moreover, could one
understand = could one completely understand; which certainly, according to
the sense, is equivalent to: how much less (YkI �JÁ). �JI is, however, the
interrogative an, and �JI �JÁ corresponds to �JÁHá in the first member of the
double question, Job. 34:17, 40: 8 f. YV�RiPiMI are not the burstings, from VRÁpF =
SRÁpF, frangere, findere, but spreadings, as Eze. 27: 7 shows, from VRÁpF,
expandere, Psa. 105:39, comp. supra on Job. 36: 9. It is the growth of the
storm-clouds, which collect often from a beginning “small as a man’s hand”
(1Ki. 18:44), that is intended; majestic omnipotence conceals itself behind
these as in a HkFSU (Psa. 18:12) woven out of thick branches; and the rolling
thunder is here called the crash (T�J�Uti, as Job. 39: 7, is formed from J��, to
rumble, whence also HJ�F�, if it is not after the form HL�Fg, migration, exile,
from HJ�, vid., on Job. 30: 3) of this pavilion of clouds in which the
Thunderer works.

30 Behold, He spreadeth His light over Himself,
And the roots of the sea He covereth.

31 For thereby He judgeth peoples,
He giveth food in abundance.

32 Both hands He covereth over with light,
And directeth it as one who hitteth the mark.

33 His noise announceth Him,
The cattle even that He is approaching.

Job. 36:30-33. A few expositors (Hirz., Hahn, Schlottm.) understand the
celestial ocean, or the sea of the upper waters, by �YF, v. 30b; but it is more than
questionable (vid., on Job. 9: 8) whether �Y is used anywhere in this sense.
Others as (Umbr., Ew.) the masses of water drawn up to the sky out of the
depths of the sea, on which a Persian passage cited by Stick. (who, however,
regards the Waw of Y��Ri�FWi as Waw adaequationis) from Schebisteri may be
compared: “an exhalation rises up out of the sea, and comes down at God’s
command upon the deserts.” In both cases HsFkI would be equivalent to WYLF�F
HSK, obtegit se, which in and of itself is possible. But he who has once
witnessed a storm in the neighbourhood of the sea, will decide in favour of one
of the three following explanations:

(1.) He covereth the uprooted ground of the sea (comp. Psa. 18:15 f.) with the
subsiding waves (Blumenf.); but then v. 30a would require to be understood of
the light of the brightening sky following the darkness of the storm, which is
improbable in respect of v. 32a.



(2.) While the sky is brilliantly lighted up by the lightning, the abysses of the
ocean are veiled in a so much deeper darkness; the observation is correct, but
not less so another, that the lightning by a thunder-storm, especially when
occurring at night, descends into the depths of the sea like snares that are cast
down (�YXIPA, Psa. 11: 6), and the water is momentarily changed as it were into
a sea of flame; accordingly it may be explained,

(3.) Behold, He spreadeth over Himself His light (viz., the light which
incessantly illumines the world), and the roots of the sea, i.e., the sea down to
its depths, He covers with it, since He makes it light through and through
(Stuhlm. Wolfs.). Thus, as it appears, Jerome also interprets: Et (si voluerit)
fulgurare lumine suo desuper, cardines quoque maris operiet. f312

This, that He makes the light of the lightning His manifestation (WYLF�F VRÁpF),
and that He covers the earth down to the roots of the sea beneath with this
light, is established in v. 31 from the design, partly judicial, partly beneficial,
which exists in connection with it. �BF refers as neuter (like �HEbF, Job. 22:21)
to the phenomena of the storm; RYbIKiMÁ (with the adverbial L like BROLF,
Job. 26: 3), what makes great = a making great, abundance (only here), is n.
hiphil. after the form TYXI�iMÁ, perdens = perditio. In v. 32 God is represented
under a military figure as a slinger of lightnings: He covers light over both
hands, i.e., arms both completely with light (comp. ¥S�KiSI and Arab. sÔkk,
totum se operire armis), and directs it (HFYLE�F referring to R�J as fem. like
Jer. 13:16, and sometimes in the Talmud). But what is the meaning of
JAYgIPiMÁbI? Hahn takes �YGPM as n. hiphil. like RYBKM: an object of attack; but
what then becomes of the original Hiphil signification? It ought to be �gFPiMIbI
(Job. 7:20), as Olsh. wishes to read it. Ew., Hirz., and others, after the example
of Theod. (LXX), Syr., Jer., translate: against the adversary; �YGPM signifies
indeed the opposite in Isa. 49:16: intercessor (properly, one who assails with
prayers); however, it would be possible for this word, just as �GP c. acc.
(which signifies usually a hostile meeting, Exo. 5: 3 and freq., but sometimes
also a friendly, Isa. 47: 3, 64: 4), to be an eÏnantioÂshmon. We prefer to abide by
the usage of the language as we have it, according to which �YGPH signifies
facere ut quid incurset s. petat, Isa. 53: 6; �YGPM therefore is one who hits, in
opposition to one who misses the mark. The Beth is the Beth essentiae (vid., on
Job. 23:13), used here like Exo. 6: 3, Psa. 55:19, Isa. 40:10. With both hands
He seizes the substance of the lightning, fills them with it so that they are
completely covered by it, and gives it the command (appoints it its goal), a
sure aimer!



Ver. 33a. Targ., Syr., Symm., Theod. (from which v. 32 f. is supplied in the
LXX f313), Jer., Luther, and others destroy the idea, since they translate ��R� =
wH��R�, “his friend (companion).” Among moderns, only Umbr. and Schlottm.
adopt this signification; Böttch. and Welte, after the example of Cocceius,
Tingstad, and others, attempt it with the signification “thought =
determination;” but most expositors, from Ew. to Hahn, decide in favour of the
rendering as simple as it is consistent with the usage of the language and the
connection: His noise (��R� as Exo. 32:17) gives tidings concerning Him
(announces Him). In v. 33b Theod. (LXX), Syr., and Jer. point HNQM like our
text, but translate possessio, with which we can do nothing. It seems that in the
three attempts of the Targ. to translate v. 33, the translators had HJFNiQI and Jn�QI
before their mind, according to which Hahn translates: the arousing of anger
(announces) the comer, which assumes HN�QM instead of HNEQM; and Schlottm.:
fierce wrath (goes forth) over evil (according to Symm. zhÌlon periÃ aÏdikiÂaj),
which assumes the reading HLFWiJA (HL�F�), aÏdikiÂa, adopted also by Syr., Theod.
(LXX). Schultens even renders similarly: rubedinem flammantem nasi contra
elatum, and Tingstad: zelum irae in iniquitatem. But it is not probable that the
language was acquainted with a subst. HNEQiMI, exciting, although in Eze. 8: 3
HNEQimAHA is equivalent to JYNIQimAHA, so that one might more readily be tempted
(vid., Hitz. in loc.) to read �JÁ HNEQiMÁ, “one who excites anger against evil,” it
one is not willing to decide with Berg, and recently Bleek, in favour of (HnEQAMi)
HLFWiJAbI �JÁ Jn�QAMi, excandescens (zelans) iraÑ contra iniquitatem. But does the
text as it stands really not give an appropriate idea? Aben-Ezra and Duran have
understood it of the foreboding of an approaching thunder-storm which is
manifested by cattle, HNEQiMI. Accordingly Ew. translates: His thunder
announces Him, the cattle even, that He is approaching; and peculiarly new
(understanding DYGY not of a foreboding but of a thankful lowing) is Ebrard’s
rendering; also the cattle at fresh sprouting grass. But such a change of the
position of �J is without precedent. Hirz. and Ges.: His rumble (rumble of
thunder) announces Him to the herds, Him, and indeed as Him who rises up
(approaches). But this new interpunction destroys the division of the verse and
the syntax. Better Rosenm. like Duran: pecus non tantum pluviam proximam,
sed et antequam nubes in sublime adscenderint adscensuras praesagit,
according to Virgil, Georg. i. 374 f.:

 illum (imbrem) surgentem vallibus imis
Aeriae fugere grues.

But WYLF�F refers to God, and therefore HL�E��LJA also, viz., Him who leads
forth the storm-clouds (Jer. 10:13, 51:16, Psa. 135: 7), and Himself rising up in



them; or, what HLF�F frequently signifies, coming on as to battle. It is to be
interpreted: His thunder-clap announces Him (who is about to reveal Himself
as a merciful judge), the cattle even (announce) Him at His first rising up,
since at the approach of a storm they herd together affrighted and seek shelter.
The speakers are Arabian, and the scene is laid in the country: Elihu also refers
to the animal world in Job. 35:11; this feature of the picture, therefore, cannot
be surprising.

37: 1Yea, at this my heart trembleth
And tottereth from its place.

2Hear, O hear the roar of His voice,
And the murmur that goeth out of His mouth.

3He sendeth it forth under the whole heaven,
And His lightning unto the ends of the earth.

4After it roareth the voice of the thunder,
He thundereth with the voice of His majesty,

And spareth not the lightnings, when His voice is heard.

5God thundereth with His voice marvellously,
Doing great things, incomprehensible to us.

Job. 37: 1-5. Louis Bridel is perhaps right when he inserts after Job. 36 the
observation: L’éclair brille, la tonnerre gronde. TJZOLi does not refer to the
phenomenon of the storm which is represented in the mind, but to that which is
now to be perceived by the senses. The combination JA�M�F w�Mi�I can signify
both hear constantly, Isa. 6: 9, and hear attentively, Job. 13:17; here it is the
latter. ZGERO of thunder corresponds to the verbs Arab. rhåz and rjs, which can be
similarly used. The repetition of L�Q five times calls to mind the seven TWLWQ
(eÎptaÃ brontaiÂ) in Psa. 29. The parallel is HGEHE, v. 2b, a murmuring, as
elsewhere of the roar of the lion and the cooing of the dove. The suff. of
wHR��iYI refers to the thunder which rolls through the immeasurable breadth
under heaven; it is not perf. Piel of R�AYF (Schlottm.), for “to give definite
direction” (2Ch. 32:30) is not appropriate to thunder, but fut. Kal of HRF�F, to
free, to unbind (Ew., Hirz. and most others). What v. 3a says of thunder, v. 3b
says of light, i.e., the lightning: God sends it forth to the edges, pteÂrugej, i.e.,
ends, of the earth. WYRFXáJÁ, v. 4a, naturally refers to the lightning, which is
followed by the roar of the thunder; and �B�qiJAYi to the flashes, which, when
once its rumble is heard, God does not restrain (Bq��I = Bk��I of the Targ., and
Arab. ‘aqqaba, to leave behind, postpone), but causes to flash forth in quick
succession. Ewald’s translation: should He not find (prop. non investigaverit)



them (the men that are to be punished), gives a thought that has no support in
this connection. In v. 5a T�JLFPiNI, mirabilia, is equivalent to mirabiliter, as
Dan. 8:24, comp. Psa. 65: 6, 139:14. �DAN� JLOWi is intended to say that God’s
mighty acts, with respect to the connection between cause and effect and the
employment of means, transcend our comprehension.

6 For He saith to the snow: Fall towards the earth,
And to the rain-shower

And the showers of His mighty rain.

7 He putteth a seal on the hand of every man,
That all men may come to a knowledge of His creative work.

8 The wild beast creepeth into a hiding-place,
And in its resting-place it remaineth.

9 Out of the remote part cometh the whirlwind,
And cold from the cloud-sweepers.

10 From the breath of God cometh ice,
And the breadth of the waters is straitened.

Job. 37: 6-10. Like YBIJF, Job. 34:36, and �PA, Job. 35:15, JW�He, v. 6a (is
falsely translated “be earthwards” by LXX, Targ., and Syr.), also belongs to
the most striking Arabisms of the Elihu section: it signifies delabere (Jer. ut
descendat), a signification which the Arab. hawaÑ does not gain from the radical
signification placed first in Gesenius-Dietrich’s Handwörterbuch, to breathe,
blow, but from the radical signification, to gape, yawn, by means of the
development of the meaning which also decides in favour of the primary
notion of the Hebr. HwFHA, according to which, what was said on Job. 6: 2, 30:13
is to be corrected. f314

The L of GLEªELÁ influences v. 6bc also. The Hebr. name for rain, ��EGE (cogn.
with Chald. ��G, Arab. gism, a body), denotes the rain collectively. The
expression v. 6b is exceeded in v. 6c, where T�R�iMI does not signify rain-
drops (Ew.), but, like the Arab. amtaÑr, rain-showers. The wonders of nature
during the rough season (�REXO, WYTFSi, Cant. 2:11, comp. p. 555 f.), between the
autumnal and vernal equinoxes, are meant; the rains after the autumnal
equinox (the early rain), which begin the season, and the rains before the
vernal equinox (the late rain, Zec. 10: 1), which close it, with the falls of snow
between, which frequently produce great desolation, especially the proper
winter with its frosty winds and heavy showers, when the business of the
husbandmen as of the nomads is brought to a stand-still, and every one retreats
to his house or seeks a sheltering corner (vid., p. 503, note).



This is the meaning of v. 7: He sealeth up (bI �TAXF as Job. 33:16) the hand of
all men that they cannot, viz., on account of the cold out of doors, be opened
for work, that all people of His work (i.e., thanking Him for their origin as His
handiwork, Job. 34:19) may come to the perception (of Him who doeth all
things). The expression is remarkable, and by the insertion of a M may be as
easily cleared up as Job. 33:17: wHV��áMÁ �Y�INFJá�LkF TJADALF, in order that each
and every one may acknowledge His work; after which even Jer. translates: ut
noverint singuli opera sua. The conjecture wHV��O �Y�NJ (Schultens junior,
Reiske, Hirz.) is inferior to the former (Olsh.) by its awkward synecdoche num.
The fut. consec. in v. 8 continues the description of what happens in
consequence of the cold rainy season; the expression calls to mind Psa. 104:22,
as Job. 34:14 f. does Psa. 104:29. The winter is also the time of the stormy and
raw winds. In v. 9a Elihu means the storms which come across from the great
wide desert, Job. 1:19, therefore the south (Isa. 21: 1, Zec. 9:14), or rather
(vid., p. 533, note) south-east winds (Hos. 13:15), increasing in violence to
storms. RDEXEHA (properly the surrounded, enclosed space, never the storehouse,
— so that Psa. 135: 7 should be compared, — but adytum, penetrale, as Arab.
chidr, e.g., in Vita Timuri ii. 904: after the removal of the superincumbent
earth, they drew away sitr chidrihaÑ, the curtain of its innermost part, i.e.,
uncovered its lowest depth) is here the innermost part of the south (south-east),
— comp. Job. 9: 9 �MYT YRDX, and Job. 23: 9 �YMY ���Y (so far as ���Y
there signifies si operiat se), — especially of the great desert lying to the south
(south-east), according to which ¥RFDiXÁ �REJE, Zec. 9: 1, is translated by the
Targ. JMWRD J�RJ. In opposition to the south-east wind, �YRIZFMi, v. 9b,
seems to mean the north winds; in and of itself, however, the word signifies the
scattering or driving, as also in the Koran the winds are called the scatterers,
dhaÑrijaÑt, Sur. li. 1. f315

In �YRZM, Reiske, without any ground for it, traces the Arab. mirzam (a name
of two stars, from which north wind, rain, and cold are derived); the Targ. also
has one of the constellations in view: �YRIZFMi TwAkAMI (from the window, i.e., the
window of the vault of heaven, of the mezarim); Aq., Theod. aÏpoÃ mazouÂr (=
TWRZM, Job. 38:32); LXX aÏpoÃ deÃ twÌn aÏkrwthriÂwn, we know not wherefore.
Concerning LJ��TMÁ�inIMI (with causal �MI) with reference to the wind, vid., on
Job. 4:15. �T�YI, it gives, i.e., comes to light, is used as in Gen. 38:28,
Pro. 13:10. The idea of QCFwM (not fusum from QCÁYF, but coarctatum from QwC)
cannot be doubtful in connection with the antithesis of BXÁRO, comp. Job. 36:16,
the idea is like Job. 38:30 (comp. Mutenebbi: “the flood is bound by bands of
ice”); the bI of QCFwMbI is, as Job. 36:32, the Beth essentiae, used far more



extensively in Hebr. than in Arab. as an exponent of the predicate: the breadth
of the water is (becomes) straitened (forcibly drawn together).

11 Also He loadeth the clouds with water,
He spreadeth far and wide the cloud of His light,

12 And these turn themselves round about,
Directed by Him, that they execute
All that He hath commanded them

Over the wide earth.

13 Whether for a scourge, or for the good of His earth,
Or for mercy, He causeth it to discharge itself.

Job. 37:11-13. With �JÁ extending the description, Elihu, in the presence of
the storm that is in the sky, continually returns to this one marvel of nature.
The old versions connect YRIbI partly with RbÁ, electus (LXX, Syr., Theod.) or
frumentum (Symm., Jer.), partly with HRFbF = RRÁbF in the signification puritas,
serenitas (Targ.); but YRIbI is, as Schultens has already perceived, the Hebr.-
Arabic YRI, Arab. r−Ñyun, r−Ñj-un (from HWR = riwj), abundant irrigation, with bI;
and XÁYRI�iYA does not signify, according to the Arab. atraha, “to hurl down,” so
that what is spoken of would be the bursting of the clouds (Stick.), f316 but,
according to XRÁ�O, a burden (comp. Arab. taraha ala, to load), “to burden;”
with fluidity (Ew., Hirz., Hahn, Schlottm.), better: fulness of water, He
burdens the clouds (comp. rawij-un as a designation of cloud as the place of
rain). �R�J �NA�á, His cloud of light, is that that is charged with lightning, and
�YPiH� has here its Hebr.-Arab. radical signification effundere, diffundere, with
a preponderance of the idea not of scattering, but of spreading out wide (Arab.
faid, abundance). JwHWi, v. 12a, refers to the cloud pregnant with lightning; this
turns round about (T�bSIMi, adv. as BSAM�, round about, 1Ki. 6:29) seeking a
place, where it shall unburden itself by virtue of His (God’s) direction or
disposing (TLOwbXiTA, a word belonging to the book of Proverbs; LXX, Cod.
Vat. and Alex., untranslated: en qeeboulaqwq, Cod. Sinait. still more
monstrous), in order that they (the clouds full of lightning) may accomplish
everything that He commands them over the surface of the earth; HCFRiJF as
Job. 34:13, and the combination HCFRiJF LB�T� as Pro. 8:31, comp. LB�T�Wi �REJE,
Psa. 90: 2. The reference of the pronominal suff. to men is as inadmissible here
as in v. 4c. In v. 13 two �JI have certainly, as Job. 34:29, two Wi, the correlative
signification sive...sive (Arab. in...wa-in), in a third, as appears, a conditional,
but which? According to Ew., Hirz., Hahn, Schlottm., and others, the middle
one: if it (the rod) belongs to His land, i.e., if it has deserved it. But even the
possessive suff. of �CRiJÁLi shows that the Li is to be taken as dat. commodi: be



it for a rod, be it for the good of His land; which is then followed by a
conditional verbal clause: in case He mercifully causes it (the storm) to come,
i.e., causes this His land to be overtaken by it (JYCIMiHI here with the acc., the
thing coming, whereas in Job. 34:11 of the thing to be overtaken). The
accentuation, indeed, appears to assume a threefold sive: [whether He causeth
it to discharge itself upon] man for punishment, man for mercy, or His earth
for good with reference to man. Then Elihu would think of the uninhabited
steppe in connection with �CRiJÁLi �JI. Since a conditional �JI by the side of
two correlatives is hazardous, we decide finally with the LXX, Targ., and all
the old versions, in favour of the same rendering of the threefold �JI,
especially since it corresponds to the circumstances of the case.

14 Hearken unto this, O Job;
Stand still and consider the wonderful works of God!

15 Dost thou know when God designeth
To cause the light of His clouds to shine?

16 Dost thou understand the balancings of the clouds,
The wondrous things of Him who is perfect in knowledge?

Job. 37:14-16. Job is to stand still, instead of dictating to God, in order to
draw from His wondrous acts in nature a conclusion with reference to his
mystery of suffering. In v. 15a bI �DAYF does not, as Job. 35:15 (Ew. § 217, S.
557), belong together, but bI is the temporal Beth. �wV is equivalent to �bLI
�YVI (vid., on Job. 34:23); �HEYL��á does not refer to T�JLiPiNI (Hirz.) or the
phenomena of the storm (Ew.), but is intended as neuter (as �BF Job. 36:31,
�HEbF 22:21), and finds in v. 15b its distinctive development: “the light of His
clouds” is their effulgent splendour. Without further support, LJA �DAYF is to
have knowledge concerning anything, v. 16a; YV�LiPiMI is also aÎp. gegr. It is
unnecessary to consider it as wrongly written from YV�RiPiMI, Job. 36:29, or as
from it by change of letter (as T�NMiLiJÁ = T�NMiRiJÁ, Isa. 13:22). The verb Sl�pI
signifies to make level, prepare (viz., a way, also weakened: to take a certain
way, Pro. 5: 6), once: to weigh, Psa. 58: 3, as denom. from SLEpE, a balance
(and indeed a steelyard, statera), which is thus mentioned as the means of
adjustment. YV�LiPiMI accordingly signifies either, as synon. of YL�Qi�iMI (thus the
Midrash, vid., Jalkut, § 522), weights (the relations of weight), or even
equipoised balancings (Aben-Ezra, Kimchi, and others), Lat. quomodo
librentur nubes in aëre. f317

T�JLiPiMI is also a word that does not occur elsewhere; in like manner JAd�
belongs exclusively to Elihu. God is called �Y�Id� �YMIti (comp. Job. 36: 4) as



the Omniscient One, whose knowledge is absolute as to its depth as well as its
circumference.

17 Thou whose garments became hot,
When the land is sultry from the south:

18 Dost thou with Him spread out the sky,
The strong, as it were molten, mirror?

19 Let us know what we shall say to Him! —
We can arrange nothing by reason of darkness.

20 Shall it be told Him that I speak,
Or shall one wish to be destroyed?

Job. 37:17-20. Most expositors connect v. 17a with v. 16: (Dost thou know)
how it comes to pass that...; but R�EJá after �DY signifies quod, Exo. 11: 7, not
quomodo, as it sometimes occurs in a comparing antecedent clause, instead of
R�JK, Exo. 14:13, Jer. 33:22. We therefore translate: thou whose..., —
connecting this, however, not with v. 16 (vid., e.g., Carey), but as Bolduc. and
Ew., with v. 18 (where Há before JAYQIRiTA is then the less missed): thou who,
when the land (the part of the earth where thou art) keeps rest, i.e., in
sultriness, when oppressive heat comes (on this Hiph. vid., Ges. § 53, 2) from
the south (i.e., by means of the currents of air which come thence, without
��RdF signifying directly the south wind), — thou who, when this happens,
canst endure so little, that on the contrary the heat from without becomes
perceptible to thee through thy clothes: dost thou now and then with Him keep
the sky spread out, which for firmness is like a molten mirror? Elsewhere the
hemispheric firmament, which spans the earth with its sub-celestial waters, is
likened to a clear sapphire Exo. 24:10, a covering Psa. 104: 2, a gauze
Isa. 40:22; the comparison with a metallic mirror (QCFwM here not from QwC, v.
10, Job. 36:16, but from QCÁYF) is therefore to be understood according to
Petavius: Coelum aëreum stereÂwma dicitur non a naturae propria conditione,
sed ab effectu, quod perinde aquas separet, ac si murus esset solidissimus.
Also in �YQRT lies the notion both of firmness and thinness; the primary
notion (root QR) is to beat, make thick, stipare (Arab. rq’, to stop up in the
sense of resarcire, e.g., to mend stockings), to make thick by pressure. The L
joined with �YQRT is nota acc.; we must not comp. Job. 8: 8, 21:22, as well as
Job. 5: 2, 19: 3.

Therefore: As God is the only Creator (Job. 9: 8), so He is the all-provident
Preserver of the world — make us know (wN��YDI�H, according to the text of the
Babylonians, Keri of YNI��YDI�H) what we shall say to Him, viz., in order to show



that we can cope with Him! We cannot arrange, viz., anything whatever (to be
explained according to �YlIMI ¥RÁ�F, Job. 32:14, comp. “to place,” Job. 36:19),
by reason of darkness, viz., the darkness of our understanding, skoÂtoj thÌj
dianoiÂaj; YN�piMI is much the same as Job. 23:17, but different from Job. 17:12,
and ¥�EXO different from both passages, viz., as it is often used in the New
Testament, of intellectual darkness (comp. Ecc. 2:14, Isa. 60: 2). The meaning
of v. 20 cannot now be mistaken, if, with Hirz., Hahn, and Schlottm., we call
to mind Job. 36:10 in connection with YkI RMÁJF: can I, a short-sighted man,
enshrouded in darkness, wish that what I have arrogantly said concerning and
against Him may be told to God, or should one earnestly desire (RMÁJF, a modal
perf., as Job. 35:15b) that (an jusserit s. dixerit quis ut) he may be swallowed
up, i.e., destroyed (comp. W�LBL, Job. 2: 3)? He would, by challenging a
recognition of his unbecoming arguing about God, desire a tribunal that would
be destructive to himself.

21 Although one seeth now the sunlight
That is bright in the ethereal heights:

A wind passeth by and cleareth them up.

22 Gold is brought from the north, —
Above Eloah is terrible majesty.

23 The Almighty, whom we cannot find out,
The excellent in strength,

And right and justice He perverteth not.

24 Therefore men regard Him with reverence,
He hath no regard for all the wise of heart.

Job. 37:21-24. He who censures God’s actions, and murmurs against God,
injures himself — how, on the contrary, would a patiently submissive waiting
on Him be rewarded! This is the connection of thought, by which this final
strophe is attached to what precedes. If we have drawn the correct conclusion
from Job. 37: 1, that Elihu’s description of a storm is accompanied by a storm
which was coming over the sky, HTfJAWi, with which the speech, as Job. 35:15,
draws towards the close, is not to be understood as purely conclusive, but
temporal: And at present one does not see the light (R�J of the sun, as
Job. 31:26) which is bright in the ethereal heights (RYHIbF again a Hebr.-Arab.
word, comp. baÑhir, outshining, surpassing, especially of the moon, when it
dazzles with its brightness); yet it only requires a breath of wind to pass over
it, and to clear it, i.e., brings the ethereal sky with the sunlight to view. Elihu
hereby means to say that the God who his hidden only for a time, respecting
whom one runs the risk of being in perplexity, can suddenly unveil Himself, to



our surprise and confusion, and that therefore it becomes us to bow humbly
and quietly to His present mysterious visitation. With respect to the removal of
the clouds from the beclouded sun, to which v. 21 refers, BHFZF, v. 22a, seems to
signify the gold of the sun; esh-shemsu bi-tibrin, the sun is gold, says Abulola.
Oriental and Classic literature furnishes a large number of instances in support
of this calling the sunshine gold; and it should not perplex us here, where we
have an Arabizing Hebrew poet before us, that not a single passage can be
brought forward from the Old Testament literature. But ��PcFMI is against this
figurative rendering of the BHZ (LXX neÂfh xrusaugouÌnta). In Eze. 1: 4 there
is good reason for the storm-clouds, which unfold from their midst the glory of
the heavenly Judge, who rideth upon the cherubim, coming from the north; but
wherefore should Elihu represent the sun’s golden light as breaking through
from the north? On the other hand, in the conception of the ancients, the north
is the proper region for gold: there griffins (grupeÂj) guard the gold-pits of the
Arimaspian mountains (Herod. iii. 116); there, from the narrow pass of the
Caucasus along the Gordyaean mountains, gold is dug by barbarous races
(Pliny, h. n. vi. 11), and among the Scythians it is brought to light by the ants
(ib. xxxiii. 4). Egypt could indeed provide itself with gold from Ethiopia, and
the Phoenicians brought the gold of Ophir, already mentioned in the book of
Job, from India; but the north was regarded as the fabulously most productive
chief mine of gold; to speak more definitely: Northern Asia, with the Altai
mountains. f318 Thus therefore Job. 28: 1, 6 is to be compared here.

What Job describes so grandly and minutely in Job 28, viz., that man lays bare
the hidden treasures of the earth’s interior, but that the wisdom of God still
transcends him, is here expressed no less grandly and compendiously: From
the north cometh gold, which man wrests from the darkness of the gloomy
unknown region of the north (��PCF, zoÂfoj, from �PC, cogn. �M�, rmff318a,
vid., p. 520, note, comp. p. 497, note); upon Eloah, on the contrary is terrible
majesty (not genitival: terror of majesty, Ew. § 293, c), i.e., it covers Him like
a garment (Psa. 104: 1), making Him inaccessible (D�H, glory as resounding
praise, vid., on Job. 39:20, like DWBK as imposing dignity). The beclouded sun,
v. 21 said, has lost none of the intensity of its light, although man has to wait
for the removing of the clouds to behold it again. So, when God’s doings are
mysterious to us, we have to wait, without murmuring, for His solution of the
mystery. While from the north comes gold — v. 22 continues — which is
obtained by laying bare the interior of the northern mountains, God, on the
other hand, is surrounded by inaccessibly terrible glory: the Almighty — thus
v. 23 completes the thought towards which v. 22 tends — we cannot reach, the
Great in power, i.e., the nature of the Absolute One remains beyond us, the
counsel of the Almighty impenetrable; still we can at all times be certain of
this, that what He does is right and good: “Right and the fulness of justice



(�BROWi according to the Masora, not �BRFWi) He perverteth not.” The expression
is remarkable: �pF�iMI HnF�I is, like the Talmudic �YdI HnF�I, equivalent elsewhere
to �P�M H«FHI; and that He does not pervert HQFDFCi�BRO, affirms that justice in
its whole compass is not perverted by Him; His acts are therefore perfectly and
in every way consistent with it: HQFDFCi�BRO is the abstract. to RYBK QYDC,
Job. 34:17, therefore summa justitia. One may feel tempted to draw �P�MW to
XK JYGV, and to read BRÁWi according to Pro. 14:29 instead of BROWi, but the
expression gained by so doing is still more difficult than the combination HnEJAYi
JL � �P�MW; not merely difficult, however, but putting a false point in place
of a correct one, is the reading HNE�áYA JL (LXX, Syr., Jer.), according to which
Hirz. translates: He answers, not, i.e., gives no account to man. The
accentuation rightly divides v. 23 into two halves, the second of which begins
with �P�MW — a significant Waw, on which J. H. Michaelis observes: Placide
invicem in Deo conspirant infinita ejus potentia et justitia quae in hominibus
saepe disjuncta sunt.

Elihu closes with the practical inference: Therefore men, viz., of the right sort,
of sound heart, uncorrupted and unaffected, fear Him (wHwJR�Yi verentur eum,
not wHwJRiYI veremini eum); He does not see (regard) the wise of heart, i.e.,
those who imagine themselves such and are proud of their BL�, their
understanding. The qui sibi videntur (Jer.) does not lie in BL (comp. Isa. 5:21),
but in the antithesis. Stick. and others render falsely: Whom the aggregate of
the over-wise beholds not, which would be wnJERiYI. God is the subj. as in
Job. 28:24, 34:21, comp. Job. 41:26. The assonance of WHWJRY and HJRY,
which also occurs frequently elsewhere (e.g., Job. 6:21), we have sought to
reproduce in the translation.

In this last speech also Elihu’s chief aim (Job. 36: 2-4) is to defend God
against Job’s charge of injustice. He shows how omnipotence, love, and justice
are all found in God. When judging of God’s omnipotence, we are to beware
of censuring Him who is absolutely exalted above us and our comprehension;
when judging of God’s love, we are to beware of interpreting His afflictive
dispensations, which are designed for our well-being, as the persecution of an
enemy; when judging of His justice, we are to beware of maintaining our own
righteousness at the cost of the Divine, and of thus avoiding the penitent
humbling of one’s self under His well-meant chastisement. The twofold
peculiarity of Elihu’s speeches comes out in this fourth as prominently as in
the first:

(1) They demand of Job penitential submission, not by accusing him of coarse
common sins as the three have done, but because even the best of men suffer



for hidden moral defects, which must be perceived by them in order not to
perish on account of them. Elihu here does for Job just what in Bunyan
(Pilgrim’s Progress) the man in the Interpreter’s house does, when he sweeps
the room, so that Christian had been almost choked with the dust that flew
about. Then

(2) they teach that God makes use of just such sufferings, as Job’s now are, in
order to bring man to a knowledge of his hidden defects, and to bless him the
more abundantly if he will be saved from them; that thus the sufferings of
those who fear God are a wholesome medicine, disciplinary chastenings, and
saving warnings; and that therefore true, not merely feigned, piety must be
proved in the school of affliction by earnest self-examination, remorseful self-
accusation, and humble submission.

Elihu therefore in this agrees with the rest of the book, that he frees Job’s
affliction from the view which accounts it the evil-doer’s punishment (vid.,
Job. 32: 3). On the other hand, however, he nevertheless takes up a position
apart from the rest of the book, by making Job’s sin the cause of his affliction;
while in the idea of the rest of the book Job’s affliction has nothing whatever
to do with Job’s sin, except in so far as he allows himself to be drawn into
sinful language concerning God by the conflict of temptation into which the
affliction plunges him. For after Jehovah has brought Job over this his sin, He
acknowledges His servant (Job. 42: 7) to be in the right, against the three
friends: his affliction is really not a merited affliction, it is not a result of
retributive justice; it also had not chastisement as its design, it was an enigma,
under which Job should have bowed humbly without striking against it — a
decree, into the purpose of which the prologue permits us an insight, which
however remains unexplained to Job, or is only explained to him so far as the
issue teaches him that it should be to him the way to a so much the more
glorious testimony on the part of God Himself.

With that criticism of Job, which the speeches of Jehovah consummate, the
criticism which lies before us in the speeches of Elihu is irreconcilable. The
older poet, in contrast with the false doctrine of retribution, entirely separates
sin and punishment or chastisement in the affliction of Job, and teaches that
there is an affliction of the righteous, which is solely designed to prove and test
them. His thema, not Elihu’s (as Simson f319 with Hengstenberg thinks), is the
mystery of the Cross. For the Cross according to its proper notion is suffering
eÎÂneken dikaiosuÂnhj (or what in New Testament language is the same, eÎÂneken
XristouÌ). Elihu, however, leaves sin and suffering together as inseparable, and
opposes the false doctrine of retribution by the distinction between disciplinary
chastisement and judicial retribution. The Elihu section, as I have shown
elsewhere, f320 has sprung from the endeavour to moderate the bewildering



boldness with which the older poet puts forth his idea. The writer has felt in
connection with the book of Job what every Christian must feel. Such a
maintaining of his own righteousness in the face of friendly exhortations to
penitence, as we perceive it in Job’s speeches, is certainly not possible where
“the dust of the room has flown about.” The friends have only failed in this,
that they made Job more and more an evil-doer deservedly undergoing
punishment. Elihu points him to vainglorying, to carnal security, and in the
main to those defects from which the most godly cannot and dare not claim
exemption. It is not contrary to the spirit of the drama that Job holds his peace
at these exhortations to penitence. The similarly expressed admonition to
penitence with which Eliphaz, Job. 4 f., begins, has not effected it. In the
meanwhile, however, Job is become more softened and composed, and in
remembrance of his unbecoming language concerning God, he must feel that
he has forfeited the right of defending himself. Nevertheless this silent Job is
not altogether the same as the Job who, in Job 40 and 42, forces himself to
keep silence, whose former testimony concerning himself, and whose former
refusal of a theodicy which links sin and calamity together, Jehovah finally
sets His seal to.

On the other hand, however, it must be acknowledged, that what the
introduction to Elihu’s speeches, Job. 32: 1-5, sets before us, is consistent with
the idea of the whole, and that such a section as the introduction leads one to
expect, may be easily understood really as a member of the whole, which
carries forward the dramatic development of this idea; for this very reason one
feels urged to constantly new endeavours, if possible, to understand these
speeches as a part of the original form. But they are without result, and,
moreover, many other considerations stand in our way to the desired goal;
especially, that Elihu is not mentioned in the epilogue, and that his speeches
are far behind the artistic perfection of the rest of the book. It is true the writer
of these speeches has, in common with the rest of the book, a like Hebraeo-
Arabic, and indeed Hauranitish style, and like mutual relations to earlier and
later writings; but this is explained from the consideration that he has
completely blended the older book with himself (as the points of contact of the
fourth speech with Job 28 and the speeches of Jehovah, show), and that to all
appearance he is a fellow-countryman of the older poet. There are neither
linguistic nor any other valid reasons in favour of assigning it to a much later
period. He is the second issuer of the book, possibly the first, who brought to
light the hitherto hidden treasure, enriched by his own insertion, which is
inestimable in its relation to the history of the perception of the plan of
redemption.

We now call to mind that in the last (according to our view) strophe of Job’s
last speech. Job. 31:35-37, Job desires, yea challenges, the divine decision



between himself and his opponents. His opponents have explained his
affliction as the punishment of the just God; he, however, is himself so certain
of his innocence, and of his victory over divine and human accusation, that he
will bind the indictment of his opponents as a crown upon his brow, and to
God, whose hand of punishment supposedly rests upon him, will he render an
account of all his steps, and go forth as a prince to meet Him. That he
considers himself a QYDC is in itself not censurable, for he is such: but that he
is �YHLJM W�PN QDCM, i.e., considers himself to be righteous in opposition
to God, who is no angry with him and punishes him; that he maintains his own
righteousness to the prejudice of the Divine; and that by maintaining his own
right, places the Divine in the shade, — all this is explainable as the result of
the false idea which he entertains of his affliction, and in which he is
strengthened by the friends; but there is need of censure and penitence. For
since by His nature God can never do wrong, all human wrangling before God
is a sinful advance against the mystery of divine guidance, under which he
should rather humbly bow. But we have seen that Job’s false idea of God as his
enemy, whose conduct he cannot acknowledge as just, does not fill his whole
soul. The night of temptation in which he is enshrouded, is broken in upon by
gleams of faith, in connection with which God appears to him as his Vindicator
and Redeemer. Flesh and spirit, nature and grace, delusion and faith, are at war
within him. These two elements are constantly more definitely separated in the
course of the controversy; but it is not yet come to the victory of faith over
delusion, the two lines of conception go unreconciled side by side in Job’s
soul. The last monologues issue on the one side in the humble confession that
God’s wisdom is unsearchable, and the fear of God is the share of wisdom
appointed to man; on the other side, in the defiant demand that God may
answer for his defence of himself, and the vaunting offer to give Him an
account of all his steps, and also then to enter His presence with the high
feeling of a prince. If now the issue of the drama is to be this, that God really
reveals Himself as Job’s Vindicator and Redeemer, Job’s defiance and
boldness must be previously punished in order that lowliness and submission
may attain the victory over them. God cannot acknowledge job as His servant
before he penitently acknowledges as such the sinful weakness under which he
has proved himself to be God’s servant, and so exhibits himself anew in his
true character which cherishes no known sin. This takes place when Jehovah
appears, and in language not of wrath but of loving condescension, and yet
earnest reproof, He makes the Titan quite puny in his own eyes, in order then
to exalt him who is outwardly and inwardly humbled.

THE UNRAVELMENT IN THE CONSCIOUSNESS. — CH. 38-42: 6

The First Speech of Jehovah, and Job's Answer. — Job 38-40: 5



SCHEMA: 4. 8. 8. 8. 12. 12. 6. 6. 10. 7. | 8. 8. 8. 12. 15. 10 | 2. 4.

[Then Jehovah answered Job out of the storm, and said:]

2 Who then darkeneth counsel
With words without knowledge?

3 Gird up now thy loins as a man:
I will question thee, and inform thou me!

Job. 38: 2, 3. “May the Almighty answer me!” Job has said, Job. 31:35; He
now really answers, and indeed out of the storm (Chethib, according to a mode
of writing occurring only here and Job. 40: 6, HR�SHNM, arranged in two
words by the Keri), which is generally the forerunner of His self-manifestation
in the world, of that at least by which He reveals Himself in His absolute awe-
inspiring greatness and judicial grandeur. The art. is to be understood
generically, but, with respect to Elihu’s speeches, refers to the storm which has
risen up in the meanwhile. It is not to be translated: Who is he who..., which
ought to be �Y�XMH, but: Who then is darkening; HZE makes the interrogative
YMI more vivid and demonstrative, Ges. § 122, 2; the part. ¥Y�IXáMÁ (instead of
which it might also be ¥Y�IXáYA) favours the assumption that Job has uttered
such words immediately before, and is interrupted by Jehovah, without an
intervening speaker having come forward. It is intentionally HCF�� for YTICF�á
(comp. �� for YM�, Isa. 26:11), to describe that which is spoken of according
to its quality: it is nothing less than a decree or plan full of purpose and
connection which Job darkness, i.e., distorts by judging it falsely, or, as we
say: places in a false light, and in fact by meaningless words. f321

When now Jehovah condescends to negotiate with Job by question and answer,
He does not do exactly what Job wished (Job. 13:22), but something different,
of which Job never thought. He surprises him with questions which are
intended to bring him indirectly to the consciousness of the wrong and
absurdity of his challenge — questions among which “there are many which
the natural philosophy of the present day can frame more scientifically, but
cannot satisfactorily solve.” f322

Instead of RBEGEKi (the received reading of Ben-Ascher), Ben-Naphtali’s text
offered Gki (as Eze. 17:10), in order not to allow two so similar, aspirated
mutae to come together.

4 Where wast thou when I established the earth?
Say, if thou art capable of judging!

5 Who hath determined its measure, if thou knowest it,
Or who hath stretched the measuring line over it?



6 Upon what are the bases of its pillars sunk in,
Or who hath laid its corner-stone,

7 When the morning stars sang together
And all the sons of God shouted for joy?

Job. 38: 4-7. The examination begins similarly to Job. 15: 7 f. In opposition
to the censurer of God as such the friends were right, although only negatively,
since their conduct was based on self-delusion, as though they were in
possession of the key to the mystery of the divine government of the world.
HNFYbI �DAYF signifies to understand how to judge, to possess a competent
understanding, 1Ch. 12:32, 2Ch. 2:12, or (�DY taken not in the sense of
novisse, but cognoscere) to appropriate to one’s self, Pro. 4: 1, Isa. 29:24. YkI,
v. 5a, interchanges with �JI (comp. v. 18b), for �DAT� YkI signifies: suppose that
thou knowest it, and this si forte scias is almost equivalent to an forte scis,
Pro. 30: 4. The founding of the earth is likened altogether to that of a building
constructed by man. The question: upon what are the bases of its pillars or
foundations sunk (�B�, Arab. tåbÿ, according to its radical signification, to
press with something flat upon something, comp. Arab. tåbq, to lay two flat
things on one another, then both to form or stamp by pressure, vid., p. 449,
note, and to press into soft pliant stuff, or let down into, immergere, or to sink
into, immergi), points to the fact of the earth hanging free in space, Job. 26: 7.
Then no human being was present, for man was not yet created; the angels,
however, beheld with rejoicing the founding of the place of the future human
family, and the mighty acts of God in accordance with the decree of His love
(as at the building of the temple, the laying of the foundation, Ezr. 3:10, and
the setting of the head-stone, Zec. 4: 7, were celebrated), for the angels were
created before the visible world (Psychol. S. 63; Genesis, S. 105), as is indeed
not taught here, but still (vid., on the other hand, Hofmann, Schriftbew. i. 400)
is assumed. For �YHILOJå YN�bI are, as in Job. ch. 1-2, the angels, who proceeded
from God by a mode of creation which is likened to begetting, and who with
Him form one patriaÂ (Genesis, S. 121). The “morning stars,” however, are
mentioned in connection with them, because between the stars and the angels,
which are both comprehended in �YM�H JBC (Genesis, S. 128), a mysterious
connection exists, which is manifoldly attested in Holy Scripture (vid., on the
other hand, Hofm. ib. S. 318). RQEbO BKA�k is the morning star which in
Isa. 14:12 is called LL�YH� (as extra-bibl. hGANO) from its dazzling light, which
exceeds all other stars in brightness, and RXÁ�A��bE, son of the dawn, because it
swims in the dawn as though it were born from it. It was just the dawn of the
world coming into being, which is the subject spoken of, that gave rise to the
mention of the morning star; the plur., however, does not mean the stars which



came into being on that morning of the world collectively (Hofm., Schlottm.),
but Lucifer with the stars his peers, as �YLIYSIki, Isa. 13:10, Orion and the stars
his peers. Arab. suhayl (Canopus) is used similarly as a generic name for stars
of remarkable brilliancy, and in general suheÑl is to the nomads and the
Hauranites the symbol of what is brilliant, glorious, and beautiful; f323 so that
even the beings of light of the first rank among the celestial spirits might be
understood by RQB YBKWK. But if this ought to be the meaning, v. 7a and 7b
would be in an inverted order. They are actual stars, whether it is intended of
the sphere belonging to the earth or to the higher sphere comprehended in
�YM�H, Gen. 1: 1. Joy and light are reciprocal notions, and the scale of the
tones of joy is likened to the scale of light and colours; therefore the fulness of
light, in which the morning stars shone forth all together at the founding of the
earth, may symbolize one grandly harmonious song of joy.

8 And [who] shut up the sea with doors,
When it broke through, issued from the womb,

9 When I put clouds round it as a garment,
And thick mist as its swaddling clothes,

10 And I broke for it my bound,
And set bars and doors,

11 And said: Hitherto come, and no further,
And here be thy proud waves stayed!?

Job. 38: 8-11. The state of WHBW WHT was the first half, and the state of
�WHT the second half of the primeval condition of the forming earth. The
question does not, however, refer to the �WHT, in which the waters of the sky
and the waters of the earth were as yet not separated, but, passing over this
intermediate condition of the forming earth, to the sea, the waters of which
God shut up as by means of a door and bolt, when, first enshrouded in thick
mist (which has remained from that time one of its natural peculiarities), and
again and again manifesting its individuality, it broke forth (XÁYgI of the foetus,
as Psa. 22:10) from the bowels of the, as yet, chaotic earth. That the sea, in
spite of the flatness of its banks, does not flow over the land, is a work of
omnipotence which broke over it, i.e., restraining it, a fixed bound (QXO as
Job. 26:10, Pro. 8:29, Jer. 5:22, = LwBgi, Psa. 104: 9), viz., the steep and rugged
walls of the basin of the sea, and which thereby established a firm barrier
behind which it should be kept. Instead of HPOw, Jos. 18: 8, v. 11b has the
Chethib JPOw. QXO is to be understood with TY�IYF, and “one set” is equivalent to
the passive (Ges. § 137*): let a bound be set (comp. T�F, Hos. 6:11, which is
used directly so) against the proud rising of thy waves.



12 Hast thou in thy life commanded a morning,
Caused the dawn to know its place,

13 That it may take hold of the ends of the earth,
So that the evil-doers are shaken under it?

14 That it changeth like the clay of a signet-ring,
And everything fashioneth itself as a garment.

15 Their light is removed from the evil-doers,
And the out-stretched arm is broken.

Job. 38:12-15. The dawn of the morning, spreading out from one point,
takes hold of the carpet of the earth as it were by the edges, and shakes off
from it the evil-doers, who had laid themselves to rest upon it the night before.
RJANF, combining in itself the significations to thrust and to shake, has the latter
here, as in the Arab. naÑÿuÑra, a water-wheel, which fills its compartments below
in the river, to empty them out above. Instead of RXÁ�A HTf�idAYI with He otians,
the Keri substitutes RXÁªAHA Tf�idAYI. The earth is the subj. to v. 14a: the dawn is
like the signet-ring, which stamps a definite impress on the earth as the clay,
the forms which floated in the darkness of the night become visible and
distinguishable. The subj. to v. 14b are not morning and dawn (Schult.), still
less the ends of the earth (Ew. with the conjecture: WCBYTY, “they become
dazzlingly white”), but the single objects on the earth: the light of morning
gives to everything its peculiar garb of light, so that, hitherto overlaid by a
uniform darkness, they now come forth independently, they gradually appear
in their variegated diversity of form and hue. In �wBLi �Mki, §WBL is conceived
as accusative (Arab. kemaÑ libaÑsan, or thauban), while in �WBLK (Psa. 104: 6,
instar vestis) it would be genitive. To the end of the strophe everything is
under the logical government of the L of purpose in v. 13a. The light of the
evil-doers is, according to Job. 24:17, the darkness of the night, which is for
them in connection with their works what the light of day is for other men. The
sunrise deprives them, the enemies of light in the true sense (Job. 24:13), of
this light per antiphrasin, and the carrying out of their evil work, already
prepared for, is frustrated. The � of �Y��R, vv. 13 and 15, is HYWLT �Y� [Ayin
suspensum ], which is explained according to the Midrash thus: the �Y��R,
now �YRY�� (rich), become at a future time �Y�R (poor); or: God deprives
them of the �Y� (light of the eye), by abandoning them to the darkness which
they loved.

16 Hast thou reached the fountains of the sea,
And hast thou gone into the foundation of the deep?



17 Were the gates of death unveiled to thee,
And didst thou see the gates of the realm of shades?

18 Hast thou comprehended the breadth of the earth?
Speak, in so far as thou knowest all this!

19 Which is the way to where the light dwelleth,
And darkness, where is its place,

20 That thou mightest bring it to its bound,
And that thou mightest know the paths of its house?

21 Thou knowest it, for then wast thou born,
And the number of thy days is great! —

Job. 38:16-21. The root BN has the primary notion of obtruding itself upon
the senses (vid., Genesis, S. 635), whence �BN in Arabic of a rising country
that pleases the eye (nabaka, a hill, a hillside), and here (cognate in root and
meaning �BN, Syr. Talmud. GBÁNi, Arab. nbg, nbtå, scatuirire) of gushing and
bubbling water. Hitzig’s conjecture, approved by Olsh., YLBN, sets aside a
word that is perfectly clear so far as the language is concerned. On RQEX� vid.,
on Job. 11: 7. The question put to Job in v. 17, he must, according to his own
confession, Job. 26: 6, answer in the negative. In order to avoid the collision of
two aspirates, the interrogative Há is wanting before TfNiNAbOTiHI, Ew. § 324, b; DJA
�NBTH signifies, according to Job. 32:12, to observe anything carefully; the
meaning of the question therefore is, whether Job has given special attention to
the breadth of the earth, and whether he consequently has a comprehensive and
thorough knowledge of it. hlFkU refers not to the earth (Hahn, Olsh., and
others), but, as neuter, to the preceding points of interrogation. The questions,
v. 19, refer to the principles of light and darkness, i.e., their final causes,
whence they come forth as cosmical phenomena. R�J��kF�iYI is a relative
clause, Ges. § 123, 3, c; the noun that governs (the Regens) this virtual
genitive, which ought in Arabic to be without the art. as being determined by
the regens, is, according to the Hebrew syntax, which is freer in this respect,
¥REdEHA (comp. Ges. § 110, 2). That which is said of the bound of darkness, i.e.,
the furthest point at which darkness passes away, and the paths to its house,
applies also to the light, which the poet perhaps has even prominently (comp.
Job. 24:13) before his mind: light and darkness have a first cause which is
inaccessible to man, and beyond his power of searching out. The admission in
v. 21 is ironical: Verily! thou art as old as the beginning of creation, when light
and darkness, as powers of nature which are distinguished and bounded the
one by the other (vid., Job. 26:10), were introduced into the rising world; thou
art as old as the world, so that thou hast an exact knowledge of its and thine



own contemporaneous origin (vid., Job. 15: 7). On the fut. joined with ZJF
regularly in the signification of the aorist, vid., Ew. § 134, b. The attraction in
connection with RPASiMI is like Job. 15:20, 21:21.

22 Hast thou reached the treasures of the snow,
And didst thou see the treasures of the hail,

23 Which I have reserved for a time of trouble,
For the day of battle and war?

24 Which is the way where the light is divided,
Where the east wind is scattered over the earth?

25 Who divideth a course for the rain-flood
And the way of the lightning of thunder,

26 That it raineth on the land where no one dwelleth,
On the tenantless steppe,

27 To satisfy the desolate and the waste,
And to cause the tender shoot of the grass to spring forth?

Job. 38:22-27. The idea in v. 22 is not that — as for instance the peasants of
Men−Ñn, four hours’ journey from Damascus, garner up the winter snow in a
cleft of the rock, in order to convey it to Damascus and the towns of the coast
in the hot months — God treasures up the snow and hail above to cause it to
descend according to opportunity. T�RCiJO (comp. Psa. 135: 7) are the final
causes of these phenomena which God has created — the form of the question,
the design of which (which must not be forgotten) is ethical, not scientific, is
regulated according to the infancy of the perception of natural phenomena
among the ancients; but at the same time in accordance with the poet’s task,
and even, as here, in the choice of the agents of destruction, not merely hail,
but also snow, according to the scene of the incident. Wetzstein has in his
possession a writing of Muhammed el-Chat−Ñb el-BosraÑwi, in which he
describes a fearful fall of snow in Hauran, by which, in February 1860,
innumerable herds of sheep, goats, and camels, and also many human beings
perished. f324

RCF�T�E might, according to Job. 24: 1, 19:11, signify a time of judgment for
the oppressor, i.e., adversary; but it is better to be understood according to
Job. 36:16, 21:30, a time of distress: heavy falls of snow and tempestuous hail-
storms bring hard times for men and cattle, and sometimes decide a war as by a
divine decree (Jos. 10:11, comp. Isa. 28:17, 30:30, Eze. 13:13).

In v. 24a it is not, as in v. 19a, the place whence light issues, but the mode of
the distribution of light over the earth, that is intended; as in v. 24b, the laws



according to which the east wind flows forth, i.e., spreads over the earth. R�J
is not lightning (Schlottm.), but light in general: light and wind (instead of
which the east wind is particularized, vid., p. 533) stand together as being alike
untraceable in their courses. �YPiH�, se diffundere, as Exo. 5:12, 1Sa. 13: 8,
Ges. § 53, 2. In v. 25a the descent of torrents of rain inundating certain regions
of the earth is intended — this earthward direction assigned to the water-spouts
is likened to an aqueduct coming downwards from the sky — and it is only in
v. 25b, as in Job. 28:26, that the words have reference to the lightning, which
to man is untraceable, flashing now here, now there. This guiding of the rain to
chosen parts of the earth extends also to the tenantless steppe. �YJI�JLO (for
JLObI) is virtually an adj. (vid., on Job. 12:24). The superlative combination
HJF�OMiw HJF�O (from J�� = HJF�F, to be desolate, and to give forth a heavy dull
sound, i.e., to sound desolate, vid., on Job. 37: 6), as Job. 30: 3 (which see).
Not merely for the purposes of His rule among men does God direct the
changes of the weather contrary to human foresight; His care extends also to
regions where no human habitations are found.

28 Hath the rain a father,
Or who begetteth the drops of dew?

29 Out of whose womb cometh the ice forth,
And who bringeth forth the hoar-frost of heaven?

30 The waters become hard like stone,
And the face of the deep is rolled together.

Job. 38:28-30. Rain and dew have no created father, ice and hoar-frost no
created mother. The parallelism in both instances shows that DYLI�H YMI asks
after the one who begets, and �DLFYi YMI the one who bears (vid., Hupfeld on
Psa. 2: 7). ��EbE is uterus, and meton. (at least in Arabic) progenies uteri; ex
utero cujus is YMI ��BM, in distinction from ��B HZE�YJ�M�, ex quo utero.
L�F�YL�GiJE is excellently translated by the LXX, Codd. Vat. and Sin., bwÂlouj
(with Omega) droÂsou; Ges. and Schlottm. correct to boÂlouj, but bwÌloj
signifies not merely a clod, but also a lump and a ball. It is the particles of the
dew holding together (LXX, Cod. Alex.: sunoxaÃj kaiÃ bw. dr.) in a globular
form, from LGAJF, which does not belong to LLÁgF, but to Arab. ‘jil, retinere, II
colligere (whence ag−Ñl, standing water, ma’´gal, a pool, pond); YL�GiJE is constr.,
like YL�Gi�E from LGE��. The waters “hide themselves,” by vanishing as fluid,
therefore: freeze. The surface of the deep (LXX aÏsebouÌj, for which Zwingli
has in marg. aÏbuÂssou) “takes hold of itself,” or presses together (comp. Arab.
lekda, crowding, synon. huguÑm, a striking against) by forming itself into a firm
solid mass (continuum, Job. 41: 9, comp. Job. 37:10). Moreover, the questions



all refer not merely to the analysis of the visible origin of the phenomena, but
to their final causes.

31 Canst thou join the twistings of the Pleiades,
Or loose the bands of Orion?

32 Canst thou bring forth the signs of the Zodiac at the right time,
And canst thou guide the Bear with its children?

33 Knowest thou the laws of heaven,
Or dost thou define its influence on the earth?

Job. 38:31-33. That T�nDA�áMÁ here signifies bindings or twistings (from �DA�F
= DNA�F, Job. 31:36) is placed beyond question by the unanimous translations of
the LXX (desmoÂn) and the Targ. (YR�Y�� = seiraÂj), the testimony of the Masora,
according to which the word here has a different signification from 1Sa. 15:32,
and the language of the Talmud, in which �YND�M, KeÑlim, c. 20, signifies the
knots at the end of a mat, by loosing which it comes to pieces, and Succa, 13b,
the bands (formed of rushes) with which willow-branches are fastened together
above in order to form a booth (succa); but YNJDM, Sabbat, 33a, signifies a
bunch of myrtle (to smell on the Sabbath). HMFYkI TWND�M is therefore
explained according to the Persian comparison of the Pleiades with a bouquet
of jewels, mentioned on Job. 9: 9, and according to the comparison with a
necklace (‘ipd-eth-thurajja), e.g., in Sadi in his Gulistan, p. 8 of Graf’s
translation: “as though the tops of the trees were encircled by the necklace of
the Pleiades.” The Arabic name thurajja (diminutive feminine of tharwaÑn)
probably signifies the richly-adorned, clustered constellation. But HMFYkI
signifies without doubt the clustered group, f325 and Beigel (in Ideler,
Sternnamen, S. 147) does not translate badly: “Canst thou not arrange together
the rosette of diamonds (chain would be better) of the Pleiades?”

As to LYSIki, we firmly hold that it denotes Orion (according to which the
Greek versions translate WÏriÂwn, the Syriac gaboro, the Targ. JLFPiNI or JLFYPiNi,
the Giant). Orion and the Pleiades are visible in the Syrian sky longer in the
year than with us, and there they come about 17° higher above the horizon than
with us. Nevertheless the figure of a giant chained to the heavens cannot be
rightly shown to be Semitic, and it is questionable whether LYSK is not rather,
with Saad., Gecat., Abulwalid, and others, to be regarded as the SuheÑl, i.e.,
Canopus, especially as this is placed as a sluggish helper (LYSK, Hebr. a fool,
Arab. the slothful one, ignavus) in mythical relation to the constellation of the
Bear, which here is called �YIJA, as Job. 9: 9 ��F, and is regarded as a bier, �JANA
(even in the present day this is the name in the towns and villages of Syria),
which the sons and daughters forming the attendants upon the corpse of their



father, slain by Ged−Ñ, the Pole-star. Understood of Orion, T�K�iMO (with which
Arab. msk, tenere, detinere, is certainly to be compared) are the chains (Arab.
masakat, compes), with which he is chained to the sky; understood of SuheÑl,
the restraints which prevent his breaking away too soon and reaching the goal.
f326

T�RzFMÁ is not distinct from T�LzFMÁ, 2Ki. 23: 5 (comp. ¥RFzFMÁ, “Thy star of
fortune,” on Cilician coins), and denotes not the twenty-eight menaÑzil (from
Arab. nzl, to descend, turn in, lodge) of the moon, f327 but the twelve signs of
the Zodiac, which were likewise imagined as menaÑzil, i.e., lodging-houses or
buruÑg, strongholds, in which one after another the sun lodges as it describes
the circle of the year. f328

The usage of the language transferred lzm also to the planets, which, because
they lie in the equatorial plane of the sun, as the sun (although more
irregularly), run through the constellations of the Zodiac. The question in v.
32a therefore means: canst thou bring forth the appointed zodiacal sign for
each month, so that (of course with the variation which is limited to about two
moon’s diameters by the daily progress of the sun through the Zodiac) it
becomes visible after sunset and is visible before sunset? On v. 33 vid., on
Gen. 1:14-19. R�F�iMI is construed after the analogy of bI HDFRF, RCÁ�F, L�AMF; and
�YIMÁ�F, as sing. (Ew. § 318, b).

34 Dost thou raise thy voice to the clouds
That an overflow of waters may cover thee?

35 Dost thou send forth lightnings, and they go,
And say to thee: Here we are?

36 Who hath put wisdom in the reins,
Or who hath given understanding to the cock?

37 Who numbereth the strata of the clouds with wisdom
And the bottles of heaven, who emptieth them,

38 When the dust flows together into a mass,
And the clods cleave together?

Job. 38:34-38. As v. 25b was worded like Job. 28:26, so v. 34b is worded
like Job. 22:11; the � of �SKT is dageshed in both passages, as Job. 36: 2, 18,
Hab. 2:17. What Jehovah here denies to the natural power of man is possible to
the power which man has by faith, as the history of Elijah shows: this,
however, does not come under consideration here. In proof of divine
omnipotence and human feebleness, Elihu constantly recurs to the rain and the
thunder-storm with the lightning, which is at the bidding of God. Most
moderns since Schultens therefore endeavour, with great violence, to make



T�X�U and YWIKiVE mean meteors and celestial phenomena. Eichh. (Hirz., Hahn)
compares the Arabic name for the clouds, tachaÑ (tachwa), Ew. Arab. dåihåhå,
sunshine, with the former; the latter, whose root is HKFVF (HKFSi), spectare, is
meant to be something that is remarkable in the heavens: an atmospheric
phenomenon, a meteor (Hirz.), or a phenomenon caused by light (Ew., Hahn),
so that e.g., Umbr. translates: “Who hath put wisdom in the dark clouds, and
given understanding to the meteor?” But the meaning which is thus extorted
from the words in favour of the connection borders closely upon absurdity.
Why, then, shall TWX�, from XÁw�, Arab. tå−Ñych, oblinere, adipe obducere, not
signify here, as in Psa. 51: 8, the reins (embedded in a cushion of fat), and in
fact as the seat of the predictive faculty, like T�YLFki, Job. 19:27, as the seat of
the innermost longing for the future; and particularly since here, after the
constellations and the influences of the stars have just been spoken of, the
mention of the gift of divination is not devoid of connection; and, moreover, as
a glance at the next strophe shows, the connection which has been hitherto
firmly kept to is already in process of being resolved?

If TWX� signifies the reins, it is natural to interpret YWIKiVI also psychologically,
and to translate the intellect (Targ. I, Syr., Arab.), or similarly (Saad., Gecat.),
as Ges., Carey, Renan, Schlottm. But there is another rendering handed down
which is worthy of attention, although not once mentioned by Rosenm., Hirz.,
Schlottm., or Hahn, according to which YWKV signifies a cock, gallum. We read
in b. Rosch ha-Schana, 26a: “When I came to TechuÑm-KeÑn-Nishraja, R.
Simeon b. Lakish relates, the bride was there called YPNYN and the cock YWKV,
according to which Job. 38:36 is to be interpreted: YWKV = LWGNRT.” The
Midrash interprets in the same way, Jalkut, § 905, beginning: “R. Levi says: In
Arabic the cock is called JWFKiSA.” We compare with this, Wajikra rabba, c. 1:
“WKWS is Arabic; in Arabia a prophet is called JYFKiSA;” whence it is to be
inferred that YWKV, as is assumed, describes the cock as a seer, as a prophet.

As to the formation of the word, it would certainly be without parallel (Ew.,
Olsh.) if the word had the tone on the penult., but Codd. and the best old
editions have the Munach by the final syllable; Norzi, who has overlooked
this, at least notes YWIKiVI with the accent on the ult. as a various reading. It is a
secondary noun, Ges. § 86, 5, a so-called relative noun (De Sacy, Gramm.
Arabe, § 768): YWIKiVE, speculator, from WKEV� (wKV�, HKEV�), speculatio, as YJILipI,
Jud. 13:18 (comp. Psa. 139: 6), miraculosus, from JLEpE, a cognate form to the
Chald. YWAKiSA (HJFWFKiSA), of similar meaning. In connection with this primary
signification, speculator, it is intelligible how YWKS in Samaritan (vid.,
Lagarde on Proverbs, S. 62) can signify the eye; here, however, in a Hebrew



poet, the cock, of which e.g., Gregory says: Speculator semper in altitudine
stat, ut quidquid venturum sit longe prospiciat. That this signification
speculator = gallus f329 was generally accepted at least in the Talmudic age, the
Beracha prescribed to him who hears the cock crow: “Blessed be He who
giveth the cock (YWKV) knowledge to distinguish between day and night!”
shows. In accordance with this, Targ. II translates: who has given
understanding JRFbF L�GNiRiTALi, gallo sylvestri (whereas Targ. I JbFLILi, cordi,
scil. hominis), to praise his Lord? and Jer.: (quis posuit in visceribus hominis
sapientiam) et quis dedit gallo intelligentiam. This traditional rendering,
condemned as talmudicum commentum (Ges.), we follow rather than the
“phenomenon” of the moderns who guess at a meaning. What is questioned in
Cicero, de divin. ii. 26: Quid in mentem venit Callistheni dicere, Deos gallis
signum dedisse cantandi, quum id vel natura vel casus efficere potuisset,
Jehovah here claims for Himself. The weather-prophet kat� eÏcoxhÂn among
animals appropriately appears in this astrologico-meteorological connection by
the side of the reins as, according to the Semitic view, a medium of augury
(Psychol. S. 268 f.). The Koran also makes the cock the watchman who wakes
up the heavenly hosts to their duty; and Masius, in his Studies of Nature, has
shown how high the cock is placed as being prophetically (for divination)
gifted, Moreover, the worship of cocks in the idolatry of the Semites was a
service rendered to the stars: the Sabians offered cocks, probably (vid.,
Chwolsohn, ii. 87) as the white cock of Jezides, regarded by them as a symbol
of the sun (Deutsch. Morgenländ. Zeitschr. 1862, S. 365 f.).

In v. 37b Jerome translates: et concentum coelorum quis dormire faciet; YL�BiNI,
however, does not here signify harps, but bottles; and BYkI�iHI is not: to lay to
rest, but to lay down = to empty, pour out, which the Kal also, like the Arab.
sakaba, directly signifies. TQECEbI might be taken actively: when it pours, but
according to 1Ki. 22:35 the intransitive rendering is also possible: when the
dust pours forth, i.e., flows together, QCFwMLi, to what is poured out, i.e., not: to
the fluid, but in contrast: to a molten mass, i.e., as cast metal (to be explained
not according to Job. 22:16, but according to Job. 37:18), for the dry, sandy,
dusty earth is made firm by the downfall of the rain (Arab. rusåidat, firmata est
terra imbre, comp. Arab. lbbd, pluviam emisit donec arena cohaereret).
�YBIGFRi, glebae, as Job. 21:33, from BGARF, Arab. rjb, in the primary
signification, which as it seems must be supposed: to bring together, from
which the significations branch off, to thicken, become firm (muraggab,
supported), and to be seized with terror.

39 Dost thou hunt for the prey of the lioness
And still the desire of the young lions,



40 When they couch in the dens,
Sit in the thicket lying in wait for prey?

41 Who provideth for the raven its food,
When its young ones cry to God,

They wander about without food?

Job. 38:39-41. On the wealth of the Old Testament language in names for
the lion, vid., on Job. 4:10 f. JYBILF can be used of the lioness; the more exact
name of the lioness is HyFBILi, for JYBILF is = YBILi, whence �YJIBFLi, lions, and
T�JBFLi, lionesses. The lioness is mentioned first, because she has to provide
for her young ones (�YRIwg); then the lions that are still young, but yet are left
to themselves, �YRIYPiki. The phrase HyFXÁ Jl�MI (comp. HyFXÁ of life that needs
nourishment, Job. 33:20) is equivalent to �PENE Jl�MI, Pro. 6:30 (Psychol. S. 204
ad fin.). The book of Psalms here furnishes parallels to every word: comp. on
v. 39b, Psa. 104:21; on wX�OYF, Psa. 10:10; f330 on T�N��Mi, lustra, Psa. 104:22
(compared on Job. 37: 8 already); on HkFSU, ¥SO, which is used just in the same
way, Psa. 10: 9, Jer. 25:38. The picture of the crying ravens has its parallel in
Psa. 147: 9. YkI, quum, is followed by the fut. in the signif. of the praes., as
Psa. 11: 3. As here, in the Sermon on the Mount in Luke 12:24 the ravens,
which by their hoarse croaking make themselves most observed everywhere
among birds that seek their food, are mentioned instead of the fowls of heaven.

39: 1 Dost thou know the bearing time of the wild goats of the rock?
Observest thou the circles of the hinds?

2 Dost thou number the months which they fulfil,
And knowest thou the time of their bringing forth?

3 They bow down, they let their young break through,
They cast off their pains.

4 Their young ones gain strength, grow up in the desert,
They run away and do not return.

Job. 39: 1-4. The strophe treats of the female chamois or steinbocks, ibices
(perhaps including the certainly different kinds of chamois), and stags. The
former are called �YLI��Yi, from LJAYF, Arab. w’l (a secondary formation from
HL�, Arab. ÿlaÑ), to mount, therefore: rock-climbers. LL��X is inf. Pil.: toÃ
wÏdiÂnein, comp. the Pul. Job. 15: 7. RMÁ�F, to observe, exactly as Ecc. 11: 4,
1Sa. 1:12, Zec. 11:11. In v. 2 the question as to the expiration of the time of
bearing is connected with that as to the time of bringing forth. R�pSitI, plene,
as Job. 14:16; HNFTfDiLI (littaÑna, like T�� = tDi�I, vid., p. 500, note) with an



euphonic termination for �TfDiLI, as Gen. 42:36, 21:29, and also out of pause,
Rut. 1:19, Ges. § 91, 1, rem. 2. Instead of HNFXilÁPAti Olsh. wishes to read
HNF�ilÁPAti, but this (synon. HN�LMT) would be: they let slip away; the former
(synon. HN�QBT): they cause to divide, i.e., to break through (comp. Arab.
felaÑh, the act of breaking through, freedom, prosperity). On �RÁkF, to kneel
down as the posture of one in travail, vid., 1Sa. 4:19. “They cast off their
pains” is not meant of an easy working off of the after-pains (Hirz., Schlottm.),
but LBEXE signifies in this phrase, as Schultens has first shown, meton. directly
the foetus, as Arab. håabal, plur. ahbaÑl, and wÏdiÂn, even of a child already grown
up, as being the fruit of earlier travail, e.g., in Aeschylus, Agam. 1417 f.; even
the like phrase, rÎiÂyai wÏdiÌna = edere foetum, is found in Euripides, Ion 45.
Thus born with ease, the young animals grow rapidly to maturity (�LÁXF,
pinguescere, pubescere, whence ��LXá, a dream as the result of puberty, vid.,
Psychol. S. 282), grow in the desert (RbFbÁ, Targ. = �wXbÁ, vid., i. 329, note),
seek the plain, and return not again �MLF, sibi h. e. sui juris esse volentes
(Schult.), although it might also signify ad eas, for the Hebr. is rather confused
on the question of the distinction of gender, and even in �HYLBX and �HYNB
the masc. is used eÏpikoiÂnwj. We, however, prefer to interpret according to
Job. 6:19, 24:16. Moreover, Bochart is right: Non hic agitur de otiosa et mere
speculativa cognitione, sed de ea cognitione, quae Deo propria est, qua res
omnes non solum novit, sed et dirigit atque gubernat.

5 Who hath sent forth the wild ass free,
And who loosed the bands of the wild ass,

6 Whose house I made the steppe,
And his dwelling the salt country?

7 He scorneth the tumult of the city,
He heareth not the noise of the driver.

8 That which is seen upon the mountains is his pasture,
And he sniffeth after every green thing.

Job. 39: 5-8. On the wild ass (not: ass of the forest), vid., p. 501, note. f331

In Hebr. and Arab. it is JREpE (feraÑ or himaÑr el-wahsh, i.e., asinus ferus), and
Aram. D�R�F; the former describes it as a swift-footed animal, the latter as an
animal shy and difficult to be tamed by the hand of man; “Kulan” is its Eastern
Asiatic name. LXX correctly translates: tiÂj deÂ eÏstin oÎ aÏfeiÃj oÏÂnon aÏÂgrion
eÏleuÂqeron. Y�IPiXF is the acc. of the predicate (comp. Gen. 33: 2, Jer. 22:30).
Parallel with HBFRF�á (according to its etymon perhaps, land of darkness, terra



incognita) is HXFL�Mi, salt [adj.] or (sc. �RJ) a salt land, i.e., therefore
unfruitful and incapable of culture, as the country round the Salt Sea of
Palestine: that the wild ass even gladly licks the salt or natron of the desert, is a
matter of fact, and may be assumed, since all wild animals that feed on plants
have a partiality, which is based on chemical laws of life, for licking slat. On v.
8a Ew. observes, to render RwTYi as “what is espied” is insecure, “on account
of the structure of the verse” (Gramm. S. 419, Anm.). This reason is
unintelligible; and in general there is no reason for rendering RwTYi, after LXX,
Targ., Jer., and others, as an Aramaic 3 fut. with a mere half vowel instead of
Kametz before the tone = RwTYF, which is without example in Old Testament
Hebrew (for JwHYi, Ecc. 11: 3, follows the analogy of YHIYi), but RwTYi signifies
either abundantia (after the form LwBYi, �wXLi Job. 20:23, from RTY, Arab. wtr,
p. 571) or investigabile, what can be searched out (after the form �wQYi, that
which exists, from Rwt, Arab. taÑr, to go about, look about), which, with Olsh.
§ 212, and most expositors, we prefer.

9 Will the oryx be willing to serve thee,
Or will he lodge in thy crib?

10 Canst thou bind the oryx in the furrow with a leading rein,
Or will he harrow the valleys, following thee?

11 Wilt thou trust him because his strength is great,
And leave thy labour to him?

12 Wilt thou confide in him to bring in thy sowing,
And to garner thy threshing-floor?

Job. 39: 9-12. In correct texts �YR� has a Dagesh in the Resh, and HBEJYOHá the
accent on the penult., as Pro. 11:21 �Fr HQEnFYI, and Jer. 39:12 �RF HMFwJMi. The
tone retreats according to the rule, Ges. § 29, 3, b; and the Dagesh is, as also
when the second word begins with an aspirate, f332 Dag. forte conj., which the
Resh also takes, Pro. 15: 1 ¥rA�HNE�áMÁ, exceptionally, according to the rule,
Ges. § 20, 2, a. In all, it occurs thirteen times with Dagesh in the Old
Testament — a relic of a mode of pointing which treated the R (as in Arabic)
as a letter capable of being doubled (Ges. § 22, 5), that has been supplanted in
the system of pointing that gained the ascendency. �YR� (Psa. 22:22, �R�) is
contracted from �J�Ri (Psa. 92:11, plene, �YJ�Ri), which (= �JiRI) is of like
form with Arab. ri’m (Olsh. § 154, a). f333

Such, in the present day in Syria, is the name of the gazelle that is for the most
part white with a yellow back and yellow stripes in the face (Antilope leucoryx,
in distinction from Arab. ÿifr−Ñ, the earth-coloured, dirty-yellow Antilope oryx,



and Arab. håmr−Ñ, himr−Ñ, the deer-coloured Antilope dorcas); the Talmud also (b.
Zebachim, 113b; Bathra, 74b) combines JMYJR and JLYZRWJ or JLYZRJ, a
gazelle (Arab. gazaÑl), and therefore reckons the reeÑm to the antelope genus, of
which the gazelle is a species; and the question, v. 10b, shows that an animal
whose home is on the mountains is intended, viz., as Bochart, and recently
Schlottm. (making use of an academic treatise of Lichtenstein on the antelopes,
1824), has proved, the oryx, which the LXX also probably understands when it
translates monokeÂrwj; for the Talmud. §RQ, mutilated from it, is, according to
Chullin, 59b, a one-horned animal, and is more closely defined as YJLY� YBD
JYB�, “gazelle (antelope) of Be (Beth)-IllaÑi� (comp. Lewysohn, Zoologie des
Talmuds, 1858, § 146).

The oryx also appears on Egyptian monuments sometimes with two horns, but
mostly with one variously curled; and both Aristotle f334 and Pliny describe it as
a one-horned cloven-hoof; so that one must assent to the supposition of a one-
horned variety of the oryx (although as a fact of natural history it is not yet
fully established), as then there is really tolerably certain information of a one-
horned antelope both in Upper Asia and in Central Africa; f335 and therefore
there is sufficient ground for seeking the origin of the tradition of the unicorn
in an antelope, — perhaps rather like a horse, — with one horn rising out of
the two points of ossification over the frontal suture. The proper buffalo, Bos
bubalus, cannot therefore be intended, because it only came from India to
Western Asia and Europe at a more recent date, but also not any other species
whatever of this animal (Carey and others), which is recognisable by its flat
horns, which are also near together, and its forbidding, staring, bloodshot eyes;
for it is tameable, and is (even in modern Syria) used as a domestic animal. On
the other hand there are antelopes which somewhat resemble the horse, others
the ox (whence bouÂbaloj, bouÂbalij, is a name for the antelope), others the
deer and the ass. Schultens erroneously considers �JR to be the buffalo, being
misled by a passage in the Divan of the Hudheilites, which gives the ri’m the
by-name of dhu chadam, i.e., oxen-like white-footed, which exactly applies to
the A. oryx or even the A. leucoryx; for the former has white feet and legs
striped lengthwise with black stripes, the latter white feet and legs. Just as little
reason is there for imagining the rhinoceros after Aquila (and in part Jerome);
rÎinokeÂrwj is nothing but an unhappy rendering of the monokeÂrwj of the LXX.
The question in v. 10b, as already observed, requires an animal that inhabits
the mountains.

On HBFJF, to be willing = to take up, receive, vid., p. 559, note. The “furrow
(�LEtE, sulcus, not porca, the ridge between the furrows, vid., p. 597) of his
cord” is that which it is said to break up by means of the ploughshare, being
led by a rein. ¦YREXáJÁ refers to the leader, who goes just before or at the side;



according to Hahn, to one who has finished the sowing which precedes the
harrowing; but it is more natural to imagine the leader of the animal that is
harrowing, which is certainly not left to itself. On YkI, v. 12a, as an exponent of
the obj. vid., Ew. § 336, b. The Chethib here uses the Kal Bw� transitively: to
bring back (viz., that which was sown as harvested), which is possible (vid.,
Job. 42:10). ¦NiRiGF, v. 12b, is either a locative (into thy threshing-floor) or acc.
of the obj. per synecd. continentis pro contento, as Rut. 3: 2, Mat. 3:12. The
position of the question from beginning to end assumes an animal outwardly
resembling the yoke-ox, as the �JR is also elsewhere put with the ox,
Deu. 33:17, Psa. 29: 6, Isa. 34: 7. But the conclusion at length arrived at by
Hahn and in Gesenius’ Handwörterbuch, that on this very account the buffalo
is to be understood, is a mistake: A. oryx and leucoryx are both (for this very
reason not distinguished by the ancients) entirely similar to the ox; they are not
only ruminants, like the ox, with a like form of the hoof, but also of a plump
form, which makes them appear to be of the ox tribe.

13 The wing of the ostrich vibrates joyously,
Is she pious, wing and feather?

14 No, she leaveth her eggs in the earth
And broodeth over the dust,

15 Forgetting that a foot may crush them,
And the beast of the field trample them.

16 She treateth her young ones harshly as if they were not hers;
In vain is her labour, without her being distressed.

17 For Eloah hath caused her to forget wisdom,
And gave her no share of understanding.

18 At the time when she lasheth herself aloft,
She derideth the horse and horseman.

Job. 39:13-18. As the wild ass and the ox-like oryx cannot be tamed by man,
and employed in his service like the domestic ass and ox, so the ostrich,
although resembling the stork in its stilt-like structure, the colour of its
feathers, and its gregarious life, still has characteristics totally different from
those one ought to look for according to this similarity. �YNINFRi, a wail, prop. a
tremulous shrill sound (vid., v. 23), is a name of the female ostrich, whose
peculiar cry (vid., p. 583) is called in Arabic zimaÑr (RMFZi). SLÁ�åNE (from SLÁ�F,
which in comparison with �LÁ�F, ZLÁ�F, rarely occurs) signifies to make gestures
of joy. �JI, v. 13b, is an interrogative an; HDFYSIXá, pia, is a play upon the name
of the stork, which is so called: pia instar ciconiae (on this figure of speech,



comp. Mehren’s Rehtorik der Araber, S. 178). YkI, v. 14a, establishes the
negation implied in the question, as e.g., Isa. 28:28. The idea is not that the
hen-ostrich abandons the hatching of her eggs to the earth (Li BZA�F as
Psa. 16:10), and makes them “glow over the dust” (Schlottm.), for the
maturing energy compensating for the sitting of the parent bird proceeds from
the sun’s heat, which ought to have been mentioned; one would also expect a
Hiph. instead of the Piel �m�XÁti, which can be understood only of hatching by
her own warmth. The hen-ostrich also really broods herself, although from
time to time she abandons the �m�XÁ to the sun. f336

That which contrasts with the filostorgiÂa of the stork, which is here made
prominent, is that she lays here eggs in a hole in the ground, and partly, when
the nest is full, above round about it, while HTYB �Y�WRB HDYSX,
Psa. 104:17. �YNNR is construed in accordance with its meaning as fem. sing.,
Ew. § 318, a. Since she acts thus, what next happens consistently therewith is
told by the not aoristic but only consecutive XkA�itIWA: and so she forgets that
the foot may crush (RwZ, to press together, break by pressure, as HREwzHA,
Isa. 59: 5 = HRFwzHA, that which is crushed, comp. HNELF = HNFLF, Zec. 5: 4) them
(i.e., the eggs, Ges. § 146, 3), and the beast of the field may trample them
down, crush them (�wd as Arab. daÑs, to crush by treading upon anything, to
tread out).

Ver. 16. The difficulty of XÁY�IQiHI (from X�AQF, Arab. qshå, hardened from H�FQF,
Arab. qsaÑ) being used of the hen-ostrich in the masc., may be removed by the
pointing XÁY��QiHA (Ew.); but this alteration is unnecessary, since the Hebr. also
uses the masc. for the fem. where it might be regarded as impossible (vid., v.
3b, and comp. e.g., Isa. 32:11 f.). Jer. translates correctly according to the
sense: quasi non sint sui, but Li is not directly equivalent to ki (vid., pp. 421,
460, note); what is meant is, that by the harshness of her conduct she treats her
young as not belonging to her, so that they become strange to her, Ew. § 217,
d. In v. 16b the accentuation varies: in vain (QYRILi with Rebia mugrasch) is her
labour that is devoid of anxiety; or: in vain is her labour (QYRL with Tarcha,
h�FYGIYi with Munach vicarium) without anxiety (on her part); or: in vain is her
labour (QYRL with Mercha, H�YGY with Rebia mugrasch), yet she is without
anxiety. The middle of these renderings (QYRLi in all of them, like Isa. 49: 4 =
QYRLF, Isa. 65:23 and freq.) seems to us the most pleasing: the labour of birth
and of the brooding undertaken in places where the eggs are put beyond the
danger of being crushed, is without result, without the want of success
distressing her, since she does not anticipate it, and therefore also takes no



measures to prevent it. The eggs that are only just covered with earth, or that
lie round about the nest, actually become a prey to the jackals, wild-cats, and
other animals; and men can get them for themselves one by one, if they only
take care to prevent their footprints being recognised; for if the ostrich
observes that its nest is discovered, it tramples upon its own eggs, and makes
its nest elsewhere (Schlottm., according to Lichtenstein’s Südafrik. Reise).
That it thus abandons its eggs to the danger of being crushed and to plunder,
arises, according to v. 17, from the fact that God has caused it to forget
wisdom, i.e., as v. 17b explains, has extinguished in it, deprived it of, the share
thereof (B as Isa. 53:12 a, LXX eÏn, as Act. 8:21) which it might have had. It is
only one of the stupidities of the ostrich that is made prominent here; the
proverbial ahmaq min en-naÿaÑme, “more foolish than the ostrich,” has its origin
in more such characteristics. But if the care with which other animals guard
their young ones is denied to it, it has in its stead another remarkable
characteristic: at the time when (T��kF here followed by an elliptical relative
clause, which is clearly possible, just as with T��bI, Job. 6:17) it stretches
(itself) on high, i.e., it starts up with alacrity from its ease (on the radical
signification of JYRIMiHI = HRFMiHI, vid., p. 492, note), and hurries forth with a
powerful flapping of its wings, half running half flying, it derides the horse and
its rider — they do not overtake it, it is the swiftest of all animals; wherefore
Arab. ÿ'daÑ mn ÿl-dåliÑm (zal−Ñm, equivalent to del−Ñm according to a less exact
pronunciation, supra, p. 582, note) and Arab. ÿnfr mn ÿl-nÿaÑmt, fleeter than the
ostrich, is just as proverbial as the above Arab. ÿhåmq mn ÿl-waÿnat; and “on
ostrich’s wings” is equivalent to driving along with incomparable swiftness.
Moreover, on JYRIMitÁ and QXÁVitI, which refer to the female, it is to be
observed that she is very anxious, and deserts everything in her fright, while
the male ostrich does not forsake his young, and flees no danger. f337

19 Dost thou give to the horse strength?
Dost thou clothe his neck with flowing hair?

20 Dost thou cause him to leap about like the grasshopper?
The noise of his snorting is a terror!

21 He paweth the ground in the plain,
and boundeth about with strength.

He advanceth to meet an armed host.

22 He laugheth at fear, and is not affrighted,
And turneth not back from the sword.

23 The quiver rattleth over him,
The glittering lance and spear.



24 With fierceness and rage he swalloweth the ground,
And standeth not still, when the trumpet soundeth.

25 He saith at every blast of the trumpet: Ha, ha!
And from afar he scenteth the battle,

The thundering of the captains and the shout of war.

Job. 39:19-25. After the ostrich, which, as the Arabs say, is composed of the
nature of a bird and a camel, comes the horse in its heroic beauty, and
impetuous lust for the battle, which is likewise an evidence of the wisdom of
the Ruler of the world — a wisdom which demands the admiration of men.
This passage of the book of Job, says K. Löffler, in his Gesch. des Pferdes
(1863), is the oldest and most beautiful description of the horse. It may be
compared to the praise of the horse in Hammer-Purgstall’s Duftkörner; it
deserves more than this latter the praise of majestic simplicity, which is the
first feature of classic superiority. Jer. falsely renders v. 19b: aut circumdabis
collo ejus hinnitum; as Schlottm., who also wishes to be so understood: Dost
thou adorn his neck with the voice of thunder? The neck (RJwFCÁ, prop. the
twister, as Persic gerdaÑn, gerdan, from RwC, Arab. såaÑr, to twist by pressure, to
turn, bend, as Pers. from gerd−Ñden, to turn one’s self, twist) has nothing to do
with the voice of neighing. But HMF�iRÁ also does not signify dignity (Ew. 113,
d), but the mane, and is not from �JARF = �JÁRF = �RF, the hair of the mane, as
being above, like lofiaÂ, but from �JARF, tremere, the mane as quivering,
trembling (Eliz. Smith: the shaking mane); like foÂbh, according to Kuhn,
cogn. with soÂbh, the tail, from fobeiÌn (sobeiÌn), to wag, shake, scare, comp.
aÏiìssesqai of the mane, Il. vi. 510.

Ver. 20a. The motion of the horse, which is intended by wn�EY�IRiTA (�JARF,
Arab. rÿs, rÿsÔ, tremere, trepidare), is determined according to the comparison
with the grasshopper: what is intended is a curved motion forwards in leaps,
now to the right, now to the left, which is called the caracol, a word used in
horsemanship, borrowed from the Arab. hargala-l-farasu (comp. LgORiXÁ), by
means of the Moorish Spanish; moreover, Arab. r’s is used of the run of the
ostrich and the flight of the dove in such “successive lateral and oblique
motions” (Carey). RXÁNA, v. 20b, is not the neighing of the horse, but its snorting
through the nostrils (comp. Arab. nach−Ñr, snoring, a rattling in the throat),
Greek fruÂagma, Lat. fremitus (comp. Aeschylus, Septem c. Th. 374, according
to the text of Hermann: iÎÂppoj xalinwÌn d� wÎj katasqmaiÂnwn breÂmei); D�H,
however, might signify pomp (his pompous snorting), but perhaps has its
radical signification, according to which it corresponds to the Arab. haw−Ñd, and
signifies a loud strong sound, as the peal of thunder (haw−Ñd er-raÿd),‘ the
howling of the stormy wind (haw−Ñd er-rijaÑh), and the like. f338



The substantival clause is intended to affirm that its dull-toned snort causes or
spreads terror. In v. 21a the plur. alternates with the sing., since, as it appears,
the representation of the many pawing hoofs is blended with that of the pawing
horse, according to the well-known line,

Quadrupedante putrem sonitu quatit ungula campum
(Virgil, Aen. viii. 596);

or, since this is said of the galloping horse, according to the likewise Virgilian
line,

 Cavatque
 Tellurem, et solido graviter sonat ungula cornu

(Georg. iii. 87 f).

RPAXF is, as the Arab. haÑfir, hoof, shows, the proper word for the horse’s
impatient pawing of the ground (whence it then, as in v. 29, signifies rimari,
scrutari). QME�� is the plain as the place of contest; for the description, as now
becomes still more evident, refers to the war-horse. The verb VYVI (VwV) has
its radical signification exsultare (comp. Arab. sÔaÑså, skirtaÌn, of the foetus)
here; and since XÁKObI, not XÁKObÁ, is added to it, it is not to be translated: it
rejoices in its strength, but: it prances or is joyous with strength, LXX gauriaÌÄ
eÏn iÏsxuÂiÔ. The difference between the two renderings is, however, scarcely
perceptible. Q�EN�, armament, v. 21b, is meton. the armed host of the enemy;
HpF�iJÁ, “the quiver,” is, however, not used metonymically for the arrows of the
enemy whizzing about the horse (Schult.), but v. 23 is the concluding
description of the horse that rushes on fearlessly, proudly, and impetuously in
pursuit, under the rattle and glare of the equipment of its rider (Schlottm. and
others). HNFRF (cogn. of �NARF), of the rattling of the quiver, as Arab. ranna,
ranima, of the whirring of the bow when the arrow is despatched; to point it
HnFROTf (Pro. 1:20, 8: 3), instead of HNERitI, would be to deprive the language of a
word supported by the dialects (vid., Ges. Thes.). On v. 24a we may compare
the Arab. iltahama-l-farasu-l-arda, the horse swallows up the ground, whence
lahimm, lah−Ñm, a swallower = swift-runner; so here: with boisterous fierceness
and angry impatience (ZGEROWi �JARÁbI) it swallows up the ground, i.e., passes so
swiftly over it that long pieces vanish so rapidly before it, as though it greedily
sucked them up (Jm�gI intensive of JMFgF, whence JMEgO, the water-sucking
papyrus); a somewhat differently applied figure is nahab-el-arda, i.e.,
according to Silius’ expression, rapuit campum. The meaning of v. 24b is, as
in Virgil, Georg. iii. 83 f.:

 Tum si qua sonum procul arma dedere,
Stare loco nescit;



and in Aeschylus, Septem, 375: oÎÂstij bohÃn saÂlpiggoj oÎrmaiÂnei (Hermann,
oÏrgaiÂnei) meÂnwn (impatiently awaiting the call of the trumpet). �YMIJåHE signifies
here to show stability (vid., Genesis, S. 367 f.) in the first physical sense
(Bochart, Rosenm., and others): it does not stand still, i.e., will not be held,
when (YkI, quum) the sound of the war-trumpet, i.e., when it sounds. RP�F� is
the signal-trumpet when the army was called together, e.g., Jud. 3:27; to gather
the army that is in pursuit of the enemy, 2Sa. 2:28; when the people rebelled,
2Sa. 20: 1; when the army was dismissed at the end of the war, 2Sa. 20:22;
when forming for defence and for assault, e.g., Amo. 3: 6; and in general the
signal of war, Jer. 4:19. As often as this is heard (YD�bI, in sufficiency, i.e.,
happening at any time = quotiescunque), it makes known its lust of war by a
joyous neigh, even from afar, before the collision has taken place; it scents
(praesagit according to Pliny’s expression) the approaching conflict, (scents
even in anticipation) the thundering command of the chiefs that may soon be
heard, and the cry of battle giving loose to the assault. “Although,” says
Layard (New Discoveries, p. 330), “docile as a lamb, and requiring no other
guide than the halter, when the Arab mare hears the war-cry of the tribe, and
sees the quivering spear of her rider, her eyes glitter with fire, her blood-red
nostrils open wide, her neck is nobly arched, and her tail and mane are raised
and spread out to the wind. The Bedouin proverb says, that a high-bred mare
when at full speed should hide her rider between her neck and her tail.”

26 Doth the hawk fly by thy wisdom,
Doth it spread its wings towards the south?

27 Or is it at thy command that the eagle soareth aloft,
And buildeth its nest on high?

28 It inhabiteth the rock, and buildeth its nest
Upon the crag of the rock and fastness.

29 From thence it seeketh food,
Its eyes see afar off.

30 And its young ones suck up blood;
And where the slain are, there is it.

Job. 39:26-30. The ancient versions are unanimous in testifying that,
according to the signification of the root, �N� signifies the hawk (which is
significant in the Hieroglyphics): the soaring one, the high-flyer (comp. Arab.
nsåså, to rise, struggle forwards, and Arab. ndådå, to raise the wings for flight). The
Hiph. �RBEJáYA (jussive form in the question, as Job. 13:27) might signify: to get
feathers, plumescere (Targ., Jer.), but that gives a tame question; wherefore
Gregory understands the plumescit of the Vulgate of moulting, for which



purpose the hawk seeks the sunny side. But RYBIJåHE alone, by itself, cannot
signify “to get new feathers;” moreover, an annual moulting is common to all
birds, and prominence is alone given to the new feathering of the eagle in the
Old Testament, Psa. 103: 5, Mic. 1:16, comp. Isa. 40:31 (LXX
pterofuhÂsousin wÎj aÏetoiÂ f339). Thus, then, the point of the question will lie in
�MFYT�Li: the hawk is a bird of passage, God has endowed it with instinct to
migrate to the south as the winter season is approaching.

In vv. 27 ff. the circle of the native figures taken from animal life, which began
with the lion, the king of quadrupeds, is now closed with the eagle, the king of
birds. It is called R�ENE, from R�ANF, Arab. nsr, vellere; as also vultur (by virtue of
a strong power of assimilation = vultor) is derived from vellere,  — a common
name of the golden eagle, the lamb’s vulture, the carrion-kite (Cathartes
percnopterus), and indeed also of other kinds of kites and falcons. There is
nothing to prevent our understanding the eagle kat� eÏcoxhÂn, viz., the golden
eagle (Aquila chrysaëtos), in the present passage; for even to this, corpses,
though not already putrified, are a welcome prey. In v. 27b we must translate
either: and is it at thy command that...? or: is it so that (as in YKIHá) at thy
command...? The former is more natural here. HDFwCMi, v. 28b, signifies prop.
specula (from DwC, to spy); then, however, as Arab. masaÑd (referred by the
original lexicons to masada), the high hill, and the mountain-top. The rare
form w�LiJAYi, for which Ges., Olsh., and others wish to read w�Li�iLÁ or w�Li�iLÁYi
(from JAwL, deglutire), is to be derived from �LÁ�F, a likewise secondary form
out of L��Li�I (from Lw�, to suck, to give suck f340 ), like �RÁ�F out of R�ARi�A
(from RRÁ�F, Arab. srr, to make firm), Ew. § 118, a, comp. Fürst,
Handwörterbuch, sub Lw�, since instances are wanting in favour of �L� being
formed out of �L�L (Jesurun, p. 164). Schult. not inappropriately compares
even GLG = LGLG in JTFgiLigF, GolgoqaÌ = JTfLigFLigF. The concluding words, v. 30b,
are perhaps echoed in Mat. 24:28. High up on a mountain-peak the eagle
builds its eyrie, and God has given it a remarkably sharp vision, to see far into
the depth below the food that is there for it and its young ones. Not merely
from the valley in the neighbourhood of its eyrie, but often from distant plains,
which lie deep below on the other side of the mountain range, it seizes its prey,
and rises with it even to the clouds, and bears it home to its nest. f341

Thus does God work exceeding strangely, but wonderously, apparently by
contradictions, but in truth most harmoniously and wisely, in the natural world.

[Then Jehovah answered Job, and said:]

40: 2 Will now the censurer contend with the Almighty?
Let the instructor of Eloah answer it!



Job. 40: 2. With v. 1, Job. 38: 1 is again taken up, because the speech of
Jehovah has now in some measure attained the end which was assigned to it as
an answer to Job’s outburst of censure. BRO is inf. abs., as Jud. 11:25; it is left
to the hearer to give to the simple verbal notion its syntactic relation in
accordance with the connection; here it stands in the sense of the fut. (comp.
2Ki. 4:43): num litigabit, Ges. § 131, 4, b. The inf. abs. is followed by R�sYI as
subj., which (after the form R�k�I) signifies a censurer and fault-finder,
mwmhthÂj. The question means, will Job persist in this contending with God?
He who sets God right, as though he knew everything better than He, shall
answer the questions put before him.

[Then Job answered Jehovah, and said:]

4 Behold, I am too mean: what shall I answer Thee?
I lay my hand upon my mouth.

5 Once have I spoken, and will not begin again;
And twice — I will do it no more.

Job. 40: 4, 5. He is small, i.e., not equal to the task imposed, therefore he
keeps his mouth firmly closed (comp. Job. 21: 5, 29: 9), for whatever he might
say would still not be to the point. Once he has dared to criticise God’s doings;
a second time (�YItÁ�i = TYNI��, Ges. § 120, 5) he ventures it no more, for God’s
wondrous wisdom and all-careful love dazzle him, and he gladly bows.

But how? Is not the divine speech altogether different from what one ought to
expect? One expects to hear from the mouth of Jehovah something unheard of
in the previous course of the drama, and in this expectation we find ourselves
disappointed at the outset. For one need only look back and read Job. 9: 4-10,
where Job acknowledges and describes God as a wise and mighty Lord over
the natural world, especially as an irresistible Ruler over everything great in it;
Job. 12: 7-10, where he refers to the creatures of the sky and deep as proofs of
God’s creative power; Job. 12:11-25, where he sketches the grandest picture of
God’s terrible doings in nature and among men; Job. 26: 5-14, where he
praises God as the Creator and Lord of all things, and describes what he says
concerning Him as only a faint echo of the thunder of His might; Job. 28:23 ff.,
where he ascribes absolute wisdom to Him as the Creator of and Ruler of the
world. If one ponders these passages of Job’s speeches, he will not be able to
say that the speech of Jehovah, in the exhibition of the creative power and
wisdom of God, which is its theme, would make Job conscious of anything
which was previously unknown to him; and it is accordingly asked, What,
then, is there that is new in the speech of Jehovah by which the great effect is
brought about, that Job humbles himself in penitence, and becomes ready for
the act of redemption which follows?



It has indeed never occurred to Job to desire to enter into a controversy with
God concerning the works of creation; he is far from the delusion of being able
to stand such a test; he knows in general, that if God were willing to contend
with him, he would not be able to answer God one in a thousand, Job. 9: 3.
And yet God closely questioned him, and thereby Job comes to the perception
of his sin — how comes it to pass? Has the plot of the drama perhaps failed in
this point? Has the poet made use of means unsuited to the connection of the
whole, to bring about the needful effect, viz., the repentance of Job, —
because, perhaps, the store of his thoughts was exhausted? But this poet is not
so poor, and we shall therefore be obliged to try and understand the disposition
of the speech of Jehovah before we censure it.

When one of Job’s last words before the appearing of Jehovah was the word
YNN�Y YD�, Job thereby desired God’s decision concerning the testimony of his
innocence. This wish is in itself not sinful; yea, it is even a fruit of his hidden
faith, when he casts the look of hope away from his affliction and the
accusation of the friends, into the future to God as his Vindicator and
Redeemer. But that wish becomes sinful when he looks upon his affliction as a
de facto accusation on the part of God, because he cannot think of suffering
and sin as separable, and because he is conscious of his innocence, looks upon
it as a decree of God, his opponent and his enemy, which is irreconcilable with
the divine justice. This Job’s condition of conflict and temptation is the
prevailing one; his faith is beclouded, and breaks through the night which
hangs over him only in single rays. The result of this condition of conflict is
the sinful character which that wish assumes: it becomes a challenge to God,
since Job directs against God Himself the accusation which the friends have
directed against him, and asserts his ability to carry through his good cause
even if God would enter with him into a judicial contention; he becomes a
RWSY and HWLJ XYKWM, and raises himself above God, because he thinks he
has Him for an enemy who is his best friend. This defiance is, however, not
common godlessness; on the contrary, Job is really the innocent servant of
God, and his defiant tone is only the result of a false conception which the
tempted one indulges respecting the Author of his affliction. So, then, this
defiance has not taken full possession of Job’s mind; on the contrary, the faith
which lays firm hold on confidence in the God whom he does not comprehend,
is in conflict against it; and this conflict tends in the course of the drama, the
nearer it comes to the catastrophe, still nearer to the victory, which only awaits
a decisive stroke in order to be complete. Therefore Jehovah yields to Job’s
longing YNN�Y YD�, in as far as He really answers Job; and even that this takes
place, and that, although out of the storm, it nevertheless takes place, not in a
way to crush and destroy, but to instruct and convince, and displaying a loving
condescension, is an indirect manifestation that Job is not regarded by God as



an evil-doer mature for judgment. But that folly and temerity by which the
servant of God is become unlike himself must notwithstanding be destroyed;
and before Job can realize God as his Witness and Redeemer, in which
character his faith in the brighter moments has foreseen Him, his sinful
censuring and blaming of God must be blotted out by penitence; and with it at
the same time his foolish imagination, by which his faith has been almost
overwhelmed, must be destroyed, viz., the imagination that his affliction is a
hostile dispensation of God.

And by what means is Job brought to the penitent recognition of his gloomy
judgment concerning the divine decree, and of his contending with God? Is it,
perhaps, by God’s admitting to him what really is the case: that he does not
suffer as a sinner the punishment of his sin, but showing at the same time that
the decree of suffering is not an unjust one, because its design is not hostile?
No, indeed, for Job is not worthy that his cause should be acknowledged on the
part of God before he has come to a penitent recognition of the wrong by
which he has sinned against God. God would be encouraging self-
righteousness if He should give Job the testimony of his innocence, before the
sin of vainglory, into which Job has fallen in the consciousness of his
innocence, is changed to humility, by which all uprightness that is acceptable
with God is tested. Therefore, contrary to expectation, God begins to speak
with Job about totally different matters from His justice or injustice in
reference to his affliction. Therein already lies a deep humiliation for Job. But
a still deeper one in God’s turning, as it were, to the abecedarium naturae, and
putting the censurer of His doings to the blush. That God is the almighty and
all-wise Creator and Ruler of the world, that the natural world is exalted above
human knowledge and power, and is full of marvellous divine creations and
arrangements, full of things mysterious and incomprehensible to ignorant and
feeble man, Job knows even before God speaks, and yet he must now hear it,
because he does not know it rightly; for the nature with which he is acquainted
as the herald of the creative and governing power of God, is also the preacher
of humility; and exalted as God the Creator and Ruler of the natural world is
above Job’s censure, so is He also as the Author of his affliction. That which is
new, therefore, in the speech of Jehovah, is not the proof of God’s exaltation in
itself, but the relation to the mystery of his affliction, and to his conduct
towards God in this his affliction, in which Job is necessitated to place
perceptions not in themselves strange to him. He who cannot answer a single
one of those questions taken from the natural kingdom, but, on the contrary,
must everywhere admire and adore the power and wisdom of God — he must
appear as an insignificant fool, if he applies them to his limited judgment
concerning the Author of his affliction.



The fundamental tone of the divine speech is the thought, that the divine
working in nature is infinitely exalted above human knowledge and power, and
that consequently man must renounce all claim to better knowledge and right
of contention in the presence of the divine dispensations. But at the same time,
within the range of this general thought, it is also in particular shown how
nature reflects the goodness of God as well as His wisdom (He has restrained
the destructive power of the waters, He also sendeth rain upon the steppe,
though untenanted by man); how that which accomplishes the purposes for
which it was in itself designed, serves higher purposes in the moral order of the
world (the dawn of day puts an end to the works of darkness, snow and hail
serve as instruments of divine judgments); how divine providence extends to
all creatures, and always according to their need (He provides the lion its prey,
He satisfies the ravens that cry to Him); and how He has distributed His
manifold gifts in a way often paradoxical to man, but in truth worthy of
admiration (to the steinbock ease in bringing forth and growth without toil, to
the wild ass freedom, to the antelope untameable fleetness, to the ostrich
freedom from anxiety about its young and swiftness, to the horse heroic and
proud lust for the battle, to the hawk the instinct of migration, to the eagle a
lofty nest and a piercing sight). Everywhere the wonders of God’s power and
wisdom, and in fact of His goodness abounding in power, and His providence
abounding in wisdom, infinitely transcend Job’s knowledge and capacity. Job
cannot answer one of all these questions, but yet he feels to what end they are
put to him. The God who sets bounds to the sea, who refreshes the desert, who
feeds the ravens, who cares for the gazelle in the wilderness and the eagle in its
eyrie, is the same God who now causes him seemingly thus unjustly to suffer.
But if the former is worthy of adoration, the latter will also be so. Therefore
Job confesses that he will henceforth keep silence, and solemnly promises that
he will now no longer contend with Him. From the marvellous in nature he
divines that which is marvellous in his affliction. His humiliation under the
mysteries of nature is at the same time humiliation under the mystery of his
affliction; and only now, when he penitently reveres the mystery he has
hitherto censured, is it time that its inner glory should be unveiled to him. The
bud is mature, and can now burst forth, in order to disclose the blended colours
of its matured beauty.

The Second Speech of Jehovah, and Job's Second Penitent
Answer. —  Job 40: 6-42: 6

SCHEMA: 6. 10. 9. 12. 10. 9 | 4. 6. 6. 8. 8. 8. 10. | 6. 6.

[Then Jehovah answered Job out of the storm, and said:]



This second time also Jehovah speaks to Job out of the storm; not, however, in
wrath, but in the profound condescension of His majesty, in order to deliver
His servant from dark imaginings, and to bring him to free and joyous
knowledge. He does not demand blind subjection, but free submission; He
does not extort an acknowledgement of His greatness, but it is effected by
persuasion. It becomes manifest that God is much more forbearing and
compassionate than men. Observe the friends, the defenders of the divine
honour, these sticklers for their own orthodoxy, how they rave against Job!
How much better is it to fall into the hands of the living God, than into the
hands of man! For God is truth and love; but men have at one time love
without truth, at another truth without love, since they either connive at one or
anathematize him. When a man who, moreover, like Job, is a servant of God,
fails in one point, or sins, men at once condemn him altogether, and admit
nothing good in him; God, however, discerns between good and evil, and
makes the good a means of freeing the man from the evil. He also does not go
rashly to work, but waits, like an instructor, until the time of action arrives.
How long He listens to Job’s bold challenging, and keeps silence! And then,
when He does begin to speak, He does not cast Job to the ground by His
authoritative utterances, but deals with him as a child; He examines him from
the catechism of nature, and allows him to say for himself that he fails in this
examination. In this second speech He acts with him as in the well-known
poem of Hans Sachs with St. Peter: He offers him to take the government of
the world for once instead of Himself. Here also He produces conviction; here
also His mode of action is a deep lowering of Himself. It is Jehovah, the God,
who at length begets Himself in humanity, in order to convince men of His
love.

7 Gird up thy loins manfully:
I will question thee, and do thou answer me!

8 Wilt thou altogether annul my right,
Condemn me, that thou mayest be righteous?

9 And hast thou then an arm like God,
And canst thou with the voice thunder like Him?

Job. 40: 7-9. The question with �JÁHá stands to Job. 40: 2 in the relation of a
climax: Job contended not alone with God, which is in itself wrong, let it be
whatsoever it may; he went so far as to lose sight of the divine justice in the
government of the world, and in order not to be obliged to give up his own
righteousness, so far as to doubt the divine. �JIWi, v. 9a, is also interrogative, as
Job. 8: 3, 21: 4, 34:17, comp. 39:13, not expressive of a wish, as Job. 34:16. In
the government of the world, God shows His arm, He raises His voice of
thunder: canst thou perhaps — asks Jehovah — do the like, thou who seemest



to imagine thou couldst govern the world more justly, if thou hadst to govern
it? wHMOkF L�QBiw are to be combined: of like voice to Him; the translation
follows the accents (LWQBW with Rebia mugrasch).

10 Deck thyself then with pomp and dignity,
And in glory and majesty clothe thyself!

11 Let the overflowings of thy wrath pour forth,
And behold all pride, and abase it!

12 Behold all pride, bring it low,
And cast down the evil-doers in their place;

13 Hide them in the dust together,
Bind their faces in secret:

14 Then I also will praise thee,
That thy right hand obtaineth thee help.

Job. 40:10-14. He is for once to put on the robes of the King of kings (HDF�F,
comp. H�F�F, to wrap round, Psa. 104: 2), and send forth his wrath over pride
and evil-doing, for their complete removal. �YPiH�, effundere, diffundere, as
Arab. afaÑda, vid., Job. 37:11. T�RBi�E, or rather, according to the reading of
Ben-Ascher, T�RBiJA, in its prop. signif. oversteppings, i.e., overflowings. In
connection with vv. 11-13, one is directly reminded of the judgment on
everything that is high and exalted in Isaiah ch. 2, where RPF�FbE �N�Mi�F also has
its parallel (Isa. 2:10). Not less, however, does v. 14b recall Isa. 59:16, 63: 5
(comp. Psa. 98: 1); Isaiah I and II have similar descriptions to the book of Job.
The aÎp. leg. ¥DAHF is Hebraeo-Arab.; hadaka signifies, like hadama, to tear,
pull to the ground. In connection with �wM�F (from �MÁ�F; Aram., Arab., RM�),
the lower world, including the grave, is thought of (comp. Arab. mat-muraÑt,
subterranean places); �BÁXF signifies, like Arab. håbs IV, to chain and to
imprison. Try it only for once — this is the collective thought — to act like Me
in the execution of penal justice, I would praise thee. That he cannot do it, and
yet venture with his short-sightedness and feebleness to charge God’s rule with
injustice, the following pictures of foreign animals are now further intended to
make evident to him: —

15 Behold now the beheÑmoÑth,
Which I have made with thee:

He eateth grass like an ox.

16 Behold now, his strength is in his loins,
And his force in the sinews of his belly.



17 He bendeth his tail like a cedar branch,
The sinews of his legs are firmly interwoven.

18 His bones are like tubes of brass,
His bones like bars of iron.

Job. 40:15-18. T�MH�bI (after the manner of the intensive plur. T�LL��H,
T�MKiXF, which play the part of the abstract termination), which sounds like a
plur., but without the numerical plural signification, considered as Hebrew,
denotes the beast kat� eÏcoxhÂn, or the giant of beasts, is however Hebraized
from the Egyptian p-ehe-mau, (muau), i.e., the (p) ox (ehe) of the water (mau
as in the Hebraized proper name H�EMO). It is, as Bochart has first of all shown,
the so-called river or Nile horse, Hippopotamus amphibius (in Isa. 30: 6, BGENE
T�MHábÁ, as emblem of Egypt, which extends its power, and still is active in the
interest of others), found in the rivers of Africa, but no longer found in the
Nile, which is not inappropriately called a horse; the Arab. water-hog is better,
Italian bomarino, Eng. sea-cow [?], like the Egyptian p-ehe-mau. The change
of p and b in the exchange of Egyptian and Semitic words occurs also
elsewhere, e.g., pug’ and �wb, harpu and BREXE (aÎÂrph), Apriu and �YRIBi�I
(according to Lauth). Nevertheless p-ehe-mau (not mau-t, for what should the
post-positive fem. art. do here?) is first of all only the TWMHB translated back
again into the Egyptian by Jablonsky; an instance in favour of this is still
wanting. In Hieroglyph the Nile-horse is called apet; it was honoured as
divine. Brugsch dwelt in Thebes in the temple of the Apet. f342

In v. 15b ¥mF�I signifies nothing but “with thee,” so that thou hast it before
thee. This water-ox eats RYCIXF, green grass, like an ox. That it prefers to
plunder the produce of the fields — in Arab. chad−Ñr signifies, in particular,
green barley — is accordingly self-evident. Nevertheless, it has gigantic
strength, viz., in its plump loins and in the sinews (YR�YRI�i, properly the firm
constituent parts, f343 therefore: ligaments and muscles) of its clumsy belly. The
brush of a tail, short in comparison with the monster itself, is compared to a
cedar (a branch of it), ratione glabritiei, rotunditatis, spissitudinis et firmitatis
(Bochart); since the beast is in general almost without hair, it looks like a stiff,
naked bone, and yet it can bend it like an elastic cedar branch; �PAXF is
Hebraeo-Arab., håfdå f344 is a word used directly of the bending of wood (el-ÿuÑd).

Since this description, like the whole book of Job, is so strongly Arabized,
DXP, v. 17b, will also be one word with the Arab. fachidh, the thigh; as the
Arabic version also translates: ÿuruÑku afchaÑdhihi (the veins or strings of its
thigh). The Targ., retaining the word of the text here, f345 has �YDIXáPA in
Lev. 21:20 for ¥�EJE, a testicle, prop. inguina, the groins; we interpret: the



sinews of its thighs or legs f346 are intertwined after the manner of intertwined
vine branches, �YGYRV. f347

But why is WYDFXáPA pointed thus, and not WYDFXFPi (as e.g., WYRF�F�i)? It is either an
Aramaizing (with WYRF�iJÁ it has another relationship) pointing of the plur., or
rather, as Köhler has perceived, a regularly-pointed dual (like WYLFGiRÁ), from
�YIDAXáPA (like �YIMÁ�áPA), which is equally suitable in connection with the
signification femora as testiculi. LY�IMi, v. 18b, is also Hebraeo-Arab.; for
Arab. mtål signifies to forge, or properly to extend by forging (hammering), and
to lengthen, undoubtedly a secondary formation of Lw�, taÑla, to be long, as
makuna of kaÑna, madana of daÑna, massara (to found a fortified city) of saÑra,
chiefly (if not always) by the intervention of such nouns as makaÑn, med−Ñne,
misr (= R�CMF), therefore in the present instance by the intervention of this
met−Ñl (= memtuÑl f348 ), whence probably meÂtallon (metal), properly iron in bars
or rods, therefore metal in a wrought state, although not yet finished. f349

Its bones are like tubes of brass, its bones (WYMFRFgi, the more Aram. word) like
forged rods of iron — what an appropriate description of the comparatively
thin but firm as iron skeleton by which the plump mass of flesh of the gigantic
boar-like grass-eater is carried!

19 He is the firstling of the ways of God;
He, his Maker, reached to him his sword.

20 For the mountains bring forth food for him,
And all the beasts of the field play beside him.

21 Under the lote-trees he lieth down,
In covert of reeds and marsh.

22 Lote-trees cover him as shade,
The willows of the brook encompass him.

23 Behold, if the stream is strong, he doth not quake;
He remaineth cheerful, if a Jordan breaketh forth upon his mouth.

24 Just catch him while he is looking,
With snares let one pierce his nose!

Job. 40:19-24. God’s ways is the name given to God’s operations as the
Creator of the world in v. 19a (comp. Job. 25:14, where His acts as the Ruler
of the world are included); and the firstling of these ways is called the
BeheÑmoÑth, not as one of the first in point of time, but one of the hugest
creatures, un chef-d’oeuvre de Dieu (Bochart); TY�IJR� not as Pro. 8:22,
Num. 24:20, of the priority of time, but as Amo. 6: 1, 6, of rank. The art. in



�V�OHF is, without the pronominal suff. being meant as an accusative (Ew. §
290, d), equal to a demonstrative pronoun (comp. Ges. § 109, init): this its
Creator (but so that “this” does not refer back so much as forwards). It is not
meant that He reached His sword to beheÑmoth, but (on which account WL is
intentionally wanting) that He brought forth, i.e., created, its (beheÑmothÿs)
peculiar sword, viz., the gigantic incisors ranged opposite one another, with
which it grazes upon the meadow as with a sickle: aÏrouÂrhÄsin kakhÃn
eÏpibaÂlletai aÎÂrphn (Nicander, Theriac. 566), aÎÂrph is exactly the sickle-shaped
Egyptian sword (harpu = BREXE). Vegetable food (to which its teeth are
adapted) is appointed to the beheÑmoth: “for the mountains produce food for
him;” it is the herbage of the hills (which is scanty in the lower and more
abundant in the upper valley of the Nile) that is intended, after which this
uncouth animal climbs (vid., Schlottm.). Lwb is neither a contraction of LwBYi
(Ges.), nor a corruption of it (Ew.), but Hebraeo-Arab. = baul, produce, from
baÑla, to beget, comp. aballa, to bear fruit (prop. seed, bulal), root LB, to soak,
wet, mix. f350 V. 20b describes how harmless, and if unmolested, inoffensive,
the animal is; ��F there, viz., while it is grazing.

In v. 21a Saadia correctly translates: Arab. thåt ÿl-dåaÑl; and v. 22a, Abulwalid:
Arab. ygtå−Ñh ÿl-dål mdålllaÑ lh, tegit eum lotus obumbrans eum, by interpreting
Arab. ÿl-dål, more correctly Arab. ÿl-dåaÑl, with es-sidr el-berr−Ñ, i.e., Rhamnus
silvestris (Rhamnus Lotus, Linn.), in connection with which Schultens’
observation is to be noticed: Cave intelligas lotum Aegyptiam s. plantam
Niloticam quam Arabes Arab. nuÑfr . The fact that the wild animals of the
steppe seek the shade of the lote-tree, Schultens has supported by passages
from the poets. The lotus is found not only in Syria, but also in Egypt, and the
whole of Africa. f351

The plur. is formed from the primary form LJiCI, as �YMIQi�I from �Qi�I, Olsh. §
148, b; the single tree was perhaps called HLFJåCE (= Arab. dåaÑlt), as HMFQi�I (Ew.
§ 189, h). Ammianus Marc. xxii. 15 coincides with v. 21b: Inter arundines
celsas et squalentes nimia densitate haec bellua cubilia ponit. �LLiCI, v. 22a
(resolved from �lCI, as �LLiGE, Job. 20: 7, from �lgI f352), is in apposition with the
subj.: Lote-trees cover it as its shade (shading it). The double play of words in
v. 22 is [not] reproduced in the [English] translation. �H�, v. 23a, pointing to
something possible, obtains almost the signification of a conditional particle,
as Job. 12:14, 23: 8, Isa. 54:15. The Arabic version appropriately translates
Arab. ÿn tågaÑ ÿl-nhr, for Arab. tågaÑ denotes exactly like Q�A�F, excessive, insolent
behaviour, and is then, as also Arab. dålm, ÿtaÑ, and other verbs given by
Schultens, transferred from the sphere of ethics to the overflow of a river
beyond its banks, to the rush of raging waters, to the rising and bursting forth



of swollen streams. It does not, however, terrify the beheÑmoth, which can live
as well in the water as on the land; Z�pXiYA JLO, properly, it does not spring up
before it, is not disturbed by it. Instead of the Jordan, v. 23b, especially in
connection with XÁYGIYF, the ÿGaihuÑn (the Oxus) or the ÿGaihaÑn (the Pyramus)
might have been mentioned, which have their names from the growing force
with which they burst forth from their sources (XÁYgI, XÁwg, comp. ÿgaÑcha, to wash
away). But in order to express the notion of a powerful and at times deep-
swelling stream, the poet prefers the �d�RiYA of his fatherland, which moreover,
does not lie so very far from the scene, according to the conception at least,
since all the wadis in its neighbourhood flow directly or indirectly (as WaÑdi el-
MeddaÑn, the boundary river between the district of SuweÑt and the Nukra plain)
into the Jordan. For �d�RiYA (perhaps fromDRÁYF f353) does not here signify a stream
(rising in the mountain) in general; the name is not deprived of its geographical
definiteness, but is a particularizing expression of the notion given above.

The description closes in v. 24 with the ironical challenge: in its sight (WYNFY��bI
as Pro. 1:17) let one (for once) catch it; let one lay a snare which, when it goes
into it, shall spring together and pierce it in the nose; i.e., neither the open
force nor the stratagem, which one employs with effect with other animals, is
sufficient to overpower this monster. �Y�IQi�M is generally rendered as equal to
�YXIXÁ, Isa. 37:29, Eze. 19: 4, or at least to the cords drawn through them, but
contrary to the uniform usage of the language. The description of the
hippopotamus f354

is not followed by that of the crocodile, which also elsewhere form a pair, e.g.,
in Achilles Tatius, iv. 2, 19. Behemoth and leviathan, says Herder, are the
pillars of Hercules at the end of the book, the non plus ultra of another world
[distant from the scene]. What the same writer says of the poet, that he does
not “mean to furnish any contributions to Pennant’s Zoologie or to Linnaeus’
Animal Kingdom,” the expositor also must assent to.

25 Dost thou draw the crocodile by a hoop-net,
And dost thou sink his tongue into the line?!

26 Canst thou put a rush-ring into his nose,
And pierce his cheeks with a hook?

27 Will he make many supplications to thee,
Or speak flatteries to thee?

28 Will he make a covenant with thee,
To take him as a perpetual slave?

29 Wilt thou play with him as a little bird,
And bind him for thy maidens?



Job. 40:25-29. In Job. 3: 8, �TFYFWiLI signified the celestial dragon, that causes
the eclipses of the sun (according to the Indian mythology, raÑhu the black
serpent, and ketu the red serpent); in Psa. 104:26 it does not denote some great
sea-saurian after the kind of the hydrarchus of the primeval world, f355 but
directly the whale, as in the Talmud (Lewysohn, Zoologie des Talm. § 178 f.).
Elsewhere, however, the crocodile is thus named, and in fact as �YnItÁ also,
another appellation of this natural wonder of Egypt, as an emblem of the
mightiness of Pharaoh (vid., on Psa. 74:13 f.), as once again the crocodile itself
is called in Arab. el-fir’annu. The Old Testament language possesses no proper
name for the crocodile; even the Talmudic makes use of JTQWRQ =
krokoÂdeiloj (Lewysohn, § 271). �TYWL is the generic name of twisted, and
�YNT long-extended monsters. Since the Egyptian name of the crocodile has not
been Hebraized, the poet contents himself in ¥�OMitI with making a play upon
its Egyptian, and in Arab. tmsaÑhå, timsaÑh, f356 Arabized name (Ew. § 324, a). To
wit, it is called in Coptic temsah, Hierogl. (without the art.) msuh (emsuh), as
an animal that creeps “out of the egg (suh).” f357

In v. 25b, Ges. and others falsely translate: Canst thou press its tongue down
with a cord; JAYQI�iHI does not signify demergere = deprimere, but immergere:
canst thou sink its tongue into the line, i.e., make it bite into the hook on the
line, and canst thou thus draw it up? V. 25b then refers to what must happen in
order that the ¥�OMi of the msuh may take place. Herodotus (and after him
Aristotle) says, indeed, ii. 68, the crocodile has no tongue; but it has one, only
it cannot stretch it out, because the protruding part has grown to the bottom of
the mouth, while otherwise the saurians have a long tongue, that can be
stretched out to some length. In v. 26 the order of thought is the same: for first
the Nile fishermen put a ring through the gills or nose of valuable fish; then
they draw a cord made of rushes (sxoiÌnon) through it, in order to put them thus
bound into the river. “As a perpetual slave,” v. 28b is intended to say: like one
of the domestic animals. By R�pCI, v. 29a, can hardly be meant �YMIRFkiHA
TREpOCI, the little bird of the vineyard, i.e., according to a Talmud. usage of the
language, the golden beetle (Jesurun, p. 222), or a pretty eatable grasshopper
(Lewysohn, § 374), but, according to the words of Catullus, Passer deliciae
meae puellae, the sparrow, Arab. ÿasfuÑr  — an example of a harmless living
plaything (bI QXÁVI, to play with anything, different from Psa. 104:26, where it
is not, with Ew., to be translated: to play with it, but: therein).

30 Do fishermen trade with him,
Do they divide him among the Canaanites?

31 Canst thou fill his skin with darts,
And his head with fish-spears?



32 Only lay thy hand upon him —
Remember the battle, thou wilt not do it again!

41: 1 Behold, every hope becometh disappointment:
Is not one cast down even at the sight of him?

Job. 40:20-41: 1. The fishermen form a guild (Arab. såunf, sunf), the
associated members of which are called �YRIbFXÁ (distinct from �YRIB�Xá). On LJA
HRFkF, vid., on Job. 6:27. “When I came to the towns of the coast,” says R.
Akiba, b. Rosch ha-Schana, 26b, “they called selling, which we call HRYKM,
HRYK, there,” according to which, then, Gen. 50: 5 is understood, as by the
Syriac; the word is Sanscrito-Semitic, Sanscr. kri, Persic chir−Ñden (Jesurun, p.
178). LXX eÏnsitouÌntai, according to 2Ki. 6:23, to which, however, WYLF�F is
not suitable. �YNI�áNAki are Phoenicians; and then, because they were the
merchant race of the ancient world, directly traders or merchants. The meaning
of the question is, whether one sells the crocodile among them, perhaps halved,
or in general divided up (vid., i. 409). Further, v. 31: whether one can kill it
T�kVUbI, with pointed missiles (Arab. shauke, a thorn, sting, dart), or with fish-
spears (LCÁLiCI, so called from its whizzing, LLC, salla). In v. 32 the
accentuation is the right indication: only seize upon him — remember the
battle, i.e., thou wilt be obliged to remember it, and thou wilt have no wish to
repeat it. RKOZi is a so-called imperat. consec.: if thou doest it, thou wilt..., Ges.
§ 130, 2. �SA�t is the pausal form of �S�Et (once toÑsp, Pro. 30: 6), of which it
is the original form.

Job. 41: 1. The suff. of �tLiXÁ�t refers to the assailant, not objectively to the
beast (the hope which he indulges concerning it). HBFZFKiNI, Job. 41: 1, is 3
praet., like HMFLFJåNE, Isa. 53: 7 (where also the participial accenting as Milra,
occurs in Codd.); Fürst’s Concord. treats it as part., but the participial form
HLF�iQiNI, to be assumed in connection with it, along with HLF�FQiNI and TLE�EQiNI,
does not exist. �GAHá, v. 1b, is, according to the sense, equivalent to �GA JLOHá,
vid., on Job. 20: 4. WYJFRiMÁ (according to Ges., Ew., and Olsh., sing., with the
plural suff., without a plur. meaning, which is natural in connection with the
primary form YJÁRiMÁ; or what is more probable, from the plur. �YJIRiMÁ with a
sing. meaning, as �YNIpF) refers to the crocodile, and L«FYU (according to a more
accredited reading, L�FYU = L�FwY) to the hunter to whom it is visible.

What is said in v. 30 is perfectly true; although the crocodile was held sacred
in some parts of Egypt, in Elephantine and Apollonopolis, on the contrary, it
was salted and eaten as food. Moreover, that there is a small species of
crocodile, with which children can play, does not militate against v. 29.



Everywhere here it is the creature in its primitive strength and vigour that is
spoken of. But if they also knew how to catch it in very early times, by
fastening a bait, perhaps a duck, on a barb with a line attached, and drew the
animal to land, where they put an end to its life with a lance-thrust in the neck
(Uhlemann, Thoth, S. 241): this was angling on the largest scale, as is not
meant in v. 25. If, on the other hand, in very early times they harpooned the
crocodile, this would certainly be more difficult of reconcilement with v. 31,
than that mode of catching it by means of a fishing-hook of the greatest calibre
with v. 25. But harpooning is generally only of use when the animal can be hit
between the neck and head, or in the flank; and it is very questionable whether,
in the ancient times, when the race was without doubt of an unmanageable
size, that has now died out, the crocodile hunt (Job. 7:12) was effected with
harpoons. On the whole subject we have too little information for
distinguishing between the different periods. So far as the questions of Jehovah
have reference to man’s relation to the two monsters, they concern the men of
the present, and are shaped according to the measure of power which they have
attained over nature. The strophe which follows shows what Jehovah intends
by these questions.

2 None is so foolhardy that he dare excite him!
And who is it who could stand before Me?

3 Who hath given Me anything first of all, that I must requite it?
Whatsoever is under the whole heaven is Mine.

Job. 41: 2, 3. One sees from these concluding inferences, thus applied, what
is the design, in the connection of this second speech of Jehovah, of the
reference to beheÑmoth and leviathan, which somewhat abruptly began in
Job. 40:15. If even the strength of one of God’s creatures admits no thought of
being able to attack it, how much more should the greatness of the Creator
deter man from all resistance! For no one has any claim on God, so that he
should have the right of appearing before Him with a rude challenge. Every
creature under heaven is God’s; man, therefore, possesses nothing that was not
God’s property and gift, and he must humbly yield, whether God gives or takes
away. JLO, v. 2a, is not directly equivalent to �YJ�, but the clause is
exclamatory. WNRW�Y Cheth−Ñb, WNRY�Y Ker−Ñ, is the Palestine reading, the reverse
the Babylonian; the authorized text (chiefly without a Ker−Ñ) is wnREw�Yi from
Rw� in a transitive signification (eÏgeiÂrein), as Bw�, Job. 39:12, comp.
Job. 42:10. The meaning of YNIMÁYdIQiHI is determined according to �l��AJáWA: to
anticipate, viz., by gifts presented as a person is approaching the giver (Arab.
aqdama). JwH, v. 3b, is neutral, as Job. 13:16, 15: 9, 31:11, 28. TXÁtÁ is
virtually a subj.: that which is under.... After these apparently epiphonematic
verses (2 and 3), one might now look for Job’s answer. But the description of



the leviathan is again taken up, and in fact hitherto it was only the invincibility
of the animal that was spoken of; and yet it is not so described that this picture
might form the exact pendent of the preceding.

4 I will not keep silence about his members,
The proportion of his power and the comeliness of his structure.

5 Who could raise the front of his coat of mail?
Into his double teeth — who cometh therein?

6 The doors of his face — who openeth them?
Round about his teeth is terror.

Job. 41: 4-6. The Ker−Ñ WL authorized by the Masora assumes an interrogative
rendering: as to it, should I be silent about its members (WL at the head of the
clause, as Lev. 7: 7-9, Isa. 9: 2), — what perhaps might appear more poetic to
many. �YRIXåHE (once, Job. 11: 3, to cause to keep silence) here, as usually: to
be silent. WYdFbÁ, as Job. 18:13, p. 420. RBÁdi signifies the relation of the matter,
a matter of fact, as YR�BidI, facts, Psa. 65: 4, 105:27, 145: 5. �YXI (compared by
Ew. with �YHI, a measure) signifies grace, xaÂrij (as synon. DSEXE), here delicate
regularity, and is made easy of pronunciation from �NiXI, just as the more usual
�X�; the language has avoided the form �NEX�, as observed above. �wBLi clothing,
we have translated “coat of mail,” which the Arab. libaÑs usually signifies;
��wBLi YN�pi is not its face’s covering (Schlottm.), which ought to be WYNFpF
�wBLi; but YN�pi is the upper or front side turned to the observer (comp.
Isa. 25: 7), as Arab. wjh, (wag’h), si rem desuper spectes, summa ejus pars, si
ex adverso, prima (Fleischer, Glossae, i. 57). That which is the “doubled of its
mouth” (�SERE, prop. a bit in the mouth, then the mouth itself) is its upper and
lower jaws armed with powerful teeth. The “doors of the face” are the jaws;
the jaws are divided back to the ears, the teeth are not covered by lips; the
impression of the teeth is therefore the more terrible, which the substantival
clause, v. 6b (comp. Job. 39:20), affirms. WYnF�I gen. subjecti: the circle, eÎÂrkoj,
which is formed by its teeth (Hahn).

7 A pride are the furrows of the shields,
Shut by a rigid seal.

8 One joineth on to the other,
And no air entereth between them.

9 One upon another they are arranged,
They hold fast together, inseparably.



Job. 41: 7-9. Since the writer uses QYPiJF both in the signif. robustus,
Job. 12:12, and canalis, Job. 40:18, it is doubtful whether it must be explained
robusta (robora) scutorum (as e.g., Ges.), or canales scutorum (Hirz.,
Schlottm., and others). We now prefer the latter, but so that “furrows of the
shields” signifies the square shields themselves bounded by these channels; for
only thus is the RwGSF, which refers to these shields, considered, each one for
itself, suitably attached to what precedes. RCF �T�FX is an acc. of closer
definition belonging to it: closed is (each single one) by a firmly attached, and
therefore firmly closed, seal. LXX remarkably wÎÂsper smuriÂthj liÂqoj, i.e.,
(emery (vid., Krause’s Pyrogeteles, 1859, S. 228). Six rows of knotty scales
and four scales of the neck cover the upper part of the animal’s body, in
themselves firm, and attached to one another in almost impenetrable layers, as
is described in vv. 7 f. in constantly-varying forms of expression (where w�gAYI
with Pathach beside Athnach is the correct reading), — a HWFJágA, i.e., an
equipment of which the animal may be proud. Umbr. takes HWJG, with
Bochart, = HWFg�, the back; but although in the language much is possible, yet
not everything.

10 His sneezing sendeth forth light,
And his eyes are like the eyelids of the dawn;

11 Out of his mouth proceed flames,
Sparks of fire escape from him;

12 Out of his nostrils goeth forth smoke
Like a seething pot and caldron;

13 His breath kindleth coals,
And flames go forth out of his mouth.

Job. 41:10-13. That the crocodile delights to sun itself on the land, and then
turns its open jaws to the sunny side, most Nile travellers since Herodotus have
had an opportunity of observing; f358 and in connection therewith the reflex
action of sneezing may occur, since the light of the sun produces an irritation
on the retina, and thence on the vagus; and since the sun shines upon the fine
particles of watery slime cast forth in the act of sneezing, a meteoric
appearance may be produced. This delicate observation of nature is here
compressed into three words; in this concentration of whole, grand thoughts
and pictures, we recognise the older poet. ��A�F is the usual Semitic word for
“sneezing” (Synon. RR�ZO 2Ki. 4:35). LHETf shortened from LH�Tf, Job. 31:26,
Hiph. of LLÁHF (comp. p. 516). The comparison of the crocodile’s eyes with
RXÁ�F�Yp�JAPiJA (as Job. 3: 9, from ���Pi�I, to move with quick vibrations, to
wink, i.e., tremble), or the rendering of the same as eiçdoj eÎwsfoÂrou (LXX), is



the more remarkable, as, according to Horus, i. 68, two crocodile’s eyes are the
hieroglyph f359 for dawn, aÏnatolhÂ: eÏpeidhÂper (probably to be read eÏpeidhÃ proÃ)
pantoÃj swÂmatoj zwÂou oiÎ oÏfqalmoiÃ eÏk touÌ buqouÌ aÏnafaiÂnontai. There it is the
peculiar brilliancy of the eyes of certain animals that is intended, which is
occasioned either by the iris being furnished with a so-called lustrous
substance, or there being in the pupil of the eye (as e.g., in the ostrich) that
spot which, shining like metal, is called tapetum lucidum. For aÏnafaiÂnesqai of
the eyes eÏk touÌ buqouÌ, is the lustre of the pupil in the depth of the eye. The
eyes of the crocodile, which are near together, and slanting, glimmer through
the water, when it is only a few feet under water, with a red glow.

Nevertheless the comparison in v. 10b might also be intended differently. The
inner (third) eyelid f360 of the crocodile is itself a rose red; and therefore,
considered in themselves, its eyes may also be compared with the “eyelids of
the dawn.” What is then said, vv. 11-13, of the crocodile, Achilles Tatius, iv. 2,
says of the hippopotamus: mukthÃr eÏpiÃ meÂga kexhÄnwÃj kaiÃ pneÂwn purwÂdh
kapnoÃn wÎj aÏpoÃ phghÌj puroÂj. Bartram has observed on the alligator, that as it
comes on the land a thick smoke issues from its distended nostrils with a
thundering sound. This thick, hot steam, according to the credible description
which is presented here, produces the impression of a fire existing beneath,
and bursting forth. The subjective truth of this impression is faithfully but
poetically reproduced by the poet. On D�DYkI (root DK, escudere), vid., p. 466.
�l�MÁTiHI signifies no more than to disentangle one’s self, here therefore: to fly
out in small particles. ��MGiJÁ, v. 11b, is rendered by Saad., Gecat., and others,
by qumqum (�WQMWQ), a caldron; the modern expositors derive it from �GJ =
agama, to glow, and understand it of a “heated caldron.” But the word
signifies either heat or caldron; the latter signification, however, cannot be
linguistically established; one would look for �gFJÁ (Arab. iggaÑne, a copper
[Germ. Waschkessel ]). The noun ��MGiJÁ signifies, Job. 40:26, the reed
sxoiÌnoj, and in the Jerusalem Talmud, Sota ix. 12, some menial service (comp.
Arab. ugum); Ew. rightly retains the former signification, like a pot blown
upon, i.e., fired, heated, and beside it (in combination with it) reeds as fuel,
which in themselves, and especially together with the steaming water, produce
a thick smoke. The Waw is to be compared to the Arabic Waw concomitantiae
(which governs the acc.).

14 Great strength resteth upon his neck,
And despair danceth hence before him.

15 The flanks of his flesh are thickly set,
Fitting tightly to him, immoveable.



16 His heart is firm like stone,
And firm like the nether millstone.

17 The mighty are afraid of his rising up;
From alarm they miss their aim.

Job. 41:14-17. Overpowering strength lodges on its neck, i.e., has its
abiding place there, and before it despair, prop. melting away, dissolution
(HBFJFdi from BJÁdF, Arab. dÜ�b = Bwd Hiph., Arab. dåÿb II, to bring into a loose
condition, synon. SM�H�), dances hence, i.e., spring up and away (�wDYF, Arab.
jadisu, to run away), i.e., it spreads before it a despondency which produces
terror, and deprives of strength. Even the pendulous fleshy parts (YL�piMÁ),
especially of its belly, hang close together, wQB�DF, i.e., they are not flabby, but
fit to it, like a metal casting, without moving, for the skin is very thick and
covered with thick scales; and because the digestive apparatus of the animal
occupies but little space, and the scales of the back are continued towards the
belly, the tender parts appear smaller, narrower, and closer together than in
other animals. QwCYF here is not, as Job. 27: 2, 29: 6, the fut. of QwC, but the
part. of QCÁYF, as also v. 16ab: its heart is firm and obdurate, as though it were
of cast brass, hard as stone, and in fact as the nether millstone (XLÁPE from XLP,
falacha, to split, crush in pieces), which, because it has to bear the weight and
friction of the upper, must be particularly hard. It is not intended of actual
stone-like hardness, but only of its indomitable spirit and great tenacity of life:
the activity of its heart is not so easily disturbed, and even fatal wounds do not
so quickly bring it to a stand. �Tv�MI from TV� = TJV� = TJ�Vi), primary form
tJiVI, is better understood in the active sense: afraid of its rising, than the
passive: of its exaltedness. �YLIYJ� (according to another reading �YLIJ�) is not,
with Ew., to be derived from LYIJÁ (Arab. −Ñjal), a ram; but �YLIYJ� Exo. 15:15,
Eze. 17:13 (comp. �YRIYg� 2Ch. 2:16, YRIYN� 2Sa. 22:29), �YLIJ� Eze. 31:11, 32:21,
and �YLIwJ Cheth. 2Ki. 24:15, are only alternating forms and modes of writing
of the participial adject., derived from LwJ (LYJI) first of all in the primary
form awil (as Rg� = gawir). The signif. assigned to the verb LWJ: to be thick =
fleshy, which is said then to go over into the signif. to be stupid and strong
(Ges. Handwörterb.), rests upon a misconception: aÑla is said of fluids “to
become thick,” because they are condensed, since they go back, i.e., sink in or
settle (Ges. correctly in Thes.: notio crassitiei a retrocendendo). The verb aÑla,
jaÿuÑlu, unites in itself the significations to go backward, to be forward, and to
rule; the last two: anteriorem and superiorem esse, probably belong together,
and LJ� signifies, therefore, a possessor of power, who is before and over
others. J«�XÁTiHI, v. 17b, has the signif., which does not otherwise occur, to



miss the mark (from J�X, Arab. chatåiya, to miss, opp. Arab. såaÑb, to hit the
mark), viz., (which is most natural where �YLYJ is the subject spoken of) since
they had designed the slaughter and capture of the monster. �YRIBF�i is intended
subjectively, as JRFYBIti = DXÁPA Exo. 15:16, Targ. II, and also as the Arab.
thubuÑr, employed more in reference to the mind, can be used of pain.

18 If one reacheth him with the sword — it doth not hold;
Neither spear, nor dart, nor harpoon.

19 He esteemeth iron as straw,
Brass as rotten wood.

20 The son of the bow doth not cause him to flee,
Sling stones are turned to stubble with him.

21 Clubs are counted as stubble,
And he laugheth at the shaking of the spear.

Job. 41:18-21. wHG�YvIMÁ, which stands first as nom. abs., “one reaching him,”
is equivalent to, if one or whoever reaches him, Ew. § 357, c, to which �wQTF
YLIbI, it does not hold fast (YLIbI with v. fin., as Hos. 8: 7, 9:16, Cheth−Ñb), is the
conclusion. BREXE is instrumental, as Psa. 17:13. �sFMÁ, from �SANF, Arab. nz’, to
move on, hasten on, signifies a missile, as Arab. minz’a, an arrow, manz’a, a
sling. The Targ. supports this latter signification here (funda quae projicit
lapidem); but since �LQE, the handling, is mentioned separately, the word
appears to men missiles in general, or the catapult. In this combination of
weapons of attack it is very questionable whether HYFRi�I is a cognate form of
��YRi�I (�YFRi�I), a coat of mail; probably it is equivalent to Arab. sirwe (surwe),
an arrow with a long broad edge (comp. ser−Ñje, a short, round, as it seems,
pear-shaped arrow-head), therefore either a harpoon or a peculiarly formed
dart. f361

“The son of the bow” (and of the HpF�iJÁ, pharetra) is the arrow. That the aÎp.
gegr. XT�FT signifies a club (war-club), is supported by the Arab. watacha, to
beat. ��DYkI (vid., p. 466), in distinction from TYNIXá (a long lance), is a short
spear, or rather, since �JARÁ implies a whistling motion, a javelin. Iron the
crocodile esteems as �BEtE, tibn, chopped straw; sling stones are turned with
him into �QA. Such is the name here at least, not for stumps of cut stubble that
remain standing, but the straw itself, threshed and easily driven before the
wind (Job. 13:25), which is cut up for provender (Exo. 5:12), generally dried
(and for that reason light) stalks (e.g., of grass), or even any remains of plants
(e.g., splinters of wood). f362



The plur. wB�iXiNE, v. 21a, does not seem to be occasioned by XTWT being
conceived collectively, but by the fact that, instead of saying �WDYKW XTWT,
the poet has formed �WDYKW into a separate clause. Parchon’s (and Kimchi’s)
reading XX�FT is founded upon an error.

22 His under parts are the sharpest shards,
He spreadeth a threshing sledge upon the mire.

23 He maketh the deep foam like a caldron,
He maketh the sea like a pot of ointment.

24 He lighteth up the path behind him,
One taketh the water-flood for hoary hair.

25 Upon earth there is not his equal,
That is created without fear.

26 He looketh upon everything high,
He is the king over every proud beast.

Job. 41:22-26. Under it, or, WYTfXitÁ taken like TXÁtÁ, Job. 41: 3, as a virtual
subject (vid., Job. 28: 5, p. 544): its under parts are the most pointed or
sharpest shards, i.e., it is furnished with exceedingly pointed scales. DwdXÁ is
the intensive form of DXÁ (Arab. had−Ñd, sharpened = iron, p. 542, note), as
QwlXÁ, 1Sa. 17:40, of QLFXF (smooth), f363 and the combination VREXF YD�wdXÁ
(equal the combination �YIVARFXáHA YDWDX, comp. Job. 30: 6) is moreover
superlative: in the domain of shards standing prominent as sharp ones, as Arab.
chairu ummatin, the best people, prop. bon en fait de peuple (Ew. § 313, c.
Gramm. Arab. § 532). LXX hÎ strwmnhÃ auÏtouÌ oÏbeliÂskoi oÏceiÌj, by drawing
DPARiYI to v. 22a, and so translating as though it were �TDFYPiRi (Arab. rifaÑde,
stratum). The verb DPARF (rafada), cogn. DBÁRF, signifies sternere (Job. 17:13),
and then also culcire; what is predicated cannot be referred to the belly of the
crocodile, the scales of which are smooth, but to the tail with its scales, which
more or less strongly protrude, are edged round by a shallow cavity, and
therefore are easily and sharply separated when pressed; and the meaning is,
that when it presses its under side in the morass, it appears as though a
threshing-sledge with its iron teeth had been driven across it.

The pictures in v. 23 are true to nature; Bartram, who saw two alligators
fighting, says that their rapid passage was marked by the surface of the water
as it were boiling. With HLFwCMi, a whirlpool, abyss, depth (from LwC = LLÁCF, to
hiss, clash; to whirl, surge), �YF alternates; the Nile even in the present day is
called bahr (sea) by the Beduins, and also compared, when it overflows its
banks, to a sea. The observation that the animal diffuses a strong odour of



musk, has perhaps its share in the figure of the pot of ointment (LXX wÎÂsper
eÏcaÂleiptron, which Zwingli falsely translates spongia); a double gland in the
tail furnishes the Egyptians and Americans their (pseudo) musk. In v. 24a the
bright white trail that the crocodile leaves behind it on the surface of the water
is intended; in v. 24b the figure is expressed which underlies the descriptions
of the foaming sea with polioÂj, canus, in the classic poets. HBFYV�, hoary hair,
was to the ancients the most beautiful, most awe-inspiring whiteness. �L�iMF, v.
25a, understood by the Targ., Syr., Arab. version, and most moderns (e.g.,
Hahn: there is not on earth any mastery over it), according to Zec. 9:10, is
certainly, with LXX, Jer., and Umbr., not to be understood differently from the
Arab. mithlahu (its equal); whether it be an inflexion of L�EMO, or what is more
probable, of L�OMi (comp. Job. 17: 6, where this nomen actionis signifies a
proverb = word of derision, and Lª�MÁTiHI, to compare one’s self, be equal,
Job. 30:19). RPF�F�LJA is also Hebr.-Arab.; the Arabic uses turbe, formed from
turaÑb (vid., on Job. 19:25), of the surface of the earth, and et-tarbaÑ-u as the
name of the earth itself. wV�FHE (for YwV�FHE, as wPCF, Job. 15:22, Cheth. = YwPCF,
resolved from WwV�F, ÿasuÑw, 1Sa. 25:18, Cheth.) is the confirmatory predicate
of the logical subj. described in v. 25a as incomparable; and TXF�YLIBiLI (from
TXÁ, the aÔ of which becomes iÔ in inflexion), absque terrore (comp. Job. 38: 4),
is virtually a nom. of the predicate: the created one (becomes) a terrorless one
(a being that is terrified by nothing). Everything high, as the TX�YLBL, v. 25a,
is more exactly explained, it looketh upon, i.e., remains standing before it,
without turning away affrighted; in short, it (the leviathan) is king over all the
sons of pride, i.e., every beast of prey that proudly roams about (vid., on
Job. 28: 8).

[Then Job answered Jehovah, and said:]

42: 2 Now I know that Thou canst do all things,
And no plan is impracticable to Thee.

3 “Who then hideth counsel —
Without knowledge?”

Thus have I judged without understanding,
What was too wonderful for me, without knowing.

Job. 42: 2, 3. He indeed knew previously what he acknowledges in v. 2, but
now this knowledge has risen upon him in a new divinely-worked clearness,
such as he has not hitherto experienced. Those strange but wondrous monsters
are a proof to him that God is able to put everything into operation, and that
the plans according to which He acts are beyond the reach of human
comprehension. If even that which is apparently most contradictory, rightly



perceived, is so glorious, his affliction is also no such monstrous injustice as he
thinks; on the contrary, it is a profoundly elaborated HmFZIMi, a well-digested,
wise HCF�� of God. In v. 3 he repeats to himself the chastening word of
Jehovah, Job. 38: 2, while he chastens himself with it; for he now perceives
that his judgment was wrong, and that he consequently has merited the reproof.
With �K�LF he draws a conclusion from this confession which the chastening
word of Jehovah has presented to him: he has rashly pronounced an opinion
upon things that lie beyond his power of comprehension, without possessing
the necessary capacity of judging and perception. On the mode of writing
tI�iDAYF, Cheth., which recalls the Syriac form med’et (with the pronominal suff.
cast off), vid., Ges. § 44, rem. 4; on the expression v. 2b, comp. Gen. 11: 6.
The repetition of Job. 38: 2 in v. 3 is not without some variations according to
the custom of authors noticed in Psalter, i. 330. YtIDigAHI, “I have affirmed,” i.e.,
judged, is, v. 3v, so that the notion of judging goes over into that of
pronouncing a judgment. The clauses with JLOWi are circumstantial clauses, Ew.
§ 341, a.

4 O hear now, and I will speak:
I will ask Thee, and instruct Thou me.

5 I had heard of Thee by the hearing of the ear,
And now mine eye hath seen Thee.

6 Therefore I am sorry, and I repent
In dust and ashes.

Job. 42: 4-6. The words employed after the manner of entreaty, in v. 4, Job
also takes from the mouth of Jehovah, Job. 38: 3, 40: 7. Hitherto Jehovah has
interrogated him, in order to bring him to a knowledge of his ignorance and
weakness. Now, however, after he has thoroughly perceived this, he is anxious
to put questions to Jehovah, in order to penetrate deeper and deeper into the
knowledge of the divine power and wisdom. Now for the first time with him,
the true, living perception of God has its beginning, being no longer effected
by tradition (Li of the external cause: in consequence of the tidings which came
to my ears, comp. Psa. 18:45, comp. Isa. 23: 5), but by direct communication
with God. In this new light he can no longer deceive himself concerning God
and concerning himself; the delusion of the conflict now yields to the vision of
the truth, and only penitential sorrow for his sin towards God remains to him.
The object to SJÁMiJE is his previous conduct. �XÁNI is the exact expression for
metanoeiÌn, the godly sorrow of repentance not to be repented of. He repents
(sitting) on dust and ashes after the manner of those in deep grief.



If the second speech of Jehovah no longer has to do with the exaltation and
power of God in general, but is intended to answer Job’s doubt concerning the
justice of the divine government of the world, the long passage about the
hippopotamus and the crocodile, Job. 40:15-41:26, in this second speech seems
to be devoid of purpose and connection. Even Eichhorn and Bertholdt on this
account suppose that the separate portions of the two speeches of Jehovah have
fallen into disorder. Stuhlmann, Bernstein, and De Wette, on the other hand,
explained the second half of the description of the leviathan, Job. 41: 4-26, as a
later interpolation; for this part is thought to be inflated, and to destroy the
connection between Jehovah’s concluding words, Job. 41: 2, 3, and Job’s
answer, Job. 42: 2-6. Ewald forcibly rejected the whole section, Job. 40:15-
41:26, by ascribing it to the writer of Elihu’s speeches, — an opinion which he
has again more recently abandoned. In fact, this section ought to have had a
third poet as its writer. But he would be the double (Doppelgänger) of the first;
for, deducting the somewhat tame WYDB �YRXJ JL, Job. 41: 4, — which,
however, is introduced by the interrupted description being resumed, in order
now to begin in real earnest, — this section stands upon an equally exalted
height with the rest of the book as a poetic production and lofty description;
and since it has not only, as also Elihu’s speeches, an Arabizing tinge, but also
the poetic genius, the rich fountain of thought, the perfection of technical
detail, in common with the rest of the book; and since the writer of the book of
Job also betrays elsewhere an acquaintance with Egypt, and an especial
interest in things Egyptian, the authenticity of the section is by no means
doubted by us, but we freely adopt the originality of its present position.

But before one doubts the originality of its position, he ought, first of all, to
make an earnest attempt to comprehend the portion in its present connection,
into which it at any rate has not fallen from pure thoughtlessness. The first
speech of Jehovah, moreover, was surprisingly different from what was to
have been expected, and yet we recognised in it a deep consistency with the
plan; perhaps the same thing is also the case in connection with the second.

After Job has answered the first speech of Jehovah by a confession of
penitence, the second can have no other purpose but that of strengthening the
conviction, which urges to this confession, and of deepening the healthful tone
from which it proceeds. The object of censure here is no longer Job’s
contending with Jehovah in general, but Job’s contending with Jehovah on
account of the prosperity of the evil-doer, which is irreconcilable with divine
justice; that contending by which the sufferer, in spite of the shadow which
affliction casts upon him, supported the assertion of his own righteousness.
Here also, as a result, the refutation follows in the only way consistent with the
dignity of Jehovah, and so that Job must believe in order to perceive, and does
not perceive in order not to be obliged to believe. Without arguing the matter



with Job, as to why many things in the government of the world are thus and
not rather otherwise, Jehovah challenges Job to take the government of the
world into his own hand, and to give free course to his wrath, to cast down
everything that is exalted, and to render the evil-doer for ever harmless. By
thus thinking of himself as the ruler of the world, Job is obliged to recognise
the cutting contrast of his feebleness and the divine rule, with which he has
ventured to find fault; at the same time, however, he is taught, that — what he
would never be able to do — God really punishes the ungodly, and must have
wise purposes when, which He indeed might do, He does not allow the floods
of His wrath to be poured forth immediately.

Thus far also Simson is agreed; but what is the design of the description of the
two Egyptian monsters, which are regarded by him as by Ewald as out of place
here? To show Job how little capable he is of governing the world, and how
little he would be in a position to execute judgment on the evil-doer, two
creatures are described to him, two unslain monsters of gigantic structure and
invincible strength, which defy all human attack. These two descriptions are,
we think, designed to teach Job how little capable of passing sentence upon the
evil-doer he is, who cannot even draw a cord through the nose of the
beheÑmoth, and who, if he once attempted to attack the leviathan, would have
reason to remember it so long as he lived, and would henceforth let it alone. It
is perhaps an emblem that is not without connection with the book of Job, that
these TWMHB and �TYWL (�YNT), in the language of the Prophets and the Psalms,
are the symbols of a worldly power at enmity with the God of redemption and
His people. And wherefore should Job’s confession, Job. 42: 2, not be suitably
attached to the completed description of the leviathan, especially as the
description is divided into two parts by the utterances of Jehovah, Job. 41: 2, 3,
which retrospectively and prospectively set it in the right light for Job?

The Unravelment in Outward Reality. — Job. 42: 7 ff.
Job’s confession and tone of penitence are now perfected. He acknowledges
the divine omnipotence which acts according to a wisely-devised scheme, in
opposition to his total ignorance and feebleness. A world of divine wisdom, of
wondrous thoughts of God, now lies before him, concerning which he knows
nothing of himself, but would gladly learn a vast amount by the medium of
divine instruction. To these mysteries his affliction also belongs. He perceives
it now to be a wise decree of God, beneath which he adoringly bows, but it is
nevertheless a mystery to him. Sitting in dust and ashes, he feels a deep
contrition for the violence with which he has roughly handled and shaken the
mystery, — now will it continue, that he bows beneath the enshrouded
mystery? No, the final teaching of the book is not that God’s rule demands
faith before everything else; the final teaching is, that sufferings are for the



righteous man the way to glory, and that his faith is the way to sight. The most
craving desire, for the attainment of which Job hopes where his faith breaks
forth from under the ashes, is this, that he will once more behold God, even if
he should succumb to his affliction. This desire is granted him ere he yields.
For he who hitherto has only heard of Jehovah, can now say: HT� �TJR
YNY�; his perception of God has entered upon an entirely new stage. But first of
all God has only borne witness of Himself to him, to call him to repentance.
Now, however, since the rust of pollution is purged away from Job’s pure soul,
He can also appear as his Vindicator and Redeemer. After all that was sinful in
his speeches is blotted out by repentance, there remains only the truth of his
innocence, which God Himself testifies to him, and the truth of his holding fast
to God in the hot battle of temptation, by which, without his knowing it, he has
frustrated the design of Satan.

V. 7. And it came to pass, after Jehovah had spoken these words to Job,
that Jehovah said to Eliphaz the Temanite, My wrath is kindled against
thee and thy two friends: for ye have not spoken what is correct in
reference to Me, as My servant Job.

Job. 42: 7. In order that they may only maintain the justice of God, they have
condemned Job against their better knowledge and conscience; therefore they
have abandoned truth in favour of the justice of God, — a defence which, as
Job has told the friends, God abhors. Nevertheless He is willing to be gracious.

V. 8. And now take unto you seven bullocks and seven rams, and go to
My servant Job, and offer an offering for yourselves, and Job My
servant shall pray for you; only his person will I accept, that I
recompense not unto you your folly: for ye have not spoken what is
correct in reference to Me, as My servant Job.

Job. 42: 8. Schlottm., like Ew., translates HN�FKNi what is sincere, and
understands it of Job’s inward truthfulness, in opposition to the words of the
friends contrary to their better knowledge and conscience. But �WKN has not
this signification anywhere: it signifies either directum = rectum or erectum =
stabile, but not sincerum. However, objective truth and subjective truthfulness
are here certainly blended in the notion “correct.” The “correct” in Job’s
speeches consists of his having denied that affliction is always a punishment of
sin, and in his holding fast the consciousness of his innocence, without
suffering himself to be persuaded of the opposite. That denial was correct; and
this truthfulness was more precious to God than the untruthfulness of the
friends, who were zealous for the honour of God.



After Job has penitently acknowledged his error, God decides between him and
the friends according to his previous supplicatory wish, Job. 16:21. The
heavenly Witness makes Himself heard on earth, and calls Job by the sweet
name of YDIBiJA. And the servant of Jehovah is not only favoured himself, but he
also becomes the instrument of grace to sinners. As where his faith shone forth
he became the prophet of his own and the friends’ future, so now he is the
priestly mediator between the friends and God. The friends against whom God
is angry, but yet not as against �Y��R, but only as against those who have
erred, must bring an offering as their atonement, in connection with which Job
shall enter in with a priestly intercession for them, and only him (�JI YkI, non
alium sed = non nisi), whom they regarded as one punished of God, will God
accept (comp. Gen. 19:21) — under what deep shame must it have opened
their eyes!

Here also, as in the introduction of the book, it is the HL�F� which effects the
atonement. It is the oldest and, according to its meaning, the most
comprehensive of all the blood-offerings. Bullocks and rams are also the
animals for the whole burnt- offerings of the Mosaic ritual; the proper animal
for the sin-offering, however, is the he-goat together with the she-goat, which
do not occur here, because the age and scene are strange to the Israelitish
branching off of the TJ�X from the HLW�. The double seven gives the mark
of the profoundest solemnity to the offering that was to be offered. The three
also obey the divine direction; for although they have erred, God’s will is
above everything in their estimation, and they cheerfully subordinate
themselves as friends to the friend. f364

V. 9. The Eliphaz of Teman, and Bildad of Shuach, [and] Zophar of
Naamah, went forth and did as Jehovah had said to them; and Jehovah
accepted the person of Job.

Job. 42: 9. Jehovah has now risen up as a witness for Job, the spiritual
redemption is already accomplished; and all that is wanting is, that He who has
acknowledged and testified to Job as His servant should also act outwardly and
visibly, and in mercy show Himself the righteous One.

V. 10. And Jehovah turned the captivity of Job, when he prayed for his
friends; and Jehovah increased everything that Job had possessed to the
double.

Job. 42:10. wH��R� is to be understood generally, as Job. 16:21, and the bI
signifies not “because,” but “when.” The moment in which Job prayed for his
friends became, as the climax of a life that is well-pleasing with God, the
turning-point of glory to him. The Talmud has borrowed from here the true



proverb: HLXT HN�N WRBX D�B LLPTMH�LK, i.e., he who prays for his
fellow-men always finds acceptance for himself first of all. The phrase (TYBI�i)
TwB�i Bw� signifies properly to turn captivity, then in general to make an end
of misery; also in German, elend, old High Germ. elilenti, originally signified
another, foreign country (vid., Psalter, ii. 192), since an involuntary removal
from one’s native land is regarded as the emblem of a lamentable condition.
This phrase does not exactly stamp Job as the Mashal of the Israel of the Exile,
but it favoured this interpretation. Now when Job was recovered, and doubly
blessed by God, as is also promised to the Israel of the Exile, Isa. 61: 7 and
freq., sympathizing friends also appeared in abundance.

V. 11. Then came to him all his brothers, and all his sisters, and all his
former acquaintances, and ate bread with him in his house, and
expressed sympathy with him, and comforted him concerning all the
evil which Jehovah had brought upon him; and each one gave him a
KesitaÑ, and each a golden ring.

Job. 42:11. Prosperity now brought those together again whom calamity had
frightened away; for the love of men is scarcely anything but a number of
coarse or delicate shades of selfishness. Now they all come and rejoice at Job’s
prosperity, viz., in order to bask therein. He, however, does not thrust them
back; for the judge concerning the final motives of human love is God, and
love which is shown to us is certainly more worthy of thanks than hatred. They
are his guests again, and he leaves them to their own shame. And now their
tongues, that were halting thus far, are all at once become eloquent: they
mingle congratulations and comfort with their expressions of sorrow at his past
misfortune. It is now an easy matter, that no longer demands their faith. They
even bring him each one a present. In everything it is manifest that Jehovah
has restored His servant to honour. Everything is now subordinated to him,
who was accounted as one forsaken of God. H�FYVIQi is a piece of metal
weighed out, of greater value than the shekel, moreover indefinite, since it is
nowhere placed in the order of the Old Testament system of weights and
measures, adapted to the patriarchal age, Gen. 33:19, in which Job’s history
falls. f365 �YMIZFNi are rings for the nose and ear; according to Exo. 32: 3, an
ornament of the women and men. The author now describes the manner of
Job’s being blessed.

V. 12 And Jehovah blessed Job’s end more than his beginning; and he
had fourteen thousand sheep and six thousand camels, and a thousand
yoke of oxen and a thousand she-asses.

Job. 42:12. The numbers of the stock of cattle, Job. 1: 3, f366 now appear
doubled, but it is different with the children.



V. 13. And he had seven sons and three daughters.

Job. 42:13. Therefore, instead of the seven sons and three daughters which
he had, he receives just the same again, which is also so far a doubling, as
deceased children also, according to the Old Testament view, are not
absolutely lost, 2Sa. 12:23. The author of this book, in everything to the most
minute thing consistent, here gives us to understand that with men who die and
depart from us the relation is different from that with things which we have
lost. The pausal HNF�FBi�I (instead of H�FBi�I), with paragogic aÑna, which
otherwise is a fem. suff. (Ges. § 91, rem. 2), here, however, standing in a
prominent position, is an embellishment somewhat violently brought over from
the style of the primeval histories (Gen. 21:29; Rut. 1:19): a septiad of sons.
The names of the sons are passed over in silence, but those of the daughters are
designedly given.

V. 14. And the one was called Jem−Ñma, and the second Kezia, and the
third Keren ha-puÑch.

Job. 42:14. The subject of JRFQiyIWA is each and every one, as Isa. 9: 5 (comp.
supra, Job. 41:25, existimaverit quis). The one was called HMFYMIYi (Arab.
jemaÑme, a dove) on account of her dove’s eyes; the other H�FYCIQi, cassia,
because she seemed to be woven out of the odour of cinnamon; and the third
¥wpHA �REQE, a horn of paint (LXX Hellenizing: keÂraj aÏmalqeiÂaj), which is not
exactly beautiful in itself, but is the principal cosmetic of female beauty (vid.,
Lane, Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians, transl.): the third was
altogether the most beautiful, possessing a beauty heightened by artificial
means. They were therefore like three graces. The writer here keeps to the
outward appearance, not disowning his Old Testament standpoint. That they
were what their names implied, he says in

V. 15. And in all the land there were not found women so fair as the
daughters of Job: and their father gave them inheritance among their
brothers.

Job. 42:15. On JCFMiNI, followed by the acc., vid., Ges. § 143, 1, b. �HELF, etc.,
referring to the daughters, is explained from the deficiency in Hebrew in the
distinction of the genders. V. 15b sounds more Arabian than Israelitish, for the
Thora only recognises a daughter as heiress where there are no sons,
Num. 27: 8 ff. The writer is conscious that he is writing an extra-Israelitish
pre-Mosaic history. The equal distribution of the property again places before
our eyes the pleasing picture of family concord in the commencement of the
history; at the same time it implies that Job will not have been wanting in son-
in-law for his fair, richly-dowried daughters, — a fact which v. 16 establishes:



And Job lived after this a hundred and forty years, and saw his children
and his children’s children to four generations.

Job. 42:16. In place of JRiyAWA, the Keri gives the unusual Aorist form HJERiyIWA,
which, however, does also occur elsewhere (e.g., 1Sa. 17:42). The style of the
primeval histories, which we here everywhere recognise, Gen. 50:23 (comp.
Isa. 53:10), is retained to the last words.

V. 17. And Job died, old, and weary of life.

Job. 42:17. In the very same manner Genesis, 25: 8, 35:29, records the end
of the patriarchs. They died satiated of life; for long life is a gift of God, but
neither His greatest nor His final gift.

A New Testament poet would have closed the book of Job differently. He
would have shown us how, becoming free from his inward conflict of
temptation, and being divinely comforted, Job succumbs to his disease, but
waves his palm of victory before the throne of God among the innumerable
hosts of those who have washed their robes and made them white in the blood
of the Lamb. The Old Testament poet, however, could begin his book with a
celestial scene, but not end it with the same. True, in some passages, which are
like New Testament luminous points in the Old Testament poem, Job dares to
believe and to hope that God will indeed acknowledge him after death. But this
is a purely individual aspiration of faith — the extreme of hope, which comes
forth against the extreme of fear. The unravelment does not correspond to this
aspiration. The view of heaven which a Christian poet would have been able to
give at the close of the book is only rendered possible by the resurrection and
ascension of Christ. So far, what Oehler in his essay on the Old Testament
Wisdom (1854, S. 28) says, in opposition to those who think the book of Job is
directed against the Mosaic doctrine of retribution, is true: that, on the
contrary, the issue of the book sanctions the present life phase of this doctrine
anew. But the comfort which this theologically and artistically incomparable
book presents to us is substantially none other than that of the New Testament.
For the final consolation of every sufferer is not dependent upon the working
of good genii in the heavens, but has its seat in God’s love, without which even
heaven would become a very hell. Therefore the book of Job is also a book of
consolation for the New Testament church. From it we learn that we have not
only to fight with flesh and blood, but with the prince of this world, and to
accomplish our part in the conquest of evil, to which, from Gen. 3:15 onwards,
the history of the world tends; that faith and avenging justice are absolutely
distinct opposites; that the right kind of faith clings to divine love in the midst
of the feeling of wrath; that the incomprehensible ways of God always lead to
a glorious issue; and that the suffering of the present time is far outweighed by
the future glory — a glory not always revealed in this life and visibly future,



but the final glory above. The nature of faith, the mystery of the cross, the right
practice of the care of souls, — this, and much besides, the church learns from
this book, the whole teaching of which can never be thoroughly learned and
completely exhausted.



Appendix

THE MONASTERY OF JOB IN HAURAN,
AND THE TRADITION OF JOB

BY J. G. WETZSTEIN

The oral tradition of a people is in general only of very subordinate value from
a scientific point of view when it has reference to an extremely remote past;
but that of the Arabs especially, which is always combined with traditions and
legends, renders the simplest facts perplexing, and wantonly clothes the
images of prominent persons in the most wonderful garbs, and, in general, so
rapidly disfigures every object, that after a few generations it is no longer
recognisable. So far as it has reference to the personality of Job, whose
historical existence is called in question or denied by some expositors, it may
be considered as altogether worthless, but one can recognise when it speaks of
Job’s native country. By the �w� �REJE the writer of the book of Job meant a
definite district, which was well known to the people for whom he wrote; but
the name has perished, like many others, and all the efforts of archaeologist to
assign to the land its place in the map of Palestine have been fruitless. Under
these circumstances the matter is still open to discussion, and the tradition
respecting Job has some things to authorize it. True, it cannot of itself make up
for the want of an historical testimony, but it attains a certain value if it is old,
i.e., if it can be traced back about to the time of the destruction of Jerusalem by
the Romans, when reliable information was still obtainable respecting that
district, although its name was no longer in use.

In all the larger works of travel on Palestine and Syria, we find it recorded that
HauraÑn is there called Job’s fatherland. In Hauran itself the traveller hears this
constantly; if any one speaks of the fruitfulness of the whole district, or of the
fields around a village, he is always answered: Is it not the land of Job (bildaÑd
EjuÑb)? Does it not belong to the villages of Job (diaÑÿ EäjuÑb)? Thus to Seetzen
f367

BosraÑ was pointed out as a city of Job; and to Eli Smith f368 even the country
lying to the east of the mountains was called the land of Job. In Kanawat, a
very spacious building, belonging to the Roman or Byzantine period, situated
in the upper town, was pointed out to me as the summer palace of Job (the
inscription 8799 in Corp. Inscr. Graec. is taken from it). The shepherds of
DaÑÿil, with whom I passed a night on the WaÑdi el-Lebwe, called the place of
their encampment Job’s pasture-ground. In like manner, the English traveller
Buckingham, when he wandered through the Nukra, was shown in the distance
the village of Gherbi (i.e., Chirbet el-ghazale, which from its size is called el-



chirbe kat� eÏcoxhÂn) as the birthplace and residence of Job, f369 and it seems
altogether as though Hauran and the Land of Job are synonymous. But if one
inquires particularly for that part of the country in which Job himself dwelt, he
is directed to the central point of Hauran, the plain of Hauran (sahl HauraÑn f370

), and still more exactly to the district between the towns of NawaÑ and EdreÿaÑt,
which is accounted the most fertile portion of the country, covered with the
ruins of villages, monasteries, and single courts, and is even now
comparatively well cultivated. Among the nomads as well as among the native
agricultural population, this district is called from its formation Nukra or
Nukrat esh-ShaÑm, f371 a name by which this highly-favoured plain is known and
celebrated by the poets in the whole Syrian desert, as far as ÿIraÑk and HigaÑz.

But even the national writers are acquainted with and frequently make mention
of the Hauranitish tradition of Job; yet they do not call Job’s home Nukra,  —
for this word, which belongs only to the idiom of the steppe, is unknown to the
literature of the language, — but Bethen−Ñje (Betanaea). It is so called in a
detailed statement of the legends of Job: f372

After the death of his father, Job journeyed into Egypt f373 to marry Rahme
(HMFXiRÁ) the daughter of Ephraim, who had inherited from her grandfather
Joseph the robe of beauty; and after he had brought her to his own country, he
received from God a mission as prophet to his countrymen, viz., to the
inhabitants of HauraÑn and Batanaea (Arab. bÿtÜh ÿllh tÿ rsuÑlaÑ ÿlaÑ quÑmh whm ÿhl
håuÑraÑn w-ÿl-btniÑt). The historian of Jerusalem, Mug−Ñr ed-d−Ñn el-Hambeli, in the
chapter on the legend of the prophets, says: “Job came from el-ÿEäs, and the
Damascene province of Batanaea was his property.” In like manner, in the
Geography of JaÑkuÑt el-Hamawi, f374 under the art. Bethen−Ñje, it is said: “and in
this land lived Job (wakaÑn EäjuÑb minhaÑ).”

Modern exegetes, as is known, do not take the plain of Hauran, but the
mountain range of Hauran with its eastern slope, as the Provincia Batanaea. I
have sought elsewhere f375 to show the error of this view, and may the more
readily confine myself to merely referring to it, as one will be convinced of the
correctness of my position in the course of this article. One thing, however, is
to be observed here, that the supposition that Basan is so called as being the
land of basalt rocks, is an untenable support of this error. The word basalt may
be derived from basaÂntij, or a secondary formation, basaÂltij, because Basan
is exclusively volcanic; f376 but we have no more right to reverse the question,
than to say that Damascus may have received its name from the manufacture of
damask. f377

The home of Job is more definitely described in the following passages.
Muhammed el-Makdeshi f378 says, p. 81 of his geography: “And in HauraÑn and
Batanaea lie the villages of Job and his home (diaÑÿ EäjuÑb wa-diaÑruh). The chief



place (of the district) is NawaÑ, rich in wheat and other cereals.” The town of
NawaÑ is still more definitely connected with Job by JaÑkuÑt el-Hamawi under the
article NawaÑ: “Between Nawa and Damascus in two days’ journey; it belongs
to the district of Hauran, f379 and is, according to some, the chief town of the
same. NawaÑ was the residence (menzil) of Job;” and Ibn er-RaÑbi says, p. 62 of
his essay on the excellences of Damascus: f380

“To the prophets buried in the region of Damascus belongs also Job,
and his tomb is near NawaÑ, in the district of Hauran.”

Such passages prove at the same time the identity of the Nukra with Batanaea;
for if the latter is said to be recognisable from the fact of Job’s home being
found in it, and we find this sign in connection with the Nukra in which NawaÑ
with its surrounding country is situated, both names must denote one and the
same district.

That, according to the last citation, Job’s tomb is also shown in the Nukra, has
been already observed in my Reisebericht, S. 121. JaÑkuÑt, under DeÑr EäjuÑb, thus
expresses himself: “The Monastery of Job is a locality in Hauran, a Damascene
province, in which Job dwelt and was tried of God. There also is the fountain
which he made to flow with his foot, and the block of rock on which he leant.
There also is his tomb.” What Kazw−Ñni ways in his Wonders of Creation
(ÿagaÑib el-machluÑkaÑt), under DeÑr EäjuÑb, accords with it:

“The Monastery of Job lies in one of the Damascene provinces, and
was the place of Job’s residence, in which God tried him. There also is
the fountain which sprang forth at the stamping of his foot, when at the
end of his trial God commanded him, and said: Strike with thy foot —
(thus a fountain will spring forth, and) this shall be to thee a cool bath
and a draught (KoraÑn, xxxviii. 41 ff.). There is also the rock on which
he sat, and his tomb.”

Recurring to the passage of the Koran cited, we shall see that the stone of Job,
the fountain and the tomb, are not situated in the Monastery itself, but at some
little distance from it.

I came with my cortége out of GoÑlaÑn, to see the remarkable pilgrim fair of
MuzeÑr−Ñb, just when the Mekka caravan was expected; and since the Monastery
of Job, never visited by any one now-a-days, could not lie far out of the way, I
determined to seek it out, because I deluded myself with the hope of finding an
inscription of its founder, ‘Amr I, and in fact one with a date, which would
have been of the greatest importance in reference to the history of the
Ghassanides, — a hope which has remained unfulfilled. In the evening of the
8th of May we came to Tes−Ñl. Here the Monastery was for the first time pointed
out to us. It was lighted up by the rays of the setting sun, — a stately ruin,



which lay in the distance a good hour towards the east. The following morning
we left Tes−Ñl. Our way led through luxuriant corn-fields and fields lying fallow,
but decked with a rich variety of flowers in gayest blossom, to an isolated
volcanic mound, Tell el-GumuÑÿ, f381 from which we intended to reconnoitre the
surrounding country. From this point, as far as the eye could reach, it swept
over fields of wheat belonging to the communities of Sahm, Tell ShihaÑb, Tes−Ñl,
NawaÑ, and Saÿd−Ñje, which covered a region which tradition calls the home of
Job. True, the volcanic chaos (el-wa’r) extended in the west to the distance of
some three miles up the hill on which we stood, and on the north the plain was
bounded partly by Tell el-GaÑbiÔa and the “tooth of NawaÑ� (sinn NawaÑ), a low
ridge with a few craters; but towards the E. and S. and S.W. the plain was
almost unbounded, for isolated eminences, as Tell ÿAshtaraÑ, T. Ashÿar−Ñ, T.
ShihaÑb, T. el-ChammaÑn, and others, rose above the level of the plain only like
mole-hills; and the deep gorges of the MeddaÑn, JarmuÑk, H−Ñt, and MucheÑbi,
were sudden and almost perpendicular ravines, either not seen at all, or
appeared as dark marks. The plain slopes gently and scarcely perceptibly
towards Kufr el-maÑ, Kufr es-saÑmir, ZeÑzuÑn, and Bendek; and the Naher
elÿOweÑrid, a rover abounding in water in its level bed, resembles a glistening
thread of silver. If this district had trees, as it once had, — for among the ruins
one often discovers traces of vineyards and garden walls, which it can have no
longer, since the insecurity and injustice of the country do not admit of men
remaining long in one and the same village, therefore not to take hold upon the
soil and establish one’s self, and become at home anywhere, — it would be an
earthly paradise, by reason of its healthy climate and the fertility of its soil.
That even the Romans were acquainted with the glorious climate of Hauran, is
proved by the name Palaestina salutaris, which they gave to the district. f382

The inhabitants of Damascus say there is no disease whatever in HauraÑn; and
as often as the plague or any other infectious disease shows itself in their city,
thousands flee to Hauran, and to the lava-plateau of the LegaÑ. This healthy
condition may arise from the volcanic formation of the country, and from the
sea-breeze, which it always has in connection with its position, which is open
towards the west. Even during the hottest days, when e.g., in the GhuÑta a
perfect calm prevails, so that no breeze is felt, this cool and moist sea-breeze
blows refreshingly and regularly over the plain; and hence the Hauranitish poet
never speaks of his native country without calling it the “cool-blowing Nukra”
(en-nukra el-ÿad−Ñje). But as to the fertility of the district, there is indeed much
good arable land in the country east of the Jordan, as in Irbid and SuweÑt, of the
same kind as between Salt and ÿAmmaÑn, but nowhere is the farming, in
connection with a small amount of labour (since no manure is used), more
productive than in Hauran, or more profitable; for the transparent “Batanaean
wheat” (hinta bethen−Ñje) is always at least 25 per cent. higher in price than
other kinds. Hence the agriculture of that region also, in times of peace and



security (during the first six centuries after Christ), produced that fondness for
building, some of the magnificent memorials of which are our astonishment in
the present day; and, in fact, not unfrequently the inscriptions testify that the
buildings themselves owe their origin to the produce of the field. Thus, in the
locality of NaÑhite in the Nukra, I found the following fragment of an
inscription:...MasaleÂmou RaÂbbou ktiÂsma eÏc iÏdiÂwn koÂpwn gewrgikwÌn eÏn eÏÂti st,
Masalemos son of Rabbos set up (this memorial) out of the produce of his
farming in the year 280. Of a like kind is the following remains of two distichs
in Marduk: ... droÂj te saoÂfrwn| ... megaroÂn| ... ij aÏnaÂpauma meÂgiston| ...
gewponiÂhj. In ShakkaÑ the longer inscription of a mausoleum in a state of good
preservation begins:

BaÂssoj eÎhÌj paÂtrhj megakuÂdeoj aÏglaoÃn oÏÂmma
EÏk sfeteÂrou kamaÂtoio gewponiÂhj teÂ m� eÏÂdeimen.

Bassos, beaming eye of the honourable city of his birth,
Has built me out of the produce of his own tillage.

Similar testimonies are to be found in the inscriptions of Burckhardt.

After a long sojourn on the hill, which was occasioned by the investigation of
some interesting plants in the crater of the mound, we set out for Saÿd−Ñje,
which is built on the slope of a hill. After a good hour’s journey we arrived at
the MakaÑm EäjuÑb, “the favoured tomb of Job,” situated at the southern base of
the hill, and rendered conspicuous by two white domes, and there we
dismounted. The six attendants and alumni of the MakaÑm, or, as the Arabs
thoughtfully call them, “the servants of our master Job” (chaÑdim−Ñn seÑjidna
EäjuÑb), received us, with some other pilgrims, at the door of the courtyard, and
led us to the basin of the fountain of Job, by the side of which they spread out
their mantles for us to rest upon under the shade of walnut tree and a willow.
While the rest were negated in the duties of hospitality, the superior of the
MakaÑm, the Sheikh Saÿ−Ñd el-DarfuÑri (from DarfuÑr) did not leave us, and made
himself in every way obliging. Like him, all the rest of the inhabitants of the
place were black, and all unmarried; their celibacy, however, I imagine, was
only caused by the want of opportunity of marrying, and the limited
accommodation of the place. Sheikh Saÿ−Ñd believed himself to be fifty years of
age; he left his home twenty years before to go on pilgrimage to Mekka, where
he “studied” four years; the same length of time he sojourned in Med−Ñna, and
had held his present office ten years. Besides his mother tongue, he spoke
Arabic and a little Turkish, having been in Constantinople a few years before.
His judgment of the inhabitants of that city is rather harsh: he charges them
with immorality, drunkenness, and avarice. In one year, said he, I could hardly
save enough to travel by the steamer to ChoÑdscha BeÑk (Odessa). How different
was my experience to the inhabitants of this city! I was there three months,
during which time I had nothing to provide for, and left with ninety MaÑnoÑt



(imperials), which just sufficed to set up these dilapidated relics again. A
Russian ship brought me to Smyrna, whence I travelled by the NemsaÑwi
(Austrian Lloyd steamer) to Syria.

According to the account given by the inhabitants of Saÿd−Ñje, the MakaÑm has
been from ancient times a negro hospice. These Africans, commonly called
ÿAb−Ñd in Damascus, and in the country TekaÑrine, come chiefly from TekruÑr in
SuÑdaÑn; they first visit Mekka and Med−Ñna, then Damascus, and finally the
MakaÑm of Job. Here they sojourn from twenty to thirty days, during which
time they wash themselves daily in Job’s fountain, and pray upon Job’s stone;
and the rest of the day they either read or assist the dwellers in the MakaÑm in
their tillage of the soil. When they are about to leave, they received a
testimonial, and often return home on foot across the Isthmus of Suez, often by
water, chiefly from JaÑfaÑ, by the Austrian Lloyd ship to Egypt, and thence to
their native country. These pilgrims, so far as the requirements of their own
country are concerned, are literati; and it appears as though by this journey
they obtained their highest degree. I have frequently met them in my travels.
They are known by their clean white turban, and the white broad-sleeved shirt,
which reaches to the ankles, their only garment. They carry a small bundle
over the shoulder upon a strong staff, which may serve as a weapon of defence
in case of need. In this bundle they carry a few books and other effects, and
above this their cloak. They are modest, taciturn men, who go nimbly onward
on their way, and to whom one always gladly gives a supper and a night’s
lodging.

We visited the holy places in the company of the Sheikh Saÿ−Ñd. The MakaÑm,
and the reservoir, which lies fifty paces to the front of it, are surrounded by a
wall. This reservoir is filled by a strong, rapid, and cold stream of water, which
comes from the fountain of Job, about 400 paces distant. The fountain itself
springs up by the basalt hill on which the village and the Job’s stone are
situated; and it is covered in as far as the reservoir (called birke), in order to
keep the water fresh, and to guard against pollution. Between the fountain and
the MakaÑm stand a half-dozen acacias and a pomegranate, which were just
then in full bloom. The MakaÑm itself, on which the wretched habitations for
the attendants and pilgrims adjoin, is a one-storey stone building, of old
material and moderate circumference. The first thing shown us was the stone
trough, called gurn, in which Job bathed at the end of his trial. The small space
in which this relic stands, and over which, so far as I remember, one of the two
domes is raised, is called wadjet seÑjidnaÑ EäjuÑb, “the lavatory of our lord Job.”
Adjoining this is the part with the tomb, the oblong mound of which is covered
with an old torn green cloth. The tomb of Sa’d was more carefully tended. Our
Damascene travelling companions were divided in their opinions as to the
person whose tomb was near that of Job, as in Syria it is hardly possible to find



and distinguish the makaÑms of the many men of God (rigaÑl AllaÑh) or favoured
ones of God (auliaÑ) who bear the same names; but a small white flag standing
upon the grave informed us, for it bore the inscription: “This is the military
emblem (raÑje) of our lord Saÿd abuÑ MerzuÑka.�

Perhaps the preservation of the MakaÑm of Job is due to the tomb of Sa’d, as its
endowments have long since disappeared, while the tomb of Sa’d still has its
revenues. From ÿAgluÑn it receives tribute of oil and olives yearly. And several
large vegetable gardens, which lie round about the MakaÑm, and are cultivated
by its attendants, must also contribute something considerable towards its
maintenance. In these gardens they grow dura (maize), tobacco, turnips,
onions, and other things, for their own use and for sale. The plants, which can
be freely watered from the fountain of Job, are highly esteemed. The
government levies no taxes on the MakaÑm, and the Arabs no tribute; and since,
according to the popular belief, that Beduin horse that is watered from the
birke dies, the Beduins do not even claim the rights of hospitality, — a
fortunate circumstance, the removal of which would speedily cause the ruin of
the hospice. From nightly thieves, who not unfrequently break through the
walls of the stables in the villages of the plain, and carry off the smaller cattle,
both the MakaÑm and the village are secure; for if the night thieves come, they
see, as every one in Hauran testifies, a surging sea around the place, which
prevents their approach.

From the MakaÑm we ascended the hill of the village, on the highest part of
which is the stone of Job (Sachrat EäjuÑb). It is inside a small Mussulman hall of
prayer, which in its present form is of more modern origin, but is undoubtedly
built from the material of a Christian chapel, which stood here in the pre-
Muhammedan age. It is an unartistic structure, in the usual Hauranitish style,
with six or eight arches and a small dome, which is just above the stone of Job.
My Mussulman attendants, and a Hauranite Christina from the village of
Shemisk−Ñn, who had joined us as we were visiting the Sachra, trod the sacred
spot with bare feet, and kissed the rock, the basaltic formation of which is
unmistakeable. Against this rock, our guide told us, Job leaned “when he was
afflicted by his Lord” (h−Ñn ibtelaÑ min rabbuh f383). While these people were
offering up their ‘Asr (afternoon) prayer in this place, Saÿ−Ñd brought me a
handful of small long round stones and slag, which the tradition declares to be
the worms that fell to the ground out of Job’s sores, petrified. “Take them with
thee,” said he, “as a memento of this place; let them teach thee not to forget
God in prosperity, and in misfortune not to contend with Him.” The frequent
use of these words in the mouth of the man might have weakened them to a set
phrase: they were, however, appropriate to the occasion, and were not without
their effect. After my attendants had provided themselves with Job’s worms,
we left the Sachra. These worms form a substantial part of the Hauranitish



tradition of Job, and they are known and revered generally in the country. Our
Christian attendant from Shemisk−Ñn bound them carefully in the broad sleeve
of his shirt, and recited to us a few verses from a kas−Ñde, in which they are
mentioned. The poem, which a member of our company, the dervish Regeb,
wrote down, is by a Hauranite Christian, who in it describes his unhappy love
in colours as strong as the bad taste it displays. The lines that are appropriate
here are as follows: —

Min ÿazma naÑr−Ñ naÑra joÑm el-qijaÑma,
TuÑfaÑna NuÑha ÿdmuÑÿ a ÿeÑn−Ñ ÿanuh zoÑd.
Jaÿ quÑba min hozn−Ñ hizaÑnuh qisaÑma

Min belwet−Ñ EjuÑba jertaÿ bihe ÿd-duÑd. f384

The fire of hell at the last day will kindle itself from the glow of my
pain,
And stronger than the flood of Noah are the tear-streams of mine eyes.
The grief of Jacob for his son was but a small part of my grief;
And, visited with my misery, Job was once the prey of worms. f385

The village, which the peasants call SheÑch Saÿd, and the nomads Saÿd−Ñje, is, as
the name implies, of later origin, and perhaps was founded by people who fled
hither when oppressed elsewhere, for the sake of being able to live more
peacefully under the protection of the two tombs. That the place is not called
EäjuÑb−Ñje, is perhaps in order to distinguish it from the Monastery of Job.

In less than a quarter of an hour we rode up to the DeÑr EäjuÑb, a square building,
standing entirely alone, and not surrounded by ruins. When the Arabian
geographers call it a village, they reckon to it the neighbouring Saÿd−Ñje with the
MakaÑm. It is very extensive, and built of fine square blocks of dolerite. While
my fellow-traveller, M. Dörgens, was engaged in making a ground-plan of the
shattered building, which seemed to us on the whole to have had a very simple
construction, I took some measurements of its sides and angles, and then
searched for inscriptions. Although the ground-floor is now in part hidden in a
mezbele, f386

which has been heaped up directly against the walls, on the east side, upon the
architrave, not of the chief doorway, which is on the south, but of a door of the
church, is found a large Greek inscription in a remarkable state of preservation.
The architrave consists of a single carefully-worked block of dolerite, and at
present rests almost upon the ground, since the rubbish has filled the whole
doorway. The writing and sculpture are hollowed out.

In the center is a circle, and the characters inscribed at each side of this circle
are still undeciphered; the rest of the inscription is easy to be read: auÎÂth hÎ
puÂlh k(uriÂo)u diÂkaioi eiÏseleuÂsonte eÏn auÏthÌÄ: touÌto toÃ uÎpeÂrquron eÏteÂqh eÏn



xroÂnoij HÏliÂou euÏlabest(aÂtou) hÎgoum(eÂnou) m(hniÂ) IÏouliÂwÄ ke iÏnd(i)k(tiÂwnoj)
ie touÌ eÏÂtouj phntakosiostouÌ trikostouÌ eÎÂktou k(uriÂ)ou IÏ(hj)ouÌ X(rist)ouÌ
BasileuÂontoj. The passage of Scripture, Psa. 118:20, with which this
inscription beings, is frequently found in these districts in the inscriptions on
church portals.

This inscription was an interesting discovery; for, so far as I know, it is the
oldest that we possess which reckons according to the Christian era, and in the
Roman indiction (indictio) f387 we have an important authority for determining
its date. Now, since there might be a difference of opinion as to the beginning
of the “kingdom of Christ,” I was anxious to have the judgment of an authority
in chronology on the point; and I referred to Prof. Piper of Berlin, who kindly
furnished me with the following communication: —

“...The inscription therefore furnishes the following data: July 25,
indict. xv., year 536, kuriÂou IouÌ XouÌ basileuÂontoj. To begin with the
last, the Dionysian era, which was only just introduced into the West, is
certainly not to be assumed here. But it is also by no means the birth of
Christ that is intended. Everything turns upon the expression
basileuÂontoj. The same expression occurs once in an inscription from
Syria, Corp. Inscr. Graec. 8651: basileuÂontoj IoustinianouÌ twÌÄ ia eÏÂtei.
The following expression, however, occurs later concerning Christ on
Byzantine coins: Rex regnantium and basileuÃj basileÂwn (after
Rev. 17:14, 19:16), the latter under Joh. Zimiszes (died 975), in De
Saulcy, Pl. xxii. 4. But if the basileiÂa of Christ is employed as the era,
we manifestly cannot refer to the epoch of the birth of Christ, but must
take the epoch of His ascension as our basis: for with this His basileiÂa
first began; just as in the West we sometimes find the calculation
begins a passione. Now the fathers of the Western Church indeed place
the death (and therefore also the ascension) of Christ in the consulate of
the two Gemini, 29 A.D. Not so with the Greek fathers. Eusebius takes
the year of His death, according to one supposition, to be the 18th year
of Tiberius, i.e., 785 A.U.C. = 32 A.D. Supposing we take this as the
first year regnante Jesu Christo, then the year 536, of the inscription of
the Monastery of Job, is reduced to our era, after the birth of Christ, by
adding 31. Thus we have the number of the year 567, to which the
accompanying xv. indictio corresponds, for 567 + 3 = 570; and 570/15
has no remainder. XV is therefore the indiction of the year 567, which
more accurately belongs to the year from 1st Sept. 566 to 31st Aug.
567. And since the day of the month is mentioned in the inscription, it
is the 25th July 567 that is indicated. For it appears to me undoubted
that the indictions, according to the usual mode of computation among



the Greeks, begin with the 1st Sept. 312. Thus a Sidonian inscription of
dec. 642 A.D. has the I indiction (Corp. Inscr. Gr. 9153)....”

Thus far Prof. Piper’s communication. According to this satisfactory
explanation of its date, this inscription is perhaps not unqualified to furnish a
contribution worth notice, even for the chronology of the life of Jesus, since
the Ghassinides, under whom not only the inscription, but the Monastery itself
300 years earlier, had its origin, dwelt in Palestine, the land of Christ; and their
kings were perhaps the first who professed Christianity.

The “festival of the Monastery of Job,” which, according to Kazw−Ñn−Ñÿs Syrian
Calendar, f388 the Christians of the country celebrated annually on the 23rd
April, favours the pre-Muhammedan importance of the Monastery. This
festival in Kazw−Ñn−Ñÿs time, appearing only by name inf the calendar, had
undoubtedly ceased with the early decline of Christianity in the plain of
Hauran, for the historically remarkable exodus of a large portion of the
Ghassinides out of the cities of Hauran to the north of Georgia had taken place
even under the chalifate of Omar. The Syrian Christians of the present day
celebrate the festival of MaÑr Gorgius (St. George), who slew the dragon
(tenn−Ñn) near BeiruÑt, on the 23rd April. A week later (the 1st May, oriental era)
the Jews of Damascus have the soÑm EäjuÑb (the fast of Job), which lasts twenty-
four hours. In Kazw−Ñn−Ñÿs calendar it is erroneously set down to the 3rd May.

Moreover, with reference to the Monastery, it must be mentioned that,
according to the history of Ibn Keth−Ñr, f389 the great Greco-Ghassinide army,
which, under the leadership of Theodoric, a brother of the Emperor Heraclius,
was to have repulsed the attack of the Mussulmans on Syria, revolted in its
neighbourhood in the 13th year of the Hegira (Higra), while the enemy was
encamped on the south bank of the MeddaÑn, and was drawn up near EdreÿaÑt.
After several months had passed came the battle known as the “battle of the
JarmuÑk,� the issue of which cost the Byzantines Syria. The volcanic hollows of
the ground, which for miles form a complex network of gorges, for the most
part inaccessible, offer great advantages in defensive warfare; and here the
battle near Edreÿ−Ñ, in which ‘Og king of Bashan lost his kingdom, was
probably fought.

According to the present division of the country, the Monastery of Job and the
MakaÑm are in the southern part of GeÑduÑr, an administrative district, which is
bounded on the north by the WaÑd−Ñ BeÑruÑt, on the east by the W. el-HoreÑr and
the high road, on the south by the JarmuÑk, and on the west by the W. Hit and
by a range of volcanic mounds, which stretch to the south-east corner of the
Snow-mountain (el-HermoÑn); this district, however, has only a nominal
existence, for it has no administration of its own. Either it is added to HauraÑn,
or its revenues, together with those of GoÑlaÑn, are let out to the highest bidder



for a number of years. GeÑduÑr is the natural north-western continuation of the
plain of HauraÑn; and the flat bed of the HoreÑr, which does not form a gorge
until it comes to the bridge of S−Ñra, forms no boundary proper. Moreover, the
word is not found in ancient geography; and the Arabian geographers, even the
later ones, who recognised the idea of GeÑduÑr, always so define the position of a
locality situated in GeÑduÑr, that they say it is situated in the HauraÑn. Thus JaÑkuÑt
describes the town of el-GaÑbiÔa, situated in western GeÑduÑr, and in like manner,
as we have seen above, NawaÑ and the Monastery of Job, etc. f390

There is no doubt that, as the GeÑduÑr of the present day is reckoned in the
Nukra, so this country also in ancient days, at least as far as its northern
watershed, has belonged to the tetrarchy of Batanaea.

The Monastery of Job is at present inhabited. A certain sheikh, Ahmed el-
KaÑdir−Ñ, has settled down here since the autumn of 1859, as partner of the senior
of the Damascene ÿOmar−Ñje (the successors of the Chalif ‘Omar), to whose
family endowments (waqf) the Monastery belongs, and with his family he
inhabits a number of rooms in the inner court, which have escaped destruction.
He showed us the decree of his partner appointing him to his position, in which
he is styled Sheikh of the DeÑr EäjuÑb, DeÑr el-Lebwe, and ÿAshtaraÑ. DeÑr el-
Lebwe, “the monastery of the lion,” f391 was built by the Gefnide Eihem ibn el-
HaÑrith; and we shall have occasion to refer to ÿAshtaraÑ, in which Newbold, f392

in the year 1846, believed he had found the ancient capital of Basan, ÿAshtaroÑt,
further on. But the possessor of all these grand things was a very unhappy man.
While we were drinking coffee with him, he related to us how the inhabitants
of NawaÑ had left him only two yoke (feddaÑn) of arable land from the territory
assigned to him, and taken all the rest to themselves. The harvest of that year,
after the deduction of the bedhaÑr (the new seed-corn), would hardly suffice to
meet the demands of his family, and of hospitality; and for his partner, how
had advanced money to him, there would be nothing left. In Damascus he
found no redress; and the Sheikh of NawaÑ, DhiaÑb el-Medhjeb, had answered
his last representation with the words, “He who desires Job’s inheritance must
look for trials.” Here also, as in Arabia generally, I found that intelligence and
energy was on the side of the wife. During our conversation, his wife, with one
of her children, had drawn near; and while the child kissed my hand, according
to custom, she said: “To-morrow thou wilt arrive at MuzeÑr−Ñb; DhiaÑb will also
be going thither with contributions for the pilgrims. We put our cause in thy
hands, arrange it as seems thee best; this old man will accompany thee.” And
as we were riding, the Sheikh Ahmed was also obliged to mount, and his
knowledge of the places did us good service on Tell AshtaraÑ and Tell el-
Ashÿar−Ñ. In MuzeÑr−Ñb, where the pilgrim fair and the arriving caravans for
Mekka occupied our attention for five days, we met DhiaÑb and the IchtiaÑr−Ñje
(elders of the community) of NawaÑ; and, after some opposition, the sheikh of



the Monastery of Job obtained four feddaÑn of land under letter and seal, and
returned home satisfied.

The case of this man is no standard of the state of the Hauranites, for there are
so many desolated villages that there is no lack of land; only round about
NawaÑ it is insufficient, since this place is obliged to take possession of far
outlying fields, by reason of its exceedingly numerous agricultural population.
f393

The more desolate a land exposed to plunder becomes, the more populous
must its separate towns become, since the inhabitants of the smaller
defenceless villages crowd into them. Thus the inhabitants of the large town of
KenaÑkir at the present time till the fields of twelve neighbouring deserted
villages; and Salt, the only inhabited place in the BelkaÑ, has its corn-fields
even at a distance of fifteen miles away. The poet may also have conceived of
Job’s domain similarly, for there were five hundred ploughmen employed on
it; so that it could not come under the category of ordinary villages, which in
Syria rarely have above, mostly under, fifty yoke of oxen. According to the
tradition, which speaks of “Job’s villages” (diaÑÿ EäjuÑb), these ploughmen would
be distributed over several districts; but the poet, who makes them to be
overwhelmed by one ghazwe, therefore as ploughing in one district, will have
conceived of them only as dwelling in one locality.

It might not be out of place here to give some illustration of the picture which
the poet draws of Job’s circumstances and position as a wealthy husbandman.
HauraÑn, the scene of the drama (as we here assume), must at that period, as at
present, have been without protection from the government of the country, and
therefore exposed to the marauding attacks of the tribes of the desert. In such a
country there is no private possession; but each person is at liberty to take up
his abode in it, and to cultivate the land and rear cattle at his own risk, where
and to what extent he may choose. Whoever intends doing so much first of all
have a family, or as the Arabs say, “men” (rigaÑl), i.e., grown-up sons, cousins,
nephews, sons-in-law; for one who stands alone, “the cut off one” (maktuÑÿ), as
he is called, can attain no position of eminence among the Semites, nor
undertake any important enterprise. f394

Then he has to make treaties with all the nomad tribes from which he has
reason to fear any attack, i.e., to pledge himself to pay a yearly tribute, which
is given in native produce (in corn and garments). Thus the community of el-
H−ÑgaÑne, ten years since, had compacts with 101 tribes; and that Job also did
this, seems evident from the fact that the poet represents him as surprised not
by neighbouring, but by far distant tribes (Chaldaeans and Sabaeans), with
whom he could have no compact. f395



Next he proceeds to erect a chirbe, i.e., a village that has been forsaken (for a
longer or shorter period), in connection with which, excepting the relations,
slaves, and servants of the master, all those whom interest, their calling, and
confidence in the good fortune of the master, have drawn thither, set about the
work. Perhaps Job. 15:28 has reference to Job’s settlement. f396

With reference to the relation of the lord of a village (ustaÑd beled, or saÑhib
deÑÿa) to his work-people, there are among the dependants two classes. The one
is called zurraÑÿ, “sowers,” also fellaÑhin kism, “participating husbandmen,”
because they share the produce of the harvest with the ustaÑd thus: he receives a
fourth while they retain three-fourths, from which they live, take the seed for
the following season, give their quota towards the demands of the Arabs, the
village shepherds, the field watchmen, and the scribe of the community
(chat−Ñb); they have also to provide the farming implements and the yoke-oxen.
On the other hand, the ustaÑd has to provide for the dwellings of the people, to
pay the land-tax to the government, and, in the event of a failure of the crops,
murrain, etc., to make the necessary advances, either in money or in kind at the
market price, and without any compensation. This relation, which guarantees
the maintenance of the family, and is according to the practice of a patriarchal
equity, is greatly esteemed in the country; and one might unhesitatingly
consider it therefore to be that which existed between Job and his ploughmen,
because it may with ease exist between a single ustaÑd and hundreds, indeed
thousands, of country people, if Job. 1: 3 did not necessitate our thinking of
another class of country people, viz., the muraÑbiÿ−Ñn, the “quarterers.” They take
their name from their receiving a fourth part of the harvest for their labour,
while they have to give up the other three-fourths to the ustaÑd, who must
provide for their shelter and board, and in like manner everything that is
required in agriculture. As Job, according to Job. 1: 3 (comp. on Job. 42:12),
provided the yoke-oxen and means of transport (asses and camels), so he also
provided the farming implements, and the seed for sowing. We must not here
think of the paid day-labourer of the Syrian towns, or the servants of our
landed proprietors; they are unknown on the borders of the desert. The hand
that toils has there a direct share in the gain; the workers belong to the aulaÑd,
“children of the house,” and are so called; in the hour of danger they will risk
their life for their lord.

This rustic labour is always undertaken simultaneously by all the muraÑbiÿ−Ñn (it
is so also in the villages of the zurraÑÿ) for the sake of order, since the ustaÑd, or
in his absence the village sheikh, has the general work of the following day
announced from the roof of his house every evening. Thus it is explained how
the 500 ploughmen could be together in one and the same district, and be slain
all together.



The ustaÑd is the sole judge, or, by deputy, the sheikh. An appeal to the
government of the country would be useless, because it has no influence in
Hauran; but the servant who has been treated unjustly by his master, very
frequently turns as dach−Ñl fi ÿl-haqq (a suppliant concerning his right) to his
powerful neighbour, who is bound, according to the customs of the country, to
obtain redress for him (comp. Job. 29:12-17). If he does not obtain this by
persuasion, he cries for force, and such a demand lies at the root of many a
bloody feud.

Powerful and respected also as the position, described in Job. 29, of such a
man is, it must, according to the nature of its basis, fall in under strokes of
misfortune, like those mentioned in Job. 1:14-19, and change to the very
opposite, as the poet describes it in Job. 30.

After these observations concerning the agricultural relations of Hauran, we
return to the tradition of Job. As we pursue the track of this tradition further,
we first find it again in some of the Christina writers of the middle ages, viz.,
in Eugesippus (De distanc. loc. terr. sanct.), in William of Tyre (Histor. rerum
a Francis gest.), and in Marino Sanuto (De secretis fid. cruc.). The passages
that bear upon the point are brought together in Reland (Palest. pp. 265 f.); and
we would simply refer to them, if it were possible for the reader to find his
way among the fabulous confusion of the localities in Eugesippus and Sanuto.

The oldest of these citations is from Eugesippus, and is as follows: One part of
the country is the land of Hus, out of which Job was; it is also called Sueta,
after which Bildad the Suhite was named. Sanuto tells us where this locality is
to be sought. “Sueta is the home of Baldad the Suite, Below this city (civitas),
in the direction of the Kedar-tribes, the Saracens are accustomed to assemble
out of Aram, Mesopotamia, Ammon, Moab, and the whole Orient, around the
fountain of Fiale; and, on account of the charms of the place, to hold a fair
there during the whole summer, and to pitch their coloured tents.” In another
place he says: fontem Fialen Medan, i.e., aquas Dan, a Saracenis nuncupari.

Now, since according to an erroneous, but previously prevalent etymology,
“the water of Dan” (�DF YM� = �dF RJOYi) denoted the Jordan, and since we further
know from Josephus (Bell. iii. 10, 7) that the Phiala is the small lake of RaÑm,
whose subterranean outflow the tetrarch Philip is said to have shown to be the
spring of the Jordan, which comes to light deeper below, we should have
thought the country round about the lake of RaÑm, at the south foot of HermoÑn,
to be the home of Job and Bildad. This discovery would be confirmed by the
following statement of Eugesippus (in Reland, loc. cit.): “The river Dan flows
under ground from its spring as far as the plain of Meldan, where it comes to
light. This plain is named after the fair, which is held there, for the Saracens
call such an one Meldan. At the beginning of the summer a large number of



men, with wares to sell, congregate there, and several Parthian and Arabian
soldiers also, in order to guard the people and their herds, which have a rich
pasture there in the summer. The word Meldan is composed of mel and dan.”
It is indeed readily seen that the writer has ignorantly jumbled several words
together in the expression meldan, as meÑ Dan, “water of Dan,” and MeÑdaÑn or
m−ÑdaÑn, “market-place;” perhaps even also leddaÑn, the name of the great
fountain of the Jordan in the crater of the Tell el-KaÑdi. In like manner, the
statement that the neighbourhood of Phiala, or that of the large fountain of the
Jordan, might formerly have been a fair of the tribes, is false, for the former is
broken up into innumerable craters, and the latter is poisoned by the swamp-
fevers of the HuÑle; but as to the rest, both Eugesippus and Sanuto seem really
to speak of a tradition which places Job’s or Bildad’s home in that region. And
yet it is not so: their tradition is no other than the Hauranitish; but ignorance of
the language and geography of the country, and some accidental
circumstances, so confused their representations, that it is difficult to find out
what is right. The first clue is given us by the history of William of Tyre, in
which (l. xxii. c. 21) it is said that the crusaders, on their return from a
marauding expedition in the Nukra, wished to reconquer a strong position, the
Cavea Roob, which they had lost a short time before.

“This place,” says the historian, “lies in the province of Suite, a district
distinguished by its pleasantness, etc.; and that Baldad, Job’s friend,
who is on that account called the Suite, is said to have come from it.”

This passage removes us at once into the neighbourhood of MuzeÑr−Ñb and the
Monastery of Job, for the province of Suete is nothing but the district of SuweÑt
(Arab. såw−Ñt f397), the north-western boundary of which is formed by the gorge of
the WaÑd−Ñ RahuÑb. The Cavea Roob, which was first of all again found out by
me on my journey in 1862, lies in the middle of the steep bank of that wadi,
and is at present called maghaÑret RahuÑb, “the cave of R.,” or more commonly
muÿallakat RahuÑb, “the swinging cave of R.,” and at the time of the Crusades
commanded the dangerous pass which the traveller, on ascending from the
south end of the Lake of Galilee to EdreÿaÑt by the nearest way, has to climb on
hands and feet. In another passage (xvi. 9), where the unhealthy march to
BosraÑ is spoken of, Will. of Tyre says: “After we had come through the gorge
of Roob, we reached the plain which is called Medan, and where every year
the Arabs and other oriental tribes are accustomed to hold a large fair.” This
plain is in the vicinity of MuzeÑr−Ñb, in which the great pilgrim-fair is held
annually. We find something similar in xiii. 18: “After having passed
Decapolis f398 we came to the pass of Roob, and further on into the plain of
Medan, which stretches far and wide in every direction, and is intersected by
the river Dan, which falls into the Jordan between (Tiberias and Scythopolis
(B−ÑsaÑn).” This river, the same as that which Sanuto means by his aquae Dan



(MeÑ DaÑn), is none other than the WaÑdi el-MeddaÑn, called “the overflowing
one,” because in the month of March it overflows its banks eastward of the
GezzaÑr -bridge. It is extremely strange that the name of this river appears
corrupted not only in all three writers mentioned above, but also in Burckhardt;
for, deceived by the ear, he calls it WaÑd−Ñ Om el-Dhan. f399

The MeddaÑn is the boundary river between the SuweÑt and Nukra plains; it
loses its name where it runs into the Makran; and where it falls into the valley
of the Jordan, below the lake of Tiberias, it is called el-MucheÑb−Ñ.

We have little to add to what has been already said. The Fiale of Sanuto is not
the Lake RaÑm, but the round begge, the lake of springs of MuzeÑr−Ñb, the rapid
outflow of which, over a depth of sixty to eighty feet, forms a magnificent
waterfall, the only one in Syria, as it falls into the MeddaÑn near the village of
Tell ShihaÑb.

The unfortunate confusion of the localities was occasioned by two accidental
circumstances: first, that both the springs of the Jordan below BaÑniaÑs and the
lake of MuzeÑr−Ñb, have a village called RahuÑb (BWXR) in their vicinity, of which
one is mentioned in Jud. 18:28 f., and the other, about a mile below the Cavea
Roob, is situated by a fountain of the same name, from which village, cavern,
and wadi derive their names; secondly, that there, as here, there is a village
Abil (LB�JF): that near Dan is situated in the “meadow-district of ÿIjoÑn� (Merg.
ÿIjuÑn); and that in the SuweÑt lies between RahuÑb and the Makran, and was
visited by Seetzen as well as by myself. Perhaps the circumstance that, just as
the environs of MuzeÑr−Ñb have their M−ÑdaÑn, f400 so the environs of BaÑniaÑs have
their Ard el-MejaÑd−Ñn, “region of battle-fields,” may also have contributed to
the confusion; thus, for example, the country sloping to the west from the
Phiala towards the HuÑle, between GubbaÑtaÑ ez-zeÑt and ZaÿuÑra, is called,
perhaps on account of the murderous encounters which took place there, both
in the time of the Crusades and also in more ancient times. It is certainly the
ground on which the battle narrated in the book of Joshua, Joshua 11, took
place, and also the battle in which Antiochus the Great slew the Egyptian army
about 200 B.C.

What we have gained for our special purpose from this information (by which
not a few statements of Ritter, K. v. Raumer, and others, are substantiated), is
not merely the fact that the tradition which places Job’s home in the region of
MuzeÑr−Ñb existed even in the middle ages (which the quotation given above
from Makdesh−Ñ, who lived before the time of the Crusades, also confirms), and
even came to the ears of the foreigners who settled in the country as they then
passed through the land, but also the certainty that this tradition was then, as
now, common to the Christians and the Mussulmans, for the three writers



previously mentioned would hardly have recorded it on the testimony of the
latter only. f401

There can be no doubt as to which of these two religions must be regarded as
the original mother of this tradition. The Hauranite Christians, who, from their
costume, manners, language, and traditions, undoubtedly inherited the country
from the pre-Muhammedan age, venerate the MakaÑm perhaps even more than
the Muhammedans; which would be altogether impossible in connection with
the hostile position of the two religious sects towards one another, and in
connection with the zealous scorn with which the Syrian Christians regard the
religion of Islam, if the Hauranitish tradition of Job and the MakaÑm were of
later, Muhammedan origin. It is also possible that, on a closer examination of
the MakaÑm and the buildings about the Sachra, one might find, besides
crosses, Greek inscriptions (since they are nowhere wanting in the Nukra),
which could only have their origin in the time before the occupation of Islam
(635 A.D.); for after this the Hauranite Christians, who only prolong their
existence by wandering from chirbe to chirbe, have not even built a single
dwelling-house, much less a building for religious worship, which was
forbidden under pain of death in the treaty of Omar. But in connection with the
pre-Islam Monastery of Job, which owed its origin only to the sacred tradition
that held its ground in that place, are monumental witnesses that this tradition
is pre-Islamic, and has been transferred from the Christians to the Mussulmans,
required? We may go even further, and assert that Muhammed, in the Sur.
xxxviii. 41 ff. of the KoraÑn, had the Hauranitish tradition of Job and the
localities near Saÿd−Ñje definitely before his mind.

We must regard the merchandise caravans which the inhabitants of TehaÑma
sent continuously into the “north country,” esh-shaÑm, f402 and the return freight
of which consisted chiefly of Hauranitish corn, as proof of a regular
intercourse between the east Jordanic country and the west of the Arabian
peninsula in the period between Christ and Muhammed. Hundreds of men
from Mekka and Medina came every year to BosraÑ; indeed, when it has
happened that the wandering tribes of Syria, which were, then also as now,
bound for Hauran with the keÑl, i.e., their want of corn, got before them, and
had emptied the granaries of BosraÑ, or when the harvests of the south of
Hauran had been destroyed by the locusts, which is not unfrequently the case,
they will have come into the Nukra f403 as far as NawaÑ, sometimes even as far
as Damascus, in order to obtain their full cargo.

If commerce often has the difficult task of bringing together the most
heterogeneous peoples, and of effecting a reciprocal interchange of ideas, it
here had the easy work of sustaining the intercourse among tribes that were
originally one people, spoke one idiom, and regarded themselves as all related;
for the second great Sabaean migration, under ‘Amr and his son Ta’labe, had



taken possession of Mekka, and left one of their number, Rab−Ñÿa ibn HaÑritha,
with his attendants (the ChuzaÑÿites), behind as lord of the city. In the same
manner they had become possessed of Jathrib (el-Med−Ñna), and left this city to
their tribes Aus and Chazreg: the remainder of the people passed on to Peraea
and took possession of the country, at that time devastated, as far as Damascus,
according to Ibn Saÿ−Ñd, even including this city. By the reception of
Christianity, the Syrian Sabaeans appear to have become but slightly or not at
all estranged from their relatives in the HigaÑz, for Christianity spread even
here, so that the Caesars once ventured to appoint a Christian governor even to
the city of Mekka. This was during the lifetime of the Gefnite king ‘Amr ibn
Gebele. At the time of Muhammed there were many Christians in Mekka, who
will for the most part have brought their Christianity with the Syrian caravans,
so that at the commencement of IslaÑm the Hauranitish tradition of Job might
have been very well known in Mekka, since many men from Mekka may have
even visited the MakaÑm and the Sachra, and there have heard many a legend of
Job like that intimated in the KoraÑn xxxviii. 43. Yea, whoever will give
himself the trouble to investigate minute commentaries on the Koran,
especially such as interpret the Koran from the tradition (had−Ñth), e.g., the
KitaÑb ed-durr el-muchtaÑr, may easily find that not merely Kazw−Ñn−Ñ, Ibn el-
Ward−Ñ, and JaÑkuÑt, whose observations concerning the Monastery of Job have
been given above, but also much older authorities, identify the Koranish
fountain of Job with the Hauranitish.

A statement of Eusebius, of value in connection with this investigation, brings
us at one stride about three hundred years further on. It is in the Onomastikon,
under KarnaeiÂm, and is as follows: “Astaroth Karnaim is at present (about 310
A.D.) a very large village (kwÂmh megiÂsth) beyond the Jordan, in the province
of Arabia, which is also called Batanaea. Here, according to tradition (eÏk
paradoÂsewj), they fix the dwelling (oiçkoj) of Job.” On the small map which
accompanies these pages, the reader will find in the vicinity of the MakaÑm the
low and somewhat precipitous mound, not above forty feet in height, of Tell
ÿAshtaraÑ, the plateau of which forms an almost round surface, which is 425
paces in diameter, and shows the unartistic foundations of buildings, and traces
of a ring-wall. Here we have to imagine that ‘Astarot Karnaim. Euseb. here
makes no mention whatever of the city of Astaroth, the ancient capital of
Basan, for this he does under AÏstarwÃq; the hypothesis of its being the
residence of king ‘Og, which Newbold f404 set up here, consequently falls to the
ground. The kwÂmh megiÂsth of Eusebius must, in connection with the limited
character of the ground, certainly be somewhat contracted; but the identity of
the localities is not to be doubted in connection with the great nearness of the
oiçkoj (the MakaÑm). f405



Let us compare another statement that belongs here; it stands under AÏstarwÃq
KarnaeiÂm, and is as follows: “There are at the present time two villages of this
name in Batanaea, which lie nine miles distant from one another, metacuÃ
ADARWN kaiÃ ABILHC.” Jerome has duo castella instead of two villages, by
which at least the kwÂmh megiÂsth is somewhat reduced; for that it is one of these
two castles f406 can be the less doubtful, since they also regulate the
determining of the respective localities. If the reading ABILHC is correct, only
Abil (LB�JF) in the north of SuweÑt can (since, without doubt, the Arabian names
of the places in Hauran existed in Eusebius’ day) be intended; and ADARWN
ought then to be changed into ALARWN, in order to denote the large village of
El-haÑraÑ, on the lofty peak of the same name in the plain of GeÑduÑr. El-haÑraÑ lies
to the north, and Abil to the south of ÿAshtaraÑ. If, however, as is most highly
probable, instead of ABILHC (which form Euseb. does not use elsewhere, for
he calls the town of Abil AÏbeÂl, and the inscription in Turra has the form
poÂlewj AÏbeÂlij), ABIDHC is to be read, which corresponds to the AÏbidaÌ of
Ptolemy (ed. Wilberg, p. 369) and the modern /Abid−Ñn near BeÑtirraÑ, thus the
name of the other village is to be changed from ADARWN to ARARWN (for
which the Cod. Vat. erroneously has DRARWN), the modern ÿAraÑr. f407 ÿAb−Ñd−Ñn,
however, lies nine miles west, and ÿAraÑr nine miles east of ÿAshtaraÑ.

Now, as to the second village, and its respective castle, which is mentioned in
the second citation from the Onomastikon, I believe that both Euseb. and
Jerome intend to say there are two villages, of which the one has the byname
of the other; consequently the one is called AstaroÑt (Karnaim), and the other
Karnaim (AstaroÑt). Twelve miles west of ÿAshtaraÑ lies the Golanite village of
Korn−Ñje (HyFNIRiQU), which in old KaneÑtra I have taken up in my trigonometrical
measurements.

We find also a third passage in the Onomast. which belongs here; it is under
IÏabwÂk in Cod. Vat., under IÏdoumaiÂa in Cod. Leid. and Vellarsi, and runs:
“According to the view of a certain one (kataÂ tinoj), this region is the land of
Asitis (Ausitis), the home of Job, while according to others it is Arabia (hÎ
AÏrabiÂa); and again, according to others, it is the Land of S−ÑhoÑn.� Whether
genuine or not, this passage possesses a certain value. If it is genuine, Jerome
would have left it accordingly untranslated, because he would not be
responsible for its whole contents, for he not unfrequently passes over or alters
statements of Eusebius where he believes himself to be better informed; but,
taken exactly, he could only have rejected the views of those who seek Job’s
native country on the Jabbok (if the passage belongs to the art. IÏabwÂk) or in
Edom (if it belongs to IÏdoumaiÂa), or in the BelkaÑ, the land of S−ÑhoÑn; but not the
view of those who make Arabia (Batanaea) to be Ausitis, for the statement of
Eusebius with reference to this point under KarnaeiÂm he translates faithfully. If



the passage is not genuine, it at any rate gives the very early testimony of an
authority distinct from Eusebius and Jerome in favour of the age of the
Hauranitish tradition concerning Job, while it has only a single (kataÂ tinoj)
authority for the view of those who make Edom to be Ausitis, and even this
only when the passage belongs to IÏdoumaiÂa.

By means of these quotations from the Onomastikon, that passage of
Chrysostom (Homil. V. de Stud. § 1, tom. ii. p. 59), in which it is said that
many pilgrims from the end of the earth come to Arabia, in order to seek for
the dunghill on which Job lay, and with rapture to kiss the ground where he
suffered ( —   —  aÏpoÃ peraÂtwn thÌj ghÌj eiÏj thÃn AÏrabiÂan treÂxontej, iÎÂna thÃn
kopriÂan iÏÂdwsi, kaiÃ qeasaÂmenoi katafilhÂswsi thÃn ghÌn), appears also to obtain
its right local reference. This Arabia is certainly none other than that which
Eusebius explains by hÎÃ kaiÃ BatanaiÂa, and that kopriÂa or mezbele to be sought
nowhere except near the MakaÑm EäjuÑb. And should there by any doubts upon
the subject, ought they not to be removed by the consideration that the proud
structure of the Monastery of Job, with its spring festivals mentioned above,
standing like a Pharos casting its light far and wide in that age, did not allow
either the Syrian Christians or the pilgrims from foreign parts to mistake the
place, which tradition had rendered sacred, as the place of Job’s sufferings?

There is no monastery whose origin, according to an unimpeachable testimony,
belongs to such an early date as that of the Monastery of Job. According to the
chronicles of the peoples (taÿr−Ñch el-umem), or the annals of Hamze el-IsfahaÑni
(died about 360 of the Hegira), it was built by ‘Amr I, the second Gefnide.
Now, since the first Ghassanitish king (Gefne I) reigned forty-five years and
three months, and ‘Amr five years, the Monastery would have been in
existence about 200 A.D., if we place the beginning of the Gefnide dynasty in
the time 150 A.D. Objections are raised against such an early date, because
one is accustomed on good authority to assign the origin of monasteries to
about the year 300 A.D. In the face of more certain historical dates, these
objections must remain unheeded, for hermit and monastery life (rahban−Ñja)
existed in the country east of Jordan among the Essenes and other societies and
forms of worship, even before Christianity; so that the latter, on its appearance
in that part, which took place long before 200 A.D., received the monasteries
as an inheritance: but certainly the chronology of the Gefnide dynasty is not
reliable. Hamze fixes the duration of the dynasty at 616 years; Ibn Saÿ−Ñd, f408 in
his history of the pre-Islamic Arabs, at 601 years; and to the same period
extends the statement of MejaÑnishi, f409 who, in his topography of the Ka’be,
says that between the conquest of Mekka by Ta’lebe and the rule of the Kos−Ñ in
this city was 500 years. On the contrary, however, Ibn Jusef f410 informs us that
this dynasty began “earlier” than 400 years before Islamism. With this
statement accord all those numerous accounts, according to which the “rupture



of the dyke” (seÑl el-ÿarim), the supposed cause of the Jemanic emigration, took
place rather more than 400 years before Islamism. If therefore, to content
ourselves with an approximate calculation, we make Islamism to begin about
615 (the year of the “Mission” was 612 A.D.), and the Gefnide dynasty, with
the addition of the “earlier,” 415 years previous, then the commencement of
the reign of Gefne I would have been 200 A.D., and the erection of the
Monastery shortly before 250.

When the tribe whose king later on built the Monastery migrated from Jemen
into Syria, the Trachonitis was in the hands of a powerful race of the
KudaÑÿides, which had settled there in the first century of our era, having
likewise come out of Jemen, and become tributary to the Romans. This race
had embraced Christianity from the natives; and some historians maintain that
it permitted the Gefnides to settle and share in the possession of the country,
only on the condition that they likewise should embrace Christianity. In those
early times, these tribes, of course, with the new religion received the tradition
of Job also from the first hand, from the Jews and the Jewish Christians, who,
since the battle of the Jewish people with the Romans, will have found refuge
and safety to a large extent in Petraea, and especially in the hardly accessible
Trachonitis. The Nukra also, as the most favoured region of Syria and
Palestina, will have had its native population, among which, in spite of the
frequent massacres of Syrians and Jews, there will have been many Jews.
Perhaps, moreover, the protection of the new Jemanic population of Hauran
again attracted Jewish settlers thither: NawaÑ f411 at least is a place well known
in the Talmud and Midrash, which is mentioned, as a city inhabited by the
Jews among those who are not Jews, and as the birth-place of several eminent
teachers. f412

Moreover, in Syria the veneration of a spot consecrated by religious tradition
is independent of its being at the time inhabited or desolate. The supposed
tombs of Aaron near Petra, of Hud near Gerash, of Jethro (SuÿeÑb) in the valley
of Nimr−Ñn, of Ezekiel in Mel−Ñhat Hisk−Ñn, of Elisha on the el-Jesha’ mountains,
and many other mezaÑre (tombs of the holy, to which pilgrims resort), are
frequently one or more days’ journey distant from inhabited places, and yet
they are carefully tended. They are preserved from decay and neglect by vows,
by the spring processions, and especially by the piety of the Beduins, who
frequently deposit articles of value near the mezaÑre, as property entrusted to
the care of the saint. The MakaÑm of Job may also have been such a consecrated
spot many centuries before the erection of the Monastery, and perhaps not
merely to the Jews, but also to the Aramaean and Arab population. The
superstitious veneration of such places is not confined among the Semites to a
particular religious sect, but is the common heritage of the whole race; and the



tradition of Job in particular was, originally, certainly not Israelitish, but
Aramaean.

Job is not mentioned in the writings of Josephus, but we do find there a
remarkable passage concerning Job’s native country, the land of the Usites,
viz., Ant. i. 6: “Aram, from whom come the Aramaeans, called by the Greeks
Syrians, had four sons, of whom the first was named OuÏÂshj, and possessed
Trachonitis and Damascus.” The first of these two, Trachonitis, has usually
been overlooked here, and attention has been fixed only on Damascus. The
word el-GhuÑta (Arab. ÿl-guÑtåt), the proper name of the garden and orchard
district around Damascus, has been thought to be connected in sound with ‘Us,
and they have been treated as identical: this is, however, impossible even in
philological grounds. GhuÑta would certainly be written H�Fw� in Hebrew,
because this language has no sign for the sound Gh (Arab. g); but Josephus,
who wrote in Greek, ought then to have said GouÂshj, not OuÏÂshj, just as he,
and the LXX before him and Eusebius after him, render the city HZ� by GaÂza,
the mountain LBY� by GaibaÂl, the village Y� by GaiÏ, etc. In the same manner
the LXX ought to have spoken of a GausiÌtij, not AuÏsiÌtij, if this were the
case. Proper names, also, always receive too definite and lasting an impress for
their consonants, as � and �, to be easily interchanged, although this is
possible with the roots of verbs. Moreover, if the word �W� had had the
consonant � (Arab. då), Josephus must have reproduced it with t or q, not with
j, in accordance with the pronunciation (especially if he had intended to
identify �W� and GhuÑta). And we see from Ptolemy and Strabo, and likewise
from the Greek mode of transcribing the Semitic proper names in the
HauraÑnite inscriptions of the Roman period, e.g., MaÂqioj and NaÂtaroj for
Arab. maÑdåaÑ and ndår, that in the time of Josephus the sound of � had already
been divided into Arab. så and då; comp. Abhandl. der Berlin. Acad. d.
Wissenschaft, 1863, S. 356 f. Hence it is that Josephus manifestly speaks only
of one progenitor OuÏÂshj, therefore of one tribe; while the word GhuÑta, often as
a synonym of buq’a (H�FQiBU), denotes a low well-watered country enclosed by
mountains, and in this appellative signification occurs as the proper name of
several localities in the most widely separated parts of Arabia (comp. JaÑkuÑt,
sub voce), which could not be the case if it had been = �W� �RJ. f413

The word Ausitis used by the LXX also has no formation corresponding to the
word GhuÑta, but shows its connection with �w� �REJE by the termination; while
the word GhuÑta rendered in Greek is GouqataÂ (in Theophanes Byzant.
GouqaqaÂ), in analogy e.g., with the form RÎeblaqaÂ for Ribla (Jos. Ant. x. 11).
f414



But why are we obliged to think only of Damascus, since Josephus makes
Trachonitis also to belong to the land of the Usites? If we take this word in its
most limited signification, it is (apart from the eastern Trachon) that lava
plateau, about forty miles long and about twenty-eight broad, which is called
the LegaÑ in the present day. This is so certain, that one is not obliged first of all
to recall the well-known inscription of the temple of MismiÔa, which calls this
city situated in the LegaÑ, MhtrokwÂmh touÌ TraÂxwnoj. From the western border
of this Trachon, however, the Monastery of Job is not ten miles distant,
therefore by no means outside the radius that was at all times tributary to the
Trachonites (Arab el-wa’r), a people unassailable in their habitations in the
clefts of the rocks. f415

According to this, the statement of Josephus would at least not stand in open
contradiction to the Hauranitish tradition of Job. But we go further and
maintain that the Monastery of Job lies exactly in the centre of Trachonitis.
This word has, viz., in Josephus and others, a double signification — a more
limited and a wider one. It has the more limited where, together with Auranitis,
Batanaea, Gamalitica, and Gaulonitis, it denotes the separate provinces of the
ancient kingdom of Basan. Then it signifies the Trachonitis kat� eÏcoxhÂn, i.e.,
the wildest portion of the volcanic district, viz., the LegaÑ, the HauraÑn mountain
range, the SafaÑ and Harra of the RaÑgil. On the other hand, it has the wider
signification when it stands alone; then it embraces the whole volcanic region
of Middle Syria, therefore with the more limited Trachonitis the remaining
provinces of Basan, but with the exception, as it seems, of the no longer
volcanic Galadine (North Gilead). In this sense, therefore, as a geographical
notion, Trachonitis is almost synonymous with Basan.

Since it is to the interest of this investigation to make the assertion advanced
sure against every objection, we will not withhold the passages in support of it.
Josephus says, Ant. xv. 10, 3, the district of HuÑle (OuÏlaqaÂ) lies between
Galilee and Trachonitis. He might have said more accurately, “between Galilee
and Gaulonitis,” but he wished to express that the great basaltic region begins
on the eastern boundary of the HuÑle. The word Trachonitis has therefore the
wider signification. In like manner, in Bell. iii. 10 it is said the lake of Phiala
lies 120 stadia east of Paneion (BaÑniaÑs) on the way to the Trachonitis. True, the
Phiala is a crater, and therefore itself belongs to Trachonitis, but between it and
BaÑniaÑs the lava alternates with the chalk formation of the HermoÑn, whereas to
the south and east of the Phiala it is everywhere exclusively volcanic;
Trachonitis has therefore here also the wider signification. Ant. xvii. 2, it is
said Herod had the castle of BaquÂra built in Batanaea (here, as often in
Josephus, in the signification of Basan), in order to protect the Jews who travel
from Babylon (viaÑ Damascus) to Jerusalem against the Trachonite robbers.
Now, since this castle and village (the BeÑtirraÑ mentioned already), which is



situated in the district of Gamalitica on an important ford of the MucheÑbi
gorge between ‘Abidin and SebbuÑte, could not be any protection against the
robbers of Trachonitis in the more limited sense, but only against those of
Golan, it is manifest that by the Trachonites are meant the robbers of
Trachonitis in the wider sense. Aurelius Victor (De Hist. Caes. xxvii.) calls the
Emperor M. Julius Philippus, born in BosraÑ, the metropolis of Auranitis, quite
correctly Arabs Trachonites; because the plain of Hauran, in which Bosra is
situated, is also of a basaltic formation, and therefore is a part of the
Trachonitis.

The passage of Luke’s Gospel, Luk. 3: 1, where it says Herod tetrarch of
Galilee, and Philip tetrarch of Ituraea and Trachonitis, also belongs here. That
Philip possessed not perhaps merely the Trachonitis (similar to a province
assigned to a man as banishment rather than for administration, producing little
or no revenue) in the more limited sense, but the whole Basanitis, is shown by
Josephus, who informs us, Ant. xvii. 11, 4 and freq., that he possessed
Batanaea (in the more restricted sense, therefore the fruitful, densely
populated, profitable Nukra), with Auranitis, Trachonitis, etc. We must
therefore suppose that in the words thÌj IÏtouraiÂaj kaiÃ TraxwniÂtidoj xwÂraj in
Luke, one district is meant, which by IÏtouraiÂaj is mentioned according to the
marauding portion of its population, and by TraxwniÂtidoj more generally,
according to its trachonitic formation. f416

Ioannes Malalas (Chronogr. ed. Dindorf, p. 236), who, as a Syrian born, ought
to be well acquainted with the native usage of the language, hence calls
Antipas, as a perfectly adequate term, only toparch of Trachonitis; and if,
according to his statement (p. 237), the official title of this Herod was the
following: SebastoÃj HÎrwÂdhj topaÂrxhj kaiÃ qesmodoÂthj IÏoudaiÂwn te kaiÃ
EÎllhÂnwn BasileuÃj thÌj TraxwniÂtidoj, it is self-evident that “king of
Trachonitis” here is synonymous with king of Basan. In perfect harmony with
this, Pliny says (H. N. v. 18) that the ten cities of Decapolis lay within the
extensive tetrarchies of Trachonitis, which are divided into separate kingdoms.
Undoubtedly Pliny adds to these tetrarchies of Trachonitis in the wider sense,
which are already known to us, Galadine also, which indeed belonged also the
pre-Mosaic Basan, but at the time of Josephus is mostly reckoned to Peraea
(in the more limited sense).

On the ground of this evidence, therefore, the land of the Usites of Josephus,
with the exception of the Damascene portion, was Trachonitis in the wider
sense; and since the MakaÑm EäjuÑb is in the central point of this country, this
statement accords most exactly with the Syrian tradition. It is clear that the
latter remains untouched by the extension of the geographical notion in
Josephus, for without knowing anything more of a “land of the Usites,” it



describes only a portion of the same as the “native country of Job;” and again,
Josephus had no occasion to speak of Job in his commentary on the
genealogies, therefore also none to speak of his special home within the land
of the Usites. Eusebius, on the other hand, in his De Originibus (ix. 2, 4),
refers to this home, and says, therefore limiting Josephus’ definition: Hus,
Traconitidis conditor, inter Palaestinam et Coelesyriam tenuit imperium; unde
fuit Iob.

With this evidence of agreement between two totally independent witnesses,
viz., the Syrian tradition and Josephus, the testimony of the latter in particular
has an enhanced value; for, although connected with the Bible, it nevertheless
avails as extra-biblical testimony concerning the Usites, it comes from an age
when one might still have the historical fact from the seat of the race, and from
an authority of the highest order. True, Josephus is not free from
disfigurements, where he has the opportunity of magnifying his people,
himself, or his Roman patrons, and of depreciating an enemy; but here he had
to do with nothing more than the statement of the residence of a people; and
since the word OuÏÂshj also has no similarity in sound with the words
Damascus and Trachonitis, that might make a combination with them
plausible, we may surely have before us a reliable historical notice here, or at
least a tradition which was then general (and therefore also for us important),
while we may doubt this in connection with other parts of the genealogies,
where Josephus seems only to catch at that which is similar in sound as
furnishing an explanation.

But that which might injure the authority of Josephus is the contradiction in
which it seems to stand to a far older statement concerning Ausitis, viz., the
recognised postscript of the LXX to the book of Job, which makes Job to be
the Edomitish king Jobab. The identification, it may be said, can however only
have been possible because Ausitis was in or near Edom. But the necessity of
this inference must be disputed. It is indeed unmistakeable that that postscript
is nothing more than a combination of the Jews beyond Palestine (probably
Egytpio-Hellenistic), formed, perhaps, long before the LXX, — such a vagary
as many similar ones in the Talmud and Midrash. From the similarity in sound
of IÏwbaÂb with IÏwÂb, and the similarity in name of ZaraÂ, the father of Jobab,
with a son of ReÿuÑël and grandson of Esau (Gen. 36:13), Job’s descent from
Esau has been inferred. That Esau’s first-born was called El−Ñphaz and his son
TemaÑn, seemed to confirm this combination, since (in accordance with the
custom f417 of naming the grandson as a rule after his grandfather) El−Ñphaz the
Temanite might be regarded as grandson of that El−Ñphaz, therefore like Job as
great-grandson of Esau and peÂmptoj aÏpoÃ AÏbraaÂm. The apparent and certainly
designed advantages of this combination were: that Job, who had no pedigree,
and therefore was to be thought of as a non-Israelite, was brought into the



nearest possible blood-relationship to the people of God, and that, by laying
the scene in the time of the patriarchs, all questions which the want of a
Mosaic colouring to the book of Job might excite would be met. Now, even if
the abode of Job were transferred from the land of ‘Us to Edom, it would be
only the consequence of his combination with Jobab, and, just as worthless as
this latter itself, might lead no one astray. But it does not seem to have gone so
far; it is even worthy of observation, that HRCBM (from Bosra, the Edomite
city f418), being attached to the misunderstood uiÎoÃj ZaraÂ eÏk BosoÂrÏrÎaj,
Gen. 36:33, is reproduced in the LXX by mhtroÃj BosoÂrÏrÎaj, as also that Job’s
wife is not called an Edomitess, but a gunhÃ AÏraÂbissa. And it appears still far
more important, that Ausitis lies eÏn toiÌj oÎriÂoij thÌj IÏdoumaiÂaj kaiÃ AÏrabiÂaj, so
far as the central point of IÏdoumaiÂa is removed by the addition kaiÃ thÌj
AÏrabiÂaj, and Job’s abode is certainly removed from the heart of Idumaea. The
Cod. Alex. exchanges that statement of the place, even in a special additional
clause, for eÏpiÃ twÌn oÎriÂwn touÌ EuÏfraÂtou, therefore transfers Ausitis to the
vicinity of the Euphrates, and calls the father of Jobab (= Job) ZareÃq eÏc
aÏnatolwÌn hÎliÂou (�DQ YNBM). Nevertheless we attach no importance to this
variation of the text, but rather offer the suggestion that the postscript gives
prominence to the observation: ouÎÌtoj (viz., IÏwÂb) eÎrmhneuÂetai eÏk thÌj SuriakhÌj
biÂblou. f419

If we compare the postscript of the LXX with the legend of Islam, we find in
both the Esauitish genealogy of Job; the genealogy of the legend is: EäjuÑb ibn
ZaÑrih (XRÁZ�) ibn ReuÑÿ−Ñl ibn el-ÿAis ibn IshaÑk ibn IbraÑh−Ñm; and we may suppose
that it is borrowed directly from the LXX, and that it reached Arabia and
Mekka even in the pre-Islamic times by means of the (Arabian) Christians east
of Jordan, who had the Old Testament only in the Greek translation. Even the
Arabic orthography of the biblical proper names, which can be explained only
on the supposition of their transfer from the Greek, is in favour of this mode of
the transmission of the Christian religion and its legends to the people of the
Higaz. Certainly there can be no doubt as to an historical connection between
the postscript and the legend, and therefore it would be strange if they did not
accord respecting the home of Job. The progenitor el-’Ais (�YiJA), in the
genealogy of the legend, is also a remarkable counterpart to the Ausitis eÏn toiÌj
oÎriÂoij thÌj IÏdoum. kaiÃ AÏr., for it is a blending of WVF�� and �w�, and it has to
solve the difficult problem, as to how Job can be at the same time an Usite and
an Esauite; for that Job as an Aisite no longer belongs to Idumaea, but to the
district of the more northern Aramaeans, is shown e.g., from the following
passage in Mug−Ñr ed-d−Ñnÿs History of Jerusalem: “Job belonged to the people of
the Romans (i.e., the Aisites f420), for he sprang from el-’Ais, and the
Damascene province of Batanaea was his property.”



The kopriÂa of the LXX, at Job. 2: 8, leads to the same result; that it is also
found again as mezbele in the later legend, is a further proof how thoroughly
this accords with the LXX, and how it has understood its statement of the
position of Ausitis. It may also be maintained here, that it was only possible to
translate the words RPJH��WTB by eÏpiÃ thÌj kopriÂaj eÏÂcw thÌj poÂlewj when
“heap of ashes” and “dunghill” were synonymous notions. This, however, is
the case only in Hauran, where the dung, as being useless for agricultural
purposes, is burnt from time to time in an appointed place before the town
(vid., p. 573 f421), while in every other part of Syria it is as valuable and as
much stored up as among us. If the LXX accordingly placed the kopriÂa of Job
in Hauran, it could hardly represent Ausitis as Edom.

But how has the Ausitis of the LXX been transferred hither? Certainly not as
the “land of ‘Us” (in the sense of the land of Basan, land of HauraÑn), for
without wasting a word about it, there has never been such an one in the
country east of the Jordan: but as “the land of the Usites” in the sense of the
Arabic diaÑr ÿUs (dwelling-place of the Usites) or ard ben−Ñ ÿUs. A land receives
designations of this kind with the settlement of a people in it; they run parallel
with the proper name of the country, and in the rule vanish again with that
people. These designations belong, indeed, to the geography of the whole
earth, but nowhere have they preserved their natural character of transitoriness
more faithfully than in the lands where the Semitic tongue is spoken. It is this
that makes the geographical knowledge of these countries so extremely
difficult to us, because we frequently take them to be the names of the
countries, which they are not, and which — so far as they always involve a
geological definition of the regions named — can never be displaced and
competently substituted by them. In this sense the land of the Usites might, at
the time of the decay of both Israelitish kingdoms, when the QVMD �RJ
possessed the whole of Peraea, very easily extend from the borders of Edom to
the gates of Damascus, and even further northwards, if the Aramaean race of
‘Us numbered many or populous tribes (as it appears to be indicated in �W�H
�RJ YKLM LK, Jer. 25:20), in perfect analogy with the tribe of GhassaÑn,
which during five hundred years occupied the country from the Aelanitic Gulf
to the region of Tedmor, at one time settling down, at another leading a
nomadic life, and Hauran was the centre of its power. By such a rendering the
AÏrabiÂa of the postscript would not be different from the later provincia
Arabiae, of which the capital was the Trachonitish Bostra, while is was
bounded on the south end of the Dead Sea by Edom (Palaestine tertia).

But should any one feel a difficulty in freeing himself from the idea that
Ausitis is to be sought only in the Ard el-HaÑlaÑt east of MaÿaÑn, he must consider
that the author of the book of Job could not, like that legend which places the



miraculous city of Iram in the country of quicksands, transfer the cornfields of
his hero to the desert; for there, with the exception of smaller patches of land
capable of culture, which we may not bring into account, there is by no means
to be found that husbandman’s Eldorado, where a single husbandman might
find tillage for five hundred (Job. 1: 3), yea, for a thousand (Job. 42:12) yoke
of oxen. Such numbers as these are not to be depreciated; for in connection
with the primitive agriculture in Syria and Palestine, — which renders a four
years’ alternation of crops necessary, so that the fields must be divided into so
many portions (called in Hauran waÑgihaÑt, and around Damascus auguh, Arab.
‘wjh), from which only one portion is used annually, and the rest left fallow
(buÑr), — Job required several square miles of tillage for the employment of his
oxen. It is all the same in this respect whether the book of Job is a history or
poem: in no case could the Ausitis be a country, the notorious sterility of which
would make the statement of the poet ridiculous.

Our limited space does not admit of our proving the worth which we must
acknowledge to the tradition, by illustrating those passages of the Old
Testament scriptures which have reference to �W� and �W� �RJ. But to any
one, who, following the hints they give, wishes again to pursue the
investigations, elsewhere useless, concerning the position of the land of the
Usites, we might indicate:

(1) that �W� the first-born of Aram (Gen. 10:23) is the tribe sought, while two
others of this name — a Nahorite, Job. 22:21, and a Horite, Job. 36:28 — may
be left out of consideration; the former because the twelve sons of Nahor need
not be progenitors of tribes, and the latter because he belongs to a tribe
exterminated by the Edomites in accordance with Deu. 2:12, 22:

(2) that �W�H �RJ, Jer. 25:20, is expressly distinguished from �WDJ in the
21st verse, and — if one compares the round of the cup of punishment,
Jeremiah 25, with the detailed prophecies which follow in ch 46-51, to which it
is a prooemium that has been removed from its place — corresponds to QVMD
(with HamaÑt and Arpad), ch. 49:23:

(3) that therefore Lam. 4:21, where �W� �RJB TB�WY would be devoid of
purpose if it described the proper habitable land of Edom, must describe a
district extending over that, in which the Edomites had established themselves
in consequence of Assyria having led away captive the Israelitish and
Aramaean population of the East Jordanic country and Coele-Syria. In
connection with Jer. 25:20 one must not avoid the question whether �W� is the
name of the QVMD �RJ that has been missed. Here the migration of the
Damascene Aramaeans from K−Ñr (Amo. 9: 7) ought to be considered, the value
of the Armenian accounts concerning the original abode of the Usites tested,



what is erroneous in the combination of RYQI with the river Kur shown and
well considered, and in what relations both as to time and events that migration
might have stood to the overrunning of Middle Syria by the Aramaean
SoÑbaean tribes (from Mesopotamia) under Hadad-ezer, and to the seizure and
possession of the city of Damascus by Rezon the SoÑbaean? Finally, one more
tradition might be compared, to which some value may perhaps be attached,
because it is favoured by the stone monuments, whose testimony we are not
accustomed otherwise to despise in Palestine and Syria. The eastern portal of
the mosque of Ben−Ñ UmeÑja in Damascus, probably of the very temple, the altar
of which king Ahaz caused to be copied (2Ki. 16:10), is called GeÑruÑn or the
Gerun gate: the portal in its present form belongs to the Byzantine or Roman
period. And before this gate is the GeÑruÑn−Ñje, a spacious, vaulted structure,
mostly very old, which has been used since the Mussulman occupation of the
city as a meÑdaÿa, i.e., a place for religious ablutions. The topographical
writings on Damascus trace these two names back to a GeÑruÑn ibn Saÿd ibn ÿAd
ibn ÿAus (�W�) ibn Iram (�RJ) ibn SaÑm (��) ibn NuÑh (XWN), who settled in
Damascus in the time of Solomon (one version of the tradition identifies him
with Hadad, Jos. Ant. viii. 7), and built in the middle of the city a castle named
after him, in which a temple to the planet (koÑkeb) Mushteri, the guardian-god
of the city, has been erected. That this temple, which, as is well known, under
Theodosius, at the same time with the temple of the sun at Ba’lbek, passed
over to the Christians, was actually surrounded with a strong, fortified wall, is
capable of proof even in the present day. In this tradition, which has assumed
various forms, a more genuine counterpart of the biblical �W� appears than
that ‘Ais which we have characterized above as an invention of the schools,
viz., an ‘Aus (Arab. ÿwså), father of the Adite-tribe which is said to have settled
in the Damascene district under that GeÑruÑn, and also ancestor of the prophet
HuÑd, lost to the tradition, whose makaÑm on the mountains of SueÑt rises far
above Gerash a city of pillars, this true Iram dhaÑt el-ÿimaÑd, the valley of the
Jabbok and the SawaÑd of Gilead.

It is with good reason that we have hitherto omitted to mention the AiÏsiÌtai of
Ptolemy v. 18 (19). The Codd have both AiÏseiÌtai and AiÏsiÌtai; different
Semitic forms (e.g., the name of the Arab. bny håays, which, according to JaÑkuÑt,
once dwelt in the Harra of the Ragil) may lie at the basis of this name, only
not the form �w�, which ought to be OuÏsiÌtai, or at least AuÏsiÌtai (which no
Cod. reads). As to the abodes of the AiÏsiÌtai, Ptolemy distributes them under
nine greater races or groups of races, which in his time inhabited the Syrian
steppe. Three of these had their settlements in the eastern half of the Syrian
steppe towards the Euphrates of on its western banks: the KauxabhnoiÂ in the
north, the AiÏsiÌtai in the middle, and the OÏrxhnoiÂ in the south. According to
this the AiÏsiÌtai would have been about between H−Ñt and KuÑfa, or in that



district which is called by the natives Ard el-Wudjan, and in which just that
race of the Chaldaeans might have dwelt that plundered Job’s camels. There
we are certainly not to seek the scene of the drama of Job; and if the Edomites
were dispersed there (Lam. 4:21), they were not to be envied on account of
their fortune. But if the AiÏsiÌtai are to be sought there, we may not connect the
KauxabhnoiÂ with the village of Cochabe (Arab. kawkabaÑ) on the Hermon
(Epiphan. Haer. x. 18), in order then to remove the AiÏsiÌtai, dwelling “below
them,” to Batanaea.

And now, in concluding here, I have still to explain, that in writing these pages
I was not actuated by an invincible desire of increasing the dull literature
respecting the �W� �RJ by another tractate, but exclusively by the wish of my
honoured friend that I should furnish him with a contribution on my visit to the
MakaÑm EäjuÑb, and concerning the tradition that prevails there, for his
commentary on the book of Job.

As to the accompanying map, it is intended to represent the hitherto unknown
position of the MakaÑm, the Monastery, and the country immediately around
the, by comparing it with two localities marked on most maps, NawaÑ and the
castle of MuzeÑr−Ñb. The latter, the position of which we determined in 1860 as
32 44’ north lat. and 35 51’ 45” east long. (from Greenwich), lies three hours’
journey on horseback south of the Monastery. The WaÑdi JarmuÑk and WaÑdi H−Ñt
have the gorge formation in common with all other wadis that unite in the
neighbourhood of ZeÑzuÑn and from the Makran, which is remarkable from a
geological point of view: a phenomenon which is connected with the extreme
depression of the valley of the Jordan. For the majority of the geographical
names mentioned in this essay I refer the reader to Carl Ritter’s Geographic
von Syrien und Palästina; f422 others will be explained in my Itinerarien, which
will be published shortly.

The Mode of Transcribing the Arabic Words f423

t = t, Arab. t; th = T, Arab. t¯; ‘g [soft, the ‘ over the g has been generally
omitted, as liable to be mistaken for an accent in connection with vowels], or,
in accordance with the predominant pronunciation, g = Arab. j; he or hh =
Arab. hå; ch = Arab. ch; dh = Arab. dÜ; z = Z, Arab. z; sh or sch = Arab. sÔ; s or ss
= �, Arab. så; d or dd = Arab. då; t or tt = �, Arab. tå; z = Arab. då¯; ‘ = �, Arab. ‘,
e.g., ‘Ain = �Y�, GumuÑÿ = VWMG; gh = Arab. g; k (k) or q = Q, Arab. q; k (c) =
Arab. k .

The exact transcription is sometimes omitted where the word occurs more
frequently, e.g., HauraÑn, MakaÑm. Instead of ijj and uww are written −Ñj and uÑw.
The vowels a and e correspond to the Fath (XTP), and u and o to the Damm;



nevertheless the use of o is limited to the emphatic and guttural consonants,
including r, while a, according to rule, is subject to this limitation only in
nominal forms, — in verbal forms it is also combined with the rest of the
consonants; aÑ, eÑ (ei, ai), and oÑ (au) are = Fath followed by Elif, Jod, or Waw, uÑ
= Damm followed by Waw. The sign for Hamza is ‘, e.g., mala’a = Arab. ml’
(JLM). The Tenw−Ñn (Nunation) is only expressed exceptionally, e.g., ‘gelle =
HlFgA as it is generally pronounced, especially when the word stands out of its
connection as the root form, not ‘gellat-un (the nunized nominative). Perfect
consistency has not been attainable in a book, the printing of which, together
with the working in of constantly accumulating material, has occupied nearly
two years.

[The consonantal notation is given above according to the variation that has
been rendered necessary by the want of casts for printing according to the
system adopted by Dr. Delitzsch. We were obliged to have recourse to the old
notation, which is clumsy and confusing, e.g., hh = Arab. hå, tt = �, Arab. tå, and
in one or two instances a· has been used in the tt thus, t.t, to represent Arab. tåtå
(with Teshd−Ñd). This applies to the first volume; but in the second I have
adopted a change, which occurred to me later, viz., to use Roman letters
among the Italics to represent the stronger consonants, or vice versaÑ, Italics
among Roman letters. The advantage of this will be seen more especially in the
exact reproduction of geographical names, as by means of it the spelling is not
affected, and at the same time the Arabic letters are fairly distinguished.
Suffice it to remind the student that the j is to be pronounced as Engl. y, being
= Arab. y .

Abbreviations
Have been rarely used in the translation, and those used are mostly familiar
and self-evident. The names of critics are given in full in the earlier part, and
though abbreviated, as constantly recurring, need no explanation here. “The
Arabic Version referred to is that of the London Polyglot; the Syriac, the
Ancient Syrian version. b. and j. in connection with Talmud citations signify
respectively the Babylonian and Jerusalem Talmuds; b. with the names of
persons, ben (bar), son.” The Biblical references are according to the Hebrew
divisions, e.g., Psa. 92:11 (10), as also the division of Job. 40-41.



Footnotes
ft1 The book of Job, says H. Heine, in his Vermischte Schriften, 1854, i., is the

canticle of Inquiry (das Hodhelied der Skepsis), and horrid serpents hiss
therein their eternal Wherefore? As man when he suffers must weep his
fill, so must he cease to doubt. This poison of doubt must not be wanting in
the Bible, that great storehouse of mankind.

ft2 �WDQ, of God, only occurs once (Job. 6:10); DSX but twice (Job. 10:12, and
with Elihu, Job. 37:13); BH�JF with its derivatives not at all (Gen. only
19:19). In the speeches of the three, QYDC (only with Elihu, 34:17), �P�M,
and �l��I, as expressions of the divine justitia recompensativa, are not to
be found; HsFNI and �XB become nowhere synonymous to designate Job’s
sufferings by the right name; HsFMA appears (Job. 9:23) only in the general
signification of misfortune.

ft3 That Job stands after the Psalms is explained by his being contemporary with
the Queen of Sheba, or, accepting Moses as the writer of the book (in
which case it should stand at the head of the Chethubim), by its not being
placed foremost, on account of its terrible contents (according to the
maxim JTWN�RPB �NYLYXTM JL).

ft4 The meaning of this old order, and the aptness of its execution, has been lost
in later copyists, because they break off not according to the sense, but
only according to the space, as the stiÂxoi in numbering the lines, e.g., of
the Greek orators, are mere lines according to the space (Raumzeile), at
least according to Ritschl’s view (Die alex. Bibliotheken, 1838, S. 92-136),
which, however, has been disputed by Vömel. The old soferish order
intends lines according to the sense, and so also the Greek distinction by
peÂnte stixhraiÃ (stixhÂreij) biÂbloi, i.e., Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Canticles,
Ecclesiastes.

ft5 That from these we may proceed, the ancients here and there conjectures; as
e.g., Serpilius says, “It may perhaps occur to some, whether now and then a
slight judgment of the Davidic species of verse and poesy may not be in
some way formed from his, so to speak, alphabetical psalms.”

ft6 On strophes in the book of Job, Jahrb. iii. 118: “That the Masoretic division
of the verses is not always correct, follows also from a more exact
consideration of the strophes. Here comes a further question, whether one
must determine the limit of such a strophe only according to the verses,
which are often in themselves very irregular, or rather, strictly according to



the members of the verse? The latter seems to me, at least in some parts,
certainly to be the case, as I have already had opportunity to remark.”
Nevertheless, he reckons the strophes in Neue Bemerkungen zum B. Ijob,
9:35-37, according to lines = Masoretic verses.

ft7 What Gottfr. Hermann, in his diss. de arte poesis Graecorum bucolicae, says
respecting the strophe-division in Theocritus, is nevertheless to be
attentively considered: Verendum est ne ipsi nobis somnia fingamus
perdamusque operam, si artificiosas stropharum comparationes
comminiscamur, de quibus ipsi poetae ne cogitaverint quidem. Viderique
potest id eo probabilius esse, quod saepenumero dubitari potest, sic an
aliter constituendae sint strophae. Nam poesis, qualis haec bucolicorum
est, quae maximam partem ex brevibus dictis est composita, ipsa natura
sua talis est ut in partes fere vel pares vel similes dividi possit. Nihilo
tamen minus illam strophicam rationem non negligendam arbitror, ut quae
apud poetas bucolicos in consuetudinem vertisse videatur, etc.

ft8 Hence there are Greek MSS, in which the names of the speakers (e.g., hÎ
nuÂmfh, aiÎ neaniÂdej, oÎ numfiÂoj) are prefixed to the separate parts of
Canticles (vid., Repertorium für bibl. u. morgenl. Lit. viii. 1781, S. 180).
The Archimandrite Porphyrios, who in his Travels, 1856, described the
Codex Sinaiticus before Tischendorf, though unsatisfactorily, describes
there also such dialogikwÚj written MSS of Canticles.

ft9 Das B. Hiob und Dante’s Göttliche Camödie, Studien u. Krit. 1856, iii.
ft10 See my Geschichte der jüdischen Dramatik in my edition of the Migdal Oz1

(hebr. handling of the Pastor fido of Guarini) by Mose Chajim Luzzatto,
Leipz. 1837.

ft11 Werke (neue Ausg. in 30 Bden.), xiii. 596; xxvi. 513f.
ft12 Geist der Ebräischen Poesi, 1805, i. S. 137.
ft13 Schultens says: Quidquid tragoedia vetus unquam Sophocleo vel Aeschyleo

molita est cothurno, infra magnitudinem, gravitatem, ardorem,
animositatem horum affectuum infinitum quantum subsidet . Similarly
Ewald (Jahrb. ix. 27): Neither the Hindoos, nor the Greek sand Romans,
have such a lofty and purely perfected poem to produce. One would
perhaps compare it with one of Aeschylus or Sophocles’ tragedies as the
nearest, but we cannot easily find a single one among these approaching its
unblemished height and perfection in the midst of the greatest simplicity.

ft14 Geist der Ebr. Poesie, 1805, i. S. 130.
ft15 Reggio indeed maintains (Kerem Chemed, vi. 53-60) in favour of the

Mosaic pre-Sinaitic composition: “God is only represented as the
Almighty, the Ruler of the universe: His love, mercy, forbearance —
attributes which the Thora first revealed — are nowhere mentioned;” and



S. D. Luzzatto concludes from this even the non-Israelitish origin of the
book: “The God of Job is not the God of Israel, the gracious One: He is the
almighty and just, but not the kind and true One;” but although the book
does not once use the words goodness, love, forbearance, compassion of
God, it is nevertheless a bright example of them all; and it is the love of
God which it manifests as a bright ray in the dark mystery of the affliction
of the righteous.

ft16 Vid., c. 90 of Ez chajim, by Ahron b. Elias of Nicomedia, edited by
Delitzsch, 1841, which corresponds to More Nebuchim, iii. 22-24. The
view that the poet himself, by Job intended the Israel of the exile
(according to Warburton, the Israel of the restoration after the exile;
according to Grotius, the Edomites carried into exile by the Babylonians),
is about the same as the view that the guilty Pericles may be intended by
King Oedipus, or the Sophists by the Odysseus of the Philoctetes.

ft17 Thus far Gaupp, Praktische Theol. ii. 1, 488, is in some degree right, when
he considers the book of Job a living testimony of the new spirit of belief
which was bursting forth in David’s time.

ft18 Also Professor Barnwell, in the Carolina Times, 1857, No. 785, calls the
book of Job “the most brilliant flower of this brighter than Elizabethan and
nobler than Augustan era.”

ft19 Hengstenberg (Beiträge, i. 72) thinks Job is mentioned last because less
suited to Ezekiel’s purpose than Noah and Daniel. Carpzov (Introd. in ll.
poet. p. 35) is more ingenious, but too artificial, when he finds an anti-
climax in the order: Noachus in clade primi mundi aecumenica, Daniel in
clade patriae ac gentis suae, Iobus in clade familiae servatus est.

ft20 Compare Böttcher, Aehrenlese, S. 68: “Respecting the mode of
composition, we think there was one chief poet, with several contemporary
associates, incited by a conversation on the then (i.e., according to
Böttcher’s view, in the reign of Manasseh) frequent afflictions of the
innocent.”

ft21 Vid., my Proleg. to Weber’s book on the Wrath of God.
ft22 Vid., Biblische Psychologie, S. 128, 160.
ft23 Praktische Theologie, ii. 1, S. 488f.
ft24 Vid., Origen’s Opp. t. ii. p. 851: In conventu ecclesiae in diebus sanctis

legitur passio Iob, in deibus jejunii, in diebus abstinentiae, in diebus, in
quibus tanquam compatiuntur ii qui jejunant et abstinent admirabili illo
Iob, in deibus, in quibus in jejunio et abstinentia sanctam Domini nostri
Jesu Christi passionem sectamur. Known thus from the public reading in
the churches, Job was called among the Syrians, Machbono, the Beloved,



the Friend (Ewald, Jahrb. x. 207); and among the Arabs, Es-ssabuÑr, the
patient one.

ft25 It contains as basis the Greek text of the book of Job from the Cod.
Alexandrinus, arranged in stichs.

ft26 On this subject vid., Gust. Bickel’s De indole ac ratione versionis
Alexandrinae in interpretando l. Iobi, just published (1863).

ft27 Perhaps with the use of the Jewish Targum, though not the one extant, for
Talmudic literature recognises the existence of a Targum of the book of
Job before the destruction of the temple, b. Sabbath, 115a, etc. Besides, the
LXX was considered of such authority in the East, that the monophysite
Bishop Paulus of Tela, 617, formed a new Syriac translation from the LXX
and the text of the Hexapla Published by Middeldorff, 1834-35; cf. his
Curae hexaplares in Iobum, 1817).

ft28 Froriep. Ephraemiana in l. Iobi, 1769, iv., says much about these Scholia to
little purpose.

ft29 His Postillae super Iob are still unprinted.
ft30 Notker quoted by Dümmler, Formelbuch des Bischof’s Salomo von

Constanz, 1857, S. 67f.
ft31 Vid., Ewald-Duke’s Beiträge zur Gesch. der ältesten Auslegung und

Spracherklärung des A. T. 2 Bdd. 1844.
ft32 Respecting this accounts are uncertain: vid., Geiger, Die französische

Exegetenschule (1855), S. 22; and comp. de Rossi, Catalogus Cod. 181.
Zunz, Zur Geschichte und Literatur.

ft33 Other older commentaries bearing on the history of exposition, as Menahem
b. Chelbo, Joseph Kara, Parchon, and others, are not yet known; also that
of the Italian poet Immanuel, a friend of Dante, is still unprinted. The
rabbinical commentaries contain only, in addition, the Commentary of
Abraham Farisol of Avignon (about 1460).

ft34 Though not in due proportion, especially in Animadversiones philologicae
in Iobum (Op. minora, 1769), where he seeks to explain the errors of
translation in the LXX from the Arabic.

ft35 Vid., Volksblatt für Stadt und Land, 1859, No. 20.
ft36 Vid., the review of the last two by Oehler in Reuter’s Repertorium, Feb.

1852; and Kosegarten’s Aufsatz über das B. Hiob in der Kieler Allgem.
Monatsschrift, 1853, S. 761-774.

ft37 Vid., Ullmann-Riehm’s Blätter der Erinnerung an F. W. C. Umbreit (1862),
S. 54-58.



ft38 The author, already known by a Treatise on the Hebrew Accentuology, is
not to be mistaken for Sam. Davidson. In addition, we would call attention
to the Commentary of Carey (1858), in which the archaeology and
geography of the book of Job is illustrated by eighty woodcuts and a map.

ft39 Vid., Schneider, Die neuesten Studien über das B. Hiob, Deutsche Zeitschr.
für christl. Wissensch., 1859, No. 27.

ft40 Against which Abbé Crelier has come forward: Le livre de Job venge des
interprétations fausses et impies de M. Ernest Renan, 1860.

ft41 Vid., Abulfeda, Historia anteislam. p. 26 (cf. 207f.), where it says, “The
whole of Bethenije, a part of the province of Damascus, belonged to Job as
his possession.”

ft42 Geiger (DMZ, 1858, S. 542f.) conjectures that, Sir. xlix. 9 (kaiÃ gaÃr eÏmnhÂsqh
twÚn eÏxqrwÚn eÏn oÏÂmbrwÙ), twÚn eÏxqrwÚn is a false translation of BWYJ. Renan
assents; but twÚn eÏxqrwÚn suits there excellently, and Job would be
unnaturally dragged in.

ft43 Vid., Routh, Relinquiae ii. 154f.: EÏk touÚ HÏsauÚ aÏÂlloi te polloiÃ kaiÃ ÔagouhÃl
gennaÚtai, aÏf� ouÎÚ ZaÂred, eÏc ouÎÚ IÏwÃb oÎÂj kataÃ sugxwÂrhsin qeouÚ uÎpoÃ diaboÂlou
eÏpeiraÂsqh kaiÃ eÏniÂkhse toÃn peiraÂzonta.

ft44 On the authorizing of the writing Iob, more exactly Îob, also Îjob (not,
however, Ijjob, which does not correspond to the real pronunciation, which
softens ij into −Ñ, and uw into uÑ), vid., Fleischer’s BeitraÑge zur arab.
Sprachkunde (Abh. der saÑchs. Gesellschaft d. Wissenschaften, 1863), S.
137f. [The usual English form Job is adopted here, though Dr. Delitzsch
writes Iob in the original work. — Tr.]

ft45 The references to Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar have been carefully verified
according to the English edition published by Bagster and Sons, London.
— Tr.

ft46 Among the Arabs the devil is called èl-h¾aÑrtÜ, el-hharith  — the active, busy,
industrious one.

ft47 Moreover, it is still questionable whether the form of the ancient doctrine of
fire-worship among the Persians did not result from Jewish influences.
Vid., Stuhr, Religionssysteme der herdn. Völker des Orients, S. 373-75.

ft48 This reference is to Delitzsch’s Commentar über die Genesis, 1860, a
separate work from the Keil and Delitzsch series. — Tr.

ft49 Vid., Hölemann’s Abh. über die biblische Gestaltung der Anbetung, in his
Bibelstudien, Abth. 1 (1859).

ft50 In Oliver Goldsmith’s Vicar of Wakefield (vid., Jul. Hamberger, Gott und
seine Offenbarung, S. 71), there is much that reminds one of the book of
Job, especially the repeated misfortunes which befall the worthy



clergyman, his submission under all, and the issue which counterbalances
his misfortune. But what is copied from the book of Job appears to be only
superficial, not to come from the depth of the spiritual life.

ft51 Vid., the history in Heer, De elephantiasi Graecorum et Arabum, Breslay,
1842, and coloured plates in Traité de la Spédalskhed ou Elephantiasis des
Grecs par Danielssen et Boeck, Paris, 1848, translated from the
Norwegian; and in Hecker, Elephantiasis oder Lepra Arabica, Lahr, 1858
(with lithographs). “The means of cure,” says AretaÑus the Cappadocian
(vid., his writings translated by Mann, 1858, S. 221), “must be more
powerful than the disease, if it is to be removed. But what cure can be
successfully applied to the fearful evil of elephantiasis? It is not confined
to one part, either internally or externally, but takes possession of the entire
system. It is terrible and hideous to behold, for it gives a man the
appearance of an animal. Every one dreads to live, and have any
intercourse, with such invalids; they flee from them as from the plague, for
infection is easily communicated by the breath. Where, in the whole range
of pharmacy, can such a powerful remedy be found?”

ft52 Clark’s Foreign Theological Library.
ft53 She says to the blind Tobias, when she is obliged to work for the support of

the family, and does not act straightforwardly towards him: pouÚ eiÏsiÃn aiÎ
eÏlehmosuÂnai sou kaiÃ aiÎ dikaiosuÂnai sou, iÏdouÃ gnwstaÃ paÂnta metaÃ souÚ,
i.e., (as Sengelmann, Book of Tobit, 1857, and O. F. Fritzsche, Handbuch
zu d. Apokr. Lief. ii. S. 36, correctly explain) one sees from thy misfortunes
that thy virtue is not of much avail to thee. She appears still more like Job
in the revised text: manifeste vana facta est spes tua et eleemosynae tuae
modo apparuerunt, i.e., thy benevolence has obviously brought us to
poverty. In the text of Jerome a parallel between Tobias and Job precedes
this utterance of Tobias’ wife.

ft54 The delicate design of the writer here must not be overlooked: it has
something of the tragi-comic about it, and has furnished acceptable
material for epigrammatic writers not first from Kästner, but from early
times (vid., das Epigramm vom J. 1696, in Serpilius’ Personalia Iobi).
Vid., a Jewish proverb relating thereto in Tendlau, Sprüchw. u.
Redensarten deutsch-jüd. Vorzeit (1860), S. 11.

ft55 Vid., on this use of aÏpokriÂnesqai, Quaestio xxi. of the Amphilochia of
Photius in Ang. Maji Collectio, i. 229f.

ft56 We may compare here, and further, on, Constance’s outburst of despair in
King John (Job. 3: 1 and Job. 3: 4). Shakespeare, like Goethe, enriches
himself from the book of Job.



ft57 Fries understands HNFNFRi, song of the spheres (concentum coeli, Job. 38:37,
Vulg.); but this Hellenic conception is without support in holy Scripture.

ft58 On the dragon raÑhu, that swallows up sun and moon, vid., Pott, in the
Hallische Lit. Zeitschr. 1849, No. 199; on the custom of the Chinese,
Käuffer, Das chinesische Volk, S. 123. A similar custom among the natives
of Algeria I have read of in a newspaper (1856). Moreover, the clouds
which conceal the sky the Indians represent as a serpent. It is ahi, the
cloud-serpent, which Indra chases away when he divides the clouds with
his lightning. Vid., Westergaard in Weber’s Indischer Zeitschr. 1855, S.
417.

ft59 We think that TWBRX sounds rather like TWMRX, the name of the pyramids,
as the Arabic haram (instead of hharam), derived from XPAM, recalls
harmaÑn (e.g., beith harmaÑn, a house in ruins), the synonym of hhardaÑn
(�JBRX).

ft60 Fries, in his discussion of this portion of the book of Job, Jahrbb. für
Deutsche Theologie, 1859, S. 790ff., is quite right that the real affliction of
Job consists in this, that the inward feeling of being forsaken of God,
which was hitherto strange to him, is come upon him. But the remark
directed against me, that the feeling of being forsaken of God does not
always stand in connection with other affliction, but may come on the
favoured of God even in the midst of uninterrupted outward prosperity,
does not concern me, since it is manifestly by the dispensations which
deprive him of all his possessions, and at last affect him corporeally and
individually, that Job is led to regard himself as one forsaken of God, and
still more than that, one hated by God; and since, on the other hand also,
this view of the tempted does not appear to be absolutely subjective, God
has really withdrawn from Job the external proof, and at the same time the
feeling, of His abiding love, in order to try the fidelity of His servant’s
love, and prove its absoluteness.

ft61 A. B. Davidson thinks Eliphaz is characterized as “the oldest, the most
dignified, the calmest, and most considerate of Job’s friends.”

ft62 In the second edition, comp. Jahrb. ix. 37, he explains it otherwise: “If we
attempt a word with thee, will it be grievous to thee quod aegre feras?”
But that, however, must be HsENI; the form HsFNI can only be third pers. Piel:
If any one attempts, etc., which, according to Ewald’s construction, gives
no suitable rendering.

ft63 We will not, however, dispute the possibility, for at least in Arabic one can
say, z−Ñd f-h¾k−Ñm Zeid, he is wise. Grammarians remark that Arab. z−Ñd in this
instance is like a hypothetical sentence: If any one asks, etc. 2Sa. 15:34 is
similar.



ft64 Vid., Schmarda, Geographische Verbreitung der Thiere, i. 210, where,
among other things, we read: The lion in Asia is driven back at almost all
points, and also in Africa has been greatly diminished; for hundreds of
lions and panthers were used in the Roman amphitheatres, whilst at the
present time it would be impossible to procure so large a number.

ft65 On wind and spirit, vid., Windischmann, Die Philosophie im Fortgang der
Weltgesch. S. 1331ff.

ft66 Schnurrer compares the Arabic wahila, which signifies to be relaxed,
forgetful, to err, to neglect. Ewald, considering the T as radical, compares
the Arabic d¾ll, to err, and t¯aÑl, med. wau, to be dizzy, unconscious; but
neither from LHAWF nor from LHAtF can the substantival form be sustained.

ft67 Fries explains DlFwY as part., and refers to Geiger’s Lehrb. zur Sprache der
Mischna, S. 41f., according to which L«FQUMi signifies killed, and L«FQU (=
Rabb. L«�QATiMI) being killed (which, however, rests purely on imagination):
not the matter from which mankind originates brings evil with it, but it is
man who inclines towards the evil. Böttch. would read DL�WYO: man is the
parent of misery, though he may rise high in anger.

ft68 We may also compare the Arabic khl (from which comes cuhulije, mature
manhood, opp. tufulije, tender childhood).

ft69 Our old dogmatists (vid., e.g., Baier, Compendium Theologiae positivae, ii.
1, § 15) and pastoral theologians (e.g., Danhauer) consider them as
separate. Among the oldest expositors of the book of Job with which I am
acquainted, Olympiodorus is comparatively the best.

ft70 Oetinger: “Eliphaz mentioned the oracle to affect seriously the hidden
hypocrisy of Job’s heart.”

ft71 �LAYF, Pro. 20:25, which is doubly accented, and must be pronounced as
oxytone, has also this meaning: the snare of a man who has thoughtlessly
uttered what is holy (an interjectional clause = such an one has implicated
himself), and after (having made) vows will harbour care (i.e., whether he
will be able to fulfil them).

ft72 Saadia compares b. Aboda zara, 40, a, where it is given as a mark of the
purity of the eggs in the roe of fish: �YNPBM �WMLXW �WXBM �WBLX, when
the white is outside and the yellow within.

ft73 The primary meaning of DLS, according to the Arabic, is to be hard, then,
to tread hard, firm, as in pulsanda tellus; whereas the poetry of the
synagogue (Pijut) uses Dl�SI in the signification to supplicate, and DLESE,
litany (not: hymn, as Zunz gives it); and the Mishna-talmudic DLASF
signifies to singe, burn one’s self, and to draw back affrighted.



ft74 Oetinger says that vv. 15-20 describe those who get “consumption” when
they are obliged to extend “the breasts of compassion” to their neighbour.

ft75 Vid., the Commentary on Habakkuk, S. 206-208; comp. Geiger, Urschrift
und Uebersetzungen der Bibel, S. 308ff.

ft76 We will give an example here of our and Ewald’s computation of the
strophes. “In the speech of Bildad, Job 8,” says Ewald, Jahrb. ix. 35, “the
first part may go to v. 10, and be divided into three strophes of three lines
each.” This is right; but that the three strophes consist of three lines, i.e.,
according to Ewald’s use of the word, three (Masoretic) verses, is
accidental. There are three strophes, of which the first consists of six lines
= stichs, the second of seven, the third again of six. “Just so them,” Ewald
proceeds, “the second part, vv. 11-19, is easily broken up into like three
strophes,” viz., vv. 11-13, 14-16, 17-19. But strophes must first of all be
known as being groups of stichs forming a complete sense (Sinngruppen).
They are, according to their idea, groups of measured compass, as
members of a symmetrical whole. Can we, however, take vv. 14-16
together as such a complete group? In his edition of Job of 1854, Ewald
places a semicolon after v. 16; and rightly, for vv. 16-19 belong
inseparably together. Taking them thus, we have in the second part of the
speech three groups. In the first, vv. 11-15, the godless are likened to the
reed; and his house in prosperity to a spider’s web, since its perishableness,
symbolized by the reed, is proved (R�EJá, v. 14). In the second, vv. 16-19,
follows the figure of the climbing plant which v. 19 (wXMFCiYI) seems to
indicate. In the third, vv. 20-22, the figure is given up, and the strophe is
entirely epimythionic. Of these three groups, the first consists of ten, the
second of eight, and the third of six lines = stichs. The schema is therefore
as we have given it above: 6. 7. 6. 10. 8. 6. We are only justified in calling
these groups strophes by the predominance of the hexastich, which occurs
at the beginning, middle, and close of the speech.

ft77 Nothing can be said respecting the signification of the name DdALibI even as
a probable meaning, unless perhaps = DD�LB, sine mammis, i.e., brought
up without his mother’s milk.

ft78 Vid., Champollion-Figeac, Aegypten, German translation, pp. 47f.
ft79 Comp. the Book of the Dead (Todtenbuch), ch. 162: “Chapter on the

creation of warmth at the back of the head of the deceased. Words over a
young cow finished in pure gold. Put them on the neck of the dead, and
paint them also on a new papyrus,” etc. Papyrus is here cama: the word is
determined by papyrus-roll, fastening and writing, and its first consonant
corresponds to the Coptic aspirated g. Moreover, we cannot omit to
mention that this cama = goÑme also signifies a garment, as in a prayer: “O



my mother Isis, come and veil me in thy cama.” Perhaps both ideas are
represented in volumen, involucrum; it is, however, also possible that goÝme
is to be etymologically separated from kam, cham = JMG.

ft80 The tradition of Jerome, that WXJ originally signifies viride, is supported by
the corresponding use of the verb in the signification to be green. So in the
Papyr. Anastas. No. 3 (in Brugsch, Aeg. Geographic, S. 20, No. 115): naif
hesbu achach em sim, his fields are green with herbs; and in a passage in
Young, Hieroglyphics, ii. 69: achechut uoi aÝs em senem.t, the beautiful
field is green with senem. The second radical is doubled in achech, as in
uot-uet, which certainly signifies viriditas. The substantive is also found
represented by three leaf-stalks on one basis; its radical form is ah, plural,
weaker or stronger aspirated, ahu or akhu, greenness: comp. Salvolini,
Campagne dè Rhamsès le Grand, p. 117; and Brugsch, above, S. 25.

ft81 Both are possible; for even from ��AQF, the mode of writing, �WQOYF, is not
without numerous examples, as Dan. 11:12, Psa. 94:21, 107:27.

ft82 Vid., Ewald-Dukes’ Beiträge zur Gesch. der ältesten Auslegung, i. 89.
ft83 Saadia’s interpretation cannot be supported from the Arabic, for the Arabs

call the “Altweibersommer” the deceitful thread (el-chaitt el-baÑttil), or
“sunslime or spittle” (luèaÑb es-schems), or chaytaèuÑr (a word which Ewald,
Jahrb. ix. 38, derives from Arab. chayt = �WQOYF, a word which does not
exist, and èuÑr, chaff, a word which is not Arabic), from chat’ara, to roam
about, to be dispersed, to perish, vanish. From this radical signification,
chaitaèuÑr, like many similar old Arabic words with a fulness of figurative
and related meaning, is become an expression for a number of different
things, which may be referred to the notion of roaming about and
dispersion. Among others, as the Turkish Kamus says, “That thing which
on extremely hot days, in the form of a spider’s web, looks as though
single threads came down from the atmosphere, which is caused by the
thickness of the air,” etc. The form brought forward by Ew., written with
Arab. t or t¯, is, moreover, a fabrication of our lexicons (Fl.).

ft84 The spider is called �YBK�, for �YBKN�, Arabic ‘ancabuth, for which they
say ‘accabuth in Saida, on ancient Phoenician ground, as atta (thou) for
anta (communicated by Wetzstein).

ft85 Vid., Hengstenberg’s Commentary on the Psalms, iii., Appendix. p. lxiii.
Clark’s Foreign Theological Library. 1654.

ft86 The Arabic jaÑhil is similar, which combines the significations, an ignorant,
foolhardy, and passionate man (vid., Fleischer, Aliès hundert SpruÑche, S.
115f.).



ft87 Olshausen’s conjecture, WYpI, lessens the difficulty in Isa. 34:16, but here it
destroys the strong expression of the violence done to the moral
consciousness.

ft88 Luther also perhaps understood pirate ships, when he translated, “wie die
starcken Schiff.”

ft89 There is no Egyptian word which can be compared to HBJ, whereas han
(hani) or an (ana) in Egyptian, like the Hebrew HYNJ, means a ship (vid.,
Chabas, Le Papyrus magique Harris, p. 246, No. 826, cf. pp. 33, 47); it is
written with the sign for set = downwards, since they fastened a stone at
the front of the vessel, as was even known to Herodotus, in order to
accelerate its speed in descending the river. From this one might conjecture
for the passage before us �BEJE TWYNJ = swift sailers.

ft90 In both these passages (to which Böttcher adds Psa. 127: 2, “so = without
anything further”), �k� has been considered to be the sing. of �YnIkI, gnats;
but this sing. is an error, as �YIbA, formerly considered to be the sing. of
�YCIYb�. The respective sing. are HnFkI, HCFYb�.

ft91 JLK is there = JL R�JK, like JLL, Isa. 65: 1 = JL R�JL [vid. Ges. §
123, 3], and ki is used as a conjunction as little as Li (vid., on Psa. 38:14).

ft92 Vid., Abulfeda’s Historia anteislamica ed. Fleischer, p. 168.
ft93 Vid., Lexicon, Engl. edition, s.v. BBALF Niphal.  — Tr.
ft94 Wetzstein explains: “But a man that barks like a dog (i.e., rages

shamelessly) can become sensible, and a young wild ass (i.e., the wildest
and roughest creature) be born again as a man (i.e., become gentle and
civilised),” from BBN = XBN, since XBN is the commoner word for
“barking” in the Syrian towns and villages, and BBN, on the other hand, is
used among those who dwelt in tents. But we must then point it BwbNA, and
the antithesis BB�lFYI is more favourable the Hebrew meaning, “hollowed
out, empty.”

ft95 Vid., Hupfeld on Psa. 17:14, and on the other hand Böttcher, infer. § 275 s.,
who, taking DLX in the sense of rooting into, translates: “the mildew
springs up more brilliant than mid-day.” But whatever judgment one may
form of the primary idea of DLAXF, this meaning of DLEXE is too imaginary.

ft96 In other instances, as HnFROtF, Pro. 1:20, 8: 3, and HBFgi�itAWA, Eze. 23:20, the ah
is not the cohortative form, but either paragogic without special meaning or
(so that the fut. has a double feminine form) as feminine termination, as is
evident in Job. 22:21, where the ah is combined with the inflection.



ft96a Luther takes TWX�B as the adverb to YZYGRM: und toben wider Gott
thürstiglich (vid., Vilmar, Pastoraltheolog. Blätter, 1861, S. 110-112);
according to the Vulg., et audacter provocant Deum.

ft97 [Comp. Pentateuch, at Gen. 4:25, Clark’s Foreign Theological Library. —
Tr.]

ft98 Vid., my notice of Bär’s Psalter-Ausgabe, Luth. Zeitschr. 1863, 3; and
comp. Keil on Lev. 4:13 (Comm on Pent., Clark’s transl.).

ft98a The primary notion of �KX, Arab. h¾km, is, to be thick, firm, solid, as the
prim. notion of Arab. sachfa (to be foolish, silly) is to be thin, loose, not
holding together (as a bad texture). The same fundamental notions are
represented in the expression of moral qualities (in distinction from
intellectual) by QDC, Arab. s¾dq, and ��R, (Arab. rs’, rsg).

ft99 Kimchi in his Wörterbuch adopts the form TWqOMU�á, but gives Abulwalid as
an authority for the lengthened form, which, according to the Masora on
Lev. 13: 3, 25, is the traditional. The two exceptions where the form occurs
with a long vowel are Pro. 23:27 and this passage.

ft100 In the Talmudic, the jugular vein, the cutting of which produces death, is
called LLAJá (later BC�, Arab. ès¾b), according to which (b. Chullin 121a) it
is explained: healer of the jugular artery, i.e., those who try to heal what is
incurable, therefore charlatans, — a strange idea, which has arisen from the
defective form of writing LLIJå. The LXX translates iÏataiÃ kakwÚn.

ft101 The Jewish expositors compare 1Ch. 3: 2 on YBGL, but the L there in
�WL�BJL is a clerical error (comp. 2Sa. 3: 3). Reiske conjectures YBGR
(lumps of clay), one of the best among his most venturesome conjectures.

ft102 In Fürst, Concord. p. 1367, col. 1, the following passages are wanting:
1Sa. 2: 3, 2Ki. 8:10, Psa. 100: 3, 139:16, Pro. 19: 7, 26: 2, 1Ch. 11:20,
which are to be supplied from Aurivillius, diss. p. 469, where, however, on
the other hand, 2Sa. 19: 7 is wanting. Exo. 21: 8 also belongs to these
passages. In this last passage Mühlau proposes a transposition of the letters
thus: H�DY JL (if she displease her master, so that he knows her not, does
not like to make her his concubine, then he shall cause her to be redeemed,
etc.). [In his volume on Isaiah just published (1866), Dr. Delitzsch appends
the following note on Isa. 63: 9: — “There are fifteen passages in which
the Keri substitutes WLO for JL, vid., Masora magna on Lev. 11:21 (Psalter,
ii. 60). If we include Isa. 49: 5, 1Ch. 11:20, 1Sa. 2:16 also, there are then
eighteen (comp. on Job. 13:15); but the first two of these passages are very
doubtful, and are therefore intentionally omitted, and in the third it is JLO



that is substituted for WLO (Ges. Thes. 735, b). 2Sa. 19: 7 also does not
belong here, for in this passage the Keri is wL.” — Tr.]

ft103 Vid., Geiger, Lesestücke aus der Mischnah (1845), S. 37f.
ft104 Vid., Göschel, Die Kurfürstinnen zu Brandenburg aus dem Hause

Hohenzollern (1857), S. 28-32.
ft105 Marie Henriquez Morales, bearbeitet von Piza (1860), X. 12.
ft106 The verb �NX signifies in the Arabic to deviate, to go on one side (whence,

e.g., ahhnaf, bandy-legged): hhan−Ñf, which is derived from it, is a so-called
Arab. d¾idd, eÏnantioÂshmon, which may mean both one inclining to the good
and true (one who is orthodox), and in this sense it is a surname of
Abraham, and one inclining to evil. BeidhaÑwi explains it by maÑïl, inclining
one’s self to; the synonym, but used only in a good sense, is Arab. èl-èaÑdl, el-
èaÑdil.

ft107 Comp. the development of the idea of the synonyms for sin in von
Hofmann, Schriftbeweis, i. 483ff., at the commencement of the fourth
Lehrstück.

ft108 In honour of our departed friend, whose Commentary on Job abounds in
observations manifesting a delicate appreciation of the writer’s purpose
and thought, we have quoted his own words.

ft109 When the English army landed in Egypt in 1801, Sir Sydney Smith gave
the troops the sure sign, that wherever date-trees grew there must be water;
and this is supported by the fact of people digging after it generally, within
a certain range round the tree within which the roots of the tree could
obtain moisture from the fluid. —  Vid., R. Wilson’s History of the
Expedition to Egypt, p. 18.

ft110 Vid., Arnold Ruge, Die Academie, i. S. 29.
ft111 Vid., Carey, The Book of Job, p. 447. We append here an extract from a

letter of Consul Wetzstein, as giving an explanation of Job. 14: 7-9,
derived from personal observation: “The practice of cutting down the trees
in order to obtain a new and increased use from them, is an important part
of husbandry in the country east of the Jordan. It is, however, now almost
confined to the region round Damascus, in consequence of the devastation
of the country. This operation is called gemm (�MG), and is performed only
with the axe, because the stump would decay away if sawn. When the vine,
after bearing from sixty to eighty years, loses its fruitfulness and begins to
decay, it is cut down close to the ground in the second kaÑnuÑn (January).
The first year it bears little or nothing, but throws out new branches and
roots; and afterwards it bears plenteously, for the vine-stock has renewed
its youth. The fig-tree (t−Ñne) and the pomegranate (rummaÑne), when old



and decayed, are cut down in like manner. Their shoots are very numerous,
and in the following winter as many as ten young plants may be taken from
the pomegranate. Those that are left on the old stem bear fruit in the fourth
year. The walnut-tree (goÑze) ceases to bear much after 100 years, and
becomes hollow and decayed. It is then cut down to within two or three
yards from the ground. If the trees are well watered, the new shoots spring
up in a year in uncommon luxuriance, and bear fruit in the second year.
The new shoot is called darbuÑne. From many trees, as the citron (l−ÑmuÑne),
ash (dardaÑre), and mulberry (tuÑte), this new shoot often attains a length of
twelve feet in the first year, provided the tree has the conditio sine qua non
which Job styles �YM XYR — a plentiful supply of water.”

ft112 As a rule, the interrogative He, when pointed with Pathach, has Gaja
against the Pathach [2Sa. 7: 5]; this, however, falls away (among other
instances) when the syllable immediately following the He has the tone, as
in the two examples given above (comp. also LJ�HA, Job. 8: 3; LJ�LiHA, 13: 7),
or the usual Gaja (Metheg) which stands in the antepenultima (Bär,
Metheg-Setzung, § 23).

ft113 So also Psa. 56:10, where I now prefer to translate “This I know,” HZ
neuter, like Pro. 24:12, and referring forward as above, v. 17.

ft114 Heidenheim refers to Hos. 8: 2 for the position of the words, but there
Israel may also be an apposition: we know thee, we Israel.

ft115 Communication from Consul Wetzstein: If this verse affirms that the freer
a people is from intermixture with other races, the purer is its tradition, it
gives expression to a principle derived from experience, which needs no
proof. Even European races, especially the Scandinavians, furnish proof of
this in their customs, language, and traditions, although in this case certain
elements of their indigenous character have vanished with the introduction
of Christianity. A more complete parallel is furnished by the wandering
tribes of the ‘Aneze and SharaÑraÑt of the Syrian deserts, people who have
indeed had their struggles, and have even been weakened by emigration,
but have certainly never lost their political and religious autonomy, and
have preserved valuable traditions which may be traced to the earliest
antiquity. It is unnecessary to prove this by special instance, when the
whole outer and inner life of these peoples can be regarded as the best
commentary on the biblical accounts of the patriarchal age. It is, however,
not so much the fact that the evil-doer receives his punishment, in favour
of which Eliphaz appeals to the teaching handed down from the fathers, as
rather the belief in it, consequently in a certain degree the dogma of a
moral order in the world. This dogma is an essential element of the ancient
Abrahamic religion of the desert tribes — that primitive religion which
formed the basis of the Mosaic, and side by side with it was continued



among the nomads of the desert; which, shortly before the appearance of
Christianity in the country east of Jordan, gave birth to mild doctrines,
doctrines which tended to prepare the way for the teaching of the gospel;
which at that very time, according to historical testimony, also prevailed in
the towns of the HigaÑz, and was first displaced again by the Jemanic
idolatry, and limited to the desert, in the second century after Christ, during
the repeated migrations of the southern Arabs; which gave the most
powerful impulse to the rise of Islam, and furnished its best elements;
which, towards the end of the last century, brought about the reform of
Islamism in the province of Negd, and produced the Wahabee doctrine; and
which, finally, is continued even to the present day by the name of D−Ñn
IbraÑh−Ñm, ”Religion of Abraham,” as a faithful tradition of the fathers,
among the vast Ishmaelitish tribes of the Syrian desert, “to whom alone the
land is given over, and into whose midst no stranger has penetrated.” Had
this cultus spread among settled races with a higher education, it might
have been taught also in writings: if, however, portions of writings in
reference to it, which have been handed down to us by the Arabic, are to be
regarded as unauthentic, it may also in èIraÑk have been mixed with the
Sabian worship of the stars; but among the nomads it will have always
been only oral, taught by the poets in song, and contained in the fine
traditions handed down uncorrupted from father to son, and practised in
life.
It is a dogma of this religion (of which I shall speak more fully in the
introduction to my Anthologie von Poesien der WanderstaÑmme), that the
pious will be rewarded by God in his life and in his descendants, the
wicked punished in his life and in his descendants; and it may also, in v.
19, be indirectly said that the land of Eliphaz has preserved this faith, in
accordance with tradition, purer than Job’s land. If Eliphaz was from the
Petraean town of TeÑmaÑn (which we merely suggest as possible here), he
might indeed rightly assert that no strange race had become naturalized
there; for that hot, sterile land, poorly supplied with water, had nothing
inviting to the emigrant or marauder, and its natives remain there only by
virtue of the proverb: loÑlaÑ hhibb el-wattan quat.taÑl, lakaÑn daÑr es-suÑè charaÑb,
“Did not the love of one’s country slay (him who is separated from it), the
barren country would be uninhabited.” Job certainly could not affirm the
same of his native country, if this is, with the Syrian tradition, to be
regarded as the Nukra (on this point, vid., the Appendix). As the richest
province of Syria, it has, from the earliest time to the present, always been
an apple of contention, and has not only frequently changed its rulers, but
even its inhabitants.

ft116 The Arab. verb kdr belongs to the root kd, to smite, thrust, quatere,
percutere, tundere, trudere; a root that has many branches. It is I. transitive



cadara (fut. jacduru, inf. cadr) — by the non-adoption of which from the
original lexicons our lexicographers have deprived the whole etymological
development of its groundwork — in the signification to pour, hurl down,
pour out, e.g., cadara-l-maÑa, he has spilt, poured out, thrown down the
water; hence in the medial VII. form incadara intransitive, to fall, fall
down, chiefly of water and other fluids, as of the rain which pours down
from heaven, of a cascade, and the like; then improperly of a bird of prey
which shoots down from the air upon its prey (e.g., in the poetry in
BeidhaÑwi on Sur. 81, 2: “The hawk saw some bustards on the plain
f’ancadara, and rushed down”); of a hostile host which rushes upon the
enemy [first possible signification for RWDYK]; of a man, horse, etc., which
runs very swiftly, effuse currit, effuso curru ruit; of the stars that shall fall
from heaven at the last day (Sur. 81, 2). Then also II. intransitive cadara
(fut. jacdiru) with the secondary form cadira (fut. jacdaru) and cadura
(fut. jacduru), prop. to be shaken and jolted; then also of fluid things,
mixed and mingled, made turgid, unclean, i.e., by shaking, jolting, stirring,
etc., with the dregs (the cudaÑre or cudaÑde); then gen. turbidum, non
limpidum (opp. Arab. s¾fè), with a similar transition of meaning to that in
turbare (comp. deturbare) and the German trüben (comp. traben or
trappen, treiben, treffen). The primary meaning of the root takes another
III. turn in the derived adjectives cudur, cudurr, cundur, cunaÑdir,
compressed, solid, thick; the last word with us (Germans) forms a
transition from cadir, cadr, cad−Ñr, dull, slimy, yeasty, etc., inasmuch as we
speak of dickes Bier (thick beer), etc., cerevisia spissa, de la bière épaisse.
Here the point of contact of the word RWDYK, tumult of battle, kloÂnoj
aÏndrwÚn, seems indicated: a dense crowd and tumult, where one is close
upon another; as also �XLN, HMXLM, signify not reciprocal destruction,
slaughter, but to press firmly and closely upon one another, a dense crowd.
— Fl.

ft117 Vid., Dachselt’s Biblia Accentuata, p. 816.
ft118 For the elucidation of this interpretation of the passage, Consul Wetzstein

has contributed the following: “As one who yields to inordinate passion is
without sympathy cast from human society because he is called muqaÑtal
rabbuh, ‘one who is beaten in the conflict against his God’ (since he has
sinned against the holy command of chastity), and as no one ventures to
pronounce the name of Satan because God has cursed him (Gen. 3:14),
without adding èaleÑh el-laène, ‘God’s curse upon him!’ so a man may not
presume to inhabit places which God has appointed to desolation. Such
villages and cities, which, according to tradition, have perished and been
frequently overthrown (maqluÑbe, muqeÑl−Ñbe, munqualibe) by the visitation
of divine judgment, are not uncommon on the borders of the desert. They



are places, it is said, where the primary commandments of the religion of
Abraham (D−Ñn IbraÑhim) have been impiously transgressed. Thus the city of
Babylon will never be colonized by a Semitic tribe, because they hold the
belief that it has been destroyed on account of Nimrod’s apostasy from
God, and his hostility to His favoured one, Abraham. The tradition which
has even been transferred by the tribes of Arabia Petraea into Islamism of
the desolation of the city of Higr (or MedaÑin SaÑlih) on account of
disobedience to God, prevents any one from dwelling in that remarkable
city, which consists of thousands of dwellings cut in the rock, some of
which are richly ornamented; without looking round, and muttering
prayers, the desert ranger hurries through, even as does the great
procession of pilgrims to Mekka, from fear of incurring the punishment of
God by the slightest delay in the accursed city. The destruction of Sodom,
brought about by the violation of the right of hospitality (Gen. 19: 5, comp.
Job. 31:32), is to be mentioned here, for this legend certainly belongs
originally to the èDin IbraÑh−Ñmè rather than to the Mosaic. At the source of the
RakkaÑd (the largest river of the Golan region) there are a number of erect
and remarkably perforated jasper formations, which are called ‘the bridal
procession’ (el-faÑrida). This bridal procession was turned to stone, because
a woman of the party cleaned her child that had made itself dirty with a
bread-cake (qurss). Near it is its village (UfuÑne), which in spite of repeated
attempts is no more to be inhabited. It remains forsaken, as an eternal
witness that ingratitude (kufraÑn en-nièma), especially towards God, does not
remain unpunished.

ft119 Carey proposes to take �LNM = �LMN, their cutting, layer for planting; but
the verb-group LLM, LWM, LMN (vid., supra, p. 224) is not favourable to the
supposition of a substantive LMEN� in this signification, according to the
usual application of the language.

ft120 Freytag has erroneously placed the infinitives nail and manaÑl under Arab.
naÑl med. Wau, instead of under Arab. naÑl me. Je, where he only repeats
nail, and erroneously gives manaÑl the signification donum, citing in support
of it a passage from FaÑkihat al-chulafaÑ, where èaz−Ñz al-manaÑl (a figure
borrowed from places difficult of access, and rendered strong and
impregnable by nature or art) signifies “one who was hard to get at” (i.e.,
whose position of power is made secure). The true connection is this: Arab.
naÑl med. Wau signifies originally to extend, reach, to hand anything to any
one with outstretched arm or hand, the correlatum Arab. naÑl med. Je: to
attain, i.e., first to touch or reach anything with outstretched arm or hand,
and then really to grasp and take it, gen. adipisci, consequi, assequi,
impetrare, with the ordinary infinitives nail and manaÑl. Therefore manaÑl
(from Arab. naÑl med. Je) signifies primarily as abstract, attainment; it may



then, however, like nail and the infinitives generally, pass over to the
concrete signification: what one attains to, or what one has attained, gotten,
although I can give no special example in support of it. — Fl.

ft121 In order to appreciate the point of the comparison, it is needful to know that
the Syrian olive-tree bears fruit plentifully the first, third, and fifth years,
but rests during the second, fourth, and sixth. It blossoms in these years
also, but the blossoms fall off almost entirely without any berries being
formed. The harvest of the olive is therefore in such years very scanty.
With respect to the vine, every year an enormous quantity of grapes are
used up before they are ripe. When the berries are only about the size of a
pea, the acid from them is used in housekeeping, to prepare almost every
kind of food. The people are exceedingly fond of things sour, a taste which
is caused by the heat of the climate. During the months of June, July, and
August, above six hundred horses and asses laden with unripe grapes come
daily to the market in Damascus alone, and during this season no one uses
vinegar; hence the word JRSB signifies in Syriac the acid (vinegar) kat�
eÏcoxhÂn. In Arabic the unripe grapes are exclusively called hhossrum (Arab.
h¾s¾rm), or, with a dialectic distinction, hissrim.  — Wetzst.

ft122 The primary meaning of Arabic marid¾a (root mr, stringere) is maceratum
esse, by pressing, rubbing, beating, to be tender, enervated (Germ. dialectic
and popul. abmaracht); comp. the nearest related maras¾a, then maraza,
marasa, marasÔa, and further, the development of the meaning of morbus
and malakiÂa; — originally and first, of bodily sickness, then also of
diseased affections and conditions of spirit, as envy, hatred, malice, etc.;
vid., Sur. 2, v. 9, and BeidhaÑwi thereon. — Fl.

ft123 On the other hand, ��Q, Arab. qt¾m, abscindere, praemordere, has no
connection with �MQ, with which Kimchi and Reiske confuse it. This is
readily seen from the opposite primary distinction of the two roots, �Q and
�Q, of which the former expresses union, the latter separation.

ft124 Wetzstein thinks the signification conspirare for �WJLMTY poor in this
connection, and prefers to translate: All together they eat themselves full
upon me, Jl�MATiHI as reflexive of Jl�MI, Job. 38:39, synon. of �BVN, as in
“the Lovers of AmaÑsiaÑ,� FerhhaÑt, after the death of his beloved, cries out:
We are not separated! To-morrow (i.e., soon) the All-kind One will unite
us in paradise, and we shall satisfy ourselves one with another (Arab. w-
ntmllè mn b-èd¾naÑ {(}l-bèd¾). One would, however, expect YnIMEMI instead of YLA�F;
but perhaps we may refer to the interchange of L�A GN�TH, Job. 22:26,
27:10, with �MI GN�TH, Isa. 66:11.



ft125 The signification to help, which belongs to the I. form Arab. mala’a,
proceeds from malaÑèun, to have abundance, to be well off; prop. to be able
to furnish any one with the means (opes, copias) for anything, and thereby
to place him in a position to accomplish it. Comp. the Lat. ops, opem ferre,
opitulari, opes, opulentus (Arab. malaÑèun). — Fl.

ft126 The emptying of the gall takes place if the gall-bladder or any of its ducts
are torn; but how the gall itself (without assuming some morbid condition)
can flow outwardly, even with a severe wound, is a difficult question, with
which only those who have no appreciation of the standpoint of imagery
and poetry will distress themselves. [On the “spilling of the gall” or
“bursting of the gall-bladder” among the Arabs, as the working of violent
and painful emotions, vid., Zeitschr. der deutschen morgenländ. Gesellsch.
Bd. xvi. S. 586, Z. 16ff. — Fl.]

ft127 As, according to the tradition, it is said to have been impossible to remove
the stain of the blood of Zachariah the son of Jehoiada, who was murdered
in the court of the temple, until it was removed by the destruction of the
temple itself.

ft128 Comp. 1Ki. 14:14, where it is probably to be explained: Jehovah shall raise
up for himself a king over Israel who shall cut off the house of Jeroboam
that day, but what? even now (HT� �G), i.e., He hath raised him up (= but
no, even now).

ft129 �WT is related to the Sanskrit root shtt−Ñv, as teÂgh, truÂxouj, truÂzw, and the
like, to steÂgh, struÂxnoj, struÂzw, vid., Kuhn’s Zeitschrift, Bd. iv. Abh. i.
(the falling away of s before mutes).

ft130 Almost all modern expositors repeat the remark here, that this tuffan is
similar in meaning to rÎakaÂ, Mat. 5:22, while they might learn from
Lightfoot that it has nothing to do with QR, to spit, but is equivalent to
JQFYR�, keneÂ.

ft131 Comp. my Anekdota zur Gesch. der mittelalterlichen Scholastik unter
Juden und Moslemen (1841), S. 380.

ft132 This accentuates HYJW with Munach, WPJ with Munach, which accords
with the matter, instead of which, according to Luzz., since the Athnach-
word YTWQT consists of three syllables, it should be more correctly
accentuated HYJW with Munach, WPJ with Dech−Ñ. Both, also Munach
Munach, are admissible; vid., Bär, Thorath Emeth, S. 43, § 7, comp. S. 71,
not.

ft133 Accordingly we also explain Hos. 11: 6 after Lam. 2: 9, and transl.: The
sword moveth round in his (Ephraim’s) cities, and destroyeth his



(Ephraim’s) bars (i.e., the bars of his gates), and devoureth round about,
because of their counsels.

ft134 Compare the prayer of Juda ha-Levi, �YLJ �MM XRBJ (Arab. mn-k ‘’ud l-
k), in Kämpf’s Nichtandalusische Poesien andalusischer Dichter (1858), ii.
206.

ft135 Ewald very truly says: “This is the true turn of the human controversy,
which is favoured by the whole course of Job’s life, that he, though in the
present utterly despairing of all, even God, still holds fast to the eternal
hidden God of the future, and with this faith rises wondrously, when to all
human appearance it seemed that he must succumb.”

ft136 In post-bibl. Hebrew, �YCNQ has become common in the signification,
proofs, arguments, as e.g., a Karaitic poet says, YTWMYQH �YCNQB �M�
DWXYW, the oneness of thy name have I upheld with proofs; vid., Pinsker,
Likute Kadmoniot. Zur Gesch. des Karaismus und der karaÑischen Literatur,
1860, S. WSQ.

ft137 If B�R elsewhere corresponds to the Arabic rugb, to be voraciously
hungry, the Arab. ra’b, to be paralyzed with fright, might correspond to it
in the present passage: “from all sides spectres alarm him (WHT�B from
T�B = Arab. bgt, to fall suddenly upon any one; or better: = b�t,̄ to hunt up,
excitare, to cause to rise, to fill with alarm) and urge him forward, seizing
on his heels; then his strength becomes a paralyzing fright (BJARÁ), and
destruction is ready to overwhelm him.” The ro’b (BJARO, thus in
Damascus) or ra’b (BJARÁ, thus in Hauran and among the Beduins) is a state
of mind which only occurs among us in a lower degree, but among the
Arabs it is worthy of note as a psychological fact. If the wahm (Arab. ‘l-
whm), or idea of some great and inevitable danger or misfortune,
overpowers the Arab, all strength of mind and body suddenly forsakes him,
so that he breaks down powerless and defenceless. Thus on July 8, 1860, in
Damascus, in a few hours, about 6000 Christian men were slain, without
any one raising a hand or uttering a cry for mercy. Both European and
native doctors have assured me the ro’b in Arabia kills, and I have
witnessed instances myself. Since it often produces a stiffness of the limbs
with chronic paralysis, all kinds of paralysis are called ro’b, and the
paralytics marÿuÑb.  — Wetzst.

ft138 In Arabic the positive is expressed in the same metonymies with abu, e.g.,
abuÑ ÿl-cheÑr, the benevolent; on the other hand, e.g., ibn el-hhaÑge is much
stronger than abu ÿl-hhaÑge: the person who is called ibn is conceived of as a
child of these conditions; they belong to his inmost nature, and have not
merely affected him slightly and passed off. The Hebrew RWKB represents



the superlative, because among Semites the power and dignity of the father
is transmitted to the first-born. So far as I know, the Arab does not use this
superlative; for what is terrible and revolting he uses “mother,” e.g., umm
el-faÑritt, mother of death, a name for the plague (in one of the modern
popular poets of Damascus), umm el-quashshaÑsh, mother of the sweeping
death, a name for war (in the same); for that which awakens the emotions
of joy and grief he frequently uses “daughter.” In an Arabian song of
victory the fatal arrows are called benaÑt el-moÑt, and the heroes (slayers) in
the battle ben−Ñ el-moÑt, which is similar to the figure used in the book of
Job. Moreover, that disease which eats up the limbs could not be described
by a more appropriate epithet than TWM RWKB. Its proper name is shunned
in common life; and if it is necessary to mention those who are affected
with it, they always say saÑdaÑt el-gudhamaÑ to avoid offending the company,
or to escape the curse of the thing mentioned. — Wetzst.

ft139 [Comp. a note infra on Job. 21: 4. — Tr.]
ft140 The desolation of his house is the most terrible calamity for the Semite, i.e.,

when all belonging to his family die or are reduced to poverty, their
habitation is desolated, and their ruins are become the byword of future
generations. For the Beduin especially, although his hair tent leaves no
mark, the thought of the desolation of his house, the extinction of his
hospitable hearth, is terrible.  — Wetzst.

ft141 To such biblical figures taken from plants, according to which root and
branch are become familiar in the sense of ancestors and descendants
(comp. Sir. 23:25, 40:15; Wisd. 4: 3-5; Rom. 11:16), the arbor
consanguineitatis, which is not Roman, but is become common in the
Christian refinement of the Roman right, may be traced back; the first trace
of this is found in Isidorus Hispalensis (as also the Cabbalistic tree �LYJ,
which represents the Sephir-genealogy, has its origin in Spain).

ft142 The village with its meadow-land is el-beled wa ‘l-berr. The arable land, in
distinction from the steppe, is el-ardd el-aÑmira, and the steppe is el-berr−Ñje.
If both are intended, ardd can be used alone. Used specially, el-berr−Ñje is
the proper name for the great Syrian desert; hence the proverb: el-hhurr−Ñje
fi ÿl-berr−Ñje, there is freedom in the steppe (not in towns and villages). —
Wetzst.

ft143 Vid., Psalter ii. 503, and comp. Davidson, Outlines of Hebrew
Accentuation (1861), p. 92, note.

ft144 Reiske interprets according to the Arabic ‘kr, denso et turbido agmine cum
impetu ruitis in me.

ft145 In Sur. 93, 9 (oppress not the orphan), the reading Arab. tkhr is found
alternating with Arab. tqhr .



ft146 The (black) slaves born within the tribe itself are in the present day, from
their dependence and bravery, accounted as the stay of the tribe, and are
called fadaÑw−Ñje, as those who are ready to sacrifice their life for its interest.
The body-slave of Job is thought of as such as TYB DYLY.

ft147 The ultima -accentuation of the form YTI�bSA is regular, is the Waw conv.
praet. in fut. is added, as Exo. 33:19, 22, 2Ki. 19:34, Isa. 65: 7, Eze. 20:38,
Mal. 2: 2, Psa. 89:24. Besides, the penultima has the tone regularly, e.g.,
Jos. 5: 9, 1Sa. 12: 3, 22:22, Jer. 4:28, Psa. 35:14, 38: 7, Job. 40: 4,
Ecc. 2:20. There are, however, exceptions, Deu. 32:41 (YTWN�), Isa. 44:16
(YTWMX), Psa. 17: 3 (YTMZ), Psa. 92:11 (YTLB), Psa. 116: 6 (YTWLD).
Perhaps the ultima -accentuation in these exceptional instances is intended
to protect the indistinct pronunciation of the consonants Beth, Waw, or
even Resh, at the beginning of the following words, which might easily
become blended with the final syllable YT; certainly the reason lies in the
pronunciation or in the rhythm (vid., on Psa. 116: 6, and comp. the
retreating of the tone in the infin. YTWLX (Psa. 77:11). Looking at this last
exception, which has not yet been cleared up, YTWNX in the present passage
will always be able to be regarded on internal grounds either as infin. or as
1 praet. The ultima -accentuation makes the word at first sight appear to be
infin., whereas in comparison with HRZ, which is accented on the penult.,
and therefore as 3 praet., YTWNXW seems also to be intended as praet. The
accentuation, therefore, leaves the question in uncertainty.

ft148 Supplementary: Instead of istachanna (of the stinking of a well, perhaps
denom. from Arab. chnn, prop. to smell like a hen-house), the verb
hhannana (with Arab. hå) = ‘affana, “to be corrupt, to have a mouldy
smell,” can, with Wetzstein, be better compared with YTI�nXÁ; thence comes
zeÑt mohhannin = moÿaffin, corrupt rancid oil, corresponding to the Syriac
JNYNX. Thus ambiguously to the sellers of walnuts in Damascus cry out
their wares with the words: el-mohhannin mauguÑd, “the merciful One
liveth,” i.e., I do not guarantee the quality of my wares. In like manner, not
only can Arab. daÑr inf. dheir (dheÑr), to be offensive, be compared with
HRFZF, but, with Wetzstein, also the very common steppe word for “to be
bad, worthless,” Arab. zraÑ, whence adj. zar−Ñ (with nunation zar−Ñjun).

ft149 The disease which maims or devours the limbs, daÑÿu el-gudhaÑm [vid. supra,
p. 281], which generically includes Arabian leprosy, cancer, and syphilis,
and is called the “first-born of death” in Job. 18:13, is still in Arabia the
most dreaded disease, in the face of which all human sympathy ceases. In
the steppe, even the greatest personage who is seized with this disease is
removed at least a mile or two from the encampment, where a charbuÑsh,



i.e., a small black hair-tent, is put up for him, and an old woman, who has
no relations living, is given him as an attendant until he dies. No one visits
him, not even his nearest relations. He is cast off as muqaÑtal ollah.  —
Wetzst. The prejudice combated by the book of Job, that the leper is, as
such, one who is smitten by the wrath of God, has therefore as firm hold of
the Arabian mind in the present day as it had centuries ago.

ft150 Vid., Schultens’ ad Pro. Meidanii, p. 7 (where “to eat his own flesh,”
equivalent to “himself,” without allowing others to do it, signifies to
censure his kinsmen), and comp. the phrase Arab. aclu-l-aÿraÑdhi in the
signification arrodere existimationem hominum in Makkari, i. 541, 13.

ft151 DJALF is differently interpreted by Jerome: evermore hewn in the rock; for so
it seems his vel certe (instead of which celte is also read, which is an old
northern name for a chisel) sculpantur in siliece must be explained.

ft152 In Arabic ‘fr belongs only to the ancient language (whence ‘afarahu, he has
cast him into the dust, placed him upon the sand, inf. ‘afr); Arab. gbaÑr
(whence the Ghobar, a peculiar secret-writing, has its name) signifies the
dry, flying dust; Arab. traÑb, however, is dust in gen., and particularly the
dust of the grave, as e.g., in the forcible proverb: nothing but the turaÑb fills
the eyes of man. So common is this signification, that a tomb is therefore
called turbe.

ft153 Hahn, after having in his pamphlet, de spe immortalitatis sub V.T. gradatim
exculta, 1845, understood Job’s confession distinctly of a future beholding
in this world, goes further in his Commentary, and entirely deprives this
confession of the character of hope, and takes all as an expression of what
is present. We withhold our further assent.

ft154 Von Hofmann (Schriftbeweis, ii. 2, 503) translates: “I know, however, my
Redeemer is living, and hereafter He will stand forth [which must have
been DM�Y instead of �WQY] upon the earth and after my skin, this
surrounding (wPqiNI, Chaldaism, instead of TwPqiNI after the form Tw�qi�I),
and from my flesh shall I behold God, whom I shall behold for myself, and
my eyes see [Him], and He is not strange.”

ft155 Stickel therefore maintains that this aÏnistaÂnai of the LXX is to be
understood not of being raised from the dead, but of being restored to
health; vid., on the contrary, Umbreit in Stud. u. Krit. 1840, i., and Ewald
in d. Theol. Jahrbb., 1843, iv.

ft156 In this signification, to recover, prop. to recover one’s self, XPAtiJI is used
in Talmudic; vid., Buxtorf, XWP and XPT. The rabbinical expositors ignore
this Targum, and in general furnish but little that is useful here.



ft157 Thus, according to the Turkish Kamus: to sever the skull from (Arab. ‘n)
the brain, i.e., so that the brain is laid bare, or also e.g., to split the
coloquintida [or bitter cucumber], so that the seeds are laid bare, or: to
crack the bones and take out the marrow, cognate with Arab. nqb, for the
act of piercing an egg is called both naqaba and naqafa-l-beidha. In
Hebrew �QN coincides with �GN, not with BQN.

ft158 He remains undecided between a future spiritual and a present beholding of
God: harum interpretationum utra rectior sit, vix erit dijudicandum, nam
in utramque partem facile potest disputari.

ft159 If Job could say, like Tobia, ch. 2:17f., Vulg.: filii sanctorum sumus et
vitam illam exspectamus, quam Deus daturus est his qui fidem suam
nunquam mutant ab eo, his conduct would certainly be different; but what
he expresses in Job. 19:25-27 is very far removed from this confession of
faith of Tobia.

ft160 The view of Böttcher, de inferis, p. 149, is false, that the poet by the
conclusion of his book disapproves the hope expressed, as dementis
somnium.

ft161 Job’s wish, Job. 19:23f., is accomplished, as e.g., Jam. 5: 1 shows, and his
hope is realized, since he has beheld God the Redeemer enter Hades, and is
by Him led up on high to behold God in heaven. We assume the historical
reality of Job and the consistence of his history with the rest of Scripture,
which we have treated in Bibl Psychol. Job. 6 § 3, on the future life and
redemption. Accordingly, one might, with the majority of modern
expositors, limit Job’s hope to the beholding of God in the intermediate
state; but, as is further said above, such particularizing is unauthorized.

ft162 Thus it is to be read according to the Masoretic note, JLMW TYL (i.e., plene,
as nowhere else), which occurs in Codd., as is also attested by Kimchi in
his Gramm., Moznajim, p. 8; Aben-Ezra in his Gramm., Zachoth 1, b; and
the punctuator Jekuthiël, in his Darche ha-Nikkud (chapter on the letters
JWHY).

ft163 In Arabic, gille (HlFgI) and gelle (HlFgA) is the usual and preferred fuel (hence
used as synon. of hhattab) formed of the dung of cows, and not indeed
yoke-oxen (baqar ÿammaÑle), because they have more solid fodder, which
produces no material for the gelle, but from cattle that pasture in the open
fields (baqar bat.taÑle), which are almost entirely milking cows. This dung is
collected by women and children in the spring from the pastures as
perfectly dry cakes, which have the green colour of the grass. Every
husbandman knows that this kind of dung — the product of a rapid, one
might say merely half, digestion, even when fresh, but especially when dry
— is perfectly free from smell. What is collected is brought in baskets to



the forming or pressing place (mattba’a, H�FbF�iMÁ), where it is crumbled,
then with water made into a thick mass, and, having been mixed with
chopped straw, is formed by the women with the hand into round cakes,
about a span across, and three fingers thick. They resemble the tanners’
tan-cakes, only they are not square. Since this compound has the form of a
loaf it is called qurss (which also signifies a loaf of bread); and since a
definite form is given to it by the hand, it is called ttabu’ (JAwb�A),
collective tteÑbaÑbiÿ, which Y��wPCi (Y��YPiCi), Eze. 4:15, resembles in
meaning; for ssaf’, �PC (cogn. ssafhh, XPC), signifies to beat anything
with the palm of the hand. First spread out, then later on piled up, the gelle
lies the whole summer in the mattba’a. The domes (qubeb) are not formed
until a month before the rainy season, i.e., a circular structure is built up of
the cakes skilfully placed one upon another like bricks; it is made from six
to eight yards high, gradually narrowed and finished with a vaulted dome,
whence this structure has its name, qubbe (HbFQU). Below it measures about
eight or ten paces, it is always hollow, and is filled from beneath by means
of an opening which serves as a door. The outside of the qubbe is plastered
over with a thick solution of dung; and this coating, when once dried in the
sun, entirely protects the building, which is both storehouse and store,
against the winter rains. When they begin to use the fuel, they take from
the inside first by means of the doorway, and afterwards (by which time the
heavy rains are over) they use up the building itself, removing the upper
part first by means of a ladder. By the summer the qubbe has disappeared.
Many large households have three or four of these stores. Where walled-in
courts are spacious, as is generally the case, they stand within; where not,
outside. The communities bordering on the desert, and exposed to attacks
from the Arabs, place them close round their villages, which gives them a
peculiar appearance. When attacked, the herds are driven behind these
buildings, and the peasants make their appearance between them with their
javelins. Seetzen reckons the gelle among the seven characteristics of the
district of HauraÑn (Basan).
It appears that Eze. 4:12ff. — where the prophet is allowed the usual cow-
dung, the flame of which has no smell whatever, and its ashes, which
smoulder for a long time, are as clean as wood ashes, instead of the cakes
(YL�LiGE) of human dung — is to be explained according to this custom. My
fellow-travellers have frequently roasted mushrooms (futtr) and truffles
(faq’, �QApE) in the early spring in the glowing ashes of the gelle. On the
other hand, it would be an error to infer from this passage that the Semites
made use of human dung for fuel; the Semites (including the Nomads) are
the most scrupulously particular people respecting cleanliness. According
to the above, Zep. 1:17 may be explained: “their flesh shall become like



dung,” i.e., be burned or destroyed like dung. And also we understand the
above passage in the book of Job, “as his heap of dung-cakes shall he be
consumed away,” exactly like 1Ki. 14:10: “I will burn (take away) the
remnant of the house of Jeroboam, as a man burneth the dung-cakes until
they are consumed,” The suff. in �LLiGEki refers to the habitation of the evil-
doer, above whose grovelling joy the high dome of the dung-cakes rises,
which, before one becomes aware of it, has disappeared; and throughout
the description of the sudden destruction of the evil-doer, vv. 8, 9, the
reader must keep the figure of this dome and its disappearing before his
mind. If it be objected that by such a rendering WYLFLFGikI would be expected,
1Ki. 14:10 shows that LLFgF (Lg�) was also used as a collective, and the
Arabic gelle is never used in any other way, which is the more remarkable,
as one from the first regards its termination as the “Arab. t of unity.” My
attendants on my journey from Damascus (where there is no gelle, and
consequently the word is not used) always took it so, and formed the plural
gellaÑt and the collective gilel, and were always laughed at and corrected:
say Arab. aqraÑså jllt or tåbaÑb−Ñÿ jllt ! — Wetzst.

ft164 Ovid, Metam. i. 112, comp. Virgil, Ecl. iv. 30:

Et durae quercus sudabant roscida mella; and Horace, Epod. xvi. 47:
Mella cava manant ex ilice, montibus altis

Levis crepante lympha desilit pede.

ft165 The Targ. translates: because he brought to ruin the business of the poor
(BZ� after ��BzF�I in Ezekiel); and Parchon: because he brought to ruin the
courts of the poor (after the Mishna-word HBFYZI�áMÁ, a paved floor); but BZ�,
according to the Masora on Isa. 58: 2 (comp. Kimchi, Michlol, p. 35), is to
be read BZA�F as a verb.

ft166 Hupfeld interprets: non fruitur securus ventre suo h. e. cibo quo venter
potitus erat et deliciis quas non salvas retinebit (or also v. 20b as a clause
by itself: cum deliciis suis non evadet), but without any proof that bI �DAYF
can signify frui, and ��B metonymically food, whereas the assertion that
WL��F cannot be equivalent to WLE�E, and cannot be used of rest with reference
to the desire, is unfounded. In Hebrew the neuter adj. can be used as a
substantive, just as in Greek, e.g., toÃ aÏsfaleÂj, security, toÃ euÏtuxeÂj, success
(comp. e.g., the combination TMJW �YMTB), and XL§ signifies release and
ease (Arab. followed by ‘n), without distinction of what disturbs, be it
danger, or pain, or any kind of emotion whatever.



ft167 This passage is translated: and their blood is poured forth as dust, i.e.,
useless rubbish (Arab. el-ghabra HRB�OLJ), and their flesh as filth. The
form of inflection �mFXULi is referable to �XOLi after the form �JOLi.

ft168 Thus sings the warrior Canaÿan TeÑjaÑr (died about 1815) after the loss of his
wife: —  “My grief for her is the brief of him whose horse is dashed in
pieces in the desert. The way is wild, and there is no help from the
travellers who have hurried on before. My groaning is like the groaning of
one who, mortally wounded between the shoulders, Will flee, and trails
after him the lance that is fastened in him.”  — Wetzst.

ft169 Abulwalid (in Kimchi) understands the red gall, i.e., the gall-bladder, by
HRWRM, after the Arabic maraÑre. If this is pierced, its contents are emptied
into the lower part of the body, and the man dies.

ft170 Such a contraction is also presented in the readings wXCiRFti, Psa. 62: 4;
YNI�iLFMi, Psa. 101: 5; and �Q�LiXFyiWA, 1Ch. 23: 6, 24: 3. All these forms are not
resolved forms of Piel (Ges., Berth., Olsh. § 248, a), but contracted forms
of Poel with Kametz-chatuph instead of Cholem. wlT�HFti, Job. 13: 9, is not
a resolved form of Piel, but a non-syncopated Hiphil. [It should be
observed that the Chateph-Kametz in “wedorschu” above and at p. 328 is
used as an unmistakeable sign of the oÔ.  — Tr.]

ft171 This mode of accentuation, which is found in Codd. and is attested by
grammarians (vid., Norzi), is grammatically more intelligible than that of
our editions, which have the Mercha with the final syllable. For while
HMFM�FQTiMI, as Milel, is the pausal-form of the fem. part. Hithpalel for
HMFMi�QTiMI (TMEM�EQTiMI) with a pausal aÑ instead of eÑ, it ought to be as
Milra, a passive form; but the Hithpalal has no meaning here, and is in
general not firmly supported within the range of biblical Hebrew.

ft172 In the passage from Ibn-Kissaï quoted above, p. 421, Schultens, as
Fleischer assures me, has erroneously read Arab. lmchaÑl−Ñb instead of
kmchaÑl−Ñb, having been misled by the frequent failing of the upper stroke of
the Arab. k, and in general Arab. l is never = k, and also L never = K, as
has been imagined since Schultens.

ft173 An Arabian proverb says: “The perfect patience is that which allows no
complaint to be uttered ila el-chalq against creatures (men).”

ft174 The Aruch under L�g, quotes a passage of the Tosefta: HLYKJB µyrtwm
�YCYB YLW�YG �LKJT HPYH �PN TWRZWM, the cast away (Würflinge)
eggs (i.e., such as have fallen away from the hen from a stroke on the tail
of some other cause, and which are not completely formed) are allowed as
food; he may eat them who does not loathe them.



ft175 The Masora observes hytwk tyl (not occuring thus elsewhere), and
accordingly this ãtk is distinguished in the Masoretic HY�YRB �K �YBSN
DX DX �M BJ (alphabetic list of words which take at one time the prefix
K and at another the prefix B), from �TB, which occurs elsewhere. The
Targ. has read ��B; the reading of Raschi and Aben-Ezra is questionable.

ft176 Vid., Handschriftliche Funde, 2. S. V.
ft177 Gesenius in his Thes. corrects the HGJDWJ which was found in Saadia’s

manuscript translation to H�JDWJ, Arab. awdaÑÿuhu, which is intended to
mean repositoria ejus, but is really not Arabic; whereas HGJDWJ is the
correct plur. of Arab. wadaj : his jugular veins, which occurs not merely of
horses, but also of animals and men. Saadia, with reference to the
following BLFXF wJLiMF, has thought of the metaphorical phrase Arab. håalaba
awdaÑjahu: “he has milked his jugular vein,” i.e., he has, as it were, drawn
the blood from his jugular veins = eum jugulavit, vid., Bibliotheca Arabo-
Sicula, p. 563: “and with the freshly milked juice of the jugular veins, viz.,
of the enemy (Arab. w-mn hålb ÿl-ÿwdaÑj), our infant ready to be weaned is
nourished in the midst of the tumult of battle, as soon as he is weaned.”
The meaning of Saadia’s translation is then: his jugular veins are filled
with fresh blood swollen with fulness of blood. — Fl.

ft178 The Arab. verb ÿtån, compared by the Orientals themselves with Arab. wtån,
cognate in sound and meaning, has the primary signification to lie secure
and to lay secure, as Arab. ÿatåan, a resting-place of camels, sheep, and
goats about the watering-places, is only specifically distinct from Arab.
watåan, a cow-shed, cow-stall. The common generic notion is always a
resting-place, wherefore the Kamus interprets ‘attan by wattan wa-mebrek,
viz., round about the drinking-places. Arab. maÿtåin as n. loci, written
m’atén by Barth in his Wanderungen durch die Küstenländer des
Mittelmeeres, Bd. i. (vid., Deutsch. Morgenländ. Zeitschrift, iv. S. 275) S.
500, 517, is similar in meaning. The Arab. verb ÿatåana, impf. jÿattunu, also
jÿattina, n. act. ÿuttuÑn, a v. instrans., signifies, viz., of camels, etc., to lay
themselves down around the drinking-troughs, after or even before
drinking from them. On the other hand, Arab. ÿatåana, impf. jÿattinu, also
j’attunu, n. act. ‘attn, a v. trans. used by the dresser of skins: to lay the
skins in the tan or ooze (French, confire; low Latin, tanare, tannare,
whence French, tanner, to tan, tan, the bark) until they are ready for
dressing, and the hairs will easily scrape off. Hence Arab. ÿatåina, impf.
jÿattanu, n. act. ÿattan, a v. intrans. used of skins: to become tender by lying
in the ooze, and to smell musty, to stink, which is then transferred to men
and animals: to stink like a skin in the ooze, comp. situs, mould, mildew,
rest. — Fl. Starting from the latter signification, macerare pellem, Lee



explains: his bottles (viz., made of leather); and Carey: his half-dressed
skins (because the store of milk is so great that he cannot wait for the
preparation of the leather for the bottles); but the former is impossible, the
latter out of taste, and both are far-fetched.

ft179 Although the tents regularly consist of two divisions, one for the men and
another for the women, the translation “magnificent pavilion”
(Prachtgezelt), disputed by Hirz., is perfectly correct; for even in the
present day a Beduin, as he approaches an encampment, knows the tent of
the sheikh immediately: it is denoted by its size, often also by the lances
planted at the door, and also, as is easily imagined, by the rich arrangement
of cushions and carpets. Vid., Layard’s New Discoveries, pp. 261 and 171.

ft180 This interpretation, however, is unsatisfactory, because it does not do
justice to the twofold Li, which seems, according to Job. 38:23, to be
intended to indicate the terminus ad quem; perhaps vv. 29 and 30 are to be
transposed. If v. 30 followed v. 28, it would retain its natural sense as
belonging to the view of the friends: “For the wicked is reserved for the
day of calamity, and to a day of wrath they are led” (WLBWY as Isa. 53: 7,
Jer. 11:19). Then LBWY TWRBQL JWHW also adds a suitable echo of the
contradiction in Job’s mouth. Böttch. rightly calls attention to the
consonance of LBWY with WLBWY, and of TWRB� with TWRBQ.

ft181 Vid., Lane’s Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians (translated by
Zenker).

ft182 “Take my bones,” says an Arabian poem, “and carry them with you,
wherever you go; and if ye bury them, bury them opposite your
encampment! And bury me not under a vine, which would shade me, but
upon a hill, so that my eye can see you!” Vid., Ausland, 1863, Nr. 15 (Ein
Ritt nach Transjordanien).

ft183 This W�MQ, according to the Masora, is the middle word of the book of Job
(RPSH YCX).

ft184 We leave it undecided whether in a similar manner silk has its name meÂtaca
(maÂtaca), Armenian metaks, Aramaic JSK�M, �YSQ�M, from Damascus
(Ewald and Friedr. Müller).

ft185 Thus RYPWJ has been explained by Lassen in his pamphlet de
Pentapotamia, and his Indische Alterthumskunde (i. 539). The LXX (Cod.
Vat.) and Theodot. have SwfeiÂr, whence Ges. connects Ophir with
Arrian’s OuÏÂppara and Edrisi’s SufaÑra in Guzerat, especially since Sofir is
attested as the Coptic name for India. The matter is still not settled.



ft186 In Rabbinic also this abbreviated negative is not YJ� (as Dukes and Gieger
point it), but according to the traditional pronunciation, YJI, e.g., R�FPiJE YJI
(impossibilie).

ft187 Brentius: Prudentia carnis existimat benedictionem extrinsecus in hoc
seculo piis contingere, impiis vero maledictionem, sed veritas docet,
benedictionem piis in hoc seculo sub maledictione, vitam sub morte,
salutem sub damnatione, e contra impiis sub benedictoine maledictionem,
sub vita mortem, sub salute damnationem contingere.

ft188 RRM and HRM both spring from the root RM [vid. supra, p. 396, note], with
the primary signification stringere, to beat, rub, draw tight. Hence Arab.
maÑrraÑ, to touch lightly, smear upon (to go by, over, or through, to move by,
etc.), but also stringere palatum, of an astringent taste, strong in taste, to be
bitter, opp. Arab. håalaÑ, soft and mild in taste, to be sweet, as in another
direction HLX, to be loose, weak, sick, both from the root Arab. hål in håalla,
solvit, laxavit. From the signification to be tight come amarra, to stretch
tight, istamarra, to stretch one’s self tight, to draw one’s self out in this
state of tension — of things in time, to continue unbroken; mirreh, string,
cord; HRM, to make and hold one’s self tight against any one, i.e., to be
obstinate: originally of the body, as Arab. maÑrraÑ, tamaÑrraÑ, to strengthen
themselves in the contest against one another; then of the mind, as Arab.
maÑraÑ, tamaÑraÑ, to struggle against anything, both outwardly by contradiction
and disputing, and inwardly by doubt and unbelief. — Fl.

ft189 The idea might also be: My hand presses my groaning back (because it
would be of no use to me); but v. 2a is against this, and the Arab. kamada,
to restrain inward pain, anger, etc. by force (e.g., maÑt kemed, he died from
suppressed rage or anxiety), has scarcely any etymological connection with
DBK.

ft190 H�DJ is generally accented with Dech−Ñ, �YLM with Munach, according to
which Dachselt interprets: scirem, quae eloquia responderet mihi Deus, but
this is incorrect. The old editions have correctly H�DJ Munach, �YLM
Munach (taking the place of Dech−Ñ, because the Athnach -word which
follows has not two syllables before the tone-syllable; vid., Psalter, ii. 104,
§ 4).

ft191 With this interpretation, JL should certainly have Rebia mugrasch; its
accentuation with Mercha proceeds from another interpretation, probably
non ituque ponet in me (manum suam), according to which the Targ.
translates. Others, following this accentuation, take JL in the sense of JLH
(vid., in Dachselt), or are at pains to obtain some other meaning from it.



ft192 The Arab. verb ÿtåf signifies trans. to turn, or lay, anything round, so that it
is laid or drawn over something else and covers it; hence Arab. ÿtåaÑf, a
garment that is cast round one, Arab. taÿatåtåafa with Arab. b of a garment: to
cast it or wrap it about one. Intrans. to turn aside, depart from, of deviating
from a given direction, deflectere, declinare; also, to turn in a totally
opposite direction, to turn one’s self round and to go back. — Fl.

ft193 In contrast to the extreme north, the abode of the gods, the habitation of
life, the extreme south is among the Arians the abode of the prince of death
and of demons, Jama (vid., p. 421) with his attendants, and therefore the
habitation of death.

ft194 On ZXÁJF, Carey correctly observes, and it explains the form of the
expression: The oriental foot has a power of grasp and tenacity, because
not shackled with shoes from early childhood, of which we can form but
little idea.

ft195 Wetzstein arranges the significations of �PC as follows: — 1. (Beduin)
intr. fut. i, to contain one’s self, to keep still (hence in Hebr. to lie in wait),
to be rapt in thought; conjug. II. c. acc. pers. to make any one thoughtful,
irresolute. 2. (Hebr.) trans. fut. o, to keep anything to one’s self, to hold
back, to keep to one’s self; Niph. to be held back, i.e., either concealed or
reserved for future use. Thus we see how, on the one hand, �PC is related
to �MÁ�F, e.g., Job. 20:26 (Arab. itmaanna, to be still); and, on the other, can
interchange with HPC in the signification designare (comp. Job. 15:22
with 15:20, 21:19), and to spy, lie in wait (comp. Psa. 10: 8, 56: 7,
Pro. 1:11, 18, with Psa. 37:32).

ft196 On �YT�, in the sense of times of retribution, Wetzstein compares the
Arab. ÿidaÑt, which signifies predetermined reward or punishment;
moreover, T�� is derived from TDE�� (from DJAWF), and �YtI�I is equivalent to
�YtIDi�I, according to the same law of assimilation, by which now-a-days
they say YtILI instead of YtIDiLI (one who is born on the same day with me,
from Arab. lidat, lida), and YtIRI instead of YtIDiRI (my drinking-time), since
the assimilation of the D takes place everywhere where T is pronounced.
The T of the feminine termination in �YT�, as in TWTQ� and the like,
perhaps also in �YTB (baÑttim), is amalgamated with the root.

ft197 Layard, New Discoveries, p. 270, describes these wild asses’ colts. The
Arabic name is like the Hebrew, el-feraÑ, or also himaÑr el-wahsh, i.e., wild
ass, as we have translated, whose home is on the steppe. For fuller
particulars, vid., Wetzstein’s note on Job. 39: 5ff.



ft198 In the idiom of Hauran, VQALF, fut. i, signifies to be late, to come late; in
Piel, to delay, e.g., the evening meal, return, etc.; in Hithpa. telaqqas, to
arrive too late. Hence laq−Ñs VYQILF and loqs−Ñ YVIQiLU, delayed, of any matter,
e.g., VYQILF and YVIQiLU �RÁZE, late seed (= �QELE, Amo. 7: 1, in connection
with which the late rain in April, which often fails, is reckoned on), YVIQiLU
DLEWE, a child born late (i.e., in old age); bak−Ñr RYKIBF and bekr−Ñ YRIKiBÁ are the
opposites in every signification. — Wetzst.

ft199 All the Beduins sleep naked at night. I once asked why they do this, since
they are often disturbed by attacks at night, and I was told that it is a very
ancient custom. Their clothing (kiswe, HWFSiKI), both of the nomads of the
steppe (beduÑ) and of the caves (wa’r), is the same, summer and winter;
many perish on the pastures when overtaken by snow-storms, or by cold
and want, when their tents and stores are taken from them in the winter
time by an enemy. — Wetzst.

ft200 Wetzstein observes on this passage: In the mind of the speaker, HSXM is
the house made of stone, from which localities not unfrequently derive
their names, as El-hasa, on the east of the Dead Sea; the well-known
commercial town El-hasaÑ, on the east of the Arabian peninsula, which is
generally called LahsaÑ; the two of El-hasja (HYFSiXÁLiJÁ), north-east of
Damascus, etc.: so that RWC WQBX forms the antithesis to the comfortable
dwellings of the Arab. håadåar−Ñ, hadar−Ñ, i.e., one who is firmly settled. The
roots QBX, �BX, seem, in the desert, to be only dialectically distinct, and
like the root QB�, to signify to be pressed close upon one another. Thus
HQFBiXI (pronounced hibtsha), a crowd = zahme, and asaÑbiÿ mahbuÑke
(HKFwBXiMÁ), the closed fingers, etc. The locality, hibikke (Beduin
pronunciation for habáka, HKFBFXá with the Beduin Dag. euphonicum),
described in my Reisebericht, has its name from this circumstance alone,
that the houses have been attached to (fastened into) the rocks. Hence Qb�XI
in this passage signifies to press into the fissure of a rock, to seek out a
corner which may defend one (dherwe) against the cold winds and rain-
torrents (which are far heavier among the mountains than on the plain).
The dherwe (from Arab. dÜaraÑ, to afford protection, shelter, a word
frequently used in the desert) plays a prominent part among the nomads;
and in the month of March, as it is proverbially said the dherwe is better
than the ferwe (the skin), they seek to place their tents for protection under
the rocks or high banks of the wadys, on account of the cold strong winds,
for the sake of the young of the flocks, to which the cold storms are often
very destructive. When the sudden storms come on, it is a general thing for
the shepherds and flocks to hasten to take shelter under overhanging rocks,



and the caverns (mughr, Arab. mugr) which belong to the troglodyte age,
and are e.g., common in the mountains of Hauran; so that, therefore, v. 8
can as well refer to concealing themselves only for a time (from rain and
storm) in the clefts as to troglodytes, who constantly dwell in caverns, or to
those dwelling in tents who, during the storms, seek the dherwe of rock
sides.

ft201 Brentius here remarks: Quantum igitur judicium in eos futurum est, qui in
homines ejusdem carnis, ejusdem patriae, ejusdem fidei, ejusdem Christi
committunt quod nec in bruta animalia committendum est, quod malum in
Germania frequentissimum est. Vae igitur Germaniae!

ft202 Wetzstein translates Hos. 11: 9: I will not come as a raging foe, with Bi of
the attribute = Arab. b-såifat ÿl-ÿayyuÑr (comp. Jer. 15: 8, RY�I, parall. DD��O)
after the form �YQI, to which, if not this RY�I, certainly the RY�I, eÏgrhÂgoroj,
occurring in Dan. 4:10, and freq., corresponds. What we remarked above,
p. 483, on the form �YQI, is cleared up by the following observation of
Wetzstein: “The form �YQI belongs to the numerous class of segolate forms
of the form L�iPi, which, as belonging to the earliest period of the
formation of the Semitic languages, take neither plural nor feminine
terminations; they have often a collective meaning, and are not originally
abstracta, but concreta in the sense of the Arabic part. act. mufaÑÿl . This
inflexible primitive formation is frequently found in the present day in the
idiom of the steppe, which shows that the Hebrew is essentially of
primeval antiquity (uralt). Thus the Beduin says: huÑ qitl−Ñ (YLI�iQI JwH), he is
my opponent in a hand-to-hand combat; nith−Ñ (YXI�iNI), my opponent in the
tournament with lances; ch−Ñlf−Ñ (YPiLiXI) and didd−Ñ (YdICI), my adversary; thus
a step-mother is called d−Ñr (RYCI), as the oppressor of the step-children, and
a concubine dirr (RRiCI), as the oppressor of her rival. The Kamus also
furnishes several words which belong here, as tilb (BLi�I), a persecutor.”
Accordingly, �YQI is derived from �WiQI, as also RY�I, a city, from RWi�I
(whence, according to a prevalent law of the change of letters, we have
RYi�I first of all, plur. �YRIYF�á, Jud. 10: 4), and signifies the rebelling one,
i.e., the enemy (who is now in the idiom of the steppe called qoÑmaÑni, from
qoÑm, a state of war, a feud), as RY�I, a keeper and RYCI, a messenger; RY�I
(RYQI) is also originally concrete, a wall (enclosure).

ft203 The mask was perhaps never known in Palestine and Syria; �YNP RTS is
the mend−Ñl or women’s veil, which in the present day (in Hauran
exclusively) is called sitr, and is worn over the face by all married women
in the towns, while in the country it is worn hanging down the back, and is



only drawn over the face in the presence of a stranger. If this explanation is
correct the poet means to say that the adulterer, in order to remain
undiscovered, wears women’s clothes [comp. Deu. 22: 5]; and, in fact, in
the Syrian towns (the figure is taken from town-life) women’s clothing is
always chosen for that kind of forbidden nocturnal undertaking, i.e., the
man disguises himself in an −ÑzaÑr, which covers him from head to foot, takes
the mend−Ñl, and goes with a lantern (without which at night every person is
seized by the street watchman as a suspicious person) unhindered into a
strange house. — Wetzst.

ft204 Vid., Aben-Ezra on Exo. 12: 7. The main proof that it is to be pronounced
baÑttim is, that written exactly it is �YtIbF, and that the Metheg according to
circumstances, is changed into an accent, as Exo. 8: 7, 12: 7, Jer. 18:22,
Eze. 45: 4, which can only happen by Kametz, not by Kometz (K. chatuÑph);
comp. Köhler on Zec. 14: 2.

ft205 The translation: like foam (spuma or bulla), is also very suitable here. Thus
Targ., Symm., Jerome, and others; but the signification to foam cannot be
etymologically proved, whereas �CÁQF in the signification confringere is
established by HPFCFQi, breaking, Joe. 1: 7, and Arab. qsåf ; so that
consequently �CEQE, as synon. of �JÁ, signifies properly the breaking forth,
and is then allied to HRFBiJE.

ft206 Another figure is also presented here. It is a common thing for the Arabs
(Beduins) in harvest-time to come down upon the fields of standing corn
— especially barley, because during summer and autumn this grain is
indispensable to them as food for their horses — of a district, chiefly at
night, and not unfrequently hundreds of camels are laden at one time. As
they have no sickles, they cut off the upper part of the stalk with the ‘aqfe
(a knife very similar to the Roman sica) and with sabres, whence this theft
is called qard �RiQA, sabring off; and that which is cut off, as well as the
uneven stubble that is left standing, is called qarid.  — Wetzst.

ft207 It is worthy of observation, that hilaÑl signifies in Arabic the new moon
(comp. Genesis, S. 307); and the Hiphil ahalla, like the Kal halla, is used
of the appearing and shining of the new moon.

ft208 Comp. also Spiegel, Grammatik der Huzväresch-Sprache, S. 103.
ft209 Against the comparison of the Arab. waÑsaÑ, solari, by Michaelis, Ges., and

others (who assume the primary significations solatium, auxilium),
Lagarde (Anmerkungen zur griech. Uebersetzung der Proverbien, 1863, S.
57f.) correctly remarks that Arab. waÑsaÑ, is only a change of letters of the
common language for Arab. aÑsaÑ ; but Arab. waÑsÔaÑ, to finish painting



(whence Arab. twsÔyt, decoration), or H�W as a transposition from HW�, to
be level, simple (Hitzig on Pro. 3:21), leads to no suitable sense.

ft210 The name �WPC signifies the northern sky as it appears by day, from its
beclouded side in contrast with the brighter and more rainless south; comp.
old Persian apaÑkhtara, if this name of the north really denotes the “starless”
region, Greek zoÂfoj, the north-west, from the root skap, skepaÌn, skepanoÂj
(Curtius, Griech. Etymologie, ii. 274), aquilo, the north wind, as that which
brings black clouds with it.

ft211 According to the more recent interpretation, under Aristotelian influence,
Arab. ÿl-ÿrsÔ is the outermost sphere, which God as prwÌton kinouÌn having
set in motion, communicates light, heat, life, and motion to the other
revolving spheres; for the causae mediae gradually descend from God the
Author of being (muhejji) from the highest heaven into the sublunary
world.

ft212 Ralbag, without any ground for it, understands it of the milky way (YBLXH
LWG�H), which, according to Rapoport, Pref. to Slonimski’s Toledoth ha-
schamajim (1838), was already known to the Talmud b. Berachoth, 58 b,
under the name of DWND RHN.

ft213 Vid., Wissenschaft, Kunst, Judenthum (1838), S. 220f.
ft214 Vid., Grätz, Geschichte der Juden, iv. 324. On Isa. 27: 1 Kimchi interprets

the XYRBM differently: he scares (pushes away).
ft215 Vid., extracts from his TWLZMH RPS in Joseph Kara’s Comm. on Job,

contributed by S. D. Luzzatto in Kerem Chemed, 7th year, S. 57ff.
ft216 In Beduin the enemy is called qoÑmaÑni (vid., supra, on Job. 24:12, p. 505), a

denominative from qoÑm, Arab. qawm, war, feud; but qoÑm has also the
signification of a collective of qoÑmaÑni, and one can also say: entum wa-
ijaÑnaÑ qoÑm, you and we are enemies, and beÑnaÑtna qoÑm, there is war between
us. — Wetzst.

ft217 On the similar idea of the body, as the kosha (sheath) of the soul, among
the Hindus, vid., Psychol. S. 227.

ft218 Anm. zur griech. Uebers. der Proverbien (1863), S. VI.f., where the first
reason given for this improvement of the text is this, that the usual
explanation, according to which L�Y and �CBY have the same subj. and
obj. standing after the verb, is altogether contrary to Semitic usage. But this
assertion is groundless, as might be supposed from the very beginning.
Thus, e.g., the same obj. is found after two verbs in Job. 20:19, and the
same subj. and obj. in Neh. 3:20.



ft219 The watchman’s hut, for the protection of the vineyards and melon and
maize fields against thieves, herds, or wild beasts, is now called either
ÿar−Ñshe and mantara (HRF�FNiMÁ) if it is only slightly put together from
branches of trees, or cheÑme (HMFYH�) if it is built up high in order that the
watcher may see a great distance. The cheÑme is the more frequent; at
harvest it stands in the midst of the threshing-floors (bejaÑdir) of a district,
and it is constructed in the following manner: — Four poles (ÿawaÑm−Ñd) are
set up so as to form the corners of a square, the sides of which are about
eight feet in length. Eight feet above the ground, four cross pieces of wood
(ÿawaÑrid) are tightly bound to these with cords, on which planks, if they are
to be had, are laid. Here is the watcher’s bed, which consists of a litter. Six
or seven feet above this, cross-beams are again bound to the four poles, on
which boughs, or reeds (qasab), or a mat (has−Ñra, HRFYCIXá) forms a roof
(sath, X�AVE), from which the cheÑme has its name; for the Piel -forms �r�,
�yX, and X«V signify, “to be stretched over anything after the manner of a
roof.” Between the roof and the bed, three sides of the cheÑme are hung
round with a mat, or with reeds or straws (qashsh, �QA) bound together, in
order both to keep off the cold night-winds, and also to keep the thieves in
ignorance as to the number of the watchers. A small ladder, sullem (�lFSU),
frequently leads to the bed-chamber. The space between the ground and
this chamber is closed only on the west side to keep off the hot afternoon
sun, for through the day the watcher sits below with his dog, upon the
ground. Here is also his place of reception, if any passers-by visit him; for,
like the village shepherd, the field-watcher has the right of showing a
humble hospitality to any acquaintances. When the fruits have been
gathered in, the cheÑme is removed. The field-watchman is now called naÑtuÑr
(Arab. naÑtåuÑr), and the verb is natar, R�ANF, “to keep watch,” instead of which
the quadriliteral noÑtar, R�A�N (from the plur. Arab. nwaÑtå−Ñr, “the watchers”),
has also been formed. In one part of Syria all these forms are written with
C (d) instead of �, and pronounced accordingly. The RC�NO in this passage is
similarly related to the R��NO in Son. 1: 6, 8:11, 12. — Wetzst.

ft220 In Syria and Arabia the east wind is no longer called qad−Ñm, but exclusively
sharq−Ñja, i.e., the wind that blows from the rising of the sun (sharq). This
wind rarely prevails in summer, occurring then only two or three days a
month on an average; it is more frequent in the winter and early spring,
when, if it continues long, the tender vegetation is parched up, and a year
of famine follows, whence in the Lebanon it is called semuÑm (�wMVF),
which in the present day denotes the “poisonous wind” (= nesme
musimme), but originally, by alliance with the Hebr. �M�, denoted the
“devastating wind.” The east wind is dry; it excites the blood, contracts the



chest, causes restlessness and anxiety, and sleepless nights or evil dreams.
Both man and beast feel weak and sickly while it prevails. Hence that
which is unpleasant and revolting in life is compared to the east wind. Thus
a maid in Hauran, at the sight of one of my Damascus travelling
companions, whose excessive ugliness struck her, cried: billaÑh, nahaÑr el-
joÑm aqshar (Arab. ÿqsÔr), wagahetni (Arab. w-jht-n−Ñ) sharq−Ñja, “by God, it is
an unhealthy day to-day: an east wind blew upon me.” And in a festive
dance song of the Merg district, these words occur: wa rudd l−Ñ hoÑmet
hodeÑnik | sebÿ lejaÑl−Ñ bi-ÿol−Ñja | wa berd wa sherd wa sharq−Ñja...

“And grant me again to slumber on thy bosom,
 Seven nights in an upper chamber,

And (I will then endure) cold, drifting snow, and east wind.” During the
harvest, so long as the east wind lasts, the corn that is already threshed and
lying on the threshing-floors cannot be winnowed; a gentle, moderate
draught is required for this process, such as is only obtained by a west or
south wind. The north wind is much too strong, and the east wind is
characterized by constant gusts, which, as the Hauranites say, �joÑchotuÑ tibn
wa-habb, carried away chaff and corn.” When the wind shifts from the west
to the east, a whirlwind (zoÑbaÿa, H�FB�FZ) not unfrequently arises, which
often in summer does much harm to the threshing-floors and to the cut corn
that is lying in swaths (unless it is weighted with stones). Storms are rare
during an east wind; they come mostly with a west wind (never with a
south or north wind). But if an east wind does bring a storm, it is generally
very destructive, on account of its strong gusts; and it will even uproot the
largest trees. — Wetzst.

ft221 The valley is not called Wadi nahas (Copper valley), which is only a
supposition of Rüppell, but Wadi nasb, Arab. nasåb, which, according to
Reinaud, signifies valley of statues of columns. Thirty hours’ journey from
Suez, says a connoisseur in the Historisch-politische Blätter, 1863, S.
802f., lies the Wadi nesb [a pronunciation which assumes the form of
writing Arab. nsb ]; it is rare that the ore is so easy to get, and found in
such abundance, for the blocks containing the copper are in many places
200 feet in diameter, and the ore is almost in a pure state. The mineral (the
black earth containing the copper) abounds in the metal.... Besides this,
iron-ore, manganese, carbonate of lead, and also the exceeding precious
cinnabar, have been discovered on Sinai.

ft222 In the essay on the Sinaitic peninsula in Piper’s Ev. Jahrbuch, 1852. The
mining district that J. Wilson saw (1843-44) is not one that was unknown
up to that time, but one of the places of the Wadi maghaÑra recognised as
favouring the ancient Egyptian system of excavation.



ft223 Thus Klemm, Allgem. Cultur-Geschichte, v. 304.
ft224 According to a contribution from Prof. Lauth of Munich.
ft225 Vid., Genesis, S. 512; Ritter, Erdkunde, xiv. 125-127; as also my

Kirchliches Chronikon des peträischen Arabiens in the Luth. Zeitschr.
1840, S. 133.

ft226 Opp. ed. Vallarsi, iii. 183. The text of Eusebius is to be amended according
to that of Jerome; vid., Ugolini, Thes. vol. v. col. cxix.f. What Ritter says,
Erdkunde, xiv. 127, is disfigured by mischievous mistakes.

ft227 On the meaning of this appellation, vid., Genesis, S. 630.
ft228 Schwarz, Das h. Land (1852), S. 323. The Egyptian monuments mention a

district by the name of Asj, which paid native iron as tribute; vid., Brugsch,
Geogr. der Nachbarländer Aegyptens, S. 52.

ft229 Among the expositors of this and the two following strophes, are two
acquainted with mining: The director of mines, von Veltheim, whose
observations J. D. Michaelis has contributed in the Orient. u. exeg.
Bibliothek, xxiii. 7-17; and the inspector of mines, Rudolf Nasse, in
Studien und Krit. 1863, 105-111. Umbreit’s Commentary contains some
observations by von Leonhard; he understands v. 4c as referring to the
descent upon a cross bar attached to a rope, v. 5b of the lighting up by
burning poles, v. 6 of the lapis lazuli, and v. 10a of the earliest mode of
“letting off the water.”

ft230 Vid., the whole account skilfully translated in Klemm’s Allgem. Cultur-
Geschichte, v. 503f.

ft231 Hist. nat. xxxvi. 7, 11: Invenit eadem Aegyptus in Aethiopia quem vocant
basalten (basaniten) ferrei coloris atque duritiae, unde et nomen ei dedit
(vid., von Raumer, Palästina, S. 96, 4th edition). Neither Seetzen nor
Wetzstein has found proper iron-ore in Basan. Basalt is all the more
prevalent there, from which Basan may have its name. For there is no
special Semitic word for basalt; Botchor calls in the aid of Arab. nwÿ
ruchaÑm ÿswd, “a kind of black marble;” but, as Wetzstein informs me, this
is only a translation of the phrase of a French dictionary which he had, for
the general name of basalt, at least in Syria, is hagar aswad (black stone).
Iron is called had−Ñd in Arabic (literally a pointed instrument, with the not
infrequent transference of the name of the tool to the material from which
it is made). LZRB (LZRP) is known in Arabic only in the form firzil, as the
name for iron chains and great smith’s shears for cutting iron; but it is
remarkable that in Berber, which is related to Egyptian, iron is called even
in the present day wazzaÑl; vid., Lex. geographicum ed. Juynboll, tom. iv.
(adnot.) p. 64, l. 16, and Marcel, Vocabulaire Françaisarabe de dialectes
vulgaires africains, p. 249: “Fer Arab. håd−Ñd, hadyd (en berbere Arab.



wzzaÑl, ouezzaÑl; Arab. ÿwzzaÑl, oÑouzzaÑl).” The Coptic name of iron is benipi
(dialect. penipe), according to Prof. Lauth perhaps, as also baroÑt, ore,
connected with ba, the hieroglyph name of a very hard mineral; the black
basalt of an obelisk in the British Museum is called bechenen in the
inscription. If it really be so, that iron and basalt are homonymous in
Semitic, the reason could only be sought for in the dark iron-black colour
of basalt, in its hardness, and perhaps also its weight (which, however, is
only about half the specific gravity of pure iron), not in the magnetic iron,
which has only in more modern times been discovered to be a substantial
component part of basalt, the grains of which cannot be seen by the naked
eye, and are only detected with the magnetic needle, or by chemical
analysis.

ft232 Vid., Luzzatto on Isa. 18: 5, where �YLZLZ, of the trembling and quivering
twigs, is correctly traced to LLZ = LLD; on the other hand, Isa. 14:19,
RWB�YNBJ is wrongly translated fundo della fossa, by comparison with
Job. 28: 3. �BJ does not signify a shaft, still less the lowest shaft, but stone
(rock).

ft233 Comp. Quenstedt, Handbuch der Mineralogie (1863), S. 355 and 302.
ft234 The HYJ — says the Talmud b. Chullin, 63b  — is in Babylon, and seeth a

carcase in the land of Israel.
ft235 Vid., Zeitschr. für d. Kunde des Morgenlandes, iv. 40f. The recently

attempted explanation of koraÂllion from LR�Fg (to which klhÌroj the rather
belongs), in the primary signification lappillus (Arab. ‘garal), is without
support.

ft236 Two reasons for �YNYNP = pearls (in favour of which Bochart compares the
name of the pearl-oyster, piÂnna) and TWMJR = corals, which are
maintained by Carey, are worthy of remark. (1.) That �YNYNP does not
signify corals, he infers from Lam. 4: 7, for the redness of corals cannot be
a mark of bodily beauty; “but when I find that there are some pearls of a
slightly reddish tinge, then I can understand and appreciate the
comparison.” (2.) That TWMJR signifies corals, is shown by the origin of
the word, which properly signifies reeÑm- (wild oxen) horns, which is
favoured by a mention of Pliny, h. n. xiii. 51: (Tradidere) juncos quoque
lapideos perquam similes veris per litora, et in alto quasdam arbusculas
colore bubuli cornus ramosas et cacuminibus rubentes. Although Pliny
there speaks of marine petrified plants of the Indian Ocean (not, at least in
his sense, of corals), this hint of a possible derivation of TWMJR is
certainly surprising. But as to Lam. 4: 7, this passage is to be understood
according to Son. 5:10 (my friend is �WDJW XC). The white and red are



intended to be conceived of as mixed and overlapping one another, as our
[Germ.] popular poetry speaks of cheeks which “shine with milk and
purple;” and as in Homer, Il. iv. 141-146, the colour of the beautifully
formed limbs of Menelaus is represented by the figure (which appears
hideous to us): wÎj d� oÎÂte tiÂj t� eÏleÂfanta gunhÃ foiÂniki mihÂnhÄ (ebony stained
with purple).

ft237 The Targ. translates �H� by �YLIwRYb�, bhÂrulloj; RYPS by JZFYZIBi�A (Arab.
sbz, vid., Pott in the Zeitschr.f. K. d. M. iv. 275); ZP by �YZIYRIBi�J, oÏÂbruzon;
TWMJR by NYKILiDANiSA, sandaraÂxh, red gold-pigment (vid., Rödiger-Pott, as
just quoted, S. 267); �YBG again by �YLIwRYb� in the sense of the Arabico-
Persic bulluÑr, Kurd. belluÑr, crystal; �YNYNP by �YFLiGARiMÁ, margariÌtai; HD�P
by JQFRiYA JLFgiRiMÁ (the green pearl); �TK by �WL�P (perhaps ��L�ipI,
peÂtalon, in the sense of lamina auri).

ft238 Vid., Jul. Hamberger, Lehre Jak. Böhme’s, S. 55.
ft239 Vid., Buxtorf’s Tiberias, p. 245; comp. Bär’s Psalterium, p. 133.
ft240 The fresh vegetation, indeed, in hotter districts (e.g., in the valley of the

Jordan and Euphrates) begins with the arrival of the autumnal rains, but
the real spring (comp. Cant. 2:11-13) only begins about the vernal
equinox, and still later on the mountains. On the contrary, the late summer,
�YIQA, which passes over into the autumn, �REXO, is the season for gathering
the fruit. The produce of the fields, garden fruit, and grapes ripen before
the commencement of the proper autumn; some (when the land can be
irrigated) summer fruits, e.g., Dhura (maize) and melons, in like manner
olives and dates, ripen in autumn. Therefore the translation, in the days of
my autumn (“of my harvest”), is the only correct one. If YpIRiXF were
intended here in a sense not used elsewhere, it might signify, according to
the Arabic with hå, “(in the days) of my prosperity,” or “my power,” or even
with Arab. ch, “(in the days) of my youthful vigour;” for charaÑfaÑt are rash
words and deeds, charfaÑn one who says or does anything rash from
lightness, the feebleness of old age, etc. (according to Wetzst., very
common words in Syria): �REXO or �ROXá, therefore the thoughtlessness of
youth, Arab. jahl, i.e., the rash desire of doing something great, which
TWML §PNH �R�X� (Jud. 5:18). But it is most secure to go back to �RX,
Arab. chrf, carpere, viz., fructus.

ft241 Vid., Layard, New Discoveries, p. 57.
ft242 Comp. jer. Schekalim ii. 5 (in Pinner’s Compendium des Thalmud, S. 58):

“R. Jochanan was walking and leaning upon R. Chija bar-Abba, R. Eliezer
perceived him and hid himself from him (YMQM HL RM�MW). Then said R.



Jochanan: This Babylonian insulted him (R. Chija) by two things; first that
he did not salute him, and then that he hid himself. But R. Jakob bar-Idi
answered him, it is the custom with them for the less not to salute the
greater, — a custom which confirms Job’s words: Young men saw me and
his themselves.”

ft243 In BeidhaÑwi, if I remember rightly, this expression occurs once, Arab. ‘l-
tdrr’ blbls ‘l-tqwy, i.e., “clothing one’s self in the armour of the fear of
God.”

ft244 There is an old Arabic defective verb, bayya, which signifies “to seek an
asylum for one’s self,” e.g., anaÑ baj, I come as one seeking protection, a
suppliant, in the usual language synon. of Arab. dachala, and thereby
indicating its relationship to the Hebr. J�b, perhaps the root of TYIbÁ
(�YtIbF), the T of which would then not be a radical letter, but, as according
to Ges. Thes. in TYIZA, used only in the forming of the word, and the original
meaning would be “a refuge.” Traced to a secondary verb, HBFJF (properly
to take up the fugitive, qabila-l-b−Ñja) springing from this primitive verb, BJF
would originally signify a guardian, protector; and from the fact of this
name denoting, according to the form L�FpF, properly in general the
protecting power, the ideal femin. in T�BJF (Arab. abawaÑt) and the Arabic
dual abawain (properly both guardians), which embraces father and
mother, would be explained and justified. Thus the rare phenomenon that
the same HBJ signifies in Hebr. “to be willing,” and in Arab. “to refuse,”
would be solved. The notion of taking up the fugitive would have passed
over in the Hebrew, taken according to its positive side, into the notion of
being willing, i.e., of receiving and accepting (Lb�JI, qabila, e.g.,
1Ki. 20: 8, HBJT JL = la taqbal); in the Arabic, however, taken
according to its negative side, as refusing the fugitive to his pursuer, into
that of not being willing; and the usage of the language favours this: abaÑhu
ÿaleihi, he protected him against (Arab. ÿlaÑ) the other (refused him to the
other); Arab. ab−Ñyun = ma’bin, protected, inaccessible to him who longs for
it; Arab. ibyat, the protection, i.e., the retention of the milk in the udder.
Hence �WYBJ, from the Hebrew signif. of the verb, signifies one who
desires anything, or a needy person, but originally (inasmuch as HBJ is
connected with Arab. byy) one who needs protection; from the Arabic
signif. of Arab. ÿabaÑ, one who restrains himself because he is obliged, one
to whom what he wants is denied. To the Arab. ibja (defence, being
hindered) corresponds in form the Hebr. HBEJ�, according to which HBJ
TWYNJ, Job. 9:26, may be understood of ships, which, with all sails set and
in all haste, seek the sheltering harbour before the approaching storm. We



leave this suggestion for further research to sift and prove. More on
Job. 34:36. — Wetzst.

ft245 The name is a puzzle, and does not accord with any of the mythical birds
mentioned in the Zendavesta (vid., Windischmann, Zoroastrische Studien,
1863, S. 93). What Lewysohn, Zoologie des Talmuds, S. 353, brings
forward from the Greek by way of explanation is untenable. The name of
the bird, VaÑresha, in an obscure passage of the Bundehesch in
Windischmann, ib. S. 80, is similar in sound. Probably, however, JNY�RWJ
is one and the same word as Simurg, which is composed of si (= sin) and
murg, a bird (Pehlvi and Parsi mru). This si (sin) corresponds to the Vedic
çjena, a falcon, and in the Zend form, cÄaeÑna (cÄ−Ñna), is the name of a
miraculous bird; so that consequently Simurg = Sinmurg, Parsi C−Ñnamru,
signifies the Si- or C−Ñna -bird (comp. Kuhn, Herabkunft des Feuers, 1859,
S. 125). In JNY§RWJ the two parts of the composition seem to be reversed,
and RWJ to be corrupted from RWM. Moreover, the Simurg is like the
phoenix only in the length of its life; another mythological bird, Kuknus,
on the other hand (vid., the art. Phönix in Ersch u. Gruber), resembles it
also in rising out of its own ashes.

ft246 According to Ovid, Metam. xv. 396, the phoenix makes its nest in the palm,
and according to Pliny, h. n. xiii. 42, it has its name from the palm:
Phoenix putatur ex hujus palmae argumento nomen accepisse, iterum mori
ac renasci ex se ipsa; vid., A. Hahmann, Die Dattelpalme, ihre Namen und
ihre Verehrung in der alten Welt, in the periodical Bonplandia, 1859, Nr.
15, 16. Masius, in his studies of nature, has very beautifully described on
what ground “the intelligent Greek gave a like name to the fabulous
immortal bird that rises again out of its own ashes, and the palm which
ever renews its youth.” Also comp. (Heimsdörfer’s) Christliche
Kunstsymbolik, S. 26, and Augusti, Beiträge zur christl. Kunst- Geschichte
und Liturgik, Bd. i. S. 106-108, but especially Piper, Mythologie der
christl. Kunst (1847), i. 446f.

ft247 Not without reference to Clemens Romanus, in his I. Ep. ad Corinth. c.
xxv., according to which the phoenix is an Arabian bird, which lives five
hundred years, then dies in a nest which it builds of incense, myrrh, and
spices, and leaves behind it the larva of a young bird, which, when grown
up, brings the nest with the bones of its father and places it upon the altar
of the sun at the Egyptian Heliopolis. The source of this is Herodotus ii.
73) who, however, has an egg of myrrh instead of a nest of myrrh); and
Tacitus, Ann. vi. 28, gives a similar narrative. Lactantius gives a different
version in his poem on the phoenix, according to which this, the only one
of its race, “built its nest in a country that remained untouched by the
deluge.” The Jewish tragedy writer, EzekieÑlos, agrees more nearly with the



statement of Arabia being the home of the phoenix. In his drama EÏcagwghÂ,
a spy sent forward before the pilgrim band of Israel, he states that among
other things the phoenix was also seen; vid., my Gesch. der jüd. Poesie, S.
219.

ft248 Without attempting thereby to explain the phenomenon observed above, we
nevertheless regard it as worthy of remark, that in general the palm is not a
common tree either in Syria or in Palestine. “At present there are not in all
Syria five hundred palm-trees; and even in the olden times there was no
quantity of palms, except in the valley of the Jordan, and on the sea-coast.”
— Wetzst.

ft249 Vid., G. Seyffarth, Die Phoenix-Periode, Deutsche Morgenländ. Zeitschr.
iii. (1849) 63ff., according to which alloeÑ (Hierogl. koli) is the name of the
false phoenix without head-feathers; beÑne or beÑni (Hierogl. bnno) is the
name of the true phoenix with head-feathers, and the name of the palm
also. AlloeÑ, which accords with LWX, is quite secured as a name of the
phoenix.

ft250 From the root Arab. kl (on its primary notion, vid., my review of
Bernstein’s edition of Kirsch’s Syr. Chrestomathie, Ergänzungsblatt der
A.L.Z. 1843, Nr. 16 and 17) other derivatives, as Arab. kl’, klb, klt, klt¯, klj,
kld, klz, etc., develop in general the significations to bring, take, or hold
together, enclose, and the like; but Arab. lkhå in particular the signification
to draw together, distort violently, viz., the muscles of the face in grinning
and showing the teeth, or even sardonic laughing, and drawing the lips
apart. The general signification of drawing together, Arab. sÔdd, resolves
itself, however, from that special reference to the muscles of the face, and
is manifest in the IV form Arab. kaÑlahåa, to show one’s self strict and firm
(against any one); also more sensuously: to remain firm in one’s place; of
the moon, which remains as though motionless in one of its twenty-eight
halting-places. Hence Arab. dahrun kaÑlihåun, a hard season, zmaÑn sÔd−Ñd and
kulaÑhåun, kalaÑhåi (the latter as a kind of n. propr. invariably ending in i, and
always without the article), a hard year, i.e., a year of failure of the crops,
and of scarcity and want. If it is possible to apply this to XLÁkE without the
hazardous comparison of Arab. qhål, qlhåm, etc. [so supra, p. 300], the
primary signification might perhaps be that of hardness, unbroken strength;
Job. 5:26, “Thou wilt go to the grave with unbroken strength,” i.e., full of
days indeed, but without having thyself experienced the infirmities and
burdens of the aetas decrepita, as also a shock brought in “in its season” is
at the highest point of ripeness; 30: 2: “What (should) the strength of their
hands profit me? as for them, their vigour is departed.” — Fl.

ft251 Arab. ams is manifestly connected with Arab. ms’, msy, first by means of
the IV form Arab. ‘msy ; it has, however, like this, nothing to do with



“darkness.” Arab. masÿaÑÿ is, according to the original sources of
information, properly the whole afternoon until sunset; and this time is so
called, because in it the sun Arab. tamsuÑ or tams−Ñ, touches, i.e., sinks
towards the horizon (from the root Arab. ms with the primary notion
stringere, terere, tergere, trahere, prehendere, capere). Just so they say
Arab. ÿl-sÔmsu tadluk, properly the sun rubs; Arab. taså−Ñf, connects itself;
Arab. tusÔaffir, goes to the brink (Arab. sÔufr, sÔaf−Ñr), all in the same
signification. Used as a substantive, Arab. amsu followed by the genitive is
la veille de. .., the evening before..., and then generally, the day before...,
the opposite of Arab. gadu with the same construction, le lendemain de — .
It is absolutely impossible that it should refer to a far distant past. On the
contrary, it is always used like our “yesterday,” in a general sense, for a
comparatively near past, or a past time thought of as near, as Arab. gd is
used of a comparatively near future, or a future time thought of as near.
Zamachschari in the KesschaÑf on Sur. xvii. 25: It is a duty of children to
take care of their aged parents, “because they are so aged, and to-day (el-
jauma) require those who even yesterday (bi-l-emsi) were the most
dependent on them of all God’s creatures.” It never means absolutely
evening or night. What Gesenius, Thes., cites as a proof for it from Vita
Timuri, ii. 428 — a supposed Arab. ams−Ñy, vespertinus  — is falsely read
and explained (as in general Manger’s translation of those verses abounds
in mistakes); — both line 1 and line 9, Arab. ‘msy, IV form of ms’, is
rhetorically and poetically (as “sister of [Arab.] kaÑn “) of like signification
with the general Arab. kaÑn or såaÑr . An Arab would not be able to
understand that HJF�OMiw HJ�F� �MEJE otherwise than: “on the eve of
destruction and ruin,” i.e., at the breaking in of destruction and ruin which
is just at hand or has actually followed rapidly upon something else. — Fl.

ft252 Huldrich Zwingli, in the Greek Aldine of 1518 (edited by Andrea of
Asola), which he has annotated throughout in the margin, one of the
choicest treasures of the Zurich town library, explains aÎÂlima by qalaÂssia,
which was natural by the side of the preceding perikuklouÌntej. We shall
mention these marginal notes of Zwingli now and again.

ft253 Thus Wetzstein in his Reise in den beiden Trachonon und um das
Haurangebirge.

ft254 The description of these eaters of the steppe plants corresponds exactly to
the reality, especially if that race, bodily so inferior, is contrasted with the
agricultural peasant, and some allowance is made for the figure of speech
Arab. mubaÑlagat (i.e., a description in colours, strongly brought out),
without which poetic diction would be flat and devoid of vividness in the
eye of an Oriental. The peasant is large and strong, with a magnificent
beard and an expressive countenance, while e.g., the Trachonites of the



present day (i.e., the race of the W’ar, RJAYA), both men and women, are a
small, unpleasant-looking, weakly race. It is certain that bodily perfection
is a plant that only thrives in a comfortable house, and needs good
nourishment, viz., bread, which the Trachonite of the present day very
rarely obtains, although he levies heavy contributions on the harvest of the
villagers. Therefore the roots of plants often serve as food. Two such
plants, the gahh (XGA) and the rubbe hal−Ñle (HLFYLIXá HbFRU), are described by
my Reisebericht. A Beduin once told me that it should be properly called
rubh leÑle (HLFYiLÁ XBÁRO), “the gain of a supper,” inasmuch as it often takes
the place of this, the chief meal of the day. To the genus rubbe belongs also
the holeÑwaÑ (JWFYL�Xf); in like manner they eat the bulbous plant, qoteÑn
(�Y��Qf); of another, the mesha’ (��FMF), they eat leaves, stem, and root. I
often saw the poor villagers (never Beduins) eat the broad thick fleshy
leaves of a kind of thistle (the thistle is called Arab. sÔuÑk, shoÑk), the name of
which is ‘aqqub (BwqJA); these leaves are a handbreadth and a half in
length, and half a handbreadth in width. They gather them before the thorns
on the innumerable points of the serrated leaves become strong and woody;
they boil them in salt and water, and serve them up with a little butter.
Whole tribes of the people of the Ruwala live upon the small brown seed
(resembling mustard-seed) of the semh (XMÁVE). The seeds are boiled up a
pulp. — Wetzst.

ft255 Zwingli observes here: Sigma only once. Codd. Anex. and Sinait. have the
reading emaswnto, which he prefers.

ft256 Vid., Meyer, Botanische Erläuterungen zu Strabons Geographie, S. 108ff.
ft257 Wetzstein also inclines to refer the description to the Ituraeans, who,

according to Apuleius, were frugum pauperes, and according to others,
freebooters, and are perhaps distinguished from the Arabes Trachonitae (if
they were not these themselves), as the troglodytes are from the Arabs who
dwell in tents (on the troglodytes in Eastern Hauran, vid., Reisebericht, S.
44, 126). “The troglodyte was very often able to go without nourishment
and the necessaries of life. Their habitations are not unfrequently found
where no cultivation of the land was possible, e.g., in Safa. They were
therefore the rearers of cattle or marauders. The cattle-rearing troglodyte,
because he cannot wander about from one pasture to another like the
nomads who dwell in tents, often loses his herds by a failure of pasture,
heavy falls of snow (which often produce great devastation, e.g., in
Hauran), epidemics, etc. Losses may also arise from marauding attacks
from the nomads. Still less is this marauding, which is at enmity with all
the world, likely to make a race prosperous, which, like the troglodyte,



being bound to a fixed habitation, cannot escape the revenge of those
whom it has injured.” — Wetzst.

ft258 The root Arab. nk is developed in Hebr. HKFNF, HkFHI, in Arab. naka’a and
nakaÑ, first to the idea of outward injury by striking, hewing, etc.; but it is
then also transferred to other modes of inflicting injury, and in Arab.
nawika, to being injured in mind. The root shows itself in its most sensuous
development in the reduplicated form Arab. naknaka, to strike one with
repeated blows, fig. for: to press any one hard with claims. According to
another phase, the obscene Arab. naÑka, fut. i, and the decent Arab. nakahåa,
signify properly to pierce. — Fl.

ft259 The Arab. verb watara shows its sensuous primary signification in Arab.
watarun, RTEYE, cord, bow-string, harp-string (Engl. string): to stretch tight,
to extend, so that the thing continues in one line. Hence then Arab. watrun,
witrun, separate, unequal, singulus, impar, opp. Arab. sÔafÿun, bini, par, just
as fard, single, separate, unequal (opp. zaug, a pair, equal number), is
derived from farada, properly, so to strain or stretch out, that the thing has
no bends or folds; Greek eÏcaplouÌn (as in the Shepherd of Hermas: eÏpaÂnw
lentiÂou eÏchplwmeÂnon liÂnon karpaÂsinon), an original transitive
signification still retained in low Arabic (vid., Bocthor under Étendre and
Déployer). Then from Arab. watara spring the secondary roots Arab.
tatara and taraÑ, which proceed from the VIII form (ittatara). The former
(tatara) appears only in the Arab. adverb tatran and tatraÑ, sigillatim, alii
post alios, singly one after another, so that several persons or things form a
row interrupted by intervals of space of time; the latter (tara) and its IV
form (atra) are equivalent to waÑtara, to be active at intervals, with pauses
between, as the Arabs explain: “We say [Arab.] atraÑ of a man when he so
performs several acts which do not directly follow one another, that there is
always a [Arab.] fatrat, intermissio, between two acts.” Hence also �YR�ti,
�YT�RitÁ, duals of an assumed sing. RtÁ, singulus (um), tRitÁ singula,
therefore prop. duo singuli (a), duae singulae, altogether parallel to the like
meaning thinaÑni (ithnaÑni), thinaini (ithnaini), �YINA�i; fem. thintaÑni
(ithnataÑni), thintaini (ithnataini), �YItÁ�i instead of �YItÁNI�I, from an assumed
sing. thin-un (ithn-un), thint-un (ithnat-un), from Arab. tanaÑ, HNF�F, like bin
(ibn), bint (ibnat), �b�, TbÁ (= TNEb�, hence YtIbI) from Arab. banaÑ, HNFbF.
The significations of watara which Freytag arranges under 1, 2, 3, 4,
proceed from the transitive application of RTAYF, as the Italian soperchiare,
soverchiare, from supra, to offend, insult; oltraggiare, outrager, from
ultra; uÎbriÂzein from uÎpeÂr. Similarly, Arab. ttåaÑwl ÿl−Ñh and ÿsttåaÑl ÿl−Ñh (form VI
and X from tåaÑl), to act haughtily towards any one, to make him feel one’s
superiority, properly to stretch one’s self out over or against any one.



But in another direction the signif. to be stretched out goes into:
overhanging, surpassing, projecting, to be superfluous, and to be left over,
perittoÃn eiçnai, to exceed a number or bulk, superare (comp. Italian
soperchiare as intrans.), perieiÌnai, uÎpereiÌnai; to prove, as result, gain, etc.,
perieiÌnai, etc. Similar is the development of the meaning of Arab. fadåala
and of tåaÑÿl, gain, use, from Arab. tåaÑl, to be stretched out. In like manner, the
German reich, reichlich [rich, abundant], comes from the root reichen,
recken [to stretch, extend]. — Fl.

ft260 One ought to have a correct idea of a Hauranitish mezbele. The dung which
is heaped up there is not mixed with straw, because in warm, dry countries
no litter is required for the cattle, and comes mostly from single-hoofed
animals, since small cattle and oxen often pass the nights on the pastures. It
is brought in a dry state in baskets to the place before the village, and is
generally burnt once every month. Moreover, they choose days on which
the wind if favourable, i.e., does not cast the smoke over the village. The
ashes remain. The fertile volcanic ground does not need manure, for it
would make the seed in rainy years too luxuriant at the expense of the
grain, and when rain fails, burnt it up. If a village has been inhabited for a
century, the mezbele reaches a height which far surpasses it. The winter
rains make the ash-heaps into a compact mass, and gradually change the
mezbele into a firm mound of earth in the interior of which those
remarkable granaries, biaÑr el-ghalle, are laid out, in which the wheat can be
completely preserved against heat and mice, garnered up for years. The
mezbele serves the inhabitants of the district as a watch-tower, and on close
oppressive evenings as a place of assembly, because there is a current of
air on the height. There the children play about the whole day long; there
the forsaken one lies, how, having been seized by some horrible malady, is
not allowed to enter the dwellings of men, by day asking alms of the
passers-by, and at night hiding himself among the ashes which the sun has
warmed. There the dogs of the village lie, perhaps gnawing at a decaying
carcase that is frequently thrown there. Many a village of Hauran has lost
its original name, and is called umm el-mezaÑbil from the greatness and
number of these mounds, which always indicate a primitive and extensive
cultivation for the villages. And many a more modern village is built upon
an ancient mezbele, because there is then a stronger current of air, which
renders the position more healthy. The Arabic signification of the root LBZ
seems to be similarly related to the Hebrew as that of the old Beduin seken
(�KF§F), “ashes,” to the Hebrew and Arabic �K§M, “a dwelling.” — Wetzst.

ft261 Vid., Deutsche Morgenländ. Zeitschr. ix. (1855), S. 741, and Proverbs, S.
11.



ft262 In Mugir ed-d−Ñnÿs large history of Jerusalem and Hebron (kitaÑb el-ins el-
gel−Ñl), in an article on Job, we read: God had so visited him in his body,
that he got the disease that devours the limbs (tegedhdhem), and worms
were produced (dawwad) in the wounds, while he lay on a dunghill
(mezbele), and except his wife, who tended him, no one ventured to come
too near him. In a beautiful Kurdic ballad “on the basket dealer”
(zembilfrosh), which I have obtained from the Kurds in Salih−Ñje, are these
words: Veki Gergis beshara beri | Jusuf veki abdan keri | bikesr’ Ejub
kurman deri | toh anin ser sultaneti | to men chalaski ‘j zahmeti.

“When they divided Gerg−Ñs with a saw
And sold Joseph like a slave,

When worms fed themselves in Job’s body,
Then Thou didst guide them by a sure way:

Thou wilt also deliver me from need.”

More concerning these worms of Job in the description of the monastery of
Job. — Wetzst.

ft263 The reading wavers between YNIRÁHO and YNIRFHO, for the latter form of writing
is sometimes found even out of pause by conjunctive accents, e.g.,
1Sa. 28:15, Psa. 118: 5.

ft264 Vid., my Anekdota der mittelalterlichen Scholastik unter Juden und
Moslemen, S. 347.

ft265 The Arab. verb bg’ is still extensively used in Syria, and that in two forms:
Arab. bg’ ybgy and bg’ ybg’ . In Damascus the fut. i is alone used; whereas
in Hauran and the steppe I have only found fut. a. Thus e.g., the Hauranite
poet KaÑsim el-Chinn says: “The gracious God encompass thee with His
favour and whatever thy soul desires (wa-l-nefsu ma tebghaÑ), it must obtain
its desire” (tanuÑlu munaÑhuÑ, in connection with which it is to be observed
that Arab. baÑl, fut. u is used here in the signification adipisci, comp.
Fleischer on Job. 15:29 [supra i. 270, note]). — Wetzst.

ft266 LXX Aldina: eÏgwÃ deÃ aÏpeÂxwn aÏgaqoiÌj, which Zwingli rightly corrects
eÏpeÂxwn (Codd. Vat., Alex., and Sinait.).

ft267 Whereas Codd. Alex., Vat., and Sinait., aÏÂneu fimouÌ, which is correctly
explained by khmouÌ in Zwingli’s Aldine, but gives no sense.

ft268 It is worth while to cite a passage from Shaw’s Travels in Barbary, ii. 348
(transl.), here: “When the ostriches are running and fighting, they
sometimes make a wild, hideous, hissing noise with their throats distended
and beaks open; at another time, if they meet with a slight opposition, they
have a clucking or cackling voice like our domestic fowls: they seem to



rejoice and laugh at the terror of their adversary. During the loneliness of
the night however, as if their voice had a totally different tone, they often
set up a dolorous, hideous moan, which at one time resembles the roar of
the lion, and at another is more like the hoarser voice of other quadrupeds,
especially the bull and cow. I have often heard them groan as if they were
in the greatest agonies.” In General Doumas’ book on the Horse of the
Sahara, I have read that the male ostrich (del−Ñm), when it is killed,
especially if its young ones are near, sends forth a dolorous note, wile the
female (remda), on the other hand, does not utter a sound; and so, when the
ostrich digs out its nest, one hears a languishing and dolorous tone all day
long, and when it has laid its egg, its usual cry is again heard, only about
three o’clock in the afternoon.

ft269 Also in the Merg district east of Damascus, which is peopled by an ancient
unmixed race, because the fever which prevails there kills strangers,
remnants of the d−Ñn IbraÑh−Ñm have been preserved despite the penetrating
Islamism. There the mulaqqin (Souffleur), who says the creed into the
grave as a farewell to the buried one, adds the following words: “The
muslim is my brother, the muslima my sister, Abraham is my father (ab−Ñ),
his religion (d−Ñnuh) is mine, and his confession (medhebuh) mine.” It is
indisputable that the words muslim (one who is submissive to God) and
islaÑm (submission to God) have originally belonged to the d−Ñn IbraÑh−Ñm. It is
also remarkable that the Moslem salutation selaÑm occurs only as a sign in
war among the wandering tribes, and that the guest parts from his host with
the words: daÑimaÑ besaÑt el-Chal−Ñl, laÑ maqtuÑÿ walaÑ memnuÑÿ, i.e., mayest thou
always have Abraham’s table, and plenty of provisions and guests. —
Wetzst.

ft270 The manual of ethics by GhazzaÑli is entitled m−ÑzaÑn el-aÿmaÑl in the original,
QDC YNZJM in Bar-Chisdai’s translation, vid., Gosche on GhazzaÑliÿs life
and works, S. 261 of the volume of the Berliner Akademie d. Wissensch.
for 1858.

ft271 It is something characteristically Semitic to express the notion of
destruction by the figure of burning up with fire [vid. supra, p. 449, note],
and it is so much used in the present day as a natural inalienable form of
thought, that in curses and imprecations everything, without distinction of
the object, is to be burned; e.g., juhrik, may (God) burn up, or juhrak,
ought to burn, bilaÑduh, his native country, bedenuh, his body, ÿeÑnuh, his
eye, shawaÑribuh, his moustache (i.e., his honour), nefesuh, his breath,
‘omruh, his life, etc. — Wetzst.

ft272 On this pleonastic Beth obj. (el-BaÑ el-mez−Ñde) vid., Samachschari’s
Mufassal, ed. Broch, pp. 125, 132 (according to which it serves “to give
intensity and speciality”), and BeidhaÑwiÿs observation on Sur. ii. 191. The



most usual example for it is alqa bi-jedeihi ila et-tahlike, he has plunged
his hands, i.e., himself, into ruin. The BaÑ el-megaÑz (the metaphorical Beth
obj.) is similar; it is used where the verb has not its most natural
signification but a metaphorical one, e.g., ashada bidhikrihi, he has
strengthened his memory: comp. De Sacy, Chrestomathie Arabe, i. 397.

ft273 Also in the Jerusalem Talmud, where R. Johanan, eating nothing which he
did not also share with his slave, refers to these words of Job. Comp. also
the story from the Midrash in Guiseppe Levi’s Parabeln Legenden und
Ged. aus Thalmud und Midrasch, S. 141 (Germ. transl. 1863): The wife of
R. Jose began a dispute with her maid. Her husband came up and asked the
cause, and when he saw that his wife was in the wrong, told her so in the
presence of the maid. The wife said in a rage: Thou sayest I am wrong in
the presence of my maid? The Rabbi answered: I do as Job did.

ft274 RKZ and RYKZH, to remember; �RZ and �YRZH, to sow, to cover with seed;
�RX and �YRXH, both in the signification silere and fabricari; G�L and
GY�LH, to mock, Job. 21: 3; L�M and LY�MH, dominari, Job. 25: 2; H�N
and H�H, to extend, to bow; HNQ and HNQH (to obtain by purchase); RCQ
and RYCQH, to reap, Job. 24: 6, are all similar. In Arab. the Kal nahaituhu
signifies I put him aside by going on one side (nahw or naÑhije), the Hiph.
anhaituhu, I put him aside by bringing him to the side (comp. �X�NiYA,
Job. 12:23).

ft275 Vid., Freund’s Lat. Wörterbuch s. v. adorare, and K. Fr. Hermann’s
Gottesdienstliche Alterth. der Griechen, c. xxi. 16, but especially Excursus
123 in Dougtaeus’ Analecta.

ft276 Vid., the collection in Lud. Krehl’s Religion der vorislamischen Araber,
1863.

ft277 Vid., Osiander in the Deutsche Morgenl. Zeitschr. xvii. (1863) 795.
ft278 In his great work, Ueber die Ssabier und den Ssabismus, 2 Bdd. Petersburg,

1856.
ft279 Gesenius derives the noun DYP from the verb DYP, but the Arabic, which is

the test here, has not only the verb faÑda as med. u and as med. i in the
signification to die, but also in connection with el-feid (feÑd) the
substantival form el-f−Ñd (= el-moÑt), which (= fiwd, comp. p. 26, note) is
referable to faÑda, med. u. Thus NeshwaÑn, who in his Lexicon (vol. ii. fol.
119) even only knows faÑda, med. u, in the signif. to die (comp. infra on
Job. 39:18, note).

ft280 In the spring of 1860 — relates Wetzstein — as I came out of the forest of
GoÑlan, I saw the water of RaÑm lying before us, that beautiful round crater
in which a brook that runs both summer and winter forms a clear but



fishless lake, the outflow of which underground is recognised as the
fountain of the Jordan, which breaks forth below in the valley out of the
crater Tell el-Kadi; and I remarked to my companion, the physician Regeb,
the unusual form of the crater, when my Beduins, full of astonishment,
turned upon me with the question, “What have you Franks heard of the
origin of this lake?” On being asked what they knew about it, they related
how that many centuries ago a flourishing village once stood here, the
fields of which were the plain lying between the water and the village of
Megdel Shems. One evening a poor traveller came while the men were
sitting together in the open place in the middle of the village, and begged
for a supper and a resting-place for the night, which they refused him.
When he assured them that he had eaten nothing since the day before, an
old woman amidst general laughter reached out a gelle (a cake of dried
cow-dung, which is used for fuel), and drove him out of the village.
Thereupon the man went to the village of Nimra (still standing, south of
the lake), where he related his misfortune, and was taken in by them. The
next morning, when the inhabitants of Nimra woke, they found a lake
where the neighbouring village had stood.

ft281 Pusey also (The Minor Prophets with Commentary, P. i. 1861) improves
“like men” by translating “like Adam.”

ft282 In a similar figure a Rabbinic proverb says (with reference to Mal. 2:13),
that the altar of God weeps over him who separates himself from the wife
of his youth.

ft283 The lexicographers explain the Arab. zhål by zaÑla (LWZ), to stand away from,
back, to retreat, or tanahha, to step aside; Piel, Hiph., to push any one
aside, place anything back; Hithpa., to keep one’s self on one side; adj.
LX�ZF, LYXIZF, LwXZF, etc., standing back. Thus the town of Zahla in the plain of
the Lebanon takes its name from the fact that it does not stand out in the
plain, but is built close at the foot of the mountain in a corner, and
consequently retreats. And zuhale (according to the Kamus) is an animal
that creeps backwards into its hole, e.g., the scorpion; and hence,
improperly, a man who, as we say with a similar figure, never comes out of
his hole, always keeps in his hole, i.e., never leaves his dwelling, as zuhal
in general signifies a man who retires or keeps far from active life; in
connection with which also the planet Saturn is called Zuhal, the retreating
one, on account of its great distance from the rest. Slippery (of ground) is
LwLXiZU, because it draws the foot backwards (muzhil) by its smoothness,
and thus causes the walker to fall. A further formation is QLXZ, to be
slippery, and to slip in a slippery place; beside which, QLZ, a word of
similar meaning, is no longer used in Syria. According to this Arabic



primary notion of zhål, it appears �RJ YLXZ, Mic. 7:17, is intended to
describe the serpents not as creeping upon the earth, but as creeping into
the earth (comp. the name of the serpent, achbi’ at el-ard, those that hide
themselves in the earth); but in Talmud. and Aram. LXZ used of animals
has the general signification to creep, and of water, to glide (flow gently
down). The primary notion, to glide (to slip, creep, flow gently, labi), is
combined both in the derivatives of the root XZ and in those of the root LZ
with the notion of a departing and retreating motion. — Wetzst. and Fl.

ft284 God took a small piece of His own life — says the tradition among the
Karens, a scattered tribe of Eastern India — blew into the nostrils of His
son and daughter, and they became living beings, and were really human.

ft285 Vid., Nöldecke in Genfey’s Zeitschrift, 1863, S. 383.
ft286 Nevertheless Zamachschari does not derive Arab. naÑwaÑ, to treat with

enmity, from Arab. n’, but from nwy, so that naÑwa fulaÑnan signifies “to
have evil designs against any one, to meditate evil against one.” The
phrases iluh ÿaleÑji nijaÑt, he has evil intentions (wicked designs) against me,
n−Ñjetuh zer−Ñje aleik, he has evil intentions against thee, and similar, are very
common. — Wetzst.

ft287 Vid., Pinsker’s Likkute Kadmoniot, p. GMQ.
ft288 He refers to b. Aboda zara 42a: If a heathen have broken an idol to pieces

(HpF�I) to derive advantage from the pieces, both the (shattered) idol and
the fragments (�YYIwp�I) are permitted (since both are deprived of their
heathenish character).

ft289 Vid., Luzzatto’s Grammatica della Lingua Ebraica (1853), § 54. Ewald’s
(§ 21) view, that in these instances the pointed Aleph is to be read as j
(therefore ruju), is unfounded; moreover, the point over the Aleph is
certainly only improperly called Dagesh, it might at least just as suitably be
called Mappik.

ft290 Wetzstein is inclined to regard [dp as a metathesis of �PD, Arab. df’ :
thrust (tear, hold) him back from the gave. A proper name, fedÿaÑn, which
often occurs among the Beduins, is of uncertain signification; perhaps it
would serve as an explanation of WH�DP.

ft291 In his introduction, p. 76, Schlottmann says: “The conceptions of Wisdom
and of the Revealing Angel were already united in that of the Eternal Word
in the ante-Christian, Jewish theology. Therein the fact of the divine
revelation in Christ found the forms in which it could accommodate itself
to the understanding, and stimulate succeeding ages to further thought and
penetration.” Thus it is: between the Chokma of the canonical books and



the post-biblical development of the philosophy of religion (dogmatism)
which culminates in Philo, there is an historical connection, and, indeed,
one that has to do with the development of redemption. Vid., Luth.
Zeitschrift, 1863, S. 219ff.

ft292 The Talmud. JBYLD J�PR� (Chullin, 49b) signifies, according to the
customary rendering, the pericardium, and JDBKD J�PR� (ib. 46a) the
diaphragm, or rather the little net (omentum minus). Originally, however,
the former signified the cushion of fat under the pericardium on which the
heart rests, especially in the crossing of the furrows; the latter the
accumulation of fat on the porta (puÂlh) and between the laminae of the
little net. For �PR� is correctly explained by �MW�, fat. It has nothing to
do with traÂpeza (an old name for a part of the liver), with which Ges. after
Buxtorf connects it.

ft293 In Arabic swy (sawa) is the most general expression for “to be worth, to
cost,” usually with the acc. of price, but also with li, e.g., in the proverb hal
kaÿke maÑ tiswe li-hal daÿke, this (wretched) bite of bread (of subsistence) is
not worth this (excessive) pressure after it. Accordingly YL HW� JLW
would signify: it (what I suffered) came not equal to me (did not balance
me), which at any rate is equivalent to “it did not cost my life” (Wetzst.),
but would be indistinctly expressed.

ft294 Bedae Opp. ed. Basil. iii. col. 602f. 786. The commentary also bears the
false name of Jerome [Hieronymus], and as a writing attributed to him is
contained in tom. v. Opp. ed. Vallarsi.

ft295 Opp. ed. Prais, i. col. 777.
ft296 Catena in Job. Londin. p. 484, where it is further said, OÎÂqen logizoÂmeqa

kaiÃ toÃn qeoÃn mhÂte eÏpaineÂsai toÃn EliouÃj, eÏpeidhÃ mhÃ nenoÂhke touÌ IÏwÃb touÃj
loÂgouj, mhÂte mhÃn katadikaÂsai, eÏpeidhÃ mhÃ aÏsebeiÂaj auÏtoÃn kateÂkrine.

ft297 Edition 1805, S. 101, 142.
ft298 Vid., Riehm, Blätter der Erinnerung an F. W. C. Umbreit (1862), S. 58.
ft299 Thus the writer of a treatise in the 3rd vol. of Bernstein’s Analekten,

entitled: Der Satan als Irrgeist und Engel des Lichts.
ft300 The preparation is negative only so far as Elihu causes Job to be silent and

to cease to murmur; but Jehovah drawn from him a confession of penitence
on account of his murmuring. This positive relation of the appearing of
Jehovah to that for which Elihu negatively prepares the way, is rightly
emphasized by Schlottm., Räbiger (De l. Iobi sententia primaria, 1860, 4),
and others, as favourable to the authenticity.

ft301 Vid., Hengstenberg, Lecture on the Book of Job.



ft302 Jacob Hoffmann (of St. Gallen), Gedult Iobs, Basel, 1663 (a rare little book
which I became acquainted with in the town library of St. Gallen).

ft303 On this subject see my Art. Hiob in Herzog’s Real-Encyklopädie, vi. 116-
119, and comp. Kahnis, Dogmatik, i. 306-309, and my Für und wider
Kahnis (1863), S. 19-21.

ft304 Seinecke (Der Grundgedanke des B. Hiob, 1863) places it, with Ewald,
100-200 years later; and, moreover, asserts that the book of Job has no
foundation whatever in oral tradition — Job is the Israel of the exile, Uz is
Judaea, etc.

ft305 Philippus Presbyter was a disciple of Jerome. His Comm. in Iobum is extant
in many forms, partly epitomized, partly interpolated (on this subject, vid.,
Hieronymi Opp. ed. Vallarsi, iii. 895ff.). The commentary of Beda,
dedicated to a certain Nectarius (Vecterius), is fundamentally that of this
Philippus.

ft306 Eze. 25: 8 is also to be read RMOJá according to the Masora and old editions
(as DBOJá Deu. 7:20, LKOJá 12:23, ZXOJá 1Ki. 6: 6), for distinction from the
imperatives, which have Chateph-Segol.

ft307 Vid., Grätz in Frankel’s Monatsschrift, 1861, i.
ft308 The mode of writing with S instead of V is limited in the book of Job,

according to the Masora, to Job. 34:26, 37.
ft309 We cannot in any case, with Wetzst., explain the yba yba, 2Ki. 2:12,

13:14, according to the above, so that the king of Israel adjured the dying
prophet by the national army and army of the faithful not to forsake him, as
an Arab is now and then adjured in most urgent and straitened
circumstances “by the army of Islam;” vid., on the other hand, 2Ki. 6:21,
comp. 5:13, 8: 9 (¦NibI). Here rather, if an Arabian parallel be needed, the
usual death wail, bi-ab−Ñ anta (thou wast dear as a father to me), e.g., in
Kosegarten, Chrestom. p. 140, 3, is to be compared. YBJ, 1Sa. 24:12,
might more readily, with Ew. § 101, c, be brought in here and regarded as
belonging to the North Palestine peculiarities of the book of Kings; but by
a comparison of the passages cited, this is also improbable.

ft310 Vid., Hupfeld in the Zeitschr. für Kunde des Morgenl. ii. 441f.
ft311 The signification expandere also underlies the noun fishshe, the lungs (in

Egypt.); the signification discutere (especially carminare, to card wool),
which the Talmud. �P�P also has, is only a shade of the same
signification; the origin of the trop. signification fatuum esse is clear from
ÿgaus fashuÑsh, empty nuts. The rice from the Palestine valley of HuÑle, it is
somewhere said, is worse than the Egyptian, because (what is a fault in the



East) in cooking tufeshfish, i.e., it bursts, breaks in pieces (comp. on the
other hand: if the seed for sowing sinks to the bottom when put into water,
it is good; if it swims on the surface, jefuÑsh, it is bad). The Piel of this
fashsha signifies to cause the water to overflow, trop. fashshasha qalbahu,
he gave air to his heart, i.e., he revealed a secret which burdened him. A
proverb says: the market (with its life and changing scenes) is a feshshaÑsh
of cares, i.e., consoles a trouble heart. In the Hiph. one says in like manner
proverbially, el-bukaÑ jufishsh, weeping removes the anguish of the soul. —
Wetzst.

ft312 The Targ. translates R�J, vv. 30, 32, by JRF�iMI, pluvia, according to the
erroneous opinion of R. Jochanan: �YM�G TDYRYB JLJ WNYJ JWHYLJB
RMJN� HRWJ LK. Aben-Ezra and Kimchi explain even R�J�YL��á,
Isa. 18: 4, according to this passage. The LXX translates v. 30a: iÏdouÃ
eÏkteneiÌ eÏp� auÏtoÃn hÏdwÂ (Cod. Alex. ep auton to tocon; Cod. Sinait. ep authn
hwdh (with the corrections hdw and tocon), probably according to the
reading WDYJ for WRWJ. But what connection have hÏdwÂ and rainbow?

ft313 Vid., Bickel, De indole ac ratione versionis Alex. in interpretando l. Iobi,
p. 50. Cod. Sinait. has, like Cod. Vat.: anaggelei peri autou filon (corr.
filoj) autou kj kthsij kai peri adikaij.

ft314 Arab. hawaÑ is originally xaiÂnein, to gape, yawn, hiare, e.g., hawat et-
ta’natu, the stab gapes (imperf. tahw−Ñ, inf. huw−Ñjun), “when it opens its
mouth” — the Turkish Kamus adds, to complete the picture: like a tulip.
Thence next haÑwijatun, xaiÂnousa, xaiÌnon, i.e., xaÂsma = huÑwatun,
uhw−Ñjatun, huwaÑatun, mahwaÑtun, a cleft, yawning deep, chasm, abyss,
baÂraqron, vorago; haw−Ñjatun and hauhaÑtun (a reduplicated form),
especially a very deep pit or well. But these same words, haÑwijatun,
huÑwatun, uhw−Ñjatun, mahwaÑtun, also signify, like the usual Arab.
hawaÿaÑÿun, the xaÂsma between heaven and earth, i.e., the wide, empty
space, the same as ‘gauwun. The wider significations, or rather
applications and references of hawaÑ: air set in motion, a current of air,
wind, weather, are all secondary, and related to that primary signification
as samaÑ, rain-clouds, rain, grass produced by the rain, to the prim.
signification height, heaven, vid., Mehren, Rhetorik d. Araber, S. 107, Z.
14ff. This hawaÑ, however, also signifies in general: a broad, empty space,
and by transferring the notion of “empty” to mind and heart, as the
reduplicated forms huÑhatun and hauhaÑtun: devoid of understanding and
devoid of courage, e.g., Koran xiv. 44: wa-afÿi-datuhum hawaÑun, where
BedhaÑw−Ñ first explains hawaÑ directly by chalaÑ, emptiness, empty space, i.e.,
as he adds, chaÑlijetun ÿan el-fahm, as one says of one without mind and
courage qalbuhu hawaÑun. Thence also hauwun, emptiness, a hole, i.e., in a



wall or roof, a dormar-window (kauwe, kuÑwe), but also with the genit. of a
person or thing: their hole, i.e., the space left empty by them, the side not
taken up by them, e.g., qa’ada fi hauwihi, he set himself beside him. From
the signification to be empty then comes (1) hawat el-mar’atu, i.e., vacua
fuit mulier = orba oiberis, as xhÂra, vidua, properly empty, French vide; (2)
hawaÑ er-ragulu, i.e., vacuus, inanis factus est vir = exanimatus (comp.
Arab. frg, he became empty, euphemistic for he died).
From this variously applied primary signification is developed the
generally known and usual Arab. hawaÑ, loose and free, without being held
or holding to anything one’s self, to pass away, fly, swing, etc., libere ferri,
labi, in general in every direction, as the wind, or what is driven hither and
thither by the wind, especially however from above downwards, labi,
delabi, cadere, deorsum ruere. From this point, like many similar, the word
first passes into the signification of sound (as certainly also HJF�F, J�F): as
anything falling has a full noise, and so on, doupeiÌn, rumorem, fragorem
edere (fragor from frangi), hence hawat udhnuhu jaw−Ñjan of a singing in
the ears.
Finally, the mental Arab. hawan (perf. hawija, imperf. jahwaÑ with the
acc.), animo ad or in aliquid ferri, is attached to the notion of passing and
falling through space (though by no means to hiare, or the supposed
meaning “to breathe, blow”). It is used both emotionally of desire, lust,
appetites, passions, and strong love, and intellectually of free opinions or
assertions springing from mere self-willed preference, caprices of the
understanding. — Fl.

ft315 This dhaÑrijaÑt is also differently explained; but the first explanation in
BeidhaÑwi (ii. 183, Fleischer’s edition) is, “the winds which scatter (blow
away) the dust and other things.”

ft316 This “atraha” is, moreover, a pure invention of our ordinary Arabic
lexicons instead of ittaraha (VIII form): (1) to throw one’s self, (2) to
throw anything from one’s self, with an acc. of the thing. — Fl.

ft317 The word is therefore a metaphor taken from the balance, and it may be
observed that the Syro-Arabic, on account of the most extensive
application of the balance, is unusually rich in such metaphors. Moreover,
the Arabic has no corresponding noun: the tefl−Ñs (a balance) brought
forward by Ges. in his Thes. and Handwörterbuch from Schindler’s
Pentaglotton, is a word devoid of all evidence from original sources and
from the modern usage of the language, in this signification.

ft318 Vid., the art. Gold, S. 91, 101, in Ersch and Gruber. The Indian traditions
concerning Uttaraguru (the “High Mountain”), and concerning the



northern seat of the god of wealth KuveÑra, have no connection here; on
their origin comp. Lassen, Indische Alterthumskunde, i. 848.

ft318a The verb hP;Xi obducere, does not belong here, but to XPC, and signifies
properly to flatten (as �QR, to make thin and thick by striking), comp.
Arab. såfhå, to strike on something flat (whence el-musaÑfaha, the salutation
by striking the hand), and Arab. såfÿ, to strike with the flat hand on
anything, therefore diducendo obducere.

ft319 Zur Kritik des B. Hiob, 1861, S. 34.
ft320 Vid., Herzog’s Real-Encyklopädie, art. Hiob, S. 119.
ft321 The correct accentuation is �Y�XM with Mercha, HC� with Athnach,

�YLMB with Rebia mugrasch, YLB (without Makkeph) with Munach.
ft322 Alex. v. Humboldt, Kosmos, ii. 48 (1st edition), comp. Tholuck, Vermischte

Schriften, i. 354.
ft323 A man or woman of great beauty is called suheÑli, suhel−Ñje. Thus I heard a

Hauranitish woman say to her companion: nahaÑr el-joÑm nedaÑ, shuft ledsch
(Arab. lk) waÑhid SuheÑli, To-day is dew, I saw a SuheÑli, i.e., a very
handsome man, for thee. — Wetzst.]f

ft324 Since the Hauranites say of snow as of fire: jahrik, it burns (bruÑlant in
French is also used of extreme cold), Job. 1:16 might also be understood of
a fall of snow; but the tenor of the words there requires it to be understood
of actual fire.

ft325 The verb �WK is still in general use in the Piel (to heap up, form a heap,
part. mukauwam, heaped up) and Hithpa. (to accumulate) in Syria, and
koÑm is any village desolated in days of yore whose stones form a desolate
heap [comp. Fleischer, De Glossis Habichtianis, p. 41f.]. If, according to
Kamus, in old Jemanic k−Ñm in the sense of mukaÑwim signifies a
confederate (synon. chilt, gils), the HMFYIkI would be a confederation, or a
heap, assemblage (coetus) of confederates. Perhaps the HMYK was regarded
as a troop of camels; the Beduins at least call the star directly before the
seven-starred constellation of the Pleiades the haÑdi, i.e., the singer riding
before the procession, who cheers the camels by the sound of the hadwa
(HWFDiXÁ), and thereby urges them on. — Wetzst.

On pleiaÂdej, which perhaps also bear this name as a compressed group
(figuratively goÂtruj) of several stars (oÎÂti pleiÂouj oÎmouÌ kataÃ sunagwghÂn
eiÏsi), vid., Kuhn’s Zeitschr. vi. 282-285.

ft326 In June 1860 I witnessed a quarrel in an encampment of Mo’gil- Beduins,
in which one accused the others of having rendered it possible for the
enemy to carry off his camels through their negligence; and when the



accused assured him they had gone forth in pursuit of the marauders soon
after the raid, and only turned back at sunset, the man exclaimed: Ye came
indeed to my assistance as SuheÑl to Ged−Ñ (YDGLL LYHS �ZP YL �T�ZP). I
asked my neighbour what the words meant, and was informed they are a
proverb which is very often used, and has its origin as follows: The Ged−Ñ
(i.e., the Pole-star, called mismaÑr, RMFViMI, in Damascus) slew the Na’sh
(�JANA), and is accordingly encompassed every night by the children of the
slain Na’sh, who are determined to take vengeance on the murderer. The
sons (on which account poets usually say ben−Ñ instead of benaÑt Naÿsh) go
first with the corpse of their father, and the daughters follow. One of the
latter is called waldaÑne, a lying-in woman; she has only recently given birth
to a child, and carries her child in her bosom, and she is still pale from her
lying-in. (The clear atmosphere of the Syrian sky admits of the child in the
bosom of the waldaÑne being distinctly seen.) In order to give help to the
Ged−Ñ in this danger, the SuheÑl appears in the south, and struggles towards
the north with a twinkling brightness, but he has risen too late; the night
passes away ere he reaches his goal. Later I frequently heard this story,
which is generally known among the Hauranites. — Wetzst.
We add the following by way of explanation. The Pleiades encircle the
Pole-star as do all stars, since it stands at the axis of the sky, but they are
nearer to it than to Canopus by more than half the distance. This star of the
first magnitude culminates about three hours later than the Pleiades, and
rises, at the highest, only ten moon’s diameters above the horizon of
Damascus — a significant figure, therefore, of ineffectual endeavour.

ft327 Thus A. Weber in his Abh. über die vedischen Nachrichten von den naxatra
(halting-places of the moon), 1860 (comp. Lit. Centralbl. 1859, col. 665),
refuted by Steinschneider, Hebr. Bibliographie, 1861, Nr. 22, S. 93f.

ft328 The names “the Ram, the Bull,” etc., are, according to Epiphanius, Opp. i.
p. 34f. (ed. Petav.), transferred from the Greek into the Jewish astrology,
vid., Wissenschaft Kunst Judenthum, S. 220f.

ft329 No Arab. word offers itself here for comparison: tuchaj, a cock, has
different consonants, and if Arab. sÔkaÑ in the sense of Arab. sÔaÑk, fortem
esse, were to be supposed, YWKV would be a synon. of RBEGE, which is
likewise a name of the cock.

ft330 The Semitic is rich in such words as describe the couching posture of
beasts of prey lying in wait for their prey, which then in general signify to
lie in wait, lurk, wait (DCR, �BR, Arab. rbså, lbd, wkkd); Arab. q’d lh,
subsedit ei, i.e., insidiatus est ei, which corresponds to WB�Y, v. 40b, also
belongs here, comp. Psalter, i. 500 note.



ft331 It is a dirty yellow with a white belly, single-hoofed and long-eared; its
hornless head somewhat resembles that of the gazelle, but is much later; its
hair has the dryness of the hair of the deer, and the animal forms the
transition from the stag and deer genus to the ass. It is entirely distinct from
the mahaÑ or baqar el-wahsh, wild ox, whose large soft eyes are so much
celebrated by the poets of the steppe. This latter is horned and double-
hoofed, and forms the transition from the stag to the ox [distinct from the
ri’m, �JR, therefore perhaps an antelope of the kind of the Indian n−Ñlgau,
blue ox, Portax tragocamelus ]. I have not seen both kinds of animals
alive, but I have often seen their skins in the tents of the RuwalaÑ. Both
kinds are remarkable for their very swift running, and it is especially
affirmed of the feraÑ that no rider can overtake it. The poets compare a troop
of horsemen that come rushing up and vanish in the next moment to a herd
of feraÑ. In spite of its difficulty and hazardousness, the nomads are
passionately given to hunting the wild ass, and the proverb cited by the
KaÑmuÑs: kull es-seÑd bigoÑf el-feraÑ (every hunt sticks in the belly of the feraÑ,
i.e., compared with that, every other hunt is nothing), is perfectly correct.
When the approach of a herd, which always consists of several hundred, is
betrayed by a cloud of dust which can be seen many miles off, so many
horsemen rise up from all sides in pursuit that the animals are usually
scattered, and single ones are obtained by the dogs and by shots. The herd
is called gem−Ñle, and its leader is called ÿanuÑd (DwN�F),as with gazelles. —
Wetzst.

ft332 The National Grammarians call this exception to the rule, that the muta is
aspirated when the preceding word ends with a vowel, QYXRM YTJ
(veniens e longinquo), i.e., the case, where the word ending with a vowel is
Milel, whether from the very first, or, when the second word is a
monosyllable or has the tone on the penult., on account of the accent that
has retreated (in order to avoid two syllables with the chief tone coming
together); in this case the aspirate, and in general the initial letter (if
capable of being doubled) of the second monosyllabic or penultima -
accented word, takes a Dagesh; but this is not without exceptions that are
quite as regular. Regularly, the second word is not dageshed if it begins
with Wi, Ki, Li, Bi, or if the first word is only a bare verb, e.g., �L HVF�F, or one
that has only Wi before it, e.g., XSAPE HVF�FWi; the tone of the first word in both
these examples retreats, but without the initial of the second being doubled.
This is supplementary, and as far as necessary a correction, to what is said
in Psalter, i 392, Anm.

ft333 Since ra’ima, inf. riÿmaÑn, has the signification assuescere, �JR, �YR,
JNMYR (Targ.) might describe the oryx as a gregarious animal, although all



ruminants have this characteristic in common. On �J�Ri, Arab. r’m, vid.,
Seetzen’s Reise, iii. S. 393, Z 9ff., and also iv. 496.

ft334 Vid., Sundevall, Die Thierarten des Aristoteles (Stockholm, 1863), S. 64f.
ft335 J. W. von Müller (Das Einhorn von gesch. u. naturwiss. Standpunkte

betrachtet, 1852) believed that in a horn in the Ambras Collection at
Vienna he recognised a horn of the MonoceroÑs (comp. Fechner’s
Centralblatt, 1854, Nr. 2), but he is hardly right. J. W. von Müller, Francis
Galton (Narrative of an Explorer in Tropical South Africa, 1853), and
other travellers have heard the natives speak ingenuously of the unicorn,
but without seeing it themselves. On the other hand, Huc and Gabet
(Journeyings through Mongolia and Thibet, Germ. edition) tell us “a horn
of this animal was sent to Calcutta: it was 50 centimetres long and 11 in
circumference; from the root it ran up to a gradually diminishing point. It
was almost straight, black, etc.... Hodgson, when English consul at Nepal,
had the good fortune to obtain an unicorn.... It is a kind of antelope, which
in southern Thibet, that borders on Nepal, is called Tschiru. Hodgson sent a
skin and horn to Calcutta; they came from an unicorn that died in the
menagerie of the Raja of Nepal.” The detailed description follows, and the
suggestion is advanced that this Antilope Hodgsonii, as it has been
proposed to call the Tschiru, is the one-horned oryx of the ancients. The
existence of one-horned wild sheep (not antelopes), attested by R. von
Schlagintweit (Zoologischer Garten, 1st year, S. 72), the horn of which
consists of two parts gradually growing together, covered by one horn-
sheath, does not depreciate the credibility of the account given by Huc-
Gabet (to which Prof. Will has called my attention as being the most
weighty testimony of the time). Another less minute account is to be found
in the Arabic description of a journey (communicated to me by Prof.
Fleischer) by Sel−Ñm Bisteris (BeiruÑt, 1856): In the menagerie of the
Viceroy of Egypt he saw an animal of the colour of a gazelle, but the size
and form of an ass, with a long straight horn between the ears, and what, as
he says, seldom go together) with hoofs, viz. — and as the expression
Arab. håaÑfr, horse’s hoof (not Arab. chuff, a camel’s hoof), also implies —
proper, uncloven hoofs, —  therefore an one-horned and at the same time
one-hoofed antelope.

ft336 It does, however, as it appears, actually occur, that the female leaves the
work of hatching to the sun by day, and to the male at night, and does not
sit at all herself; vid., Funke’s Naturgeschichte, revised by Taschenberg
(1864), S. 243f.

ft337 We take this remark from Doumas, Horse of the Sahara. The following
contribution from Wetzstein only came to hand after the exposition was
completed: “The female ostriches are called �YNINFRi not from the whirring of



their wings when flapped about, but from their piercing screeching cry
when defending their eggs against beasts of prey (chiefly hyaenas), or
when searching for the male bird. Now they are called rubd, from sing.
rubda (instead of rabdaÑ), from the black colour of their long wing-feathers;
for only the male, which is called QYiXÁ (pronounce heÑtsh), has white. The
ostrich-tribe has the name of HNF�áyAHA TbÁ (Arab. bdt ‘l-wa’nat), ‘inhabitant
of the desert,’ because it is only at home in the most lonely parts of the
steppe, in perfectly barren deserts. NeshwaÑn the Himjarite, in his ÿShems
el-ÿoluÑmÿ (MSS in the Royal Library at Berlin, sectio Wetzst. I No. 149, Bd.
i.f. 110b), defines the word el-wa’na by: JY� TBNT JL JCYB �RJ, a
white (chalky or sandy) district, which brings forth nothing; and the KaÑmuÑs
explains it by HbFLiCU �ROJ, a hard (unfruitful) district. In perfect analogy
with the Hebr. the Arabic calls the ostrich abu (and umm) es-sahaÑraÑ,
‘possessor of the sterile deserts.’ The name �YNI��Yi, Lam. 4: 3, is perfectly
correct, and corresponds to the form �YLI��Yi (steinbocks); the form L��PF
(Arab. f’l) is frequently the Nisbe of LJAPA and HLF�áPA, according to which
���YF = HNF�áyAHA TbÁ and L��YF = HLF�áyAHA TbÁ, ‘inhabitant of the inaccessible
rocks.’ Hence, says NeshwaÑn (against the non-Semite FiruÑzaÑbaÑdi), wa’l
(LJAYA and wa’la) is exclusively the high place of the rocks, and wa’il (L��YF
exclusively the steinbock. The most common Arabic name of the ostrich is
naÿaÑme, HMF�FNi, collective naÿaÑm, from the softness (nuÿuÑma, HMFw�Ni) of its
feathers, with which the Arab women (in Damascus frequently) stuff
cushions and pillows. Umm thelaÑthin, ‘mother of thirty,’ is the name of the
female ostrich, because as a rule she lays thirty eggs. The ostrich egg is
called in the steppe dahwa, HWFXidA (coll. dahuÑ), a word that is certainly very
ancient. Nevertheless the Hauranites prefer the word medha, HXFDiMÁ. A
place hollowed out in the ground serves as a nest, which the ostrich likes
best to dig in the hot sand, on which account they are very common in the
sandy tracts of Ard ed-DehaÔnaÑ (JNFHáDA), between the Shemmar mountains
and the SawaÑd (Chaldaea). Thence at the end of April come the ostrich
hunters with their spoil, the hides of the birds together with the feathers, to
Syria. Such an unplucked hide is called gizze (HzFGI). The hunters inform us
that the female sits alone on the nest from early in the day until evening,
and from evening until early in the morning with the male, which wanders
about throughout the day. The statement that the ostrich does not sit on its
eggs, is perhaps based on the fact that the female frequently, and always
before the hunters, forsakes the eggs during the first period of brooding.
Even. vv. 14 and 15 do not say more than this. But when the time of
hatching (called el-faqs, �QEPE) is near, the hen no longer leaves the eggs.



The same observation is also made with regard to the partridge of Palestine
(el-hagel, LGFXF), which has many other characteristics in common with the
ostrich.
That the ostrich is accounted stupid (v. 17) may arise from the fact, that
when the female has been frightened from the eggs she always seeks out
the male with a loud cry; she then, as the hunters unanimously assert,
brings him forcibly back to the nest (hence its Arabic name zal−Ñm, ‘the
violent one’). During the interval the hunter has buried himself in the sand,
and on their arrival, by a good shot often kills both together in the nest. It
may also be accounted as stupidity, that, when the wind is calm, instead of
flying before the riding hunters, the bird tries to hide itself behind a mound
or in the hollows of the ground. But that, when escape is impossible, it is
said to try to hide its head in the sand, the hunters regard as an absurdity. If
the wind aids it, the fleeing ostrich spreads out the feathers of its tail like a
sail, and by constantly steering itself with its extended wings, it escapes its
pursuers with ease. The word JYRIMiHI, v. 18, appears to be a hunting
expression, and (without an accus. objecti) to describe this spreading out of
the feathers, therefore to be perfectly synonymous with the �YRI�iTA (Arab.
tÿr−ÑsÔ) of the ostrich hunters of the present day. Thus sings the poet RaÑshid
of the hunting race of the SulubaÑt: ‘And the head (of the bride with its
loosened locks) resembles the (soft and black) feathers of the ostrich-hen,
when she spreads them out (ÿarrashannaÑ). | They saw the hunter coming
upon them where there was no hiding-place, | And stretched their legs as
they fled.’ The prohibition to eat the ostrich in the Thora (Lev. 11:16;
Deu. 14:15) is perhaps based upon the cruelty of the hunt; for it is with the
rarest exceptions always killed only on its eggs. The female, which, as has
been said already, does not flee towards the end of the time of brooding,
stoops on the approach of the hunter, inclines the head on one side and
looks motionless at her enemy. Several Beduins have said to me, that a
man must have a hard heart to fire under such circumstances. If the bird is
killed, the hunter covers the blood with sand, puts the female again upon
the eggs, buries himself at some distance in the sand, and waits till
evening, when the male comes, which is now shot likewise, beside the
female. The Mosaic law might accordingly have forbidden the hunting of
the ostrich from the same feeling of humanity which unmistakeably
regulated it in other decisions (as Exo. 23:19, Deu. 22: 6f., Lev. 22:28, and
freq.).

ft338 A verse of a poem of Ibn-DuÑchi in honour of DoÑkaÑn ibn-Gendel runs:
Before the crowding (lekdata) of TaijaÑr the horses fled repulsed, | And thou
mightest hear the sound of the bell-carriers (haw−Ñda mubershemaÑt) of the
warriors (el-menaÑir, prop. one who thrusts with the lance). Here haw−Ñd



signifies the sound of the bells which those who wish to announce
themselves as warriors hang about their horses, to draw the attention of the
enemy to them. MubershemaÑt are the mares that carry the bureÑshimaÑn, i.e.,
the bells. The meaning therefore is: thou couldst hear this sound, which
ought only to be heard in the fray, in flight, when the warriors consecrated
to death fled as cowards. TaijaÑr (TeÑjaÑr) is SaÑlih the son of Cana’an (died
about 1815), mentioned in p. 456, note 1, a great warrior of the wandering
tribe of the ‘Aneze.  — Wetzst.

ft339 Less unfavourable to this rendering is the following, that HRFBiJE signifies
the long feathers, and RBEJ� the wing that is composed of them (perhaps,
since the Talm. �YRIBFJá signifies wings and limbs, artus, from RBÁJF =
RBÁHF, Arab. hbr, to divide, furnish with joints), although HC�FN (from HCFNF,
to fly) is the more general designation of the feathers of birds.

ft340 The Arab. ‘alla does not belong here: it gains the signification iterum
bibere from the primary signification of “coming over or upon anything,”
which branches out in various ways: to take a second, third, etc., drink after
the first. More on this point on Isa. 3: 4.
Supplementary note: The quadriliteral L��Li�I to be supposed, is not to be
derived from LLÁ�F, and is not, as it recently has been, to be compared with
Arab. ‘ll, “to drink.” This Arab. verb does not signify “to drink” at all, but,
among many other branchings out of its general primary signification,
related to HL�, Arab. ÿlaÑ, also signifies: “to take a second, third, etc., drink
after the first,” concerning which more details will be given elsewhere.
L��Li�I goes back to Lw�, lactare, with the middle vowel, whence also
LYWI�á, Job. 16:11, 12:18, 21:11 (which see). The Hauran dialect has ÿaÑluÑl
(plur. ÿawaÑl−Ñl), like the Hebr. LL�F� (LL��� = LL���Mi), in the signification
juvenis, and especially juvencus (comp. infra, p. 689, note 3, “but they are
heifers,” Arab. illaÑ ÿawaÑl−Ñl).

ft341 Vid., the beautiful description in Charles Boner’s Forest Creatures, 1861.
ft342 In the astronomical representations the hippopotamus is in the

neighbourhood of the North Pole in the place of the dragon of the present
day, and bears the name of hes-mut, in which mut = t. mau, “the mother.”
Hes however is obscure; Birch explains it by: raging.

ft343 Staring from its primary signification (made firm, fast), Arab. sr−Ñr, JRYR�
can signify e.g., also things put together from wood: a throne, a hand-
barrow, bedstead and cradle, metaphor. the foundation. Wetzst. otherwise:
“The ��BH YRYRV are not the sinews and muscles, still less ‘the private
parts’ of others, but the four bearers of the animal body = arkaÑn el-batn,



viz., the bones of the �YNTM, v. 16a, together with the two shoulder-blades.
The Arab. sar−Ñr is that on which a thing is supported or rests, on which it
stands firmly, or moves about. NeshwaÑn (i. 280) says: ÿsar−Ñr is the
substratum on which a thing rests,’ and the sar−Ñr er-raÿs, says the same, is
the place where the head rests upon the nape of the neck. The KaÑmuÑs gives
the same signification primo loco, which shows that it is general; then
follows in gen. Arab. mudåtåajaÿ, “the support of a thing.”

ft344 Wetzst. otherwise: One may compare the Arab. chafadåa, fut. i, to hold, sit,
lie motionless (in any place), from which the signification of desiring,
longing, has been developed, since in the Semitic languages the figure of
fixing (ta’alluq) the heard and the eye on any desired object is at the basis
of this notion (wherefore such verbs are joined with the praep. bI).
According to this, it is to be explained, “his tail is motionless like (the short
and thick stem of) the cedar,” for the stunted tail of an animal is a mark of
its strength to a Semite. In 1860, as I was visiting the neighbouring
mountain fortress of el-Hosn with the octogenarian FeÑjaÑd, the sheikh of F−Ñk
in GoÑlaÑn, we rode past FeÑjaÑdÿs ploughmen; and as one of them was letting
his team go slowly along, the sheikh cried out to him from a distance:
Faster! faster! They (the steers, which thou ploughest) are not oxen weak
with age, nor are they the dower of a widow (who at her second marriage
receives only a pair of weak wretched oxen from her father or brother); but
they are heifers (3-4 year-old steers) with stiffly raised tails (wadhujuÑluhin
muqashmare, RMF�iQAMU an intensive Rw�QF or RªFQUMi [comp. �NFJáLi�A,
Job. 21:23]).

ft345 Another Targ., which translates YHWZWB��W HYRBG, penis et testiculi ejus,
vid., Aruch s.v. ZB��.

ft346 According to Fleischer, fachidh signifies properly the thick-leg (= thigh),
from the root fach, with the general signification of being puffed out,
swollen, thick.

ft347 In the choice of the word WGRVY, the mushaÑgarat ed-dawaÑl−Ñ (from RG� =
GRV), “the interweaving of the vine branches” was undoubtedly before the
poet’s eye; comp. Deutsch. Morgenl. Zeitschr. xi. 477: “On all sides in this
delightful corner of the earth (the GhuÑta) the vine left to itself, in
diversified ramifications, often a dozen branches resembling so many huge
snakes entangled together, swings to and fro upon the shining stem of the
lofty white poplar.” And ib. S. 491: “a twisted vine almost the thickness of
a man, as though formed of rods of iron (comp. v. 18).”

ft348 The noun LY�IMF is also found in the Lexicon of NeshwaÑn, i. 63: “LY�IMF is
equivalent to Lw�MiMÁ, viz., that which is hammered out in length, used of



iron and other metals; and one says HLFY�IMi HDFYDIXá of a piece of iron that
has been hammered for the purpose of stretching it.” The verb NeshwaÑn
explains: “L�AMF said of iron signifies to stretch it that it may become long.”
The verb L�M can be regarded as a fusion of the root DDM (��M, �w�,
comp. H��FM, and Arab. muÑtå Beduin: to take long steps) with the root Lw�,
to be long. — Wetzst. The above explanation of the origin of the verb L�M
seems to us more probable.

ft349 Ibn-Koreisch in Pinsker, Likkute, p. JNQ, explains it without exactness by
sebikat had−Ñd, which signifies a smelted and formed piece of iron.

ft350 Whether LYLIbI, Job. 6: 5, 24: 6, signifies mixed provender (farrago), or
perhaps ripe fruit, i.e., grain, so that jabol, Jud. 19:21, in the signification
“he gave dry provender consisting of barley-grain,” would be the opposite
of the jahushsh (�XUYF) of the present day, “he gives green provender
consisting of green grass or green barley, hash−Ñsh,� as Wetzst. supposes,
vid., on Isa. 30:24.

ft351 The Arab. dåaÑl or DuÑm -tree, which likes hot and damp valleys, and hence is
found much on the northern, and in great numbers on the eastern, shores of
the Sea of Galilee, is called in the present day sidra, collect. sidr; and its
fruit, a small yellow apple, duÑma, collect. duÑm, perhaps “the not ending,
perennial,” because the fruit of the previous year only falls from the tree
when that of the present year is ripe. Around Bagdad, as they told me, the
DuÑm -tree bears twice a year. In Egypt its fruit is called nebq (QBENE, not
nibq as in Freytag), and the tree is there far stronger and taller than in
Syria, where it is seldom more than about four and twenty feet high. Only
in the WaÑdi ÿs-sidr on the mountains of Judaea have I seen several
unusually large trunks. The KaÑmuÑs places the signification “the sweet DuÑm
-tree” first of all to Arab. dåaÑl, and then “the wild D.” In hotter regions there
may also be a superior kind with fine fruit, in Syria it is only wild —
NeshwaÑn (ii. 192) says: �daÑla, collect. daÑl, is the wild DuÑm -tree,” — yet I
have always found its fruit sweet and pleasant to the taste. — Wetzst.

ft352 Forms like LLEg�, LLEC�, are unknown to the language, because it was more
natural for ease of pronunciation to make the primary form bBiSI into BS�
than into BBES�, �LLiGE (vid., p. 449), �LLiCI, might more readily be referred to
LLFgF, LLFCF (in which the first a is a helping vowel, and the second a root
vowel); but although the form L�FQF and the segolate forms completely pass
into one another in inflection, still there does not exist a safe example in
favour of the change of vowels of L�FQF into YLI�iQE; wherefore we have also
derived YL�GiJE, Job. 38:28, from LGEJ�, not from LGFJF, although, moreover, eÔ



frequently enough alternates with iÔ (e.g., ¦�á�iYE), and a transition into eÔ of
the iÔ weakened from aÔ (e.g., �KEDiYE) also occurs. But there are no forms like
YP��iNE = YP��iNI from ��FNF in reality, although they would be possible
according to the laws of vowels. In Ges. Handwörterb. (1863) �LLiGE stands
under LLFg� (according to the form BBFL�, which, however, forms �BBFLi) and
�LLiCI under LLÁSi ( a rare noun-form, which does not occur at all from
verbs double Ayin).

ft353 Certainly one would have expected �dERiYA like �ZERigA, while �d�RiYA like �b��iYA,
RZ��iYA, appears formed from �DARF; nevertheless �d�RiYA (with changeable
Ssere) can be understood as a change of vowel from �dARiYA (comp. B��Y� for
B�AY�).

ft354 Vid., Grehm, Aus dem Leben des Nilpferds, Gartenlaube 1859, Nr. 48, etc.
ft355 Vid., Grässe, Beiträge, S. 94ff.
ft356 Herodotus was acquainted with this name (xaÂmyai = krokoÂdeiloi); thus is

the crocodile called also in Palestine, where (as Tobler and Joh. Roth have
shown) it occurs, especially in the river DamuÑr near TantuÑra.

ft357 Les naturalistes  — says Chabas in his Papyr. magique, p. 190 — comptent
cinq espèces de crocodiles vivant dans le Nil, mais les hieroglyphes
rapportent un plus grand nombre de noms déterminés par le signe du
crocodile. Such is really the case, apart from the so-called land crocodile or
skiÂgkoj (Arab. isqanquÑr), the Coptic name of which, hankelf (according to
Lauth ha. n. kelf, ruler of the bank), is not as yet indicated on the
monuments. Among the many old Egyptian names for the crocodile,
Kircher’s charuki is, however, not found, which reminds one of the Coptic
karus, as krokoÂdeiloj of kroÂkoj, for krokoÂdeiloj is the proper name of
the Lacerta viridis (Herod. ii. 69). Lauth is inclined to regard charuki as a
fiction of Kircher, as also the name of the phoenix, alloh (vid., p. 562).
The number of names of the crocodile which remain even without charuki,
leads one to infer a great variety of species, and crocodiles, which differ
from all living species, have also actually been found in Egyptian tombs;
vid., Schmarda, Verbreitung der Thiere, i. 89.

ft358 Dieterici, Reisebilder, i. 194: “We very often saw the animal lying in the
sand, its jaws wide open and turned towards the warm sunbeams, while
little birds, like the slender white water-wagtail, march quietly about in the
deadly abyss, and pick out worms from the watery jaws.” Herodotus, ii. 68,
tells exactly the same story; as the special friend of the crocodile among
little birds, he mentions toÃn troxiÌlon (the sand-piper, Pluvianus
Aegyptius).



ft359 The eyes of the crocodile alone by themselves are no hieroglyph: how
could they have been represented by themselves as crocodile’s eyes? But
in the Ramesseum and elsewhere the crocodile appears with a head
pointing upwards in company with couching lions, and the eyes of the
crocodile are rendered specially prominent. Near this group it appears
again in a curved position, and quite small, but this time in company with a
scorpion which bears a disc of the sun. The former (krokodeiÂlou duÂo
oÏfqalmoiÂ) seems to me to be a figure of the longest night, the latter
(krokoÂdeiloj kekufwÂj in Horapollo) of the shortest, so that consequently
aÏnatolhÂ and duÂsij do not refer to the rising and setting of the sun, but to
the night as prevailing against or succumbing to the day (communicated by
Lauth from his researches on the astronomical monuments). But since the
growth of the day begins with the longest night, and vice versaÑ, the notions
aÏnatolhÂ and duÂsij can, as it seems to me, retain their most natural
signification; and the crocodile’s eyes are, notwithstanding, a figure of the
light shining forth from the darkness, as the crocodile’s tail signifies black
darkness (and Egypt as the black land).

ft360 Prof. Will refers the figure not to the third eyelid or the membrana
nictitans, but to that spot on the choroidea, glistening with a metallic
lustre, which the crocodile has in common with most animals of the night
or the twilight, therefore to the brilliancy of its eye, which shines by virtue
of its lustrous coating; vid., the magnificent head of a crocodile in
Schlegel’s Amphibien-Abbildungen (1837-44).

ft361 On the various kinds of Egyptian arrows, vid., Klemm. Culturgeschichte, v.
371f.

ft362 The Egyptio-Arabic usage has here more faithfully preserved the ancient
signification of the word (vid., Fleischer, Glossae, p. 37) than the Syro-
Arabic; for in Syria cut but still unthreshed corn, whether lying in swaths
out in the field and weighted with stones to protect it against the
whirlwinds that are frequent about noon, or corn already brought to the
threshing-floors but not yet threshed, is called qashsh.  — Wetzst.

ft363 In Arabic also this substantival form is intensive, e.g., lebbuÑn, an
exceedingly large kind of tile, dried in the open air, of which farm-yards
are built, nearly eight times larger than the common tile, which is called
libne (HNFBiLI).

ft364 Hence the Talmudic proverb (vid., Fürst’s PerlenschnuÑre, S. 80): JTWTYM
WJ BWYJ YRBXK JRBX WJ, either a friend like Job’s friends or death!



ft365 According to b. Rosch ha-Schana, 26a, R. Akiba found the word H�YVQ in
Africa in the signification H�M (coin), as a Targ. (vid., Aruch, s.v. H�YVQ)
also translates; the Arab. qist at least signifies balances and weight.

ft366 Job, like all the wealthier husbandmen in the present day, kept she-asses,
although they are three times dearer than the male, because they are useful
for their foals; it is not for the sake of their milk, for the Semites do not
milk asses and horses. Moreover, the foals are also only a collateral gain,
which the poor husbandman, who is only able to buy a he-ass, must forego.
What renders this animal indispensable in husbandry is, that it is the
common and (since camels are extremely rare among the husbandmen)
almost exclusive means of transport. How would the husbandman, e.g., be
able to carry his seed for sowing to a field perhaps six or eight miles
distant? Not on the plough, as our farmers do, for the plough is transported
on the back of the oxen in Syria. How would he be able to get the corn that
was to be ground (tachne) to the mill, perhaps a day’s journey distant; how
carry wood and grass, how get the manure upon the field in districts that
require to be manured, if he had not an ass? The camels, on the other hand,
serve for harvesting (ragaÑd), and the transport of grain (ghalle), chopped
straw (tibn), fuel (hatab), and the like, to the large inland towns, and to the
seaports. Those village communities that do not possess camels for this
purpose, hire them of the Arabs (nomads). — Wetzst.

ft367 Seetzen, Reisen durch Syrien, etc., i. 66.
ft368 Ed. Robinson, PalaÑstina, iii. 911 [Germ. edit.].
ft369 C. Ritter, Geogr. von Syr. u. Pal. ii. 842 [= Erdkunde, xv. Pt. 2, p. 842].
ft370 Whether the word R�OYMI, Deu. 3:10, only signifies the plain of Hauran or

its southern continuation, the eastern BelkaÑ, may be doubtful, because in
that passage both the Amorite kingdoms are spoken of. But since it is the
“cities” of the plain, of which the eastern BalkaÑ can have had but few or
none, that are spoken of, R�YM will surely exclude the latter.

ft371 On this name, which belongs to the modern geography of the country,
comp. my Reisebericht über Hauran u. d. Trachonen, S. 87.

ft372 Catalogue of Arab. MSS collected in Damascus by J. G. Wetzstein. Berlin
1863, No. 46, p. 56.

ft373 [The connection with Egypt, in which these legends place Job, is worthy of
observation. — Del.]

ft374 Orient. MSS in the Royal Library in Berlin, Sect. Sprenger, No. 7-10.
ft375 Reisebericht, S. 83-87.
ft376 Vid., p. 540, comp. p. 542, note 1, of the foregoing Commentary.



ft377 In the fair at MuzeÑr−Ñb we again saw the sheikh of the WeÑs−Ñje -Beduins,
whose guest we had been a week before at the Springs of Joseph in western
GoÑlaÑn, where he had pitched his tent on a wild spot of ground that had been
traversed by lava-streams. In answer to our question whether he still
sojourned in that district, he said: “No, indeed! NaÑzilin el-joÑm bi-ard
betheÑne sheÑle (we are not encamped in a district that is completely
betheÑne).” I had not heard this expression before, and inquired what it
meant. The sheikh replied, betheÑne (Arab. but¯aynat) is a stoneless plain
covered with rich pasture. I often sought information respecting this word,
since I was interested about it on account of the Hebrew word ��FbF, and
always obtained the same definition. It is a diminutive form, without
having exactly a diminutive signification, for in the language of the
nomads it is an acknowledged fact that such a form takes the place of the
usual form. The usual form is either bathne or bathane. The KaÑmuÑs gives
the former signification, “a level country.” That the explanation of the
Kamus is too restricted, and that of the Sheikh of WeÑj−Ñje the more
complete, may be shown from the Kamus itself. In one place it says, The
word moreover signifies (a) the thick of the milk (cream); (b) a tender
maiden; (c) repeated acts of benevolence. These three significations given
are, however, manifestly only figurative applications, not indeed of the
signification which the Kamus places Primo loco, but of that which the
Sheikh of the WeÑj−Ñje gave; for the likening of a “voluptuously formed
maiden,” or of repeated acts of benevolence, to a luxurious meadow, is just
as natural to a nomad, as it was to the shepherd Amos (Amo. 4: 1) to liken
the licentious women of Samaria to well-nourished cows of the fat pastures
of Basan. Then the Kamus brings forward a collective form buthun (Arab.
butūn, perhaps from the sing. bathan = ��FbF, like Arab. usud from asad) in
the signification pastures (Arab. ryaÑdå); pastures, however, that are damp
and low, with a rich vegetation. That the word is ancient, may be seen from
the following expression of ChaÑlid ibn el-Wel−Ñd, the victor on the JarmuÑk:
“‘Omar made me governor of Damascus; and when I had made it into the
butheÑne, i.e., a stoneless fertile plain (easy to govern and profitable), he
removed me.” JaÑkuÑt also mentions this expression under Bethen−Ñje. ChaÑlid
also uses the diminutive as the nomads do (he was of the race of
MachzuÑm); probably the whole word belongs only to the steppe, for all the
women who were called butheÑne, e.g., the beloved of the poet Gem−Ñl, and
others mentioned in the �D−ÑwaÑn of Love” (D−ÑwaÑn es-sabaÑbe), were Beduin
women.
After what has been said, we cannot assign to the Hebr. ��FbF any other
signification than that of a fertile stoneless plain or low country. This
appellation, which was given, properly and originally, only to the heart of



the country, and its most valuable portion, viz., the Nukra, would then a
potiori be transferred to the whole, and when the kingdom of Basan was
again destroyed, naturally remained to that province, of which it was the
proper designation.

ft378 Orient. MSS in the Royal Library at Berlin; Sect. Sprenger, No. 5.
ft379 If writers mention HauraÑn alone, they mean thereby, according to the usage

of the language of the Damascenes, and certainly also of the prophet
Ezekiel (Eze. 47:16, 18), the plain of HauraÑn as far as the borders of the
BelkaÑ, including the mountains of HauraÑn, the LegaÑ, and GeÑduÑr; it is only
in the district itself, where special divisions are rendered necessary, that the
three last mentioned parts are excluded. If writers mention HauraÑn and
Bethen−Ñje together, the context must determine whether the former
signifies the whole, and the latter the part, as in the above quotation from
Makdeshi, or whether both are to be taken as coordinate, as in a passage of
Istachri (edited by Möller, Botha 1839): “And HauraÑn and Bethen−Ñje are
two provinces of Damascus with luxuriant corn-fields.” Here the words are
related to one another as Auranitis (with the chief town Bostra) to Batanaea
(with the chief town Adratum, i.e., EdreÿaÑt), or as the HauraÑn of the
Beduins and the Nukra of the same. The boundary between both is the
WaÑdi ÿIraÑ, which falls into the ZeÑd−Ñ south of EdreÿaÑt.

ft380 Catalogue of Arab. MSS collected in Damascus, No. 26.
ft381 “Hill of the heaps of riders.” The hill is said to have been named after a

great engagement which took place there in ancient days. Among the
‘Aneze the gem’, �MÁNE, plur. gumuÑÿ is a division of 400-600 horsemen.

ft382 This appellation is erroneously given to the province of Petra (Palaestina
tertia) in Burckhardt’s Travels (Gesenius’ edition, S. 676). Böcking also,
Not. dign. or. pp. 139, 345, and 373, is guilty of this oversight. Comp.
thereon, Mommsen, Verzeichniss der röm. Provinzen aufgesetzt um, 297,
in the Transactions of the Berlin Acad. der Wissensch. 1862, S. 501f.

ft383 As is generally known, the black stone in Mekka and the Sachra in
Jerusalem are more celebrated than the stone of Job; but less revered are
the Mebrak en-naÑka in BosraÑ, the thievish stone of Moses in the great
mosque at Damascus, the doset en-neb−Ñ on the mountain of el-H−ÑgaÑne, and
others.

ft384 The metre forms two spondeo-iambics and trochaeo-spondaics.
ft385 Comp. p. 576 of the foregoing Commentary.
ft386 On the word and subject, vid., p. 573 of the foregoing Commentary.
ft387 Vid., Gibbon, ed. Smith, ii. 333. — Tr.
ft388 Calendarium Syriacum Cazwinii, ed. Guil. Volck, Lips. 1859, p. 15.



ft389 Comp. A. v. Kremer, Mittelsyrien, etc., Vienna 1853, S. 10.
ft390 JaÑkuÑt says under GeÑduÑr, “It is a Damascene district, it has villages, and lies

in the north of HauraÑn; according to others, it is reckoned together with
HauraÑn as one district.” The last words do not signify that GeÑduÑr and
HauraÑn are words to be used without any distinction; on the contrary, that
GeÑduÑr is a district belonging to HauraÑn, and comprehended in it.

ft391 The name of this monastery, which is about a mile and a half north-east of
the DeÑr EjuÑb, is erroneously called D. el-lebuÑ in Burckhardt’s Travels in
Syria (ed. Gesenius, S. 449). The same may be said of D. en-nubuwwe in
Annales Hamzae, ed. Gottwaldt, p. 118.

ft392 C. Ritter, Geogr. v. Syr. u. Pal. ii. 821 [Erdk. xv. Pt. 2, p. 821].
ft393 That the Sheikh Ahmed was permitted to take up his abode in the

Monastery, was owing to a religious dread of his ancestor (gidd), ÿAbdel-
KaÑdir el-G−ÑlaÑni, and out of courteousness towards his partner.

ft394 In the present day the household is called ÿash−Ñra, and all families of
important in HauraÑn are and call themselves ÿashaÑir (Arab. ÿsÔaÑÿr); but the
ancient word batn does also occur, and among the Semitic tribes that have
migrated to Mauritania it is still in use instead of the Syrian ÿash−Ñra. Batn,
collect. butuÑn, is the fellowship of all those who are traced back to the ��EbE
of one ancestral mother. Thus even in Damascus they say: nahn ferd batn,
we belong to one family; in like manner in the whole of Syria: this foal is
the batn of that mare, i.e., its young one; or: I sold my mare without batn,
or with one, two, three-fourths of her batn, i.e., without her descendants, or
so that the buyer has only 6 or 12 or 18 k−ÑraÑt right of possession in the foals
she will bear. In all these applications, batn is the progenies uteri, not the
uterus itself; and, according to this, YNI�iBI YN�Bi, Job. 19:17, ought to be
explained by “all my relations by blood.”

ft395 These sudden attacks, at any rate, do not say anything in favour of the more
southernly position of Ausitis. If the Beduin is but once on his horse or
deluÑl, it is all the same to him whether a journey is ten days longer or
shorter, if he can only find water for himself and his beast. This, however,
both bands of marauders found, since the poet distinctly represents the
attacks as having been made in the winter. The general ploughing of the
fallow-lying waÑgiha of a community (it is called shiqaÑq el-waÑgiha), ready
for the sowing in the following autumn, always takes place during January
and February, because at this time of the year the earth is softened by the
winter rains, and easy to plough. While engaged in this work, the poet
represents Job’s ploughmen as being surprised and slain. Hence, for the
destruction of 500 armed ploughmen — and they were armed, because they
could only have been slain with their weapons in their hands in



consequence of their resistance — at least 2000 horsemen were necessary.
So large a ghazwe is, however, not possible in the summer, but only in the
winter, because they could not water at a draw-well, only at the pools
(ghudraÑn) formed by the winter rains. For one of these raids of the
Chaldaeans, HauraÑn, whither marauding bands come even now during the
winter from the neighbourhood of Babylon in six or seven days, lay far
more convenient than the country around MaÿaÑn and ‘Akaba, which is only
reached from the Euphrates, even in winter, by going a long way round,
since the NufuÑd (sandy plains) in the east, and their western continuation
the HaÑlaÑt, suck in the rain without forming any pools. On the other hand,
however, this southern region lay nearer and more convenient for the
incursions of the Sabaeans, viz., the Keturaean (Gen. 25: 3), i.e., Petraean
tribe of this name. The greater or less distance, however, is of little
consequence here. Thus, as the Shemmar of Negd from time to time make
raids into the neighbourhood of Damascus, so even the tribes of WaÑdi el-
KoraÑ might also do the same. Moreover, as we observed above, the poet
represents the sudden attacks as perpetrated by the Sabaeans and
Chaldaeans, probably because they only, as being foreign and distant races
which never had anything to do with Job and his men, and therefore were
without any consideration, could practise such unwonted barbarities as the
robbery of ploughing heifers, which a ghazwe rarely takes, and the murder
of the ploughmen.

ft396 [Verbally, Job. 3:14b, which we, however, have interpreted differently,
accords with this. — Del.]

ft397 Reisebericht, S. 46; comp. Ritter, Syr. u. Pal. ii. 1019 [Erdk. xv. Pt. 2, p.
1019].

ft398 Here in the more contracted sense, the district of Gadara, KefaÑraÑt, and
Irbid.

ft399 Burckhardt, Travels in Syr. and Pal. (ed. Gesenius, S. 392).
ft400 The word el-m−ÑdaÑn and el-meÑdaÑn signifies originally the hippodrome, then

the arena of the sham-fight, then the place of contest, the battle-field, and
finally a wide level place where a large concourse of men are accustomed
to meet. In this sense the Damascenes have their el-m−ÑdaÑn, the Spanish
cities their almeidaÑn, and the Italians their corso.

ft401 [EstoÑri ha-Parchi, the most renowned Jewish topographer of Palestine, in
his work Caftor wa-ferach, completed in 1322 (newly edited by Edelmann,
published by Asher, Berlin, 1852, S. 49), says BWYJ RJD lies one hour
south of WBN, since he identifies NawaÑ with the Reubenitish NeboÑ,
Num. 32:38, as Zora’ with RZ�Y, Num. 32:35; so that he explains �W�
�RJ by RZ�Y �RJ, although he at the same time considers the name,



according to Saadia, as one with H�WGLJ (el Ghuta). His statements
moreover are exact, as one might expect from a man who had travelled for
seven years in all directions in Palestine; and his conclusion, JYRB� DGNK
LJRVY �RJL �DQ �RJ JYH �W� �RJ, perfectly accords with the
above treatise. — Del.]

ft402 In Jemen the HigaÑz, Syria may have been called ShaÑm in the earliest times.
The name was taken into Syria itself by the immigration of the Jemanic
tribes of KudaÑÿa, and others, because they brought with them the name of
Syria that was commonly used in their native land.

ft403 The remarkable fair at MuzeÑr−Ñb can be traced back to the earliest antiquity,
although BosraÑ at times injured it; but this latter city, from its more
exposed position, has been frequently laid in ruins. It is probable that the
merchants of Damascus pitched their tents for their Kasaba, i.e., their
moveable fair, twice a year (in spring and in autumn) by the picturesque
lake of MuzeÑr−Ñb. If, with the tradition, we take the Nukra to be the home of
Job, of the different ways of interpreting Job. 6:19 there is nothing to
hinder our deciding upon that which considers it as the greater caravan
which acme periodically out of southern Arabia to Hauran (BosraÑ or
MuzeÑrib). TeÑmaÑ with its well, HeddaÑg (comp. Isa. 21:14), celebrated by the
poets of the steppe, from which ninety camels (saÑniaÑt) by turns raise a
constantly flowing stream of clear and cool water for irrigating the palms
and the seed, was in ancient times, perhaps, the crossing point of the
merchant caravans going from south to north, and from east to west. Even
under the Omajad Cahlifs the Mekka pilgrim-route went exclusively by
way of TeÑmaÑ, just as during the Crusades so long as the Franks kept
possession of Kerak and ShoÑbak. An attempt made in my Reisebericht (S.
93-95) to substitute the Hauranitish TeÑmaÑ in the two previously mentioned
passages of Scripture, I have there (S. 131) given up as being scarcely
probable.

ft404 C. Ritter, Geogr. v. Syr. u. Pal. ii. 819ff. [Erdk. xv. 2, p. 819ff.]. The
information of Newbold, which is printed in the Zeitschr. d. Deutsch.
Morgenl. Gesellschaft, i. 215f., is unfortunately little to be relied on, and is
to be corrected according to the topography of the mound given above.

ft405 A small, desolated stone village, situated a quarter of an hour’s journey
from the mound of ÿAshtaraÑ, which however has not a single house of any
importance, has two names among the inhabitants of that region, either
ChirbeÑt ÿIjuÑn en-N−Ñle (the ruins near the Nila-springs) or ChirbeÑt ÿAshtaraÑ,
which can signify the ruins of ÿAshtaraÑ and the ruins near ÿAshtaraÑ. Since it
is, however, quite insignificant, it will not be the village that has given the
name to the mound, but the mound with its buildings, which in ancient



days were perhaps a temple to Astarte, surrounded by a wall, has given the
name to the village.

ft406 [The meaning of “castle,” as defined by Burckhardt, Travels in Syr. etc. p.
657, should be borne in mind here. “The name of Kal’at or castle is given
on the Hadj route, and over the greater part of the desert, to any building
walled in and covered, and having, like a Khan, a large courtyard in its
enclosure. The walls are sometimes of stone, but more commonly of earth,
though even the latter are sufficient to withstand an attack of Arabs.” —
Tr.]

ft407 Some, in connection with this word, have erroneously thought of the city of
EdreÿaÑt, which Eusebius calls AÏdraÂ in the immediately preceding article
AÏdraaÂ, and in the art. EÏdraeiÂ.

ft408 Wetzstein, Catal. Arab. MSS collected in Damascus, No. 1, p. 89.
ft409 Wetzst. Catal. Arab. MSS collected in Damascus, No. 24, p. 16.
ft410 Hamzae Isfahan. Annales, ed. Gottwald, Vorrede, p. xi.
ft411 If NawaÑ is not also of Jewish origin, its name is nevertheless the old

Semitic HWFNF, “a dwelling” (Job. 5: 3, 24, 8: 6, 18:15), and not, as JaÑkuÑt
supposes, the collective form of nawaÑt, “the kernel of a date.”

ft412 [No less than three renowned teachers from NawaÑ appear in the Talmud
and Midrash: HWND JLY� `R, Schila of Nawa (jer. Sabbath cap. ii.,
Wajikra rabba cap. xxxiv., Midrasch Ruth on ii. 19a), HWND JY�LP `R
(Midr. Koheleth on i. 4b) and HWND LWJ� `R (ib. on xii. 9a). HWN is
mentioned as an enemy of the neighbouring town of §YMLX in Wajikra
rabba c. xxiii., Midr. Echa on i. 17a, and Midr. Schir on ii. 1. — Del.]

ft413  On the name ‘Us, as the name of men and people, may be compared the
proper names ‘As and ‘Aus, together with the diminutive ÿOweÑs, taken
from the genealogies of the Arabs, since the Old Testament is wanting in
words formed from the root �W�, and none of those so named was a
Hebrew. In Hebr. they might be sounded �W�, and signify the “strong
one,” for the verbal stems Arab. ÿsåså, ÿwså, ÿsåy (comp. Arab. ÿsåb, ÿsår, ÿsåm, and
others) have the signif. “to be compressed, firm, to resist.”

ft414 On this word-formation comp. Reisebericht, S. 76.
ft415 Comp. Jos. Ant. xv. 10, 3; Zeitschr. für allg. Erdkunde, New Series, xiii.

213.
ft416 Eusebius in his Onomast. also correctly identifies the two words, at one

time under IÏtouraiÂa, and the other time under TraxwniÌtij. After what we
have said elsewhere (Reisebericht, S. 91ff.) on the subject, surely no one
will again maintain that the peaceful villages of the plain of GeÑduÑr were the



abodes of the Ituraeans, the wildest of all people (Cic. Phi. ii. 11; Strabo,
xvi. 2). Their principal hiding-places will have been the Trachonitis in the
more restricted sense, but one may seek them also on the wooded
mountains of GoÑlaÑn and in the gorges of the Makran. That Ptolemy and
Josephus speak only of the Trachonites and never of the Ituraeans (in the
passage Ant. xiii. 11, 3, IÏdoumaiÂa is to be read instead of IÏtouraiÂa), and
Strabo, on the other hand, speaks only of the latter, favours the identity of
the two; of like import is the circumstance, that Pliny (H. N. v. 23) makes
the inhabitants of the region of Baetarra (BeÑtirraÑ) Ituraeans, and Josephus
(Ant. xvii. 2) Trachonites. But in spite of the identity of the words
Trachonitis and Ituraea, one must not at the same time overlook the
following distinction. If the Trachonites are called after the country, it must
be the description of all the inhabitants of the country, whereas the
Ituraeans, if they gave the name to the country, are not necessarily its
exclusive population. The whole of the district of which we speak has a
twofold population in keeping with its double character (rugged rock and
fruitful plain), viz., cattle-rearing freebooters in the clefts of the rocks, and
peaceful husbandmen in the plain; the former dwelling in hair tents (of old
also in caves), the latter in stone houses; the former forming the large
majority, the latter the minority of the population of the district. If writers
speak of the Ituraeans, they mean exclusively that marauding race that
hates husbandry; but if they speak of the Trachonites, the connection must
determine, whether they speak of both classes of the population, or only of
the marauding Trachonites (the Ituraeans), or of the husbandmen of the
plain (of the provinces of Batanaea and Auranitis). The latter are rarely
intended, since the peaceful peasant rarely furnishes material for the
historian.

ft417 From this custom, which is called the grandfather’s “living again,” the
habit, singular to us, of a father calling his son jaÑ ab−Ñ, “my father!” or jaÑ
beÑj−Ñ, “my little father,” as an endearing form of address, is explained.

ft418 It need hardly be mentioned that one is not to think of the Hauranitish
BosraÑ (Arab. bsåraÑ), since this name of a city only came into use some
centuries after Christ.

ft419 [It is indeed possible that the Hebrew text is meant here, for Philo usually
calls the Hebrew XaldaiÔstiÂ, and the Talmud describes the Jewish country-
dialect as YSRWS; it is possible, and even more probable, that it is a Syrian,
i.e., Aramaean Targum — but not less possible that it is a Syrian original
document. According to Malalas (ed. Dindorf, p. 12), Origen understands
eÏk thÌj SuriakhÌj biÂblou elsewhere of a Hebrew original, but in c. Celsum
iii. 6 he describes the Hebrew language in relation to the Syriac and
Phoenician as eÎteÂra par� aÏmqoteÂraj, and the Homilies on Job in Opp.



Origenis, ed. Delaure, ii. 851, say: Beati Iob scriptura primum quidem in
Arabia Syriace scripta, ubi et habitabat.  — Del.]

ft420 We will spare ourselves the ungrateful task of an inquiry into the origin of
this ‘Ais and his Protean nature. Biblical passages like Lam. 4:21, or those
in which the readings �RJ and �WDJ are doubtful, or the erroneous
supposition (Jos. Ant. viii. 7) that the Ben-Hadad dynasty in Damascus is
of Edomitish origin, may have contributed to his rise. Moreover, he is
altogether one and the same with the Edom of the Jerish tradition: he is
called the father of RuÑm, Asfar, SoÑfar, S−ÑfuÑn (�WPCH ¥LEME), and Nidr
(Hamz. Isfah. Ann. p. 79, l. 18, read Arab. ndår for nsår, and Zeitschr. d. d. m.
Gesellsch. ii. 239, 3, 6, read ennidr for ennefer), i.e., of the Messiah of the
Christians (according to Isa. 11: 1).

ft421 Comp. p. 576, note, of the foregoing Commentary. [The Arabic version of
Walton’s Polyglot translates after the Peschito in accordance with the
Hebr. text: “on the ashes (er-remaÑd),“ whereas the Arabic translation, of
which Tischendorf brought back fifteen leaves with him from the East, and
which Fleischer, in the Deutsch. Morgenl. Zeitschr. 1864, S. 288ff., has
first described as an important memorial in reference to the history of
MSS, translates after the Hexapla in accordance with the LXX: “on the
dunghill (mezbele) outside the city.” — Del.]

ft422 Translated by W. L. Gage, and published by T. and T. Clark, Edinburgh,
1866, 4 vols.

ft423 Editorial note: The author’s comments with regard to his conventions when
he transliterated Arabic have been reproduced here in their entirety. The
careful reader, however, will recognize that the Hendrickson Publishers
edition has transliterated the Arabic and Syriac scripts according to modern
conventions.]
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